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VORBEMERKUNG

Die Themen unserer Jahrestagung haben wieder ein breites internationales
Echo gefunden. Die groBe Anzahl von eingegangenen Beitr~gen machte,
wie in den vorigen Jahren, eine Einteilung in Vortr~ge und Poster notwen-
dig. Poster erm5glichen eine intensivere Diskussion und eine direkte ROck-
kopplung von interessierten Tagungsteilnehmern.

Der vorliegende Tagungsband erscheint zu Konferenzbeginn und enth~lt
die schriftlichen Fassungen der Vortr~ge und Poster. Aus zeitlichen GrOn-
den muBte die Drucklegung vor Eingang s~mtlicher Beitr~ge erfolgen.
Nachtr~glich eingegangene Manuskripte finden sich im Anhang oder wur-
den durch die Kurzfassung ersetzt.

PRELIMINARY REMARK

The subjects of the annual ICT-Conference have again found wide interna-
tional response. The vast number of contributions necessitated - as in pre-
vious years - a division into oral presentations and posters. Posters enable
an intensive discussion and direct feedback from interested conference
participants.

The Conference Proceedings are published at the beginning of the confe-
rence and contain the written versions of the presentations and posters.
Due to the shortage of time, printing had to commence prior to receipt of
all contributions. Subsequently received manuscripts are either included in
the Annex or the abstract is printed instead.
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Abstract

The Technical Group (TG) of the ASNR LTTP on IHE comprises members from FR, GE, UK

and US. Through successful international collaboration, the TG has developed and characterised

a group of insensitive high explosive candidate formulations. The responses of these

formulations to the Substance Tests prescribed for EIDS in Test Series 7 of the United Nations'

"Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods" are presented. The responses

observed in a sympathetic reaction hazard assessment series are also discussed.. The report

details the compositions of these formulations along with their densities, detonation velocities,

critical diameters and response to impact, friction, thermal stability and small scale burning tests.

Conclusions regarding the collaboration, the formulations and the test methodologies are also

presented.

Introduction

This paper summarises the accomplishments of the Technical Group (TG) during Phases 1 and 2

of the Four Power Air Senior National Representative Co-operative Long Term Technology

Project on Insensitive High Explosives (ASNR LTTP on IHE). The TG of the Four Power

ASNR LTTP on IHE comprises members from FR, GE, UK and US. In Phase 1 the TG has

developed and characterised a group insensitive high explosive candidate formulations. TNT-

based and inert (hydroxyterminatedpolybutadiene, HTPB) binder systems employing

nitrotriazolone (NTO) or nitroguanidine (NQ) along with TNT, RDX or HMX were used to

achieve extremely insensitive detonating substances (EIDS). In Phase 2 the TG has developed

and characterised a group of formulations with a wide range of vulnerability and performance

characteristics. HMX was balanced with NTO, NQ or triaminotrinitrobenzene (TATB) in a

variety of HTPB and energetic binder systems to achieve formulations which have performance
1,2,123456levels similar to Comp B, but which are significantly less sensitive than Comp B ..... .
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Objectives

Each of the nations participating in the ASNR LTTP on IHE has a need to develop an approach

to insensitive munitions (IMs). Insensitive high explosives are a necessary part of any program

aimed at reducing hazards, since the reduction of the hazards associated with explosives should

reduce the overall vulnerability of munitions in which they are contained. The objective of the

ASNR LTTP on IHE is to evaluate candidate IHEs submitted by each of the participating

nations and to identify deficiencies and the need for improvements to characteristics of these

IHEs.

In Phase 1 of the programme, the goal was for ItIE candidates from each nation to fulfil the

requirements imposed by the United Nations' (UN) "Recommendations on the Transport of

Dangerous Goods" for extremely insensitive detonating substances (EIDS). Cast TNT was

chosen as a reference but no specification for performance was given.

For Phase 2 of the program, the goal was for IHE candidates from each nation to have a level of

performance equivalent to Comp B while remaining as insensitive as possible. No pass/fail

criteria were given for Phase 2. The UK composition, RT Type A, equivalent to Comp B was

chosen as reference

Methodology

IHE candidates from each nation were chosen to minimise vulnerability while maintaining

performance. Spherical nitroguanidine (SNQ) and nitrotriazolone (NTO) are known to be less

sensitive than HMX or RDX. Therefore, in each Phase 1 formulation, RDX and HMX were

partially or completely replaced with SNQ or NTO. Minor modifications to tests prescribed by

Test Series 7 were incorporated to meet program objectives. The Phase 2 formulations were

designed to equal the performance of Composition B while exhibiting low vulnerability.

The participants agreed to a series of screening and hazard assessment tests. Screening tests were

conducted in the nation of origin for each material according to procedures prescribed by that

nation. For Phase 1 of the program, the hazard assessment test series was Test Series 7 for
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substances prescribed by the Reference 1 and included determination of critical diameter. Minor

modifications to tests prescribed by Test Series 7 were incorporated to meet program objectives.

For instance, only three trials of the Cap Test were performed for each IHE candidate. Also, cast

Comp B donors were used in the Gap Test. The PMMA gap thickness for the Comp B system

which is equivalent to the 70 mm PMMA gap for the Pentolite system is 82 mm. The thickness

of the PMMA attenuator was varied to obtain a sensitivity threshold value rather than simply a

GO/NOGO value at a given thickness as prescribed by the UN. Additionally, the French 3-litre

model was used in place of the steel pipe for the Bullet Impact Tests. Finally, FR performed the

slow cookoff test with the French 3-litre model for FR and US IHE candidates. US performed

the slow cookoff test in the UN prescribed pipe for the FR and GE IHE candidates and the

reference composition, TNT. The US IHE candidate and TNT were tested by the US in the SCB

as well. UK Performed the test on the UK IHE candidate according to the procedures in UN

Test Series 7.

In Phase 2, a multiple (3 round) Bullet Impact Test was used in lieu of the single shot prescribed

by the UN. The External Fire Test was excluded from Phase 2. Instead, a Sympathetic

Detonation Test series in generic hardware was performed (See Annex).

The work was distributed equitably between nations. The work share for Phase 1 of the program

is provided in Table 1 below, and for Phase 2 in Table 2.
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Table 1: Work Share for Phase 1 of ASNR LTTP on THE

IHE GE FR UK US TNT
Candidate (HX-76) (B-2214) (CPX-305) (AFX-644) (Reference)

TEST

Critical Diameter of Detonation GE FR UK US ALL

Cap Test GE GE GE GE GE

Gap Test US US US US US

Susan Test UK UK UK UK UK

Friability Test FR FR FR FR FR

External Fire Test FR FR FR FR FR

Slow Cook Off Test US FR-US UK FR-US ALL

Bullet Impact Test GE GE GE GE GE

Table 2: Work share for phase 2 of ASNR LTTP on THE

IHE Candidate GE FR UK US Reference
(HX 310) (B 2248) (CPX-413) (ARC-8963) (RDX/TNT

60/40)

Test

Critical Diameter of GE FR UK US Not necessary
Detonation

Cap Test GE GE GE GE GE
(unconfined)

Gap Test US US US US US

Susan Test UK UK UK UK UK

Friability Test FR FR FR FR FR

Slow Cook Off Test FR FR FR FR FR

Bullet Impact Test GE FR GE GE GE

Results

Screening tests were performed by each participant on its own candidate IHE using the preferred

national procedures. The screening test results for Phase 1 IHE candidates ate summarised in

Table 3 and in Table 4 for Phase 2.
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Table 3: Screening test Results for ASNR LTTP on THE Phase 1

Nation GE FR. UK uS Reference

Formulation HM-76
2  

B2214
3  

CPX-305
4  

AFX-644
5  

TNT
Designation

Impact Procedure BAM Impact Test RAM Impact Test Rotter Impact Test Bureau of Mines Bureau of Mines
[UN 3a(ii)] [UN 3a(ii)] [UN 3a(iii)] [UN 3a(i)) [UN 3a(i)]

Impact Result 24.4J >5J 79±1 200.5 cm( 5 kg) 54.5 cm (5 kg)

Impact Acceptance >2J >2J >80 > 10.16 cm > 10.16 cm
(3.63 kg) (3.63 kg)

Friction Procedure BAM Friction Test BAM Friction Test Rotary Friction BAM Friction Test BAM Friction Test
[UN 3b(i)] [UN 3b(i)] Test [UN 3b(ii)] [UN 3b(i)] [UN 3b(i)]

Friction Result 353 N 20% @ 353 N Out of Range 6.3 kg 3.6 kg

Friction Acceptance >80 N >80 N .3.0 >3.6 kg Standard
Criteria

Thermal Stability Stability@ 100°C Stability @ 75
0

C Vacuum Test @ Vacuum Test @ Vacuum Test @
Procedure 120GC 100

0
C 100

0
C

Thermal Stability 0.1 cm
3
/g Delta T- ItC 0.2 cm

3
/g 0.37 cm'/g 0.16 cm

3
/g

Result (Stable)

Thermal Stability Delta T <3
0

C <2 cm
3
/g <2 c,

3
/g <2 cm

3
/g

Acceptance Criteria

Small Scale Burning UN 3d(ii) RARDE Burning UN 3d(ii) UN 3d(ii)
Procedure

Small Scale Burning Mild Burning Mild Burning Mild Burning Mild Burning
Result

Small Scale Burning No Explosion or No Violent No Explosion or No Explosion or
Acceptance Criteria Detonation Reaction Detonation Detonation
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Table 4: Screening Test Results for ASNR LTTP on IHE Phase 2

Nation GE FR UK US Reference

Formulation HX-310' B2248' CPX-4134 ARC 8963' RDX/TNT
Designation RT60/40

Impact Procedure BAM Impact Test 30 kg fall hammer Rotter Impact Test Bureau of Mines [UN Rotte Impact Test
[UN 3a(ii)] [UK 3a(iii)] 3a(i)] [UN 3a(iii)]

Impact Result 30J No Propagation > 88 396.5 kg-cm 120
4m

No Reaction @
2.75m

Friction Procedure BAM Friction Test BAM Friction Test Rotary Friction Test BAM Friction Test [UN Rotary Friction Test
[UN 3b(i)] [UN 3b(i)] [N 3b(ii)] 3b(i)] [UN 3b(ii)]

Friction Result 360 N 353 N >6 16.8 kg f >6

Thermal Stability Vacuum Stability @ Stability @ 75'C Vacuum Stability @ Differential Scanning Vacuum Stability @
Procedure 100°C UN 3 c 100C Calorimetry/ 120'C

Thermogravirnetric
Analysis

Thermal Stability 0.47 cm3/g Stable 0.52 cm
3
/g See Notes I & 2 Below <0.2 cm

3
/g

Result

Small Scale Not Performed UN 3d(ii) Not Performed Not Performed Not Performed
Burning Procedure

Small Scale Not Performed Mild Burning Not Performed Not Performed Not Performed
Burning Result

Notes on Table 4.

Note 1: DSC; Exotherm @ 319.8'C/Onset @ 302.9oC for Heat Flow of 20.44 cal/g
Exotherm @ 371.5'C/Onset @ 357.5'C for Heat Flow of 130.5 cal/g
Note 2: TGA ([0°C/rain), N2 Flow-60 cm

3
,

15.23% Weight Loss @ 193
0

C, 69.29% Weight Loss @ 312'C

The hazard assessment results for Phase 1 are summarised in Table 5. In Phase 1, IHE

candidates from all participating nations achieved the criteria for EIDS. The vulnerability

characteristics of the Phase I IHE candidates were significantly improved in comparison with

the reference composition, TNT.

The hazard assessment results for Phase 2 are summarised in Table 3. The IHE candidates from

all four participants met the performance requirement (broadly equivalent to that of Composition

B-RDX/TNT 60/40) while exhibiting greatly improved vulnerability characteristics. IHE

candidates from FR and UK achieved all EIDS criteria, while IHE candidates from GE and US

achieved all EIDS criteria with the exception of the Gap Test. However, even the most sensitive

and most energetic (as determined by relative detonation pressure calculated from Density x

D2/4) Phase 2 IHE candidate (US) did not propagate the detonation of the donor item during

sympathetic detonation testing in the configuration shown the Annex.
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DISCUSSION/CONCLUSION

General

The results of the ASNR LTTP on IHE show it is now possible to rebalance the equation

between performance and vulnerability"'3 4' 5' 6 . The candidates chosen illustrate different ways

of matching the requirement. A suite of formulation types with a variety of performance levels

has been characterised and evaluated. This illustrated the choices available to the formulator as a

result of the developments in the last few years. Where once only TATB was available, now

NTO and new grades of NQ make the design function easier.

The test series conducted allow differences in sensitivity of the IHE candidates to be observed.

Vulnerability of the IHE candidates is significantly less than that of the reference compositions,

TNT and RDX/TNT--60/40. Performance levels are not necessarily compromised.

The aims of the technical group were met. All nations produced candidate formulations which

achieved the UN criteria for Extremely Insensitive Detonating Substances (EIDS). Munitions

containing any of the four compositions will be safer than those with existing compositions with

comparable performance.

Test Methodologies

Regarding the test methodologies employed, for the Cap Test, it is imperative that the critical

diameter of IHE candidates be determined for results to be meaningful. IHE candidates with

critical diameters much greater than the diameter of the detonation cap do not yield meaningful

results in the Cap Test.

In the Gap Test, peak pressures have been calibrated as a function of gap thickness for various

donor systems as shown in Table 7. However, the impulse imparted by each donor system as a

function of gap thickness is not known. Translation of the results determined with one donor

system cannot be necessarily simply applied to those of another donor system. The relative

sensitivities should remain the same. Also, the TG of the ASNR LTTP on IHE noted that the

preferred method is to determine the PMMA thickness threshold value rather than simply a

NOiNOGO result at a gap thickness of 70 mm as prescribed by the UN. This aids in establishing

a safety margin for IHE candidate in sympathetic detonation scenarios.
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Table 5: Phase 1 Hazard Assessment Results

Nation GE FR UK US Reference

Formulation HX 76 B2214 CPX305 AFX-644 TNT
Designation

Composition SNQ/RDX/HTPB HMX/NTO/HiTPB RDX/SNQ/AI/ TNT/NTO/ TNT
HTPB D2 Wax/AM

Weight % 55/30/15 12/72/16 30/35/20/15 30/40/10/20 100

Density (kg/m
3
) 1550 1630 1650 1770 1600

Detonation 7420 7440 7000 6800 6770
Velocity (m/s)

Critical Diameter 40 60<d<65 142<d<47 <40 40<d<45
(nmm)

Cap Test No Reaction No Reaction No Reaction No Reaction No Reaction

Gap Test-Go/No 73.1/76.2 33.2/35.0 74.6/76.2 50.8/52.3 111.1/114.3
Go Thickness (mm
PMMA)

Susan Test (kPa) 7.9 4.9 11.1 17.1 17.7

Friability (MPa/ms) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 8.0

Slow Cookoff Overpressure Burst Overpressure Burst Explosion/Detonation
x 3--166°C and Combustion x x 2, Overpressure burst

2 --179°C X 1--190°C

Bullet Impact Burning x 4 No Reaction x 3, Burning x 4 No Reaction x 4 Deflagration x 4
Burning x I

Overall Results EIDS EIDS EIDS EIDS NO EIDS
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Table 6: Phase 2 Hazard Assessment Results

Nation GE FR UK US Reference

Formulation HX 310 B 2248 CPX 413 8963 RDX/TNT--60/40
Designation

Composition HMX/NTO/NQ/ NTO/HMX/HTPB NTO/HMX/ HMX/TATB/ RDX/TNT/Wax
HTPB 46/42/12 Energetic Binder Energetic Binder 60/40/1

47/25/10/18 45/35/20 35/40/25

Density (kg/m) 1570 1700 1740 1760 1720

Detonation Velocity 7.75 8.13 7.99 8.14 7.91
(km/s)

Critical Diameter -t10 11 10 <3 <2
(mm)

Density x D2/4  23.6/0.91 28.1/1.08 27.8/1.07 29.2/1.12 26.0/1.00
(GPa/Relative
Detonation Pressure

Plate Dent (Relative 0.84 0.90 0.91 0.98 1.00
Depth of Crater)

Cap Test No Reaction No Reaction No Reaction No Reaction Detonation

Gap Test-Go/No Go 92/94 72/73 73/74 95/99 135/137
Thickness (mm
PMMA)

Gap Test-Go/No Go 2.65/2.54 4.38/4.35 4.32/4.27 2.42/2.21 1.67/1.62
Pressure (x t09 Pa)

Susan Test (kPa) 11.01 8.51 14.33 9.29 27.1

Friability (MPa/ms) 1.3 1.5 3.5 not performed 30

Slow Cookoff Overpressure Ovepressure Burst x Overpressure Overpressure Detonation x 3--
Burst x 3--155'C 2--174

0
C Burst x 3--156°C Burst x 3--143'C 180'C

Bullet Impact (3 Burning x Burning x 3 Burning x 2/No Burning x Detonation x 3
Round Burst/0/50 2/Overpressure Reaction x I 1/Overpressure
Cal AP @ 850 m/sec) Burst x I Burst x I/No

Reaction x I

SD 90min Not Tested Detonation Not Tested Detonation Detonation
Diameter/6mm
Wall/50m Air Gap

SD 90mm No Detonation No Detonation No Detonation No Detonation No Detonation but

Diameter/6 mm Reaction
Wall/125mm Air--
25mm Wood Gap

SD 176mm Not Tested No Detonation Not Tested No Detonation Detonation
Diameter/127mm
Wall/125mm Air--
25mm Wood Gap
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Table 7: Gap Thickness Corresponding to a PMMA Gap Pressure of 3.5 x 109Pa

Donor PMMA Thickness (for 3.5 x 109pa)

50/50 Pentolite 70 mm

95/5 RDX/Wax 76 mm

Comp B 82 mm

The Susan Test was considered by the TG of the ASNR LTTP on IHE to be a discriminating test

with quantifiable results. Results appeared to be influenced by the mechanical properties of the

IHE being evaluated. Shots at higher velocities should be considered to fully characterise IHE

compositions.

The TG of the ASNR LTTP on IHE considered the friability test to be useful for determining the

reactivity of damaged energetic materials. It should not be considered as directly equivalent to

the Susan Test as implied in Test Series 7 of Reference 1. The results appear to parallel more

closely those from the Bullet Impact Test.3

Regarding performance, ranking the formulations from most energetic to least energetic as

measured by relative detonation pressure, the order is US>FRŽ>UK>Reference CompB>GE.

Ranking the formulations in terms of relative depth of crater in the Plate Dent Test, the order is

Reference Comp B>US>UK>FR>GE. Although the results appear to contradict, it is possible

that the 40 mm diameter test piece for the IHE candidates in the Plate Dent Test is too small and

that the test is not sufficient for comparing IHE with traditional materials. However,

disregarding the results for the Reference composition, both methods of performance assessment

provided the same order of performance for the IHE candidates, with the FR and UK candidates

roughly equivalent. A more appropriate method of performance assessment would be to use

larger samples, perhaps measuring fragment velocity from generic warheads filled with the

candidates. The observations made during the Plate Dent Test illustrate the difficulties in

assessing IHEs with traditional test methods. However, the Phase 2 candidates showed

significant performance enhancement over those from Phase 1 (30%).
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Sympathetic Detonation (SD) testing was viewed as necessary in Phase 2, since the implications

of the extremely insensitivity to hazardous stimuli as observed in the generic UN subscale tests

for response in actual munitions is uncertain. The TG of the ASNR LTTP on IHE decided a

demonstration of the compositions in a sympathetic detonation test series would provide

evidence that the generic tests prescribed by UN Test Series 7 are suitable for characterising and

selecting IHE candidates.

Two of the Phase 2 candidates, the most shock sensitive (US) and the least shock sensitive (FR),

as determined in the Gap Test, were selected for comprehensive sympathetic detonation testing

in steel tubes simulating small diameter and large diameter missile warheads. The responses of

both IHE candidates were nearly identical to each other but substantially less severe than that of

the reference composition (RDX/TNT--60/40). The results illustrate that package design is

critical to surviving sympathetic detonation. Also, the balance of energy to sensitivity is crucial

as shown in Table 5. The probability of the FR candidate surviving SD is greater than that of the

US candidate. However, there remains a substantial margin of sensitivity between the US

candidate and the reference composition.

While the GE formulation contained the smallest percentage of energetic material for any of the

candidates, it contained the largest percentage of HMX and the smallest percentage of less

sensitive material (ie NTO, NQ, TATB). It should also be noted that while the energy obtained

from the US candidate approximated that determined for the Reference Comp B, the US

candidate was not very much less sensitive than the Reference Comb B. Still, the results of

sympathetic detonation testing were markedly different. The sensitivity and energy results for

the FR and UK candidates were nearly identical. The probability of the FR candidate surviving

Sympathetic detonation is greater than that of the US candidate. However, there remains a

substantial margin between the US candidate and the Reference Comp B. The responses of the

UK and GE composition and their relative margin of safety can be predicted as shown in Table

8.
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Table 8: Energy to Sensitivity Ratios for Phase 2 IHE Candidates and Reference

IHE Candidate Energy to Sensitivity Ratio (Plate Dent
Depth/NOGO Pressure in Gap Test)

Reference (RDX/TNT-60/40) 0.47

US Phase 2 Candidate 0.34

FR Phase 2 Candidate 0.17

UK Phase 2 Candidate 0.18

GE Phase 2 Candidate 0.30

Conclusion

All four nations have benefited from the opportunity to examine each others' approach and test

philosophy, this can only provide added confidence in the compositions and in assessing future

developments. This collaboration enabled a wider range of materials to be studied than could

have been examined by any of the nations alone. Although difficult to quantify, the program has

also, by cost sharing, achieved significant savings for the participating nations.
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Test set up:

(1)

donor acceptor

50 mm

(2)

donor acceptor

50 mm 25 mm 50 mm

150 nun screens type wood (pine tree)
screens thickness 12.5 mm

(3)

donoracceptor

50 mm 25 mm 50 mm

150 mm

sres type wood (pine tree)f thickness 12.5 mm
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Verfahrenstechnik zur

Herstellung von PBX Sprengladungen

Moglichkeiten und Grenzen

Dr. Paul Wanninger
TDW

86523 Schrobenhausen

PBX Ladlungen werden entwickelt und hergesteilt urn zwei nur scheinbar gegensatzliche

Eigenschaften von Sprengladlungen zu vereinigen: Hbchste Leistung mit grbl3ter

Unempfindlichkeit gegen~iber auBeren nicht vorhersehbaren Einfliossen, wie z.B. Feuer und

Beschul3 (Bild 1).

Nach den unterschiedlichen Wirkmechanismen kann man die Ladlungen grob in

Hohiladungen, Splitterladungen und Unterwasserladlungen einteilen (Buld 2).

1. Rohstoffe fuOr PBX Ladlungen

Je nach ausgewahltem Fertigungsverfahren haben die Rohstoff parameter

inshesondere die des Hauptrnhstoffes Sprengstoff unterschiedliches Gewicht f~ir

den Herstellprozef3.

Bei einem gegossenen PBX ist der Feinanteil stark limitiert, die Kornform und

spezifische OberfIdche spielt eine grol~e Rolle, wahrendl diese Parameter fur

Pressen und Extrudlieren andere Wertigkeiten ergeben. Durch entsprechendle

Verfahrensschritte werden die gewOnschten Eigenschaften des Rohstoffes

Sprengstoff erreicht (Buld 3, 4).
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2. Gegossene PBX Sprengladungen

Der Herstell- und Giel~prozef3 der PBX Ladungen entspricht demn der Composite

Propellants und wird seit den 7Oer Jahren nahezu unverandert durchgef~hrt (Buld 5).

Das zentrale Ger~t ist emn Planetenmischer mit 2 oder 3 Mischfli~geln, die ungefahre

maximale Mischung ist im Buld 6 dargestellt, bei einer angenommenen typischen

Dichte der Sprengladlung von 1,7 [g/cm3 ].

3. Geprel3te PBX Sprengladungen

Soiche Ladlungen enthalten in der Regel zwar die gleichen Sprengstoffe RDX und

HMX wie bei gegossenen Ladlungen, die Anforderungen an diese Rohstofte

unterscheiden sich durch den in der Regel hohen F~ligrad soicher Ladlungen (92 -

96%) und durch vtbIlig andere hoch phiegmatisie rend wirkendle Binder-Systeme. Fo~r

geprel3te Ladlungen wird zuerst ein Zwischenprodukt, dlas spater zu verpressendle

Granulat hergestelit, dann gewichts- oder volumendlosiert in einer CNG gesteuerten

Presse m6glichst auf Endmal3 verpreflt (Buld 7, 8). Der n~5tige hohe Druck (2000 bis

2500 bar) begrenzt die Grt~f3e der Ladlungen, mit einer 800 to-Presse kann man

gerade noch 200 mm Ladlungen von guter Qualitat herstellen (Buld 9).

Einen Sonderfall stellen isostatisohe Prel3verfahren dlar, die zwar sehr geringe

Dichtegradienten innerhaib der gefertigten Sprengladlung garantieren, aber wegen

sehr langer Taktzeiten und erheblicher Nacharbeit aus Kostengronden for eine

gr~l3ere Serie nicht akzeptabel sind.
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4. Extrudierte PBX Sprengladungen

Dieser modernste und einzige kontinuierliche Prozel3 zur Herstellung von
Sprengladlungen wird derzeit weltweit erprobt (Bild 10, 11). Es zeigen sich dabei
eine Reihe von Vorteilen wie kurze Mischzeiten, Verwendung von feinstem
Sprengstoff sowie automnatisoher Dosierung.

Die n6tigen Bindergehalte liegen im gleichen Bereich wie bel gegossenen
Sprengladungen (Buld 12). Eine im Mehrschichtbetrieb arbeitendle Masohine kann
ohne grol~e Gefahr, da die in der Mischzone befindliche Sprengladlung relativ klein
ist, beachtliche Mengen produzieren (Bild 13).

FOr die Herstellung von Pref~granulaten wird derzeit hauptsachlich der
Planetenmisoher, seltener der Slurryprozei3 und noch seltener der Extruder
verwendlet. Die Vorteile fOr eine Produktion von Granulat mit dem Extruder sind
durch den kontinuierlichen, automatisohen Prozel3 gegeben, der einzige Nachteil
besteht in der notwendligen Verwendlung von Lbsungsmitteln und deren
ROckgewinnung und Reinigung bei der Herstellung von hochgefOllten (92 - 96 %)
Granulaten (Buld 14, 15).

5. Produktion von Ladungen

5.1 Herstellung von Hohlladungen

Hohlladungen haben Ciblicherweise emn Kaliber von 20 bis 150 mm max. 200 mm.
Gr6B~ere Hohlladlungen werden nur in Torpedlos verwendlet. Zur Herstellung von
Hohlladlungen bietet sich dlas Prel3verfahren als nahezu ideal an. Mit einer
modernen Presse kann man mit automnatischer ZufOhrung des Granulats hohe
StOckzahlen pro Zeiteinheit erreichen. Der einzige Nachteil besteht im limitierten
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Durchmesser, dieser Nachteil wiegt aber nicht sehr schwer, da von gro[3en
Hohlladungen miner nur geringe St~ckzahlen benbtigt werden (Bild 16).

5.2 Herstellung von Solitterladungen

Splitterladungen werden gegen unterschiedlichste Ziele eingesetzt und haben damit
die versohiedensten GrbM~en und Geometrien. FOr kleine Ladungen bietet sich als
Verfahren das automnatische Pressen auf Endmal3 an. Bei grbf~eren Ladungen ab
ca. 3 kg Ladungsgewicht hangt die Auswahl der Fertigungsverfahrens stark von den
zu produzierenden Einheiten ab. Bel grol~en St~sckzahlen ist der Extruder das ideale

Produktionsmittel (Buld 17).

5.3 Herstellung von Unterwasserladungen

Soiche Ladungen kbnnen wegen ihrer Gr~l3e 100 - 800 kg nur im Giel3- oder

Extrude rverfah ren hergestelit werden. Wie bei den Splitterladungen ist der Extruder

das ideale Produktionsmittel bei hohen St~ckzahlen (BidI 18).

6. Bewertung der Produktionsverfahren

Das Hauptkriterium zur Auswahl des geeigneten Herstellverfahren ist sicherlich die
Grb(3e der herzustellenden Ladung. Einschrankend kbnnen noch ausgefallene

Geometrien sein, die z.B. statt Pressen, Giel~en oder Extrudieren einer kleinen

Sprengladung n~5tig machen. Eine Ladung wird oft nur spezifikationsgerecht

konstruiert und nicht optimiert im Hinblick auf eine Fertigung (Buld 19, 20).

Die Belastung der Umwelt muf3 einer Fertigung so gering wie mbglich gehalten

werden. Deshaib sind Fertigungsverfahren zu bevor-zugen die wenig oder gar keine

Nebenprodukte oder AbfalI erzeugen. Optimal steilt sich dabei das Prel~verfahren

dar. Bei der Aufbereitung des Granulats wird kein Lbsungsmittel oder nur sehr
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geringe Mengen davon verwendet, beim Pressen auf Endmat3 entsteht kein Abfall,
bei der sorgfaItigen Auswahl der Binder entstehen keine Toxiotizitatsprobleme
w~hrend der Verarbeitung oder bel der Demilitarisierung.

Gegossene Ladungen erfordern bei der Herstellung bedingt durch den BatchprozeB
Reinigungsschritte mit anfallendem L~sungsmittel und Sprengladungsabfall. Als
kontinuierliches Verfahren hat das Extruderverfahren nur sehr wenige
Reinigungsschritte, bei der Aufbereitung von Pref~granulat muf3 allerdings
Lbsungsmittel verwendet werden, weiches jedoch quantitativ zur~ckgewonnen und
aufbereitet werden kann (Buld 21).

lnsgesamt ist die Umweltbelastung bei PBX Ladungen sehr gering; verglichen mit
alter TNT-Technologie wo nahezu 100 % der Ladung als Abfall erzeugt wurde (Bild
22).

7. Zusammenfassung

Den unterschied lichen Anforderungen an Sprengladungen k~5nnen nur verschiedene
Herstellverfahren gerecht werden. Wahrend bei einer Hohlladung der nahezu alles
bestimmende Parameter die Durchschlagsleistung ist, mul3 bei einer groBen Ladung
verstdrkt auf machbare und bezahibare, Entsorgung Wert gelegt werden. Eine grol~e
Ladung stelit eine gr6l3ere Gefahr dar und mul3 daher besonders unempfindlich
gegen auBere Stimuli sein. Nur durch die rechtzeitige Einbeziehung der Parameter
die im Umfeld des Produktionsprozesses liegen, die aber diesen entscheidend
beeinflussen kbnnen, insbesondere die Sicherheit, Umnwelt und damit auch die
Produktionskosten, kann eine problemlose Fertigung Ober lange Zeit verifiziert
werden (Bild 23, 24).
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THE APPLICATION OF RHEOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT FOR IMPROVED

PROCESSING OF HTPB BASED PBXES

Hordijk, A.C., Sabel, H.W.R., Schonewille, L., Meulenbrugge, J.J.

TNO-Prins Maurits Laboratory, Pyrotechnics and Energetic Materials
P.O. Box 45, 2280 AA Rijswijk
The Netherlands

Rheological equipment such as a Rotaviscometer and a Rheometer (Haake RT 10) was used to

monitor the cure of HTPB binders. The effect of some catalysts (type and level), of precure with

various amounts of isocyanates and of chain extenders on the cure behavoir were determined.

Conclusions are drawn about pot life and cure rate.

This knowledge was applied to the casting of some unusual types of PBXes. For a specific study a

number of monomodal and bimodal HTPB based PBXes with a 65 % solid loading had to be made.

For such a loading the larger particle sizes tend to settle, which can be prevented by the formation of

a more viscous binder at the moment of casting.

The first approach is by the use of a catalyst and prolonged mixing times (method 1). A combination

of catalyst level, mixing temperature and time was selected using rheological data.

The second method is based on the precure of the binder. An optimum combination of precure

NCO/OH ratio (from 0.1 to 0.5), precure temperature and time was determined by rheological

monitoring.

A third method is by introducing more fines.

It appeared that the use of a binder with some pseudoplastic behavior as obtained by precure

(method 2) prevents settling more effectivily than applying method 1.

The mechanical properties of the resulting castings were determined and will be presented
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with HTPB binders, unfilled and filled with RDX. The final goal is to investigate the

influence of the RDX mean particle size in an HTPB based PBX on the shock sensitivity [1, 2]. The

rheological measurements reported here were necessary to investigate the conditions leading to an

improvement of the PBX processing. The following mean diameters were used: 5, 47, 230 and 525

micron as determined by a Malvern particle sizer and coded F1, F2, C1 and C2 respectivily. For F2 a

solid loading of 65 w0/o was obtained; to avoid variations in the shock sensitivity caused by

differences in the solid load, a 65 w0/o solid loading was also used for the other monomodal PBXes.

The particle size C1 showed some but acceptable settling, so special measures had to be taken to

obtain a homogeneous product. Later on also bimodal mixtures were made with FICI and F1C2 in

two different ratios with 65 % solid loading. Because of the improved packing of bimodal mixtures,

settling is bound to occur.

To prevent settling three ways are available:

1. increase of the percentage of fine RDX

2. increase of the end-of-mix viscosity by catalysis and prolonged mixing time

3. and increase of the viscosity by precure of the binder system

Whether settling occurs may be checked

"* by using optical microscopy; surfaces are checked with respect to the relative presence of coarse

particles - if there are more coarse particles at the bottom than at the top layer, settling has

occurred

"* by determination of the density over the length of a cast item - settling results in a higher density

at the bottom.

Both methods were used.

The mechanical properties of the final products were determined as well.

Rheological measurements may be carried out with a relatively simple rotational device, such as the

Rheology International Viscometer RI:2:M, which is well suited to measure fluid properties, such as
the viscosity of binder systems and binders with a low solid filling.

For the measurement of visco-elastic properties more complicated devices such as the HAAKE RT

10 are needed. An oscillatory stress loading enables one to discriminate between viscous (fluid) and

elastic (solid) behavior which is needed to study binder systems with high solid loadings and cure

processes.
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2. RHEOLOGY

Unfilled HTPB behaves as a Newtonian fluid. In filling the HTPB prepolymer, pseudoplastic fluid

behavior showes up; the stress to be applied is no longer proportional to the shear rate as for a

Newtonian fluid [3]. A time dependent behavior (thixotropy) and in some cases a yield point (a

relative large stress has to be applied before the mix will flow) are measured [4]. The extent of these

effects increases with increasing solid load.

The addition of an isocyanate starts the chain extension and crosslinking of the prepolymer with a

rate which depends on the type of isocyanate (in this case IPDI). In some cases a curing catalyst is

used such as DBTD or a DBTD/TPB combination.

2.1 Rheologic approach.

For filled and unfilled binder systems, the following rheological aspects are normally determined:

"* the flowcurve-which gives information about the behavior when the sample is subjected to a shear

ramp. Because of the shear thinning effect [5] the viscosity at a shear rate of 1.25 s"1 (11h.25 ) is

used for comparison,

"* the extent of thixotropy [4]

"* oscillation time curve-which gives information about the visco-elastic properties and the cure

behavior;

1. the complex viscosity (Tl*), which takes into account the visco-elastic response, while the rotation

flowcurve derived viscosity only incorporates the viscous part

2. the change with time of the viscous or loss modulus (G") and of the elastic or storage modulus

(G')

3. the phase shift angle (5), which is 90 ° for a pure viscous response and 0 ° for a pure elastic

response. Delta is 45 0 when G'= G".
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Figure 1. Complex viscosity of a catalysed (with) and non-catalysed (without) HTPB/IPDI binder.

Figure 1 shows the result of oscillation measurements on an unfilled HTPB binder system. The cure

behavior of HTPB/IPDI and the accelerated (with 0.05 % DBTD) cure of the same system at 60 'C

are presented. This Figure clearly demonstrates the strong influence of the cure catalyst DBTD on

complex viscosity and the phase shift angle 5. The potlife is reduced by a factor of about 5.

A typical example of an oscillation curve for a filled system is given in Figure 2. In the first stage of

the curing process the viscous response increases, while the elastic response remains about the same.

As a consequence 8 increases from about 75 0 to about 85 0; in other words the mix behaves more as

a fluid although the complex viscosity continuously increases. This is probably due to the fact that in

the first cure stage chain extension is favoured over cross linking. After about 12 hours crosslinking

starts and the elastic response increases very fast and the phase shift angle, 8, decreases.

The relation between the viscosity (by rotation) and the complex one (by oscillation) depends

amongst others on the measuring parameters. When an oscillation frequency of 0.1 Hz and a stress

of 100 Pa are applied, 111.25 > -1q (about a factor 2). During the potlife, the time in which casting is

possible, G" is about 10xG', so that r"1 is determined predominantly by the viscous response. We

found that for 170 < il" < 200 Pa.s the castability limit is reached.
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Figure 2. A typical example of the curing of a filled system (T=20 'C, freq. = 0. 1 Hz, stress = 100 Pa).

In practice this complex behavior is overcome by a larger casting mass or by casting under pressure.

The cast moulds must be vibrated under vacuo to completely fill the space available and to obtain a

bubble free product.

3. THE FILLED BINDER - MONOMODAL

3.1 Binder composition and normal mixing procedure

The binder used has the composition as given in Table 1.

Table 1. The HTPB binder composition

Compound;
HTPB (%) 21.14
IPDI NO 2.64
IDP (%) 10.45
Anti-oxidant - Flcxzone 6H (%) 0.024
Bonding agent - Dantocol DHE (%) 0.23
Flow improver - Lecithine (%) 0.47
Total 35.00

Density (g/cc) 0.91
Me (network density) (g/crosslink) 9200
NCO/OH ratio (-) 1.2
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This is a usual composition for an HTPB binder exception for the percentage of Lecithine; this is

chosen rather high. Such a high percentage will increase the end-of-mix viscosity and the thixotropic

behavior. Generally settling of the larger particles is thus prevented more, but the maximum

obtainable solid load decreases.

The mixing procedure is as follows. First the binder without IPDI is introduced into the mixer (5 liter

with vertical mixing blades) at 60 *C and then half the amount of the solids. This composition is

mixed for 10 minutes under normal pressure. Then the second half of the solids is added, mixed for

10 minutes under normal pressure and for 2 hours under vacuo.

Finally the curing agent is added and mixed for 45 minutes under vacuo after which the mix is ready

for casting. The cast batches are allowed to cure for 7 days at 60 'C.

3.2 Monomodal batches (settling preventing method 1)

The tap density values for F2, Cl and C2 suggest that a solid loading of 70 % can be obtained, but a

small scale mixing test showed that the F2 mix was to dry to cast, so that the choice was made for a

65 % solid loading. The Fl and F2-batch proceeded succesfully. However, the Cl-batch showed

some, but acceptable, settling after cure. Therefore several small scale tests with the C2-mix were

performed to develop a modified procedure.

The influence of several modifications in the mixing procedure were as follows:

1) the use of 0.05 % DBTD - the effect of this catalyst was already demonstrated in Figure 1

2) the mixing temperature - at 22 and at 40 0C the cure rate was too low, even in the presence of

DBTD. At 50 'C the cure rate and potlife were acceptable

3) the addition sequence of the compounds - because of the relative large potlife, the IPDI was

introduced prior to the addition of the solids. The mixing proceeds until a viscosity of about 150

Pa.s is reached after which the mix is cast into the moulds.

In Figure 3 the viscosity change with time of the C2-batch is presented. From this information the

optimum temperature and percentage DBTD were determined. Figure 3 showes that

e the end-of-mix viscosity without prolonged mixing is too low to prevent settling

o the viscosity tripled in about 2 hours starting from 50 Pa.s

o in the presence of 0.05 % DBTD the potlife is about 5 hours at 50 'C

o the results of the small scale mixer (IKA- RU 89-2 and 89-3) agree well with the larger scale one

(HKV 5 - RU 89-4)
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This modified procedure was relatively succesful; settling was not completely prevented, but only a

small density change over the length of a cast item was observed.

4. THE FILLED BINDER - BIMODAL

4.1 The use of more fines (settling preventing method 2)

Bimodal mixes of FICI and F2C2 in the ratio fine/coarse of 33/67 were made without isocyanate

and the viscosity was measured at different solid loadings. The initial solid load was 60 w0/o and

additions of bimodal RDX (2 to 5 % increase in solid load) were introduced, mixed after which the

viscosity was measured. In Figure 4 the logarithm of the measured viscosity is given as a function of

the solid loading. From this Figure it can be concluded that the solid loading for this fine/coarse ratio

needs to be in between the 80 and 85 % in order to prevent settling.

It was estimated that the use of about 70 % fines in a 65 w% solid load using 0.05 % DBTD would

result in time in a sufficiently high viscosity to prevent settling of the coarse particles. One small

batch, also without isocyanate (RU 94-1) was made and the viscosity was measured for several solid

loadings from 65 to 75 %.

The first F IC 1 (70/30) batch - RU 99-1- was manufactured using the procedure modified for the C2-

batch. In this case a relatively dry mix was obtained; the potlife was considerably shorter than for the

C2-batch. The final batches RU 99-2 (FICI 70/30) and RU 100-2 (FIC2 70/30) were produced with

the usual processing procedure.

The cured products showed no settling.

1000

_A 89-2; T= 52 C

100

0 )K 89-4; T= 48 C
o• •Expon. (89-3; T= 52 C)

>J

0 2 4 6

Tim e (h rs)

Figure 3. Viscosity of C2-batch as function of mix-temperature and time.
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V A F1 C2 (33/67)

10 1

55 60 65 70 75 80 85

Solid loading (w%)

Fig. 4. Effect of change of fine concentration on viscosity.

From Figure 4 it may be concluded that

"* the end-of-mix viscosity is much higher in the presence of more fines,

"* the reproducibility of the processing and viscosity measurement is about 10 %

"• the influence of the coarse particles (CI and C2) on the viscosity of the 33/67 mix with F1 is only

limited

"• the solid load dependancy of viscosity is lower for the 70/30 than for the 33/67 fine/coarse ratio.

This may be due to mixing inefficiency

The potlife is about two hours, which is in our case just sufficient for casting.

4.2 The effect of precure (settling preventing method 3)

The precure experiments with the binder were carried out at 80 'C in a flask equipped with a stirrer.

IPDI was introduced in an amount corresponding with an NCO/OH ratio of 0.1 to 0.5 in steps of

0.1. The cure reaction was allowed to proceed for about 20 hours after which the viscosity was

determined at 60 °C at a shear rate of 1.25 s" . In Figure 5 the measured viscosity of the precured

HTPB is given as a function of the NCO/OH ratio.
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A number of small scale batches were made to find out the appropriate degree of precure. For the

FIC2 (33/67) mix four small scale batches with various precure NCO/OH ratios were made before

the final batch could be made. In Table 3 the variations and their results are presented.

70 80

60 70- A

50 -6 A-. 50 - X O.3
S40 *" 40 -- XA A 0.4

30 U30- XA x0.5

S20 * 20 - *

10 10
0 I 0 I I i

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0 1 2 3 4

NCO/OH curing time [h]

Fig. 5 Effect of NCO/OH ratio on the Fig. 6 Effect of time on viscosity at 60 'C of the
viscosity at 60 'C after 20 hours at 80 0C precured PBXes (see Table 3)

Figure 5 demonstrates the strong influence of precure NCO/OH ratio on viscosity. Figure 6 clearly

shows the effect of solid loading on the end-of-mix viscosity and on the viscosity change with time.

The precure NCO/OH of 0.5 has been plasticised beforehand to maintain the fluidity. Probably

therefore the viscosity changed somewhat different with time.

Table 3. Various batches to determine the proper precure NCO/OH ratio for F1C2. Normal mixing
procedure at a mixing temperature of 60 'C.

Batch RU- Comment Precure precured HTPB end-of- remarks/settling
no Code NCO/OH vise. mix

ratio viscosity
I solid load 80.5 % 0 - 130 castable
2 84 % 0 - 205 still castable
3 95-1 65 % 0.11 2.2 5 settling
4 96-1 0.30 7.3 17 settling
5 97-1 0.40 20 40 to a slight degree
6 101-1 0.50 60 88 no settling

101-2 final batch 0.50 - 90 no settling

Batch no 1, the results of which are in part presented in Figure 4, indicated that settling was

inevitable in case the solid loading is reduced to 65 %. For the precured HTPB was observed that the

increase in viscosity as a result of the introduction of 65 % solids is much smaller than expected;

even at a precure NCO/OH ratio of 0.4 settling occurred. Only the precured HTPB (NCO/OH=0.5),
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which was so sticky that a part of the plasticiser (IDP) had to be added beforehand in to the precure

mix in order to guarantee the fluidity, resulted in no settling.

The cured products of F1CI and FIC2 at the fine/coarse ratio of 33/67 showed no settling.

In Figure 7 the viscosity change with time of the monomodal batch C2 (RU 89-4) is compared with

the bimodal batches in which C2 is added to Fl; RU 101 (FIC2 (33/67)) and RU 100-2 (F1C2

(70/30)).

1000

A

S* .C2 - 50 c

100 * FIC2 - 33/67 (precure)

0 FA 1C2 - 70/30 (fines)

10
0 100 200 300 400

Time (minutes)

Fig 7. The comparison of the viscosity change with time of the batches which contain C2. For C2 -batch at
50 *C and the other two at 60 °C

The conclusion is drawn that

"* settling is prevented at different viscosity values

"* the rate of viscosity change is about the same for the three batches

5. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

The mechanical properties of the various batches were determined using a tensile tester with

JANNAF tensile samples. The samples were tested 3 days after the end of cure, so 10 days after

casting, with a rate of 50 mm/min at 20 'C. The results are presented in Table 4.
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Table 4 Mechanical properties of monomodal and bimodal PBXes (solid load is 65 w%).

The properties of a standard PBX, 85 % solid load are included for comparison.

RU code code Particle size E (MPa) or (MPa) C, (%) b%

87-1 FI 4.7 3.9 0.71 57 65
84-1 F2 47 4.1 0.43 35 56
85-1 C1 230 5 0.24 16 40
89-4 C2 525 6 0.27 12 20

_________ fine/coarse __________

99-2 F1CI 70/30 3.0 0.63 93 100
109-1 FICI 33/67 5.2 0.54 23 44
100-2 FIC2 70/30 2.9 0.54 79 98
101-2 FIC2 33/67 3.9 0.42 23 42

solid load
ref. 81-5 standard 85 % 8.2 0.68 16.1 22

From the results in this Table it can be concluded that the mechanical properties are greatly

influenced by the particle size; the larger the mean diameter the smaller the strength and strain up to

about 200 to 300 micron at which this effect levels off.

The introduction of CI to F1 to a 30 % level, as for the bimodal FICI, increases the strain with only

a limited loss in strength. Even at 67 % CI in the F1CI combination the mechanical properties,

strength and strain, are much better than for the monomodal CI batch.

The effect of solid loading is an increase in stiffness (E-modulus) and a considerable decrease in

strain at about the same value for the strength.
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CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions may be drawn.

"* Rheological equipment is absolutely needed to study the effect of changes in processing and

compositions on castability and potlife

"* More complicated instruments enabling oscillatory measurements give more insight in the cure

processes and indicate whether results obtained with rotational measurements are valid and to

what extent. The complex viscosity, which takes visco-elasticity into account may be very

different from the viscosity incorporating only the viscous part

"• The effect of fines on the viscosity is, that the initial viscosity (end-of-mix) increases and that the

viscosity increase with time is larger as well, resulting in a decreased potlife

"* The three ways to prevent settling in a low solid load system worked well. The best results were

obtained using 'more fines' and 'by precure'. The method using a catalyst and mixing until the

viscosity is large enough to prevent settling, needed a higher end-of-mix viscosity than the chosen

150 Pa.s for these very coarse particles.

"* Mechanical properties of monomodal PBXes are strongly influenced by the particle size; the

smallest sizes give the highest strength and strain.

"* Mechanical properties of bimodal PBXes of 5 micron RDX combined with coarse or very coarse

particles in the ratios 70/30 and 33/67 (fine/coarse) are in all cases better than the PBXes

containing monomodal coarse /very coarse particles.
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NEUERES INDUSTRIELLES VERFAHREN ZUR HERSTELLUNG VON

HOCH LEISTUNGSH OH LLADU NGEN

Dr. JOrg Meister, RudolfKaeser

SM Schweizerische Munitionsunternehmung

GE Hohlladungssysteme und Antriebe

Allmenstrasse 74

CH-3602 Thun

Zusammenfassung

Die Leistungsanforderungen an modeme Hohiladungen wachsen stftndig. Mit leichteren oder bestenfalls gleich

schweren Gefechtskopfmassen mOssen miner schwierigere Zielkonfigu ratio nen dlurchschlagen werden

k~nnen. Dies setzt in der Regel voraus, dass eine Ladung auch bei sehr grossen Sprengabst~nden noch eine

grosse Bohrleisung zu erbringen vermag. Diesbezoglich sind hohe Zielsetzungen m6glich, wenn bei einer

konstnjktiv optimalen Auslegung der Ladung auch das zur Verfagung stehendle Herstellverfahren so weit

verbessert ist, dass die bekannten Mfngel der zur Zeit indlustriell Oblichen Giess- und Pressverfahren nicht

mehr auftreten. Im Lichte dieser Erkenntnis hat die SM Schweizerische Munitionsunternehmung emn

Sprengstoffpressverfahren auf isostatischer Basis und eine Zusammenbaumnethode durch Schrumpfen zur

industriellen Reife entwickelt. Das Verfahren ergibt eine maximal m~gliche Rotationssymmetrie der

HohIladung, insbesondere verhindert es prinzipiell Zwischenr~ume (Spalte, Risse) im Sprengstoffbereich

innerhaib des fiblicherweise geforderten Temperaturbereichs.

Auf Grund der Erfahrung von zwei Seriefabrikationen sind folgende Aussagen zul5ssig:

- Grosse Bohrleistungen auch bei 20 Kaliber Sprengabstand. In alien vergleichendlen Sprengungen besser als

die gegossene oder konventionell gepresste Version

-Stark redluzierte Leistungsstreuung

- Leistungsinvarianz in einem weiten Temperaturbereich (zB von - 35 bis + 63 Grad C)

- Hohe Fabrikationssicherheit

-Herstellverfahren wirtschaftlich realisierbar

Abstract

The requirements of performance for modern shaped charges increase permanently. Often more demanding

target configurations have to be penetrated with an unchanged or even reduced warhead mass. Generally this

SM Schwelz. Munitionsunternehmung\R. Kaeser\ICT.95.DOC
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requires that the charge has an excellent penetration at very large stand off. Relevant to this, high performance

can be achieved, when in addition to an optimum design of the charge also the production procedure is

improved, so that the known deficiencies of the actual industrial casting and pressing methods are eliminated.

In the light of this finding, SM Swiss Munition Enterprise has brought to industrial maturity a pressing method

for high explosives on the basis of an isostatic principle and an assembly procedure by shrinking. Resulting

from this process of pressing and assembling, highest possible axisymmetry of the shaped charges is obtained,

particularly any types of gaps and cracks are avoided by principle within the usually required temperatur range.

Based on the experience of two series productions, the following statements can be made:

Large penetrations even at 20 CD stand off. In all competing tests better than the cast or axially pressed

version

Significantly reduced deviations of penetration

Performance invariancy in the range of - 35 to + 63 degrees C

Increased production safety

Industrial production can be economically realized

1. Ausgangslage

Die zZ gingigsten Verfahren der Sprengstoffverarbeitung im Hinblick auf die Fertigung von Hohlladungen sind

das Giessen und das axiale Pressen. Beide Verfahren weisen nebst ihren spezifischen Vorteilen auch

bedeutende Nachteile auf, die man nicht mehr alle in Kauf nehmen kann, da die Leistungsanforderungen an

geformte Ladungen in den letzten Jahren enorm gestiegen sind.

Einer der gewichtigsten Schwachpunkte einer gegossenen Hohlladung ist etwa deren ungen0gende Leistung

bei tiefen Temperaturen, insbesondere nach Temperaturpendelungen gemass MIL-Standard Programm.

Gepresste Ladungen anderseits weisen oft eine ungen0gende Homogenitdt und Masshaltigkeit auf, was dann

immer wieder zu unerwartet starken Leistungseinbussen fbhrt. Erfahrungsgemass besteht zudem beim

Pressprozess ein nicht vernachlassigbares Fabrikationsrisiko ffir Ereignisse mit sehr hohen Kostenfolgen.

Grundlegende Verbesserungen der beiden Verfahren (axiales Pressen und Giessen) in Bezug auf Bohrleistung

und deren Streuung sind nur noch schwer realisierbar. Diese Erkenntnis gnrndet auf jahrzehntelanger

Erfahrung der SM Schweizerische Munitionsunternehmung, die beide Verfahren aus mehreren Serie-

fertigungen kennt.

Ein gr6sseres Ereignis in Thun anlasslich eines Pressvorganges vor mehr als 10 Jahren verstfrkte den

Wunsch nach einem alternativen Verfahren. Dieses sollte sicherer sein, die durchschnittliche Bohrleistung der

Hohlladungen anheben und die Streuung reduzieren.
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2. Neuheit des Verfahrens

Bel der neuen Methode der Sprengstoffverarbeitung im Rahmen der Hohlladlungsfabrikation handelt es sich urn
emn Pressverfahren auf isostatischer Basis. Dieses Pressprinzip wird in vielen lndlustriezweigen, wo granulat-
oder pulverf6rmige Substanzen zu festen K6rpern verarbeitet werden (Kunststoffverarbeitung,
Pulvermetallurgie), schon lange angewendlet. In der Munitionsindlustrie ist dlas isostatische Spreng-
stoffverpressen ebenfalls seit Iangerer Zeit bekannt, hat jedloch die Laborstufe nie Oberschritten.
Die Neuheit der nachstehend beschriebenen isostatischen Pressmethode besteht in deren Indlustrialisierung,
dh der Entwicklung eines Laborverfahrens zu einer wirtschaftlichen Seriefabrikation.

Emn perfekter Sprengk6rper in elner Hohiladlung garantiert allerdlings noch keine gute Bohrleistung. U.a. ist auch
dlessen Einbau in die Obrige, meist metallische, Struktur von grosser Bedleutung. Gefechtskbpfe mussen
bekanntlich in einem sehr grossen Temperaturbereich, beispielsweise von - 35 bis + 63 Grad C, s~mtliche
Anforderungen, insbesondere die Ieistungsbezogenen, ertfillen. In diesem ganzen Temperaturbereich darien
weder Risse im Sprengkorper noch Spalten zu den anliegendlen Strukturteilen entstehen, da diese die
Strahlbildlung empfindlich zu storen vermbgen. Eine Schrumpfmontage bei tiefer Temperatur verhindert dlas
Auftreten solcher Zwischenraume.

Die indlustrielle Verfahrensneuheit umfasst also ein verbessertes Pressvertahren und eine neue
Einbaumnethode zumn Zusammenbau von getormten Ladlungen.

3. Pressprinzip

Das auf isostatischer Basis funktionierendle Prinzip ist aus den bekannten Nachteilen des konventionellen
Pressens hervorgegangen. Die gewonnenen Vorzuge lassen sich deshalb am eintachsten durch eine
vergleichendle Beschreibung beider Verfahren dlarlegen.

Klassisches (axiales) Pressprinzip:

Pressen N .'. ,, gepresst

Fig. I
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Zwei Stempel im Inneren eines Zylinders komprimieren das eingefcillte Sprengstoffgranulat l~ngs eines axialen
Kompressionsweges auf ca. das halbe Volumen. Die aktive Kraft wird von elnem oder beiden Stempein auf-

gebracht. An den Obrigen Berihrungsflichen wirken Reaktions- und Wandreibungskrc~tte von jeweils unter-

schiedlicher Grbsse. Bei nicht idealem Fliessverhalten des zu pressenden Materials, was in der Regel auf

Sprengstoffgranulat zutrif ft, entsteht im Pressling eine wenig homogene Dichteverteilung. An einigen
neuralgischen Stellen wird das Material Oberverdichtet (Region zwischen den Stempeln in Achsn~he mit hoher

relativer Kompression), an andern unterverdichtet (periphere Randzonen mit geringer relativer Kompression).

Es besteht zudem kein Zwang zur Rotationssymmetrie, dh die Dichte kann mit dem Azimut variieren.

Eine weiteres Negativumn ist das nicht zu vernachIdssigende Sicherheitsrisiko, da der Sprengstoff grunds~itzlich

zwischen zwei sich gegeneinander bewegenden metallischen Bauteilen eingeschlossen ist. Entsprechende

Ereignisstatistiken belegen dies.

Die nachteiligen Eigenschaften des klassischen Prinzips lassen sich im wesentlichen auf einen Umnstand
zunickfOhren: die ertorderliche Volumenreduktion erfolgt mittels einer kleinen, geometrisch starren Flache
IlIngs eines grossen Kompressionsweges. Ideal ware dabei gerade das Umgekehrte: grosse Fl~che, kurzer

Kompressionsweg. Dies tfihrt zur Idee des neuen Pressprinzips.

Prinzip des "Isopressens"

Das vollstandige Presswerkzeug (Fig. 2) besteht aus einer metallischen Innenform, deren obere Kontur

derjenigen der Einlage der Hohlladung entspricht, sowie einer elastischen Aussenh~lle, die zB aus Gummi

besteht. Das Granulat wird in die auf die Innenform aufgesetzte HQIle eingefOllt, anschliessend in einer

besonderen Kammer auf Vorvakuum evakuiiert . Das luft- und wasserdicht abgeschlossene System wird daraut
in einen vorzugsweise mit Wasser gef~ilften Autoklaven gelegt und einem zeitlichen Druckprogramm

unterworten. Die Verdichtung des Granulats geschieht Ober die HOlle von aussen nach innen, sowie durch eine

axiale Gegenbewegung (der obere Teil des Granulats bewegt sich nach unten, der untere, durch die HOlle zwar

etwas gebremst, nach oben).

Diese Pressmethode hat folgende charakteristische Merkmale:

- Die Pressbewegung ist 3-dimensional und es bewegt sich wie gewOnscht eine gros~se Fl~che langs jeweils

kurzer Kompressionswege

- Innenseitig wirken lediglich Reaktionskr~ifte der Innenform auf den Sprengstoff. Es ist daher streng ge-

nommen emn quasiisostatischer Pressvorgang, jedoch wegen der kurzen Kompressionswege von gleicher
Pressqualitdt wie emn rein isostatischer

- Die Innenseite des Sprengstoffk6rpers lasst sich in eintacheren Fallen bereits auf Endmass pressen. Die

Aussenkontur muss immer mechanisch bearbeitet werden
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Situation var Situation nach
Evakuieren und demn Pressen
Pressen

Evakuierungs- max.00 br
stutzen mx50 a

Granulat-"J'
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EndformS I-Srengk6rper

Elastische

- - (metallisch)

- HOllenklemmung

- - 7 wasserdicht

Fig.2 K -
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4. Sprengstoffarten

Bis zumn heutigen Zeitpunkt haben wir folgendle Sprengstoffgranu late mit Erfoig verpresst:

HMX: Octastit 4, Octastit 8, LX 14, PBXN 5

RDX: graphitiert und ungraphitiert

TNT

Insensitiver Sprengstoff: PBXN 9 (noch in Versuchsphase)

5. Presstemperaturen

Die Pressmethode I~sst unterschiedslos die Verarbeitung von kalt- und warmverpressbarem Granulat zu.

Beispiel einer Warmpressung: LX 14, ca 110 Grad 0. Die Temperaturleitzahl des Sprengstoffs und besonders

des Granulats ist niedrig genug, urn das Temperaturniveau wchrend Iangerer Zeit aufrecht erhalten zu kbnnen.

Im Falle einer Warmverpressung muss der verdlichtete Sprengstoff zu dlessen chemnischer Verfestigung einem

Abk~hlverfahren unterzogen werden. Dies geschieht noch in der elastischen Form, wobei mit unterst~tzenden

Massnahmen daffir gesorgt wird, dlass der Warmestrom nur Ober die Innenform abfliesst. Die Verfestigung

verIauft cdadurch weitgehend spannungsfrei von innen nach aussen. Riss- und Lunkertildlung sind

ausgeschlossen.

6. Mechanische Bearbeitung

Fig. 3 veranschaulicht den spanabhebendlen Bearbeitungsvorgang, der in der Folge etwas naher beschrieben

wird.

Arbeitsvorg~nge Seriefabrikaion: 1x schwuppen, 1x schlichten

Bearbeitungsweise: trocken

Entfernung der Drehabtalle: Quellabsaugung, Zwischenlagerung in einem

Nassabscheider

Sicherheitsmassnahmen: Betonzelle mit Ausbiasefenster

Schutzstufe CNC-Maschine >=IP 54

Sprinkleranlage mit UV-Sensor

Fembedienung mit TV-Ueberwachung
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Fig.3

7. Verfahrensbedingte VorzOge

1. Nahezu konstante und sehr hohe Dichte im ganzen Sprengstoffvolumen. Daher grosstm6gliche Rotations-

symmetrie gewahrleistet.

2. Keine St6rungen wie Risse, Lunker, "totgepresste" Zonen

3. Auch grosskalibrige Sprengstoffkbrper herstellbar

4. Grosse Freiheit bezoglich Einlagegeometrie und Wandst5rkevedauf des Sprengstoffk6rpers

5. Einfache und verh~ltnismassig billige Werkzeuge

6. Sehr rasche und kostengOnstige Herstellung von Sprengstoffk6rpern besonders fOr Entwicklungen und

Versuche

7. Geringes Sicherheitsrisiko

8. Nachteile

- Eine mechanische Bearbeitung der Sprengstoffrohlinge ist unumginglich. Der anfallende Sprengstoffabfall

muss entsorgt werden. Es existiert kein kostengOnstiges Recycling. Bei einer optimierten Form betr.gt er

etwa 25 % der eingefOllten Menge

- Die im Sicherheitsbereich erforderlichen Investitionen sind betr~chtlich
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9. Zusamnmenbau der HohIladung

Der Zusammenbau der Hohlladlung und die rechnerische Bestimmung der Sprengkbrperkontur ist der zweite

Teil der gesamten Verfahrensverbesserung. Er bezweckt, dlas Auftreten jeglicher Zwischenrdume des

Sprengk~rpers zur Ummantelung bzw zur Eilnage zu vermeiden.

Die Ursache fOr dlas Auftreten von Zwischenr~umen Iiegt in den unterschiedlichen W~rmeausdehnungs-

koeffizienten der verwendleten Materialien, zB Cu oder Molybddn fOr die Elnlage, HMX fur den Sprengk~rper

und Alu oder Stahl fOr die Ummantelung. Der Arbeitsbereich einer HL kann Ober 100 Grad C betragen wie dies

im Extrembereich von - 53 bis +63 Grad der Fall ist (Forderung USA). Wird der Sprengk~rper einfach gemass

den Zeichnungsabmessungen hergestelft und montiert, so sind Zwischenr,ýume bei tiefen Temperaturen

unvermeidlich wie Fig. 4 veranschaulicht.

Fig. 4 FE-Auswertung in iOberh6hter Darstellung

Es geht also darum, eine Kontur des Sprengkbrpers zu finden, die im geforderten Temperaturbereich die

umgebenden Komponenten (Einlage, Ummantelung) vollst~ndig zu bertihren vermag. FOr eine rationelle

Seriefabrikation ist es notwendlig, die kleinstm~gliche Kontur zu ermitteln, damit der Einbau m6glichst leicht
vonstatten geht. Das Auffinden geschieht mittels einer FE-Analyse, die auch die temperaturbedingten

Verformungen aller Komponenten mitberijcksichtigt. In Fig. 5 ist dlas Resultat einer solchen Analyse fOr die

Fertigungstemperatur von 20 Grad dlargesteilt. Man erkennt, dlass der Sprengk~rper dlas vorhandene

Einbauvolumnen Obersteigt. Weil dieser von allen Komponenten den gr~ssten Warmeausdehnungskoeffizienten

besitzt, mOssen Sprengk~rper und Einlage bei einer Temperatur unterhaib des geforderten Bereichs in den

Mantel eingebracht werden.
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Fig. 5 Berechnete Kontur des Sprengstotfk6rpers

Die Bohrleistungen einer nach dieser Methode montierten Ladung sind weitgehend temperaturunabh~ngig, wie

experimentelle Nachweise in einer Vielzahl von Fallen zeigen.

Bemerkung:

In diesem Zusammenhang ist es angebracht, auf die grunds~tzliche Problematik beim herkommlichen Giessen

hinzuweisen. Im Moment der Verfestigung, in der Regel bei + 80 Grad C, Iiegt noch eine aliseitige Beruhrung

vor. Der Arbeitsbereich einer Hohiladlung Iiegt jedoch tejiweise mehr als 100 Grad C tiefer. Wegen des

grbsseren W~rmeau sdeh nu ngskoeffizienten "f ehIt" dann einf ach Sprengstoffvolu men analog zu Fig.4, dh es

mOssen Spalte und/oder Risse entstanden sein.

10. Leistungsvergloiche

Fur den Leistungsvergleich werden drei bestehendle Ladlungen herangezogen. Zwei davon sind gegossen

(Octal 80/20), die dritte klassisch gepresst und der Sprengkorper bei Raumntemperatur eingeklebt. Ver-

gleichsbasis ist die Stand off Kurve bei Normaltemperatur.

Vergleich mit dem Giessverfahren

Beilage 1 oben:

Es handeht sich hierbel urn eine Ieichtgewichtige Ladung von gleichmAssig ausgelegtem Wandstdrkenverlauf

des Sprengkbrpers, eine Formigebung also, wie sie fOr die giesstechnische Herstellung optimal ist. Das Kaliber

betr~gt 120 mm. Bis zu einem Stand off von 5 Kalibern ist die Bohrleistung bei beiden Ladlungen nahezu

identisch. Die isogepresste Ladlung erreicht dlas Leistungsmaximum von etwa 1000 mm bei einem

Sprengpunktsabstand von 7 CD und fait nachher nur mdssig ab. Bei 20 CD Iiegt die Bohrleistung miner noch

Ober 700 mm.
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Die gegossene, sonst aber identische Ladlung erreicht ihr Maximum bei elnemn etwas k~rzeren

Sprengpunktsabstand. Bei zunehmenden Abst~nden ist der Leistungsabfall viel ausgepr~gter, so zB 15 % bei

10 CID oder Ober 50 % bei 20 CD.

Beilage 1 unten:

Der Oeffnungswinkel der Einlage dieser Ladlung ist grosser, die Wandst~rke des Sprengk~rpers von der Basis

gegen den Apex also starker zunehmend (s. kleine Skizze auf Beilage). Der Design ist bezoglich
giesstechnischer Herstellung weniger gOnstig. Die Ueberlegenheit der isogepressten Ladlung kommt in diesem

Fall noch dleutlicher zumn Ausdruckt, da nun auch die Maximaiwerte stark differieren.

Vergleich mit demn konventionellen, Pressen

Beilage 2:

Die Ladlung verf~gt Ober eine RingzOndung. Das entsprechendle Bauteil weist in presstechnischer Hinsicht
keine optimale Formgebung aut und verursacht m6glicherweise bei den konventionell gepressten Ladlungen

die nach heutigen Massstaben atypische konkave Stand off Kurve.

Die isogepressten, kalt eingeschn.Jmpften Ladlungen anderseits zeigen dlas gewohnte Buld, n~mlich nach dem
Maximum zwischen 7 und 9 Kaliber Sprengpunktsabststand bleibt der Leistungsabtall begrenzt. Die Unter-

schiede betragen ca 30% am Ort des Maximums resp, ca 70% bei 20 CID.

Relativierendle Bemerkung:

Diese Unterschiede sind betr~chtlich. Tatsachlich handeft es sich aber nicht um identische Ladlungen. Bei den

konventionell gepressten Ladlungen ist graphitiertes Hexastit, bei den isogepressten Octastit 8 verwendlet
worden. Man darf aber annehmen, dlass dies nur einen kleinen Anteil der Minderleistung ausmacht. Hatte man

bei den isogepressten Ladlungen gleichfalls RDX eingesetzt, so ware lediglich dlas Niveau generell etwas

niedriger ausgefallen, die grundsdtzlich vorteilhaftere Leistungscharakteristik ware aber geblieben.
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11. Leistungen be! tiefen Temperaturen

Nachstehende Tabelle zeigt die Bohrleistung einer isogepressten, kalt schrumpfmontierten Ladung Ober den

ganzen Temperaturbereich fOr einen Sprengpunktsabstand von 10 Kalibern. Sprengstoff LX 14, Kaliber

Sprengstoff 146 mm, alterer Design.

-u L= +3 GradO

1023, 1052 1110,1069 1044,1024 mm

ý=l 038 7=1038 i=l 034 mm

Es ist keine Abnahme der Bohrleistung beim tiefen Temperaturniveau zu beobachten.

12. Schlussbemerkung

Das Prinzip des quasiisostatischen Pressens auf Innenform ist denkbar einfach. Es liess sich aber erst

wirtschaftlich in der Seriefertigung einsetzen, nachdem auf demn Markt die daf~r notwendigen Betriebsmittel

isostatische Presse, Drehbank und Messmaschine mit den heutzutage Oblichen CNC-Steuerungen erhdlthich

waren.

12. Beilagen (2)
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Vergeic: Giss-mit Isoress-TehnolgieZiel :RHA-Stahi
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CHARACTERIZATION OF MIXING PROCESSES FOR POLYMERIC

ENERGETIC MATERIALS

Charles Dubois", Francis Thibault 2, Philippe A. Tanguy 2, Abdellatif Ait-Kadi3

1Defence Research Establishment Valcartier, PO Box 8800, Courcelette, Quebec, G0A 1RO;
Canada, 2URPEIfNSERC-Paprican Chair, Department of Chemical Engineering, Ecole
Polytechnique, PO Box 6079, Stn Centre-ville, Montreal, H3C 3A7, Canada; 3Department of
Chemical Engineering, Laval University, Quebec, G 1K 7P4, Canada

Many modem energetic materials are composite formulations based on a polymeric binder. The
processing of such materials involves different types of mixing equipment like vertical and
horizontal batch mixers or twin screw extruders. Since the task of homogenizing a multicomponent
mixture appears to be simple, the consequences of an inappropriate mixing cycle are often
overlooked. Hence, defects like voids, sedimentation or segregated physical properties are likely to
be observed. This paper describes how advanced characterization techniques can be used to
optimize the selection and the operation of high-viscosity-fluid mixers. Because of the continuing
development of new formulations, parameters defining the propellant processing cycle often have
to be adjusted to different reaction rates and polymer properties. Given an appropriate
chemorheological model, an optimized mixing cycle can be sketched if the mixer operational
characteristics are known. Such a characterization was performed in a twin intermeshing conical
helical mixer. From torque measurements, the power draw was determined by using Newtonian
fluids in laminar flow conditions. Moreover, the existence of segregated zones was investigated
with neutrally buoyant particles under different operating conditions. In addition to this
experimental study, numerical simulations using the virtual finite element method were carried out.
The predictions of power consumption were found to be in good agreement with experimental
values and the importance of rotational speed for dispersion efficiency was also determined.

Keywords: viscous mixing, computational fluid dynamics, power consumption

Introduction

As an answer to continuously changing requirements in terms of fire-power, operational or

environmental safety, the development of new energetic materials has been pursued since the end

of WWII [1]. Nowadays, a considerable fraction of explosives and rocket or gun propellants are

composite formulations bound by a thermoset polymeric matrix. At some stage of the

formulation development, the question of processing the new material into the desired end-

product has to be addressed. Since most formulations involve a fairly large number of

components, the processing cycle will normally include some kind of mixing operation. The

viscosity of the mixture, together with its chemical reactivity, are important factors that constrain

the mixing cycle [2 ]. Under particular conditions, promising materials may prove to be unsuitable
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for processing into a defect-free product. Accordingly, the developers must make provision for

this processing characterization within their development schedule.

Over the years few improvements have been suggested to reduce the time and capital costs

associated with this task. In most cases, the researchers' own experience and many series of

bench-scale mixes are the common sources of information. In this paper, we would like to

evaluate the ability of numerical simulation based on an advanced finite element method (FEM)

for the estimation of new composite material processability. This can only be acheived if the

simulation method correctly accounts for the complex flow patterns within the mixer, and also if

accurate time-dependent rheological models are available. For the latter issue, more flexible models

have been found but will not be reported here. We have dealt with the former issue by studying

the operation of a twin intermeshing conical helical mixer formerly manufactured by Atlantic

Research Corporation (USA) under the generic name of CV Helicone mixer. This unit, now sold

by Design Integrated Technology Inc. (VA, USA), consists of two helical ribbons rotating inside

a double conical housing. The numerical simulation results were compared to those from an

experimental program carried out in order to evaluate the axial flow as well as the power

consumption of a small CV unit.

Mixer Geometry

The mixer used for this study was a 4CV (bench-scale) unit with a nominal capacity of I US gal.

This mixer was driven by a 0.75 HP motor that provided, after gear reduction, a blade speed range

from 0 to 70 rpm. Two gear boxes were installed between the motor and the blades. The first one

(blades side) was located just before the blades and it reduced the speed from the driving shaft to

the blades by a factor of ten, while the second gear box (motor side) was variable in order to

provide some speed control. The mixer helical blades rotate within a twin embedded conical

assembly, as shown in Figure 1. Both blades were mounted at a small angle with respect to the

vertical plane, in such a way that they converged toward the bottom of the mixer. The blades

were built from two twisted ribbons joining at both ends. As also detailed in Figure 1, each ribbon

spirals over one complete pitch. Torque measurements were obtained with a LEBOW on-line

torque sensor, model 1804-K coupled to a LEBOW 7540 strain gage transducer with a range of 0-

89 N' m, +/- 1% precision. The torquemeter was mounted between the two speed reducers, since
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it would have been impractical to fit it directly before the blades. The speed measurement was

ensured by an electromagnetic pulse counting device. Thermocouples were installed at the inner

mixer surface.

I4 4(151 mm) >-

I /

Figure 1: 4CV mixer assembly and details of a single blade

Experimental

Materials

Corn syrup and maple toffee obtained from commercial sources were used as Newtonian fluids

for the power consumption studies. The experiments on axial flow were performed with two

liquid polymers: a polypropylene glycol (PPG), ARCO P3025 with a nominal number-average

molecular weight of 3000, was partially reacted with hexamethylene diisocyanate, Desmodur H

from Bayer, and an unreacted R-45M (ARCO) hydroxy-terminated polybutadiene. Red particles

made of Noryl polymer from GE Plastics acted as neutrally buoyant tracers.

Power consumption

The power consumption experiment consisted in measuring the torque on the drive as a function

of blade rotational speed and fluid viscosity. The power draw was evaluated for fluid volumes of

one and two liters. A total of eight isothermal experiments were conducted at temperatures
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ranging from -10°C to 20TC. For each isothermal test, torque measurements were obtained by

increasing the mixer speed from 10 to 60 rpm, by increments of 10 rpm, and then by returning

the mixer to its initial speed with similar decreasing steps. The experiments with two liters of

fluid used pure corn syrup, while one-liter tests were performed with maple toffee because of its

higher viscosity.

Axial flow estimation

The second series of experiments were aimed at evaluating the amount of axial pumping in the

4CV mixer. Since the mixer was completely built from stainless steel, the usual visualization

procedure was hardly applicable. Instead, simpler tests were carried out where neutrally buoyant

particles (one to two hundred Noryl particles per test) were added to a moderately viscous fluid

at the top or at the bottom of the mixer. The two fluids used had a Newtonian behavior with a

viscosity around 15 Pa * s at the temperatures at which the tests were conducted. The mixer was

always filled with two liters of fluid. For each experiment, the blades were activated at constant

speed for a period of one to ten minutes. After each mixing sequence, the mixer was drained and

two volume fractions, separated at the fluid mid-height, were collected. The number of particles

within each fraction was evaluated. Rotational speeds of 20, 30 and 40 rpm were considered.

Numerical Modelling

The fluid flow generated in the conical vertical mixer is governed by the classical momentum and

mass conservation principles. As there is no special symmetry that can be used to simplify the

flow equations and boundary conditions, the classical Eulerian description (laboratory viewpoint)

is adopted. In this viewpoint, the equations of change read as:

p(-• + v gradvJ = -gradp+div(jt•) (1)

div v = 0 (2)

where

= [gradv+(gradv)T] (3)
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The mixer dimensions are given in Figure 1. The boundary conditions (Figure 2) are as follows:

- no-slip conditions at the vessel wall and bottom, V = 0

- blade velocities at each impeller i, Vo = itNiDi

- no normal velocity at the free surface, V, = 0

where Ni and Di are the rotational speed and the diameter of impeller i respectively.

The above equations were resolved with a standard three-dimensional Galerkin finite element

method combined with an augmented Lagrangian approach to deal with the incompressibility

constraints as established by Fortin and Glowinski [3]. The weak variational form of these

equations is

m(v,iV)+ a(v,V)- b(V,p)+ c(v,V) = 0 V 0[H0(Q)] (4)

b(v,O) = 0 VO •E/(Q) (5)

where:

m( v,1pl) = - dv (6)

a(v,V) = j.t(v)?(Vi)dK (7)
ci

b(v,o)= f (div v)di2 (8)

c(v,V)= j v grad v dQ (9)

In the augmented Lagrangian method, the linear form b(v, @),which is a constraint of the Navier-

Stokes equation, is dealt with using Lagrange multipliers and a penalty method.

The discretisation of the velocity and the pressure was performed with enriched linear tetrahedral

elements (Figure 3) developed by Bertrand et al [4]. This element (enriched linear velocity,

discontinuous constant pressure) is particularly well-suited for irregular or curved topologies and

presents all the necessary conditions of numerical stability and convergence.
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Anti-clockwise Rotation

Free surface

S ./5•

Vessel Wall \ •'-

Clockwise rotation

Fieure 2: Mixer solid model and boundary conditions

I..

.9.

Velocity Pressure

Figure 3: Tetrahedral finite elements used for velocity and pressure fields

A special approach was developed to deal with the complex kinematics of the two impellers.

Indeed, due to the time evolving topology, the finite element solution cannot be obtained with a

single finite element mesh and some sort of remeshing or adaptive gridding is required at each time

step. Considering the number of time steps necessary to describe with reasonable accuracy the

kinematics in the vertical mixer, the computational burden becomes unmanageable. To address this

issue, a new method was used. This method that we developed over the last three years is

particularly well-suited for multiple-impeller mixing simulations (Bertrand et al [5]). Termed as

the virtual finite element method, the basic principle of this approach is to represent each impeller

by a series of control points located on its surface and to regulate the rotational speed by means

of velocity constraints. From a practical standpoint, the constraints are formulated directly into
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the equations of change and dealt with using Lagrange multipliers and penalty techniques, as

mentioned before for the incompressibility constraint [3]. One advantage of this approach is its

simplicity. There is absolutely no requirement to have the velocity constraints coinciding with

finite element nodes. The total number of control nodes to depict accurately the impeller is a

function of the mesh. The finer the mesh, the better the description. The reader is referred to

Bertrand et al [5,6] for a thorough description of the algorithms and mathematics of the method.

In terms of the actual meshing task, only the vessel needs to be meshed, which is a

straightforward task. The control points are generated separately from a CAD file representing

the blade surface and the knowledge of blade displacement with time. In the present work, two

different meshes have been made for the 1-1 and 2-1 tank volumes. We used 16632 elements

(102375 velocity degrees of freedom) and 15151 elements (92401 velocity degrees of freedom) for

the 1-1 and 2-1 vessels respectively, and approximately 3835 pointwise constraints for the two

impellers. A graphical representation of the surface mesh is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Finite element meshes for the two fluid volumes and the blades

Simulations

The method previously described was used to assess the power consumption of the mixer by

carrying out simulations for different sets of fluid viscosity, fluid volume and mixer speed. The

axial pumping was estimated in a similar fashion as in the experimental work. Knowing the

velocity field in each fluid volume for different operating conditions, a first series of
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computations consisted in distributing 50 massless particles in a 1-cm radius circular plan, 3 mm

over the vessel bottom, and monitoring the trajectories of these particles over a period of 1 to 5

minutes. The second series of simulations used the same number of particles in a similar circular

plan, 5 mm below the fluid free surface.

Results and Discussion

Analysis of power consumption

The determination of the power draw for the 4CV mixer was based on the classical dimensional

analysis which states that for viscous Newtonian fluids (Metzner et al [7]):

NpRe= Kp (10)

where the dimensionless numbers are given by:

P PND2
N pN 3D 5  (11) and Re = -- (12)

These relations require a proper definition of the characteristic diameter of the mixer and,

accordingly, a consistent rotational speed. Because of its peculiar geometry, no such simple

diameter exists for the 4CV. For the purpose of this work, we used a diameter based on the

equivalent cylindrical volume displaced by the wet portion of one blade. The height of this

cylinder is assume to be the actual height of fluid within the mixer. With such a choice, the

rotational speed included in the correlation was simply the speed of one impeller. The symmetry

of the mixer geometry justified this approach, since the total measured power was (by design)

equally divided between the two helical ribbons.

The experimental procedure established to evaluate K consisted in changing the value of Re by

varying the viscosity of the Newtonian fluid. This was easily achieved for a sugar solution like

corn syrup by controlling the temperature of the fluid. For experiments with the maple toffee, its

viscosity was found to be 174 Pa " s at 1 10C, the temperature at which the low-volume torque

measurements were conducted. The value of Kp obtained from CFD simulations was estimated

by five simulations. These simulations cover a range of Re running over three decades, which is
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quite similar to the experimental window. From these simulations, only one was performed with

the one-liter mesh. The experimental and numerical results on the power consumption are

presented in Figure 5, while details of Kp calculations are reported in Table I.

1E+06 0

1E+05

9 Experimental 21

1E+04 o Numerical 21

A Numerical 11 '&

u Experimental 11

1E+03
1E-03 IE-02 IE-01 1E+00

Re

Figure5: Experimental and calculated power consumption of the 4CV mixer

Table 1: Kp evaluation from power consumption and geometrical data

Volume

11 21

h(m) De(m) Kp h(m) De(m) Kp

Mxperimental 0.134 0.0689 1140 142 0.186 0.0827 1844 ± 131
Numerical 0.139 0.0677 1110 0.189 0.0821 1900 ± 5

An excellent agreement is found between the two sets of data. From an experimental point of

view, the log-log plot of Np against Re exhibits a good linearity with a slope of -1.04 for

measurements made on the 2-1 volume. A careful examination of the experimental curve shows a

deviation from linearity for Re > 0.2, indicating the beginning of transition from the laminar

regime. Unfortunately, the limitation of the torquemeter sensitivity prevented measurements at

higher Re, a range that could only be reached by lowering the fluid viscosity, since the speed could
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not be increased beyond the normal mixer specification. The comparison of experimental and

calculated values of K demonstrates the superiority of the virtual FEM to quantitatively

characterize a complex mixer configuration.

The most important observation related to the power consumption measurements may be that

the power constants obtained at 1 1 and 2 1 are not directly scaleable by their volume ratio. So, on

a volume-free basis, the power draw of the mixer is higher for low levels of fluid. This could be

expected since the ratio of blades surface to displaced volume increases as the fluid level

decreases. In order to be extended to other fluid heights, the actual K estimations must be

correlated with this phenomenon. The key parameter to achieve this correlation turned out to be

the equivalent diameter used for the calculation of N and Re. Hence, we found that:

KPDý =77000±2000 m- 2  (13)
V

Accordingly, the value of Kp for any practical volume of fluid within the 4CV mixer can be

estimated from equation (13) since De is volume-dependent (and can be estimated from

geometrical relations). Moreover, this relation should also be applicable for larger CV mixers like

the 8CV or the IOCV, given that their geometrical aspect remains the same. Even if the Couette

analogy used for the definition of De cannot fully describe the flow patterns behind this

intermeshed impeller configuration (as for shear rate estimation purposes), it appears to be

sufficient for power draw considerations.

The second important aspect of the presented work was to obtain a qualitative estimation of the

magnitude of the axial pumping flow, as well as the dispersion capability, within the mixer. The

strategy used was threefold: dipersion as a function of time at constant speed, dispersion as a

function of the overall number of blade rotations, and finally dispersion as a function of volume at

constant time and speed. The experiments and numerical results for the first task are summarized

in Table 2. Some numerical data are missing due to difficulties with particles tracking close to the

free surface. In light of the inherent incertainty associated with both of these experimental
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Table 2: Particle count (%) for segregation evaluation by experimental and numerical techniques

Initial position: top surface Initial position: bottom

Top volume Bottom volume Top volume Bottom volume

Speed time (min) Exp. Num. Exp. Num. Exp. Num. Exp. Num.

0 100 100 0 0 0 0 100 100
20 1 82 - 18 - 0 10 100 90
rpm 3 76 - 24 - 20 26 80 74

5 61 39 - 29 30 71 70

0 100 100 0 0 0 0 100 100
30 1 94 94.5 6 5.5 3 4 97 96
rpm 5 82 91 18 9 16 12 84 88

10 61 - 39 - 42 - 58

0 100 100 0 0 0 0 100 100
40 1 58 - 42 - 37 12 63 88
rpm 3 55 - 45 - 56 36 44 64

5 36 - 64 - 49 38 51 62

20 RM~

30 

.... 
.. 

-.-....

Figure 6: Dispersion for 20 blade rotations, at different speeds
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and numerical procedures, the agreement between the two sources of data is rather good. An

global appreciation of these results shows that the pumping action between the upper and the

lower volume of the mixer is lower than expected for speeds of 20 and 30 rpm. On the other

hand, at 40 rpm, the homogenization of particle concentration is acheived after one minute. The

estimation of dispersion efficiency, as a number of blade rotations, is reported in Figure 6.

Unexpectedly, a qualitative analysis shows the higher speed does not imply a with better particle

distribution within the mixer volume. In fact, the optimal speed appears to be 30 rpm, while the

20 rpm regime offers less efficient agitation. Finally, when the effect of volume is studied, Figure

7 demonstrates that at constant speed, the smaller volume undergoes a more significant mixing

process. This is consistent with the power constant results and, again, can be attributed to the

larger agitation surface to volume ratio of this configuration.

Figure 7: Effect of volume on the dispersion of massless particles at 30 rpm
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Conclusion

This paper attempted to demonstrate the usefulness of experimental and numerical techniques in the

design of mixing processes of highly viscous fluids. An immediate conclusion is that advanced

numerical analysis was found to be a reliable tool to characterize mixing processes, even for

complex configurations involving periodical movements such as those encountered with the CV

family of mixers.

With respect to the specific mixer analyzed, the power draw was estimated by a dimensionless

number treatment with a special adaptation for the conical geometry. This strategy allows the

estimation of the mixer power constant, regardless of the volume of fluid used. The relation should

hold for other CV mixers but further investigation by numerical simulations will be needed to

confirm this approach. Moreover, the utility of the virtual FEM technique was also demonstrated in

the evaluation of the dispersion forces within the mixer. The simulations were sensitive enough to

exhibit the effect of volume, injection point and rotation speed. With this new tool and appropriate

knowledge of the formulation rheology, the optimization of the processing cycle of energetic

materials with minimal real-life runs is no longer out of reach.

Symbols

De equivalent impeller diameter m

KV power proportionality constant
N impeller speed rev/s
Np dimensionless power number
Re Reynolds number
P power W
p pressure Pa
T fluid temperature in the mixer K
v fluid speed m/s
? shear rate s"

p. viscosity Pa* s

p density kg/m3
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Herstellung von Explosivstoffpartikeln unter

Anwendung uberkritischer Fluide

Formation of particles of explosives with
supercritical fluids

U.Teipel, P. Gerber, U. Fbrter-Barth, M. Niehaus, H. Krause

Fraunhofer Institut f~r Chemische Technologie (ICT)
Postfach 1240, D - 76318 Pfinztal, Germany

Abstract
F~r Komponenten von Festtreib- und Explosivstoffen sind Partikeleigenschaften wie z.B. die

Partikelgrdbe, die Partikelgr6Rlenverteilung und die Partikelform von besonderer Bedeutung.

lnsbesondere im Hinbllok auf unempfindliche Explosivstoffe ist die Herstellung fehistellenar-

mer Kristalle, d.h. mbglichst keine Kristallfehlstellen in Form von L6sungsmitteleinschl~ssen,

von grol~emn Interesse. Mdglichkeiten zur Modifilkation bzw. Beeinflussung dieser Eigenschaf-

ten bieten neue Verfahren zur Herstellung von Partikeln, die die besonderen Eigenschaften

hochkomprimierter bzw. (iberkritischer Fluide nutzen.

Beim RESS (Rapid Expansion of Supercritical Solutions) - Prozell erfolgt die Partikeiherstel-

lung durch schnelle Expansion eines beladenen, Oberkritischen Fluids. Durch die Entspan-

nung der Oberkritischen Ldsung werden sehr hohe lokale Obers~ttigungen erzielt, die spon-

tane Keimbildung und somit die Herstellung feiner Partikel mit enger Korngr6Renverteilung

bewirken.

Eine andere Anwendungsmdglichkeit verdichteter Gase ist ihr Einsatz als Anti-Solvent. Beim

GAS (Gas Anti-Solvent) - Prozel? wird der Feststoff in einem Prim;rldsungsmittel geldst, und

durch Zugabe eines komprimierten Gases als Anti-Solvent erfolgt eine volumetrische Ex-

pansion der Lbsung und eine Rekristallisation des Wertstoffes.

In diesem Beitrag werden die Verfahren zur Herstellung von Explosivstoffen unter Anwen-

dung CUberkritischer Fluide n~her erljutert und erste Ergebnisse vorgestellt.
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1. Einleitung
Die Anwendlung uberkritischer Fluide hat in den Ietzten Jahren insbesondere im Be-

reich der Stoffirennung Einzug gefunden. Im grogtechnischen MaRstab konnte sich

die uberkritische Extraktion zur Entooffeinierung von Rohkaffee und die Gewinnung

von Hopfenextrakten mit Kohiendlioxid als Losungsmittel etablieren.

Emn neues Anwendlungsgebiet uberkritischer Fluide ist die Herstellung von Mikropar-

tikein (Submikronbereich) mit enger Korngrogenverteilung. Hierzu stehen unter-

schiedliche Verfahren bzw. Verfahrensvarianten zur VerfOgung.

Beim sogenannten RESS (Sapid Expansion of Supercritical Solutions) - ProzeR er-

folgt in einem ersten Prozellschritt eine uberkritische Extraktion des Feststoffes und

anschlieRend die Entspannung der beladenen, uberkritischen Losung Ober eine DQ-

se. Durch den Expansionsvorgang kommt es zu einer lokalen, sehr hohen Ubersaitti-

gung und zur Keimbildlung im Freistrahi.

Eine weitere Anwendlung von uberkritischen Fluiden ist ihr Einsatz als Anti-Solvent.

Beim sogenannten GAS (Qas Anti-Solvent) - Prozel? wird ein Wertstoff in einem Pri-

mrnlbsfungsmittel gelost, und durch Zugabe eines komprimierten Gases als Anti-

Solvent erfolgt eine volumetrisohe Expansion des Losungsmittels und emn Rekristalli-

sation des Wertstoffes.

FOr Festtreib- und Explosivstoffe ist die Grobe, Form und Verteilung der FUllstoffpar-

tikel, insbesondere im Hinblick auf unempfindliche Explosivstoffe, von groRem Inter-

esse.

Die oben erwahnten Verfahren bieten f~jr die Partikeiherstellung von empfindlichen

Substanzen wie Explosivstoffkomponenten wesentliche Vorteile, da sich z.B. dlas

Loseverm6gen von verdichtetem Kohiendlioxid sehr rapide durch Variation der Pro-

zeRparameter veraindern 1611t. Nach dem Expansionsvorgang des RESS - ProzeRes

hat 002 keine Losungsmitteleigenschaften mehr, was besonders for die Herstellung

fehistellenarmer Explosivstoffkristalle, d.h. moglichst keine Kristallfehlstellen in Form

von Lbsungsmitteleinschlossen, von Bedleutung ist.
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2. Eigenschaften uiberkritischer Fuide
Wir Id emn Gas oder eine Flussigkeit uber den kritischen Druck p0 komprimiert und

uber die kritische Temperatur T. erhitzt, so befindet sich dlas Fluid im Oberkritischen

Zustand. Abbildung 1 zeigt schemnatisch dlas Druck - Temperatur (p,T) Diagramm von

Kohiendioxid, einem in technischen Prozessen sehr haiufig eingesetzten Fluid.

103

Dukfest flussg OK~~iberkritisch

p [bar] 10.22-
p~ [br ............

Punkt
10.-& Y

/ TIripelpunkt

gafrmig

10-I.____ ___

173 223 273 323 373

Temperatur T[K]

Abb. 1: Druck- Temperatur Diagramm fur CO2 /l/

Nach Uberschreitung der kritischen Parameter durch Verdlichtung und Tempera-

turerhohung ergeben sich einige gunstige Eigenschaften der Fluide. Trotz der im

Vergleich zu Flussigkeiten nur geringfugig niedrigeren Dichte uberkritischer Fluide

entspricht die dynamisohe Viskositat dem Wert von Gasen bei Normalbedingungen.

Der Diffusionskoeffizient in verdlichteten Gasen ist in der Nahe des kritischen Punk-

tes urn mehr als dlas zehnfache gr6ger als der in Flussigkeiten (siehe Abb.2). Hier-

aus resultiert emn schnelles Massentransportverhalten in uberkritischen Fluiden, so

dalR sich uberkritische Fluide sehr gut als Lo6sungsmittel eignen bzw einen Ersatz fur

die kiassischen Losungsmittel dlarstellen.
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jkg/mn] [Pas~ I 03 tM2/Sl

Gase bei 1 bar,

=25 'C 0,6-2,0 0,01 -0,03 I -4 -10-5

fiberkritische Fluide 200 -500 0601 - -003 . 7 710-6

Fl~issiglkeiten bei
~25 0C 600-1600 0,2-3,0 o2-.o

Selbstdiffusion fair Gase und verdichtete Gase, binire Mischungen for Flbssigkeiten

Abb.2: GrolRenordnungsvergleich physikalischer Daten von Gasen, verdliohteten

Gasen und Flussigkeiten /2/

Fur die Anwendlung eines uberkritischen Fluids als Lbsungsmittel ist es von Vorteil,

wenn dlas Fluid niedrige kritische Parameter (Druck, Temperatur) aufweist und trotz-

dem Ober eine hinreichend hohe Lo6slichkeit hinsichtlich des Extraktes gegeben ist.

Abbildung 3 zeigt eine Ubersicht der kritischen Temperaturen und Drucke verschie-

dener Fluide.

Fluid ' c] p, (bar]

n - Pentan 196,5 33,7

n -Butan 152,0 38,0

Propan 96,8 42,5

Methan -82,8 46,0

Ethylen 9,2 50,4

Kohlendioxid 30,9 73,7

To IU 0 - 320,8 41,6

Methanol 239,4 80,9

Amrnoniak 132,3 113,5

Abb.3: Kritische Parameter verschiedener Fluide /3/
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Niedrige kritische Parameter eines Fluids sind nicht nur fOr die Dimensionierung der

Anlage und somit fOr die lnvestitionskosten von Vorteil, sondern auch fur die Anla-

gen- und ProzeRsicherheit. Als weitere Auswahlkriterien soilten die Toxizitat, die

Verfoigbarkeit, die Materialkosten, die Entflammbarkeit, die Korrosivit~t etc. beruck-

sichtigt werden.

Uinter Berucksichtigung dieser Kriterien stelit Kohiendioxid fur viele AnwendungsfAlle

emn geeignetes Losungsmittel dar. Durch Zugabe eines Schleppmittels kann die Lo-

sungskapazitAt von Oberkritischen Fluiden wesentlich gesteigert werden /4/.

Emn besonderer Vorteil von uberkritischem Kohiendioxid als Losungsmittel ist fOr viele

technische Anwendungen, insbesondere bel der Herstellung von Partikein mittels

uberkritischer Fluide, die einfache Separierbarkeit des Lbsungsmittels yamn Wertstoff.

3. Partikelherstellung

Bei der Herstellung feiner, m~glichst engverteilter Partikein mit Hilfe von Oberkriti-

schen Fluiden sind zwei Prozellvarianten zu unterscheiden:

"* RESS - Prozeg (Rapid Expansion of Supercritical Solutions)

"* GAS - ProzeR (Gas Anti - Solvent)

3.1 Der RESS - ProzeIR
Bei diesem Verfahren erfolgt in elnem ersten Verfahrensschritt die uberkritische Ex-

traktion des Feststoffes und anschlieRend die Entspannung der beladenen, uberkriti-

schen Lo6sung uber eine DOse. Die schnelle Expansion bewirkt eine rapide Druck-

und Temperaturabsenkung, wodurch das Losevermogen des Fluides drastisch ver-

mindert wird. Aufgrund des Expansionsvorganges kommt es zu einer lokalen Ober-

sAttigung und zur Keimbildung im Freistrahi, so daR der geloste Feststoff nach der
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Entspannung in kristalliner Form vorliegt. Bedingt durch den Vorgang der schnellen

Expansion in der Duise ist dlas primare Einsatzgebiet dieses Prozelies die Herstel-

lung feiner engverteilter Partikel.

Emn wesentlicher Vorteil dieses Prozelies ist es, dali keine kiassisohen Losungsmittel

zumn Einsatz kommen und somit Kristallfehler durch Losungsmitteleinschlusse ver-

mieden werden konnen.

Abbildung 4 zeigt die Hochdruck-Kristallisationsanlage. Diese Pilotanlage ist for ei-

nen maximalen Betriebsdruck von 300 bar und eine maximale Betriebstemperatur

von 200 OC ausgelegt.

Abb. 4: Hochdruck-Kristallisationsanlage

Beim RESS - Prozeli gelangt flussiges CO 2 aus einer Vorratsflasche in die Anlage,

dlas im Warmetausoher (WI) kondensiert und im Flussigkeitsspeicher (FL) zwi-

schengespeichert wird. Zur Vermeidlung von Kavitation wird Losemittel im Warme-

tauscher (W2) unterkuhit und ansohliellend mit der Flussigkeitspumpe (P) auf den

Extraktionsdruck verdlichtet. Im Warmetauscher (W3) wird das Fluid auf die ge-

wunschte Extra kti onstemnpe ratu r erhitzt, so dali sich emn uberkritischer Zustand emn-

stelit. Im Extraktor (Bi) wird der zu losendle Stoff extrahiert. Die beladene fluide Lo-6

sung wird mittels eines weiteren Warmetausohers aufgeheizt und anschlieliend uber
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eine Duse in die Kolonne (B33) entspannt, wo der zuvor geloste Feststoff auskristalli-

siert und dann in der Form von Feststoffpartikeln vorliegt. Die erzeugten Partikel

verbleiben in der Kolonne, wahrend das C0 2 gasformig zuruck in den Kreislauf ge-

Iangt.

In Abbildung 5 ist der schematische Aufbau dieser Versuchsanlage dargesteilt.

Extraktor Abscheide-
(13I) kolonne

W 3 p W 2

(W 1-4) Warmeubertrager (Fl) Massenstrombestimmung

(FL) Flussigkeitsspeicher (D) Druckregelung

(P) Hochdruckpumpe

Abb. 5: Schemnatischer Versuchsaufbau des RESS-Prozefles

Abbildung 6 zeigt den Verlauf des idealen RESS - Prozelles fur unbeladenes Koh-

lendioxid in einem Druck - Enthalpie (p - h) Diagramm. Bei dem realen Prozell mas-

sen jedoch Reibungs- und Druckverluste, sowie Verluste durch WArmestrahiung be-

rucksichtigt werden.
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Der ideale RESS - ProzeR 169t sich durch folgendle ZustandsaRnderungen beschreiben:

1 - 2 isentrope Kompression 5 - 6 isobare Kondensation

2 - 3 isobare Warmezuft.hrung 5 - 7 irreversible Entspannung

im Separator

3 Zustand im Extraktor

3 - 4 isobare Wtarmezufuhrung

4 - 5 irreversible Entspannung in der Duse

5 - Zustand in der Kolonne

3.1.1 Duisenstromung

Da durch den Entspannungsvorgang in der Dose sehr hohe lokale Ubersattigungen

erzielt werden, die spontane Phasenubergange und somit die Bildung feiner Partikel

bewirken, ist die Duse, die zur Entspannung der uberkritischen Lo6sung eingesetzt

wird, emn zentrales Bauteil der RIESS - Anlage.

Die Stromung l511t sich in zwei unterschiedliche Bereiche aufteilen, in eine isentrope

Dusenstramung und eine nicht-isentrope Freistrahiexpansion mit Verdich-

tungsstogen im Uberschallbereich.

.........X...4
..............

Abb..7:.....n.i.ns.u..
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Var dem Eintritt in die Dose befindlet sich das beladene Fluid, weiches durch die Ru-

hetemperatur To ,den Massenstrom rho ,den Druck P~Po gekennzeichnet ist, im

uberkritischen Zustand. Nach der Dose Iiegt dlas CO2 gasformig und der zuvor gelo-

ste Feststoff in kristalliner Form vor. Fur die im folgendlen betrachtete Stromung wer-

den yam Dusenanfang stromabwtirts folgendle Annahmen getroffen:

- Druck und Temperatur aindern sich nur in x-Richtung, die Stromung wird naihe-

rungsweise als eindlimensionale Stromung betrachtet.

- Die Expansion in der Dose erfolgt aufgrund der kurzen Aufenthaltszeit adiaba-

tisch.

- Der Druckunterschied in der Dose ist ausreichend grog, urn das Fluid im engsten

Querschnitt auf Schallgeschwindligkeit zu beschleunigen.

- Die Stromung ist stationar.

Als Grundlage for die Berechnung im Bereich X0 < X4 gelten folgendle integrale Erhal-

tungssatze:

Massenerhaltung rh, = p u A(1

Energieerhaltung h, = h + U21/2 (2)

Die Zustansanderung wird als isentrop angenommen, so dag gilt:

s = so = konstant.

Zunachst wird mit einer Zustandsgleichung (Peng Robinson, Bender o.A) zumn vor-

gegebenen Ausgangszustand ,,o" die Dichte iterativ ermittelt und mit bekannten

thermodynamischen Beziehungen die Ausgangsentropie s~, bestimmt. Die Tempera-

tur wird nun schrittweise abgesenkt und fur jeden Schnittpunkt zwischen Isentrope

und Isotherme die Dichte p, der Druck p und die spezifische Enthalpie h berechnet.

Mit der Beziehung (2) -Energieerhaltung- ergibt sich die gesuchte Geschwindigkeit.

Anhand von bekannten thermodynamischen Beziehungen, [ARt sich fur eine gege-
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bene Temperatur und Dichte die Schallgeschwindigkeit und somit die Machzahl be-

stimmen. Naýheres siehe /5/

Bei X = X2 ist die Stromungsgeschwindigkeit gleich der Schallgeschwindigkeit.

M =u /a =1 (3)

Beix x> X4 andern sich die ZustandsgroIRen aufgrund eines Verdichtungsstoges un-

stetig. Aus der Ubersohalistromung wird bei X =X4 eine Unterschallstromung.

Durch Geometrie und Form der Duse (Laval- oder FreistrahIduse) konnen die str6-

mungstechnischen Paramter des Expansionsvorgangs gesteuert werden, so dali

hierdurch auch die Keimbildung beeinflullt wird.

Abbildung 8 zeigt eine Rasterelektronenmikroskopie - Aufnahme der fur die Versu-

che eingesetzten Dose. Diese Duse ist 1,5 mm lang und hat am engsten Querschnift

elnen Durchmesser von 100 ýLrm.

Abb. 8: REM -Aufnahme der Lavalduse (Offnungsdurchmesser 100 itm)
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3.1.2 Versuchsergebnisse

Zur Charakterisierung des RESS-Prozel!es wurden vor der Herstellung von Explo-

sivstoffpartikeln Parameterstudien mit dem Dummy-Material Anthracen durchgefcihrt.

Folgende Einflullparameter sind beim RESS-ProzeR von besonderer Bedeutung:

Druck, Temperatur, Dusengeometrie und Massenstrom. Die ZielgroRe ist die Parti-

keigrobe bzw. die Partikelgroilenverteilung, welche mittels Laserbeugungsspektro-

metrie (off-line) ermittelt wird. Beispielhaft ist in Abbildung 9 die PartikeigroRenvertei-

lung von Anthracenpartikein, die mit folgenden ProzeRparametern hergestelit wur-

den, dargesteilt:

- Dosendurchmesser, d = 100 jim - Temperatur der Kolonne TKO,. = 20 0C

- Massenstrom C02 , rh =6,5 kg/h - Extraktionsdruck PExtr. = 220 bar

- Extraktionstemperatur TExtr. = 80 0C - Druck in der Kolonne PKoi. = 20 bar

- Temperatur var der Duse T[)O= 110 0 C

20 % o0
90

80

* 70

60

3 0x ......... ..5 Q3(x

* 30

0

* 10

0 7 (00 0

Partikeldurchmesser x [ltm]

Abb. 9: Volumensummen- Q3(X) und Vol umend ichteverteilu ng q3(X)

-Anthracen, RESS-ProzeR

Die mittlere PartikeigroRe betr~gt X50.3 = 1,5 jim. Die Breite der Verteilung stellt sich

wie folgt dar: X10,3 = 0,6 ltrm; X90.3 = 3,5 jim.
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Die Herstellung von Trinitrotoluol (TNT) - Partikein ergab z. B. unter folgenden Ver-

suchsbedingungen

- DOsendurchmesser, d =100 ptm - Temperatur der Kolonne TKOI.30 0C

- Massenstrom C02, ný=6,5 kg/h - Extraktionsdruck PExtr. =220 bar

- Extraktionstemperatur TExt,. = 75 00 - Druck in der Kolonne PKoI. = 1 bar

- Temperatur var der Duse TDO.= 115 0C

die in Abbildung 10 dargestellte Partikelgr6ilenverteilung.

20 %__ 100

90

80

70

60

q3 (4)0 Q3(X)

30

0

10
0. 0

Partikeldurchmesser x [ptm]

Abb. 10: Volumensummen- Q3(X) und Volu mend ichteverteilIu ng q3(x

-TNT - Partikel, RESS-Prozell

Die mittlere PartikeigroRe betr~gt x50o3 = 10 pm, die Verteilungsbreite x 10,3 =3,5 pm

und x 0, = 28,8 pm.
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3.2 Der GAS - ProzeIR
W~hrend beim RESS - Verfahren emn uberkritisches Fluid als Losungsmittel einge-

setzt wird, wird beimn Gas Anti-Solvent (GAS) - Verfahren emn verdichtetes Gas als

Anti-Solvent verwendet, urn einen gelosten Feststoff aus einemn klassisohen Lo-

sungsmittel zu rekristallisieren. Dieses Verfahren wird fur die Kristallisation von

Wertstoffen genutzt, die sich nicht oder nur schwer in uberkritischen Fluiden 16sen.

Viele organisohe Losungsmittel sind zumindest partiell mit verdichteten Gasen

mischbar. Die Absorption des Gases im Losungsmittel fuhrt zur Expansion der floissi-

gen Phase. Die Zunahme des spezifischen Volumens v der Losung, d.h. die Ab-

nahme der Dichte p, bewirkt eine Verminderung des Losevermogens des Lb-

sungsmittels, so dali Feststoffpartikel auskristallisieren /13/.

Die Kristallisation mittels verdichteter Gase als Anti-Solvent altit sich technisch auf

zwei Arlen realisieren:

"* Die Losung wird in einem Kristallisationsbehailter vorgelegt und das verdichtete

Gas zugefuhrt.

"* Die Losung und das verdichtete Gas werden gleichzeitig, vorzugsweise im Ge-

genstrom in die Kristallisationskolonne eingedust. Dieses Verfahren wird PCA -

Verfahren (Precipitation with a Compressed Fluid Anti-Solvent) genannt. Es

handelt sich dabei urn den semi - kontinuierlichen Prozeli.

3.2.1 Batch - Prozeft

Abbildung 11 zeigt das Flielibild fur den Batch - Prozeli (Vorlegen der Losung und

Einspritzen des Gases). Das Gas aus der Vorratsflasche wird im WArmetauscher

(Wi) verflussigt und gelangt in den VorratsbehAlter. Der Vorratsbehalter hat die Auf-

gabe, fur eine gleichmAliige ZufUhrung des Gases in den Kristallisationsbehalter zu

sorgen, ohne dali groliere Druckschwankungen auftreten. Imn Warmetauscher (W2)

wird das Gas unterk~hlt, urn in der Pumpe Kavitation zu vermeiden. In einem dritten

Warmetausoher (W3) wird das Gas auf Prozelitemperatur erhitzt. Durch den Einsatz

elnes Ruhrers wird im Kristallisationsbehalter eine gute Durchmischung von
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Losung und verdichtetem Gas erzielt. Nach der Kristallisation wird das beladene Lo-
sungsmittel demn Separator zugefuhrt, wo die Trennung von Losungsmittel und Gas

erfolgt /12/.

Kristallisationsbeh~lter RL~hrer

Wirmetauscher Wl

W~rmetauscher 

W2WMrmetauscher W3
Separator C02-Vorratsflasche

Lbsungsmittel

Abb. 11: FlieRbild elner GAS - Anlage - Batch - ProzeR

3.2.2 PCA - Prozell

Das Fliegbild fur den PCA - Prozell (gleichzeitiges Eindusen von Losung und Gas im

Gegenstrom) ist in Abbildung 12 dargestellt. Bei diesemn ProzeR wird die Lbsung

Ober den Kopf der Kristallisationskolonne mittels DUse fein zerstaubt und das ver-

dichtete Gas im Gegenstrom zugefuhrt. Diese Fahrweise ermoglicht eine schnelle

Diffusion des Gases in die Losung, und somit das Auskristallisieren sehr feiner

Feststoffpartikel /14/.
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L~sungsmittelbeh~IterIWM~rmetuscher W4

Do~se Wirmetauscher Wi

Kristallisationskolonne

Vorratsbehalter

002 -pumpe

L6sungsmfittelpumpe

WMrmetauscher WN2 und W3
Gas C02-Vorratsflasche

Separator

Ldsungsmittel

Abb. 12: Flieabild einer GAS - Anlage - semi - kontinuierlicher Prozeg

3.2.3 Prozeaparameter

Die volumetrische Expansion des Lbsungsmittels wird durch die drei Parameter

Temperatur T, Druck p und die Zeit t, die fur den Druckaufbau im Kristallisationsbe-

halter benotigt wird, entscheidend beeinfluRt.

Die Loslichkeit verschiedener Feststoffe ist in Abbildung 13 als Funktion des Druk-

kes p bei konstanter Temparatur T fur die Mischung Toluol - C0 2 dargesteilt. Es ist

zu erkennen, daR, berechnete Werte sehr gut mit den experimentellen Ergebnissen

ubereinstimmen /15, 16, 17/.
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Abb. 13: Loslichkeit in der Mischung Toluol - C0 2 for Phenantren, Naphtalin und -

Carotin als Funktion des Druckes bei 25 'C0/15/

Die Loslichkeit von Phenantren und P3 - Carotin nimmt ab elnem bestimmten Druck

schlagartig ab, w~ihrend sie fur Naphtalin nach Durchlaufen eines Minimums sogar
zunimmt, was darauf schije~en IABt, dag eine Rekristallisation von Naphtalin aus
Toluol mit 002 als Anti-Solvent nicht sinnvoll ist.

Eine andere Moglichkeit der Darstellung ist die Auftragung der volumetrisohen Ex-
pansion als Funktion des Druckes bei verschiedenen Temperaturen, in Abbildung 14
beispielhaft f~r dlas System Cyclohexan - 002 dargestellt. Mit Cyclohexan als L6-
sungsmittel und 002 als Anti-Solvent kann z:B. RDX auskristallisiert werden. Es ist
sehr gut zu erkennen, dafl bei h~heren Temperaturen hohere Drucke notwendig

sind, um die gleiche volumetrische Expansion des Losungsmittels zu erzielen /18/.

Die hier getroffenen Aussagen gelten qualitativ f~r verschiedene Systeme von L6-
sungsmittel - geloster Feststoff - Anti-Solvent.
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300-
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Abb. 14: Volumetrische Expansion von Cyclohexan durch 002 bei versohiedenen

Temperaturen /18/

Die volumetrische Expansion, die mindestens zur Kristallkeimbildung erreicht werden

mull, wird von der Feststoffkonzentration in der Losung bestimmt. Bei hoher Fest-

stoffkonzentration ist eine geringe volumetrische Expansion notwendig, urn das Mall

an Ubersattigung zu erzielen, dall Keimbildung auftritt. Abbildung 15 zeigt dies am

Beispiel einer RDX - Cyclohexan - Losung /13, 18!.

280

240 -T 25*C
220-

200-

180-

140

120,

laoo

40

20

00 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 5 8. * 1

ROX Concentration (wt%) (sat'd)

Abb. 15: Benotigte Expansion zur Kristallkeimbildung in Abhaingigkeit der Fest-

stoffkonzentration bei 25 'C /13!
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Es ist bemnerkenswert, dafR fOr das hier gezeigte System RDX - Cyclohexan eine bei

25 'C gesaittigte Lo~sung urn ca. 40 % expandiert werden mug, damit Keimbildung

auftritt.

Wie bereits erw~hnt, ist zur Expansion der Losung, so dag Keimbildung stattfindet,

bei einer bestimmten Temperatur emn Druck notwendig, der in der Literatur als THP=

Threshold Pressure bezeichnet wird. Der THP ist definiert als der Druck, bei dlem

erste Partikel fur das blo~e Auge sichtbar auskristallisieren /18/.

Die Partikeigroge und die Partikelform konnen beim GAS - ProzeR uber zwei ver-

schiedene ProzeRzeiten gesteuert werden, zumn einen uber die Zeit des Druckauf-

baus im Behalter, und zumn anderen uber die Partikelverweilzeit (Abbildung 16).

Small Crystals

jMomodluperst

distributionl

(TW)P A Large Crystals
Mosadoiuperse

TIMUE.

Abb. 16: Expansion einer RDX - Cyclohexan - Losung durch Zugabe von C0 2 uber

der Zeit /18/

Am Beispiel des Systems RDX - Cyclohexan und C02 als Anti-Solvent ist ersichtlich,

dag bei schneller Zufuhrung des CO2 feine, engverteilte Feststoffpartikel auskristalli-

sieren, wahrend bei langsamer Zufujhrung und geringer Ubersattigung, so daR gera-

de Keimbildung erfolgt, grolle, monodisperse Kristalle entstehen /18/.
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THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF DIFLUOROAMINES

V.N. Grebennikov, G.B. Manelis, G.M. Nazin

Institute of Chemical Physics in Chernogolovka, Russian Academy of Sciences,
Chernogolovka, Moscow Region 142432 RUSSIA

Fax: (096) 515 35 88

Thermal decomposition of organic difluoroamines which are energetic
compounds by their nature has not been adequately
studied.Quantitative kinetic data for the gas phase have been obtained
just for some polyfunctional difluoroamines, in particular, for C(NF 2) 4,
FC(NF 2)3 and F2C(NF2 )2 ".-. It has been shown that, decomposition of
these substances starts with cleavage of the C-N bond. Composition of
gaseous products of 1,2- and 2,2-bis(difluoroamino)propane thermal
decomposition 2,3 also testifies that C-N bond cleavage takes place first.
Three types of difluoroamines were included in this study for thermal
decomposition investigation: gem-bis(difluoroamino)compounds,
compounds with solitary NF2-groups and ax-
polynitro(difluoroamino)alkanes. The work aimes to determine the
influence of molecular structure and substance aggregate state on
decomposition parameters. Reaction kinetics was studied under the
static conditions by the manometric method. Correctness 'of the latter
was checked by the GLC method.

GEN/-BIS(DIFLUOROAMINES)

The compounds investigated are presented in Table 1 (1-4). The gas-phase

decomposition of 1-3 compounds takes place homogeneously and

monomolecularly (the initial pressure po varied from 20 to 150 tort, S/V ratio of

a vessel changed from 0.6 to 20 cm-n ). The decomposition of 4 vapors at po> 20

torr and S/V> 0.6 cm-' occurs on the surface. The liquid-phase decomposition of

2-4 proceeds with self-acceleration. The degree of the latter depends on pressure

of gaseous products and decreases with increasing temperature.

The kinetic parameters of both the gaseous first-order reactions and initial

noncatalytic stages in the melt are given in Table 1. They are compared with the

data for similarly structured polynitrocompounds. Compounds 1-3 have very

close rates of decomposition in the gas phase. The reactions are characterized

with the activation energy of 192-197 kJ/mol and high value of pre-exponential
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factor (l1016 c-' ). These parameters are preserved in the liquid phase. Evidently,

1-3 have the same mechanism identical in the gas and liquid phase. The values of

E and A agree with cleavage of the C-NF 2 bond.

Table 1. Kinetic parameters of the decompasition ofgem-bis(difluoroenb-o)compounds

compound State nterE. I log As" Ref.
TooC /ku tool' o

(CH 3)2C(NF2)2 (1) gas 220-260 196.0 15.60 1.00 This work

NF2 210-230 200.7 16.42 2.85

("-"<NF2 (2) liquid 140- 165 196.5 16.15 3.57

F2N )•. NF2 gas 210-260 193.1 15.85 3.72

F2N " NF 2 (3) liquid 150- 180 197.3 16.0 4.27

PhCH(NF2)2 (4) 110-150 109.1 8.30 1.4 x 102
C(NF) 4  gas 190-460 169.6 16.4 6 x 103  [1]
C(N0 2)4  ,. 86- 177 160.4 16.3 4 x 104 [4]
FC(NF2)3  190-460 202.8 16.45 1.3 [1]

225 -250 192.3 15.73 2.6 [2]
FC(N0 2)3  178 -236 175.9 15.40 2.3 x 102 [4]
F2C(NF 2)2  372-457 225.1 15.75 9 x 10-4 [1]
F2C(NO 2)2  235 -270 199.0 15.58 9 x 10-' [4]
(CH3)2C(NO 2)2  _ 175-210 199.4 17.11 1.3 x 10-3 [4]

• Relative rate at 200 °C

A comparison between difluoroamines and polynitroalkanes shows that

D(C-N) in difluoroamines is 12-16 kJ/mol more than that in similarly structured

nitroalkanes. However, it decreases at the introduction of each following NF 2-

group into a-position similarly to nitrocompounds (20-28 kJ/mol). Alkyl groups

as at-substituents do not have a noticeable effect on D(C-N).

Hence difluoroamines and nitrocompounds are very similar in relation to

C-N bond cleavage, as it was mentioned in I.Owing to the higher activation

energy and somewhat less pre-exponential factor alkyl-substituted

difluoroamines should be always more stable than nitrocompounds.

Absolutely different mechanism is realized in a liquid-phase decomposition

of 4 containing terminal group -CH(NF2)2 .The presence of a-hydrogen
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drastically changes the decomposition rate. In this case decomposition evidently

takes place through HF elimination.

COMPOUNDS WITH SOLITARY NF:!- GROUPS

All mono- or poly-NF2 -derivatives which do not have in cz-position to NF2

another NF 2 group or some other elecronegative substituent belong to this type.

It involves the majority of synthesized difluoroamines.

Typical structures and kinetic parameters of initial stages of liquid-phase

decomposition are represented in Table 2. Vaporous decomposition of these

compounds is strongly complicated by heterogeneous reactions on the surface

similarly to 4. A homogeneous gas-phase decomposition at T>280 OC, po= 3 0-

300 torr and S/V < 1 cm-' is observed only for the most volatile compounds such

as N-benzvldifluoroamines (5).

Table 2. Kinetic parameters of the decomposition or difluoroamines in the liquid slate

Compound a1V/.2, Ir erve 4 . loio~ WO
/cm 3 B-1 TeC /kJ tool" /s-l

5 CbHsCH 2NF 2  266 110--1.5 110.2 8.33 1.0
6 (C6Hs)2CHNF 2  122 110- ISO 118.2 9.55 1.3
4 C6HjCH(NF 2 )2  315 110--150 109.1 8.30 1.3
7 C6HsCH(NF 2 )CN 160 110-150 108.9 8.50 2.1
6 CH 3CH(NF 2)CH-CHCH2 NF 2  303 110-145 100.8 6.88 0.7
9 C6H CH(NCH2NF 2  280 90-140 116.1 9.30 1.4

10 FINCH(CH2 )4CHNF 2  334 IOu-145 112.7 8.55 0.8
I I IF 2NCH 2CH(NF 2 )CH 2-] 2  310 100-140 119.8 9.35 0.5
12 F2 NCH 2CH(NF 2)CH 20OCC(CH 3 )(NF2 )CH 2NF 2  268 I 0-IS0 100.6 6.80 0.7
13 F2NCH 2 (CHNF 2)3CH3 332 107-157 106.4 8.00 1.6
14 F2NCH 2C(CH 3)(NF 2)CH(NF 2 )CH 2NF, 211 107-157 111.5 8.60 1.2
16 (CH 3)2CHC(CH 3)(NF 2 )CH 2NF 2  268 90-140 128.2 9.80 0.1
16 IF2NCH)C(CH3)(NF 2)COOCH 2-- 2 248 I 10-1to 119.9 8.73 0 I
17 CH 3COOC(CH3)(NF 2)CH 2C(CH3 )(COOCH3 )CH 2NF 2  I180 Ii--1,0 1294 9.60 0.05
18 (CH 3) 2C(NF 2)-C(NF2 )(CH3 )2 238 I --I(,a 125.7 9.31 0.1

Relative rate at 100 *C

PhCN, SiF 4 and H20 were detected among the products of the

homogeneous decomposition of 1. The final gas evolution is poorly reproducible
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and varies over the range from 1.45 to 1.97 mol. A brown film of condensed

products is deposited on the walls of the vessel.

Decomposition of 2`0 solutions of compound 5 (the solvents are listed in

Table 3) occurs according to a first-order reaction tip to a substantial degree of

conversion. Arrhenius parameters for the decomposition of 5 are given in Table

2. The rate constant depends on the polarity of the medium. From the data of

Table 2 for 132 OC, the following linear relationship was established:

log k = -4.644 - 3.22/D

where D is the dielectric constant of the medium

Table 3. Kinetic parameters of the decomposition of N-benzyl-
difluoroamine

Medium Interval E. lg(A/c) k. 106/S-1
T/ 0C /kJ mol-I at 132 °C

Gas phase 280-300 178.1 11.78 6.96. 10-6

Liquid phase 110-145 110.2 8.33 1.37
Solution in

CCI4  170-190 106.4 7.61 0.78
Cbft 6  170-190 107.2 7.90 1.21
CHCIh 132 - - 5.20
CH 3CN 132 - - 18.00
CH 3 NO, 132 - - 22.00

The results obtained imply that the homogeneous gas-phase decomposition

of 5 occurs through elimination of HF. The activation energy coincides with that

(176 kJ/mol-1) for thermal abstraction of HF from CH 3NF 2 estimated from

experiments with chemically activated CH 3NF 2 (see ref. 5). Cleavage of the C-N

bond in 5 may be excluded on the basis of the products composition and the

bond dissociation energy, D(C-N) = 214 kJ/mol-I (see ref. 6). The pre-exponential
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factor for C-N bond cleavage must be about 1014.5 s-1. Therefore, this process

would compete with elimination of HF at temperatures above 400 0C.

The products formed in the first stage, PhCH=NF and HF, do not affect

the rate of decomposition due to their rapid decay: HF reacts with glass to give

SiF 4 and H20, while PhCHi=NF quickly decomposes to yeild PhCN and HIF and

partly polymerizes on the surface. Due to polymerization, the total gas evolution

(1.9 mol) is less than that following from the overall reaction.

1--- PhCN + H20 + 0.5 SiF 4

The decomposition rate of compound 5 in the liquid phase is higher than

that in the gas phase by 6 orders of magnitude. This attests to a change in the

mechanism and accounts for a significant degree of the heterogeneous reaction in

the decomposition of difluoroamine: in the layers adsorbed on the surface, rapid

decomposition occurs, which is governed by liquid-phase laws, and the

contribution of this process increases with the increse in the pa/ps ratio, where ps

is the saturated vapor pressure at the temperature of the experiment.

The decomposition rate of 1 in solution depends on the dielectric constant

of the medium which attests to the strongly polar character of the transition

state.

The decomposition rates of compounds 4-11 in the liquid phase are

practically identical. Undoubtedly, the decomposition mechanism of all of these

compounds is the same. Small pre-exponential factors are not consistent with

any of the homolytic monomolecular mechanisms and are characteristic of El-

type ionic processes. The absence of electronic and resonance effects of the

substituents on the reaction rate indicates that they are remote from the reaction

site, i.e., the latter may be located at the N atom rather than at the C atom. This

is also supported by the fact that the rate does not depend on the polarity of the

C-H bond, as can be seen from a comparison of compound 5 with compounds 6

and 4.
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All of these facts can be unambiguously explained by assuming that the

liquid-phase decomposition of fluoroamines occurs through ionic dissociation of

the N-F bond according to the following scheme:

RCH 2 NF 2 •± [RCH2NF+[F] -j RCH=NF + HF
k2

The observed rate constants and activation energies are k. kjk 3/k: and E.

Ei+ E3 - E2..

Compounds 15-18 having chain branching at a- and P3-carbon atoms

decompose slower than the other compounds by an order of magnitude. This is

also explained by steric hindrance to solvation of the ion pair from the side of

bulky substituents.

Decomposition of the NF 2 group at a tertiary carbon atom occurs with the

same rate as decomposition of R3CCH 2NF2 groups sterically shielded from the

side of the P3-atom. Thus, in multifunctional compounds the presence of an a-

hydrogen atom is not a necessary condition for decomposition, in contrast to the

case of gem-bis(difluoroamino)compounds 5 . It is likely that the cationic

constituent of the ion pair containing a tertiary carbon atom undergoes

rearrangement, which ends in the abstraction of H+:

(CH 3)2C-NF--i. CH3 G.--N(CH 3)F _,, H2 C=C-N(CH3)F + H+

but in this case k3 is smaller and E3 is greater than those for direct elimination of

H+ from R2CHN+F.

The decomposition of gem-bis(difl uoroamino)compounds does not involve

abstraction of HF if no hydrogen atom exists in the a-position. Apparently, the

rearrangement of the cation

CH3(NF2 )C.+F -v (NF2)-F(CH3)

does not occur, since the electron-withdrawing NF 2 group destabilizes the
positive charge at the a-carbon atom.

ax-(DIFUIJOROAMINO)POLYNITROALKANES
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x-( Difluoroamino)polynitroalkanes. RC'NO:),NF2, represent a new class

of high-energy compounds'-'. Determination of these compounds stability and

investigation of the mechanism of their thermal decomposition are of interest.

The following simplest compounds of this class were studied: C(NO:)3NF2 (19),

FC(NO2i)NF 2 (20) and MeC(NO2):NFz (21) in the gas phase, and 19 and 21

also in the liquid phase. Arrhenius parameters of the first-order decomposition

reaction of compounds 19-21 are listed in Table 4. For comparison, the data for

pure nitro-analogs of 19-21 are given.

Table 4.. The kinetic parameters of thermal decomposition of
a-(difluoroamino)polynitroalkanes and their nitro analogs*

Com- State T/°C El log(A/s) k/s-'
pound Ui mo1- 1  (100°C)

F2NC(NO 2)3  Gas 110-175 161.3 16.00 2.7 10-7
Li- 80-90 162.1 16.40 5.2"10-7

quid
FC(N0 2)2NF 2  Gas 170-220 180.2 16.20 1.0 10-9
MeC(N0 2)2NF 2 Gas 170-190 168.4 16.00 2.7 10-8

Li- 120-140 168.4 16.00 2.7 10-8
quid

C(NO 2)4  Gas 160.0 16.30 8.1"10-7
Li- 80-110 156.7 15.50 3.8 10-7

quid
FC(N0 2)3  Gas 178-236 175.6 15.40 6.9 10-10
MeC(N0 2)3  Gas 160-210 181.0 17.11 6.2 10-9

Li- 100-140 178.5 16.93 9.1•10-9
quid

For the data on polynitroalkanes, see Ref, 0

First-order kinetics of these reactions, rate constants not depending on po,

S/V and inhibitors, as well as similar gas- and liquid-phase rates of

decomposition imply that the decomposition is a homolytic monomolecular

reaction. Great magnitudes of the pre-exponential factor agree with a

mechanism that involves dissociation of the molecule into two large moieties,
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i.e., cleavage of the C-NO2 or C-NF 2 bond. The energies of C-NF2 bonds

dissociation for compounds 19-21 are 188.1, 199.9, and 208.2 kJ/mol-' ,

respectively 7, i.e., they are much greater than the activation energies observed.

On the other hand, the kinetic parameters and absolute decomposition rates of

compounds 1-3 do not differ from those of their nitro-analogs RC(N'02 ) within

the limits of the experimental error (the accuracy for the activation energy was 6

ki/mol-') (see Table 4). Therefore, it may be concluded that decomposition of

compounds 19-21 occurs via cleavage of the C-NO2 bond, rather than the C-NF2

bond. The effect of an a-NF2 group on the strength of a C-NO2 bond is

equivalent to that of a nitro-group. In other words, the replacement of one nitro-

group in RC(N0 2)3 by NF 2 does not result in a change of the mechanism or the

rate of decomposition. This fact can be used for prediction of decomposition

rates in ct-(difluoroamino)polynitrocompounds using the available data for

nitrocompounds studied in detail.
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NON-LEADED BALLISTIC MODIFIERS FOR PLATEAU AND MESA
PRODUCING SOLID PROPELLANTS

Steohen B. Thomoson
Naval Surface Warfare Center

101 Strauss Ave.
Indian Head, MD USA 20640-1524

ABSTRACT:

The work presented describes the effort to develop a lead-free ballistic modifier system for a
double-base propellant. The work was funded to investigate the possibility of directly replacing
a standard lead-containing double-base propellant used in U.S. Navy aircrew escape propulsion
systems with a lead-free formulation.

Several formulations possessing a burning rate which is insensitive to initial pressure were
developed. Strand burning rate versus pressure data show that a zero slope curve (plateau)
and a negative slope curve (mesa) were produced. All of the ballistic modifiers investigated lost
their effectiveness at pressures greater than 27.59 MPa. The ballistic modification is a synergistic
effect between the individual modifier compounds, and the removal of or large changes to the
ratios of the ingredients will remove burning rate response.

Several formulations and their ballistic effects are presented in the form of strand burning rate
versus pressure curves. There are some unique formulations which produce a plateau only and
others which produce a plateau at lower pressures and a mesa at higher pressures. Carbon
black was added to the formulation and this resulted in a broader range of pressure within which
the modified ballistics were evident.

Most of the propellant formulations were tested at -54 0C and 74 0C to determine the sensitivity
of the burning rate to initial temperature. Certain lead compounds will make the propellant
extremely temperature insensitive, however the lead-free formulations investigated do not have
the same feature.

This work also investigated the effect of energy level, as measured by heat of explosion
(HOE), on the ballistic modification. The propellant HOE altered the steepness of the negative
slope for the mesa region, while high HOE's produced no mesa at all. The curves shifted up, as
a whole, with increasing HOE.

INTRODUCTION:

For more than fifty years, double-base propellants have been employed in many tactical and
non-tactical systems around the world. As the state of the art in solid propellant propulsion has
advanced over that period of time, higher impulse and higher density alternative propellant types
have emerged. While the newer formulations have replaced double-base in some applications,
the older propellant type has remained as a significant active member of the solid propellant
community. The reason for the longevity of double-base propellants is centered on several
beneficial characteristics not found in newer technologies. Double-base propellants produce no
flash, a minimum smoke signature, a minimum amount of hazardous exhaust species and a
burning rate that can be insensitive to changes in rocket motor chamber pressure and ambient
temperature. This last benefit is the focus of this work.

In the 1940's it was discovered that, for unknown reasons, a double-base propellant
exhibited a steady burning rate with increasing pressure. One experimental lot made in 1947
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without the extrusion aid, lead stearate, resulted in a typical linearly proportional burning rate -
pressure relationship, thereby removing any ballistic modification. Lead stearate thus became
the first ballistic modifier for double-base propellants. Since that time many other lead
compounds, mostly organic salts, have been used as ballistic modifiers, Ballistic modification of
double-base propellants has been almost exclusively achieved through lead compounds, which
are, by far, the most effective materials.

In the mid 1970's copper 8-resorcylate (copper 2,4-di-hydroxy benzoate) was used in
propellants successfully as a single modifier ingredient. This and other copper compounds have
also been mixed with lead compounds to obtain more beneficial ballistic results. The copper and
lead compound mixtures were soon replaced by synthesized complexes of the compounds. The
complexes incorporate the lead, copper and each of the organic ligands, which allows for easier
propellant processing. All of the ballistic modifiers used are water insoluble and possess a very
small particle size.

Modified double-base propellants, tend to exhibit not only insensitivity to pressure variance,
but insensitivity to temperature variance as well, which both prove beneficial when designing a
rocket motor. The propellant burning rate is related to the chamber pressure by the Vieille
equation,

r = aPn (Equation 1)

where
r= the propellant burning rate (cm/s)
P = the chamber pressure (MPa)
a = the burning rate constant
n = the pressure exponent

As can be seen from Equation 1, an un-modified propellant, with n = 0.8, the rate increases
exponentially with increasing pressure. For a modified propellant which has an insensitive
burning rate to pressure changes, n must be approaching zero. If n is nearly 0, then r remains
constant for any value of P. This effect is termed a "plateau". If n < 0, a decreasing burning rate
with increasing pressure would result, which is defined as a "mesa". When applied to a rocket
motor, a propellant with a value of n greater than zero will be susceptible to over-pressurization if
there are cracks in the propellant grain or an instantaneous nozzle blockage. An increase in
propellant surface area due to cracks will result in a higher burning rate which leads to a higher
pressure, leading to a higher burning rate and so on. An instantaneous blockage of the nozzle
will lead to a similar effect, creating an over-pressurization. A modified propellant with a value of n
equal or less than zero will be much less susceptible to an over-pressurization in either of the
above two cases. An increase in pressure will not affect the burning rate, whereas in the case of
a mesa, the burning rate will decrease with the increase in pressure. the modified propellant
allows for thinner walls in the rocket motor because of the ability to closely control the anticipated
operating pressure.

The burning rate insensitivity to initial bulk temperature is another highly beneficial aspect of
modified double-base propellants. This effect is primarily observed in a region of mesa burning.
Because it renders the need for rocket motor performance calculations based on ambient
temperatures unnecessary, modified double-base propellants are very system and user friendly.
A typical lead-modified propellant shows little burning rate change within a temperature range of
-541C and 741C, and therefore the rocket shows little change in action time over the same range
of temperatures.

Over the past several years, one drawback of modified double-base propellants has
received more attention, namely the toxicity of the lead in the modifiers. The potential for
exposure of personnel and the environment to lead through the manufacture, testing, fleet use
and disposal of the propellant and rocket motors has become a major concern. This concern over
lead exposure has been the driving force to develop alternative ballistic modifiers.
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This program was funded by the U.S. Naval Air Systems Command to replace the current
lead-modified propellant used in U.S. Navy aircrew escape systems. The work was performed
at the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Indian Head Division. The objective was to develop a
lead-free double-base propellant which could directly replace the current formulation without
changes to the aircrew escape system.

EXPERIMENTAL:

The double-base propellants investigated in this work are processed by a solventless
method and are composed of nitroglycerin, nitrocellulose, di-propyl adipate, 2-nitro di-phenyl
amine and ballistic modifiers. The first four ingredients listed are added to water and slurried
together. This slurry is filtered and the resulting propellant "paste" is aged and oven dried to a
moisture content of about 14% - 16% by weight. The ballistic modifiers are then blended into the
paste using a horizontal, sigma-blade mixer. This modified paste is then processed on a
differential speed rolling mill operating at about 85 0C, which de-wets and plasticizes the paste
into a sheet. The sheet is further worked on an even speed rolling mill at 71°C, until a fully
plasticized sheet is obtained.

Samples of each propellant formulation are cut from the sheet in a lengthwise direction. From
this sample, strands are cut with approximate dimensions of 0.64 cm x 0.25 cm x 15.25 cm, which
are inhibited on all surfaces. The strands are burned in a chamber under conditions of controlled
initial pressure and initial temperature. The strand burner is a modified Crawford bomb which
measures the burning times for a pre-determined strand length. The burning times are then
converted to burning rates (cm/s).

FIGURE 1
STRAND BURNING RATE vs PRESSURE
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The strands, typically conditioned to temperatures of -54 0C, 251C or 74 0C, are placed in the
bomb chamber where a nitrogen atmosphere is introduced to a specific pressure. Upon reaching
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the desired temperature and pressure, the strands are ignited, with at least three burned for each
pressure and temperature.
In the interest of analyzing the data, Equation 1 is converted to the following:

log(r) = (n) log(P) + log (a) (Equation 2)

The strand burning rate, in cm/s, is plotted versus the initial bomb pressure, in MPa, on a log-
log scale (see Figure 1), where the slope of the curve is equal to n and the y-intercept is equal to
a. Figure 1 shows a typical un-modified propellant burning rate vs. pressure curve with a slope
of about 0.800 and a typical modified double-base curve with a plateau and mesa.

The line encompassing all data points for a given temperature is called an isotherm and
therefore represents the relationship between the pressure and burning rate for a certain
temperature. A propellant with a low sensitivity of burning rate to temperature will have hot and
cold isotherms very close together, possibly having them overlap in some areas. For this work a
plateau is defined as the pressure range where n is less than or equal to 0.300 and a mesa is
defined as the pressure range where n is negative.

In the interest of saving time and money, initial formulations were screened by testing at 25°C
and within a limited pressure range. If a formulation showed a promising ballistic effect, further
testing was conducted at the cold (-540C) and hot (740C) temperatures and over a wider
pressure range. Formulations of particular interest to the project were always duplicated to verify
results.

Propellant pastes of varying energy content were made in order to determine the effects of
this on the modified ballistics. The energy content of the paste is changed by varying the
nitrocellulose, nitroglycerin and di-propyl adipate percentages. The propellant energy level is
determined through the heat of explosion, which is reported in calories per gram (cal/g). It is well

FIGURE 2
STRAND BURNING RATE vs PRESSURE
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understood that the burning rate isotherms move, as a whole, up or down in rate proportionally to
changes in energy. However, the placement and strength of plateaus and mesas are also
dependent upon the propellant energy level, and this relationship must be established because it
is formulation specific.

BASELINES:

A baseline propellant without ballistic modifiers was processed and tested, (Figure 2), to
compare with the subsequent experimental, modified formulations. The specific slope and
burning rates of this un-modified propellant is used to determine the degree of modification of the
burning rate by the various ingredient additions. The propellant baseline, used for most of the
formulations in this work, has a nearly constant slope of 0.800 at 251C.

A second baseline propellant formulation was made to verify the processing and testing
techniques which were employed throughout the study. Copper 3-resorcylate, at a level of
0.70% by weight, was added to the propellant paste, processed and then tested at -540C and
740C and a series of pressures. This formulation and it's ballistics are well established and
specific burning rate curves were anticipated. Figure 3 shows the expected plateau and slight
mesa over the entire pressure range tested, representing a plateau. The results serve to verify
the propellant processing techniques and the testing techniques used for this work.

FIGURE 3
STRAND BURNING RATE vs PRESSURE
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INITIAL FORMULATIONS:

Out of a variety of organic and inorganic salts of bismuth, cobalt, copper, silver, tin and zinc
used both singly and in many combinations, a couple of promising candidate formulations showed
marginal success. Due to a pending U.S. patent on the propellant formulations involved in this
work, specific ballistic modifiers will be referred to as compound 'A', compound 'B', etc. To make
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the presented data as useful as possible, the designations will remain ingredient-specific
throughout this paper.

FIGURE 4
STRAND BURNING RATE vs PRESSURE
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The first unique formulation investigated which produced a significant ballistic modification of
interest is shown in Figure 4. The slope of 0.235 between 6.90 MPa and 20.69 MPa is, by our
definition, a plateau although it does not meet the program requirements. This curve shows an
acceleration of the burning rate over the un-modified propellant in the lower pressure range. The
acceleration effect is lost as the pressure increases, thereby producing a low slope value in the
modified burning area.

Two examples of formulations with a single modifier ingredient, one with compound 'A' only
and one with compound 'B' only, are shown in Figure 5. When comparing the curves of Figure 5
to that of Figure 2, it appears, by the similarity of the slopes and burning rates, that the single
ingredients are ineffective in producing a modified ballistic effect. There exists no accelerated
burning rate in the lower pressure range and no decelerated rate in the higher pressure range.

Now consider the case where compound 'A' and compound 'B' are combined in one propellant
formulation. The combination of ingredients used in Figure 6 are at the same percentages with
which they were used individually. The results show, most notably, a plateau, whereas the
same ingredients used separately produce a slope of 0.700 to 0.800. The combination also
reveals an accelerated burning rate at lower pressures and a decelerated burning rate at higher
pressures, both relative to the curves in Figure 5. The resulting plateau ballistics illustrate an
important point observed in this investigation. In all cases, with copper 13-resorcylate being the
single exception, the ballistic modifier ingredients tested show no significant useful effects alone.
There is, however, a synergistic effect between certain combinations of two or three compounds.
Removing or greatly changing the percentage of any one compound will result in the
disappearance of the ballistic modification. The formulation of Figure 6 is encouraging, although
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FIGURE 5
STRAND BURNING RATE vs PRESSURE
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FIGURE 6
STRAND BURNING RATE vs PRESSURE
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from an application point of view, the burning rates in the plateau region remain too low for the
program's objectives.

It should also be noted that both modified propellant formulations shown thus far show the
modification only through a pressure range of 20.69 MPa. Above this pressure, the low slope
burning rate is lost and the curve returns to the shape of the un-modified propellant. As will be
observed in later formulations, this trend back to the un-modified curve is typical although it takes
place at higher pressures

CANDIDATE FORMULATIONS:

In order to make the ballistics of Figure 6 more useful for our application, another synergistic
ingredient must be added to the formulation. Compound 'C' was added at 0.50% by weight as
indicated in Figure 7, and this formulation was tested at -54°C and 74°C. Although it is difficult to
observe due to the different test temperatures, the burning rate curves of Figure 7 are accelerated
across the modification pressure range as compared to Figure 6. Relative to an un-modified
propellant, this formulation has an accelerated burning rate in the low pressure region, including a
plateau. This propellant's burning rate curves differ from that of Figure 6 in the area where the
decelerated burning occurs. While Figure 6 shows a plateau, this formulation provides a greater
decrease in burning rate over an un-modified propellant, resulting in a mesa. The negative slope
occurs between 20.69 MPa and 27.59 MPa on the cold isotherm and between 13.79 MPa and
20.69 MPa on the hot isotherm. For both temperatures, all ballistic modification is lost after a
[ ressure of 27.59 MPa is surpassed. The addition of compound 'C' has served to increase the

urning rates over the range of ballistic modification, broaden this same range and create lower
slopes.

FIGURE 7
STRAND BURNING RATE vs PRESSURE
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FIGURE 8
STRAND BURNING RATE vs PRESSURE
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FIGURE 9
STRAND BURNING RATE vs PRESSURE
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To further enhance the ballistic modification of the three compound formulation, a small amount
of carbon black was added. Carbon black is well known for its ability to shift not only the
pressure range over which modified burning rates occur, but it also changes the burning rate at
which the plateau and/or mesa resides. 2 The test results of a formulation containing 0.10%
carbon black are shown in Figure 8. Take note that the data points are taken at slightly different
pressures as compared with the previous curves. At the cold isotherm, the slope is negative
from 13.79 MPa to 27.59 MPa, the specific slope value being -1.244 between 24.14 MPa and
27.59 MPa. The hot isotherm is basically flat from 10.34 MPa through 27.59 MPa, with a negative
dip beginning at 20.69 MPa. The addition of carbon black has helped to enlarge the pressure
range over which the modified burning rate occurs and it has made the mesa much more
pronounced. By comparing Figures 7 and 8, it appears that the carbon black has had the effect
of lowering the burning rate at the higher pressures and hot temperatures. Another carbon black
study showing similar results will be discussed later.

Another formulation of interest that was investigated is shown in Figure 9, with compound 'D'
used in lieu of compound 'C'. The results, tested at less extreme temperatures of -45.60C and
65.60C, show a plateau effect. On the hot isotherm, the plateau extends from 11.03 MPa to
22.06 MPa, while the cold isotherm has a slightly shorter region. The data indicate a slower
burning propellant than the previous example, with a relatively long plateau region.

There remains one benefit of lead-modified double-base propellants which this work has
been unable to duplicate with a lead-free formulation. Many lead-based ballistic modifiers provide
propellant burning rates which are virtually temperature insensitive within rocket motor operating
pressures. All of the formulations described by this work possess a higher degree of burning rate
variation to the initial propellant temperature at a given pressure. This relationship can be
observed as the space between the hot and cold isotherms on the burning rate versus pressure
plots. A lead-modified propellant will often have hot and cold isotherms which overlap, usually in
a mesa region. While the temperature sensitivity of the formulations described here are much
better than those of other propellant types, difficulties must be expected when attempting to
substitute them for a lead-modified propellant.

Many trials were run to determine each ingredient's role in the overall ballistic modification
effect as seen in Figure 8. As stated before, the ingredients act synergistically to create a burning
rate modification, and the removal of one compound will cause the effect to vanish. A
normalization technique was used to help determine the small responses of the burning rate to
changes in formulation. The burning rate of the test formulation is divided by that of the control
formulation, which shows the burning rate response. A value greater than 1 means an
accelerated burning rate and a value less than 1 denotes a delerated burning rate. By this
method the contributions of each ingredient was determined. It was found that compound 'C' acts
mainly to accelerate the burning rate in the lower pressure region and to shift the isotherms, as a
whole, up in rate. Compound 'B' is responsible for producing a low slope in the middle pressure
ranges and decelerating the burning rate in the higher pressure ranges. Compound 'A' contributes
a general beneficial effect over the entire modification region, creating the mesa and broadening
the plateau range. Finally, carbon black has the effect of broadening the modification area as well,
while it deepens the mesa region as observed in Figure 8.

Two formulations were processed at the same time, one similar to that of Figure 8 with carbon
black, (the test lot), and one the same without carbon black, (the control lot). The burning rate
data for the test lot was divided by the data for the control lot to produce the normalized curves in
Figure 10. The data indicates that the carbon black, as discussed before, has the effect of
lowering the burning rate of the hot isotherm slightly. Also the dip below 1 on the right side of the
curve indicates that the carbon black decelerated the burning rate of the control formulation, and
because there is a mesa in this pressure range, Figure 7, the effect is a deeper (more negative)
mesa.
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FIGURE 10
FORMULATION WITH CARBON BLACK NORMALIZED
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It is well understood that as the energy level of the propellant changes, as measured by the
heat of explosion (HOE), the propellant burning rate will change in a directly proportional way. If
the HOE change is not too large, the burning rate isotherms will simply move uniformly,
maintaining the same basic shape. If the HOE change is large, in either direction, the burning rate
modification effect may be lost. The HOE range within which a particular modifier system is
effective is a function of the modifier ingredients themselves. The relationship between the
burning rate and HOE of the following formulation was investigated:

2.00% Compound'A'
1.50% Compound 'B'
0.50% Compound 'C'
0.10% Carbon Black

The results are plotted in Figures 11 and 12 which represent the HOE effect on the cold
burning rates and hot burning rates, respectively. As is expected, the burning rate isotherms
increase, in general, with increasing HOE, It is interesting that the cold burning rate isotherm is
basically unchanged between 890 cal/g and 955 cal/g, (Figure 11), and this is the energy range
which produces the deepest mesa values. An increase of only 20 cal/g, from 955 to 975,
removes the negative slope entirely. Figure 12 shows a similar relationship between the
propellant energy level and the hot burning rate isotherm. An increase in HOE above 955 cal/g is
responsible for the absence of the negative slope, It should also be noted that there is an
inversion of the 930 cal/g and 890 cal/g hot isotherms. This is possibly due to variations in the
strand burning tests, processing or the HOE test.
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FIGURE 11
HOE EFFECT ON -54°C BURNING RATE
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FIGURE 12
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.CONCLUSIONS:

A lead-free ballistic modified propellant has been developed to replace the current lead-
modified double-base used in U.S. Navy aircrew escape ejection systems. The propellant
formulation, (Figure 8), provides plateau (zero slope) and mesa (negative slope) burning rates
with respect to pressure. The burning rate insensitivity to pressure characteristics of this
propellant type allows for a greater ease in designing and using a rocket motor.

The formulations described in this work will, no doubt, lead to a family of similar lead-free
propellants which address the personnel and environmental safety concerns of the conventional
double-bases. Variations of the formulations described here will provide plateau and mesa
ballistics at different burning rates and pressures for a variety of applications. This is especially
true because the contribution of each compound to the overall modification effect is well
understood.

There remains more work to be done before the lead-free formulations are considered
complete. The inability of the propellants described to produce a temperature insensitivity on the
order of the lead-modified propellants is a concern. The goal of future work with the lead-free
compounds investigated, and other materials as well, is to make the strand burning rate isotherms
as close as possible, preferably having them overlap. If this could be done with similar ballistics
to Figure 8, the resulting propellant would be irresistible for many applications.
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ABSTRACT

Thermal response and decomposition kinetics of ABL 4863 commercial ammonium perchlorate

(AP) and various formulations of Aluminized (AI)/AP/Hydroxy terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) based

propellants have been studied for parametric analysis of cookoff behavior. This study was a coordinated

experimental and modeling effort. The experimental techniques used for the thermal study involves a

differential thermal analyzer (DTA), thermal expansion, and thermal diffusivity experiments. An
intermediate scale differential thermal analyzer (ISDTA) using one gram samples was also designed and

modeled to determine the size effects on decomposition kinetic parameters.

Reaction kinetic parameters were obtained from the change of the DTA thermograms with various

heating rates for both the small scale and intermediate scale sample sizes. The small scale DTA

thermogram of AP was characterized by two exotherms. Kinetic analysis showed that the first exotherm

can be interpreted as a single reaction while the second exotherm involved multiple reactions. All
propellants studied showed a single exotherm at approximately 340°C. In comparison to the small scale

DTA results, the ISDTA experiment showed that the propellants decomposed at lower temperatures and

yielded lower kinetic parameters. For both the DTA and ISDTA experiments, the kinetic parameters also

varied with AP particle size and the presence of a catalyst.

In conjunction with the ISDTA experiment, computational analyses were performed using the

thermal code COYOTE II. The kinetic parameters from the small scale DTA were used in the model to

compare time to reaction results from the ISDTA experiment. It was found that matching the reaction time

for the slowest heating rate in the thermal model was the most difficult. The modeling results also showed

thermal gradients in the propellant at the highest heating rate typically found in large scale samples.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The prediction of the cookoff response of a weapon system is an important need to the United

States Department of Defense and Department of Energy communities. Advancing this predictive model

to not only calculate time to reaction but also the violence of the cookoff event is an important goal. The
modeling tools currently available can predict reaction time reasonably well, but predicting violence is not

yet available. Before any advancements in the computer model to have the predictive capability in

Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
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calculating cookoff violence, fundamental thermal responses of the energetic material are needed as a

function of temperature. Some basic questions that may be answered by various experiments include: 1)

How an energetic material's properties change as it is thermally degraded (heated), 2) What is the

mechanical response of the energetic material as it is heated, and 3) How does increases in size (from

milligrams to hundreds of grams) affect the properties currently being used in the models.

In this study, thermal analyses of pure AP and AP/HTPB/AI based propellants with varying particle

size of AP, solid content, and sample size were performed. Thermal responses of propellants from DTA

were interpreted in terms of the compositional changes of propellants. Also, the kinetic parameters were

calculated for the reaction where the Arrhenius type of reaction can be assumed. This study includes 1)

small scale tests using milligram sample sizes such as DTA, expansion, and diffusivity measurements and

2) an intermediates scale DTA test using one gram samples.

The ISDTA experiment was designed to look at what happens to the kinetic parameters of an

energetic material when it is increased in size from milligrams to one gram. This was intended as a first step

in bridging the gap between using data with milligram size samples, for use in modeling large hundreds of

grams in weapons systems. The same series of AP/HTPB/AI were used in this experiment and the ISDTA

was set up to directly compare these propellants' kinetic parameters to the small scale DTA experiments. It

was intended that by analyzing the results from both tests, it could be determined what effects increasing

sample sizes has on the kinetic parameter results.

2.0 EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Ammonium Perchlorate (AP) and Propellant Samples

Ammonium perchlorate (AP) studied in this work is commercially available ABL 4863 AP with

200jam particle size. Propellants are aluminized AP/HTPB based propellants with varying particle size of

AP and solid content. Table I summarizes propellant samples and compares ingredients of propellant

formulation.

TABLE I. Propellant samples and comparison of the ingredients of propellant formulation.
% Solid AP (lim) Plasticizer Catalyst

A 88 200 DOS
B 90 200 DOS
C 90 400 DOS
D 90 200 DOS/IDP*
E 90 200 DOS 1.2% Fe203

* 4% IDP (isodecyl pelagonate) instead of 2% DOS (Dioctyl sebaccate)

2.2 Thermal Analysis Using Milligram Size Samples

Differential thermal analysis (DTA, TA 2930) were performed with samples weighing about 6-7 mg

under nitrogen, flushed at 80 ml/min. The DTA was equipped with residual gas analyzer (RGA) for evolved

gas analysis from DTA. The evolved gases from DTA were introduced to RGA through capillary tube with
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bypass inlet system in such a way that signal response time of RGA was reduced to an order of second.

The capillary tube was heated to 80'C to prevent gas condensation to tube wall during gas transport. In

order to determine the kinetic parameters of AP and propellants, sample heating rate of DTA were varied

from 5°C/min. to 15°C/min.

2.3 Differential Thermal Analysis Using Gram Size Samples

Figure 1 shows a picture of the ISDTA with two cups for the sample and reference material (A120 3).

These cups were placed at the center of the furnace using alumina rods to minimize temperature

gradients between the sample and reference material. The oven used in the ISDTA is a commercially

available box furnace (Thermolyne type 1400) controlled using a digital temperature controller (Eurotherm

Corporation model 808). Voltage outputs from the controller were fed into the computer for real time

analysis. Type K thermocouples were placed at the bottom of both the sample and reference cups.

FIGURE 1. Intermediate Scale Differential Thermal Analyzer Setup.

The dimensions of the aluminum sample cups were 1.954 cm diameter, 0.0102 cm thick, and

0.432 cm height. The aluminum foil which covered the sample container was 0.00254 cm thick. The

propellant sample was cut from a large block to ensure the surface chemical homogeneity. The sample

weight was 1.00±0.05 grams and its dimensions were approximately 1.715 cm in diameter, 0.33 cm thick.

The oven was calibrated before testing the oven with any propellants with 200 Pm diameter

ammonium perchlorate (AP) particles with 0.2% TCP anti-caking inhibitor. The calibration tests were

conducted at five heating rates at 3, 5, 7, 8, and 10 °C/min. The results of the linear curve fit for the ISDTA

is shown in Table II. This table also shows a comparison of the kinetic parameters between the ISDTA and

the small scale DTA. There was approximately a 6% difference for the kinetic parameters between the two

tests. Due to stability problems for the second exotherm, ISDTA kinetic parameter results were

unattainable at the same heating rates.
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TABLE II. Kinetic Parameter Comparison Between DTA and ISDTA Experiments.
E (kcal/mol) A (1/s)

DTA 25.4 3.6x 10 3

ISDTA 27.0 1.6x 1011

2.4 Thermal Expansion and Diffusivity Measurements

Linear dimensional changes of propellants were examined from room temperature to 2000C using

thermomechanical analyzer (TMA, TA 2940). Thermal diffusivity measurements of propellants were

obtained by using a technique developed by Parr [1] and the description of technique can be found in

elsewhere [2].

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Differential thermal analysis of ABL 4863 AP (200pm dia.) revealed that AP has one endothermic

at 242'C (T,,) and two exothermic peaks at about 300 °C (T1) and 460 °C (T2). These results are in good

agreement with the reported by K. J. Kraeutle [3]. Figure 2 shows our DTA thermogram and NH3 gas ion

intensity with respect to temperature. The first endothermic peak at 2421C signifies the reversible

transition from the orthorhombic to the cubic modification which is attributed to the onset of free rotation of

perchlorate anions. The first exotherm was a result of partial decomposition of AP and the second

exotherms was associated with irreversible decomposition. The presence of NH3 peaks at both the first

and the second exotherms indicate that sublimation of AP concurred with each decomposition process. It

can also be noticed that the occurrences of NH3 ion peaks from RGA are slightly shifted to higher

temperature from the temperatures where the exothermic peaks are found. This was probably due to the

delay in response time of RGA. It also shows that the amount of temperature shift of the 2nd ion peak

from T2 was reduced compared to the amount of temperature shift of the 1st peak from T1, indicating fast

transport of hot gas through capillary tube.

The heating rate had a pronounced effect on the size and location of the large exotherms. They

appeared at appreciably higher temperatures as the heating rate increased. As a result, the low

temperature and the high temperature exotherms moved away from each other (Figure 3). Opposite

effects were observed from the effect of pressure [3]. The exotherms appeared at appreciably lower

temperature while the higher and lower exotherm moved closer together as the pressure increased. This

suggests that the effect of heating rate on the sublimation and diffusion rates and hence on the rate of

exothermically reacting NH3 and HCIO 4 was responsible for the observed change of the T2-T, in Figure 3.
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FIGURE 2. DTA thermogram of ABL 4863 AP and evolved NH, gas trace from RGA.
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FIGURE 3. Temperature isotherm as a function of heating rate,

Assuming that the temperatures of the sublimation and decomposition are defined as the

temperatures of the maximum of the peaks in each heating thermogram, are related to the heating rate by

an Arrhenius type equation, the activation energy can be calculated:

In k = In K,- (E/R)(1fT) (1)

where k. is pre-exponential factor. Figure 4 shows a plot of the experimental values of In(heating rate) vs.

lT,, the inverse of the temperature of either sublimation or decomposition temperature. From the slope

of the best fit straight line, the activation energy and pre-exponential factor of 22 kcal/mol and

2.6xl0
9
sec

1
, respectively, were obtained. However, introducing T2 in the equation (1), the Arrhenius-type
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plot can be fitted to two straight lines that intersect at 2.25 which corresponds to a heating rate of

9.51C/min. The different slopes are related to two different mechanisms, and activation energy values of

79 and 17 kcal/mol were respectively found for heating rates faster and lower than 9.5 0C/min. Table III

summarizes the results of kinetic parameters from both the first and the second exotherms.

3-

0

Q] tst Exo.
0* 2nd Exo.0-

1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60 1.70 1.80 1.90

1000/f (K)

FIGURE 4. Ln(heating rate) vs. 1T plot for AP from 1st and 2nd exothermic peaks.

TABLE III. Kinetic parameters for ABL4863 AP particles.

I E (kcal/mol) I A(1/sec)
1st exotherm. 22 2.6x10

2nd exotherm. 79, 17 1.5x 1026, 2.2 xl0 6

Figure 5 shows a thermograms of a series of AP/HTPB/AI based propellants with varying

composition. All thermograms showed an endothermic peak at 2420C due to AP phase transition and an

exothermic peak for decomposition at higher temperature. It can be seen that the decomposition of

propellant E containing Fe 2O3 showed extreme violent reaction and decomposed at significantly lower

temperature than others. The results agree quite well with the work reported by Kishore et. al. [4] who

postulated that transition metal oxides such as Fe20 3, Cr20 3, and MnO 2 promotes the electron transfer

process during AP based propellant decomposition and affects the reaction rate in a similar fashion.

Several reaction mechanisms have been proposed for the effects of catalysts on the decomposition of AP

based composite propellants. However, analysis of reaction mechanisms on decomposition of the

catalyzed propellants was beyond the scope of this work and the summary of the catalyst effects on the

decomposition can be found in elsewhere [5].
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FIGURE 5. DTA thermograms of propellants.

Figure 6 shows In(heating rate) vs. 1/T plot and kinetic parameters are summarized in Table IV.

Low activation energy was observed for the propellant formulations with larger particle size of AP

(propellant C) and propellant D which has 4% IDP as a plasticizer instead of 2% DOS compared to

propellant A. Although the differences in kinetic parameters were observed for each propellant, present

data do not strongly support the direct relationship between the differences in kinetic parameter and the

differences in propellant concentration and particle size of AP.

Table IV. Kinetic parameters of AP/HTPB/AI propellants.
Propellants E (kcal/mol) A (1/sec)

A 45.2 9.2x101'
B 44.5 6.1x10 1 '
C 38.8 9.4x10 14

D 40.7 8.2x10 15

E 51.9 9.8x10 19
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FIGURE 6. Ln(heating rate) vs. l/T plot of AP/HTPB/AI propellants.

Figure 7 compares the In (heating rates) versus 1/T for propellant B from both the ISDTA (One

gram sample size) and the DTA (milligram sample size). This graph typifies the results for the AP/HTPB/AI

propellant series. At three different heating rates (5-, 8-, 1]0 C/rmin.) the data from both tests shows a good

fit to a straight line. The ISDTA propellant samples showed an earlier time to reaction temperature for each

heating rate compared to the small scale test. When evaluating the kinetic parameters, the ISDTA gives a

lower activation energy and with the exception of propellant A, a lower value for frequency factor. These

results indicate that even using a one gram wafer sample has surface effects that must be taken into

consideration before any kinetic parameters can be used from it. A milligram sample can be heated

homogeneously, but as shown in the modeling section, the thermal model shows that at the 10°C/min.

heating rate, there can be as much as 30C gradient in a sample 0.33 cm thick.

2.500 - ISDTA

g 2.250 -

r 2.000 -

-1.750 -

1.500

1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80 1.85

lO0/T (K)

FIGURE 7. Ln (heating rate) vs. 1/T for the small scale DTA and ISDTA.
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In addition to DTA analyses, other tests were conducted with the AP/HTPB/AI series of

propellants for added test parameters. Figure 8 shows the thermal expansion behavior of propellants

studied. All samples showed dimensional changes <1% up to 1000C except that propellant B showed

pronounced shrinkage.

20.

0 'Z - --------------------

20)=• -20- .-.*

o-40-
Propellant A

E ......... Propellant B

S-60- --------- Propellant C
------. Propellant D

Propellant E
-80

0 50 100 150 200

Temperature (°C)

Figure 8. Thermal expansion behavior of propellants.

Table V summarizes the thermal diffusivity verses temperature data for the propellants. The

thermal diffusivity decreases as temperature goes up and the value decreases in the order propellant

B>E>C>A>D.

Table V. Thermal diffusivity ((X X 10-3 cm 2/sec) of AP and 5 propellants as a function of temperature.
A B C D E AP

TOC a T(OC) a T(Oc) T a T(OC) T(C) a
27 2.6 26 3.1 24 3.1 24 2.6 25 24 1.3
49 2.7 9 3.0 47 2.9 49 2.6 51 3.1 38 1.2
74 2.6 75 2.9 74 2.6 74 2.4 75 2.9 55 1.1
91 2.5 89 3.0 87 2.6 87 2.0 86 2.7 70 1.1

The thermal diffusivity of propellants measured in this study also showed 2 to 3 times larger than

AP. This increased diffusivity can possibly be attributed to the aluminum and porous structure of

propellants as it was thermally reacted.

4.0 MODELING OF THE DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL ANALYZER USING ONE GRAM SAMPLES

The approach of this analysis emphasizes a coupled experimental and modeling methodology.

The current thermal model of the ISDTA configuration uses the COYOTE II software developed by Sandia

National Labs. COYOTE II [6,7] is a finite element computer program designed with built in chemical

kinetics subroutine which accepts the chemical kinetic properties of the propellant. For the ISDTA

experiment, a 2-dimensional model using first order reaction kinetics was used.
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The COYOTE II model of the ISDTA experiment consists of the aluminum sample cup, propellant,

and aluminum foil using both a coarse and fine grid. Figure 9 shows the configuration of the model where

the right half of the picture shows the coarse grid (20 by 10 elements) of the propellant sample. The fine

grid consists of doubling the number of elements (40 by 20). The coarse grid model used all five

propellant samples heated at 20C/min. and 10°C/min. heating rates while the fine grid model focused on

propellant B heated at 2-, 5-, 8-, 10 oC/min. In order to conserve computational time, an axisymmetric

geometry using this right half of the model was used. The dimensions of the model are the same

dimensions described in the experimental section.
SI Ahurnium FoilI

urn mnurn cun

I t.PropelLan 
t Sample 

... ... ... .-

FIGURE 9. COYOTE II Model of Propellant Sample Cup.

The boundary conditions of any thermal model is a very important factor in computing accurate

time to reaction results. The boundary conditions on the sample cup includes convection and radiation on

all the outside surfaces as well as an enclosure radiation inside the sample cup. The same boundary

conditions were applied to each of the propellants and each heating rate. Any difference in reaction time

was due to the changes in the kinetic parameters, thermal conductivities, and densities of the propellant

as well as the number of elements used. Figures 10 and 11 shows the temperature profiles at the reaction

time of the right half of the model using propellant B heated at 1 00C/min. and 2 °C/min. respectively.
Temp1c1
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FIGURE 10. Temperature Profile of Propellant B at Time to Reaction. Heating Rate 10 °C/min.
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FIGURE 11. Temperature Profile of Propellant B at Time to Reaction. Heating Rate 2 OC/min.
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As was stated in the experimental section, surface effects seemed to play a large part in affecting

the kinetic parameters calculated in the ISDTA experiment. The results of the model also seems to verify

this result. For both the 10 and 2°C/min. heating rate, the reaction occurs at or very close to the top

surface of the propellant sample. Propellant B shows the typical temperature profile at the reaction time

for all five propellants. At the highest heating rate, the reaction occurs at or near the surface of the

propellant near the right hand corner. For the slowest heating rate, the reaction occurs closer to the

center of the sample but again at the top surface.

Figure 12 shows the temperature gradient of propellant B heated at 10°C/minute. An approximate

30C temperature gradient in the propellant was seen at this heating rate. The result shown here was

typical for all five propellants being heated at 10°C/min. before any reaction occurs.
Tvrn

1670
...... j 5 167.2

168.3

1697

1703

~ 7 0 ~ 171.0

FIGURE 12. Temperature Gradient of Propellant B at 10 °C/min. heating rate.

At the current stage of model development, time to reaction is the primary computational output.

The time to reaction results for the 10°C/min. and 2°C/min. heating rates for each propellant are compared

to experimental values in Table VI.

TABLE VI. Coarse Grid Time to Reaction Comparison Results for 2- and 10°C/min.

Time to Reaction (min.)
Propellant 2 °C/min. 10 °C/min.

Model Experiment Model Experiment
A 99.0 not available 34.0 30.0
B 98.1 137.0 34.0 30.0
C 85.2 129.0 31.5 31.0
D 89.3 132.0 31.5 32.0
E 101.2 105.0 34.5 27.0

The results of the computer model showed that at the higher heating rate, the time to reaction

calculated by COYOTE II was slightly overestimated and at the slowest heating rate, with the same

boundary conditions, the calculated reaction time is greatly underestimated (with the exception of

propellant E with the catalyst). At the slowest heating rate, a large number of calculations are required in

determining time to reaction. This can incur round off or truncation errors. To check whether these errors

greatly affected the calculated reaction time, modified COYOTE II models were conducted. These

computer runs only increased the reaction time less than 10 minutes, indicating that other factors

affecting the reaction time must be considered. These factors include a chemical kinetics model that is too

simplified and boundary conditions that need to be modified due to the slowed heating rate.
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The results between the coarse and fine grid models found that for every heating rate, refining

the grid narrows the temperature range of the propellant sample at reaction time. For example, Figure 13

shows the temperature profile of the propellant with the coarse grid, while Figure 14 shows the

temperature profile of the sample with the fine grid. Both pictures have the same temperature boundaries

and were heated at the same rate - 8°C/min. As shown in the figures, the refined grid shows that a smaller

portion of the propellant was at the same temperature compared to the propellant with the coarse grid.
lb Temp

(C)S347.0
507.0
587.0
667.0
747.0

i 827.0

FIGURE 13. Temperature Profile of Sample Heated at 8°C/min. Using Coarse Grid

Temp
(c)

_____________________________________3470E 427.0
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667.0
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827.0

FIGURE 14. Temperature Profile of Sample Heated at 8°C/min. Using Fine Grid.

The time to reaction results for every heating rate and both grids are compared to experimental

results in Table VII. Better reaction time predictions (3-10% error difference) were calculated at more

intermediate heating rates (5 and 8°C/min.) for the fine grid. Similar results were found for the small scale

DTA modeling effort which also found that these particular heating rates matched the experimental results

the best. As with the first analysis at 2 and 10 0C, introducing a fine grid did not produce much better

prediction times. Round off errors, especially for the slowest heating rate and finer grid, may continue to

be a factor affecting the reaction time prediction. Because of the similarity in the results between the two

different grids, these errors are most likely built into both models. Another factor when considering the

differences in experimental reaction time and the models' predictions was the actual experimental setup of

the test itself. The experiment had the thermocouple recording the changes in temperature at the bottom

of the aluminum cup not on the sample. These temperature readings may be recording a later time

compared to when the propellant was actually reacting.
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TABLE VII. Comparison of Reaction Times Between Coarse and Fine Grids Using Propellant B.

Time to Reaction (min.)
Heating Rate Coarse Grid Fine Grid Experiment

(°C/min.) (20 X10 elements) (40 X20 elements)
2 99.8 99.6 137.0
5 53.6 55.2 57.0
8 33.1 34.3 38.0
10 34.4 34.7 30.0

Further analysis of this model will require modifications to the code. These modifications will

enable an analysis of the temperature profiles of the propellant in the last few time steps leading up to the

reaction. This will show how these profiles change in the sample until a decision is made that a reaction

should occur.

5.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Kinetic analysis of AP using DTA revealed that the first exotherm associated with partial

decomposition of propellant yielded single reaction mechanism while the second exotherm associated

with irreversible decomposition yielded two different reaction mechanisms. The decomposition behavior

of propellants with varying concentration were characterized with single exotherm and decomposition

occurred at about 3401C. The propellant with 400j.m AP showed the lowest activation energy and the

propellant with 1.2% Fe 20 3 catalyst showed the highest activation energy among others by as much as 13

kcal/mol.

The results of the ISDTA experiments showed that the time to reaction at each heating rate occurs

earlier compared to the small scale test. When kinetic parameters were derived from the ISDTA, it was

found that for each propellant, the values were lower than the small scale DTA results. A few reasons for

these results include that surface effects affected the one gram wafer sample or the sample was not

heated homogeneously, causing the propellants to react earlier. These reasons made any comparisons

between the small scale and intermediate scale test difficult because the tests were not similar enough for

direct comparison of the data.

The ISDTA experiment was modeled using the thermal analysis code COYOTE I1. The model

showed that at the higher heating rates, there were thermal gradients in the propellant sample which

supports the conclusions from the experimental results. The model used the small scale DTA kinetics to

match time to reactions. The coarse grid modeling results showed close approximations for the highest

heating rate (10°C/min.) but for the slowest heating rate (2°C/min.), the model greatly underestimates the

reaction times. Comparisons between the coarse and fine grid models found that at the 5- and 8 °C/min.

heating rates, the fine grid matched time to reaction closer to experimental results.
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ABSTRACT

A combustion model for solid composite propellants based in ammonium nitrate (AN) and

hydroxyl terminated polybutadiene-isophorone diisocyanate (HTPB-IPDI) is presented. The

model applies to propellants with unimodal spherical oxidizer particles. It is based on the

classical concepts of multiple competitive flames and separate surface temperatures (SST). A

new concept taking into account radiative heat transfer from the various flames and

combustion products to the surface of oxidizer particles and binder of the propellant is applied.

Radiative heat transfer is evaluated through consideration of the geometry and temperature of

each flame, individual surface temperature, reflectivity of the oxidizer particles and fuel binder

and emissivity of each flame. The preexponential factor of Arrhenius law, describing the

kinetics of the monopropellant ammonium nitrate flame, is determined from experimental

measurements of the monopropellant flame stand off distance at 7.0 MPa, using

microthermocouples. A computer program based on this physical model was developed and

allows to predict the effect of combustion chamber pressure, oxidizer particle size, oxidizer

mass fraction and initial temperature of the propellant on burning rate. The model shows

clearly the problems associated with partial combustion because the program attains no

convergence for the pressure range when the propellant studied experimentally presents a large

amount of tar in the strand burner nozzle exit after a test proving that the binder was not fully

pyrolyzed. This is because in the model it is assumed that all the binder is pyrolyzed. The

results of the combustion model are compared with experimental measurements of burning

rates of AN/HTPB-IPDI (75.00/23.08-1.92 wt.%) and (80.00/18.46-1.54 wt.%) compositions,

containing AN with an average particle size of 140 gin, and measured in a nitrogen vented

strand burner in the pressure range 2-10 MPa. The AN used was phase stabilised with 1.0

wt.% NiO. The predicted results show a good agreement with the experimental measurements.
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1. Introduction

This paper deals with the development of a combustion model for composite solid
propellants based on ammonium nitrate (AN) and hydroxyl terminated polybutadiene (HTPB)

cured with isophorone diisocyanate (IPDI) and of the results obtained. This model applies
concepts introduced in previous combustion models for composite solid propellants and
introduces a new concept. The most important classical concepts are the multiple competitive
flames (MCF) concept introduced in the BDP model, (Wd. Beckstead et al., 1970), and the
separate surface temperatures (SST) concept introduced by Andersen, (vd. Andersen et al.,
1959), and both applied by Beckstead in his SST combustion model, (vd. Beckstead, 1989).

The combustion model presented here takes into account the phenomena associated with
radiative heat transfer from propellant flames and combustion products to the surface of the
two main propellant ingredients, as a function of geometry and temperature of the flames and
of propellant surface. This model is based on experimental data taken from a limited number of
experimental measurements of burning rates in the range 2-10 MPa and temperature waves in
AN/HTPB-IPDI propellants at 7.0 MPa. These measurements allowed to measure surface
temperature of ammonium nitrate and AN flame stand-off distance.

2. Multiple competitive flames

The global equivalence ratio of the propellant is larger than one. In fact, for this type of
propellants stoichiometry is obtained when the fuel binder mass fraction is about 5.8 %.
AN/I-ITPB-IPDI composite solid propellants obtained in practice have a mass fraction of fuel
binder in the range 17-30 %. Consequently, all the diffusion flames are fuel rich.

Three types of flames are considered. The first flame is a diffusion flame between the
decomposition products of the oxidizer and the pyrolysis products of the fuel binder, vd. Fig.
1, called the primary flame. The second flame is the monopropellant flame of the ammonium
nitrate oxidizer that results from the reaction among the decomposition products of ammonium
nitrate. The third flame is a diffusion flame between the products of the monopropellant flame
and the pyrolysis products of the fuel binder, called the final flame. The final flame only exists
when the monopropellant flame of the oxidizer is present.

AN MONOPROPELLANT FINAL DIFFUSION
FLAME OFLAME

PRIMARY FLAME N2, nH20"

FUEL PYROLYSIS
"AN DECOMPOSION" PRODUCTS ",

OXIDIZER fUEL
BINDER

Figure 1. Multiple flames typical of the combustion of a composite solid propellant.
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3. Propellant burning rate

In this model the burning rate is calculated considering the mass conservation equation in
the form of Eq. (1) where r is the propellant burning rate

mT = rpp = mox(Sox / SO) +mf (Sf / SO) (1)

In this model it is admitted that the geometry of the surface of the propellant is flat because
we have no precise information regarding the shape of the surface of the oxidizer and of the
binder and the flat surface assumption is the simplest, consequently Eqs. (2) and (3) apply.

SOX = Cx ()L =,1-Cox (3)SO SO

It is considered that the combustion of these propellants is controlled by the oxidizer due to
the fact that fast thernolysis studies of ammonium nitrate in an Argon atmosphere revealed
that the endotherm present at about 310 2C is replaced by an exotherm for pressures higher
than 200 psi (1.36 MPa) (vd. Russel and Brill, 1989) while the pyrolysis of the fuel binder is
endothermic. The mass flow rate per unit surface area of the oxidizer and of the fuel binder are
given respectively by Eq. (4) and Eq. (5).

mox =AoxeXp- REx (4)tRTs~ox /

mif Af exp- Ef (5)yRT,,f

The surface temperature of the oxidizer is determined applying the principle of energy
conservation to ammonium nitrate considering that there is no heat transfer to the fuel binder
and is given by Eq. (6).

Qox + Qphc +' (qc,ox + qrox)Ts'ox = To -+ cPO T - p'X (6)

The surface temperature of the fuel binder is obtained by a global energetic balance applied
to a control volume that contains the propellant surface and extends to the inside of the
propellant containing all the thermal affected zone of the propellant and is given by Eq. (7).

Y°cP'.° (To - Ts.X )+Q+ ph,° (q, _ +q, _) +(q,f + qf )(1-- )

Qo' o +T YfCpf p PrYf%,f
+ Q0  X +QfYf(7)

Yf Cp,f
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4. Heat release in the ammonium nitrate surface

The value assumed for this parameter is the enthalpy of reaction (8) at the temperature of
the surface of the oxidizer.

NH 4NO 3 -- 2 H20 + NO + 1/2 N2  (8)

Q.= QAN = - AHR(T,, o) - [Hp(T,.o) - H,(Ts,,-)] (9)

which is given by Eq. (10)

QavN /(J/kg) = 333559 + (549.81 . (Ts,. /K)) 442.8 K < Ts, < 550 K (10)

5. Heat of pyrolysis of the fuel binder surface

According to the bibliographic survey we have made the heat of pyrolysis of inert fuel
binders of the type of HTPB are in the range 0 to -200 cal/g (0 to -836.8 kJ/kg), (vd.
Beckstead et al., 1970). The value we found in the bibliography we gave more credit was an
experimental measurement specifically for HTPB which value is -433 kJ/kg, (vd. Beck, 1987).

Later we verified that the enthalpy of vaporisation at 298.15 K, A,,H(298.15 K), of a very
broad range of hydrocarbons with H/C in the range 1.25 < H/C < 1.75 was falling in the
relatively narrow range of 382 kJ/kg < A_1H(298.15 K) < 408 kJ/kg, vd. Table 1. Because we
are more interested in the value of A-PH at the temperature of surface of the fuel binder we
decided to verify if there was a correlation between the enthalpy of vaporisation at the boiling
temperature of these hydrocarbons A,,pH(Tb) and the boiling temperature of these
hydrocarbons. The hydrocarbons presented in Table I where chosen from a large list, (vd.
Lide, 1991), with the sole criterion of having a H/C ratio as close to 1.5 as possible, which is
the value of H/C for polybutadiene. For these hydrocarbons we found an excellent correlation
between AwpH(Tb) and Tb, which is represented by Eq. (11). In consequence, we considered
that the value of the heat of pyrolysis of HTPB/IPDI fuel binder at the temperature of surface
of the fuel binder in pyrolysis during combustion of the propellant, Qpf, is given by Eq. (12).

Table 1.
Enthalpy of vaporisation of selected hydrocarbons with H/C close to 1.5.
Molecular Name Molecular Tb/K AapH(Tb) A-PH(298.15 K)
Formula weight (g/mol) /(kJ/kg) /(kJ/kg)
C4H6  1,3-Butadiene 54.092 268.8 415.4 385.6
C5H8  Spiropentane 68.119 312.2 392.8 403.6
C6H1 o Cyclohexene 82.145 356.3 370.8 407.4
C8Hlo Ethylbenzene 106.17 409.3 335.04 397.9
C1H14 1-Octyne 110.20 399.5 325.14 383.9
ColH1 4  Butylbenzene 134.22 456.5 289.6 382.7

AHp(Tb)/(kJ/kg) = 601.4- 0.6709 . (Tb/K) (11)

Qp, = -AHp/(T,,f)/(kJ/kg) = -601.4 + 0.6709 . (T, JK) (12)
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Fig. 2. Enthalpy of vaporisation at the boiling temperature of selected hydrocarbons with H/C
close to 1.5.

6. Heat absorbed to heat up the ammonium nitrate from the initial temperature to the
surface temperature.

The heat absorbed to heat up ammonium nitrate from the initial temperature to the surface
temperature is composed of two parts. The first part is the sensible heat, QAN.,h. The second
part is the heat absorbed in phase changes of ammonium nitrate, Qph,. Table 2 presents the
different phases of ammonium nitrate, without phase stabilising agents, respective values of cp
and density, in the temperature range from 233 K (- 40 'C) to 550 K (277 'C), (vd. Hendricks
et al., 1932; Feick, 1954; Fedoroff, 1960; Kolaczkowski, 1980; Grayson and Eckroth, 1983).

6.1. Sensible heat

Considering To varying in the range 233.15 K (-40 °C) to 333.15 K (60 'C) we have:

QAN,sh =(iCpj(TU i-Toji)J + Cp,m+l (Tu m+l - TO) + Cpj (Tsox - TUI) (13)

Refer to Table 2 and to the values of m given below.

m-- 4if233.15 K < To < 255.15 K;
m = 3 if 255.15 K < To < 305.25 K;
m = 2 if 305.25 K < To < 333.15 K.
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Table 2.
Ammonium nitrate phases
Phase i T/K cp /(J/kg.K) p /(kg/m3)
V 5 lower than 255.15 1523 1710
IV 4 255.15- 305.25 1756 1725
III 3 305.25 - 357.35 1485 1661
II 2 357.35 - 398.35 1782 1666
I 1 398.35- 442.75 2384 1594
liquid higher than 442.75 2012 1381
Ref. Grayson and Eckroth, 1983 Fedoroff, 1960 (Fedoroff, 1960), (Kolaczkowski,

1980)

The value of cp,o, used in Eqs. (6) and (7) is an average value of c, and is calculated with
Eq. (14).

QAN,sh (14)
Cp'ox -(Ts'o To)

6.2. Heat of phase changes

The heat absorbed in ammonium nitrate phase changes between To and Ts, is given by Eq.
(15).

n

=pc In2h,. (15)
7' j=l

Referring to Table 3 the values for n are the following:

n = 5 if 233.15 K < T0 < 255.15 K;
n = 4 if 255.15 K < To < 305.25 K;
n = 3 if 305.25 K < To < 333.15 K.

Table 3 presents the temperature and enthalpy of each phase change of ammonium nitrate,
(Md. Hendricks, 1932; Fedoroff, 1960).

Table 3.
Phase changes of ammonium nitrate
Phase j T/K Qph, /(kJ/kg) Ref.

V --4 IV 5 255.15 6.69 (Hendricks, 1932)
IV -1 III 4 305.25 19.86 (Fedoroff, 1960)
I1 --1 II 3 357.35 16.73 (Fedoroff, 1960)
1- 1 2 398.35 52.79 (Fedoroff, 1960)

I -4 liquid 1 442.75 67.96 (Fedoroff, 1960)
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7. Heat absorbed to heat up the fuel binder from the initial temperature to the surface

temperature

The heat absorbed to heat up the fuel binder from the initial temperature to the surface
temperature is given by Eq. (16).

Qf, h= cX,(T,,) (T,,b - TO) (16)

where cf(T) = 6.742 T from data in (Brandrup and Immergut, 1975) (17)

Tr = (Tfj + T0)/2 (18)

8. Ammonium nitrate monopropellant flame

8.1. Flame temperature

The temperature of the monopropellant flame of ammonium nitrate depends on pressure
and its value was calculated using an equilibrium thermodynamic code in isobaric adiabatic
thermodynamic equilibrium with equation of state H9 (vd. Heuz6, 1985). Afterwards, a
polynomial interpolation was performed to the temperatures obtained as a function of pressure
whose equation is valid in the range 0.1-100 MPa.

TFAN [K] = 1266.3- 3.1190x 10- 1p[bar]+ 1.4240 x 10- 4p[bar]2 - 4.7422 x 10- 8 p[bar]3

r2 = 0.99999 (19)

8.2. Ammonium nitrate monopropellant flame distance

In the monopropellant flame the total distance of the flame to the surface of ammonium
nitrate surface is only the kinetic reacting distance. This distance, XIMAN, is given by Eq. (20). It
is assumed 6 = 2.0 because it is admitted that the reaction is a second order reaction

XFAN = AN (20)
P8 AFAN expr F EFAN

FN RTFAN)

kFAN = AFAN exp(_EA )(1
RTFAN-) (21)

For the monopropellant AN flame the activation energy was considered to be EFAN = 104.6
kJ/mol (25 kcal/mol), (vd. Beckstead, 1989). The preexponential factor, A.AN , was calculated
based in the flame stand-off distance measured experimentally for the monopropellant flame at
known combustion pressure, burning rate, initial temperature of propellant, oxidizer particle
size, oxidizer solid loading and with no burning rate modifier included in the composition, vd.
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Temperature wave profile of a burning PSAN/HTPB-IPDI(75.00/23.08-1.92 wt.%)

propellant at 7.0 MPa, measured with a 12.7 .tm in diameter K type microthermocouple with

25 gtm bead diameter used to determine XrAN. To = 298 K and for PSAN d50 = 140 ýLm.

9. Primary and final diffusion flames

It is admitted that at the elevated heating rates of the fuel binder surface as those typical of

the combustion of propellants, all the fuel binder decomposes in 1,3-butadiene (C4H6)
according to: the tendency observed in the bibliography for the thermal decomposition of

polybutadiene between low heating rates (10 K/min) and high heating rates (100 K/min) (vd.

Brazier and Scwartz, 1978); the results of SMATCH/FTIR spectroscopy of HTPB and HTPB-

IPDI at 250-350 -C/s heating rate, where the IR spectrum of the gases liberated from the

polymer film reveals that only butadiene, vinylcyclohexene, CH 20, an isocyanate, and CO2 are

formed on rapid thermolysis (vd. Chen and Brill, 1991).
Thermodynamic calculations we made indicate that in the temperature range 625-1054 K,

in the primary diffusion flame, in the side of AN the composition of the gases is: H20 mole

fraction is 2/3 and N20 mole fraction is 1/3. This is the composition of the gases we assumed
representative in the primary diffusion flame in the side of AN.

9.1. Flame temperature

9.1.1. Temperature of primary diffusion flame

This flame results from the reaction between the decomposition products of ammonium

nitrate before reacting in the monopropellant flame and the pyrolysis products of the fuel

binder. It is admitted that in this flame there is not enough time for the formation of CO2 (vd.

Beckstead, 1989) and the flame temperature was calculated suppressing the formation of CO.
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The maximum temperature of the primary flame with CO2 formation suppressed depends
on pressure and is verified for an equivalence ratio different from 1.0. The variation in
maximum temperature with pressure is small. Its value was calculated using an equilibrium
thermodynamic computer code with equation of state H9, (vd. Heuzd, 1985). Afterwards, a
polynomial interpolation was made for the temperatures obtained as a function of pressure,
valid for the pressure range 1-10 MPa, viz.:

TpF [K] = 2092.3 + 4.6470 x 10- 1 p[bar] - 7.6305 x 10- 3 p[bar]2 + 3.5640 x 10- 1 p[bar]3

r' = 0.97345 (22)

The maximum temperature for this flame falls in the range 2096 K to 2100 K for the
pressure range I to 10 MPa and corresponds to an equivalence ratio in the range 1.194 to
1.191. This temperature is different from the temperature of 2000 K for this flame, calculated
by other authors (vd. Beckstead, 1989).

9.1.2. Temperature of final diffusion flame

This flame results from the reaction between the products of the monopropellant flame of

ammonium nitrate and the pyrolysis products of the fuel binder. It is assumed on fact that in
this flame there is enough time for the formation of CO 2 (vd. Beckstead, 1989) and the flame
temperature was calculated as the thermodynamic equilibrium temperature. The maximum
temperature for this flame is about 2350 K in the pressure range I to 10 MPa which
corresponds to an equivalence ratio of 1.00. This temperature is the same as calculated by
other authors (vd. Beckstead, 1989).

9.2. Flame distances

In the primary flame the total distance of the flame to the surface of ammonium nitrate is

the sum of the kinetic distance of reaction, XpFk., with the diffusion distance, XPFd,. The kinetic
distance of reaction, xpp.,~ is understood in this model as the distance that the products of
decomposition of the oxidizer and the products of pyrolysis of the fuel that already began to
diffuse into one another along their interface, need to ignite. From that point the combustion
process is limited by diffusion processes. The diffusion distance of the flame will account for
the influence of combustion on the total flame distance. A kinetic distance is not considered for
the final flame because when this flame is formed the gases are already burning and no ignition
is needed. The only height considered for this flame is the diffusion distance.

9.2.1. Primary flame reacting kinetic distance

The kinetic distance of reaction, XPFk. is calculated using the concept of ignition delay, t, of
a mixture hydrocarbon-air according to the work of Spadaccini and TeVelde, (vd. Spadaccini
and TeVelde, 1982). We will use the results of their measurements in a steady flow reactor
with uniform mixture and flow, with Diesel fuel No.2, in the temperature range 650-900 K,
pressure range 10-30 atm and fuel/air equivalence ratio 0 varied from 0.3 to 1.0. The
expression that Spadaccini and TeVelde obtained for the ignition delay is equivalent to Eq.
(23) in SI units.
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= A pnexp(_ EA (23)

with n = 2, A = 40.08 Pa2Is, E-A = 20915 K,p in Pa, Tin K, t in s
R

Because the temperature of the gases is increasing when the gases resulting from the

decomposition of ammonium nitrate and from the pyrolysis of the fuel binder leave and move
away from the propellant surface, we used the following calculation procedure to determine
the ignition distance from the surface and the ignition temperature.

First of all we assumed that the temperature of the gases diffusing into one another at the
interface between the decomposition gases of ammonium nitrate and the pyrolysis products of
the fuel binder was increasing linearly with the distance from the surface of ammonium nitrate
according to Eq. (24).

(TFAN -Ts, AN )
Tg (X) = Ts, AN + x (24)

XFAN

The velocity of the gases, v, at certain distance from the surface of ammonium nitrate, x, is
obtained from continuity and the perfect gas law and is given by Eq. (25).

v(x) - mAN RuTg (x) (25) where Wg - WAN (26)
PWg •r

The temperature of the gases of decomposition of ammonium nitrate between the surface
and the point of ignition of the primary flame is in the range 500-900 K, consequently
according to reaction (8) (np/n,) = 3.0.

The distance from the flame to the surface of ammonium nitrate, X;:AN, was then divided in
small increments, dXFAN , vd. Eq. (27). In the computer program we have chosen n = 1000 to
have an increment in distance that is small enough because it is equal to 0.1 % of the

ammonium nitrate monopropellant flame distance.

dxFAN - XFAN (27)
n

When the gases are moving along this small increment Xki, is calculated, which is the
distance that the gases would need to move in order to ignite at the local temperature and
pressure and a nondimensional advance of reaction, Xbi, is calculated according to Eq. (29).
The same is made for the next following increments, dXFAN.

Xk, = Vi tC (28) Xb,i = (29)
Xk,i
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k
bk = ZXb,i with k < n (30)

i=1

When the sum of the nondimensional advances of reaction, bk, equals 1.0 we consider
ignition to have occurred and the corresponding distance, Xig,, and gas temperature, Tig., are
respectively the ignition distance and the ignition temperature.

Xign = k.dXFAN (31) Tign = Ts, AN + (TFAN -TsA) Xign (32)
XFAN

The kinetic distance of the primary flame, XPFk, is equal to this ignition distance Xig,.

XpF,k = Xig, (33)

9.2.2. Final flame reacting kinetic distance

According to equations presented in paragraph 9.2.1 at the temperature of the primary
flame this distance is so small that it has no physical meaning. Physically this corresponds to
the situation that at the temperature of the primary flame in the edge between the primary
flame, the ammonium nitrate monopropellant flame and the final flame, the flame already exists
so there is no need for ignition.

9.2.3. Primary flame and final flame diffusion distances

The height of the primary flame includes two terms. The first term is the kinetic height and
is the distance that the reactant gases displace to ignite. The second term is the diffusion height
and is the distance that the reactant gases displace to diffuse completely into each other at the
initial temperature of the reactants. For the final flame only the diffusion height is considered
for the total height of the final flame because ignition has already occurred. The geometry of
the primary and final diffusion flames is determined according to the analysis of diffusion
flames of Burke-Schumann, (vd. Burke and Schumann, 1928; Kuo, 1986), with some
adaptations to the particularities of the structure of this diffusion flame. One of the
modifications done to the classical approach of the problem is related to the fact that in the
classical approach always a central fuel gaseous jet is surrounded by an annular gaseous jet of
oxidizer, while in our problem we have a central jet of oxidising gas species resultant from the
decomposition of ammonium nitrate surrounded by a annular jet of fuel gas resulting from the
pyrolysis of the fuel binder. In consequence, in the expression of v obtained by the classical
approach we interchanged the terms related to the oxidizer with the terms related with the fuel.
Eq.(38). The equations of the development of Burke and Schumann used in the calculation of
the diffusion flame geometry are presented in the following. First we introduce the
dimensionless coordinates.

The dimensionless flame radius is given by Eq. (34). The dimensionless flame height is
given by Eq. (35).

z59
r (34) T1 =-- (35)

rs Vzvr
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The geometric locus of the points that define the flame surface 11 =f(f) is given by Eq. (36)
when we make y = 0, (vd. Kuo, 1986).

"= (l+v)C2 -v+2(l+v)C X 1 Jl(Cp) JO(n'4)exp(-_' TI) (36)
n=1 0n [Jo(On)]

2

where •, represents successive roots of the equation JI(O) = 0, with ordering convention 0. >
Oo41, = 0, (vd. Kuo, 1986). J0 and J1 are the Bessel functions of first kind respectively of

order 0 and order 1 (vd. Lide 1991). rj is the radius of the internal jet (oxidizer) for z = 0, r, is
the radius of the external jet (fuel) for z = 0

C=rj (37) v = (YF)z=OWoV'o (38)

rs (Yo)z=OWFV'F

For the primary flame it was considered

2D2
C= (39) ri=- (40) D= 2D0  (41)

2 3

There are two possible solutions for Eq. (36). The first solution corresponds to the
situation where the flame closes over the oxidizer particle and the second solution to the
situation where the flame closes over the fuel binder. These conditions correspond to the fuel
rich and oxygen rich conditions, respectively. The flame that closes over the oxidizer particle is
the flame that suits the type of propellants that interests us because ANIHTPB-IPDI
propellants are fuel rich when the fuel binder content is larger that 5.8 wt.% and in unimodal
propellants with spherical particles of oxidizer the fuel binder content is larger than or equal to
16 wt.% for AN/HTPB-IPDI propellants. To determine for which condition to solve the term
(42) included in Eq. (36) is examined, (vd. Blomshield, 1989).

v -(I +v)C 2  
(42)

2(l+v)

If this term is positive Eq. (36) can only be solved if • = 0, the flame closes over the
oxidizer particle. If this term is negative Eq. (36) can only be solved if ý = 1, the flame closes
over the fuel binder. Whatever is the case the solution of the equation is iterative in nature and
terms in the series are used until they become very small (vd. Blomshield, 1989). In our
program we retained the terms until n = 6, included.

To determine the primary flame diffusion height Eq. (36) is solved for • = 0 and the 'q
obtained is applied in Eq. (43), with D = DN20C4 I16 , calculated at the temperature of surface
of ammonium nitrate and combustion pressure, to obtain the primary flame diffusion height,
XPF4d = Z.
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Z 1z -(43)
D

To determine DFAN Eq. (36) is solved for r1 = rIFAN , vd. Eq. (44), to obtain ý = •FAN from
which DFAN is obtained by Eq. (45).

7
1 

FAN = (xFA XPrk)D (44)
Vzrs

D
DFAN = •FAN -(45)

To determine the final flame diffusion height Eq. (36) is solved for • = 0 and the 1I obtained
is applied in Eq. (43), with D = DO2C4 n6 , calculated at the temperature of the ammonium

nitrate monopropellant flame and the combustion pressure, to obtain the final flame diffusion
height, XFFD, which is also the final flame total height, XFF, XFF4 = XFF = z.

According to several authors, (vd. Kuo, 1986; Burke and Schumann, 1928), the flame
height obtained by Burke and Schumann are surprisingly in good agreement with experimental
results given the drastic character of some of the assumptions made in the modelling.

9.2.3.1. Molecular interdiffusion coefficients

The molecular interdiffusion coefficients between two non polar molecular species A and B
are calculated according to the ordinary diffusion theory for gases at low density using Eq.
(46), (vd. Kuo, 1986). This equation allows to calculate these coefficients with a maximum
error of 5 %, according to the kinetic theory of gases, (vd. Kuo, 1986).

2(K 3 1/2( 1 1 )1/2 T 3/2

DAB =-.3 L .n + dB n2 (46)3 2m32m

M rb
Mi= (47) di A (48)mi-NA NA 48

M02 = 5.3135E-26 kg, using Eq. (47), do2 = 3.50E-10 m, (vd. Mahan 1975).

mN20 = 7.3085E-26 kg, using Eq. (47); dN 20 = 4.188E-10 m, calculated from the value of

the van der Waals co-volume of NO 2, b = 4.424E-05 m3/mol, (vd. Lide, 1991), using Eq. (48).

mCAH6 = 8.9823E-26 kg, using Eq. (49); dC4H6 = 5.883E-10 m, calculated from the value of

the van der Waals co-volume of n-butane, C4H1 0, b = 1.226E-04 m3/mol, (vd. Lide, 1991), that
was admitted equal to that of butadiene, C4H6, using Eq. (48).

Using Eqs. (46) to (48) the following molecular interdiffusion coefficients are obtained
taking into account the composition admitted for the reactants in each flame.
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DN2 0C4II6 = 8.5328E-05 T (49) D02 C4t6 = 1.0800E-04 T (50)P 
P

10. Criterion for the competition of flames

The criterion for the existence of one or three flames are the following. When XpF is smaller
than xFAN we have only primary flame. When the opposite is verified we will have primary
flame, monopropellant flame of ammonium nitrate and final flame. The parameter, PF, is
defined now, that first appeared in the original BDP model, related to the competition between
flames that represents the mass fraction of the oxidizer that is consumed in the primary flame.
Obviously, when only the primary flame exists PF = 1.0. [PF is defined by Eq. (51) when the
three flames exist simultaneously.

OF = D - DFAN2 (51)

11. Conductive heat transfer

11.1. Heat transferred by conduction to the oxidizer

The heat flux from the primary flame to the surface of the oxidizer is given by Eq. (52).

qc,PF,ox F 2X g,oX,PF (TPF -Ts,o 0 ) (52)

(XPF ± XPFK)

Xg8 xpF = g,ox (T) with T = T, _ (53)

The heat flux from the monopropellant flame of the oxidizer to the surface of the oxidizer
is given by Eq. (54).

qc,FAN ,ox = (1 -F ) � g'°xFAN (TFAN - Tox) (54)
X FAN

X g,ox,FAN = k g,ox (T) with T = T,, (55)

11.2. Heat transferred by conduction to the fuel binder

Heat flux from the primary flame to the surface of the fuel binder is given by Eq. (57) for
the case that only the primary flame exists.

2 ) gf'PF (TpF - Tf) (57)

(XPF +XPFK)
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Heat flux from the primary flame to the surface of the fuel binder is given by Eq. (58) for
the case that the three flames exists.

qcPFf = 2k g,f ,PF(TPF -Ts,f) (58)
(XFAN + XPFK)

kg,f,PF =Xg,f (T) with T=Ts, (59)

Obviously, in the combustion conditions where there is neither the formation of the
monopropellant ammonium nitrate flame neither the formation of the final flame that develops
from the previous flame, the conductive heat transfer terms from these flames are zero.

12. Radiative heat transfer

For these propellants radiative heat transfer does dependend, among other factors, on the
emmissivity of flames. The emmissivity of flames is mainly dependent on the temperature of
gases and on the size and concentration of the solid particles dispersed in the gas, e.g. soot,
burning rate modifier micrometric particles, (vd. Siegel and Howell, 1972). In the following,
the procedure for the calculation of the flame emissivity was not yet included. Calculations
made until now indicate that the most important contribution is from the final products of
combustion of the propellant.

The radiative heat flux from the primary flame to the surface of the oxidizer is given by Eq.
(60).

qr,PF ,ox = (, - Pox*) PF,oxFox,PFCY(TpF4 _ Tsox4 ) (60)

The radiative heat flux from the monopropellant flame of the oxidizer to the surface of the
oxidizer is given by Eq. (61).

qr, FAN,ox = (I -Po .) FAN,ox Fox, FAN (Y (TFAN 4 _ Tox ) (61)

The radiative heat flux from the flame of the propellant to the oxidizer surface is given by
Eq. (62).

qr,FP,ox = (1- Pox)e FP,oxFox,FPCF(TFP - Ts'0 x ) (62)

The total radiative heat flux to the oxidizer surface is given by Eq. (63).

qr,ox = qr,PF,ox + qrFANox + qr,FP,ox (63)

The radiative heat flux from the primary flame to the surface of the fuel binder is given by
Eq. (64).
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qr,PF,f =(l-pf)F PF,fFf,PF•Y(TPF4- Tsf ) (64)

The radiative heat flux from the flame of the propellant to the surface of the fuel binder is
given by Eq. (65).

qr,FP,f =(1-pf)eFp,fFf,FP(Y(TFp - Ts,f4) (65)

The total radiative heat flux to the surface of the fuel binder is given by Eq. (66).

qrf =qr,PF,f +qr,FP,f (66)

Obviously, in the combustion conditions where there is neither the formation of the

monopropellant flame of ammonium nitrate nor the formation of the final flame that develops
from the previous flame, the terms relative to the radiative and conductive heat fluxes from

these flames are zero.

13. View factors of radiative heat transfer

The view factor of a disk I to a disk 2 parallel with centers along the same normal and
separated by a distance h is given by Eq. 67, (vd. Siegel and Howell, 1972).

F1.2 ! X- x24 _~ (67)
2 RI

R- -LI (68) R2 = L2 (69) X = I +I (70)
h R(7

The following expressions were used to calculate the view factors.

I) existing only primary flame

The view factor from the surface of the oxidizer to the own primary flame, FoX.PF, is given

by Eq. (67) with h = XPF,k, r1 = D/2 and r 2 = D/2.
The view factor from the surface of the oxidizer to the flame of the propellant is given by

Eq. (71). Df is the equivalent diameter of the fuel binder and is given by Eq. (72).

Fox,FP = 1 -Fox, PF (71) Df = D ( 1o/2) (72)

The view factor from the surface of the fuel binder to the propellant flame of the propellant,
Ff1 yp, is given by Eq. (67) with h = XPF,k , r, = Df/2 and r2 = Df1 2.

The view factor from the surface of the fuel binder to the primary flame, FPF, is given by

Eq. (73).
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Ff,pF =1- FfFp (73)

II) existing primary flame, ammonium nitrate monopropellant flame and final flame.

Due to the facts that according to the work of Spadaccini and TeVelde the ignition of a
hydrocarbon in air has a very high activation energy (173898 J/mol), that it occurs in the range
600-900 K, that we have verified in our modelization that it occurs in general at about 800 K,
which is shown by the shape of the temperature wave measurement of the burning propellant at
7.0 MPa in Figure 2, and because either the primary flame temperature (about 2100 K) and the
ammonium nitrate monopropellant flame temperature (about 1250 K) are much larger than 800
K it is highly improbable physically that XFaN < XpFA , hence, this situation will not be considered
in the following analysis.

It will always be considered in the following analysis that XFAN > XpFJ,

View factor from the oxidizer surface to the monopropellant flame of ammonium nitrate,
Fo.,rAN, is given by Eq. (67) with h = XFAN, r, = D/2 and r2 = DFANI2 .

View factor from the oxidizer surface to the primary flame, Fopi., is given by Eq. (74),
where Fo,PF+FAN, is given by Eq. (67) with h = XPFk, r, = D/2 and r2 = D/2.

Fox, PF = Fox, PF +FAN - Fox,FAN (74)

View factor from the oxidizer surface to the flame of the propellant, FoFP

Fox,FP = 1 - Fox,FAN - Fox,PF (75)

View factor from the fuel binder surface to the flame of the propellant, F!,FP, is given by Eq.
(67) with h = XPFk, r1 = D1)2 and r 2 = Df/2.

View factor from the fuel binder surface to the primary flame, FfPF, is given by Eq. (76).

FfJ,PF =1-Ff,Fp (76)

14. Reflectivity of the surfaces of propellant components

14.1. Surface reflectivity of ammonium nitrate

For ammonium nitrate without any phase stabilising agent we assumed a reflectivity paN =

0.83. For ammonium nitrate with NiO we assumed that the reflectivity decreased linearly to
0.285 with the increase in mass percentage of NiO when the amount of NiO in ammonium
nitrate was 1.75 wt.%. For amount of NiO larger than 1.75 % we assumed pAN = 0.285.

14.2. Surface reflectivity of the fuel binder

The common material more similar to the fuel binder used is rubber, whose emissivity is in
the range 0.86-0.95, (vd. Lide, 1991). Admitting that rubber is an opaque and gray surface we
have p = 1 - e, (vd. Incropera, 1981), from which adopting for the emissivity of rubber the
value 0.95 we obtain for the reflectivity the value 0.05.
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15. Thermal conductivity of gases in the surface

15.1. Products of ammonium nitrate decomposition

It is assumed that the gaseous products of decomposition of ammonium nitrate are those
given by reaction (8), which means the H20 molar fraction is 2/3 and the N20 molar fraction is
1/3. We considered the thermal conductivity of the gaseous products of decomposition of
ammonium nitrate as being given by Eq. (77) taken from Bird, Stewart and Lightfoot (1960)
and simplified.

n
Xg,ox = 1XiXg,i (77)

i=1

We applied a linear interpolation to the thermal conductivity data available in the
bibliography, (vd. Lide, 1991; Incropera, 1981). The equations obtained were always used
inside the temperature range of available data for these two gases.

kg,1 2 0 /(W/(m.K)) (T) = 2.8338E-02 + 5.1 IOIE-09 . (p /Pa) (78)

corr = 0.99825, (460-600 K), because TR is in the range 0.7-0.9

X g,N 20 /(W/(m.K)) (T) = - 6.76E-03 + 8.13 E-05. (T/K) (79)

corr = 0.9997, (300-600 K), because TR is in the range 1.5-1.9

15.2. Pyrolysis products of the fuel binder

It is assumed that the only pyrolysis product of the fuel binder is the butadiene (C 4H6). In
the references no information was found on the thermal conductivity of this gas. It is known
from the kinetic theory of gases that the thermal conductivity of a gas depends strongly and
mainly on the molecular mass and temperature of the gas and only very slightly on pressure,
because of this it was decided to use for the thermal conductivity of butadiene the values for
the most similar molecule structure to butadiene and with the closest molecular mass for which
available data exists in the literature. The chosen molecule was the n-butane and we used the
data available in the temperature range 300-600 K to which we applied a linear interpolation,
Eq. 82, that was used in the range of the available data. We considered the thermal
conductivity of the n-butane equal to the thermal conductivity of the butadiene.

Xg,f /(W/(m.K)) (T) = - 2.749E-03 + 1.427 E-04. (T/K) (80)

corr = 0.9979, (300-600 K)

16. Parameters used in the model

The standard parameters used in this model are presented in Table 4. The results obtained
with the combustion model assuming the emmissivity of all flames equal to 0.1 is presented in
Fig. 4.
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Table 4
Parameters used in the model
Propellant data Primary flame Ammonium nitrate data Fuel binder data
Yo. = 0.7425 6 "F = 2.0 AAN= 1155.67 m/s Af = 1.897 m/s
YNio = 0.0075 APF = 40.08 Pa2/s EAN= 58576 J/mol Ef = 47279 J/mol
Yf= 0.2500 EPF =173898 J/mol p-. = 1725 kg/m3  pf = 921 kg/rn3

To = 288 K TPF = 2107 K Cp,AN = -1920 J/kg.K cpf/(J/kg.K) =
6.742 (T,,,1 /K)

Final flame Monopropellant QAN /(J/kg) = 333559 + Qf/(kJ/kg) = -601.4
flame (549.81 . (T,,-o/K)) + 0.6709. (T,,f/K)

TFF = 2350 K 6FA = 2.0 e-A = 0.53 Ct= 0.95
AFAN =47000 Do = 140 gLtm
Epl= 104600 J/mol
TFAN = 1234 K

It is considered that the thermal decomposition of the solid oxidizer and fuel binder in the
propellant are essentially independent from one another.

17. Discussion of results

The results of the model give lower burning rate than experimental for propellant
PSAN/HTPB-IPDI (75/25 wt.%) and higher burning rate than experimental for propellant
PSAN/HTPB-IPDI (80/20 wt.%).

10.0- - --- I00 I III
1- Experimental, 140 micron,

E PSAN 75 wt.%
E Experimental, 140 micron,

PSAN 80 wt.%
ý5 1.0 A Model, 140 micron, PSAN 75

E a - Model, 140 micron, PSAN 80
:- wt.%" 

0.1

1.0 10.0 100.0

Pressure /MPa

Fig. 4. Results of the combustion model for propellants AN/HTPB-IPDI (75/25 wt.%) and
(80/20 wt. %) with AN unimodal particle diameter of 140 gm at 288 K, and experimental
measurements for propellants PSAN/HTPB-IPDI (75/25 wt.%) and (80/20 wt. %) with PSAN
particle size distribution with d50 = 140 giLn, at 288 K.
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18. Conclusions

A model was developed for the combustion of AN/HTPB-IPDI composite solid propellant

with unimodal spherical oxidizer particles. The model uses the classical concepts of multiple
flames, separate surface temperature. A new concept was introduced and applied that takes
into account radiation heat transfer from the flames of the propellant surface through

consideration of geometry of the flames and surface to determine radiation view factors,
temperature of the flames and surface of propellant components and radiative properties of
flames and propellant components. The geometry of diffusion flames was determined using the
classical analysis of Burke and Schumann. It was derived correlations for the heat of pyrolysis
of as a function of the surface temperature in pyrolysis of the fuel binder and for the heat
released in the surface of ammonium nitrate at the surface temperature of the burning
ammonium nitrate. The thermal conductivity of the gases was calculated based on the assumed
composition and the diffusivity the gases for the calculation of the geometry of the diffusion
flames was calculated based on assumed composition of the gases and on their molecular mass
and molecular size.

The results obtained with the model are in good agreement with the experimental
measurements of burning rate made by the authors and published (vd. Carvalheira, Campos and

Gadiot, 1995), of propellants PSAN/HTPB-IPDI (75.00/23.08-1.92 wt.%) and (80.00/18.46-
1.54 wt.%) with PSAN d5 o = 140 pLm, in the pressure range 2.0-10 MPa, at To = 288 K.
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EINFLUSS DER KORNGROSSE DES REDUKTIONSMITTELS AUF
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Zusammenfassung

Am Beispiel des Redoxsystems Titan / Kaliumperchlorat wurde an Mischungen mit

unterschiedlicher Sauerstoffbilanz der Einfluss der Korngr6sse des Reduktions-

mittels auf die in der Pyrotechnik relevanten Reaktionsparameter sowie auf die

Sicherheitskenndaten untersucht. Die Resultate zeigen, dass unterschiedliche Korn-

gr6ssen bzw. spezifische Oberflachen des Reduktionsmittels die Umsetzungsge-

schwindigkeit, die Brisanz, die Reibempfindlichkeit sowie die Empfindlichkeit

gegenuber elektrostatischen Entladungen wesentlich beeinflussen.

Abstract

The influence of the particle size of the reducing agent on several reaction para-

meters as well as on the safety data was investigated on mixtures with different oxy-

gen balance of the pyrotechnic redox-system Titanium / Potassium Perchlorate.

The results show, that the burning rate, the brisance, the sensitivity to friction and the

sensitivity to electrostatic discharges are widely influenced by different particle sizes

and specific surfaces respectively of the reducing agent Titanium.
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1. Einleitunig

Imn Rahmen von IM - Untersuchungen (insensitive Munition) wird nach chemi-

schen Redoxsystemen gesucht, deren Output gen~gend gross ist urn LOVA

Treibmittel sicher anfeuern zu k6nnen, dh. die bei gleichbleibender bzw. geringe-

rer Empfindlichkeit gegen~ber &usseren EinflOssen eine hbhere Ausgangsleistung

als herkdmmliche Anfeuerungssysteme aufweisen. Die anl~sslich der Charakteri-

sierung des Redoxsystems Titan Typ S / Kaliumperchiorat gemessenen Lei-

stungsdaten haben gezeigt, dlass dieses System den diesbezuglichen Anforde-

rungen teilweise gen~gen wurde [1]. Hingegen betrdgt die maximale Abbrandge-

schwindigkeit dieses Redoxsystems nur 0.3 m/s und ist somit kliener als die

Maximaiwerte herk6mmlicher Anfeuerungssysteme auf der Basis von Bor / Kali-

umnitrat (0.45 m/s) bzw. Schwarpulver (0.5 m/s). Auf Grund versohiedener Arbei-

ten ist bekannt, dlass die Umsetzungsgeschwindigkeit pyrotechnischer Systeme

mittels der Korngr6sse ihrer Komponenten gesteuert werden kann [2].

Die Resultate frOherer Untersuchungen [3, 4 ,5] wiesen in diesem Fall darauf hin,

dlass bei pyrotechnischen Redoxsystemen, die als Oxidationsmittel Kaliumper-

chiorat enthalten, die Korngr6sse des Redluktionsmittels der umsetzungsge-

schwindligkeitsbestimmendle Faktor ist. Es war deshalb naheliegend, durch die

Verwendlung von Titanpulver mit kleinerem Korndurchmesser die Umsetzungsge-

schwindigkeit des vorliegendlen Systems zu erh6hen.

2. Ziel der Untersuchung

Die Untersuchung solite zeigen, in weichem Bereich die Umsetzungsgeschwin-

digkeit pyrotechnischer Systeme durch die Verwendlung von feink~rnigerem Re-

dluktionsmittel gesteigert werden kann, welohe Zusammenh~nge zwischen Korn-

grbsse, Kornform, Umsetzungsgeschwindigkeit, Reaktionswarme, Brisanz, Gas-

druck, thermisohemn Verhalten und Sicherheitskenndaten bestehen und ob soiche

Zusammenhange durch Modelle erkiart werden konnen.

3. Experimenteller Tell

3.1 Verwendete Ausganskomponenten
Reduktionsmittel: Titanmetalipulver (Ti) Typ S, Hersteller Chemetall
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Mittlere Korngrbsse gemass der Spezifikation des

Herstellers, gemnessen nach der Methode von Blaine:

9 ±1.5 gi.

Mittlere Korngr6sse des f~r die Untersuchung ver-

wendeten Materials, gemessen nach der Methode

von Malvern: 20 [t; Spezifische OberfIache: 0.42 m2/cc.

Reinheitsanalyse:

Total Titangehalt: 98.5 %

Metallisohes Titan: 96.5 %

-Titanmetallipulver (Ti) Typ E, Hersteller Chemetall

Mittlere Korngr6sse gemass der Spezifikation des

Herstellers, gemessen nach der Methode von Blaine:

3 ± 0.5 gi.

Mittlere Korngr6sse des f~ir die Untersuchung

verwendeten Materials, gemessen nach der Methode

von Malvern: 9.5 gt; Spezifische Oberfl~che: 1.2 m2lcc.

Die Abweiohung der mittleren Korngrbssen sind auf

untersohiedliche Messverfahren zuriuckzuf~hren.

Reinheitsanalyse:

Total Titangehalt: 93.3 %

Metallisches Titan: 83.3 %

Oxidationsmittel: Kali umperchiorat (KCIOJ, Hersteller Nobel IndustrieI

Elektrochemnie

Mittlere Korngr6sse des fOr die Untersuchung

verwendeten Materials, gemessen nach der Methode

von Malvern: 38 g; Spezifische Oberfldche: 0.33 m2/co.

Binder: -Nitrocellulose (NC), Hersteller Gurit-Worbla

Der Sickstoffgehalt der verwendeten Nitrocellulose

betradgt 12.6 %.
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3.2 Herstellung der Mischungen

Das Titanmetallpulver und das Kali umperchilorat wurden in einem Turbula-

misoher gemischt. Ansohliessend erfolgte die Zugabe der in Ethanol / Aceton

gel6sten Nitrocellulose, worauf die vorgetrocknete Masse mittels elnes Siebes

der Maschenweite 0.5 mm granuliert und in einem Vakuumschrank bei 60 00 die

noch vorhandenen Lo6sungsmittelreste entfernt wurden.

3.3 Hergestellte Mischungen

Tab. 1 Mischungen mit dem Reduktionsmittel Titan Typ S

Komponenten Zusammensetzung [Gew.%]

Ti 35 40 45 50 55 70 80 90

KC10 4  64 59 54 49 44 29 19 9

NC 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Tab. 2 Misohungen mit dem Reduktionsmittel Titan Typ E

Komponenten Zusammensetzung [Gew.%]

Ti 35 40 45 55 70 80 90

KC10 4  64 59 54 44 29 19 9

NC 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

4. Resultate

Die aligemneine chemnisohe Reaktionsgleichung fur das System lautet:

2 Ti + KCIO, -4 2 TiO, + KOI

Gemass dieser Gleichung enthalt die Mischung mit ausgeglichener Sauerstoff-

bilanz 40 Gew.% Titan.
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60Sauerstoftbilan Iz [%]

-0

0 20 40 60 80 100
Ti [Gew.%]

BAUd Sauerstoffbilanz des Redoxsystems

4.1 Umsetzungsgeschwindigkeit

Wie sich die unterschiedlichen mittleren Korngr6ssen des Titanmetalipulvers auf

die gemnessenen Umsetzungsgeschwindigkeiten der verschiedenen Mischungen

des Redoxsystems auswirken, zeigt die nachfolgende Tabelle. Die aufgef0hrten

Werte sind Mittelwerte aus mindestens drei Messungen.

Tab. 4 Gemessene Umsetzungsgeschwindigkeiten

Reduktionsmittel Umsetzungsgeschw. 1 Umsetzungsgeschw. 2 F

[Gew.%] [mis] ,Korno 9.5 gi [mis] Korno 20 Ri (Vul / VU2)

35 0.37 0.09 4.1

40 0.48 0.13 3.7

45 0.53 0.15 3.5

55 1.00 0.27 3.7

70 1.33 0.30 4.4

80 1.00 0.16 6.2

90 0.24 0.09 2.7

Fý 4. 0

In Bild 2 sind die Messwerte graphisch dargesteilt. Die beiden Umsetzungsge-

schwindigkeitskurven zeigen, dass die jeweilige Mischung mit elnemn Titanmetall-

pulveranteil von 70 Gew.% (Reduktionsmiftel) die grbsste Umsetzungsge-
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schwindigkeit aufweist. Diese Tatsache steht im Widerspruch zu der Zusammen-

setzung mit ausgeglichener Sauerstoff bilanz gemn~ss der oben zitierten klassi-

schen Reaktionsgleichung, nach der die Mischung mit 40 Gew.% Titanmetall-

pulver die gr6sste Umsetzungsgeschwindigkeit zeigen sollte. Diese Ungereimt-

heit ist auf die, bei diesemn Redoxsystem ausgepragt stattf indende, stufenweise

Oxidation des Reduktionsmittels zur~ckzuf0hren [6].

1.6 - - - - - - - - - -

1.4 -

1.2-
U 20.5Spm
A 9.5 p m

20.6-

0.4 Al_ __- _

0.2 - - - _ _ _ -

0--- - - - - -

0 10 20 30 ,40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Reduktionsmittelanteil [Gew.%J

Bud 2 Umsetzungsgeschwindigkeiten von Ti / KC104 -Mischungen unterschied-

licher Zusammensetzung, wobei das Reduktionsmittel Titan verschiedene

mittlere Korndurchmesser aufweist.

Da emn direkter Zusammenhang zwischen der Oberfli~che des Reduktionsmittels

und der Umsetzungsgeschwindigkeit von Redoxsystemen besteht, sind in der

nachfolgenden Tabelle die Beschaffenheitsparameter des verwendeten Reduk-

tionsmittels zusamnmengestellt.
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Tab. 5 Daten der Titank6rner

Komponenten Titan Typ E Titan Typ S Faktor

Mittlere Korngr6sse [g] 9.5 20 2.1

Spez. OberfIache gem. 1.26 0.42 3.0

[M2lCC]
Spez. OberfI~che ber. 1) 0.32 0.16 2.0

[M2/CC]III

1)Die Berechnung der spezifisohen Oberflache erfolgte unter der Annahme,

dass die Titankbrner in Kugelform vorliegen, dass alle K~rner den gleichen

Durchmesser aufweisen und dass eine definierte Kugelpackung vorliegt.

Die verwendeten Titanmetalipulver weisen in etwa eine Korngr6ssenverteilung

in Form einer Gauss'schen Glockenkurve mit den in Tabelle 5 erwahnten

mittleren Korndurchmessern auf. Deshaib und weil sie nicht in Kugelform vor-

liegen, stimmen die berechneten und die gemnessenen spezifisohen OberfIachen

nicht Oberein. Der Vergleich der Umsetzungsgeschwindigkeitsfaktoren mit dem

Faktor der gemnessenen spezifischen OberfIache zeigt jedoch einen signifikanten

Zusammenhang zwischen der OberfIache des Reduktionsmittels und der Umn-

setzungsgeschwindigkeit.

4.2 Reaktionswairme

Zur Absch~tzung der Verwendungsm6glichkeit von Redoxsystemen als Pyro-

technika ist die wahrend der Redoxreaktion entstehende W~rme emn wichti-

ger Parameter. Mischungen mit variierenden Anteilen an Reduktions-/

Oxidationsmittel eines Redoxsystems erzeugen untersohiedliche Reaktions-

w~irmemengen. Diese kbnnen sowohi gemnessen wie auch mittels Thermodyna-

mik-Programmen berechnet werden.

Die fOr das Redoxsystem Titan / Kaliumperchlorat gemnessenen und berechneten

Reaktionswdrmen sind in der folgenden Graphik dargestelit. Die Resultate zei-

gen, dass die gemnessenen Hbchstwerte bei der Verwendung von Titan Typ S

ca. 6 % und bei der Verwendung von Titan Typ E ca. 15 % tiefer sind als der be-
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rechnete H~chstwert. Zusdtzlich failt auf, dass die Reaktionswarmemaxima je

nach Titantyp bei untersohiedlichen Zusammensetzungen gemessen werden,

die ebenfalls nicht mit der Zusammensetzung der Misohung mit demn berechne-

ten H6chstwert Obereinstimmen. Dieser Eff ekt Hisst sich duroh die versohiedenen

Reinheitsgehalte der verwendeten Titanpulver erkIaren. Es ist jedoch ersichtlich,

dass die Reaktionswdrme durch die Korngrbsse kaum direkt beeinflusst wird. Bei

klieneren Korndurchmessern ist aber der Anteii an bereits oxidierter OberfIache

gr6sser und entsprechend der reaktionsf~hige (metallische) Anteil vomý Ge-

samttitangehalt des Titanpulvers kWeiner.

6--

0,
E - --

Bud 3 emessee undberechnete ekinwre nAhniki o

AtlunKonrsedsReduktionsmittelsnel(Gw%

4.3 Gasdruck

Eine weitere, fbr pyrotechnisohe Mischungen wichtige Kenngrosse ist der bei der

Umsetzungsreaktion in einemn geschiossenen Behditnis auftretende Gasdruck.
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Die gemessenen Werte f~r das vorliegende Redoxsystem sind in der naohfol-

genden Graphik dargestelit. Es handelt sich urn die Mitteiwerte aus 4 bis 6 Emn-

zelmessungen.

Wie erwartet, zeigen die Messwerte, dass unterschiedliche mittlere Kornduroh-

messer des Titanpulvers keinen signifikanten Einfluss auf den Gasdruck der ver-

schiedenen Misohungen aus~iben.

500 - - - - - - - -

400-_ -

C20 0  _

100 - __ - - - _ _

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Reduktionsmittelantell [Gew.%]

Buld 4 Gemessene Gasdr~cke verschiedener Mischungen des Redoxsystems

Titan / Kaliumperchiorat. Variablen sind die Zusammensetzung und der

mittlere Korndurchmesser des Titans

4.4 Brisanz

Die Brisanz einer pyrotechnischen Mischung ist definiert als der Anstieg des

Gasdruckes pro Zeiteinheit. Demzufolge besteht zwischen der Brisanz und der

Umsetzungsgeschwindigkeit eine direkte Beziehung. Die gemnessenen Brisanz-

werte der verschiedenen Misohungen des untersuchten Redoxsystems sind in
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der nachfolgenden Graphik als Mitteiwerte von 4 bis 6 Einzelmessungen dar-

gestelit.

Die Graphik zeigt eindrticklich, wie die Brisanz durch die beiden untersohiedli-

chen mittleren Korndurchmesser des Reduktionsmittel beeinflusst wird. Am

deutlichsten wirkt sich dieser Einfluss bei Mischungen mit einem kleinen

Reduktionsmittelanteil, d.h. unter 50 Gew.% aus.

2000 - - - - - - -

1500 _ _

~.1000 -

0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Reduktionsmittelanteil [Gew.%]

Bu~d 5 Gemnessene Brisanzwerte versohiedener Mischungen des Redoxsystems

Titan / Kaliumperchlorat mit variierender Zusammensetzung und unter-

schiedlichen Korndurchmessern des Reduktionsmittefs

4.5 Thermisches Verhalten

Der Einfluss der untersohiedlichen Korngrbssen des Titanpulvers auf das thermi-

sche Verhalten der Misohungen wurde mittels Differential - Scanning - Calori-

metry (Mettler System 4000) untersucht. Die Temperaturen der maximalen

Energieabgabe der Misohungen die Titan Typ E (0 9.5J.1) ais Reduktionsmittel
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enthielten, sind im Vergleich zu den dquivalenten Mischungen mit Titan Typ S

(0 2011) 7 bis 25 00 tiefer (wie aus der Tabelle ersichtlich). Diese Temperatur-

verschiebungen sind jedoch bei Peaktemperaturen im Bereich von 500 00 bis

600 OC nicht mehr relevant.

Da es sich bel der Reaktion von Titan mit Sauerstoff urn eine Mehrstufenoxi-

dationsreaktion handelt, sind bez~glich des Auftretens der verschiedenen

Reaktionsstufen noch viele Fragen ungeklart.

Tab 5 Peak -Temperaturen der maximalen Energieabgabe

Anteil Ti Peak Temp. [00] Peak Temp. [OC] A Peak Temp.

[Gew.%] Ti Typ E, 0 9.5 Ti Typ S, 0 20g [0 0]

35 584 591 7

40 577 589 12

45 572 587 15

55 558 576 18

70 542 567 25

80 519 530 11

90 510 523 13

Die Extrapolation der Peakmaxima ergibt fur reines Kaliumperchiorat einen

Temperaturwert von ca. 620 00. Die Schmelztemperatur von Kaliumperchiorat

wird in der Literatur mit 610 + 2000 angegeben [7].

Die DSC-Aufzeichnungen zeigen deutlich, dass mit zunehmendemn Titananteil

sowie mit grbsserer OberfIlche des Titanpulvers die ,solid-solid state reaction"

zwischen Reduktions- und Oxidationsmittel zunimmt. Dies hat zur Folge, dass

gemdss der Zersetzungsreaktionsgleichung von Kaliumperchiorat

A T

K0104- --- - - - - - > KCl + 2 02

mehr Kaliumchlorid entsteht. Dieses bildet mit Kaliumperchiorat zusammen emn

eutektisches Gemisch, das eine wesentlich tiefere Schmelz- bzw. Zersetzungs-

temperatur als reines Kaliumperchiorat aufweist.
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4.6 Sicherheitskenndaten

Die in der Tabelle zusammengesteliten Werte sind diejenigen Krafte bzw. Ener-

gien, bei denen mindestens eine von 6 untersuchten Proben eine Reaktion

zeigte.

Tab. 6 Sicherheitskenndaten des Redoxsystems Ti / KC104 unter Berock-

sichtigung der 2 untersohiedlichen mittleren Korndurchmesser des Ti

Anteil Empfindlichkeit ge-

Reduktions genfiber elektrostat. Reibempfindlich-keit Schlagempfindlich-

mittel Entladungen [mJ] [N] keit [J]

Ti [Gew.%] Ti Typ E Ti Typ S Ti Typ E Ti Typ S Ti Typ E Ti Typ S

0 9.5J1 0 20p. 0 9.5ýi 0 2011 0 9.511 0 20ýt

35 3.2 56 96 > 360 > 20 >20

40 5.6 18 80 > 360 >20 > 20

45 0.56 10 60 288 > 20 > 20

55 1.0 1.8 40 144 > 20 > 20

70 1.0 3.2 20 144 > 20 >20

80 0.56 5.6 40 144 >20 > 20

90 3.2 10 1> 360 > 360 > 20 > 20

Die Werte zeigen, dass im Messbereich der Falihammermethode die Korngr6sse

des Reduktionsmittels keinen Einfluss auf die Empfindlichkeit der versohiedenen

Misohungen gegenuber Schiageinwirkung hat. Hingegen werden bei der Ver-

wendung von feink6rnigerem Reduktionsmittel die meisten Misohungen urn ca.

einen Faktor 4 empfindlicher gegenuber Reibung und bis zu einemn Faktor 18

empfindlicher bezoglich elektrostatischen Entladungen. Trotz dieser Empfind-

lichkeitszunahme konnen die Misohungen dieses Redoxsystems im Vergleich zu

aedequaten, zur Zeit in der milit~rischen Pyrotechnik verwendeten Redox-

systeme, als wenig empfindlich betrachtet werden.
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5. Zusamnmenfassung / Folgerungen

Am Beispiel des Redoxsystems Titan / Kaliumperchiorat wurde an Mischungen mit

unterschiedlicher Sauerstoffbilanz der Einfluss der Korngr6sse des Reduktions-

mittels auf die in der Pyrotechnik relevanten Reaktionsparameter sowie auf die

Sicherheitskenndaten untersucht.

Durch die Verwendung von Reduktionsmittel mit einem urn den Faktor 2 kleineren

mittleren Korndurchmesser lasst sich die Umsetzungsgeschwindigkeit der unter-

suchten Mischungen durchschnittlich urn einen Faktor 4 steigern. Die Brisanz von

Mischungen mit positiver Sauerstoffbilanz wird durch die Korngr6sse beeinflusst.

Es besteht emn direkter Zusammenhang zwischen der Korngrbsse des Redukti-

onsmittels und der Temperatur der maximalen Energieabgabe der exothermen

Umsetzungsr eaktion.

Nur geringe bis keine Auswirkungen sind bei der Reaktionsw~rme und beim

Gasdruck feststellbar.

Die Schlagempfindlichkeit wird im Messbereich der Methode durch die unter-

schiedlichen Korndurchmesser des Titanpulvers nicht beeinflusst Die Reib-

empfindlichkeit und die Empfindlichkeit gegen~ber elektrostatischen Entla-

dungen werden bei der Verwendung von Titanpuver mit kleineremn Korndurch-

messer jedoch erhbht (Reibempf indlichkeit um einen Faktor 4).

Die Untersuchung zeigt, dlass relevante pyrotechnische Parameter wie die Umn-

setzungsgeschwindigkeit und die Brisanz von Redoxsystemen, die als Oxidati-

onsmittel Kali umperchio rat enthalten, durch die Korngrbsse bzw. die spezifische

Oberfiache des Reduktionsmittels gesteuert werden kbnnen. Dadurch lassen

sich optimal dimensionierte pyrotechnisohe Elemente mit geringerem Aufwand

entwickeln.
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7. Anhanci

Rasterelektronenmikroskopische Aufnahmen der Ausgangskomponenten

Bild 7 REM-Aufnahme von Titankornern, Typ E

Bild 8 REM-Aufnahme von Titankornern, Typ S
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Buld 9 REM-Aufnahme von Kaliumperchlorat-Kbrnern
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Abstract

Solid fueled ramjet test facilities and investigations on internal flow characterisation

in ram combustors include one part of the DLR activities. The developement of

solid propellants is a major topic at ICT.

For the purpose of getting more insight into the combustion behaviour of solid

propellants in ducted rocket motors some new spectroscopic and pyrometric

diagnostic systems were built up. For the detection of radiation in the IR-region

three spectrometers are available ranging from 1.2 to 14.5gm with a wavelength

resolution of about 1% and a scanning rate of 110ms per spectrum. The time

resolution of the two colour pyrometer ranges from DC up to 50 kHz and detects

fast particles with temperatures above 900K. In this paper these methods of

investigation are described and the results of an application at the DLR in a direct

connected ramburner with variabel optical devices are discussed.

1. Zusammenfassung

Sowohl die DLR als auch das ICT besch~ftigen sich mit der Entwicklung von

luftatmenden Staustrahlantrieben mit Festbrennstoff. Mit Hilfe am ICT entwickelter

spektroskopischer und pyrometrischer Aufzeichnungssysteme im NIR wurden

Untersuchungen zum Abbrandverhalten borhaltiger Brennstoffplatten in einer

Stufenbrennkammer bei der DLR durchgefChrt. Die Versuchsanordnung und die

Diagnosesysteme werden vorgestellt. Die unterschiedlichen Mel3ergebnisse

werden anhand der gewthlten Treibstoffzusammensetzungen diskutiert.
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2. Einleitung

Bei chemischen Antrieben entstehen bel der Verbrennung entsprechend der

Treibstoffzusammensetzung Gase und kondensierte Produkte, weiche eine

molek~lspezifische Banden- und Kontinuumsstrahlung aufweisen. Mit Hilfe von

Spektrometer- und Pyrometersystemen k6nnen bei optischemn Zugang zur

Brennkammer VerbrennungsabI~ufe 6rtlich als auch zeitlich aufgel6st analysiert

werden. Sowohi die Verbrennungstemperatur als auch die Reaktionsspezies

konnen somit w~hrend des Abbrandes ermittelt und mit thermodynamisch

berechneten Daten vergi ichen werden.

Die zu untersuchenden Brennstoffe enthieiten als energieerh6henden Zusatz Bar,

dessen Oxid bekanntlich erst oberhaib 2300K in die Gasphase Obergeht. Daneben

wurde mit GAP emn neuer Binder eingesetzt, der h~here Abbrandraten der

Brennstoffplatten erm~glicht.

Emn Hauptziel der gemeinsamen Mef~kampagne war die Erarbeitung von Basis-

daten sowie der Nachweis der Funktionalittit der Mef~systeme bei geringem

Abstand zur Stufenbrennkammer.

3. MeI~systeme

3.1 Infrarot-Spektrometer

Herk~mmliche, hochauflbsende FTIR-Spektrometer sind aufgrund langer

Zykluszeiten bzw. hohem technischen AufWand und empfindlicher Technik fcjr

soiche Me~zwecke nur begrenzt einsatzf~hig.

Das am lOT entwickelte Filterradspektrometer zeichnet sich hingegen durch seine

hohe spektrale Zerlegungsgesschwindigkeit und seine Robustheit unter harten

Betriebsbedingungen aus. Es arbeitet auf der Basis rotierender Verlaufs-

filterscheiben, die je nach BestOckung einen Spektralbereich von 1 - 14itm

abdecken /I/. Die einfallende Strahiung wird mittels Spiegeloptiken durch einen mit

Blenden eingegrenzten schmalen Winkelbereich des rotierenden Filterrades

gelenkt und anschliel3end auf einen Sandwichdetektor gerichtet. Die Strahiung

wird dadurch in Abh~ngigkeit von der Winkelposition des Filterrades wellen-
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langenselektiv zerlegt. Die Zeitauflosung wird Ober die Drehzahl des Filterades

vorgegeben. Diese ist auf 100 Spektren pro Sekunde begrenzt, entsprechend

einer Scanrate von l1ins pro Spektrum. Die Wellenl~ngenaufI6sung Iiegt bei 1%

der betreffenden Wellenl~nge.

3.2 Zweifarben-Quotienten-Pyrometer

Zur kontinuierlichen und ortsaufgel6sten Temperaturbestimmung der in elnem

Verbrennungsvorgang enthaltenen festen Partikel konnen wegen der teilweise

hohen Stromungsgeschwindigkeiten und klelnen Partikeigrol~en nur schnelle

strahlungspyrometrische Mefisysteme eingesetzt werden. Voraussetzung for

richtige Messung ist die Emission von grauer Strahlung mit zumindest annahernd

Planck'scher Strahlungsverteilung im selektierten Wellenlangenbereich. Der

Emissionsgrad solite dabei im betrachteten Wellenlangenintervall als konstant

angenommen werden k~nnen.

Das hier eingesetzte, schnelle Zweifarben-Pyrometer arbeitet zwischen 0.9 und

1 .3ýtm. Der Frequenzgang der Elektronik erlaubt Abtastraten bis 50ýis pro Punkt

und mufi bei diesen Scanzeiten uber synchrone sample & hold Stufen eingelesen

werden. Es konnen damit Partikeltemperaturen im Bereich von 900 bis 3000K

gemessen werden.

4. Versuchsaufbau

Die fMr die Untersuchungen eingesetzte ebene Stufenbrennkammer ist in Abb. 1

dargestelit. Emn H2/02-Brenner heizt den Luftstrom, der zur Brennkammer fclhrt, bis

auf 5000C auf. Die Breite der Kammer betr;§gt 150mm, die Hdhe 45mm und die

Stufenhohe 20mm. Die Brennstoffplatten von 198mm Lange und 100mm Breite

wurden oberfl~chenb~ndig in den Boden eingesetzt. Seitlich versetzbare Quarz-

bzw. CaF2-Fenster erlauben den Einblick in die Kammer fujr die Beobachtung

mittels Videokamera, Pyrometer und Spektrometer. Letztere waren gegenuiber

angeordnet, um auf denselben Mefifleck ausgerichtet zu sein. Fur die hier

vorgesteilte Untersuchung waren die Fenster so montiert, daR Brenn-
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stoffplattenoberseite und Fensterunterseite eine Ebene bildeten. Zur Vermeidung

von RuR- und Borpartikelbelegung der Fenster wurden diese mit einem

Stickstoffstrom gespcilt. Unterhaib der Stufe ist emn weiterer Brenner montiert,

dessen Flamme durch einen Schlitz kurzfristig auf die PlattenoberfI~che gelenkt

wird, urn diese zu zunden.

Zum Einsatz kamen folgende Treibstoffe: (Zusammensetzung in Gew.%)

a] 64,1 % HTPB, 5,9% IPDI, 30% Bar

b] 79,8% GAP, 10,2% NI100, 10% Bar

Borpartikel amorph, mittlere Korngr(e!3e •2gm

Die Lufteintrittstemperatur TL betrug im Mittel 510 0C. Die Treibstoffe wurden unter

Atmosph~rendruck verbrannt. Die Ermittlung des Luftmassenstroms ergab

0,l55kg/s mit einem Sauerstoffanteil von ca. 21% und einem Wasseranteil von

1 %. Die mittlere Brennzeit fOr Treibstoff a] lag bei 90 sec, die von b] bei 25 sec.

Das Filterradspektrometer wurde mit einer CaF2 Vorsatzlinse von 125mm

Brennweite betrieben. Somit ergab sich emn recht geringer Abstand zur

Brennkammermitte von nur 420mm zum Eingangsspalt des Spektrometers. Dies

war erf'orderlich, da die Flammenzone optisch dicht erschien und somit nur eine

kleine Emissionsfl~che zur Verfojgung stand. Die Drehfrequenz wurde auf 50Rps

eingestellt. Im Gegensatz dazu waren die Signale fur das Zweifarbenpyrometer

intensiv genug, urn das in 0.8m entfernte System in dieser Position zu belassen.

Die Aufzeichnung der beiden MeRsysteme erfolgte synchron mittels PC und

schneller Datenerfassungskarte (4 Kanal, 1 MHz Summenabtastrate).

5. Diskussion der Ergebnisse

Es wurden von Treibstoff a] und b] je f~nf Platten abgebrannt. Die ausgewerteten

Spektren und Pyrometersignale zeigen gute Reproduzierbarkeit der Ergebnisse,

sodafl sich die Diskussion auf die quantitativ unterschiedlichen Mefawerte

konzentrieren kann.
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Abb. 3 und 4 repr~jsentieren die Temperaturauswertung van Treibstoff a]

respektive b]. Der HTPB Treibstaff mit 30% Baranteil zeigt hohere

Partikeltemperaturen als GAP mit 10% Bar. Offensichtlich ist der Energieeintrag

des Bars in der Reaktianszane aberhalb der Pyralyseschicht mal~geblich for das

daortige Temperaturniveau verantwartlich. Emn Vergleich der Verbrennungsw~rmen

der reinen Bindersubstanzen w~rde gleichermaRen eine etwas hbhere

Verbrennungstemperatur der HTPB Farmulierung erwarten lassen. Die

thermadynamisohe Berechnung der adiabatischen Flammentemperatur ergibt for

a] einen Wert urn 2600K {2000K} und for b] 2580K {1 870K). Im Vergleich dazu die

gemessenen Werte der Partikeltemperatur in Kiammer. Urn die hahe Zeitauflosung

des Zweifarben-Pyrameters zu verdeutlichen wurden in den Abbildungen 3 und 4

die Zeitachsen in den unteren Bildausschnitten nachmals gespreizt.

Die Auswertung der Aufzeichnungen in Abb. 2 zeigt typische, for Treibstaff a] und

b] gemessene, IR-Spektren mit den Hauptbanden des Wassers und CO2 . Die

absolute Strahlungsintensit~t ist beim Treibstaff mit GAP urn den Faktar vier

gr~fer, was durch den in der gleichen Gr6flenardnung erhbhten Massenstrom

erkI~rt werden kann. In den Spektren des Treibstaffs a] ist im Bereich der

Wasserbande bei 2,8gLm eine Verbreiterung erkennbar, die auf HB0 2 Bande

zurOckzuf~jhren ist. In alien IR-Spektren ist kein B203 erkennbar. Diese saulte bei

4,8l.m auftreten, safern die Verbrennungstemperatur in der Reaktianszane

ausreichend hach ist, urn die weitere Umsetzung des HB0 2 in B203 zu f6rdern /21.

Mit Hilfe eines Camputercodes, der die Banden des Wassers und des CO2

modelliert, wurden for beide Treibstaiftypen die Spektren in Farm eines

Parameterfits nachgerechnet. Die Ergebnisse sind in den Abb. 5 und 6 dargestellt.

6. Literatur
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Abstract

Detection agents are incorporated into plastic explosives at the point of manufacture as

a security measure. This practice has evolved as a result of efforts under the auspices of the

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) to combat terrorism. DMNB (2,3-dimethyl-2,3-

dinitrobutane) has been selected as the most suitable of four potential detection agents for this

purpose. Over the past four years, our laboratory has determined thermal and mechanical

properties of the detection agents and their mixtures with various explosives. This work has

been directed toward assessing the compatibility of the detection agents with the explosive in

question. A continuing, international effort is underway aimed at determination of the properties

of DMNB. As part of that effort, we have studied the thermal properties of DMNB in both the

solid and solution phase. This paper describes the results of DSC studies, using both isothermal

and nonisothermal techniques principally to determine the kinetic parameters for the

decomposition of DMNB. Additionally, the results of ARC measurements are outlined and the

data are analyzed to estimate kinetic parameters. The parameters determined from the DSC

and ARC measurements are compared and the results for the solid and solution measurements

discussed in terms of an expected mechanism for decomposition.

Introduction

International counter terrorism activities have accelerated as a result of the Air India and

Pan Am (Lockerbie) incidents. The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) has recently

sponsored a program [ 1 ] for addition of volatile detection agents to plastic explosives in order to

control illegal transport of these explosives. One particular detection agent , DMNB

(2,3-dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane) has been identified as the most suitable of the four possible

agents, for this purpose.
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Extensive studies have been conducted on the detection agents and their mixtures with

a variety of explosives. In particular, we have reported [ 2 1 the results of DSC (differential

scanning calorimetry) studies on mixtures of the detection agents with tetryl. Additionally, DMNB

per se has been characterized by DSC and NMR studies [ 3 ]. In this latter work, the various

transitions observed in the DSC curve were analyzed in detail, and the kinetic parameters for the

decomposition process were determined. In this paper, we report the results of further analysis

of the DSC data, vapour pressure results in the temperature range of 400 to 500 K and ARC

(accelerating rate calorimetry) measurements on pure DMNB. Additionally, kinetic parameters

were obtained from solution studies of DMNB in mesitylene using both DSC and ARC, since

overlap of the fusion endotherm and decomposition exotherm observed in the DSC

measurements on the pure material poses a potential problem.

Experimental

Materials

DMNB was acquired from Aldrich Chemical Co. and was stated to be at least 98 mol %

pure. Samples of DMNB purified by sublimation or recrystallization showed no discernible

difference in the DSC from those untreated. Mesitylene, listed as 99 mol % pure, was obtained

from Aldrich Chemical Co. and was used without further purification. No thermal events were

detected for mesitylene between 323 and 623 K in a DSC experiment.

Sample Preparation

DSC measurements were conducted on solutions of DMNB in mesitylene loaded into

sealed glass microampoules, similar to those described in the literature [ 4 ]. The inner wall of

glass capillary of 1.0 ± 0.1 mm ID and wall thickness 0.35 ± 0.05 mm (Kimble Products Inc.) was

pretreated with HF to reduce liquid surface creep and subsequently, the capillary was sealed at

one end. The appropriate amounts of each of DMNB and mesitylene were loaded into the

sealed capillary by mass and the inner walls were carefully cleaned.

The microampoules containing sample were constructed by sealing the capillary with an

oxyacetylene flame, while maintaining the end containing the sample at about 233 K by means

of a specially designed holder cooled by a thermoelectric device. The microampoule could be
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manufactured in any size from 5 to 10 mm in length (limited by the size of the platform in the

DSC cell chamber).

For all the measurements done in this study, an effort was made to make the

microampoules of uniform length and therefore of uniform volume, namely about 5 mm 3.

After sealing, each microampoule was examined under a microscope for any sign of a

flawed seal or of premature decomposition of sample. The microampoule was reweighed to

check for sample loss and/or decomposition. Consistency of results obtained for analysis of both

standards and DMNB provides additional evidence for the integrity of the sealing technique.

DSC Measurements

A DSC 910-TA 2100 System (TA Instruments) with an oxygen-free purge gas at a flow

rate of 50 cm
3 min 1 was used for all measurements. The instrument was calibrated with respect

to temperature and heat flow using an appropriate pair selected from the standards indium, tin,

zinc or lead. Calibration was checked by using another standard from the above list, with an

intermediate melting temperature. Identical experimental conditions, eg. heating rate and

sample container, to those used in subsequent experiments were used in the calibration

procedure.

In the vapour pressure measurements done on pure DMNB, the sample was placed in a

hermetic pan having a lid with a laser-produced pinhole of about 100 ýim in diameter. The

procedure recommended by ASTM E 37.01.05 was closely followed, sample sizes of about 5 mg

and a heating rate of 5 K min-' were used.

In the kinetic studies following ASTM E 698 [ 5 ] heating rates, P from 6 to 14 K min-

were used. In the verification procedure described in ASTM E 698, samples were aged at 483 K

for a period of 1 h, quenched, and subsequently subjected to a heating rate of 10 K min-' for

determination of the AH for decomposition of the remaining DMNB. Isothermal DSC results at

temperatures from 500 to 520 K were analyzed using the Isothermal Kinetics software supplied

by TA Instruments.
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ARC Measurements

An accelerating rate calorimeter was used to test the thermal stability of DMNB. In all

cases, 0.5 g of DMNB was used and, for the measurements in solution, sufficient mesitylene was

added to make solutions of 20, 30 and 40 mass % DMNB. Most experiments were conducted in

spherical titanium bombs using a nitrogen atmosphere but some additional studies were done

using Hastalloy bombs or an air atmosphere.

The ARC is an automated instrument from which experimental results may be

determined for an exothermic process occurring in an adiabatic environment. It has been used

to estimate the hazard potential of energetic material, including explosives.

A description of the thermokinetic information available from the ARC has been

published previously [ 6 ]. A complete description of the experimental procedure and some

specific applications to thermal hazard evaluation have been presented elsewhere [ 7 ].

To operate the ARC, equilibration at a starting temperature is followed by an iterative

"heat-wait-search" technique until the appearance of a self-heating rate above a preset threshold

limit, selected as 0.04 K min-' in these experiments. The temperature at which this occurs is

referred to as the onset temperature. When an exotherm is detected, time, temperature, rate of

temperature increase and pressure are monitored continuously until the condition of the preset

limit is no longer met. At this point, the exothermic process is considered complete.

Results and Discussion

Pure DMNB

Figure 1 shows a typical DSC curve for DMNB at a heating rate of 5 K min"1 . The low

temperature endotherm is reported to be a result of an intermolecular transformation, in which

there is rotation about the central C-C bond, resulting in a change from a molecule with NO2

groups in the gauche position to one with groups in the trans position [ 8 ]. It is indicated that a

significantly larger fraction of the DMNB is in the gauche conformation in the solid phase,

because of intermolecular packing considerations. The endotherm at 387 K characterizes a

crystalline phase transformation from triclinic to body centered cube, and this has been
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confirmed by both X-ray [ 9 ] and NMR [ 3 ] data. In concert with the large exotherm

representing the decomposition of DMNB, there is a small endotherm resulting from the fusion of

DMNB. The DSC results suggest a slow decomposition in the solid phase but clearly, enhanced

decomposition of DMNB is prompted by the presence of the liquid phase. However, the overlap

of these two peaks prevents direct determination of AfUSH with any degree of accuracy from the

DSC data. In fact, the observed AfuH is heating rate dependent but not entirely separable from

the decomposition exotherm even at 50 K min-1 . Table 1 lists thermodynamic data for DMNB,

including a value of AfusH obtained by numerical deconvolution of the DSC data. Additionally, it

is known [ 10 ] that the overlap of the fusion endotherm and decomposition exotherm introduces

some uncertainty into the kinetic parameter results.

Further, there is a substantial vapour pressure of DMNB prior to the decomposition

exotherm (estimated as about 30 kPa at 473 K), hence, it is apparent that all three phases of

DMNB are present in the region of the observed exotherm.

The results of vapour pressure measurements using the DSC are shown in Figure 2.

The value of ASUbH obtained from these data is significantly different from that obtained from gas

chromatographic data of Elias [ 11 ] up to 323 K, the latter study done for the purpose of

evaluating the utility of DMNB as a detection agent. There is a significant difference in the

temperature ranges and, additionally, DMNB is in a different crystalline state in each of these

temperature ranges. Thus, a difference in AsubH values is not unexpected. The DSC technique

is not suitable for measurements in the intermediate temperature range from 323 to 400 K.

Further, at pressures above about 40 kPa there is overlap of the sublimation and fusion

endotherms.

The results from a typical ARC experiment, using 0.5 g of DMNB, are shown in Figure 3.

Since Rm > 10 K min 1 , adiabatic conditions were not maintained in the ARC experiments,

hence no further analysis of the data was warranted. It is noted that the onset temperature of

456 ± 3 K occurs prior to fusion, indicating that substantial decomposition occurs in the solid

and/or gas phase.
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Mesitylene Solutions of DMNB

A series of DSC experiments at different values of 3 provided the information required to

determine the kinetic parameters in accordance with the ASTM E 698 procedure [ 5 ]. The

results of this analysis are depicted in Figure 4 and the kinetic parameters are summarized in

Table 2. The isothermal aging test described in the ASTM E 698 procedure yielded a AH value

within 8 % of the calculated value, assuming a first order model applies.

The AH value recorded in Table 2 is independent of both P and solution concentration,

but is significantly less exothermic than that determined for pure DMNB, which suggests

differences in the final products for the two cases. Kinetic parameters determined for the

solution phase studies are compared with those for pure DMNB taken from the earlier publication

[ 3 ] in Table 2. The apparent first order rate constants indicate that decomposition proceeds

substantially faster in pure DMNB than in solution. While there is evidence [ 3 ] for a one-step

mechanism involving a five centered transition state for decomposition in pure DMNB, the

results obtained here suggest that a two-step process involving homolytic C-N bond cleavage

might be operative in solution.

Additionally, some DSC experiments were conducted at 10 K min-1 using mesitylene

solutions with 30 and 50 mass % DMNB. No variation in the AH value was observed but the

peak temperatures were found to be concentration dependent, as shown in Figure 5. Since the

peak temperature is inversely proportional to the rate, it is clear that the rate increases with

concentration of DMNB.

A series of isothermal DSC experiments were conducted on a 20.0 mass % solution of

DMNB in mesitylene. The nature of the isothermal curve, as exemplified in Figure 6, appears to

rule out an autocatalytic process. An Arrhenius plot of the rate constants derived from these

experiments is shown in Figure 7. The kinetic parameters estimated from these data are listed in

Table 2. Considerable variation in the order of reaction, n, was obtained from the analysis of

these results but it appears that n ý 0.2.
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Solutions of 20.0, 30.0 and 40.0 mass % DMNB in mesitylene were studied using the

"heat-wait-search" technique in the ARC. The results obtained for a 20.0 mass % solution in a

titanium bomb in both nitrogen and in air are compared in Figure 8, as well as those for the same

solution in a Hastalloy container. It is clear that the experimental results are not significantly

dependent on the environment in the bomb. It seemed important to test this behaviour since

there is considerable free space above the sample. Further, differences between the results for

the titanium and Hastalloy bombs can be accounted for by the difference in masses, 10 g and

20 g, respectively, and hence the thermal inertia factor. It should be noted that the onset

temperature did not vary significantly in these experiments.

Typical results for a 20.0 mass % solution are shown in Figures 9 and 10. The onset

temperature of 457 ± 3 K is independent of concentration and is in excellent agreement with the

onset temperature observed for solid DMNB in the ARC. This observation confirms the

indication of early decomposition seen in the DSC curve for solid DMNB.

The maximum rate is concentration dependent as shown in Figure 5. The activation

energy quoted in Table 2 for the ARC measurements was obtained by isolating the linear portion

in a plot of In R against I/T for all the solution data. Preliminary attempts to analyze the data by

methods described in [ 7 ] led to inconsistent results. It did not seem profitable to attempt further

analysis at this stage without incorporating the effect of thermal inertia and/or examining the

effect of concentration on the various models.

Conclusions

Significant improvements and additions to the fundamental thermodynamic data for

DMNB have been made, although attempts to precisely determine the enthalpy of fusion have

been thwarted. Use of an eutectic mixture may provide a mechanism for obtaining this result. A

DSC technique has provided a route to a precise value of the enthalpy of sublimation for the

cubic structure of DMNB but the crystalline phase transitions interfere with this method at lower

temperatures. This technique is useful for estimation of the partial pressure of DMNB in solution

measurements.
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Results of solution measurements suggest decomposition by a different mechanism and

at a slower rate than for the solid. The onset temperature, as determined in the ARC

measurements, is independent of the state of DMNB and its concentration in solution. This

temperature is significantly lower than the apparent fusion temperature, indicating that

decomposition starts prior to fusion. It appears that decomposition is accelerated by the

presence of the liquid phase in the measurements on pure DMNB. Further analysis of the ARC

results for DMNB solutions seems to be warranted.
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Table 1

Thermodynamic Data for Phase Transformations in DMNB

Phase Change Method T/K AH/kJ mol-1

Sublimation vapour pressure g.c. _< 323 94 ± 1
DSC + vapour 413 to 503 63.5 ± 0.7
pressure

Fusion AHf data 298 15 ± 3
solubility < 308 29 ± 6
DSC + deconvolution 473 8.8 ± 0.5

Vapourization Asub H - Afut H 298 79 ± 4
308 65± 7
473 55± 1

I-II DSC 322 1.14 ± 0.05

II - III DSC 387 17.7 ± 0,5

Table 2

Decomposition Results for DMNB, Pure and in Mesitylene Solution

Method Parameter Pure Solution

AH/kJ mol1  540 ± 25 436 ± 12

DSC constant 3 E/kJ mol-1 160 ± 8 133 ± 14

In (Z/minl)* 35.5 ±2.1 29.02 ± 0.11

E/kJ mol-1  155 ± 7 133 ± 5

DSC isothermal

In (Z/ min-) 34.43 ± 0.07 28.54 ± 0.03

ARC E/kJ mol-1  121 ± 10

*assuming first order reaction
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ABSTRACT

Different kinds of spherical propellants were investigated by various techniques.

In the first part, we discuss the influence of ingredients on the classical stability tests (Holland

test, Bergmann-Junk test, Weight loss at 90°C).

In the second part, Heat flow microcalorimetry and stabiliser consumption results are

compared to classical tests.

It can be summarised that the classical tests are not always reliable in concern to the stability

of the propellant but depends on the way the test is conducted and on the chemical

composition of the propellant. On the other hand, Heat flow microcalorimetry in combination

with stabiliser consumption is a far better method to assess the chemical stability of the

propellants.
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1. INTRODUCTION

From the beginning of the manufacturing of smokeless propellants, the stability of the

powders has been assessed through high temperature tests.

Two topics are involved with the results of those tests:

1.The useful service life of the propellant

2.The possibility of self ignition

The two aspects are the consequences of the exothermic decomposition to which the

propellant is subject even at normal storage temperature [1 - 4].

The different high temperature tests are mainly based on the weight loss like for Holland test

or gas evolution chemically recorded like in the Bergmann-Junk test. All those tests are

performed at temperatures between 90'C and 134°C.

Moreover, extrapolations performed from those high temperature tests tend to overestimate

the shelf life of the propellants at ambient temperature [5].

Finally, most of the acceptance testing values for the classical tests are grown historically by

transferring the data from one propellant to a newer one of close composition.

Therefore most of the classical tests can lead to a yes/no acceptance without giving any

information on a realistic chemical life of the propellant.

During the last 30 years, the tremendous development of analytical techniques has given more

powerful tools to assess the service life of the propellants from lower temperature

measurements. Among those techniques, we have:

-High pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) has lead to allow the measurement of

the consumption of the stabiliser and of its derivatives [6], [7].

-The Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC) permits to follow the molecular mass

depletion of the nitro-cellulose [8], [9].

-The Chemiluminescence detects the primary decomposition products (Nox) in

dependence of the temperature of the samples and the atmosphere around it [ 10], [ 11 ].

-Heat Flow microcalorimetry (HFC) records all chemical and physical reactions which

produce or consume heat during the whole measuring time [12 - 15].

The application of those techniques is possible at temperatures much lower than the classical

tests, generally between 40 and 80'C. This allows to determine the kinetics of degradation of

the propellant and to assess a more realistic useful service life of the propellants.
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In this study, we have investigated different kinds of spherical propellants by the various

techniques.

The spherical propellants, in appearance, consist of small spherical or flattened spherical

grains that may undergo different surface treatments giving the required ballistic

characteristics and reducing both barrel erosion and muzzle flash at the end of the production

line.

To our knowledge, among the double base propellants, the spherical one's are the only

stabilised only by diphenylamine (DPA). During the manufacturing of the powder and its

normal ageing, the diphenylamine undergoes the same reaction scheme as other nitro-

cellulose based propellants, the first derivative being the N-NO-DPA which is a stabiliser as

efficient as diphenylamine [16].

Nevertheless, some spherical propellants fail to meet the specifications of high temperature

classical tests [17].

For that reason, we have undertaken a more detailed investigation on the reactions that can

take place in or at the surface of the grains. This study includes results from classical tests as

well as from more recent tests like Heat Flow Microcalorimetry or Stabiliser Consumption in

order to investigate the pertinence of the different tests to assess the chemical stability of the

spherical propellants.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

2.1 SAMPLES FORMULATIONS

For the purpose of this study, the double base spherical propellant K6210-13 was chosen, this

propellant being generally at the edge of the accepted values for the classical tests. Special

samples containing different amounts of surface agents were prepared. All samples contain

4.5% of dibutylphtalate which is used as a bum rate modifier. The samples'description and

initial analysis are given in table I.

Samples were all made with the same raw materials. All samples were produced using 13.1%

nitrogen nitro-cellulose.

2.2 CLASSICAL HIGH TEMPERATURES TEST

2.2.1 HOLLAND TEST AT 105 0C

The principle of this test is the measurement of the weight loss at 105'C. The test is performed
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in a stoppered glass-vessel within 72 hours [18]. The amount of propellant is 4g. The weight

loss is determined by subtracting the first eight hours 'weight loss from the total weight loss.

The results for the different samples are given in table II.

2.2.2 BERGMANN-JUNK TEST

The sample is heated to 115°C for 16 hours and the nitrogen oxides evolved are dissolved in

an hydrogen peroxide solution and afterwards determined by titration

with sodium hydroxide n/100 [19]. The results are expressed as ml n/100 NaOH/g in table II.

2.2.3 WEIGHT LOSS TEST AT 90 0C

The sample is heated at 90'C and weighted every 2 days [20] . The test is stopped when

autocatalysis is occurring. The results are given in days for a 3% weight loss in table II and in

figure 1.

TABLE I

SAMPLE % SURFACE AGENT ADDED COMPOSITION OF THE SAMPLES (%)

DPA N-NO-DPA KNO, NGI DPA N-NO-D 1 KNO3  H20

I n I .... i.....I__ DPA II
A 0 0 0 18.2 0.68 0.48 0.0 0.76
B 0 0 0.5 17.5 0.63 0.46 0.37 0.32

L 0o0 1.0 17.8 0.61 0.45 0.82 0.39
H 0.1 0 0.5 17.7 0.67 0.45 0.46 0.42
G 0.3 0 0.5 17.5 0.82 0.46 0.46 0.43
F 0.5 0 0.5 17.7 0.94 0.46 0.42 0.42
E 0.7 0 0.5 17.5 1.04 0.47 0.33 0.49

S 10.3 0 T 0o1 1719 0.78 0.45 0.17 047
J 0.3 0 0.3 17.8 0.81 0.45 0.26 0.42

M 0.2 0 i0.0 191 060 0.62 10.01
N 0.2 0 0.5 19.0 0.54 0.64 0 .72 137
o ] o 0.2 0.0 19.21 0.451 074 0.010O43
P 110 0.2 0.5 119.1 0.46 0.76 0.401 0.30

TABLE II: RESULTS OF CLASSICAL TESTS

SAMPLE A B L H G F E I J M N O P
HOLLAND 0.47 0.59 0.58 0.65 0.74 0.75 0.69 0.55 0.74 0.59 2.0 1.1 1.4

TEST
BERGMANN- 10.4 11.0 10.0 10.5 13.5 14.0 15.5 12.1 14.2 8.2 12.5 7.3 8.0

JUNK
900C TEST 19 12 15 12 14 14 14 21 18 44 15 20 22
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WEIGHT LOSS AT 90°C

-*-SAMPLE M -rSAMPLE N -SAMPLE 0 --X-_SAMPLE P

10.000 _ _
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TIME ( Days]

FIGURE 1: 90'C TESTS RESULTS OF SELECTED SAMPLES

2.3 HEAT FLOW CALORIMETRY

The heat flux produced by all the physical and chemical reactions is measured at different

temperatures (between 80'C and 30'C) on 3 grams of propellant sealed in a 4 ml glass

ampoule. The instrument is a TAM microcalorimeter. The basic principle has already been

described in various studies [13],[15]. No preliminary conditioning of the samples was

applied and the measurements were recorded as soon as the samples were introduced into the

microcalorimeter. At least double measurements were recorded on each sample.

Measurements were recorded on the same samples in the BICT and in P.B.CLERMONT with

an excellent agreement of the results. Standard deviation is around 10%.

The figures 2 and 3 show the results recorded at 80'C for some samples.

For the evaluation of the data, we used constant heat flow values at the end of each

measurement. The results of the investigation for samples M to P are collected in table III.
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TABLE III :CONSTANT HEAT PRODUCTION RATE OF SAMPLES M TO P (pW/g)

T(0C) SAMPLE M SAMPLE N SAMPLE 0 SAMPLE P
80 44/43/46/46 68/66/73/44 30/31 42/43
70 11.9/12.3 21.4/9.6 10.4/10.6 14/6.5
60 3.8/3.4 3.5/a) 3.4/2.9 1.9/3.7
50 1.9/1.8 2.5/2.4 1.68/0.81 a)/a)
40 0.9/0.61/0.58/0.57 0.73/0.71/0.87 0.65/0.48 0.51/0.86
30 0.23/0.24 0.28/0.27 */* */*

a)no evaluation of data possible

*)not determined

2.4 STABILISER CONSUMPTION

The propellant is heated for a period of time at temperatures between 50'C and 80'C in sealed

ampoules like in the microcalorimetry tests. The stabiliser consumption [21 ] is measured by

HPLC and recorded as a function of time.

2.5 GPC MEASUREMENTS

The GPC measurements show a decrease of the average molecular weight during the ageing

of the samples but don't allow to make any conclusion on the stability of the propellants.

2.6 CHEMILUMINESCENCE

The preliminary chemiluminescence results show a significant increase of NOx emission

when both DPA and KNO3 are added to the propellant. More results will be presented at the

conference.

3. DISCUSSION

3.1 CLASSICAL TESTS

The results of Bergmann-Junk tests show a remarkable dependence on the DPA content in the

propellant, while it seems to be no effects of the KNO3 content. This can not be explained

without the HFC and stabiliser consumption experiments. One would indeed expects that the
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higher content of DPA would absorb more NOx. Thus an increase in DPA content should

result in a decrease of the Bergmann-Junk but in fact opposite is observed (Figure 4).

16,________ -______

14 •

13

S12 8/

10

" S 
-=- " "

70

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1

% DPA

FIGURE 4: CORRELATION BETWEEN BERGMANN-JUNK AND DPA CONTENT

The Holland test is independent of the kind of surface treatment while the 90'C test shows a

dependence on the KNO 3 content when DPA is added at the surface . An exact explanation of

this can not be forwarded. This might be due to the strong interaction between the operating

method and the results.

In conclusion, those 3 tests show 3 different trends for the same propellants.

3.2 HEAT FLOW MICROCALORIMETRY

As shown in figure 3, there is a strong dependence of the HFC results and the DPA content.

With increasing DPA content, the first maximum is higher, the valley is also higher and

shortened, and the final value is also higher.

The same dependence can be observed with the KNO3 content of the propellant (compare

entries M and N in figure 2). When the total amount of KNO 3 is over 0.7%, the shape is

different i.e. the valley is missing. The results of HFC are collected in table IV. Entries 0 and

P (fig 2) show that the behaviour of KNO3 with N-NODPA is less sensitive than with DPA

because the 2 curves show the same shape and comparable values of heat production.
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TABLE IV

KNO3 CONSTANT DPA CONSTANT
(0.5%) (0.3%)

DPA A B C KNO 3  A B C
0% 100 35 1.5 0% 87 25 3.5

0.1% 143 44 2.3 0.1% 112 37 3 A: FIRST MAXIMUM (pW/g)
0.3% 210 55 1.5 0.3% 136 40 2.5 B: MINIMUM (jtW/g)
0.5% 266 70 1.2 0.5% 210 55 1.5 C: SECOND MAXIMUM (days)
0.7%1 440 90 1.0 1.0% 1000 200 0

3.3 STABILISER CONSUMPTION

We compare the time when 50% of DPA content and 50% DPA + N-NODPA has been

consumed. Without KNO3 added,the samples M and 0 behave in the same manner. When

KNO 3 is added, we have a different result for DPA and N-NODPA: DPA reacts much more

rapidly with KNO 3 and N-NODPA shows no significant effect.

When DPA is increased with KNO 3 constant, the acceleration of stabiliser consumption is

observed (see table V). Also there is an acceleration for stabiliser consumption when KNO3 is

added with constant DPA content. With increasing KNO3, the formation of 2,2'DNDPA is

favoured over the other dinitro derivatives.

TABLE V: TIME FOR 50% DPA CONSUMPTION AT 80*C (h)

KNO, IIDPA 10% 10.1% 10.2% 10.3% 10.5% 10.7%

0% 72 56
0.1% 18

0.3%
0.5% 14 12 11 10
1% 9 ________ ____ ____ ____

3.4 CORRELATION BETWEEN HFC AND STABILISER CONSUMPTION

We analysed the stabiliser consumption at different stages of HFC. At the minimum, most of

the DPA has been converted into N-NODPA. When value is constant at the end, only N-

NODPA is present besides small amounts of 2-N-DPA (see table VI and figure 5). The same

correlation can be applied to the other samples. The effect of KNO3 can be seen in figure 6:

there is a rapid decrease of the DPA in correlation with the first peak. When all DPA is

consumed, the heat generation is more or less constant which implies a constant stabiliser

consumption.
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TABLE VI: STABILISER CONSUMPTION AT DIFFERENT STAGES OF HEAT

FLOW CALORIMETRY

Sample Nr. DPA N-NO-DPA 2-N-DPA 4-N-DPA 2,2'-DN-DPA

[%] [%] [%] [%] N%]
Before 0 45.9 48.7 2.7 2.7 0.0

1. Maximum 1 32.4 61.9 3.0 2.7 0.0

1. Minimum 2 4.1 89.6 3.5 2.8 0.0

2. Maximum 3 0.6 96.8 1.8 0.8 0.0

End of meas. 4 0.0 97.1 0.0 1.4 1.5

1 T =80°

FIGURE 5

400 -
P(W/g) 9% DP

350
0.0

300
-0.7

250 (0.6

200 o 0.5
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50.
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TIM E (h)

FIGURE 6: COMPARISON OF HFC CURVES AND DPA CONSUMPTION FOR

SAMPLES M AND N
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3.5 LIFETIME CALCULATION FROM HFC

Kinetics parameters of the decomposition reactions has been calculatedI for samples M, N, 0

and P. The results are collected in table VII. The Arrhenius plot is presented in figure 7.

TABLE VII: KINETICS DATA AND SERVICE LIFE FOR SAMPLES M, N, 0 AND P

SAMPLE PREEXPONENTIAL ACTIVATION LIFETIME

FACTOR (W / kg) ENERGY ( kJ / mol) (years)

80-60 60-40 80- 60 60 - 40 80 - 60 60 - 40

TEMPERATURE RANGE (°C)

M 9,8"10 14 1,310" 124 80 94 17
- r --- F

N 5,6"10 1,2"10 142 73 183 12

o 8,7104 1,6109 111 75 65 19

P 4,510 1,2"107 136 60 195 13

0.1

o .oII I

0.01

q
[m Wig]

0.001

0.0001o~o .o .o 'o ~ • ,'• o• • oo
0.0027 0.0028 0.0029 0.003 0.003 1 ,,0032 0ý0033 0.00

lIT [IIK]

FIGURE 7: ARRHENIUS PLOT FOR SAMPLE M

For the calculation of the service life time of the K6210-13 propellant it is necessary to use a

specific heat flow measuring program. This e.g. should specify the number of days which

have to be measured at 800C to get a constant value of heat flow. Only with this small

1 The life time of the propellant is calculated for a 3 % energy loss at 30°C [221
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degradation of the propellant (all DPA is converted into N-NO-DPA) a good and

reproduceable measurement can be made at lower temperatures.

As it can be viewed in figure 7, there is a break in the kinetics at about 60'C. The importance

of this break can lead to a wrong life time calculation if one takes into account only high

temperature measurements for extrapolation at low temperature (see table VII).

These results show also that the reaction taking place in the early stage of the ageing leads to

some degradation of the propellant and this will reduce its lifetime.

Those reactions involve the DPA and the KNO3 but no detailed mechanisms can be forwarded

at the present stage of this study.

4. CONCLUSIONS

From the data derived from our investigation, it can be said that the classical tests don't give

enough information on the service/ballistic life time because

a)only measurements at a single temperature are done

b)additional initial effects depending on the surface agent used cover the << normal >»

decomposition reaction of the nitro-cellulose.

For this reason, the Holland-, Bergmann-Junk- and 90°C-test can only differentiate between

«< good <« and «< bad »> propellant according to historically accepted values. (<« bad >) not

meaning a propellant close to autocatalysis but which shows high primary effect e.g. between

KNO 3 and DPA).

Although these three tests do show a trend (compare table II and III) of the rate of the

degradation reaction, they are not able to give useful information for the determination of the

stability of double base spherical propellant, if they are the only test used. It is much better to

use combined methods like heat flow calorimetry and stabiliser consumption, because here the

whole initial degradation process can be followed.

Although the influence of the KNO3 content on the surface of the propellant and its interaction

with DPA is not fully understood , it can be seen that the influence on the service life-time

(see table VII) is not as big as it could be expected from the classical tests where samples with

KNO3 and additional DPA at the surface do not fulfil some or any of the admitted limit
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values. The reason for this might be that all the DPA in the propellant is consumed within the

first 3 days (see table V) and so big initial effects (the reaction between KNO 3 and DPA)

govern the classical tests while HFC method deals with a propellant having reached a

constant degradation process.

For the calculation of the service life time of the K6210-13 propellant ,it is also necessary to

use the values from below 60'C for the life-time calculation, because a change in the kinetics

occurs below this temperature.

It is still unknown what the service life-time would be if a not pre-aged sample is used for

HFC experiments at lower temperatures. But as here initial effects ( which must be excluded

from the calculations ) would last three weeks or longer at 60'C, it is impossible to do HFC

measurements within an acceptable time frame at temperatures lower than 60'C with unaged

samples. The same problem of far too long experimental times arises when stabiliser

consumption or molecular mass depletion experiments are conducted below 60'C.

As a conclusion it can be said that classical tests can roughly give an impression about the

chemical stability but only modem low temperature methods are efficient for the prediction of

the life-time of double base propellants although the whole decomposition processes are not

fully understood.
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Abstract

For the use in fire extinguishers new azide free, but yet thermally stable gas generating mixtu-
res - based on energetic fuels and inorganic oxidators - have been developed. Three different
formulations were investigated by TGA and heat flow calorimetry in the temperature range
from 70 to 160'C. A correlation of mass and energy loss was established by burning fresh and
thermally stressed samples in a calorimetric bomb. The gained kinetics allow to calculate the
long term storage behaviour of the mixtures. For a ten year service life time tolerable storage
temperatures from 48 to 78'C were calculated.

Zusammenfassung

Im Rahmen der Entwicklung neuer azidfreier, aber dennoch thermisch stabiler Gasgenerator-
satze fuir Brandldschanlagen wurden drei Rezepturen - auf der Basis energiereicher organi-
scher Brennstoffe und anorganischer Oxidatoren - mittels Mikro-TG im Temperaturbereich
zwischen 90 und 1 60'C untersucht. Die dabei erhahtenen kinetischen Parameter wurden durch
Wtlrmefluf~messungen bei 70 und 80'C iiberpriift. Die Korrelation zwischen Massen- and
Energieverlust wurde durch Abbrand unbelasteter und thermisch belasteter Proben in der ka-
lorimetrischen Bombe ermittelt. Die Gebrauchslebensdauer wird als Temperaturfunktion dar-
gestellt. Danach liegen die maximal tolerierbaren Temperaturen einer hypothetischen l0-jiih-
rigen Isothermlagerung zwischen 48 und 78'C. Zwei der drei untersuchten Gemnische sind als
bemnerkenswert stabil einzuschdtzen.

1 Einleitung

Fijr den Einsatz in Feuerldschanlagen in Motorfahrzeugen der Bundeswehr wurden drei ver-
schiedene Rezepturen von Gassdtzen vorgesteilt, die der erhdhten W~rmebelastung am vorge-
sehenen Einsatzort standhalten sollten. Ziel der Entwicklung war es, den verfugbaren, ther-
misch aul3erordentlich stabilen, jedoch relativ feuchteempfindlichen Airbag-Satz zu ersetzen,
bei dessen hydrolytischer Spaltung die toxische Stickstoffwasserstoffsdure HN3 freigesetzt
wird. Basis der Rezepturen, die auf Wunsch der Hersteller vertraulich behandelt werden, sind
energiereiche organische Brennstoffe, anorganische Oxidatoren und z.T. zusdtalich Ver-
schlackungsmittel und Stabilisatoren. Eine Ubersicht der in Gassatzen verwendeten Stoffklas-
sen and der Optimierungsparamneter geben Bucerius and Schmid [1].
In dieser Arbeit wurde der wichtigste Einsatzaspekt, die thermische Langzeitstabilitiit der
Siitze. untersucht.
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2 Wahl elnes Referenzpunktes

In einer ersten MeBserie wurden die Sdtze auf einer Mikrowaage fiber einen Zeitraum von
mehreren Tagen isotherm zersetzt (Gerat: TG 43 9 der Fa. Netzsch; Probenmengen: 5 0-100
mg; ProbengefadB: Aluminiumoxidtiegel mit lose aufgelegtem Deckel). Die Messungen sind in
den Abb. I bis 3 dargestellt und in Tabelle 1 zusammengefal~t.

Mamsse/Z NET ZSCH Mi fwowaage TG 439
5: 190

-- - Tamp 170

-5 150

-10L1 130

U L

-15- 110 '0
+-28.1 / L

-20 98

-25 r70

-38-5

588 1588 2500 3580 4500 5500 650w
Ze t/m in

Abb. 1: Satz 1: Jsotherm-TG

Maass// NETZ SCH Mi krowaage TG 439
5 Tamp 190

80 . 170

-5 150

-180 1380-
L

A

-15 +-28.5 L 1
L IL

-25 70

-30 50

3 1300 1808 2388 2888 3388 3888 4388 d

Ze it/mi n

Abb. 2: Satz 2; Isotherm-TG
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Ma~ee//NETZSCH Mi kr-cwoage TG 439
5 178

8 __-Tamp 150

110 L

+-20.6 /L
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Abb.3: Satz 3; Isotherm-TG

Tabelle 1: Isotherme Zersetzung der Gassdtze

Satz MeBtemperatur totaler Massenverlust M1 ,, zersetzte Komnponente
[oci [%] ________

1 17U, 283 Brennstoff

2 189,3 j28.5 Brennstoff

3 1 149,9 120.6 grtbBtenteils Oxidator

Die Erkenntnisse der Ietzten Spalte resultierten aus Einzelmessungen an den Komnponenten.

Da Funktionspriifungen in Feuerlbschern nicht durchftihfrbar waren. wurde als Arbeitshypo-
these untersteilt, daB emn 5%iger Energieverlust noch tolerierbar ist und dieser Wert angend-
hert auch einer Zersetzung von 5 % der gesamnten TG-Stufe entspricht. Zur Oberpriifung die-
ser Hypothese wurden die Gemische, soweit ausreichende Mengen verffigbar waren, auf einer
(Makro)Thermowaage zu 4-5 % Massenverlust. bezogen auf die TG-Stufe (= 100 %), zersetzt
und im Vergicich zu unbelasteten Proben in der kalorimetrischen Bomnbe abgebrannt
(Volumen: 25 cm 3 -,Einwaage: 10g. Die Werte sind in Tabelle 2 aufeelistet.
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Tabelle 2: Massenverlust und Explosionswiirme

Satz Explosionswdrme rel. Massenverfust rel. Wiirmeverlust
_________________[/g] [%]" [%] 2)

1 2835 4,9 3,6

2 3134 4,3 3,2

1) bezogen auf die TG-Stufe
2) nach Korrektur der tatstichlichen Einwaage von 1 2 auf die Usprungsmenge vor der

thermischen Belastung

Der Energieverlust war stets geringer als der Massenverlust; dies mag mit der unvollstdndigen
Vergasung der Komponenten in der TG und Teii-Verbrennbarkeit der verbicibenden konden-
sierten Reaktionsprodukte zusammenhiingen. Emn relativer Massenverlust von 5 % entspricht
im Mittel etwa 3,7 % Energieverlust. er bedeutet jedoch eine noch tolerierbare und angendhert
dquivalente Zersetzung der S~tze und ist daher als Referenzpunkt fir Vergleiche der Stabilitdt
geeignet.

3 Versuchsfi~hrung und -auswertung

Durchgehende isotherme Messungen an mehreren Proben erfordemn - will man den ndtigen
Temperaturbereich von mindestens 30'C Uberstreichen - sehr lange MeBzeiten. Emn weniger
zeitaufwendiges Verfahren ist die Messung in isothermen Stufen [2], wie dies in den Abb.4
(Gesamtmessung) und 5 (Ausschnitt) am Beispiel des Satzes 2 dlargestellt ist.

Massa//NETZSCH Mikrowcage TG 439
.5 160

140

7 
amp120

-. 5

0

60

-2 -A

6 206 466 666 866 166600- 1200 140P

Zeit/min

Abb. 4: Satz 2; TG in isothermen Stufen tGesamtmessung)
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Maae/ZNETZSCH M ikrowaage TG 4.3916

L L

3
LC
L LC

-1.7- BO66
rC

i66 466 606 866 1060 1266 1400
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Abb.5: Satz 2; TG in isothermen Stufen (Ausschnitt)

Verlduft eine Reaktion nach der ailgemneinen Gleichung (1),

doa/dt = f(c)-A&e_/RT (1)

cc- Umsatzgrad
fRa) = Umsatzfunktion (Reaktionsmodell RM)
dax/dt Reaktionsrate
T - Reaktionstemperatur
A - Frequenzfaktor
E - Aktivierungsenergie
R - Gaskonstante

so ist eine relativ hdufig verwendete [2. 3, 4] modellfreje (von der Kenntnis des Reaktionsmo-
dells unabhdingige) Folgerung die Beziehung (2)

-r t *e (2) T

mit der aus Referenztemperaturen T, und -zeiten tr, die Zeit t ffur das Erreichen des Referenz-
umsatzes Car (hier 5 % der TG-Stufe) ffur andere isotherme Lagertemperaturen T berechnet
werden kann. Neben T, und tr, die direkt aus der ersten MeBperiode entnommen werden kbn-
nen. muB our die Aktivierungsenergie ermittelt werden. Diese kann aus iso-cc-Punkten
(Punkte gleichen lUmsatzgrades z.13. or) bei verschiedenen Temperaturen durch lineare Re-
gression der logarithmierten Form der Gleichung (1) bestimmnt werden.

In (dax/dt) = In [f(ar)-A] - E/RT (3)
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Verwendet man den Massenverlust M als Reaktionsmaf3, hat Gleichung (3) die Form

In (dM/dt) = In A' - E/RT (4)

wormn A' = A-M,,,t f(MIM 10

Die erste (hoichste) Me~temperatur T, der Stufen-TG wird so gewdhit, daB der gewiinschte
Referenzumsatz in 2 bis 8 Stunden erreicht wird. Urn iso-ax-Bedingungen m~glichst gut anzu-
niihemn, ist der Umsatz (und sornit die Anderung der Umsatzfunktion) in den folgenden Mel3-
perioden m6glichst klein zu halten. Dies wird mit dem in Tabelle 3 aufgelisteten Me~pro-
gralnm recht gut realisiert (s. audi Abb.5)

Tabelle 3: Mel3programm der Stufen TG

Mel3periode Temperatur Dauer (h)

I Tr2-8

2 T,- AT 0,5
3 T, -2AT 1

4 T, -3AT 2

5 T, -4AT 4

6 T, -5AT 8

Fulr die Temperaturdifferenz AT zwischen den Me~perioden wurden 6 bis 12 K gewd.hlt. Die
Referenzzeit t4 (yam Periodenbeginn an gerechnet) wird aus der 1. Periode bestimmt (Abb. 6).
Die Massenverlustrate AM/At (der Anstieg der TG-Kurve) ist in dieser ffingeren Periode nicht
Uber den ganzen Bereich konstant. In diesem Fall wird der Wert aus dem letzten, pseudokon-
stanten Bereich ermittelt (Abb. 7). In den folgenden Perioden sind die Verlustraten in der Re-
gel im Rahmen der Mel~genauigkeit konstant (vgl. Abb. 8 bis 11).

ý X NTZSO1 fI2.,.g TG 439 Ef TZSC fIkl...g TS 439

Abb 6:.4 -az21.Peid b. 7 az2 .PridEdeec
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lETZ57 I6...~9 76 49 .. l ,~7~a7 lk6.4. TG 439

-01 *.

-1.7-9,74

-1, - -... . . . -...- ..-- _ . .- J 179-.-'..-.--- . 2.9 .....

Abb. 10: Satz 2; 4. Periode Abb. 11: Satz 2; 5. Periode

4 Ergebnisse

Die Regression der Daten nach Gleichung 4 (,,Arrhenius-Plot") ist in den Abb. 12 bis 14 dar-
gesteilt. Als Einheit der Massenverlustrate wurde dart .Ig/g-min gewtihlt. Die Hypothese einer
einheitlichen.Aktivierungsenergie ist im untersuchten Temperaturbereich offentsichtlich recht
gut erfiUllt. Die Ergebnisse sind in Tabelle 4 zusammengestelit.

Tabelle 4: kinetische Parameter

Satz Temperatur- rel. Standard- In A' E T, t
bereich abweichung

[0C] [%]l A' in ýtg/g-min [kJ/mol] [0C] [min]

1 140-90 8,0 40,706 125,19 139,5 163,3

2 160-120 1,9 147,797 1156,80 159,4 213,3

3 1140-1 10 10,6 157,591 1185,60 1140,1 1106,7 _
Bezogen auf die experimentellen und die 'iach G1. (4) berechneten Massenverlustraten
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Abb. 12: Satz 1; Arrhenius-Plot

4

0

-2 -
2.25 2.3 2.35 2.4 2.45 2.5 2.55 2.6

Reziprke Temperatur [1000/K]

Abb. 13: Satz 2; Arrhenius-Plot

II I II

4

0

2.35 2.4 2.45 2.5 2.55 2.6 2.65 2.7
Reziproke Temperatur [ 1000/K]

Abb.14: Satz 3; Arrhenius-Plot
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Zur IOberpriifung der Gfiltigkeit der ermittelten Aktivierungsenergien bei niedrigeren Tempe-
raturen. wurden Messungen im Wd.rmefluBkalorimeter bei 80 und 70TC vorgenommen. Die
Proben (2-3 g) wurden vorher mittels TG auf den Referenzumsatzgrad zersetzt. Die Messun-
gen erfolgten in Probengefdi~en, in deren Deckel emn kleines Loch gestochen wurde. Die Re-
sultate sind in der Tabelle 5 zusammengestellt. Sie bestiftigen die thermogravimetrisch gefuin-
dene Stabilitatsreihenfolge. Die Werte der Aktivierungsenergie liegen allerdings mit 119
(Satz 1) und 71 kJ/mol (Satz 2) betrd.chtlich tinter den mit TG gefundenen Werten. Die
letzteren kdnnen jedoch aufgrund der Absttitzung auf mehr Mef~punkte als zuverldssiger
gelten. Sie werden daher fiir die folgenden Rechnungen verwendet.

Tabelle 5: Ergebnisse der Warmeflul~messungen

Satz q80 [p.W/g] q70 [9iW/g]

1 14,3 4,39

2 - 3,04 1,50

5 Berechnung der Lebensdauer

LUst man Gleichung (2) nach der Temperatur T auf, so Idi~t sich die noch tolerierbare Lager-
temperatur als Funktion der gewuinschten Einsatzdauer berechnen. Die Prognose fiir die
thermische Alterung der Gassiitze bei soichen Langzeit-Isothermlagerungen sind in Abb. 15
dargesteilt.

Lagerstabilitdt div. Gasgeneratorsdtze
1 20

100

ti~t

T2(t)
0. 80

S T3(t) ........

................... ........... ......... ................... ..

60

400 5 I0S1 20

Lebensdauer [Jalirel

- GG-Satz I
-- GG-Satz 2
.. GG-Satz 3

Abb, 15: Einsatzlebensdauer bei Isothermiagerung
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Danach 1dgen z.B. ffir eine 1 0-jdhrige Einsatzdauer die zuldssigen Lagertemperaturen zwi-
schen 48'C (Satz 1) und 78'C (Satz 2). H~r Temperaturschwankungen in geringen Grenzen
k~nnen diese Werte auch als mittlere Temperaturen einer realen Lagerung interpretiert wer-
den.

Auch unter Berticksichtigung der extremen Extrapolation (MeBzeit in Relation zur Prognose-
zeit) und der damit verbundenen Fehlerquellen k~nnen die Gassdtze 2 und 3 mit Sicherheit als
bemerkenswert stabil betrachtet werden. Die Aussage bezieht sich ausschliel~lich auf die ther-
misehe, nicht die klimatische Stabilitdt, die im Rabmen dieser Arbeit nicht untersucht wurde.
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THE CHARACTERISATION AND DEVELOPMENT
OF NEW ENERGETIC MATERIALS

by Dr Andrew Sanderson, NATO Insensitive Munitions Information Centre (NIMIC), NATO

HQ, B 1110 Brussels, Belgium
Die Charakterisierung mid die Entwicklung der

ABSTRACT neuen Energietrliger
There have clearly been significant progress in the
synthesis and development of new energetic ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
compounds for use in explosives and propellants in Es gab sicher wichtige Fortschritte in der Synthese
recent years. New compounds offer the possibility und in der Entwicklung von neuen energetischen
of designing munitions having both increased Ingredienzen fiir die Benutzung in Explosiv- und
performance and reduced vulnerability. However, Treibstoffe in den letzten Jahren. Neue Ingredienzen
making the transition from the initial synthesis of ermlglichen Munitionsdesign mit besser Leistung
new compounds to their incorporation in munitions und niedriger Verwundbarkeit. Aber der Weg von
seems to have been rather an ad hoc and inefficient der ersten Synthese der neuen Ingredienzen bis ihrer
process. In the present situation with many new Nutzung in Munitionen sieht wie ein ad hoc und
candidate ingredients and shrinking budgets more unwirksam Prozess aus. In der heutigen Lage, wo es
efficient transitioning is required. viele neue Ingredienzen als Kandidate und senkende

Haushaltpline gibt, ein bessere Ubergang wird
Some of the problems experienced in past transition gebraucht.
efforts can be shown to arise from there having
rarely been a systematic approach to the necessary Einige Probleme, die in der vergangenen
characterisation of new materials. Reasons for this t~bergangsphase auftraten, kamen auf, weil es selten
lack of characterisation include: eine systematische Methode gab, um neue

Ingredienzen zu charakterisieren. Einige Grtinde fur
a lack of understanding of how ingredient diese schlechte Charakterisierung sind:
properties affect the properties of mixtures ein Mangel an Verstlndnis in Bezug wie die
of ingredients in formulations; Ingredieznneigettime edie Eigentfime der
a lack of detailed understanding of how Mischungen von Ingredienzen in der
small scale characterisation data relates to Formulierungen beeinfliissen
desirable qualities of large charges in ein Mangel an Verstindnis in Bezug auf
munitions; beschreibende Daten, die aus Kleinsversuchen
consequent difficulty in knowing what ermittelt werden und daraus Sclsfisse zu ziehen
initial characterisation is required to decide auf die erwfinschte Eigenshaft von gropen
whether a new energetic compound will be Munitionsladungen
useful. und natfirlich die Schwierigkeit , um zu wissen,

welche anftlngliche Charakterisierung notig ist,
NIMIC is seeking to improve the current situation um zu entscheiden, ob ein neuer energetischer
in two ways. First by compiling in one document Ingredienz niitzlich sein wird.
all available information on new material
characteristics and making this information readily NIMIC will die heutige Lage in zwei Richtungen
available for EM designers and users from NIMIC verbessem. Erstens, sammeln in einem Dokument
member nations. Secondly by developing a method alle verfugbaren Informationen in Bezug auf Daten
to relate desirable properties of complete munitions fiber neue Energietr~iger, und zu verbessem ihre
to the characteristics required of energetic Verfligbarkeit in den NIMIC Landern. Zweitens,
compounds they contain. In this paper a report of eine Methode zu entwickeln, die die Eigentiime der
NIMIC's activities in these areas will be made with ganzen Munitionen mit den gebrauchten
some implications for the development and future of Charakteristieken der energetischen Ingredienzen,
new energetic compounds. die sie enthalten, verbinden soil. In diesem Text

werden ein Zusammenfassung der Aktivititen von
NIMIC in diesen Gebieten mit den Schlhissen fUr
die Entwicklung und die Zukunft von neuen
energetischen Ingredienzen pr~sentiert.
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INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS explicitly stated and are not always

FOR ENERGETIC MATERIAL obvious. For instance, to be useful, a

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT material that appears promising in the
laboratory must be available to a definable

Despite the efforts specification

of those involved within which it

in synthetic H 0N- H always meets

chemistry and processing, and

subsequent s t a b i l i t y

f o r m u 1 a t i o n 2N PGN requirements. For

design, the path to 0,, N02 some materials

utilization of new N (e.g. GAP, NTO

E n er g e tic 02 N0 and HNF) this is

Materials (EM) in not a trivial

munitions is prone HNIW problem. To

to inefficiency, H make use of any

duplication of W HN new material, its
effort, errors and N---.- N NH properties and

C(NO2)3/

delays. Ample characteristics and

evidence for this HNF O2N NTO how they may

is shown by the Figure 1 Some EM under development vary need to be

time it has taken known. Although

between discovery and utilisation for every good characterisation work is done, it is

compound currently in service and the time rarely compiled in such a way that a

it is taking to develop recently made material's real potential can be assessed.

compounds still not in service. For Therefore the NATO Insensitive Munitions

instance, TNT was first made in 1863 but Information Centre (NIMIC) undertook the

accepted into widespread service in task of collecting and compiling the data

Germany only at the turn of the 20th needed by those involved in analysis,

century, likewise RDX was first made formulation design, processing, composite

in 1899 and only developed as an material modelling, and material

explosive in the 20's and 30's. Of "new" assessment in order to aid new material

materials not yet in service, polyglycidyl development.

nitrate has been known since at least 1966,

GAP since the mid '70s, and HNIW since This resulted in two projects, first the

the mid '80s. publication of a compilation of

characteristics of some of the most

Although as pointed out by Flanigan' what promising new materials 2, and secondly a

makes a useable new EM is whether or not workshop to try to define what is really

it meets the requirements, the real needed from new energetic materials3 .

requirements for EM are nowhere These projects are ongoing. As a result of
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the workshop, much new characterisation preparation. In fact since the first edition
data was received, and a second and very was produced, the number of useful source
significantly improved edition of the documents for new material
characterisation compendium is in characterisation held by NIMIC has

F igure.2.Th enereti mate A logic tree for• :z-•-Ithe development

'.'.---1of new energetic

Figure 2 The energetic material flow chart from the NIMIC workshop
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increased by more than an order of to try to define as closely as possible what
magnitude. is needed to be known about EMs for them

to be used in service. A complete
CRUCIAL PROPERTIES OF description of the derivation of the flow
ENERGETIC MATERIALS chart and subsequent modifications can be

found in the NIMIC workshop report.

A number of areas
ýN--N

were studied in the Nj -N I-I A challenging area
NIMIC workshop I ,N related to the EMN--N
on what makes a development flow
useable new EM. OCTAAZACUBANE charts was also
For this paper, two develop-ed at the
areas of particular work-shop. It was
interest are, what is N ý NH2 H2N N• based on the idea
it that you really 02N N02 thtNotal f2h

N02 thtntalote
need to know, and _N N N n e c e s s a r y
can you predict if N knowledge was
a EM will meet N N required by all of
potential users those with a stake
requirements very DANTNP in the life cycles of
early in its EM. Different

Figure 3 Examples of molecules where property
development (or in prediction has been undertaken, stake-holders and
fact before it has their needs were
ever been made)? identified, and the picture that this study

gave is proving useful in identifying the
An excellent review of EM requirements, optimum route in the EM development.
development and test methods for rocket One of the problems in the development of
propellants was written by Boggs et a14. new EM that this highlights is that there
From the approach of Boggs together with are conflicting requirements on the EM
additional considerations for explosives and during its development. During early
gun propellants, an outline flow chart was development, performance is an almost
written for all the steps that need to be over-riding driver, during other stages,
taken in EM development (figure 2). For cost, stability, safety, material sourcing,
the sake of clarity, this was broken down processability can be the primary concern.
and studied as three connected flow charts The problem arises when much
dealing successively with ingredient design development happens before it is realised

and development, formulation design that one or other of these concerns will
development and qualification, and prevent the material from being used
component design to system qualification, extensively. For instance, much work has
These flow charts together with their been done on NTO (fig 1) and it appears

accompanying explanations have been used attractive for many applications, but it is
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rarely noted that its pKa presents severe energetic compound properties it emerged

compatibility and ageing problems that will that there are two quite different schools of
always limit its utility. The question then thought. One view is that for prediction of
arises, what of the materials currently properties of new compounds it is

under serious investigation? What necessary to have more reliable computer
questions are not being asked early in their models than yet exist. The other view is
development that may ultimately result in that the best contemporary modelling plus
effort and scarce resources being wasted. empirical relationships are sufficient and in
Another example is polyglycidyl nitrate fact necessary to point the way to new
(figure 1). Although first made in the '60s, useful materials.
it has only recently come to light that
although the prepolymer is stable, the From inspection of recent developments, it
material as usually prepared has a very appears that both views can be right. For
poor stability characteristics when cured instance, a number of papers have been
with isocyanate curatives due to an published on the theoretically possible but
intramolecular reaction'. In this instance as yet unmade compound octaazacubane6 ,

the problem can be solved by end group N8  (figure 3). These highlight the
modification, but if this had not been the potentially huge increase in performance

case it would have meant that only after this compound has over currently used
nearly thirty years of research effort would materials such as HMX (figure 4).
the material have been found not to be However, even with the most complex ab
useable. A related issue is that as
performance is so important to

justification of early development, there Octaazacubane HMX
is a tendency to look only at the best (caic.)

performer and not those that offer lower Hf (kcal/mol) 530 18

performance but better characteristics in Density (g/mil) 2.65 1.90

other areas. Also there is a tendency to Dcj (km/s) 14.75 9.1
drop the development of a material if _

another becomes available with higher Pcj (kbar) 1370 390

performance almost regardless of other The predicted properties of N8 vs HMX

characteristics, according to Stine5.

PREDICTION OF EM PROPERTIES Figure 4 An example of prediction perhaps

stretched to its limit.
With a list of what needs to be known,
there are two obvious further questions. initio molecular structure calculations it is
How do you obtain the information, and clear that the performance estimates are

better still, can you predict what it will be? very tentative, and other important

Both of these were addressed at the NIMIC parameters (stability, sensitivity etc. are not

workshop. With regard to prediction of even amenable to guesses). The reason for
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the uncertainty is that r 0 property relations can

N8  is completely °a'-, N i be used. However,

different to any H('- N H 0 whilst appearing

known compound attractive one cannot

and predictions have sufficient

highlight the fact that )' N H % NH confidence in these

even the best results for such new

estimates rely on NM2 compounds to justify

inference from s i g n i f i c a n t

analogy and some Figure 5 A MOPAC structure of a theoretical development work.

extrapolation from analogue of both cubane and HNIW The predictions do

known trends. Commonly used semi- work if you stay close to known materials,

empirical and purely empirical models can and this is witnessed by the success of the

be used to give many interesting results for work at CEA on DANTNP and related
significant material properties. For compounds7 (figure 3).

"Predicted" properties of NM2 Properties of HMX (LASL)

Density 1.97 (Stine) 1.90
2.00 (Ammon)

Hf 342 kJ/mol (Stine) 47 kJ/mol
380 kJ/mol (Mopac gas phase +Ammon lattice energy)

Dcj 9.33 km/s Rothstein @1.97 glml 9.11 km/s @ 1.89 g/ml
9.99 km/s Cheetah @ 2.00 g/ml

Pcj 427 kbar (Kamelt) @ 1.97 g/ml 395 kbar @ 1.90 g/ml
474 kbar (Cheetah @ 2.00 g/ml

Sensitivity H50% = 14cm Kamlet) H50% = 26cm (PETN = 12cm)

Stine - a) Prediction of crystal densities of organic explosives by group additivity, Los Alamos report LA-8920,
t991. b) Estimation of heats of formation and the development of chemical databases useful for energetic

materials, JANNAF paper, CPIA-PUB-529-VOL-2, p53, 19O9.
Ammon - MOLPAK, Ammo, at si, J. Comput. Chem. 14,422-437,1993.
Rothstein - L R Rothstein and R Petersen, Propellants and Explosives, 4, p56, 1979.
Cheetah - Cheetah (an improved version of the Tiger thermochemical code) L R Fried, Lawrence Livermore report
UCRL-MA-117541 Rev. 2,1995.
Kamlet - The relationship of impact sensitivity with structure of organic high explosives, J M Kamlet, 6th
Symposium on Detonation, 1976.
LASL - LASL Explosive property data, T R Gibbs and A Popolato, University of California Press, 1980.

Figure 6 Calculated properties for the novel theoretical molecule NM2

instance, the structure of the molecule PREDICTION OF THE SAFETY

NM2 (figure 5) can be modelled using PROPERTIES OF WHOLE

MOPAC or similar codes. The density can MUNITION SYSTEMS

be predicted using Ammon's MOLPAK
code, and the detonation parameters Further to the work of predicting molecular

calculated using Cheetah (figure 6). properties of new materials is the
Alternatively, more empirical structure prediction of system properties (especially
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IM characteristics) knowing only the
design details.

IM Test Reaction type and
estimated probability

The current method of IM assessment
SCl I -100%

using a very limited amount of very ____I_100%

expensive, unreliable, and uninformative Fragment Impact I (>80%) II and III (up to

destructive testing of finished weapon 20%)

systems is hard to justify. Recent Bullet impact I, II and III (mostly I/II)
studies in NIMIC have focussed on the Fast Cook Off I, II, III and IV
prediction of IM test resuts from small (predominantly II and III)

scale testing and material properties. Slow Cook-off I, II and III (mostly I/II)
Using a methodology called CRIMES
(Critical Reaction Initiation Sympathetic I- 100%

detonation
Mechanisms), it has been shown with
several examples that it is possible with
a combination of modelling, testing and
analytical relationships to provide more Figure 7 The summarised results of a CRIMES
information about a weapon systems IM based IM assessment on a generic 5001b CompB

behaviour than can be obtained from all- filled bomb

up-round testing". In figure 7 is shown
the summarised results of an assessment Work is onging at NIMIC in this area to
made with the CRIMES approach on a show how the probabilities of different

generic 5001b bomb. Note that not only responses can be predicted. In this work it
does this summary of the analysis give the has already been found that essential to
most likely response in IM tests, but it also this type of assessment and analysis is a

shows whether other responses are knowledge of the characteristics of what
possible. must be the most important but often most

neglected part of any munition system, the

energetic materials it contains.
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DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH EFFICIENCY
ENERGETIC EXPLOSIVES

Vitaly Pepekin

N. Semenov Institute of Chemical Physics,
Russian Academy of Sciences,

Moscow, Russia

Experimental data on the heats of explosion, detonation veloci-

ties, and acceleration of metal plates for explosive oxidi-

zer-fuel additive systems. Three types of the additives were

used: (a) explosive-based fuel (HMX and benzotrifuroxane), (b)

nonexplosive fuels (carbon and ultra fine diamond), (c) inorga-

nic material (fine aluminum powder). It is shown that the addi-

tives enhance the detonation parameters and the metal accelera-

tion ability of the composite explosives.

Explosives of the oxidizer-fuel type are promising systems that

enable one to achieve considerable enhancement of the power properties

of well-known high explosives (HE) due to the chemical reactions bet-

ween the decomposition products of the components of the system.

This non-traditional approach o development of explosive systems

is essentially based on enhancement of the power properties not by

increasing the detonation parameters directly (synthesis of more po-

werful individual HE) but by releasing the additional energy in the CJ

zone,providing more complete reaction in the detonation wave utiliza-

tion of the energy released to perform useful forms of the explosion

work. The authors of [1] have demonstrated that this approach to deve-

loping explosive systems is very promising using as an example detona-

tion of a benzotrifuroxane-hexanitroethane mixture with a stoichiomet-

ric oxidizer content (balanced to produce C02 ). The following detona-

tion characteristics are reported in [l] for this explosive system of

density p=2.05 g/cm3 : the detonation velocity D=9.44,km/s and pressure

P=44.9 GPa, which appreciably exceeds the detonation parameters of

each of the individual HE forming the mixture.

To estimate the prospects of this approach to development of exp-
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losive systems in the present work we studied some fuel-oxidizer sys-
tems experimentally. The well-known HE, bis(2,2,2-trinitro-ethyl)nit-
ramine, C4 H4 N8 01 4  (BTEN), and little-known, bis-(2-difluora-mi-
ne-2,2-dinitroethyl)nitramine, C4 H4 N8 01OF 4 with a positive oxygen ba-
lance was selected as oxidizer.

Oxidizer-bis(2-difluoramino-2,2-dinitroethyl)nitramine has an
exceptionally high density p=2.045 g/cm3 . As an X-ray structural ana-
lysis shows, the packing coefficient of this material is 0.85, which
value is apparently the highest among the known molecular crystals. By
its density, this compound surpasses not only its trinitromethyl ana-
log but the overwhelming majority of organic energetic materials as
well.

Kinetic studies of thermal decomposition of a-(difluoramine)po-
lynitro-compounds have demonstrated that their thermal stability is no
worse or even better, than that of polynitrocompounds of a similar
structure. Thus, bis (2-difluoramine-2,2-dinitroethyl)nitramine oxidi-
zer is thermally more stable than bis(2,2,2-trinitroethyl)nitramine
and, moreover, is less subjected to hydrolysis; whereas, bis(2,2,2-di-
nitroethyl)nitramine gradually degrades in aqueous media, its fluori-
nated analog is stable in hot water [3]. Three types of fuels were
chosen for the explosive mixtures: a) HMX, C4HAN 808 and benzotrifuro-
xane, C6N60 6 (BTF); b) inert organic fuel: carbon black and ultra-fine
diamond; c) inorganic fuel: fine aluminum powder of the particle size
4-10 pm.

We determined experimentally the heats of explosion, the metal
acceleration ability, and detonation velocity of the above composite
systems. The explosion heats were measured calorimetrically and the
detonation velocities, by using electronic contact gauges and electro-
nic chronometers. The charge diameters in detonation velocity measure-
ments was 20 mm, and the error in the velocity was -100 m/c.

The projection velocity of a steel plate 40 mm in diameter and
4 mm thick at 40 mm from the end of a 40 x 40-mm cylindrical charge
placed in a thick-walled steel enclosure was chosen as criterion of
the metal acceleration ability of HE. It should be noted that the
electric circuit used for recording enabled us to determine the plate
velocities to within -1.0 %.
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Table 1

Detonation Parameters and Metal Acceleration Ability
of the Composite Explosives (Experiment)

Explosive system Pexp, Q, Plate Metal D,
g/cm3  kcal/mol velocity acceleration km/s

M/s abllity.%

C4 HBN 8 08  1.875 1350 2185 100.0 9.05
C4 H4N8 0 1 4  1.92 1250 2084 95.4 8.78
C4 H4 N8 0 1 4  1.844 1250 2028 92.8 8.46
BTEN/HMX (30/70) 1.910 1460 2251 103.0 9.02
BTEN/BTF (60/40) 1.861 1610 2242 102.6 8.70
BTEN/C (93/7) 1.883 1505 2185 100.0 -

BTEN/diamond(93/7) 1.982 1510 2222 101.7 -

BTEN/A1 (90/10) 1.946 1650 2178 99.7 -

BTEN/A1 (85/15) 1.947 1820 2170 99.3 -

C4 H4 N8010 F4  2.033 1534 2342 107.2 9.10
C4 H4 N8 0s 0 F4 /HMX 1.973 1567 2421 110.8 -

(60/40)
C4 H4 N8 01 0 F4 /A1 2.111 1304 2386 109.0 -

(85/15)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We consider the experimental data for the BTEN/HMX and BTEN/BTF
systems. The heats of explosion for these systems are much higher than
those for the individual HE constituting the explosive system. This
experimental fact can be ascribed to chemical interaction between the
decomposition products of individual HE in the mixture, i.e. to oxida-
tion by the free oxygen contained in the oxidizing HE of the products
of incomplete carbon oxidation (C and CO) formed upon explosive decom-
position of HMX and benzotrifuroxane to produce carbon dioxide. These
reactions are apparently completed upstream of the Chapman-Jouguet
plane. The increase in the detonation velocity of the binary systems
compared to its values for the individual HE at the same charge densi-
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ty confirms this conclusion. It is noteworthy that calculations of the

detonation velocity by the model suggested in [2] yield for the

BTEN/HMX system: D=9.27 km/s at p=l.91 g/cm3 and 8.8 km/s at p=1.861

g/cm3 for the BTEN/BTF composition. The experimental detonation velo-
city of the BTEN/BTF composition is 250 m/s lower than the calculated

one. The difference between the calculations and experiment is ascri-

bed to the heterogeneous nature of the system and large size of the

HMX used (60-200 inm), which prevents a close contact between fuel and

oxidizer. Heterogeneous systems have a broad chemical reaction zone,

and this leads to large energy losses in diffusion processes. In this

connection, we should note that the high energy release in fuel-oxidi-

zer systems is not yet fully realized. One should substantially reduce

the length of the chemical reaction zone by controlling the particle

size of the components in the mixture providing thereby a contact bet-
ween fuel and oxidizer on a nearly molecular level.

Optimization of the chemical composition of the mixture, its oxy-

gen balance, and the possibility of attaining the maximum charge den-

sity are also important for increasing the efficiency of the energy

utilization.
Feasibility of enhancing the power characteristics by optimizing

fuel-oxidizer compositions is also supported by the experimental data

on the velocity of the projected steel plates (see Table 1). Thus, for

the BTEN/HMX and BTEN/BTF systems the velocity of the projected plates

is about 60 m/s higher than they obtained with HMX charges of

1.875-g/cm3  density, and the relative metal acceleration ability of

these mixtures significantly exceeds that of HMX of the same density.

It should be noted that in the experiments in which the velocity of

the projecting plate has been measured the particle size effect is

less important than in detonation velocity measurements, because of

the difference in the characteristic times of the processes.

The experimental data for the BTEN/carbon black and BTEN/diamond

mixtures demonstrate that addition of carbon black and ultra-fine dia-

mond to the oxidizing HE increases by more than 250 kcal/kg the heats

of exolosion for the system compared with that of the oxidizing HE,
which is evidence of complete combustion of the carbon and ultra-fine

diamond in the detonation wave. The velocity of the accelerated plate

is higher by more than 100 m/s for the BTEN/carbon black system and by

140 m/s for the BTEN/diamond mixture than that attained when the plate
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is launched by detonating the oxidizer HE. The relative acceleration

ability of these compositions is also appreciably higher, by 5 and 7%,

respectively. A comparison of the experimental data on the plate velo-
cities and relative acceleration abilities of the BTEN/carbon black

and BTEN/diamond compositions indicates that introduction of ultra-fi-

ne diamond provides a higher power and detonation characteristics of
the mixture. For the plate velocity this surplus is 40 m/s and for the

acceleration ability it is 1.7%. Two factors are responsible for this
experimental observation. Introduction of ultra-fine diamond increases
the initial density of the composition and adds the heat of dia-

mond-graphite phase transition. This raises the acceleration ability
of the charge.

It should be noted that development of composite explosives with

additives undergoing exothermic phase transitions in the detonation
wave is a poorly studied problem and attracts attention as one of the

possible approaches to raising the power of explosive systems.
Detonation velocity calculations by model [2] yield 8.7 and 9.04

km/s, respectively, for the BTEN carbon black at p=1.883 g/cm3 and

BTEN/diamond at p=1.982 g/cm3 . A surprising result was obtained in

studies of impact sensitivity of the BTEN/diamond composition. The

sensitivity of this composition was found to be at a level quite ac-

ceptable for practical purposes, although diamond is an abrasive mate-
rial.

Now we consider the experimental data pertaining to the BTEN/A1

(90/10) and BTEN/AI (85/15) compositions. It is commonly recognized
that introduction of metals into high explosives does not increase the

detonation velocity, but at the same time it enhances their performan-
ce compared to the individual HE forming the explosive composition.

The experimental results on the velocity of the projected plates

and relative acceleration ability demonstrate that introduction of
aluminum increases these parameters by 90 m/s and 4-5%, respectively,

above their values measured for oxidizer HE charges. Hence, introduc-

tion of the metal improves the acceleration efficiency of the composi-
tion but does not increase its detonation velocity. This is because

introduction of the metal in the explosive composition provides a slow
decay of the peak pressure in the wave, which in turn, increases the
duration of the high-pressure pulse acting on the projecting plate

and, hence, enhances the accelerating performance of the composition.
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The metal additive has no time to completely react within the ti-

me allotted in the exploding device and, therefore, the chemical ener-
gy stored in the system is not effectively used. This part of the

energy can be released only in the later stage of expansion of the de-

tonation products. the chief reason of the incomplete energy release
in charges with the powdered metal is the large particle size. As a
rule, the particle size ranges between 15 and 60 Am, which results in

large energy waste for compression and heating of the particles within
the chemical reaction zone. The metal burns releasing the energy down-
stream of the CJ plane and, therefore, has no effect on the parameters
of the detonation wave (velocity and pressure).

We consider the experimental data for the second oxidizer
bis(2-difluoramine-2,2-dinitroethyl)nitramine. The oxidizer is plastic

and can be easily pressed, It is compatible with conventional high
explosives (TNT, RDX and HMX). Compositions of the oxidizer with these
high explosives accelerate metal plates than pure explosives. Thus,

the bis(2-difluoramino-2,2-dinitroethyl)- nitramine - HMX composition
accelerates plates to velocities 10% higher than does HMX. Mixtures of
this oxidizer with metal powders exhibit even higher projecting abili-
ty, e.g., for aluminum mixtures it is 9.0% higher than for pure HMX.

As far as we know, this the highest value among the available energe-
tic materials.

The performance of metal-containing compositions can be improved

by using ultra-fine metal powders with a particle size of the order of
hundreds of angstroms. This intensifies the metal burning process and
raises the efficiency of energy utilization due to a shorter chemical
reaction zone.

The use of ultra-fine metal powders reduces the porosity of the

system and thereby increases the power and detonation wave parameters.
Of importance in these studies is optimizing the metal content in the

charges.
In conclusion we would like to emphasize the high potentiality of

explosive fuel-oxidizer compositions in obtaining better detonation
and power performance of HE. Practical applications of these mixtures
would require optimization of their composition and implies, in the

first place, seeking for oxidizer HE with an acceptable set of proper-
ties.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPOSITE PROPELLANT WITH A LOW
PRESSURE EXPONENT SUITABLE FOR NOZZLELESS BOOSTER
MOTORS

Gideon Jacobus van Zyl* and Roderick Keyser**
Somchem, Division of Denel (Pty)Ltd, P.O. Box 187, Somerset West, 7129, South Africa

Abstract

The pressure exponent of composite propellants plays an important role in the design of

solid rocket motors. The nozzleless booster motor is a propulsion system in which the

pressure exponent is one of the major design variables. In this paper the results of a

screening investigation, to find a suitable ballistic additive for the composite propellant of a

nozzleless booster motor, is reported. A burning rate catalyst like Fe20 3 , increases the

magnitude of the pressure exponent, while Catocene and Prussian Blue have a decreasing

effect. When the ballistic additive A120 3 is used in combination with the afore-mentioned

burning rate catalysts, a small effect on the ballistic properties is observed. When amorphous

boron powder is used in combination with some of the previously mentioned burning rate

catalysts, a more dramatic effect on the ballistic properties is observed. In addition to their

effect on the ballistic properties, the effects of the different burning rate catalysts and

ballistic modifiers on the mechanical, processing and hazard properties of the propellant are

also reported. Results of test firings of nozzleless booster motors indicated that the lower

the pressure exponent of the propellant, the higher the delivered specific impulse and the

shorter the burn time of the motor.

* Senior Scientist, Propellant Development

** Senior Engineer, Propulsion Systems
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1. Introduction

The burning rate of a propellant can be represented by an analytical expression that defines

burning rate as a function of pressure at a given temperature. The analytical expression most

frequently used to describe the burning rate of composite propellants and the one preferred

by most propellant investigators is the de Saint Robert's burning rate law[1 1.

r = aP,"
where

r = propellant burning rate

a = coefficient of pressure

Pý = chamber pressure

n = pressure exponent

Controlling the pressure dependency of composite propellants has been the subject of

concern to the designers of solid rocket propulsion systems for decades. Most propellant

systems are formulated to meet specific ballistic requirements of burning rate and

performance. Binder systems are formulated and optimized to produce mechanical

properties necessary for particular applications. In contrast, the pressure exponent is a

parameter which normally receives little attention in this design and formulation effort.

Various factors have an influence on the pressure exponent and a number of different

methods and approaches have been used in controlling this property. This includes the effect

of[21:

(a) oxidizer size, type and concentration

(b) metal type

(c) burning rate modifiers

(d) ballistic additives

(e) oxidizer coatings

(f) binder effects

Normally the desire is to have a pressure exponent as low as possible, so that a more

optimum motor design can be achieved. A low pressure exponent results in a low motor

temperature sensitivity and therefore reduces variability of both pressure and thrust over the

operational temperature range. This in turn narrows the performance envelope and provides

a more uniform performance Under all conditions. Since the operating pressure range is
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reduced, lighter motor hardware can be used. This reduces inert weight, thus increasing

missile performance by increasing the propellant mass fraction.

In nozzleless rocket motors the pressure exponent is one of the major design variables. The

effect of a reduction in the pressure exponent of the propellant on the performance of a

nozzleless booster motor is reported by Procinsky and McHale1 31. The pressure-time and

thrust-time curves depicted in this paper show that the ignition pressure decreases and

thereby structural loading and maximum operating pressure limits are reduced. It aiso shows

that the pressure and operating efficiency during approximately the last half of the burn time

increases, resulting in a higher average operating pressure, more impulse and a thrust output

close to neutral. In the example reported, a reduction in the pressure exponent from 0.48 to

0.28 in a booster with a length of 2.21 m and a diameter of 0.4 in, increased the total

impulse by 3% and lowered the maximum pressure by 7%.

The need for high burning rate composite propellants with low pressure exponents was

initiated by the design and development of a nozzleless rocket booster at Somchem. Some

of the work that was done during the screening process of different burning rate catalysts

and ballistic modifiers is presented in this paper.

2. Experimental

A propellant with good processing and reasonable mechanical properties was chosen as

baseline for this investigation. The general propellant composition that has been used, is

shown in Table 1. The binder system HTPB was used, while Fe 20 3, Prussian Blue and

Catocene were evaluated as burning rate catalysts. A120- and amorphous boron powder

were evaluated as ballistic modifiers.

Table 1 Baseline high burn rate propellant eomposition.

Component Concentralion
(r1n/n %)

HTPB-binder 15.0)
Al 15.0
AP 67.5 - 68.0
Burning rate catalyst 2.0
Ballistic modifier 0.) - 0.5
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Pilot plant mixes of 6 kg each were mixed from which ballistic test motor grains and various

other test samples were cast. Ballistic properties of the propellant at 21 'C were determined

from ballistic evaluation test motors. Mechanical properties at 21 'C were determined from

JANNAF samples on a tensile test apparatus. End-of-mix viscosities at 60 'C were

determined on a Brookfield viscorneter. Impact and friction sensitivities were determined

141according to standard procedures

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Ballistic Properties

Because time available for the screening program was limited, it was decided to rely on past

experience and concentrate the effort on three burning rate catalysts: two solid catalysts,

Fe 20 3 (superfine grade) and Prussian Blue, as well as the liquid ferrocenium catalyst,

Catocene. Two ballistic modifiers were evaluated. Munson et/. 15 1 reports that the

combination of Catocene with small amounts of superfine A 20-3 , causes a large increase in

burning rate. This increase in burning rate is caused by an increase in both the values of the

pressure exponent "n" and pressure coefficient "a". In this investigation it was decided to

evaluate the combination of A12 0 3 with the three chosen burning rate catalysts. Another

ballistic modifier reported by Sellas1 z1 , which decreases the pressure exponent, is amorphous

boron powder. This was also evaluated during the screening process. The ballistic properties

of propellants with different combinations of burning rate catalysts and ballistic modifiers are

listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Ballistic properties of high iiuro rate composite proiellant comlpnsitions

Burning rate % Ballistic % a (nuin/s) n r, (minis)
catalyst Modifier

Catocene 2.0 - 16.4 0.30 32.6
Calocene 2.0 Al,0t 0.5 14.3 (.35 32.0
Catocene 2.0 B 0.5 16.4 0.26 29.5
Fe20 2.0 - 8.2 (0.70) 40.6
Fe203 2.t0 Al203 0.5 8.2 0(.66 37.9
Fe20 3  2.0 B 0.5 12.6 (0.47 37.0
Prussian Blue 2.0 - 12.5 0(.38 29.5
Prussian Blue 2.0 Al 203 0(.5 10.)0 0(.46 29.2
Pnissian Blue 2.t0 B ().5 11.9 0.32 25.1
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The effect of the different burning rate catalysts oil the ballistic properties of the propellant

can be summarised as follow:

"* The trend observed in the pressure exponent, n, for the three burning rate

catalysts are, from low to high values:

Catocene < Prussian Blue < Fe 203

"* The trend observed in the pressure coefficient, a, for the three burning rate

catalysts are, from high to low values:

Catocene > Prussian Blue > Fe203

From these results it is obvious that the ballistic properties produced by Catocene, would be

the most suitable for the nozzleless booster motor.

The results from this study showed that the combination of A120 3 with Fe20 3 and Prussian

Blue, have a negligible effect on the ballistic properties of the propellant. The synergistic

effect which was reported by Munson et.al,151 for the combination of A120 3 and Catocene,

was observed to a much lesser extent. The value of the pressure exponent of this propellant

composition increased slightly, while the pressure coefficient decreased slightly. No

explanation could be found, why the large synergistic effect, reported by Munson, was not

observed in this investigation.

The effect of amorphous boron powder as ballistic additive, was much more dramatic. The

combination of boron with Catocene caused a decrease in the pressure exponent while the

pressure coefficient was unaffected. This similar trend was also observed in the combination

of boron with Prussian Blue. The biggest effect however was observed with the cornbination

of boron with Fe2 0 3. The value of the pressure exponent decreased significantly from 0.70

to 0.47, while the value of the pressure coefficient increased significantly from 8.2 to

12.6 mm/s. This means that the pressure exponent of Fe 2O3-containing propellants can be

reduced by the incorporation of a small amount of boron powder. The inclusion of a small

amount of boron powder would not have any detrimental effect on the energetic properties

of the propellant, but would have the added advantage of decreasing the pressure exponent

to a suitable level.
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3.2 Evaluation of tdft/erent burn rate catalysts in a nozzleles." booster motor

Although the advantages of propellants with low pressure exponents in nozzleless booster

motors are well known, these effects had to be quantified for the locally developed

nozzleless booster motor. It was decided to evaluate the three different burning rate

catalysts in 4180 mm nozzleless booster motor test firings. The ballistic properties and some

performance parameters of three propellant compositions that have been tailored for the

nozzleless booster motor are tabulated in Table 3161. The normalised pressure-time and

thrust-time curves of these test firings are shown in Figures I and 2 respectively
161.

Table 3 Properties and performance parameters of three different high burning rate propellant
compositions in 4180 mm nozzleless booster motor firings 16 1.

Property/Performance parameter Catocrei Prussian Blue Fe 203

a (amm/s) 17.9 11.1 9.I

11 0.26 0.35 0.43

Max. Pressure (MPa) 9.40) 5.84 5.31

Norinalised Burn Time (0.501 0.80 1.00

Normalised Specific Impulse 1.086 1.048 1.000

1.0

0.9

0.8

S0.7 ('loc ,rl

S0.6
0.5

cu 0.4
E
z° 0.3

0 .2 i n l u

0.1

0.0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Normalised Time

Figure 1. Pressure-time curves for j180 mm nozzleless booster motors with different propellant
compositions

161
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0.0 . . . .
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Figure 2. Thrust-time curves for l80 nun nni.ozzleless booster motors with different pirop)ellnt
compositions16'

The advantages offered to the rocket propulsion designer by a propellant composition with a

low pressure exponent, can clearly be seen from Table 3 and Figures I and 2. The burn time

of the nozzleless booster is reduced by 50 % by the inclusion of Catocene instead of Fe2O3

as burning rate catalyst. At the sarne time the specific impulse increases by 8.6 %. The

maximum pressure in the motor increased from 5.31 to 9.40 MPa. The benefit of using

Catocene-containing propellant in the locally developed nozzleless booster motor is clearly

demonstrated in these results.

3.3 Processing and Mechanical Properties

The processing properties of the propellant compositions that were investigated are defined

in terms of their end of mix viscosities. In Table 4 these viscosities are tabulated, together

with the mechanical properties. It must be pointed out that the reported mechanical

properties were not tailored and could be improved to a certain extent, if so desired. The

reported values merely represent the influence of the different burning rate catalysts and

ballistic modifiers on the mechanical properties of the propellant, before tailoring of these

properties would commence.
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Table 4 Mechanical properties and EOM viscosities of high burn rate propellant compositions

Burning rate catalyst % Ballistic % Stress. Strain EOMV
Modifier (MPa) (%) (kP)

Catocene 2.0 - 1.13 5% 2.7
Catocene 2.0 AlO 3  0.5 0.73 59 2.5
Catocene 2.0 B 0.5 0.63 65 5.0

Fe20 3  2.0 - 0.87 41 7.5
Fe20 3  2.0 A120 3  0.5 0.95 43 7.7
Fe,0 3  2.0 B 0.5 0.99 42 10.5

Prussian Blue 2.0 - 1.08 31 7.7
Prussian Blue 2.0 AI-0 3  0.5 1.60 22 22.3
Pnissian Blue 2.0 B 1.5 1.38 31 21.3

The NCO/OH-ratios of the Prussian Blue and Fe 20 3 propellant compositions were kept

constant at 0.95. The NCO/OH ratios of the Catocene compositions were increased from

0.95 to 1.00 to increase the stress values. The mechanical properties of the Catocene and

Fe 20 3 compositions are representative of general composite propellants. The Prussian Blue

composition however has a much lower strain value. Subsequent efforts to increase the

strain values of Prussian Blue propellants were unsuccessful. No satisfactory explanation

could be found for the low strain values observed in Prussian Blue propellants.

The combination of the ballistic modifiers with the different burning rate catalysts do not

have similar effects on the mechanical properties of their respective propellant compositions.

In most of the combinations, with the exception of the Prussian Blue-A12 0 3-combination,

the mechanical properties of the propellant are not detrimentally affected and could easily be

tailored to suit requirements.

Processing of the different propellant compositions measured in terms of their EOM

viscosities did not reveal any unexpected behavior. The lowest EOM viscosity of 2.7 kP

was encountered with the liquid burning rate catalyst, Catocene, while the viscosities of the

two solid catalysts, Prussian Blue and Fe 20,, were higher and almost of the same

magnitude. The incorporation of amorphous boron powder generally led to an increase in

viscosity and can be ascribed to the larger surface area that has to be wetted by the binder

ingredients. The incorporation of A120 3 did not influence the viscosity of the Catocene and

Fe 20 3 compositions, but the viscosity of the Prussian Blue composition increased

substantially.
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3.4 Hazard properties

It is important to handle high burning rate composite propellants with special care. This is

especially important for propellants with low pressure exponents and high pressure

coefficients. The mass flow rate of these propellants produced by combustion at atmospheric

pressure, are very high and therefore represents a much bigger hazard than "general"

propellant types. Hazard properties that are important during processing and handling of

these type of propellants are impact and friction sensitivities. Friction and impact sensitivities

of the investigated high burning rate compositions are tabulated in Table 5.

Table 5. Impact and friction sensitivities of high burning rate iropellhnt comlositions

Burning rate % Ballistic % Impact Friction Sensitivity (kg)
catalyst Modifier Sensitivity

(kgm)
No reaction Detonation

Catocene 2.0 1.13 21.6 25.2
Catocene 2.0 A1203 0.5 0.73 25.2 28.8
Catocene 2.0 B 0.5 0.63 28.8 32.4
Fe20 3  2.0 - - 0.87 28.8 32.4
Fe20 3  2.0 AlO 3  0.5 0.95 32.4 36.0
Fe 20 3  2.0 B 0.5 0.99 36.0{

Prussian Blue 2.0 - - 1.09 36.0
Prussian Blue 2.0 A1,0 3  0.5 1,60 36.0
Prussian Blue 2.tt B 0,5 1.38 36.0)

From the results in Table 5 is it clear that the Catocene containing compositions are more

hazardous to process and handle than the Fe 20 3 containing compositions. The Prussian

Blue-containing compositions are significantly less hazardous than the afore-mentioned two

types of propellant.

4. Conclusions

During this screening process, a few high burning rate propellant compositions with low

pressure exponents were identified and characterized. The ferrocenium burning rate catalyst,

Catocene, produces the lowest pressure exponent and good mechanical properties, but also

produces more hazardous propellants. Fe20 3 compositions have the highest pressure

exponents and good mechanical properties. The pressure exponents of the Prussian Blue

compositions are intermediate between that of the Fe 20 3 and Catocene compositions.

Prussian Blue causes a unexplainable decrease in the strain capability of the propellant. The

effect of the ballistic modifier, A12 01. in combination with the different burning rate catalysts

were disappointing. The large synergistic effect reported by Munson131 for the combination
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of Catocene and A120 3 was not observed. The incorporation of the other ballistic modifier,

boron, showed promising results. This is especially true for Fe 2Os-containing compositions,

where the pressure exponent can be decreased significantly by the inclusion of boron.

The goal of this investigation, namely identifying suitable propellant compositions with low

pressure exponents for a nozzleless booster motor was reached. Test firings of )180 mm

nozzleless booster motors, proved that the best results in terms of burn time and specific

impulse, can be obtained with Catocene propellant. This propellant also had the lowest

pressure exponent and highest pressure coefficient.

.Symnbols andA bbreviations

AP = Aninonitni perchloralc

B - Amorphous boron powder

Catocene = 22-Bis-(ctlivlfcrroceiyl)propane

Al = Aluminium

HTPB = Hydrox,-tcrmninalcd polybuladienc

Pnrssian Blue = Ferric fcrrocyanidc

EOMV = End of mnix viscosily

11 - Pressure exponent

a = Pressure cocflcicut

r-o Burn ratc at 10( Mpa

kP = Kilopoise
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1. Abstract

Although many expectations have not been fulfilled, propellant formulations based on
ammonium nitrate and GAP were developed to meet applicational profiles of less sen-
sitive, minimum smoke rocket propellants during the last years.

Some of the characteristic properties of the more energetic formulations with nitric
ester plasticizers are exhibited in this contribution. Performance, combustion behaviour
and chemical stability reveal critical problems for application. These problems are con-
nected to the ingredients, especially to AN, its numerous phase changes, its hygrosco-
picity, low energy and low reactivity. But also GAP and nitric ester plasticizers demon-
strate incompatibility with many other chemical ingredients used for propellant formu-
lation.

To overcome these problems formulations of four different kinds of pure and phase
stabilized ammonium nitrate were compared to each other. Satisfying solutions have
been found for combustion behaviour and chemical stability, if pure AN (SCAN), spray
atomized from the melt and equipped with a significant low water content, was
applied together with new burn rate modifiers based on mixed molybdenum/vanadium
oxides.

Zusammenfassung

Obwohl sich viele Erwartungen nicht erfullt haben, wurden Treibstofformulierungen
auf der Basis von Ammoniumnitrat und GAP in den letzten Jahren for Anwendungen
im Bereich wenig empfindlicher, signaturarmer Raketentreibstoffe weiter entwickelt.

Einige der charakteristischen Eigenschaften h6her energetischer Formulierungen mit
Nitratesterweichmachern werden in diesem Beitrag beschrieben. Die Bestimmungen
der maximal m6glichen thermodynamischen Leistungen, das Abbrandverhalten und die
chemische Stabilitat der Treibstoffe zeigen kritische Probleme fur die Anwendung auf.
Diese Probleme werden durch die chemischen Eigenschaften der Komponenten, insbe-
sondere durch das Ammoniumnitrat, seine vielfaltigen Phasen0berg~nge, seine
Hygroskopizitat, geringe Energie und Reaktivitat verursacht. Aber auch GAP und
Nitratesterweichmacher zeigen Unvertraglichkeit mit vielen anderen chemischen In-
haltsstoffen, die for Treibstofformulierungen gebraucht werden.
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Urn diesen Problemen zu begegnen, wurden Treibstofformulierungen von vier Arten
von reinem und phasenstabilisiertem Ammoniumnitrat miteinander verglichen. Fulr Ab-
brandverhalten und chemische Stabilitat der Treibstoffe wurden zufriedenstellende
L6sungen gefunden, wenn reines AN (SCAN), das durch SprOhkristallisation aus der
Schmelze mit sehr geringen Wassergehalt ausgestattet ist, zusammen mit gemischten
Molybd~nNanadiumoxyden als Abbrandmodifikatoren eingesetzt wurde.

2. List of Symbols

IP.p volumetric specific impulse I, specific impulse
p density
GAP Glycidyl azido polymer GAPA Glycidylazidopolymerazide
AN Ammonium nitrate
SCAN Spray crystalized AN
PSAN Phase stabilized AN

Ni-,Cu-,Zn- with NiO, CuO, ZnO phase
PSAN stabilized AN
TCP Tricalciumphosphate
PI Plasticizer NE Nitrate ester plasticizer
TMETN Trimethylolethane trinitrate
BTTN 1,2,4-Butanetriol trinitrate
BDNPF/A Bisdinitropropylformal/ acetal

RDX Cyclo-1,3,5-trimethylene-
2,4,6-trinitramine (Hexogen)

PMMA Polymethacrylmethacrylate
DPA Diphenylamine
NDPA Nitrodiphenyl amine
MNA Methylnitroaniline
CuPc Copperphthalocyanate
MOVO MolybdenumNanadium oxide mps mean particlesize

3. Introduction and Objective

A lot of work has been done on the development of AN propellants, on metallized1 ), as
well as on smokeless formulations.2 ) The smokeless variants of propellant systems consi-
sting of AN and energetic binders have been provided for high energy, less sensitive
minimum smoke propellants to be used for tactical missile applications. They should
have higher energy, better elasticity, lower freezing point and lower sensitivity to sym-
pathetic detonation as well as to other hazards like bullet impact, fast and slow cook
off.

Formulations work has been published on Ni-PSAN/GAP-propellants with BDNPF/A3",
nitric acid esters and azido plasticizers4), which mostly demonstrated for the propellants
to have either low performance, problematical stability and a bad combustion beha-
viour. The same handicaps, but a slightly higher performance have been observed for
PSAN-propellants with nitramine binders.')

Nevertheless, the AN/GAP-system incorporates the potential for high energetic non
polluting propellants which are really less sensitive and exhibit smokeless burning.
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The objective of this work was to overcome the problems of combustion and stability
and to develop the characteristic features and properties of AN/GAP formulations to
fulfill the requirements of tactical missile propellant application.

4. Ingredients

ICT has developed a process for the manufacturing of AN and different types of phase
stabilized ammonium nitrate by spray atomization from the melt. The AN and PSAN
products are characterized by small particle sizes, spherical shape and low water con-
tent. The species and properties which are available are

AN pure = SCAN
Ni-PSAN = AN + 1 - 7 % Ni203
Cu-PSAN = AN + 1 - 7 % CuO
Zn-PSAN = AN + 1 - 7 % ZnO
AN/KNO 3  = AN + 1 - 7 % KNO 3
AN/CsNO 3  = AN + 1 - 12 % CsNO 3

All types are manufactured by a spray atomization process from the melt. They exhibit
spherical particle shape and are available with mean particle sizes of:

160 gm, 55 gm and 20 - 25 lim.

If pure AN, AN/KNO 3 and AN/CsNO 3 have been sprayed from the melt their particles
have a water content of 0,02 % to 0,04 %. For Ni-, Cu- and Zn-PSAN it is 0,1 % - 0,2 %.
To prevent caking the particles are coated with 0,5 % Aerosil (SiO 2), TCP or Petro
(sodiumlaurylsulfonate).

In the case of SCAN = spray crystallized ammonium nitrate the absence of water pre-
vents the AN from undertaking the deteriorating crystal transition to phase III between
30 -C and 40 -C 6).

Table 1: Density of AN and PSAN samples which were spray atomized from the melt,
coated with 0,5% Aerosil in g/cm.

mean particle size SCAN NiPSAN NiPSAN CuPSAN ZnPSAN PSAN
(jtm) 1% NiO 3% NiO 3% CuO 3% ZnO 7%KNO,

160 1.688 1.732 1.742 1.709

55 1.697 1.660

60 1.726

53 1.740

52 1.746

50 1.706

The densities of SCAN- and PSAN-types are outlined in table 1. Due to a higher density
of Ni- and Cu-PSAN, propellants with these PSAN-types can be processed to higher solid
loadings. With an appropriate particle size distribution, solid loadings up to 75 % are
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possible for Ni-PSAN and Cu-PSAN / GAP/ TMETN propellants including 5 % - 10 % RDX

with 5 Itm medium particle size. For SCAN and Zn-PSAN propellants only 70 % - 72 %
solids loading are possible in this case.

The 3 % level of metal oxide phase stabilizer seems to be the optimum between phase

stabilizing effect 6) and performance loss, connected to the partial replacement of AN by
metal complex. SCAN, Ni-PSAN with 3 % Ni20 3, Cu-PSAN with 3 % CuO and Zn-PSAN
with 3 % ZnO have been involved in the development of propellants, mostly with the

two mean particle sizes of 160 jim and 55 jim.

GAP was purchased from SNPE. OH-di- and trifunctional versions with an equivalent
weight of 1200 - 1330 were used. It was cured with the trifunctional isocyanate N100
from Bayer AG and with mixtures of N100 and IPDI from Huls. BTTN was received from

Wasag Sythen, GAPA from Rocketdyne. RDX 5 gtm was made by precipitation crystal-

lization, the molybdenum/vanadium oxide (MOVO) burning modifer was made by sin-
tering and grinding rom the pure oxides.

5. Thermochemical Performance Calculations

Thermochemical calculations were performed with two largely realistic high energetic
propellant systems based on:

II

AN . 50-80% 50-80%
GAP/N100 (9:1) : 10-50% 10-50%
BTTN/TMETN (4:1) : 0-40 %

TMETN/GAPA (4:1) : 0-40 %

From literature 3,4) and comparative calculations it was known that high values for the
specific impulse of AN/GAP propellants are only achievable with nitrate ester plastici-
zers and BTTN/TMETN to be those with the highest energy and compatibility with GAP.
The values calculated for the specific impulse and volumetric specific impulse with a
70:1 expansion ratio are outlined in fig. 1 to fig. 4. The corners of the triangles re-
present compositions of:

60 % GAP/N100, 40 % AN,

0 % plasticizer

100 % AN, 0 % GAP,

0 % plasticizer

60 % plasticizer, 40 % AN,

0 % GAP

The lines mark 5 % concentration steps in each direction.

For both propellant systems high values of the specific and volumetric specific impulse
are only obtained for compositions with a high plasticizer content. Due to the higher
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energy and oxygen balance of BTTN/TMETN compared to TMETN/GAPA the maximum
Is, values are lower for formulation II.

The highest Il, values for formulation I are connected with the highest plasticizer level.
Due to the higher density of AN the maximum value for the volumetric specific impulse
is located at 70 % AN, 10 % GAP and 20 % BTTN/TMETN with 3810 Ns/dm 3. For
TMETN/GAPA the maximum values of Is, and of the volumetric I, *p fall on the formu-
lation with 80 % AN, 10 % GAP and 10 % TMETN/GAPA. Although there is a lower heat
of formation on this point (-870 kcal/kg), a more improved oxygen balance is respon-
sible for a higher I, I

The maximum I, values for the propellants with TMETN/GAPA plastivizer are not as
high and above 240 s = 2356 Ns/kg as they are for the BTTN containing system. Isp and
volumetric Isp * p values for propellants with 70 % solids loading including 3 % burn
rate modifier with increasing amount of BTTN/TMETN plasticizer are exhibited in fig. 5.

Including stabilizers and burn rate modifiers and without nitramines the maximum Is,
of practicable propellant formulations will not exceed 235 s for BTTN/TMETN and 228 s
for TMETN/GAPA-plasticizers.

6. Combustion behaviour

Regarding literature desirable combustion properties like high burning rates and low
pressure exponents never have been developed for minimum smoke AN-propellants
with energetic binders35). In fact the first burn rate versus pressure curves for AN
and PSAN/GAP/TMETN-propellants exhibited low burn rates and high pressure expo-
nents (n > 0,6).

Cu- and Ni-PSAN showed a more profitable burn rate enhancing effect compared to
AN- and Zn-PSAN in these formulations. 7

) Both, however, cause a deteriorating effect
on the stability (s.b.), Cu-PSAN shortens the pot life of propellant formulations dramati-
cally and Ni-PSAN originates toxic combustion products. Besides their promotion effect
on the combustion behaviour appeared not be sufficient for formulations with a high
content of nitrate ester plasticizers. Without any other burn rate modifier it was not
possible to suppress the pressure exponent below 0,6 simply by using Ni- or Cu-PSAN.

For this reason a new burn rate modifier has been developed, which has its origin in
environmental chemistry. The modifier is a mixed compound of molydenum- and va-
nadiumoxides (MoO 3 and V205) which is from now called MOVO-catalyst 8). With it the
NOx removal from waste gases is achieved by the ammonia nitrogen oxide conversion
reaction 9):

4NH3 + 6NO -- 5N 2 + 6H20

The MOVO burning modifier proves to be effective for all AN and PSAN/GAP-
formulations. This is illustrated in fig. 6 and fig.7. All propellants exhibit pressure expo-
nents below 0,6. The most remarkable effect is seen with Cu-PSAN (n = 0,49).
The burn rates of Ni- and Cu-PSAN propellants exceed 8 mm/s at 7 MPa those of Zn-
PSAN and SCAN-propellants are between 7 and 8 mm/s at 7 MOP. The burn rate enhan-
cing effects of the Ni- and Cu-PSAN-oxidants are clearly to be secen in these formulati-
ons. Due to a GAP/plasticizer ratio of 1 : 1 the specific impulse of these propellants is
between 224 and 227 s at 70 : 1 expansion ratio.
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For propellants with a higher plasticizer content and higher performance the effectivity
of the MOVO burn rate modifier decreases. Like Cu-PSAN copper ions and complexes
show a synergistic effect with MOVO compounds. For this reason it was tried to
achieve an improvement by using copperphthalocyanate in combination with MOVO
catalyst. The burning behaviour of such a propellant is outlined in fig. 8. Propellant
AN 163 with CuPc/MOVO modifying system exhibits enhanced burn rates and reduced
pressure exponents. The stability of such a formulation is, however, not sufficient.

In fig. 9 the burning behaviour of the two propellant systems with TMETN/GAPA and
BTTN/TMETN plasticizer containing 2,0% MOVO catalyst and 0,4 % carbon black is
compared to each other. Although it has a lower specific impulse, and a lower combu-
stion temperatur, the propellant with the TMETN/GAPA plasticizer showed higher burn
rates and lower pressure exponents than the higher energetic one with BTTN/TMETN
plasticizer. The higher combustion temperature of the BTTN/TMETN formulation
(2640 K compared to 2460 K) might be part of the reason for the decreasing effectivity
of the MOVO system. The MOVO catalysed NH3/NO conversion reaction also has been
found to be temperature dependent 9).

Fortunately grinding of the MOVO catalyst improves the efficency for combustion mo-
dification. This is shown in fig. 10 with two burn rate pressure curves of propellants
with 2% MOVO catalysts with 53 and 4 gm mean particle sizes. From 53 to 4 lam a con-
siderable improvement in the enhancement of burn rates and decrease of pressure ex-
ponents can be observed even for high contents of nitrate ester plasticizers. By this way
AN/GAP propellants with a specific impulse from 230-235 s (70:1), burn rates between
7-8 mm/s at 7 Mpa and pressure exponents from 0,50 to 0,58 can be successfully formu-
lated.

7. Chemical Stability

Stability of the AN/GAP-propellant system is expected to be a crucial property because
all the main components may originate gas evolution and decomposition effects.3

10 ' 11)

For this reason a lot of stabilizing agents have been tested in SCAN and Ni
PSAN/GAP/TMETN formulations. The most important results are pointed out in table 2.

For the Dutch test the percent weight loss from 8-72 h storage at 105°C should not
exceed the 3% level. For vacuum stability the gas evolution from a 2,5 g sample for 40
h at 100'C should not exceed 5 ml or 0,5 - 1 ml at 80°C respectively.

From the results in table 2 it is clearly to be seen that pure AN = SCAN exhibits the best
stability with GAP and TMETN. It is the only one to fulfill the vacuum stability require-
ments at 100°C. Maybe due to a starting decomposition reaction of the phase stabili-
zing metal complexes, stability of the Ni- and Zn PSAN/GAP/TMETN formulations is
within the limit at 80°C but not at 100°C. CuPSAN originates more instability, caused by
incompatability with the azido groups of GAP.

DPA or MNA and 2NDPA have been found to be suitable stabilizers for the
AN/GAP/TMETN system. DPA seems to have the highest stabilizing efficiency regarding
these short running preliminary tests.

AN/GAP-propellants with MOVO catalysts mostly fulfill the requirements of dutch test
and vacuum stability which is pointed out in table 2. A slight incompatibility however is
observed, if BTTN is incorporated in the system. In this case the MNA/2NDPA stabilizer
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system has an advantage against DPA. The reason might be the lower degree of
basicidity of MNA.

The cube crack test may be regarded as a test to be more close to application than the
values for dutch test and vacuum stability. In fig. 11 the results of a 80°C storage test
for 50 mm cubes are pointed out including AN = SCAN and PSAN/GAPITMETN propel-
lants formulations with the MOVO and CuPc/MOVO catalyst system. The end of each
bar marks the specified storage time, after that cracks occurred in the cubes. In compa-
rison of the formulations CuPSAN, CuPc and NiPSAN appear to be responsible for crack
formation after a short storage time. As it is seen in the shortrunning lab tests Cu-ions
originate the highest instability, but NiPSAN/GAP/TMETN formulations are not stable
too. Only formulations of SCAN/GAP/TMETN with DPA stabilizer including MOVO cata-
lyst are stable within the whole storage time.

8. Conclusion

The main features of AN/GAP propellants have been developed to meet the objectives
of low sensitivity, smokeless combustion, non polluting combustion products and medi-
um to high performance.
For stability reasons pure AN in the form of spray crystallized ammonium nitrate (SCAN)
has been preferred for other phase stabilized AN products. CuPSAN, NiPSAN and even
ZnPSAN/GAP/NE formulations do not achieve sufficient stability to meet applicational
requirements. BTTN which is needed for a high specific impulse has a worse effect on
stability, too which can be compensated however by using MNA stabilizer systems.

The combustion behaviour of PSAN/GAP formulations is improved by Ni and CuPSAN. It
is however not possible to make use of it because the stability of these formulations is
not sufficient.
A worthwhile inprovement even for high energy formulations with high amounts of
BTTN/TMETN plasticizer is obtained by using a new catalyst system based on molyde-
num/vanadium oxides, called MOVO catalyst further on. By using this catalyst system
burn rates of 7-8 mm/s and pressure exponents from 0,50 to 0,55 are achieved for high
energy formulations. Stability of MOVO-containing formulations has been proved in
50 mm cube crack tests. Their combustion products are non toxic and non polluting.
With 2,0% MOVO catalyst the limit for AA classification according to an AGARD PEP-
coefficient of 0,35 is fulfilled."'

The performance limit for these formulations corresponds to an Isp = 235 s at 7 Mpa
(1015 psi) for AN/GAP propellants with BTTN/TMETN plasticizers and 228 s for those
with TMETN/GAPA. Higher values are possible by the incorporation of high energetic
nitramines, but RDX and HMX appear to have negative influence on the detonation
sensitivity of these propellants7).

Further explorations and developments are necessary in this field to reach the goal of a
minimum smoke propellant with a specific impulse above 240 s at 1000psi and the desi-
red low detonation sensitivity.

Acknowledgement: The authors want to thank the members of the ASNR-TMP group
for many fruitful discussions and the German MOD for financial support.
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Fig. 1: Thermodynamically calculated values of the specific impulse Isp (Ns/kg) at 70:1
expansion ratio for AN/GAP/BTTN/TMETN formulations
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Fig. 2: Thermodynamically calculated values of the volumetric specific impulse Isp * p
(Ns/dm 3) at 70:1 expansion ratio for AN/GAP/BTTNITMETN formulations
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(Ns/dm 3 ) at 70:1 expansion ratio for AN/GAPITMETN/GAPA formulations
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Abstract

New energetic ingredients emerging from research ... polymeric binders, plasticizers, and
solid oxidizers ... will form the basis for the next generation of solid gun propellants, where
impetus values > 1400 joules/gram will be possible at flame temperatures = 3500°K. If
flame temperature were not a constraint, impetus values above 1500 joules/g are within
our grasp. Other possibilities include the development of propellants with gas MW = 18
and impetus = 1200-1300 joules/g ... and a new regime where gas MW < 17. Key to these
developments are the little known diazido nitramine ingredients DANP, DANPE, DATH,
DADNH, and DADZP ... in addition to CL-20, TNAZ, and ADN currently being
researched.

Introduction

There are new energetic propellant ingredients emerging from research in
laboratories all over the world which will form the basis for the next generation of
gun propellants. These new ingredients include polymeric binders, plasticizers, and
solid oxidizers which will provide not only a jump in ballistic performance, but will
likely have features not encountered previously in gun propellants.

In evaluating the theoretical performance of gun propellants, mass impetus (or the
older term force constant) traditionally is used as an index of performance, as
defined by the following (ideal gas equation of state):

F = nRTv = RTv/M (1)

where F = impetus in joules/gram, R = universal gas constant of 8.3143
joules/gram/degree, Tv = isochoric (constant volume) flame temperature (°K), n =
moles of gas evolved/gram upon combustion, and M = average combustion gas
molecular weight (MW).

From equation (1), it is clear there are two routes to higher impetus: increase the
flame temperature (Tv), and/or decrease the combustion gas molecular weight, i.e.,
increase the gas output. Current NC-based gun propellants (both military and
commercial) have impetus values about 1000 joules/gram, with Tv about 3000°K,
and gas MW about 25.
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In the past, propellant chemists simply increased the concentration of nitroglycerin
in NC-based propellants (or added RDX) to achieve higher impetus. However, this
practice will not work for the next generation of gun propellants where it is
necessary to increase the impetus by about 40% (to 1400 joules/gram) in order to
substantially increase the muzzle velocity. If there is no change in combustion gas
MW, as the impetus increases to 1400 joules/gram, Tv will increase to about 4000'K
-- which is intolerable in most gun systems. Current barrel metals will not withstand
temperatures this high. However, if the gas MW is reduced to 18, Tv will remain
constant at 3000'K, and barrel heating will remain unchanged from current levels.

There is another reason for striving for low gas MW --- the sonic velocity in the
combustion gases should be as high as possible to minimize the pressure gradient
between the chamber pressure and the pressure on the base of the accelerating
projectile, i.e., there is always an undesirable pressure drop at the projectile base,
which is inversely proportional to the local velocity of sound in the gases. The gases
are both propelling the projectile and trying to "keep up with it" at the same time.
This pressure gradient can be minimized by increasing the sonic velocity, which is
defined as:

Vel 2 = k R Tv/M = k F (2)

where k = gamma = Cp/Cv (ratio of heat capacities), R = universal gas constant, Tv
= isochoric flame temperature, M = gas MW, and F = impetus. From equation (2), it
is clear that gamma should be high and gas MW low. The significance of high sonic
velocity and low MW gases is perhaps best recognized in light gas guns where
hydrogen (with MW = 2) and helium (with MW=4) are used as the working fluid to
attain projectile velocities above 3000-4000 meters/second. Therefore, there are two
strongly compelling reasons for wanting gun propellants which generate low MW
gases: high impetus (at low Tv) and high sonic velocity.

Reducing the combustion gas MW as a route to high impetus has not been widely
recognized or appreciated except by a few in the propulsion community. In the early
1950s, the Navy pursued high nitrogen compounds (such as azides, guanidine
derivatives, and tetrazoles) to achieve lower flame temperatures (and flash-free
behavior) in NC-based propellants with no impetus penalty. In the early 1960s, the
Army (with AF funding) pursued hydrazine bisborane (and hydrazine azide) as a
source of hydrogen and low gas MW for hypervelocities above 2500 meters/second.
Callery Chemical Company and Esso Research & Engineering Company were also
involved. Though these research programs only lasted a few years, they provided an
in-sight into the types of compounds that would be beneficial in yielding low MW
gases.
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In the 1970s and 1980s, the Air Force (at Eglin AFB) was the leader in promoting
low gas MW propellants, where the interest was high rate-of-fire and hypervelocities
above 2000 meters/second (for short time-of-flight to target). High rates-of-fire
meant the flame temperature could not be appreciably above 3000°K, and
hypervelocities dictated that gas MW should be less than 20 (as much as possible).
Based on the AF efforts, several advanced gun propellants (containing RDX, TAGN,
and cool-burning aliphatic nitramines) were developed which had gas MW near 19,
but none ever attained as low as 18 with reasonable impetus values --- which
represents a formidable challenge in propellant chemistry today.

General Discussion

In formulating combinations of ingredients for low MW gases, one should strive
for stoichiometry yielding the following gases:

H2 MW=2
CH4 16
NH3 17
H20 18
N2 28

Nitrogen is preferable over carbon, even though the MW of N2 is the same as CO
(MW = 28) --- the water-gas equilibrium will allow the formation of some C02
(with a very high MW = 44) whenever CO is present. Also, the formation of N2
over CO favors a flash-free muzzle blast. In general, the amount of carbon should be
minimized to avoid the formation of: C(s), CO, 02, and C02, even though some
CH4 (MW = 16) is desirable.

In Figure 1, where impetus is plotted versus flame temperature Tv, it can be seen
that if one wants to achieve an impetus of 1400 or more and a gas MW near 18, it is
not possible by simply varying the proportion of NC + NG --- ingredients of
dramatically different thermochemistry must be used.

A number of ingredients of current interest to the propulsion community (and
combinations thereof) were examined to determine the limits of performance
possible --- in terms of low gas MW, Tv, and impetus. Polymers considered were
NC, HTPB, GAP, AMMO/BAMO, poly NIMMO, and poly GLYN, while
plasticizers were GAP, DANP, DANPE, and four NENAs (methyl, ethyl, propyl
and butyl). Solid oxidizers examined were RDX, CL-20, TNAZ, ADN, two TAG
salts (TAGAZ and TAGN), NQ, and three energetic diazido nitramines (DATH,
DADNH, and DADZP).
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Most of these compounds are well known throughout the propulsion community
(both gun and rocket) except perhaps TAGAZ (triaminoguanidine azide) and the
aliphatic diazido nitramines DANP, DATH, DADNH, and DADZP). DANP is a
liquid, while the other four are solids. All five have been synthesized and known for
at least several decades, they are extremely energetic, but not well characterized.
However, because of their energy potential, they were excellent candidates for this
screening effort.

All of these compounds are listed in Table 1 according to their oxygen/carbon ratio
(O/C). Oxidizers are shown in descending O/C ratio (oxidizing ability), and fuels in
ascending O/C ratio. Names for these ingredients are given in the glossary, while
empirical formulas and heat of formation (AHf) values are shown in Table 2. The
latter two parameters are the only ones needed in order to calculate the necessary
ballistic performance.

While it is recognized that density is important in determining the overall volumetric
performance of a propellant, it has not been considered in these performance
calculations, primarily because the density of some of the compounds is either
uncertain or unknown. Densities of the solids are thought to range from 1.60 to 2.0
g/cc. Though most of the thermochemical computer codes in use today yield
essentially the same answer (within 1%), the Blake code (at a constant loading
density of 0.20 g/cc) was used for the calculations in this paper.

Performance of some of the neat ingredients of interest is shown in Figure 2, where
it can be seen that the only ones approaching the goal of gas MW = 18 are the
NENAs and TAGN, and at relatively low impetus values (below 1150 joules/gram).
The neat diazido nitramines DANP, DADZP, DADNH, and DATH give
impressively high impetus values (higher than RDX, CL-20, and TNAZ), but only
at high flame temperatures above 3700'K. As can be seen by the results summarized
in Table 3, the highest impetus values (in joules/gram) are 1761 for DANP, 1650
for DADZP, 1504 for DADNH, and 1481 for DATH. All other neat ingredients are
considerablly less energetic.

Several hundred calculations were made of various combinations (largely binary
combinations) of the ingredients shown in Table 1 to determine the performance
behavior. In many cases, ingredients of high O/C ratio (oxidizers) were matched
with ones of low O/C (fuels) to obtain balanced mixtures -- though these did not
always give the maximum performance. In other cases, combinations of oxidizers of
various O/C ratios were examined. In general, condensed phases (typically solid
carbon) begins to appear when the O/C < 0.9, therefore, nearly all of the
calculations involved O/C ratios of unity or greater. Figure 3 showing behavior of
NC + additives illustrates the typical behavior noted in most calculations.
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Systems Offering Gas MW _< 18

A large number of systems were examined looking for gas MW < 18 and impetus >
1400 joules/g --- and none were found. Obviously, it is an extremely challenging
goal. Only a very few (nine total) systems offered gas MW values _< 18 --- and all
had Tv below 3000°K, with most below 2700'K (see Table 4) --- meaning the
impetus levels were not very high. These systems represent only eight different
ingredients (other than NC) --- GAP, TAGN, MeNENA, BuNENA, ADN, DANP,
TAGAZ, and DANP. While it is not claimed that all possible binary combinations of
ingredients were examined, those most likely to yield low gas MW values (and high
impetus) were examined.

The highest impetus found with gas MW _ 18, was in the ADN-TAGAZ and ADN-
TAGAZ-DANP systems. The ADN-TAGAZ system is unusual in that ADN has no
carbon and TAGAZ has no oxygen. At a gas MW = 18, the impetus was 1378 and Tv
= 2987°K for ADN-TAGAZ-DANP. It is doubtful that a more energetic system will
be found, while keeping the gas MW at 18 --- unless ingredients of greater positive
AHf can be found.

One of the unusual features noted for several of these systems, was that gas MW
values below 17 are possible (albeit at low Tv and low impetus values). For example,
a mixture of 40% TAGN and 60% TAGAZ gives the following:

Impetus = 1106 joules/g
Tv = 2250'K
Gas MW= 16.92
Gamma= 1.282

The addition of a small amount of polymeric binder would undoubtedly lower the gas
MW (and Tv) even more. For specialized applications where low gas MW is more
important than high impetus, such a propellant may be quite useful --- and offers an
opportunity to explore the rare and unusual field of propellants with gas MW < 17.

It should be realized that many of the systems examined did not contain binder. The
goal was to determine the potential of various combinations of ingredients -- the
effect of adding a small amount of binder would be done later.

To achieve a significant increase in impetus, it is obvious that the Tv limit needs to be
raised to include JA-2 at 3450°K -- the current propellant in 120mm tank ammunition
and also probably the hottest propellant in wide use.
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Systems Of High Impetus with Tv Near 3500'K

Increasing Tv to 3500°K in the search for 1400 joules/g also means the maximum gas
MW permitted will increase to 20.8 according to equation (1). With the increased Tv
limit, sixteen combinations of ingredients were identified that will reach 1400
joules/g at 3500°K. A listing of those systems above 1400 joules/g are shown in Table
5. A common link exists in that all sixteen contain at least one diazido nitramine in
the form of DANP, DANPE, DADNH, DADZP, or DATH. The most energetic
system seen (at Tv near 3500°K) is 55% DANP + 45% EtNENA, where the impetus
is 1484 joules/g and gas MW = 19.87. Since some of these are all liquid systems, it
raises the possibility that a blend of these liquids might make for a highly interesting
new energetic plasticizer.

It is realized that there is much interest and research in many laboratories around the
world looking into TNAZ, CL-20, and ADN in various polymeric binders including
AMMO/BAMO. However, no binary combination of RDX, TNAZ, CL-20, or ADN
in HTPB, GAP, AMMO/BAMO, poly NIMMO, poly GLYN, or NC achieved an
impetus of 1400 joules/g at 3500'K. Each of these systems showed increasing impetus
with increased solids loading (as expected) --- with peak impetus values all occurring
above 3500°K --- as noted in the following listing of peak impetus values for a 1:1
AMMO/BAMO binder:

% Solids Impetus Tv - 'K Gas MW
TNAZ 88 1428 4094 23.84
CL-20 86 1402 4126 24.47
RDX 96 1393 3950 23.58
ADN 76 1358 3729 22.84

The best system near 3500'K was 76% TNAZ + 24% AMMO/BAMO at 1375
joules/g where the gas MW = 21.46. It should be borne in mind that when density is
taken into account, the CL-20 system may well have the highest volumetric energy of
these four.

Conclusions

In spite of several hundred (estimated to be > 600) calculations made examining more
than 20 ingredients currently of interest to the propulsion community, none were
found to offer gas MW < 18 and impetus _> 1400 joules/g. This regime remains to be
an extremely challenging and formidable one for future high energy gun propellants.

Only a few combinations of ingredients were found to yield a gas MW < 18,
regardless of impetus or flame temperature Tv constraints. The best of these
involved ADN + TAGAZ, reaching an impetus of 1378 joules/g at Tv= 2987'K
when DANP was added.
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The lowest gas MW seen (16.9) was obtained with TAGN + TAGAZ, indicating
that there may be other ingredients of similar stoichiometry that could yield even
lower gas MW values. The possibility of developing a gun propellant with gas MW
below 17 appears to be possible (albeit not at high impetus) --- a regime rarely
encountered in gun propellants.

There are a number of combinations of ingredients that offer an impetus > 1400
joules/g at Tv = 3500 *K. The most promising ingredients are the diazido nitramines
DANP, DADNH, and DADZP, which are extremely energetic and have neat impetus
values significantly higher than the oxidizers CL-20, TNAZ, or ADN currently of
keen interest to the propulsion community. If Tv were not a constraint, large
increases in impetus (above 1500 joules/g) are within our grasp --- which was not
thought to be possible previously. The key attribute of these diazido nitramines is a
high positive AHf value in combination with high hydrogen and nitrogen content.

One interesting facet uncovered was the possibility of formulating new plasticizers
by combining liquids such as DANP with the NENAs (methyl, ethyl, or propyl) to
yield new "mixed" plasticizers that would substantially surpass the energy of
current plasticizers.

It is recommended that additional research in low gas MW propellants (and for
ingredients of high hydrogen content) be pursued --- with special emphasis on
compounds with azide, nitramine, triaminoguanidine, and hydrazine-like moieties.
Such fundamental research will be essential for hypervelocity guns of the future
where ballisticians are striving to reach and exceed 2500-3000 meters/second
without resorting to rather unconventional methods of propulsion.
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Glossary of Ingredients

Term Definition

ADN Ammonium dinitramide
AMMO 3-azido methyl-3-methyl oxetane
BAMO 3,3-bis(azido methyl) oxetane
BuNENA Butyl nitrato ethyl nitramine
CL-20 Hexanitro hexaaza isowurtzitane
DADNH I ,6-diazido-2,5-dinitrazahexane
DADZP I ,5-diazido-2,4-dintrazapentane
DANP 1 ,3-diazido-2-nitrazapropane
DANPE I ,5-diazido-3-nitrazapentane (also known as DIANP)
DATH 1,7-diazido-2,4,6-trinitrazaheptane
DB Double-base; usually NC + NG
EtNENA Ethyl nitrato ethyl nitramine
GAP Glycidyl azide plasticizer/polymer
HTPB Hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene
MeNENA Methyl nitrato ethyl nitramine
NENA Alkyl nitrato ethyl nitramine
NC Nitrocellulose
NG Nitroglycerin
NQ Nitroguanidine
Poly GLYN Poly glycidyl nitrate
Poly NIMMO Poly 3-nitrato niethyl-3-methyl oxetane
ProNENA Propyl nitrato ethyl nitramine
RDX Cyclo trimethylene trinitramnine
TAGAZ Triaminoguanidine azide
TAGN Triaminoguanidine nitrate
TNAZ I ,3,3-trinitroazetidine
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Table 1

Ingredients Considered

Oxidizers (O/C > 1) Fuels (0/C < 1)

ADN no carbon TAGAZ no oxygen

TAGN O/C = 3.00 HTPB O/C = 0.008
CL-20 2.00 AMMO 0.200
TNAZ 2.00 BAMO 0.200
RDX 2.00 GAP 0.333
NQ 2.00 DANPE 0.500
MeNENA 1.67 Poly NIMMO 0.800
NC 1.65 BuNENA 0.800
DATH 1.50
DADZP 1.33
Poly GLYN 1.33
EtNENA 1.25
DADNH 1.00
DANP 1.00

Table 2

Ingredient Thermochemical Data

Ingredient Formula AHf - cal/mole

ADN H4 04 N4 -35,800
AMMO C5 H9 0 N3 +43,000
BAMO C5 H8 0 N6 +124,000
BuNENA C6 H13 05 N3 -46,000
CL-20 C6 H6 012 N 12 +81,650
DADNH C4 H8 04 NI0 +172,270
DADZP C3 H6 04 N10 +179,587
DANP C2 H4 02 N8 +177,978
DANPE C4 H8 02 N8 +163,316
DATH C4 H8 06 N12 +146,500
EtNENA C4 H9 05 N3 -39,204
GAP C3 H5 0 N3 +33,000
HTPB C7.332 H110.962 0.058 -2,970
MeNENA C3 H7 05 N3 -35,800
NG C3 H5 09 N3 -88,600
NQ C H4 02 N4 -22,140
Poly GLYN C3 H5 04 N -68,000
Poly NIMMO C5 H9 04 N -94,000
ProNENA C5 Hi1 05 N3 -42,603
RDX C3 H6 06 N6 +14,690
TAGAZ C H9 N9 +105,650
TAGN C H9 03 N7 -11,500
TNAZ C2 H4 04 N4 +8,700
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Table 3

Performance of Selected Neat Ingredients
(listed by increasing impetus)

Ingredient NO ProNENA NC EtNENA
Impetus - joules/g 934 973 1041 1119
Tv - °K 2347 2122 3100 2461
Gas MW 22.90 18.14 24.75 18.28
Gamma 1.270 1.265 1.234 1.275

Ingredient TAGN MeNENA CL-20 RDX
Impetus - joules/g 1160 1298 1347 1394
Tv - *K 2602 3225 4531 4086
Gas MW 18.65 20.65 27.97 24.37
Gamma 1.263 1.246 1.224 1.230

Ingredient TNAZ DATH DADNH DADZP
Impetus - joules/g 1399 1481 1504 1650
Tv - *K 4466 4050 3689 4403
Gas MW 26.53 22.74 20.39 22.19
Gamma 1.220 1.252 1.268 1.257

Ingredient DANP
Impetus - joules/g 1761
Tv - *K 4582
Gas MW 21.64
Gamma 1.264
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Table 4

Systems with Gas MW _< 18
(listed by increasing impetus)

30% NC 15% GAP 30% ADN
70% TAGAZ 85% TAGN 70% BuNENA

Impetus - joules/g 1066 1073 1085
Tv - 'K 2300 2325 2349
Gas MW 17.94 18.01 18.00
Gamma 1.277 1.278 1.276
O/C 0.96 1.74 1.31

15% TAGAZ 40% TAGAZ 40% DANPE
85% TAGN 60% MeNENA 60% TAGN

Impetus - joules/g 1148 1220 1223
Tv - 'K 2485 2646 2655
Gas MW 18.01 18.02 18.05
Gamma 1.271 1.275 1.277
O/C 2.50 1.33 1.28

20% MeNENA 25% DANP
22% ADN 33% ADN 18% ADN
58% TAGAZ 67% TAGAZ 57% TAGAZ

Impetus - joules/g 1273 1298 1378
Tv - 'K 2746 2797 2987
Gas MW 17.94 17.92 18.01
Gamma 1.272 1.270 1.275
O/C 1.74 2.34 1.26
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Table 5

Systems with Impetus _> 1400 Joules/g and Tv = 3500'K
(listed by decreasing impetus)

Ingredients Impetus Tv - *K Gas MW

DANP + EtNENA 55/45 1484 3546 19.87
DANP + ProNENA 65/35 1480 3503 19.68
DANP + ADN + TAGAZ 30/30/40 1477 3500 19.70
ADN + DANPE 1470 3500 19.80
TAGN + DANP 50/50 1464 3515 19.96
TAGN + DADNH 15/85 1463 3510 19.95
EtNENA + DADNH 15/85 1452 3484 19.95
EtNENA + DADZP 42/58 1443 3525 20.31
GAP + MeNENA + DADNH 1446 3489 20.06
TNAZ + DANPE 40/60 1439 3490 20.16
MeNENA + DADNH 40/60 1430 3495 20.32
DATH + DANPE 60/40 1427 3497 20.38
RDX + DANPE 55/45 1425 3497 20.40
TAGN + DADZP 1420 3500 20.49
CL-20 + DANPE 40/60 1419 3527 20.67
DANP + MeNENA 1410 3534 20.84
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Abstract

High energetic materials have wide applications in rocket propulsion, gun
propellants, high explosives and pyrotechnics.

Today they are based on a limited number of molecules, sometimes synthesized a
long time ago, whose potential has been systematically implemented, for example : AP,
HMX, RDX, NC, NG.

New needs such as reduction of the vulnerability of combat platforms, stealth
characteristics, increase of the energetic, burning and mechanical performances, and
environment issues have oriented the research of new basic molecules.

This paper describes the characteristics of the new ingredients developed at SNPE
and presents the main properties gained when used in energetic materials.

Some examples :

"* Inert prepolymer and burning rate catalyst : BUTACENE(R) a ferrocene bonded

HTPB.
"* Energetic prepolymers and plasticizers : GAP DIOL, GAP TRIOL, GAPA whose

properties are based on azido groups.
"* Solid oxidizers : CL 2089 a caged high energy nitramine, NTO a low sensitive high

explosive.

1 - INTRODUCTION

SNPE has always been involved in the synthesis and in the production of ingredients,
inert and energetic molecules for Defense and Space performant materials.

The company already manufactures ammonium perchlorate with a capacity of several
thousand tons, HMX, RDX at a several hundred tons level. All these energetic solids are
available in different particle sizes running from ultra fine (2 to 3 Am) to coarse shapes up
to 500 ptm.
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Different grades of nitrocellulose are produced at an industrial scale either for civilian
non pyrotechnic application or for Defense and Space where the upper high nitrogen based
products are requested. Nitroglycerine is also made on a continuous industrial way.

All these ingredients are largely used in the today's energetic materials for rocket and
gun propellants, for explosives and pyrotechnics. Their potential has been systematically
implemented and is still explored.

New needs appeard these last ten years. They are related to the final systems, for
example the reduction of the vulnerability of combat platforms, the improvement of the
stealth characteristics. The energetic performance enhance still remains an objective for
every kinds of rockets, guns and explosives. The tailoring of the burning and mechanical
properties will be a way to enlarge the applications of the systems. The environmental
issues have also to be taken into account especially for large space boosters where the
chlorine release is inconvenient (1).

The main objectives are summarized in chart 1.

CHART 1 : OBJECTIVES FOR ENERGETIC MATERIALS.

Development from the lab to the industrial plant of new mole-
cules for new energetic materials with improved properties

Applications
Rocket and gun propellants, explosives, pyrotechnics

3> Low vulnerability
,> Energetic performances increase
"3> Low signature (propellants)

"9> Burning rate extension (rocket, gun propellants)
" Thermal stability, mechanical properties increase
1> Environment clean
SLow cost

In order to achieve these requirements new molecules have been synthesized and

scaled up to demonstrate the requested characteristics and properties.
They belong to the new oxidizers family as well as to prepolymers, plasticizers, additives
for burning rate modification and bonding agents.
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2 - METHODOLOGY TO SYNTHESIZE NEW MOLECULES

The molecules have to meet the above mentioned objectives. These are expressed in terms
of final systems or energetic materials properties and have to be translated into individual
molecule structures and compositions. (2)

While the knowledge and the experience gained on the formulation of all kinds of energetic
materials still remain helpfull, the trend is to shift to prediction calculations before starting
the synthesis. This is now made with codes which permit the prediction of the heat of
formation and the density in order to calculate the a priori energetic performances of rocket
and gun propellants (specific, volumetric impulse, force...) and explosives (detonation
velocity and pressure).

These methods allow a previous selection of the most appropriate molecules which meet the
energetic properties. Burning and mechanical properties are much more difficult to predict.
Prediction methods are also carried out to know the safety behavior (3).

The whole methodology developed at SNPE to synthesize, evaluate and select new
molecules is given in chart 2 which also shows the role played by the safety and
compatibility issues as -well as the preliminary formulation results.

CHART 2: NEW MOLECULES DEVELOPMENT.

1:Safety :

Predicjtve methods--*~ PRELIMINARY FORMULATION Blitc

Synthesis routes N mc Energetic material validation Detonics

synthesisng Propellants, explosives McncProcessing - *"- Mecanics

Scalig upPhysico-Chemical

Characterisation
Compatibility

After passing these first steps the molecules are scaled up (pilot plant for example): and the
assessments are conducted on larger motors, warheads or munitions.

Some example are now given which describe the characteristics of the new ingredients
developed at SNPE and present the main properties gained when used in energetic
materials.
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3 - HIGH BURNING RATE BUTACENE(R) BASED ROCKET PROPELLANTS

In order to achieve high burning rate AP based rocket propellants many ways have
been explored, for example the UF iron oxide developed by MACH 1

The liquid ferrocenic burning rate catalysts have the advantage to combine high
burning rates (higher than 30 mm/s at 7 MPa), high total solids due to the liquid state of the
catalyst and low pressure exponents (lower than 0,5 over a wide pressure range), so they
are very efficient for rocket motor propellants, especially rocket boosters (4).

In order to prevent the ability of the migration of the current ferrocenic burning rate
catalysts SNPE has developed BUTACENE(R) a ferrocene grafted HTPB (see chart 3).

CHART 3: BUTACENE(R) FORMULA AND PROPERTIES

M 1 N P

M I N ~'Aspect Viscous liquid

I i lViscosity 25°C < 1000 Poises
Sc-u Iron (wvt %) 8 +1- 0,5

OH value (equ/k1g) 0.32 +/- 0,03
Volatile (wt %) < 0,5
Tg (-C) < -55

Fc Density 1.00 +/- 0.02
R: = C Functionality 2.3

Antioxidant (%) 1 +/- 0.2

Since the ferrocene is bonded to the binder through the HTPB network, it cannot
migrate during the aging either towards the liner or the surface of the propellant which in
case of migration becomes very sensitive and reacts violently due to the high level of the
degraded iron compounds.
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The BUTACENE(M) and AP based composite propellants exhibit burning rates up to 70 to
80 mm/s (at 7 MPa). They keep the HTPB based mechanical properties with very good
values at lower temperature (chart 4)

CHART 4: TYPICAL PROPERTIES OF BUTACENE(R) BASED PROPELLANTS.

TOTAL VISCOSI- MECHANICAL B.R. I.S.
TY PROPERTIES (mm/s)

PROPELLANT DENSITY Stand.
T am em

SOLIDS (KP) (IC) (MPa) 1%) 7 MPa (S)

ALUMINIZED 88 < 10 + 20 0.8 33 20-50 1.82 265
- 50 3.2 12

REDUCED 86 < 10 + 20 1.3 35 20-75 1.72 252.5
SMOKE - 50 4.4 32

REFERENCE 88 <10 + 20 0.8 30/35 10 1.82 265.4
ALUMIN. 50 3.8 14

An unexpected property was found related to the vulnerability issues. When
performing COOK OFF tests, BUTACENE(R) based propellants do not show any violent
reactions. This was observed on isothermal COOK OFF tests. The specimen were
compared to copper chromite and iron oxide based propellants (chart 5).

ISOTHERMAL COOK OFF BEHAVIOR FOR DIFFERENT
CHART5: COMPOSITE AP BASED PROPELLANTS ( BR = 1 INCH/S)

no reaction explosion combustion

S. . . . .. . . . . . . . .:. . .... . ...... i ....... ,......... €.......... , ...... .. ..........

- - - - ___ copper chromite
.......... ..." ..... i.............. ..... ... ......... ... I..................... i......... i o x d

Siron oxyde
S... ... .i... ... ... ... ... i .......... ......... ........... .... . ...... .............. ........

Butacene.. ............. ......... .................... i ......... ........ i.......... ......... ..........
160 180 200 220 240 260

temp6rature ('C)

BUTACENE(R) is scaled up to a several tons/year production. Motors as large as 100 kg
have been aged and then successfully fired (5).
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4 - HIGH ENERGETIC GAP BASED ROCKET AND GUN PROPELLANTS

Among the different energetic prepolymers developed in the world, ICI's and
THIOKOL's POLYNIMMO, POLYGLYN and POLY BAMMO/NIMMO, SNPE has
chosen to produce the azido based prepolymers and plasticizers and has got now a more
than ten years old experience on that compounds. The properties of the produced
ingredients are given in chart 6.

CHART 6: AZIDO BASED PREPOLYMERS AND PLASTICIZERS

GAP DIOL GAP TRIOL

R O-CH2 -CH1- (OH) R O-CH12-CH (OH)
' ,+ n n

CH 2N 3  CH 2 N 3 X

n=2 n1=3
X - 20 X-> 10

AHfcal/g +280 +280

Density 1.29 1,29

Color light yellow liquid light yellow liquid
Mn 1700 ± 300 Ž900

Mp 2000 ±300 >1000

I • 1.3 •1.3

Eq. weight 1200 ± 200 Ž 400

Functionality 2.0 2.5 - 3.0
Thermal
Stab VT 100 °C _3 Ž3
(cm3) 200 h
Tg 'C -45 -45

N 3 CH 2 CH 2 0 [CH 2-CH-O-] 1 nCH2 CHN 3

GAPA I -I
CH 2N 3  CH 2 N 3

AHF + 550 cal/g
Density 1.27
Color light yellow
Mn 700 - 900
Mp 800- 1000
Thermal stab. < 3
VT 100'C (cm3)
Tg°C < -56
Eq. weight > 30 000
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The GAP based derivatives exhibit different interesting properties

- high heat of formation due to the -N3 group
- high density

- effectiveness in the burning rate enhance due the -N3 group, when combined
with AP as well as with HMX, RDX, AN, CL20

The energy gained when using these compounds has led to the following application

Rocket propellants : reduced smoke AP based, minimum smoke HMX, RDX based with
increased burning rate, minimum smoke MURAT *** or IM based on AN, chlorine free
space boosters applications.

Gun propellants : LOVA or MURAT type gun propellants based on GAP binder and RDX.
Some examples are given in Chart 7

CHART 7: GAP BASED ROCKET AND GUN PROPELLANTS

ROCKET PROPELLANTS GUN PROPELLANTS

COMNPOSITIOý IS (s) Ca1c. DENSITY VOLUM. IS BINDER NC NC/NGI POLYET-ER/20 GAP/20

Standard (sg/cm
3
) FILLER RDX158 % RDX/80 RDX/80

F 1.036 1.321 1.158 1.390

PGA * 233 1.603 373.5 (MJ/kg)

Binder p 1.601 1.711 1.569 1.675

GAP 240.5 1.615 388.5
BidTder pJ/dm3) 1658 2260 1.817 2.328

tl(GAIN) + 7.5 + 0.012 + 15 T (K) 2919 3905 2558 3377

Since GAP is classified 1.3 it does not increase the detonability of the materials. GAP

is compatible with GAP based plasticizers as well as nitrato esters like BTTN and TMETN
which are less vulnerable than NG.

In 1990 SNPE got a license from ROCKETDYNE to manufacture and sell GAP and
GAP derivatives in EUROPE. More than 2 tons of GAP and GAP derivatives have been
produced at batch sizes of 150 kg in a pilot plant located in SNPE's SORGUES facility near
AVIGNON.
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5 - NEW ENERGETIC OXIDIZERS

SNPE develops energetic chlorine free oxidizers

Among the potential candidates : HNF (developed by TNO/APP in the Netherlands), CL20
(first developed on the USA by the NAVY and THIOKOL), ADN (first synthesized by the
RUSSIANS and SRI in the USA), SNPE has chosen to put the efforts on CL20 and ADN.

* CL20 based propellants and explosives I

The first synthesis of hexanitrohexaazaisowurtzitane called CL2089 at SNPE was made at
SNPE's Research Center in 1989.

It is now produced in the SORGUES plant at pilot scale of 25 kg/batch. The different
polymorphs have been identified and carefully analyzed. The most attractive is the 6 one
with a density of 2.04 and a heat of formation of + 220 cal/g.

Fig. 1 shows different CL2089 s particle sizes obtained at SNPE.

FIG. 1 DIFFERENT CL2089 6 PARTICLE SIZE

' I

The today's work is done to improve the cristals and the particle shape. Impact
sensitivity which appears to be somewhat scattered becomes good attention in order to
ensure a better control by acting on the chemical and polymorph purity, the cristal quality
and the grinding process. When controlling all those parameters, a CL2089 no more
sensitive than HMX or RDX is obtained.

In fact when incorporated in a composite propellant or explosive the sensitivy of the final
energetic material is quite acceptable (no more sentitive than HMX or RDX based
materials).

Propellants and explosives have been made showing a good feasability and confirming
energetic properties higher than RDX and HMX (chart. 8).
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CL20 is also usefull in the burning rate increase. Combined whith GAP as binder it leads to
the most powerfull and high burning rate XLDB propellant (20 mm/s at 7 MPa when
catalyzed) which is feasable and can be scaled up. (chart. 9).

CHART 8: CL2089 BASED PLASTIC BONDED
EXPLOSIVES (TOTAL SOLIDS: 66,8 % volume)

DETONICS
DENSITY Velocity (m/s) Pressure (GPa)

HMX 1,575 8038 25,4
CL2089 1,648 8330 28,6

CHART 9: CL2089 BASED XLDB PROPELLANTS
(ENERGETIC SOLIDS : 60 % weight)

COMPOSITION PGA / HMX PGA / CL2089 GAP / CL2089
PROPERTIES binder binder binder

Is (s) stand. 242,4 250,8 257,6

Density 1.66 1.72 1.73

Burning 4.5 11.5 13.4
rate mm/s 7 MPa 20.0

(when catalyzed)

Impact sensitivity (J) 8 - 20 10 - 19 8 - 19

Friction sensitivity (N.) 180 85 - 120 60- 85

* ADN based propellants ]

The RUSSIAN experience (6) has revealed a large potential development for this molecule.
The work has been emphasized in the synthesis of this molecule by the USA (SRI,
THIOKOL) - SNPE is now pushing its efforts on that molecule which is already made at
the lab scale using different synthesis routes.
The interest of this molecule can be explained by a high level of Oxygen and Hydrogen in
the structure leading to low molecular weight exhausts after combustion, while the Nitrogen
content can be usefull to limit the detonability of that compound.

The theoretical performances are given in chart 10 for a space booster application.
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CHART 10 : THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE OF ADN

Is (s) Density Is (s) Gain in
COMPOSITION Pc/Pe = 70/1 bar x density payload

LEO (kg) *

HTPB/AP/Al 264,5 1,766 467 ref.
12 / 68 / 20

GAP /ADN/Al
binder 25 / 55 /20 274,2 1,791 491 +1968

* LEO : Low Earth Orbital

The characteristics of SNPE's synthesized product are given in chart 11

CHART 11: ADN CHARACTERISTICS

Melting point 92,90 C

Impact sensitivity 3,7 J

Friction sensitivity > 353 N

ESD > 726 mJ

Thermal stability
DSC decomp. 134°C

Vacuum Test 80'C 1.0
cm3

ADN crystals obtained at SNPE

Some precautions have to be taken during the storage since the material can be damaged
when submitted to the light and humidity during several weeks.
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6 - NTO BASED HIGH EXPLOSIVES

NTO is produced at SNPE at an industrial scale, with particle sizes running from 400 ym to

micronic material.

It is used in insensitive high explosives ( 7)

The chart 12 shows a better behavior in terms of vulnerability of NTO based plastic bonded

explosives when compared to melt cast explosives or plasted bonded ones without NTO (7)

CHART 12

COMPARED SENSITIVITY AND VULNERABILITY
OF NTO HIGH EXPLOSIVES

TEST HEXOL 60/40 ORA 86 B2214
(B) HMX HMX, NTO

FUEL FIRE NO DETONATION - ONLY BURST

(FAST COOK OFF) 2 mn

BULLET IMPACT DETONATION NO DETONATION NO DETONATION
ONLY BURST NO BURST

CARD GAP TEST (Cards) 200 160 25

HEAVY FRAGMENT (m/s) > 1300 > 1990 > 2200

FLYER PLATE TEST(Kb. 23 (1.5 us) 40 (1.5 1s) 150 (1.5 us)

SHAPED CHARGE TEST DETONATION NO DETONATION

SYMPATHETIC
DETONATION DETONATION DEFLAGRATION NO REACTION
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CONCLUSION I

SNPE is developing different families of new molecules which meet the requirements of the
new energetic materials. They belong to the binder systems (prepolymers, plasticizers) to
the fillers and to additives.

Some of the developed molecules like GAP, GAP derivatives and CL2089 are usable in
manyfold materials like gun, rocket propellants explosives and pyrotechnics.

The combination of energetic binders and oxidizers like GAP and CL2089 lead to the most
powerfull existing energetic materials.

Some new molecules like GAP, GAP derivatives, CL2089 are usefull for the burning rate
improvement.

Molecules have been scaled up to SNPE's pilot or industrial facilities

BUTACENE a ferrocenic HTPB prepolymer for high burning rate AP based propellants
the production capacity can reach 5 tons/year.

GAP DIOL, TRIOL, GAP PLASTICIZERS : the production can reach several tons/year.

NTO, molecule for insensitive high explosives ; the production is industrial : several
hundreds tons/year.

CL2089 a high energetic filler : the scaling up to 25 to 50 kg/batch is now achieved.

In the field of additives SNPE produces Me BAPO a bonding agent for AP based
propellants (without ammonia release) and a lead free burning rate catalyst for double base
and XLDB propellants.
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ABSTRACT

For the last few years, DREV has been involved in the synthesis of energetic

thermoplastic elastomers (ETPEs) based on linear glycidyl azide polymer (GAP). These ETPEs

are usually copolymers of type ABA or AB where A is the hard segment capable of

crystallization or strong physical interactions and thus giving the thermoplastic behaviour to the

copolymer, and B is the soft segment which is amorphous and responsible for the elastomeric

behaviour of the copolymer. These polymers are physically-crosslinked rubbery materials which

can be solubilized and recycled. Also, they could represent a new generation of binders for

introduction to future formulations of propellants and explosives. Since ETPEs are recyclable,

it will be easy to manage the life cycle of these new formulations from cradle to grave.

During the same time, DREV has also been active in the development of high energy low

vulnerability ammunition (HELOVA) gun propellant formulations that would offer low

vulnerability, good mechanical properties and a high impetus level. Moreover, it would be very

interesting to develop a gun propellant formulation that could be recyclable. The incorporation

of thermoplastic elastomers (TPEs) has achieved these goals and has given an appreciable

improvement over the mechanical properties, but more energy is still desirable. Recently,
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development at DREV of ETPEs has led to a series of three candidates suitable for incorporation

in gun propellant formulations. These three different ETPEs are copolymers of type AB and are

obtained by macropolymerization from GAPs having molecular weights of 500, 1000 and 2000

with a monomer A. These ETPEs are soluble in ethyl acetate and therefore could be recuperated,

leading to a recyclable gun propellant. Prototypes of these ETPEs have been incorporated in

HELOVA formulations and provided good impetus levels. Moreover, the formulations containing

the prototypes were easily processed using the current processing technique.

At the moment, an ETPE based on GAP-1000 seems the most promising candidate. The

gun propellant grains obtained from these formulations were submitted to mechanical and ballistic

evaluation. This paper describes mainly the synthesis and the characterization of these new

ETPEs and presents results obtained so far with gun propellant formulations in which they were

incorporated.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

High-energy solid compositions, such as propellants, plastic-bonded explosives or the like,

are comprised of an elastomeric binder in which are dispersed particulate solids such as oxidizers,

particulate fuel material or crystalline explosives. Glycidyl azide polymer (GAP) serves as an

energetic binder and is reacted with a curing agent to form a chemically crosslinked matrix for

ammonium nitrate in new insensitive low smoke propellant formulations, and for RDX in new

insensitive plastic-bonded explosives (Refs. 1-4). To produce this chemically crosslinked matrix,

a tiiol or a triisocyanate, or both, or a polymer having a functionality greater than two reacting

with a diisocyanate, must be used to ensure the reticulation (Refs. 5,6). In such systems, different

mechanical properties of the binder can be obtained by adjusting the parameters of the curing

reaction and the component concentrations, which results in varying the crosslink density of the

matrix.

On the other hand, it could be desirable to introduce GAP into LOVA-type formulations

in order to obtain higher energy HELOVA formulations. However, GAP must be reacted with

a curing agent to form a matrix leading to good mechanical properties. With the current
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processing technique used in Canada for propellants, a suitable curing reaction is hard to

achieved. Moreover, such a gun propellant would not be recyclable because the crosslinks are

covalent chemical bonds and thus irreversible as for explosives and rocket propellants. The use

of thermoplastic elastomers (TPE) avoids a process that involves curing reactions and hence leads

to recyclable LOVA-type gun propellant formulations. DREV has been active in the development

of LOVA gun propellant formulations using TPEs, and the incorporation of these polymers as

binders has resulted in good mechanical properties, but more energy is still desirable (Ref. 7).

The use of a GAP-based TPE in HELOVA gun propellant formulations led to propellants

showing good mechanical properties, low vulnerability and a high impetus. Furthermore, it

allowed easier processing of a gun propellant formulation (Refs. 8-10).

Development at DREV of ETPEs based on glycidyl azide polymer led to a series of three

candidates suitable for incorporation in HELOVA gun propellant formulations. These three

different ETPEs are copolymers of type AB and were obtained by macropolymerization from

GAPs having molecular weights of 500, 1000 and 2000 with the monomer A. This paper

describes the synthesis and characterization of these ETPEs, and presents the results obtained to

date with gun propellant formulations in which they have been incorporated.

2.0 THEORY

Thermoplastic elastomers are copolymers of type ABA or AB, where A and B are

respectively the hard segment and the soft segment (Ref. 11). The hard segment is capable of

crystallization or association and gives the thermoplastic behaviour to the copolymer, whereas

the soft segment gives the elastomeric behaviour to the copolymer. The thermoplastic behaviour

is the result of crystalline domain formation by chain associations due to reversible interactions

such as dipole-dipole interactions, hydrogen bonding, etc. In practice, at room temperature, a

thermoplastic elastomer behaves like a rubber because it is crosslinked in the same fashion as a

conventional elastomer, but with reversible physical crosslinks. Since the physical crosslinks are

reversible, the TPE can be melted or dissolved in a solvent and then mixed with other

components of a formulation and processed. A gun or rocket propellant or a composite explosive

is obtained upon cooling or evaporating the solvent. Cooling or evaporating the solvent lets the

broken physical crosslinks re-form and the elastomeric properties are recovered. This also means
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that obsolete material can be melted or dissolved before the separation of the components, leading

to a recyclable composition.

Thermoplastic elastomer copolymers of type ABA are usually obtained by polymerization

of a difunctional homopolymer B followed by the addition of monomers of the homopolymer A

which is crystallizable. To achieve that type of copolymerization, monomers of both types should

have a similar reactivity and most of the time the polymerization is a living one. This

technology leads to a copolymer of controlled structure with suitable adjustable mechanical

properties. On the other hand, copolymers of type AB are usually obtained by mixing monomers

of both types having reactive compatible ending groups and represents a simpler technology. For

industries, copolymers of type AB are more attractive since the process is often more simple than

for copolymers of type ABA.

GAPs having a functionality of two or less can be used as a macromonomer and be

polymerized with a suitable monomer which gives the thermoplastic behavior to the resulting

linear copolymer not being chemically crosslinked by covalent bonds. This is only obtained under

highly-controlled conditions. The stoechiometry of the reaction must be respected to avoid

chemical crosslinking between the chains. In this copolymer, the elastomeric B segment is

provided by the amorphous GAP, and the thermoplastic A segment is provided by the group

formed during the polymerization. Each thermoplastic group within the copolymer is capable of

forming hydrogen bonds. By doing so, physical crosslinks are created between the chains and as

a result, a thermoplastic elastomer is obtained.

Linear copolymers having this type of hard segment melt in the region of 200°C when

the thermoplastic content is about 20 to 50% by weight; this is when there are enough hard

segments to induce crystallinity. Copolymers with GAP can not be melted because the

decomposition of GAP occurs near 200'C. However, they can be dissolved in a solvent and used

solvated in a gun propellant formulation. Using the copolymer thermoplastic elastomer based on

GAP in a gun propellant formulation is therefore an elegant way to introduce an energetic binder

without the problems associated with conventional cured binders. Moreover, such a formulation

could be recuperated and recycled.
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According to this, GAPs of different molecular weights having a functionality of two or

less were reacted with a stoechiometric amount of monomer A to yield a thermoplastic elastomer

copolymer which was used as a binder in HELOVA gun propellant formulations. This copolymer

was solvated and mixed with the other components of gun propellant formulations using a

solvent-type process. After evaporation of the solvent, extrusion, cutting and drying, a suitable

gun propellant resulted.

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

GAPs having a functionality of two or less and molecular weights of 500, 1000 and 2000

were reacted stoechiometrically with the monomer A in order to obtain three different linear

copolymer thermoplastic elastomers. According to this process, hydrogen bonds were formed

between the hard segments of the thermoplastic elastomer and therefore a thermoplastic behavior

was observed. All the copolymers synthesized were rubber like materials which were dissolved

in ethyl acetate prior their inclusion in the gun propellant formulations.

The molecular weights of the resulting copolymers were determined by gel permeation

chromatography (GPC) in tetrahydrofuran at 28 'C at an elution speed of 1 mL/min using a

Waters chromatograph (Waters 712 WISP). The calibration was performed with polystyrene

standards on ultrastyragel columns. Copolymers based on GAP 2000 have number average

molecular weights MN = 35,000 to 37,000, while those obtained from GAPs 1000 and 500 have

MN of 27,000 and 22,000 respectively. This could be explained by the fact that viscosity

increases more rapidly when more hard segments are included in the copolymer. When the

molecular weight of the macromonomer is small, the content of hard segments increases, leading

to a greater viscosity and giving a copolymer of smaller molecular weight.

Infrared spectroscopy revealed for all copolymer samples that the groups within the hard

segments formed hydrogen bonds, since a strong band at 3300 cm' corresponding to a H-bond

was observed. "3C-NMR and 1H-NMR spectroscopy confirmed the structure of the copolymers

without the presence of chemical crosslinks formed during the polymerization.
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Differential scanning calorimetry measurements were conducted with a DSC 2910

apparatus from Dupont Instruments equipped with Dupont Thermal Analyst 2100. The calibration

was done with indium (156.6 °C) and biphenyl (69.3 °C), and the scan rate was fixed at 10

deg/min. The glass transition temperatures for the copolymers made with GAP 2000, 1000 and

500 were respectively -28, -15 and -4 TC. No melting endotherm was observed below 200 °C,

the temperature at which GAP decomposes. Nevertheless, all the copolymers obtained using this

process were rubbery materials soluble in ethyl acetate. Removal of the solvent yields back the

original material showing identical properties.

Once the ETPE was solvated in ethyl acetate, it was processed with an energetic nitrate

ester plasticizer and the other ingredients of a HELOVA gun propellant formulation in a sigma

blade mixer according to the technique presented in Ref. 12. For all formulations, the processing

technique used was similar to the one for the reference formulation (LOVA) or one containing

an inert TPE (Refs. 7, 12). This aspect is important since a modification of the processing would

imply an increased amount of effort.

A ballistic evaluation was done for the most promising formulations. The results obtained

from 700-cm 3 closed bomb vessel experiments are reported in Table I. A tourmaline gauge was

used in every case. A loading density of 0.15 g/cm 3 was selected and used. Three experiments

were done in all cases.

As shown in Table I, the formulations containing ETPEs have the highest relative force

when compared to the reference formulation and to #36 which contains an inert TPE. Although

the formulations containing GAP-1000 and GAP-500-based ETPEs still give interesting values,

their impetus level is less. Theoretical thermodynamic data are not reported here but would

confirm what is reported in this table. Lussier et al. (Ref. 13) also state that care should be taken

when comparing data from thermodynamic computer codes and that the rank suggested by the

ballistic data should prevail. In cases where formulations would give the same relative force, a

preference will be given to those having the best mechanical properties. Since erosion is also an

important issue, the less erosive formulations will also be preferred. A setup to measure and

compare the erosivity of various gun propellant formulations is presently being installed at DREV

and should be operational soon.
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The mechanical properties of the formulations is a very important factor to be considered

when developing low vulnerability gun propellants. The main purpose of adding a TPE in a

formulation is to obtain gun propellant grains with a more elastic behavior. When incorporating

energetic TPEs, it is expected that this will still be the case. Preliminary results obtained with a

Drop Weight Mechanical Properties Tester (DWMPT) according to the testing method described

in Ref. 14 have shown that these ETPE formulations were soft. The results for the most

promising formulations are reported in Table II.

From Table II, it is showed that the formulations containing GAP-based ETPEs are softer

than the reference. This is mostly observed by the brittleness which is much lower for these

formulations than for the reference. Instead of breaking into small pieces, the formulations

containing ETPEs deform into a pancake-shape which is a more desirable behaviour. When

looking at the maximum stress values (5n,), one will obseve that the values are higher, around

30MPa for the formulations having an ETPE based on GAP-1000 or GAP-500 . The difference

between the different binders is more evident at a temperature of -20'C. All formulations

containing the ETPEs have a better mechanical behaviour then the reference. However,

improvements are still desirable and could be obtained by optimisation of the formulations.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated that energetic thermoplastic elastomers could easily be obtained

by synthesizing copolymers based on GAP. Three different molecular weights of GAP were used

as macromonomers to yield three different ETPEs, which were incorporated in HELOVA gun

propellant formulations using the current processing technique. Infrared and nuclear magnetic

resonance spectroscopy confirmed that the copolymer is produced without chemical crosslinking.

The promising results obtained from processing studies, ballistic and mechanical experiments

have demonstrated that the use of ETPEs in HELOVA gun propellant formulations is an

improvement over the reference formulation.
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TABLE I: Ballistic evaluation of gun propellant formulations

containing linear GAP-based ETPEs

FORMULATION BINDER P"AX RELATIVE FORCE

MPa(psi)

REFERENCE CAB 188 (27320) 1.00

#36 INERT TPE 205 (29685) 1.09

#75 GAP-2000 226 (32789) 1.20

BASED

#76 GAP-2000 223 (32371) 1.18

BASED

#114 GAP-500 219 (31747) 1.16

BASED

#121 GAP-1000 223 (32366) 1.18

BASED

#122 GAP-1000 220 (31887) 1.17

BASED

#123 GAP-500 218 (31549) 1.15

BASED
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TABLE 11: DWMPT results for formulations containing linear GAP-based ETPEs

FORMULATION BINDER Gm, 9.

(MPa) (%)

REFERENCE CAB +20 98.0 2.6

-20 131.0 2.5

#75 GAP-2000 +20 23.0 6.2

BASED -20 64.7 6.0

#76 GAP-2000 +20 24.6 5.4

BASED -20 62.2 6.7

#114 GAP-500 +20 29.6 4.5

BASED -20 80.3 4.2

#121 GAP-1000 +20 29.0 4.5

BASED -20 82.0 4.2

#122 GAP-1000 +20 30.0 3.7

BASED -20 74.3 4.1

#123 GAP-500 +20 28.5 4.3

BASED -20 68.6 4.5
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INVESTIGATION OF

HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT GAP3'

Wang Ping,Xia Zhongjun, Zhou Yuqi, Li Changqing

Institute of Chemical Materials,CAEP

P. 0. Box 513, Chengdu 610003,China

ABSTRACT

An elastomeric glycidyl azide polymer(H-GAP) with average molecular weight

MF > 1. 4 X 10' was synthesized and characterized. The purpose of this work is to

provide an energetic binder for more powerful polymer-bonded explosives (PBXs) and

propellants. In most practical applications, the traditional method is to mix the liquid

GAP prepolymer of average molecular weight less than 3000 with diisocyanates(DI) to

form a high molecular polyurethane (PU). In some cases, the coupling agents like

trimethanol propane(TMP) is used to make the PU well-cured. But the energy output of

PBXs or propellants will be significantly decreased because of the inert properties of DI

and TMP. In order to keep both high energy density and improved mechanical

properties of H-GAP based PBXs or propellants, multi-hydroxy-functional branched -

GAP (B--GAP) could be used to modify the surface characteristics of oxidizer crystals.

The experimental results and some related problems are discussed herein.

KEYWORDS elastomeric glycidyl azide polymer (H-GAP),

multi-hydroxy-functional branched GAP (B-GAP)

low vulnerable ammunition (LOVA)

1. INTRODUCTION

Along with the increasing modernization of the weaponry vehicle and launching

systems, the requirements to their safety and survivability are more important than it

used to be. That is why it is necessary to develop LOVA. The safety of LOVA is

generally obtained by using a rubbery polymer as a binder containing, in most cases,

plasticizers. When a projectile or warhead,flying with a velocity up to 2-4 Mach, hits

q") This work is sponsored by the Science Foundation of CAEP
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the target, or it is required to detonate after penetrating the hard obstacles, it will be

subjected to very high a overload. In order to guarantee the required tactical function

and survivability, the binder content in PBXs or propellants must be more than 10%E'.

If the binder is an inert one, the more it involves, the more energy output will be cut

down. While the efficiency to accelerate the metal flyers is one of the critical

requirements for most warheads. Therefore, under the prerequisite to meet the

necessary safety and survivalbility, it is still an important effort to enhance the energy

of PBXs and propellants. That is the goal towards the high performance LOVA.

There are three possible ways to reach this goal;

* Synthesizing high energy density organic oxidizers with low sensitivity;

* Intermolecular explosives;

* Energetic polymer-bonded oxidizers.

Analyzing the said ways from the points of thermodynamic and reactionkinetics, the

application of energetic binder is a more promising method to formulate high

performance LOVA, because the chemistry of polymer synthesis is relative mature and

it is not too difficult to transplant energetic groups into the given polymers' backbone or

side chains.

2. HIGH ENERGY DENSITY BINDER-GAP

Compared to the inert polymers, energetic binders can increase energy and the

energy utilization efficiency of PBXs and propellants, or under the same energy criteria

the sensitivity can significantly be decreased by increasing the binder content"'.

In present ten years, GAP has been recognized as a promising energetic binder

with satisfactory safety-'"5 . The experimental results of Schedlbauer"6-indicated that

the safety and mechanical properties of RDX/GAP 86. 4/13. 6 are nearly the same as

those of the typical LOVA formulation of RDX/HTPB 86. 4/13. 6.

We experimentaly evaluated the energy contribution of GAP to the power output of

HMX/GAP 88/12 in detonationr". In electrothermal chemical propellant GAP can

compensate the poor oxigen balance in some extentra'. All of these results show that

GAP is a prospective binder candidate for developing high performance LOVA.

3. THE PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED

The advatageous properties of GAP are well known, but it is not perfect in all
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aspects. The first is that its mechanical property at low temperature is not satifactory,

because the stereo-blockage of the rigid conjugated -N3 reduces the flexibility of the

main chain.

The more sereous problem is the gas evolution when GAP is cured with

diisocyanate (DI), because the water-susceptible isocyanyl group -N ý C = 0 react

rapidly with H20 to release C02 and form a large quantity of voids in the cured explosive

or propellant charges, resulting in decrease of loading density, mechanicalstrength,

performance and safety.

R-N=C=O + HO-- R-NH 2 + 002 t

R-N=C=O + R-NH 2---- •R-NH-CO-NH-R

Reed, Jr. reported[21 , the composite catalyst of triphenyl bismuth (TPB) and

dibutyltin dilaurate (T-12) could be used to suppress the C02 formation andpromote the

crosslink process. As a result the void-free propellant grains were obtained. But he

recognized that it was impossible to thoroughly dispel the water residue embodied in

GAP because of the water-affinity of its hydroxy terminals. He had not confirmed if the

TPB and T-12 could be used to make large-sized void-free propellant charges. Another

trouble of this method is that the 3-4days' curing period is too long to raise the work

efficiency.

In order to overcome the abovesaid disadvantages and raise the energy output of

GAP bonded explosive or propellant, we propose to give up the traditional diisocyanate

curing method but use the elastomeric high molecular weight GAP (H-GAP) ,plasticized

by multi-hydroxy-functional branched GAP (B-GAP)2o•, to reach the following goals;

* Eliminate the origin of gassing to increase the loading density;

* Discard the inert binder to raise the energy density;

* Modify the surface characteristics of crystalline oxidizers to suppress dis-

bonding of the binder,improving the mechanical and environmental properties.

Since the binder, H-GAP, and the plasticizer, B-GAP, have the same structural

units in their molecules, they can, therefore, form a homogeneous and well-compatible

solution in both liquid and solid state. Moreover, the multi-hydroxy-functionality of B-

GAP would be more affinitive to -NO2 in nitramine molecules, and hence to more

satisfactorily wet the explosive crystals and obtain well covered grains by the binder,

The X-ray photoelectron spectrum (XPS) analysis showed"", there is an obvious
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interaction between B -GAP and TATB crystals, improving the coverage of a fluoro-

rubber F on TATB (Table 1).

Table 1. Coverage of F on B-GAP Modified TATB Crystals

Content Specific area Coverage
Sample Coupling agent

(%0) (F/N) (%)

TF" / / 2.79 73.6

TF/B-GAP B-GAP 0. 5 5. 27 84. 1

TF/6' 6' 3.0 7.95 88.8

TF/502 502 5. 0 3. 59 78.2

* TF-TATB/F

Table 2. Chemical Shift of Is Electrons in TATB and F

N1. N1, N1. C11
Sample F1, C11

-NH2  -NO2  -NO2  -CF 2-

TATB 398.8 405.2 532.0

TF 293. 8 690. 6 204. 1

399.4 405.7 532.1 293.9 688.8 202.4
TF

(0.6) (0.5) (0. 1) (-1.9) (-0.8) (-1. 1)

400. 3 405.4 533.4
TATB/B-GAP

(1.5) (0. 2) (1. 6)

401.3 406.9 533.9 293.5 690. 6 203.4
TF/B-GAP

(1.8) (1.2) (1.8) (1. 6) (1.8) (1.0)

399.4 405.0 532.2
TATB/6"

(0.6) (-0. 2) (0. 3)

401.3 406.6 533. 5 293.5 690. 4 204.1
TF/6"

(1. 5) (2.4) (0. 4) (1. 6) (1. 6) (1.7)

* The unit of chemical shift is eV,the value outside the() is the original bonding energy of the Is

electron in the related atom; the value in () is the potential increment after interaction of the related

atom pair.
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5. SYNTHESIS OF H-GAP

There is not any further report about the synthesis of H-GAP since Vandenberg

patented his "Polyethers Containing Azidomethyl Side Chains" as USP3, 645, 917 in

1972r12]. The most investigations of GAP, including synthesis and application, are

focused on its prepolymer with molecular weight about 2000-3000. Vandenberg claimed

in his patent that the chloromethyl units in polyepichorohydrin (PECH) could be

substituted by azidomethyl groups from 0. 2 to 100%, but he had not described the

detail. He only reported the GAP containing -CH2 N3 unit 2. i to 15. 5%.

We find from the experiments that it is not too easy to preparate H-GAP with

molecular weight more than 5 X l0', because the reaction is influenced by a series of

factors, including the reaction time and temperature, ratio of reactants, stabilizers and

catalysts etc. shown as follows.

Table 3. Influence of Stabilizers on GAP Molecular Weight

stabilizer reaction time(h.) reaction temp. (C) M& X 105

A 100 3 5. 4335

K 100 3 5. 3156

A 80 5 6. 6260

K 80 5 6. 1338

A + B 70 9 14.7909

*A- 1,1 ,3-tris (2-methyl-4-hydroxy-5-tert-butyl-phenyl)butane

B- catalyst DLTP

K-antioxidizer KY-7910

Table 4. Catalytic Effect of LiCI on Azidation of PECH

catalyst reaction time (h) reaction temp. (°C) -N3 (%)

/ 15 100 99. 70

LiCI 3 100 99. 77

LiCl 2 100 99. 00
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Table 5. Influence of NaN 3/PECH (mole) on M. and -N 3 (%)

NaN3/PECH reaction temp. (CC) reaction time(h) M.xto10, -N3(%)

3:1 100 1 7.0855 93.57

2:1 100 1 7.7687 84.00

3:1 100 2 5.7637 99.00

2:1 100 2 5.9732 99.16

Table 6. Influence of Reaction Temp. on MA and N3

reaction temp. (CC) reaction time(h) Mýxi10 -N3(%)

60 14 18. 4220 46. 60

70 8 15. 3175 62.00

80 5 6. 1382 91.14

100 2 5. 7637 99. 00

Table 7. Influence of Reaction Time on Mw, and -N3%•

reaction time(h) reaction temp. (C) M. X10 -N3(%) dispersity

9 70 14. 7909 99.66 1. 89

10 70 3. 9611 99.69 2.01

12 70 12. 5977 99. 80 2. 23

Despite the fact that all the above reactions were carried out under protection of

antioxidizer or stabilizer and bubbled with pure nitrogen to dispel the possible by-

products which would result in the precursor cleavage, but when the reaction time lasts

too long, the average molecular weight of GAP is apparently reduced and its dispersity

is also broadened as shown in Table 7. These results indicate that it is needed to

carefully tailor all the factors saidabove to meet a optimum co-ordination for

synthesizing satisfactory H-GAP.
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6. AN INTERESTING PHENOMENON IN PECH AZIDATION

In synthesis of pentaerythrityl tetrazide (PETA) we found"1, that no matter how to

stoichiometrically reduce the mole ratio of toluenesulfonyl chloride or sodium azide to

pentaerythritol, we had never remained any hydroxy groups in the azidized product

except PETA with lower yield.

In azidizing PECH we found the same phenomenon. As shown in Table 6, we

obtained a H-GAP with 62% (mole) -N3 in the azidized products. According to the

general concept, there must be in average 62% -N3 and 38% -CI in one H-GAP

molecule. While after separating the product, we surprisingly found that it was a

mixture of pure H-GAP and non-azidized PECH as show in the infrared spectrum (Fig. 1

and 2). The pure H-GAP is an amber-colored elastomer and can vigorously burn, giving

out a bright flame, while the residual product is a white one and not easy to ignite.

We guess this focused attack of N3- on PECH molecule one by one might be related

to the factors of energy compensation and the energy of transition state in the reaction

system. Azidation is a typical nucleophilic substitution(SN). When the first -N3 is linked

in the PECH molecule, the energy state in the system is also changed. Although the -N3

is not at the P -position of the next -CH2CI and can not play the role of typical "ortho-

group participation", while the strong ,r-electron and negative charge in R-N3 would

make it possible to go forward the intermolecular SN2 reaction under a proper

configuration ,and, perhaps, existing some unstable intermediate as follows:

0
0

+(CH2-CH CH,-0H-0-)-
-(-CH2 -CH CH2-CH-0-)- I Ci_

CH2  U- C 2-CI H

N3

Of course, this is a reaction model we suggested. It is necessary to make more

simulated experiments and identitied by means of reaction kinetics and other advanced

methods.
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7. CONCLUSION

Glycidyl azide polymer with average molecular weight more than 14 X 10' was

synthesized. Experimental results indicated that the extent of azidation and PECH-chain

cleavage depend on a series of factors, including reaction time,temperature, reactant

ratio, catalyst, stabilizer or antioxidizer and nitrogen atmosphere protection etc. It is

necessary to tailor all these factors to get an optmum coordination for synthesis of H-

GAP with more higher molecular weight.

The particular phenomenon of N3 - focus-attacking one PECH molecule is

supposedly discussed by means of the nucleophilic substitution.
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AN ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY ROUTE TO NITRAMINES AND
NITRATE ESTERS VIA NITRODESILYLATION CHEMISTRY USING
DINITROGEN PENTOXIDE

ROSS W. MILLAR AND SIMON P. PHILBIN

Defence Research Agency, Fort Halstead, Sevenoaks, Kent TN14 7BP, U.K.

Abstract
Nitramines and nitrate esters are synthesised conventionally using strongly

acidic nitration media such as sulphuric-nitric acid mixtures, and the resulting
spent liquors from these nitrations are difficult to dispose of without damage to
the environment. The novel method described here dispenses with the need for
strong acids as the reaction medium and instead uses dinitrogen pentoxide (N20 5)in an inert solvent as the nitrating agent. The N20 5 cleaves heteroatom-silicon
bonds, in silylamines and silyl ethers respectively, to yield the desired energetic
groupings (nitramines or nitrate esters respectively) without liberation of acids
which would occur with conventional substrates (amines or alcohols). These
nitrodesilylation reactions proceed cleanly and in good yield, and furthermore the
co-product, a silyl nitrate, can be used to effect further nitrations, hence
eliminating the need for disposal.

The scope of the reaction will be illustrated by 25 examples, some of
which produce high energy compounds, notably plasticisers and an energetic
polymer precursor, whilst in others novel energetic functions such as N-nitro-
aziridines can be accessed directly for the first time. When taken in conjunction
with the current advances in N20 5 chemistry in other fields, which have made this
reagent available on large scale at reasonable cost, the use of clean routes to
energetic materials such as those described here constitutes a powerful reason for
changing the methods of manufacture of energetic materials in the next century.

Introduction

Nitramines and nitrate esters are classes of compounds which find widespread
application in propellant and explosive technologyl- 3. Nitrate esters also find use in
medicine as vasodilators4,5. The chemistry of each class of compound has been reviewed 6,7,
and their methods of preparation by traditional routes will first be considered before
describing the chemistry involved in the novel desilylative routes. Finally the advantages in
the novel chemistry will be assessed, particularly from the environmental point of view.

Nitramines
Nitramines are commonly prepared by the reaction of secondary amides with nitric

acid in dehydrating media such as acetic anhydride8, although other routes are possible, for
instance by the addition of nitrate salts of secondary amines to acetic anhydride in the
presence of a catalyst, e.g. chloride ion9, by direct interaction of an amine with dinitrogen
pentoxide, N20 5 10, or by nitrolysis of gem-diamines with nitric acid-acetic anhydridel 1,12.
More recently developed methods include the reaction of N,N-dialkyl-amides with nitronium
tetrafluoroboratel 3, the reaction of tert.-butylamines with nitric acid or N20 5

14, and the
action of nitric acid-acetic anhydride on tert. amines with in situ oxidation of the resulting
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nitrosamines with peracetic acid15. (Routes involving oxidation of isolated nitrosamines

have been disregarded owing to the high toxicity of these compounds.)

Many of these routes have disadvantages such as contamination of the product by

nitrosamines which are awkward to remove16, the use of reagents which are not available

cheaply on an industrial scale (e.g. NO 2BF 4), or the production of co-products which are

difficult to dispose of, notably acyl nitrates. Further problems may arise from inaccessibility

of substrates, for instance in the direct nitration of amineslO, certain categories of amine

either do not form the nitramine (particularly highly basic amines), or may not be preparable

in their unsubstituted form (e.g. hexahydropyrimidines - see later). Such shortcomings limit

the scope and utility of existing routes for the synthesis of nitramines.

The problems outlined above are exemplified in one of the most commonly used

routes for nitramine synthesis, namely the reaction of secondary amides with nitric acid under

dehydrating conditions (eqn 1), where the cleavage of the N-acyl bond results in formation of

the desired nitramine (I), but an acyl nitrate co-product (II) is also formed during the reaction
(termed a nitrolysis 8). The disposal of these acyl nitrates is awkward and also poses safety

R

N-N02

R a Rb I

N-H O N-C- R" nitramine
R, R, / II

0 +

amine amide (R" = alkyl) O2NOCOR" 11

carbamate (11" = alkoxy) acyl nitrate

[Reagents:- a) acylating agent (eg R"COCI) (R" = alkyl)

b) nitrating agent, esp. pure HNO 3, NO2+BF4 or N20 5]---------1

problems in certain circumstances, for instance in the synthesis of HMX from DADN17. A

further drawback of the nitrolysis of acylamines is that cleavage of N-C bonds other than the

acyl linkage may occur, resulting in competing reaction pathways and hence lower yields and
product contamination, and in extreme cases little of the desired product may be formed (e.g.

N,N-dimethylurethane (III) yields ethoxy N-methyl-N-nitrocarbamate (IV) instead of N,N-

dimethylnitraminel8). Finally, some acyl derivatives of polycyclic polyamines (e.g. the
precursor of bicyclo-HMX, V) are completely inert to nitrolysisl 9.

Nitrate esters

The majority of the methods reported for the synthesis of this class of compounds has
relied on the use of mixed acids (HNO 3-H2SO 4) or pure nitric acid, both of which media
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H3COC NO2
CH3  CH3  H N NO'

N N>
N-C/ OC2H5 N-C-OC2H5  -1 >N-C0II 5  / II

OH 3  0 0 2N 0 N N
I I

0 2N COCH3

III IV V

suffer from disposal problems of spent liquors which are unfriendly to the environment.

Some methods utilising transfer nitrating agents 7b,7c would appear to offer an escape from

these problems until it is realised that nitronium tetrafluoroborate (NO 2BF 4), a chemical

which requires aggressive reagents for its synthesis, is required for the preparation of these

reactants, whilst more recent methods utilising either silver salts20 or Lewis acids (e.g.

BF 3)21 can be ruled out on grounds of hazard and expense.

Discussion

Nitramines

In an attempt to overcome the twin problems of controlling the direction of nitrolysis

reactions and forming more easily handlable co-products, the replacement of acyl functions

by other readily nitrolysable groups was considered. It was felt that these problems stemmed

largely from the inertness of the nitrogen atom towards electrophilic attack as a result of the

electron-withdrawing acyl function, and therefore employment of substituents with the

opposite inductive effect, i.e. electron-donating substituents, would be beneficial. With this

rationale in mind, obvious candidate elements for consideration would be the group IV

metalloids, and it was already known that stannylamines could be nitrolysed to yield

nitramines22. Furthermore, publications in the mid-1980s had indicated that C-silyl

compounds could be cleaved by reagents such as nitronium tetrafluoroborate to yield C-nitro

compounds 23. However, as no reports were known of the nitrolysis of the corresponding N-

silyl compounds, silylamines (VI), this therefore seemed an obvious class of compound to

examine.
In the subsequent discussion, the N-silyl substrates are divided into two categories - i)

dialkylsilylamines and ii) cycloalkyl silylamines, with thirteen examples in all. The

nitrodesilylation reactions of twelve silyl ethers are described later.

i) Dialkylsilylamines

The silylamines (VI) were derived from the corresponding secondary amines, formed

in situ where necessary (e.g. Vim). Reaction with dinitrogen pentoxide (N20 5) in

halogenated solvents such as dichloromethane generated the nitramines (I) cleanly and in

good to excellent yield (eqn. 2 and Table 1). The reaction was found to be general for a
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range of alkyl substituents both on nitrogen (R & R') and silicon (R"), with the highest yields

being obtained with tfimethylsilyl derivatives (R = CH 3, see Table 1). The reaction is

R
N- NO2

R R" R'

a \ / I
N-H - - N-Si--R" nitramine

R' R' \R"
VI +

amine silylamine 02NOSiR" 3  V

silyl nitrate

[Reagents:- a) silylating agent (R"3SiX where X is a leaving
group such as halogen, dialkylamino etc)

b) nitrating agent, esp. N20 5, also NO2 BF4] ----------- 2

applicable to cases which have proved troublesome in the past, for instance sterically

hindered nitramines such as If, and yields were in many cases improved, sometimes

markedly, upon those hitherto obtained.

ii) Disilylainines and Silylaziridines

Cyclic dinitramines (II & Im) were likewise preparable without difficulty from the

corresponding disilyl precursors. It is notable that the precursor to Im, N,N'-bis-

(trimethylsilyl)hexahydropyrimidine (JIm, Table I) is derived from an unstable diamine

(hexahydropyrimidine, VIII) and highlights an intrinsic advantage of the novel nitration over

other methods which require the use of the free amine, which may be unavailable.

Furthermore, the dinitramine product (1m), which contains a geminal dinitramine moiety

which is a substructural fragment found in the RDX and HMX molecules, is preparable in a

HNv NH ON lN N- No

VIII IX

yield (69%) twice that reported in the hitherto best method (by nitro-denitrosation of the

N,N'-dinitroso compound IX 24). This hints at the potential of this reaction, and its viability

is subject only to the availability of suitable silylated precursors; in this respect, few

limitations have been encountered, one of the few groups which is incompatible with

silylating agents being the nitrile group.
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Table 1: Reactions of Silylamines with N2_O

Silylamine Rn. Rn. Yield of

1. Monosilylamines R'R 2N-Si(R3 )2R
4  Time mp. Nitramine

(hr) (0C) (%)

No. R' R2  R3  R4

VI

a -(CH 2)20(CH2)2- CH3  CH 3  2 0+2 80

b -(CH2)5- 0.75 -5+2 81

c -(CH 2)4- 0.5 -7 to -1 76

d CH3  CH3  0.75 -5+2 78

e C2H5  C2H5  0.75 -5+2 84

f i-C 4H9 f i-C4H9  0.75 -5 to 0 87

_ -(CH 2)20(CH2)2- t-C4 H9  '2.25 0 to +5 37

16 +5 to +10 40*

h n-C4H9 n-C 4H9  1.5 -5 to +5 39

C2H5  C2H5  0.75 0 to +5 61*

j i-C4H9 t i-C4H9  . 1 0 to +5 70

k -CH 2-CH(CH3)- CH 3  CH3  10 min. 0+5 t

2. Disilylamines

I (CH3)3Si '-N N-Si(CH3)3  1 -8 to 0 91

m 1 -5 to +5 69**

(CH 3)3Si N N Si(CH3)3
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Key to Table 1
* Larger excesses of N20 5 (50 and 100% resp.) used

** Mode of addition reversed (N20 5 added to silylamine)
t iC 4H9 = (CH3)2CHCH 2-
$ N-Nitroaziridine not isolated - reacted further in situ (see text)

CH 3  CH 3  ONex

N OCH3  NNO 2
N-SiR,3  NN02 N-NO2

N20 5  N20 5
1 mol excess +

VIk X O2NOCH(CH 3)CH 2ONO 2

XII ----------- 3

The behaviour of one substrate, the N-trimethylsilylaziridine Vlk 25 was notable.

Upon reaction with 1 mol N20 5 the N-nitroaziridine X was formed in situ in ca 80% yield,

and further reaction with excess of the reagent resulted in the formation of the N,N-

dinitramine-nitrate XI (Eqn 3), which was characterised spectroscopically, the nitramine

asymmetric stretching band in the i.r. being observed at 1607 cm- 1, in line with previous

findings 26. The formation of the N-nitroaziridine X constitutes the second reported synthesis

of this class of compound 27 and the first by direct electrophilic substitution, although a N-

nitroaziridine intermediate was postulated in earlier work on the nitration of propyleneimine

by N20 5
28. Also, the N,N-dinitramine-nitrate XI was contaminated with some propane- 1,2-

diol dinitrate (XII); such compounds are known to be decomposition products of N,N-

dinitramines 29. Therefore the behaviour of this silylamine opens the door to some novel

chemistry by affording classes of compounds which are only otherwise obtainable with

extreme difficulty, and furthermore by the ring-opening nitration yields high-energy

compounds such as XI which possesses a similar oxygen balance to nitroglycerine.

Nitrate Esters

It was considered that O-silyl compounds, i.e. trialkylsilyl ethers (XIII), might

behave analogously to N-silyl compounds and yield nitrate ester products (XIV), gaining

similar advantages to those realised in the nitramine syntheses (Eqn. 4).

R" N20 5  R-ON0 2  XIVa R = Me(CH 2)3CH(Et)CH 2XIVb R = Me(CH2)9
R-O-Si- R" 0 XIV nitrate ester XIVc R = Me(CH2 )5

XI~cR = e(0 2)5,CHMe
R" CH2012  + XIVd R = 0 2NO(CH2)6

XIII XIVe R = XVb (see Eqn. 5)

silyl ether O2 NOSiR,,3  XIVf R = XVIb ( ... )

VII silyl nitrate ----------- 4
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i) Acyclic silyl ethers

These silyl ethers, which share the common feature that the silicon atom bears only

one 0-substituent, were prepared from the corresponding alcohols by literature methods 30.

In the case of trimethylsilyl ethers, hexamethyldisilazane was used (Eqn. 5) and this was

applied to both monohydric (a - c, f) as well as dihydric (d & e) examples. Derivatives with

longer alkyl chains were prepared from the corresponding silyl chlorides in the presence of

an auxiliary base and a catalyst (4-(dimethylamino)pyridine, DMAP; Eqn. 6). Preparative

Table 2: Reactions of Silyl Ethers with N2.Q5

Entry Silyl Ether N. 5used Rn. Temp. Rn. Time Nitrate Yield
(mol) °C h Ester %

i) 2-ethylhexanol TMS (XIIIa) 1.1 -5 to +8 1.5 XIVa 92

ii) n-decanol TMS (XIIIb) 1.1 -5 to +8 1.5 XIVb 87*

iii) 2-octanol TMS (XllIc) 1.1 -5 to +15 5t XIVc 88

iv) hexane-l,6-diol bis-TMS (XIIId) 2.2 -5 to +3 0.75 XIVd 83

v) 2,2-(pentamethylene)-propane- 5.5** -20 to +10 1.5 XIVe **

1,3-diol bis-TMS (XIIIe)

vi) 3,3-bis(TMSoxymethyl)oxetane (XIlIf) 2.2 -5 2.0 XIVf 35

vii) 2-aziridineethanol TMS (XIIIg) 2.2 -10 to +5 1.5 XVIII 56tt

viii) 2-ethylhexanol TBDMS (XIIlh) 1.15 -5 to +5 18 XIVa <5

viii)a .. . . 2.0 -5 18 " 35

ix) 2-ethylhexanol tri(n-butyl) (XII1i) 1.1 -5 18 XIVa 87

ix)a .... .. 2.0 -5 18 " 94

x) 2-ethylhexanol tri(isopropyl)(XIIIj) 1.1 -5 18 XIVa 29

x)a .. 2.0 -5 18 " 53

xi) 2,2-dimethylpropane-1,3-diol 2.2 -10 to +3 1.5 XXII

cyclic DMS (XIX)

xii) butane-1,2-diol cyclic DMS (XX) 5.0 -5 24 XXIII 66

Notes
* The organic extract floated on brine.
t Reaction was incomplete after 2.5 h (nmr).
** Impure product obtained, also with lower mol ratios of N20 5.
tt Nitramine-nitrate prepared, but impure.
* Main product obtained is silyl nitrate (for structure see text)
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XIlIa R = Me(CH 2)3CH(Et)CH 2(Me3Si) 2NH Me X1Ilb R = Me(CH2)9

Me3SiCI 0.1 mol / X[Ilc R = Me(CH2)5CHMe
R-OH - R-O-Si-Me XHId R = Me3SiO(CH2)6

Me XIHe R = XVa
Me XIIIf R = XVIa

R-CH2 CH2 -R XlHg R = XVII

R-CH2  OH2 - ----- 5

0N - (CH2 )2 -

XVa R = Me 3SiO XVIa R = Me3SiO
XVb R = 02NO XVIb R = 02NO XVII

R"(R') 2SiCI

Et 3N or C 5H5N /

Me(CH 2)3CH(Et)CH 2OH Me(CH2)3CH(Et)CH 2 -0-Si-R'
DMAP\

R"Xlllh R'= Me, R" = Bu t

X1Ii R'= R" =Bun

XIIj R'= R"= Pri

----------------- ----------- 6

yields were generally in the range 75 to 93%. In one case (XIIIg) a second functionality (an

aziridine ring) was present in the molecule, offering the possibility of introducing further

energetic moieties by ring-opening nitration 31.

When the simple trimethylsilyl ethers XIlla-d were treated with a small excess of
N20 5 in dichloromethane, the corresponding nitrate esters XIVa-d were obtained cleanly and

in high (83-92%) yield (see Eqn. 4 and Table 2, entries i) - vi)). The secondary example

(XIIIc) reacted more slowly but the ultimate yield of nitrate ester XIVc (after 5 h at near

ambient temperature) was in line with the other examples. The difunctional trimethylsilyl

ethers XIIIe-f gave much lower yields owing to the neopentyl situation of the silyl ether

functions, which gives rise to much reduced reactivity because of steric hindrance. The
remaining trimethylsilyl ether, XIllg, was treated with 2 mol N20 5 to enable reaction to

occur on the aziridine function as well as the silyl ether, and a moderate (56%) yield of the

known nitramine-nitrate (DINA, XVIII) was obtained (Eqn. 7).

N20 5 (2 mol)
>N-(CH2)2OSiMe 3  ) (0 2NOCH 2CH 2)2NNO2

CH2C12
XlIIg XVII ------------ 7
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The remaining acyclic silyl ethers XIIIh-j (Table 2, entries viii) - x)), which bore

longer alkyl chains (up to C4) on the silicon atom (the alcohol chain, R, was in all cases 2-

ethylhexyl), in general reacted more slowly with N20 5, mirroring the trends found in the

silylamine reactions (see above). In particular, those with branched alkyl substituents were

the least reactive, and with tert.-butyldimethyl substitution on Si a maximum yield of XIVa

of only 35% was attained, even under forcing conditions (100 molar % excess of N20 5

for 18 h). These findings indicate that if, for instance, it were necessary to use a tert.-

butyldimethylsilyl ether in a synthetic strategy (e.g. as a blocking group) then the nitrate ester
could not be generated efficiently by direct reaction with N20 5, and alternative strategies

might have to be sought. Completing the reactivity comparison of compounds XIIlh-j, it is

apparent that the tri(n-butyl) derivative is the most reactive towards N20 5, giving similar

yields to the trimethylsilyl examples (although with substantially longer reaction times),

whilst the tri-(isopropyl) derivative displays an intermediate reactivity, yielding up to 53%

nitrate ester XIVa.

ii) Cyclic silyl ethers

R R

OH Me2SiCl2 ý, 0, XIXR=H,n=I

(CH2)On ba (CH2 /oSiMe2  XX R = Et, n =

\-OH base\-O

R=H,n =1; R=Et, n=O0;

Me Me / N20 5 (2 mo) 205 (5 mol)

02NO 0 pSi, ON0 2  O2NO fONO2

XXII Et

(+ some 2,2-dimethylpropanediol dinitrate, XXI) XXIII 8

Two compounds in this class were studied: XIX and XX. They were prepared (Eqn.

8) from the corresponding 1,2- or 1,3-diols by reaction with dichlorodimethylsilane

according to the literature32. The products obtained upon treatment with N20 5 were strongly

dependent on the conditions. Thus with XIX, use of a small excess of N20 5 and a short

reaction time resulted in the isolation of very little of the desired dinitrate XXI, and the major

product was the partially cleaved silyl nitrate XXII. This compound belongs to a class of

compounds, the silyl nitrates, which have received scant attention in the literature 33. It

showed interesting spectral properties whereby unusual nitrate ester bands at 1263 (symm.

NO 2 stretch) and 808 (ON0 2 group) cm- 1 were observed, which were at lower frequencies

than those of C-nitrates by some 15 and 60 cm-1 respectively, presumably on account of the

attachment of the heavier silicon atom in place of carbon.
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On the other hand, when silyl ether XX was treated with a large (150%) excess of
N20 5 and allowed to react for a protracted period, the dinitrate XXIII was obtained in useful

(66%) yield (Eqn. 8). Presumably XIX would also give a substantial yield of XXI under

similar conditions, but insufficient sample remained to test this hypothesis.

Conclusions

Therefore nitrodesilylations of silylamines and silyl ethers by N20 5 afford the

corresponding nitro compounds, nitramines and nitrate esters respectively, generally in good

to excellent yields. With the silylamines the reaction34 is of wide applicability, and products

bearing 1,3-bis-(N-nitro) functions are accessible such as Im. The success of the method in

this case is significant and augurs well for the extension to polynitramines. The conditions

necessary to effect the cleavage of the N-Si bond are much milder than, for instance, those

required to cleave N-acyl substrates (i.e. amides) and suggest applications in those areas

where cleavage of acetamides have failed to yield nitramine products, e.g. polycyclic

nitramines such as bicyclo-HMX 19.

The by-product from the nitration reaction, the volatile silyl nitrate (CH3)3SiONO2

(VII, R" = CH 3, Eqn 2), is a nitrating agent in its own right 35 and could easily be collected

by distillation and used profitably to carry out other nitrations, such as toluene to

dinitrotoluene. The formation of silyl nitrates such as VII is also preferable to the acidic by-

products (viz. BF 3 or HBF4) which would arise from the corresponding reactions with

NO2BF4. Another advantage is the non-acidic nature of the reaction medium which suggests

applications involving acid-sensitive substrates hitherto precluded from study in conventional

nitration media.

Likewise the reaction of silyl ethers with N20 5 is a viable means of synthesising

nitrate esters, particularly when the alkyl silicon substituents possess short or unbranched

chains (particularly methyl), and yields in excess of 90% can be realised. When these

substituents are branched chains the yields are lower, and with tert.-butyl derivatives the

yield is only acceptable under forcing conditions. The short chain derivatives have the added

advantage that the silyl nitrate by-product is more volatile, resulting in easier separation and

purification of the nitrate ester product; hence the use of the longer chain derivatives should

only be entertained if other considerations dictate that their usage is essential, e.g. protecting

group strategies.

With cyclic silyl ethers, although only two cases were studied, it became apparent that

more forcing conditions are necessary for the satisfactory preparation of dinitrates from these

substrates. This may cause some problems if these functions are to be used in a protecting
group capacity, since excesses of N20 5 necessary for their complete removal may interfere

with functional groups elsewhere in the molecule. In this respect the silyl ethers differ from

the silylamines investigated earlier, where reactivities were in general higher, even on
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electron-deficient functions such as amides. Such reactivity trends are to be expected owing

to the well-established difference in basicity of these elements resulting from the relative

availability of the electrons in their respective lone pairs to participate in bonding. Thus the
nitrogen lone pair is loosely bound and hence can readily form a sigma bond on approach of

an electrophile such as the nitronium ion (which exists in N20 5 solutioiis under laboratory

conditions 36). On the other hand, the more tightly bound lone pairs on oxygen are more
reluctant to do so, resulting in lower reactivities with this class of compound, in agreement

with experimental observation.
Finally, it should be emphasised that this approach to nitramines and nitrate esters

comprises a novel alternative to methods employing strong mineral acids, and will overcome

many of the problems inherent in the latter concerning the disposal of waste acid liquors.

These liquors are in some cases quite hazardous owing to the solubility of some nitrate esters

in them (e.g. triethyleneglycol dinitrate shows ca 9% vol./vol. solubility in spent HNO 3-

H2 SO 4
37), and care is required in their handling and disposal. Furthermore, the solubility of

certain nitrate esters in water can be problematic (e.g. ethyleneglycol dinitrate shows ca 4%

wt./vol. solubility in water 38, a high figure for a covalent ester) and the necessity of water

washing in conventional processes can be a distinct disadvantage. All of these factors must
be taken into consideration when designing environmentally-friendly processes for the

manufacture of energetic materials, such as will have to be employed next century in order to

meet new legislation 39. Nitrodesilylation methodologies such as those described here are

well placed to meet such requirements, and offer the opportunity to solve many of the

problems inherent in the clean manufacture of energetic ingredients for munitions

applications.
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Experimental

Silylarnine Preparations and Their Reactions with N205.
Details have been presented elsewhere 40.

Silyl Ethers
The following trimethylsilyl ethers were prepared 30 by treatment of the corresponding

alcohol with hexamethyldisilazane [HMDS] with a trace of chlorotrimethylsilane [CTMS] as
follows:-
2-Ethylhexanol, n-decanol and 2-octanol: A mixture of the alcohol (0.2 mol) and HMDS
(0.11 mol), to which a few drops of CTMS had been added, was heated with stirring in an oil
bath in a RB flask equipped with an air condenser, initially at 60 to 65°C. The temperature
was raised progressively to 150'C over 2-3 h (evolution of ammonia noted - moist indicator
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paper check) and the reaction was held at this temperature overnight, or until no further
ammonia could be detected. The product was then distilled, either bulb-to-bulb on a Buichi
Kugelrohr GKR 50 (#) or by fractionation (Fisher Spaltrohr HMS 300 (§) or 10 cm Vigreux
column (¶)), to give the pure silyl ether. Thus prepared were:- i) 2-ethylhexanol
trimethylsilyl ether (XIIIa), b.pt.(j) 88-89°C/ 20 mm (85%); 1H nmr, 8: 0.20(s,9); 1.00(t,6);

1.35(m,8); 3.5(m,2); Vmax (liq. film): 2959(s), 2930(s), 2867(s), 1462(m), 1382(m), 125 1(s),
1092(s), 878(s), 841(s), 746(m) cm- 1; ii) n-decanol trimethylsilyl ether (XIIIb), b.pt. (#)
164'C/ 90 mm (75%); 1H nmr, 6: 0.20(s,9; 0.95(t,3); 1.32(brs,16); 3.60(t,2); Vmx (liq. film):
2956(s), 2926(s), 2855(s), 1467(m), 1384(m), 1250(s), 1100(s), 841(s), 746(m) cm- 1; iii) 2-
octanol trimethylsilyl ether (XIIIc), b.pt. (1) 95-99°C/ 30 mm (74%); 1H nmr, 8: 0.15(s,9);

0.85(m,3); 1.00(d,3); 1.2(m,10); 3.65(m,1); Vmax (liq. film): 2958(s), 2928(s), 2859(s),
1459(m), 1374(m), 1250(s), 1084(m), 841(s), 747(m) cm- 1. Hexane-1,6-diol, 2,2-
(pentamethylene)propane-1,3-diol 41 and 3,3-bis(hydroxymethyl)oxetane 42 were treated as
above, but using 0.10 mol diol and 0.11 mol HMDS (with CTMS). Thus prepared were iv)
hexane-1,6-diol bis(trimethylsilyl) ether (XIIId), b.pt. (#) 165-170'C/ 15 mm (93%); 1H
nmr, 8: 0.15(s,18); 1.45(m,8); 3.60(t,4); Vmax (liq. film): 2938(s), 2861(s), 1385(m), 1251(s),
1096(s), 1036(m), 873(s), 841(s), 747(m) cm- 1; v) 2,2-(pentamethylene)propane-l,3-diol
bis(trimethylsilyl) ether (XIIIe), b.pt. (§) 103.5-104'C/ 4.5 mm (85%); purity (by 1H nmr) ca
90%; 1H nmr, 8: 0.0(s,18); 1.3(brs,10); 3.30(s,4); Vmax (liq. film): 2955(s), 2930(s), 2859(s),
1460(m), 1250(s),1086(s), 885(s), 841(s), 747(m) cm- 1; and vi) 3,3-bis(trimethylsilyloxy-
methyl)oxetane (XII), b.pt. (#) 135-150'C/ 10 mm (60%); IH nmr, 8: 0.30(s,18); 3.85(s,4);

4.50(s,4); Vmax (liq. film): 1252(s), 1085(s), 870(s), 841(s) cm-1.
Long-chain silyl ethers30: 2-ethylhexanol tert-butyldimethylsilyl ether (XIIh), b.pt.

(#) 120'C/ 8mm (89%); 1H nmr, 8: -0.05(s,6); 0.75(brs,5); 0.80(s,9); 1.2(brs, 10);

3.40(brs,2); Vmax (liq. film): 2958(s), 2929(s), 2858(s), 1472(m), 1463(m), 1384(m), 1255(s),
1095(s), 850(s), 836(s), 774(s) cm-1; 2-ethylhexanol tri-(n-butyl)silyl ether (XlIIi): b.pt. (#)
160-180'C/ 0.5 mm; 1H nmr, 8: 0.5-1.6(m,42); 3.5(br.s,2); Vmax (liq. film): 1092 cm-1; 2-

ethylhexanol tri-(isopropyl)silyl ether (XIIIj): b.pt. (#) 160-180°C/ 0.5 mm; 1H nmr, 6: 1.0-
1.7(m,36); 3.5(br.s,2).

Iitrolyses
The silyl ether (20 mmol) dissolved in dry dichloromethane (ca 10 ml) was added

dropwise over 10-15 min. to a solution of N20 5
43 in the same solvent (20-25 ml). Quantities

of N20 5 used, and temperatures and times of reactions are shown in Table 1. After the
appropriate reaction time, the mixture was worked up by washing with saturated sodium
hydrogen carbonate solution (ca 50 ml), with addition of further solid sodium hydrogen
carbonate if necessary, followed by washing with saturated brine. The organic extract
(washed out with further dichloromethane (15-20 ml)) was then dried over anhydrous
magnesium sulphate, and finally the solvent was removed on a Rotavapor to yield the nitrate
ester product, which was characterised spectroscopically and, in some cases, by HPLC.

The HPLC analyses employed an internal standard method based on the response of
the nitrate ester vs di-(n-pentyl)phthalate. A calibration curve was produced from three
different concentrations of an authentic sample of the nitrate ester, and using quadratic curve
fitting it was possible to calculate sample purities and hence percentage yields based on the
HPLC analyses.

Thus prepared were: 2-ethylhexanol nitrate (XIVa); 1H nmr, 6: 0.90(t,6); 1.3(m,8);

4.30(d,2); Vmax (liq. film) 1632(NO 2 as.), 1279(NO2 s.), 867 (ON0 2 gp.) cm- 1; n-decanol

nitrate (XIVb); 1H nmr, 8: 0.90(t,3); 1.3(brs,16); 4.45(t,2); Vmax (liq. film) 1632(NO 2 as.),
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1280(NO 2 s.), 864 (ON0 2 gp.) cm-1 ; 2-octanol nitrate (XIVe); 1H nmr, 5: 0.80(m,3);
1.35(m,13); 5.05(qr,1); Vmax (liq. film) 1625(NO2 as.), 1279(NO 2 s.), 876(ONO 2 gp.) cm-1;

hexane-l,6-diol dinitrate (XIVd); 1H nmr, 8: 0.15(s,18); 1.45(m,8); 3.60(t,4); Vmax (liq. film)
1632(NO 2 as.), 1280(NO2 s.), 872 (ONO 2 gp.) cm- 1; 2,2-(pentamethylene)propane-1,3-diol
dinitrate (XIVe); 1H nmr, 6: 1.53(br.s,10); 4.43(s,4); Vma (liq. film) 1638(NO2 as.), 1277
(NO 2 s.), 867(ONO 2 gp.) cm- 1; 3,3-bis(nitratomethyl)oxetane (XIVf); 1H nrnr, 5: 4.65(s,4);
4.85(s,4); Vmax (liq. film) 1644, 1278, 867 cm- 1; DINA (XVIII); 1H nmr, 8: 4.13(t,4);

4.76(t,4); Vmax (mull) 1638(NO 2 as., n.ester), 1523(NO2 as., nitramine), 1283(NO 2 s.) cm-1;

2,2-dimethylpropane-1,3-diol dinitrate (XXI); 1H nmr, 5: 1.10(s,6); 4.28(s,4); Vmax (liq. film)

1636(NO2 as.), 1278(NO2 s.), 866(ONO 2 gp.) cm-1; (XXII); 1H nmr, 5: 0.05(s,6); 0.95(s,6);
3.40(d,2); 4.28(d,2); Vmax (liq. film) 1632(NO 2 as.), 1279(NO 2 s.);1263(NO2 s.), 872, 808

(ONO 2 gp.) cm-1; butane-1,2-diol dinitrate (XXIII); IH nmr, 5: 0.5-0.8(m,2); 1.0(m,3);
4.3(m,2); 4.5(m,1); Vmax (liq. film) 1640(NO2 as.), 1270(NO 2 s.) cm- 1.
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SYNTHESIS OF THE CAGED NITRAMINE HNIW (CL-20)

Robert B. Wardle, Jerald C. Hinshaw, Paul Braithwaite, Michael Rose
Thiokol Corporation, P.O. Box 707, Brigham City, Utah 84302-0707, U.S.A.

Gene Johnston, Randy Jones, Ken Poush
Thiokol Corporation, Marshall, Texas 75671 U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION:

A strategy for meeting the need for increased performance in specific impulse, ballistics, and

density in several broad classes of propellants is the use of high energy/density ingredients such as
hexanitrohexaaza-isowurtzitane (HNIW or CL-20). This material is predicted, based on

experimentally determined physical properties, to significantly enhance performance in the areas of

specific impulse and/or density in propellants and in detonation velocity and pressure in

explosives. As with the vast majority of emerging technologies, this material has required

considerable research and development prior to being mature enough for use in advanced

development, demonstration or production systems. Thiokol Corporation, with funding from

several U.S. Department of Defense organizations, has brought the synthesis of HNIW to the pilot

scale. Critical attention was paid to the safety properties of the HNIW. Crystal quality has been

found to significantly affect safety and processing properties.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

HNIW is the most celebrated product of many years of Office of Naval Research sponsored

research at the Naval Air Warfare Center by Arnold Nielsen and coworkers into the synthesis of

novel nitramines and related energetic materials. The structure of HNIW (shown below) suggests
even to the most casual observer that this compound should be chemically similar to the much

better known mono-cyclic nitramines, HMX and RDX. The cage structure

0 2N
0

2K NO2  N NO2
0 2N No 2  N

• O2 NI •- N

0 2 N NO 2  NO 2

(HNIW) (HMX)

Figure 1. The structures of HNIW and HMX are shown for comparison.
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has four distinct effects on the chemical characteristics of HNIW. First, the cage structure imparts

greater density to the molecule. Second, the heat of formation is increased because of the ring

strain from the cage. Thirdly, the oxygen-to-fuel ratio is altered due to the more highly branched

structure of HNIW. Finally, the thermal decomposition is altered because of a combination of

altered geometry in the cage and the three foregoing factors. Also similar to HMX, HNJW has

shown several different polymorphic forms with slightly different densities.

Thermal Characteristics:

A description of the thermal stability of the various polymorphs of HN1W has been made.l

Thermal analysis of the various polymorphs as measured by differential scanning calorimetry

(DSC) demonstrates the good thermal stability of HNIW (Table 1) as does thermal gravimetric

analysis (TGA, Figure 2).

Table 1. HNIW Thermal Stability Comparison
Onset (°C) Maximum (°C)

ex-HNIW 220 250

B-HNIW 220 240

E-HNIW 240 253

Tahic I I)S(" at I OC per minute heating rate for several HNIW polymorphs.

121n42-A N2 6 ,,A T, 6. 5021 .q RATE, 20. 00 0g/- -

T0, 248.5

"I0T Z cj-CAE, 94. I

162

TEMPERATURE (C)

Figure 2. TG.\ of -HNIW.
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Synthesis:

The first example of the hexaazaisowurtzitane family of molecules to be reported 2 ,3 was the

hexabenzyl derivative (HBIW). From this material, HNIW is prepared (Figure 3). To date, very

little has been published on the conversion of HB1W to HNIW. A report by Bellamy4 identified a

conversion of HBIW to the partially reduced intermediate, TADB. No description was given of

the conversion of this material to HNIW. This work is similar to that reported by Nielsen as early

as 1986.5 A recent patent by Kodama 6 reports the synthesis of HNPW through HBIW via a

silylurethane. While intellectually interesting, this route has no practical use unless a simpler

chloroformate can be found to use in the replacement of the benzyl groups. The lack of extensive

literature on the synthesis should soon be rectified with a relaxing of the distribution of data on CL-

20 synthesis within the U.S. The original synthesis by Nielsen has been released for public

distribution but does is not the current state-of-the-art and has no more bearing on future work than

does the silylchloroformate route. At Thiokol, a modification of the route originally discovered by

Nielsen has been aggressively scaled-up to produce larger quantities of HNIW at reasonable cost

for a developmental material. In pursuing this work, care was taken at each step to carefully

Bn Bn 0 2N NO2
BnNH 2  N X N N02 N' N7

H Bn\ ,/ .Bn 0 2N / NO2

CH3CN, H20 N N N I N

OHCCHO N/ N\N/
Bn Bn 0 2N NO2

Figure 3. HBIW is prepared from benzyl amine and glyoxal. HBIW is further elaborated to HNIW.

review all aspects of the synthetic route and implication of running a given reaction at a larger

scale. Particular concern was paid to: safety considerations, difficulty in executing the procedure

as configured (including time and handling), yield, cost of materials (including recycling and waste

disposal), and product purity (effectiveness in next reaction). The largest scale of reaction for each

of the steps executed today are listed below (Table 2).
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Table 2. Scale of Reactions

Step Reactor (liters) Product (kg)

Condensation 5700 250

Conversion to nitration 1900 100
substrate

Nitration 3800 225

Crystallization 3800 450

Table 2. Approximate scale of reactions used in the stepwise transition of the HNIW synthesis from the laboratory
to the pilot plant. Reactor is the size of vessel used for the reaction in liters and product is the weight of material in
kilograms obtained from the given reactor. Differences in scale of the condensation and final step are chosen based
on safety and equipment considerations.

Crystallization and Particle Size Control

Initial crystallization development at Thiokol focused on consistent preparation of the highest

density polymorph (epsilon). Description of analytical methods and other preparation of the

epsilon polymorph has been made elsewhere.7,8 Particle size distribution was typically broad and

often exhibited two or more distinct modes (figure 4). The HNIW was often polycrystalline with

sharp comers and some microscopically visible defects (figure 5).

100 10.
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10

1 10 100 1000
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Figure 4. Particle size distribution of CL-20. The broad distribution of particle sizes typically obtained using the
original two solvent crystallization method are shown above.
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47;

Figure 5. CL-20 crystals. Clearly visible in the photographs shown above is the pol) -crystalline character of CL-
20 produced by early crystallization techniques. Also visible are potential defects within the crystals.

Numerous alternate procedures were examined to address these three concerns without
compromising the most important features of the current crystallization. Most significant among

these are the reproducibility of forming F-CL-20 and the careful removal of all acid species which

dramatically affect sensitivity. The improved process has been demonstrated to afford the desired

epsilon polymorph on a pilot scale. These modifications to the crystallization process also

dramatically improved the particle shape of the HNIW prepared. Material prepared using an

improved crystallization processes is not polycrystalline and has rounded edges (figure 6).

'log

Figure 6. CL-20 crvwtals. Clearly visible in the photographs shown above is the d ystal shape obtained
in the current crystallization. This is in contrast to the polycrystalline nature of earlier crystals (figure 5).
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Effective processing and formulating of CL-20 requires a variety of particle sizes as is the case

with all other solid materials used as a significant percentage of solids in propellant, explosive and

pyrotechnic formulations. Some control of particle size is possible during the crystallization

process. To date, these processes have not been sufficiently reproducible to be viable pilot plant

procedures. Nitramines such as HMX and RDX which are chemically and functionally similar to

CL-20 are typically ground using fluid energy milling. Another common procedure includes

particle size classification by sieving. In representative work done to achieve desired particle sizes,

material was divided into large and small particle sizes.a Due to concerns with the impact and ESD

sensitivity of CL-20, the processes were done with aqueous slurries of CL-20 rather than with dry

material.

Two particle sizes were desired beside the "as prepared" from the crystallization: 1) a coarse

fraction and 2) a fine fraction. The coarse fraction of CL-20 was obtained by mechanically

separating the coarse particles mechanically. This was completed by a classification process which

used an agitated screening set-up (SWECO). A single 100 mesh screen (149 microns) was used.

The F-CL-20 was slurried in water in a feed pot using a mechanical stirrer. It was fed to the

screening system using a peristaltic pump. A coarse fraction typically has an average particle size

of greater than 200 microns. A typical distribution is reproduced in figure 7.

C D
ta b, F~1

7 o U

L 40 .. .. . ... .... L

L . 1 1.... 10 1000

- .-- ..... _- - _.*------*-_ . I
1.~ ~.... ..... - --

M ICa NS

Figure 7. F-CL-20 coarse fraction. Depicted above is the microtrac particle size distribution for the coarse fraction of
CL-20 obtained by sieving. This distribution should be compared to a parent distribution presented in figure 4.

aThe particular effort reported here was funded by Thiokol IR&D funds. Similar efforts
have been supported by Navy contracts from NAWC and NSWC.
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The material which passed through the screen was obviously considerably finer than the parent

feedstock but with a typical average particle size of 35-50 microns was larger than desired for the

fine fraction. Previous work at Thiokol had demonstrated that nitramines could be successfully

ground in a standard fluid energy mill when water wet. This has been extended to CL-20.

As in the sieving, material was slurried in a feed pot and fed by a peristaltic pump into the fluid

energy mill. The resulting ground material was largely collected in a collection pot although a dust

collector was attached to catch any material which does not drop out of the air stream. Variations

in the process can afford material from roughly 15 microns down to about 2-3 microns average

particle size (figure 8). This size range adequately meets requirements for formulating.

180 - '___...._________________________I____
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Figure 8. F-CL-20 fine fraction. Depicted above is the microtrac particle size distribution for the fine fraction of
CL-20 obtained by sieving. This distribution should be compared to the parent and coarse distributions presented in
figures 4 and 7 respectively.

Safety Properties:

Comparison of standard safety test results for CL-20 which was polycrystalline and more recent

rounded material shows small but consistent advantages in this material. The expected payoff will

come with the material in formulation and in processing and shock sensitivity. These data are

given in Table 3.
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Table 3. CL-20 Sensitivity

F-CL-20 e-CL-20 HMX

(polycrystalline) (rounded) (20 micron)

Impact (in., 50%) 19.40 36.6 26.80

ABL Impact (cm, t.i.l.) 1.1-1.8 3.5 1.8

ABL Friction (lbs/@ ft/sec) 100 @ 4 100 @ 4 50-100 @ 4

ESD (J, 50%) 0.68 0.50 0.57

Perhaps more intriguing than the simple improvements in the measured safety properties are

measurement of the bulk density of crystals prepared by the various crystallization methods. The

bulk density of explosives has been correlated to the shock sensitivity of an explosive.9 A method

very similar to that described in the referenced paper was used to very accurately determine the

effective bulk density. These data are given in Table X. It is of particular note to recognize the

close correlation of the bulk density of the rounded material to the theoretical maximum (X-ray)

crystal density. This demonstrates that very little further improvement in particle quality is possible

since a bulk density of over 99.5% of X-ray measured crystal density has been achieved! This is

an improvement compared to those cited for typical HMX and RDX as measured and reported

recently. 9 This effectively explains the relative safety properties obtained in table 4.

Table 4. Bulk density measurements1 0

Bulk Density Density (X-ray, g/ml) % theoretical density
(measured, g/ml)

RDX 1.794-1.797 1.82 98.6-98.7

3-HMX 1.894-1.901 1.96 96.6-97.0

E-CL-20 2.036 2.044 99.6

Initial Formulation:

HNIW compatibility with other propellant and explosive ingredients was tested by DSC of

mixtures of ingredients to be tested. HNIW appears to be compatible with a wide range of

standard ingredients including other nitramines, nitrate esters, azido polymers, PEG, HTPB, AP,

AN, and standard curatives and catalysts. We have observed, however, an unexplained

incompatibility with PBAN (CTPB has not been tested by us). Based on these initial compatibility

results, formulation work was begun in both propellant (rocket and gun) and explosive

applications. The general results have shown that the safety characteristics of the formulations

prepared with HNIW are extremely similar to the baseline formulations but with the predicted
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increase in energy content or ballistic performance. An example of the data obtained from a

representative explosive formulation are given below (Table 5).

Table 5. Explosive Formulation

Composition Nitramine (%) Density(g/ml) % TMD Card Gap (in) Pressure (kbar)

HMX/estane 93 1.75 96.0 +2.16/-2.19 17.5

CL-20/binder 93 1.93 97.2 +2.25/-2.31 15.3

Table 5. Test data for a representative explosive formulation compared to an HMX analog. The pressure listed is
that required to initiate the CL-20 explosive as derived from the card gap value.

CONCLUSIONS

The caged nitramine HNIW first prepared by Nielsen has been produced on a pilot scale at Thiokol

corporation at over 200 kg per batch. The material can be produced with relative ease at the pilot

plant scale. Initial test results have shown that HNIW can be manipulated safely when proper

precautions similar to those for other crystalline nitramines are taken. Formulation is also possible

without undue risk. Ranges of performance are consistent with that predicted based on the

chemical and physical characteristics of HNIW.
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NENA-SPRENGSTOFFE

Hans-Heinrich Licht, Helmut Ritter und Bernd Wanders

Institut Franco Allemand I.S.L. Deutsch-Franz6sisches
de Recherches de Saint Louis Forschungsinstitut Saint Louis

Postfach 1260, D-79574 Weil am Rhein 1

Zusammenfassung:

Zur Gruppe der Nitrato-ethyl-nitramine (NENA) geh6ren eine Reihe von brisanten
Sprengstoffen. Der wichtigste und am besten untersuchte Vertreter dfirfte DINA sein.
NENA-Verbindungen mit niedrigem Schmelzpunkt - z.B. bei Raumtemperatur
filssige Stoffe - sind anwendungstechnisch interessante energetische Weichmacher.
Allerdings ergeben sich daraus gewisse ungewbhnliche Eigenschaften von
sicherheitstechnischer Bedeutung.
Wir haben neue NENA-Verbindungen mit heterocyclischem Grundk6rper
synthetisiert und erliutern den chemischen Hintergrund und die analytische
Charakterisierung.
SchlieBlich werden gemessene Explosivstoff-Eigenschaften und Leistungsdaten
verschiedener NENA-Verbindungen besprochen und mit Modellrechnungen
verglichen.

Abstract:

Among the nitrato-ethyl-nitramines (NENA) are compounds with high explosive
properties. An important and thoroughly tested NENA compound is DINA. Linear
NENA molecules often have a low melting point or are liquid at ambient
temperature. This fact makes this group interesting for an application as energetic
plasticizers but is also responsable for an unusual behaviour under certain
mechanical stress.
We have prepared new NENA compounds with heterocyclic structure. We explain
the chemical background and describe the analytical characterization of these
materials and their intermediates.
Finally we compare model calculations with measured explosive properties and
performance data of several NENA compounds.
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1. Einleitung

NENA-Verbindungen (Nitratoethylnitramine) sind durch die aligemneine Struktur-
formel R-N(N02)-CH 2 CH2-0-N0 2 gekennzeichnet, wobei die verbreitetsten
Vertreter Methyl-, Ethyl- und Butyl-NENA ebenso wie das durch semnen Energie-
inhalt besonders interessante DINA (das Dinitrat des Diethanolnitramins) eine
lineare Struktur aufweisen.

Diese Kombination aus Nitramin- und Salpetersdureestergruppen liIdt ausgeprdgte
Explosivstoff-Eigenschaften erwarten. Dabei wirkt sich die Nitratgruppe zwar
gtinstig auf die Sauerstoffbilanz aus, ist jedoch auch ftir die meist begrenzte
Temperaturstabilitdt dieser Verbindungen verantwortlich.

2. Synthese von NENA-Verbindungen

NENA-Verbindungen werden Oblicherweise durob die Nitrierung von hydroxyethyl-
substituierten Amninoverbindungen hergesteilt. So wird aus Diethanolamnin 1 in
einemn Reaktionsschritt durch die Einftiffrung von drei Nitrogruppen das DINA 2
erhalten /1/, und aus demn aus Formaldehyd und Amninoethanol zugdnglichen Triazin-
derivat 3 /2/ entsteht durch Nitrierung unter tejiweisemn Ringabbau das N,N'-Bis(2-
nitratoethyl)-methylendinitramin BNE-MEDINA 4 /3/. Auch das 1,3-Bis(2-
hydroxyethylamino)-2,4,6-trinitrobenzol 5 lii~t sich in eine NENA-Verbindung
umwandeln, wenngleich in Verbindung 6 noch eine nicht nitrierte N-H-Funktion
vorliegt /4/.

HN/CHCH2-OH HNO, 2- CH2CH2-ONO2

1 CH2CH2-OH 2 CHCH,-ONO2

CHCH2-OHNO

N N, H0 N-CHCH,-ONO 2

Ho-HC,'3'- H2CH2COH 4 N-CHCH,-ONO2

NO2

H, N N.C HCH2-OH O2N, N CH2CH2-ONO 2

02N NO 2  HNO3  O2N NO,

5"' I - 6 I
NO, HC 2 O NO2 CH2C;H2-O)NO2
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Emn alternatives Verfahren ist die Synthese von NENA-Verbindungen durch
Addition von Distickstoffpentoxid N20 5 an substituierte Aziridine. So ergibt
Cyanurchiorid 7 mit Aziridin dlas Tris(aziridyl)-triazin 8, aus dem durch Umsetzung
mit N20 5 das hochnitrierte Triazinderivat 9 entsteht /5/. Der Vorteil dieser Methode
besteht in der Vermeidlung von Teilnitrierungen wie im Falle des Trinitro-
benzolderivats 6.

\77 O2N, 1,CH2CH2-ONO 2ci 7 N N

CI N CI N N-7 N N N
7 XV V 9 CI H2CH2-0N2N0 2

Wir woilten mit der Synthese neuer NENA-Verbindungen aus Nitroheterocyclen
einige grundsditzliche Fragen zu Stabilitdt und Empfindlichkeit dieser Stoffidasse
kldren.

Durch die Umsetzung von 2-Chlor-3,5-dinitropyridin mit Aminoethanol wurde dlas
Zwischenprodukt 10 erhalten, weiches mit konz. Salpetersdure den Nitratester 11
ergab, w~hrendl die Nitrierung unter Acetanhydrid-Zusatz zur NENA-Verbindlung 12,
dem 2-(2-Nitratoethylnitramino)-3,5-dinitropyridin, fifihrte.

02N N0 2  HNO, ON NO2, HNO, 0 2N N0 2

N I ,aND H H N0 2NN N N N

10 C;H2C;H2-OH 11 C;H2C;H2-0N0 2  12 LCH2C;H2-0N0 2

4,6-Dichlor-5-nitropyrimidin 13 liel3 sich mit Aminoethanol bzw. Aziridin zu den
Zwischenverbindungen 14 und 15 umnsetzen. Dabei konnte dlas Diol 14 mit
Salpetersdure nicht nitriert werden, ergab jedloch mit Distickstoffpentoxid N20 5 tiber
die Zwischenstufe des Dinitrats 16 schlieflhich die gesuchte NENA-Verbindlung 17,
dlas 4 ,6 -Bis(2-nitratoethylnitramino)-5-nitropyrimidin. Auch durch Nitrierung des
Diaziridyl-Derivats 15 mit N2 0 5 wurde Verbindlung 17 erhalten.
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7-7
cI N

02N N ON N

N~~ N 5 N0 5
Cl:N13 1

H,~ NCH2CH2-OH HN ~CH 2CH 2-ONO 2  O2N, N CH 2CH 2-0N0 2

2 N: N2 N
0 2  ~ N N205  02 N :e N N205  0N -) N)

HH, 0. 2N,
N ý 14 N 16N N 17

CH2CH2-OH CH 2CH2-0N0 2  CHCH,-0N02

3. Spektroskopische Untersuchungen und Thermostabilitait.

Die als Vorstufe zu NENA-Verbindungen anfallenden Hydroxyethylamino- und
Nitratoethylamino-Verbindungen erlauben einige interessante Beobachtungen.
Linerseits ergibt sich bei der Untersuchung der physikalisehen Bigensehaften, daB
allein das Vorhandensein von Nitratgruppen die thermisohe Stabilitat noch nicht
einschrdnkt. Erst das gleichzeitige Vorliegen von Nitrat- und Nitraminogruppen
bewirkt eine Erniedrigung der exothermen Zersetzungstemperatur. Die Schmelz-
punkte der heteroaromatischen Nitratoethylaminoverbindungen 11 und 16 erreichen
allerdings nicht die bei analogen Benzolderivaten wie z.B. 6 gefundenen
tiberraschend hohen Werte /4/.

Tab. 1: Schmelz- und Zersetzungspunkte von NENA-Verbindungen und Vorprodukten

VERBINDUNG Schmelz- Zersetzungs-
punkt ('C) punkt ('C)

2-Hydroxyethylamino-3 ,5-dinitropyridin 10 108 287
2-Nitratoethylamino-3,5-dinitropyridin 11 73 193
2-Nitratoethylnitramino-3,5-dinitropyridin 12 99 164
4,6-Bis(2-hydroxyethylamino)-5-nitro-pyrimidin 14 170 257
4,6-Bis(2-nitratoethylamino)-5-nitro-pyrimidin 16 --- 162
4,6-Bis(2-nitratoethylnitramino)-5-nitro-pyrimidin 17 87 154

In der IH-NMR-Spektroskopie zeigen die Hydroxyethylamino- und Nitratoethyl-
amino-Verbindungen 10, 11, 14 und 16 ein interessantes Verhalten: Im
Lbisungsmitte1 d6 -Dimethylsulfoxid, das Austauschvorgdnge von NH- und OH-
Protonen verlangsamt, war stets die Wechselwirkung der CH2CH2-Gruppe mit
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benachbarten NI-- oder OH-Protonen zu erkennen, die sich in der Aufspaltung der
NH- bzw. OH-Signale zu Tripletts und der CH-2-Signale zu Quadrupletts diuierte. Die
Ausbildung einer H-Brticke zwischen der Nitrogruppe und einer Aminogruppe war
bei dem Pyrimidinderivat 16 bei Raumtemperatur Zn beobachten, emn Phiinomen, das
wir bereits bei einer Reihe von Aminodinitropyridinen beschrieben hatten /6/ und
das zur Stabilitdt derartiger Verbindungen beitrdgt.

4. Explosive Eigenschaften.
4.1 Mechanische Empfindlichkeit

Verglichen mit den kiassisohen Spreng~len Nitroglycerin Ngl und Diglykoldinitrat
DEGN, die wegen ihrer Schlagempfindlichkeit als heikel gelten, machen die
flissigen NENA-Verbindungen Ethyl-NENA und Butyl-NENA einen gutartigen
Eindruck: Sie sind nicht reibempfindlich, und unter dem Falihammer sind sie meist
weniger empfindlich als Hexogen (Tab. 2).

Tab. 2: Mechanische Empfindlichkeit von NENA-Sprengstoffen

Explosivstoff Reib-Empfindlichkeit Schlag-Empfindlichkeit
(kp) MJ

Me-NENA 10
Et-NENA 10 (Zers.)
DINA > 36 7.5
DEGN 0.2
Ngl > 36 0.2
RDX 16 6.0

Jhr thermisches Verhalten ist ungewbhnlich: Obwohl sie sich beimn Versuch einer
Destillation kontinuierlich zersetzen, miissen die damit hergesteilten Formulierungen
nicht als thermisch instabil eingestuft werden. In Mischungen mit Nitrocellulose
(NC) sind sie als Treibladungspulver stabil bis 200'C - wie RDX.

Diese Aussagen gelten auch fdr die bei Raumtemperatur kristallinen Vertreter
Methyl-NENA und DINA. Hier muf3 allerdings eine Einschrdnkung gemacht werden.
Beim Verpressen von DINA hatten wir einen Zwischenfall: Es trat dabei eine
Detonation mit Zerlegung der Form auf. Eine Nachprilfung der Schiag-
empfindlichkeit erbrachte emn ungewbhnliches Ergebnis.

Bei der Untersuchung mit dem Falihammer werden unterschiedliche Resultate flir
DINA gefunden, wenn die Probe auf die Prtifrolle (Walze) des Falihammer-
Probenhalters zentriert oder am Rand verteilt eingebracht wurde:
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normal am Rand zentriert

Die Anwendlung dieser Prilfung auf andere Sprengstoffen ergibt eine iiberraschende
Serie: Man beobachtet zwei verschiedene Kiassen von Explosivstoffen: Bine
Gruppe, die bei Probeneinbringung am Rand empfindlicher ist, und eine zweite, die
die gr6fBere Schlagempfindlichkeit bei zentrierter Plazierung aufweist. Die
wesentliche Eigenschaft, die die beiden Gruppen unterscheidet, ist, wie wir vermutet
hatten und durch diese Versuchsreihe zeigen woliten, der niedrige Schmelzpunkt der
einen und der "normale" der anderen. Gruppe. Wir glauben heute, daB niedrig
schmelzendle Explosivstoffe beim Verpressen schmelzen k6nnen, dabei in den Spalt
zwischen Stempel und Formrand gedrtickt und so extremen - zur Detonation
fifihrenden - Scherbeanspruchungen unterworfen werden (s. Anhang).

Zur Verbesserung der Handhabbarkeit im Falle des DINA bot es sich an, unsere
Brfahrungen der Verarbeitung des DINA in Treibladlungspulvern (TLP) zu bertick-
sichtigen: NC vermag grol~e Mengen an DINA zu einem Gel mit - wie bei TLP
Oilich - reduzierter Detonierbarkeit zu binden. Eine Menge von 2.5 % NC und 2.5 %
Et-NENA reichte, urn die Eigenschaften dieses "DINA-Dynamits" drastisch zu
verd.ndern: Es hatte nicht nur cine geringere Schlagempfindlichkeit; es zeigte auch
dlas Verhalten eines "hoch" schmelzenden Explosivstoffs, indem es jetzt nicht mehr
bei Einbringung am Rand empfindlicher reagierte als bei zentrierter
Probenanordnung
Hier sei auf dihnliche Untersuchungen an fiUissigen Sprengstoffen hingewiesen, die
franz6sische Kollegen im Rahmen dieser Konferenz 1994 vorgesteilt hatten /7/.

Mit einem Gaspyknometer wurde die Kristalldichte p und aus kalorimetrischen
Messungen der Verbrennungswdrmen die Standardbildungsenthalpie AHf7
ermittelt. Die thermisehe Stabilit~t wurde aus der DTA/TG-Registrierung bei linearer
Aufheizung (60C/min) als Verpuffungstemperatur beschrieben. Bei der Reib- und
Schlagempfindlichkeit wird der Wert angegeben, der zur ersten Reaktion des Stoffs
fifhrt (Tab. 3).

Tab. 3: Physikalische Daten von NENA-Verbindungen

Verbindung p 3) AHfO Schmelz- Tex Reibapparat Falihammer
__________(g/cm) (kcal/mol) punkt ('C) (-C (kp) j (N m)

Py-NENA 1.74 - 1.5 99 164 > 36 6.0
Pm-NENA 1.81 -1.99 87 154 > 36 { 2.5
BNE-MEDINA 1.72 - 59.95 92 201 > 36 j 4.0
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Es ist festzustellen, daB die hochnitrierten heterocyclischen Verbindungen -

besonders die Pyrimidin-Verbindung - vergleichsweise recht empfindlich und, was
nicht ilberraschen kann, nur begrenzt thermisch stabil sind.

4.2 Leistung der NENA-Sprengstoffe.

Line Leistungsabschdtzung der hier behandelten Explosivstoffe wurde mit den
Modellen von ROTHSTEIN /8/ bzw. KAMLET & JACOBS /9/ vorgenommen. Die
erhaltenen Werte ftir Detonationsgeschwindigkeit D, GURNEY-Energie 4I2EG und
Chapman-Jouguet-Druck Pc sind in Tabelle 4 angegeben.

Tab. 4 : Berechnete Leistungsdaten von NENA-Verbindungen

Verbindung p D /8/ D /9/ ý2EG /9 PC1  /9/
g/M (mis) (mis) (mm/ps) (kbar)

Py-NENA 12 1.74 7985 7973 2.68 276
Pm-NENA 17 1.81 8364 8423 2.80 316
DINA 2 1.67 7936 8282 2.82 291
DINA 2 1.61 8078 2.78 270
BNE-MEDINA 4 1.72 8266 8451 2.85 308

Nach demn ROTHSTEIN-Modell wird Pm-NENA 17, nach KAMLET & JACOBS
BNE-MEDINA 2 als brisantester Sprengstoff vorhergesagt.

Die gute Zug~.nglichkeit des DINA erlaubte es, zylindrische Ladungen des Durch-
messers 16 mm herzustellen und daran Detonationsgeschwindigkeit D und
GURNEY-Energie '12EG zu messen.

Tab. 5: Gemessene Leistungsdaten von DINA 2

Formulierung A D ~2EG
(g/CM 3) (m/s) (mm/ps)

DINA 95 /NC 2.5 /Et-NENA 2.5 %. 1.61 7665 2.83

Die Resultate Obertreffen hinsichtlich der ballistischen Leistung (Gumey-Konstante)
noch die Berechnung. Das tiberrascht, da die Detonationsgeschwindigkeit - auch bei
Beriicksichtigung der vergleichsweise niedrigen Ladedichte A - hinter den
Erwartungen zuriickbleibt.
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5. Verwendung von NENA-Verbindungen als Weichmacher

Der niedrige Schmelzpunkt aliphatischer NENA-Verbindungen erlaubt ihre
Verwendung als energetische Lbsungsmittel und energetische Weichmacher. Nach
Auffibsung eines Kunststoffs in einer fflissigen NENA-Verbindung erhdlt man die
Grundmasse fijr einen plastischen Sprengstoff. Emn energetischer NENA-
Weichmacher vermag NC zu gelatinieren und damit die Spreng~le Nitroglycerin und
Diglykoldinitrat in TLP zu ersetzen. Das Ergebnis sind alternative zweibasige
Treibladungspulver. Ober diese Arbeiten. haben wir an anderer Stelle berichtet /10/.

Hier seien noch unsere Versuche, NENA-Sprengstoffe als Weichmacher in
Formulierungen ffir gieflbare PBX einzusetzen, erwdhnt. In der Rezeptur ffir einen
kunststoffgebundenen Sprengstoff aus Oktogen, Polybutadien mit Hydroxyl-
Endgruppen und Isophorondiisocyanat (H-MX / HTPB / IPDI) hatten wir den
klassischen Weichmacher Dioctylphthalat (DOP) gegen eine Misohung aus
Me-NENA und DINA 1/1 ausgetauscht. Trotz des scheinbar geringftigigen Anteils
von nur 3 % solite sich diese Verdnderung nach einer theoretischen Abschdtzung in
einer durchaus meBbaren Erh6hung der Detonationsgeschwindigkeit von mehr als
200 m/s auswirken (Tab. 6)

Tab. 6 : Leistungsdaten fir kunststoffgebun~dene Sprengstoffe

Sprengstoff Detonationsgeschwindigkeit Detonationsgeschwindigkeit
- berechnet - - gemessen -

(Ladedichte) (Ladedichte)
Formulierung A
HMX 85, HTPB 11, IPDI 1, 7989 m/s 7831 m/s
DOP 3 (1.56 g/cm 3  (1.56 glCni 3 )

Formulierung B
HMX 85, HTPB 11, IPDI 1, 8213m/s 7847 m/s
Me-NENA 1.5, DINA 1.5 (1.56 glCM 3) (1.39 glcmn3)

Die mit den NENA-Weichmachern hergesteilte Ladung bestdtigte diese Abschdtzung
insofern, als die gleiche Detonationsgeschwindigkeit wie fMr die Referenz-
Formulierung bei einer (wegen hoher Porositdit) deutlich niedrigeren Ladungsdichte
gemessen wurde.
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7. Anhang

Schlagempfindlichkeit von Explosivstoffen ( J ) beim Fallhammertest

- EinfluB der Anordnung

der Proben 888
normal am Rand zentriert

Nitromethan (NM) I.Reaktion > 25.0 6.0 > 25.0
Schmp.: - 29° 50% 6.44 ± 0.10

Methyl-NENA (Me- 1.Reaktion 25.0 22.5 > 25.0
NENA) Schmp.: 360 50% 24.6

Trinitroethylbenzol 1.Reaktion > 25.0 25.0 > 25.0
(TNEB) Schmp.: 380

DINA J.Reaktion 7.0 3.0 6.5
Schmp.: 520 50% 3.9_±0.12 6.9"±0.11

DINA-Dynamit I.Reaktion 7.0 7.5 10.0
(DINA/NC) 50 % 10.7 ± 0.66 10.9 ± 0.46

Erythrittetranitrat (ETN) I.Reaktion 2.5 4.5
Schmp.: 610 50% 3.6+0.16 5.0+0.14

TNT 1.Reaktion 22.5 15.0
Schmp.: 810 50% 24.4 ± 0.41 21.1 ± 0.91

Tetryl 1.Reaktion 5.5 17.5
Schmp.: 1300 50 % 7.85 ± 0.65 19.2 ± 0.93

PETN, 50-200!I 1.Reaktion 5.0 5.5 4.5
Schmp.: 1410 50% 11.9+0.81 5.3 ±0.13

Hexogen, 150-200[tm 1.Reaktion 22.5 7.5
(RDX) Schmp.: 203' 50 % 23.75 ± 1.25 10.5 ± 0.73

Oktogen,<100l m (HMX) I.Reaktion 7.5 5.0
50% 10.0 ± 0.47 6.2 ± 0.3

Oktogen,< 40prm (HMX) 1.Reaktion 3.5
50% 4.0
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A NEW SYNTHESIS OF TATB USING INEXPENSIVE STARTING MATERIALS

AND MILD REACTION CONDITIONS*

Alexander R. Mitchell, Philip F. Pagoda and Robert D. Schmidt

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Energetic Materials Center,

Livermore, California 94550, USA

Abstract

1,3,5-Triamino-2,4,6-trinitrobenzene (TATB) is currently manufactured in the USA

by nitration of the relatively expensive and domestically unavailable 1,3,5-

trichlorobenzene (TCB) to give 2,4,6-trichloro-1 ,3,5-trinitrobenzene (TCTNB)

which is then aminated to yield TATB. Elevated temperatures (150 OC) are

required for both reactions. There is a need for a more economical synthesis of

TATB that also addresses current environmental issues. We have recently

discovered that 1,1,1-trimethylhydrazinium iodide (TMHI) allows the amination of

nitroarenes at ambient temperature via Vicarious Nucleophilic Substitution (VNS)

of hydrogen. TMHI reacts with 2,4,6-trinitroaniline (picramide) in the presence of

strong base (NaOMe or t-BuOK) to give TATB in over 95% yield. TMHI and

picramide can be obtained from either inexpensive starting materials or surplus

energetic materials available from demilitarization activities. TMHI, for example,

is obtained from the reaction of methyl iodide with 1,1-dimethylhydrazine

(unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine, UDMH). UDMH (30,000 metric tons) is

currently available in the former Soviet Union as a surplus rocket propellant.
Transition of the new TATB synthesis from the laboratory to the pilot plant is

projected.

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract No. W-7405-ENG-48.
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Introduction

The objective of this program is to provide a convenient and relatively

inexpensive preparation of 1,3,5-triamino-2,4,6-trinitrobenzene (TATB). TATB is

a reasonably powerful high explosive whose thermal and shock stability is
considerably greater than that of any other known material of comparable

energy. 1 It is used in military applications because of its significant insensitivity

to thermal and shock environments. There is also interest in employing TATB in

the civilian sector for deep oil well explorations where heat-insensitive explosives

are required. TATB had been priced at $20 to $50 per pound when it was being

produced on an industrial scale in the U.S. TATB is currently available to

customers outside of the Department of Energy (DOE) for $100 per pound. 2

This paper describes a new synthesis of TATB developed at Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory (LLNL) that utilizes inexpensive starting materials and mild

reaction conditions.

Current Preparation of TATB

TATB is produced in the USA by nitration of the relatively expensive and

domestically unavailable 1,3,5-trichlorobenzene (TCB) to give 2,4,6-trichloro-

1,3,5-trinitrobenzene (TCTNB) which is then aminated to yield TATB (Scheme

1).3 Elevated temperatures (150 oc) are required for both reactions. The major

impurity encountered in this process is ammonium chloride. The inclusion of

Cl ClNH 2

C, HNO 3  O2 N NO2  NH3  0 2 N IN

ci Hi H2 So 4  CI C -C Toluene H2N " NH2
CC NO2  H 2 0 NO2

Scheme 1. Current synthesis of TATB.

2.5% water during the amination step significantly reduces the ammonium

chloride content of the TATB. 4 Low levels of chlorinated organic impurities have

also been identified. These impurities include 2,4,6-trichloro-1,3,5-
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trinitrobenzene (TCTNB), 1,3-dinitro-2,4,5,6-tetrachlorobenzene, 1,3-dinitro-
2,4,6-trichlorobenzene and their partially aminated products. 5 A synthesis of
TATB that replaces TCTNB with a non-chlorinated starting material is clearly
desirable.

Vicarious Nucleophilic Substitution of Hydrogen

Vicarious nucleophilic substitution (VNS) of hydrogen is a well-established
procedure for the introduction of carbon nucleophiles into electrophilic aromatic
rings. 6 ,7 The reaction involves the addition of a carbanion bearing a leaving
group (X) to an electrophilic aromatic ring and subsequent rearomatization by
loss of the leaving group through elimination as HX (Scheme 2, Z=CH2). This
reaction has been applied to a wide variety of nitroarenes and nitro-substituted
heterocycles. 7

x
H Z

R t-BuOK R - HX
+ X-ZH DMSO

NO 2  NO 2-

Z = OH 2, NH

z ZH

R H+ R

NO 2 - NO 2

Scheme 2. Vicarious nucleophilic substitution of hydrogen.

By analogy, VNS reactions can also take place with amine nucleophiles. Such
reagents are of the common form X-NH2, where X is an auxiliary group capable
of stabilizing a negative charge, thus driving rearomatization of the a-
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intermediate adduct (Scheme 2, Z=NH). One of the first examples of amination

by VNS of hydrogen was provided by Meisenheimer and Patzig who reacted 1,3-

dinitrobenzene with hydroxylamine in the presence of strong base to yield 2,4-

dinitrophenylene-1,3-diamine. 8 Recently, a number of more active aminating

reagents such as 4-amino-1,2,4-triazole 9 and substituted sulfenamides 1 0 have

been developed. These reagents were designed to be good nucleophiles that

easily add to electrophilic aromatic rings and also possess good leaving groups

(Scheme 2, X)

Use of 1.1.1-Trimethylhydrazinium Iodide as a VNS Reagent

Although quaternary hydrazinium compounds have been known for over one

hundred years, 1 1 ,1 2 they have not been employed as VNS reagents. We

examined 1,1,1-trimethylhydrazinium iodide (TMHI) 13 [(CH3)3N+-NH2 I-] for use

as a VNS reagent. We reasoned that TMHI would be sufficiently nucleophilic to

substitute into nitro-substituted aromatic rings but would be superior to the
previous examples because the leaving group would be the neutral

trimethylamine instead of a stabilized anionic species. In addition, there is a
possibility that the hydrazinium halide would react with base to form the neutral

ylide species, [(CH3)3N+-NH-], which may be the reactive species in the

amination process. Indeed, when TMHI was reacted with various nitro-

substituted aromatics the amino functionality was introduced in good to excellent

yields. We found that the number of amino-groups which may be added to the

electrophilic aromatic ring is equal to the number of nitro groups present on the

ring.

A study of product yields and distribution of various 3-substituted nitrobenzene

derivatives was performed using TMHI (Scheme 3) (Table 1).14 The results of

our study were compared with the findings reported for 4-amino-i,2,4-triazole
(ATZ). 9 ATZ was found to be regioselective, giving substitution exclusively para-

to the nitro group. TMHI gave all possible product isomers thereby showing no

selectivity but presumably greater reactivity. There was a general tendency for

TMHI to yield products in which the amine substitution occurs ortho- to the nitro

group as the major components although some exceptions were noted. We are
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NH2
RR

{N TMHI

K+ "Ot-Bu

NO 2  DMSO 2

Scheme 3. Amination of 3-substituted nitroaromatics.

currently investigating the use of more sterically crowded 1,1,1-
trialkylhydrazinium halides derived from UDMH in an attempt to influence the
regioselectivity of the aminating reagent.

Table I. Amination of 3-Substituted Nitrobenzenes

R Total Yield (%) position of NH2a % isomer

H 85 2 61
4 39

CH3 84 2 38
4 35
6 27

Cl 82 2 32
4 49
6 19

COOH 95 4 71
6 29

OCH3 66 2 90
4 10

F 84 2 45
4 47
6 8

1 76 2 45
4 38
6 17

CN 41 2 20
4 44
6 36

a Relative to N02
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Starting Materials for TATB Synthesis

This project originally began as part of demilitarization activities related to the

chemical conversion of energetic materials into higher value products. 1 5 ,1 6

Consequently, our synthesis of TATB has been designed so that either surplus

energetic materials or inexpensive, commercially available chemicals can be
used to make the necessary starting materials. Several million pounds of
ammonium picrate (Explosive D) are available for disposal in the USA.
Ammonium picrate can be converted to 2,4,6-trinitroaniline (picramide) by the

pathways shown in Scheme 4. The reaction of picric acid with urea at elevated
temperature (173 oC) has been reported to provide picramide in 88% yield. 1 7

The analogous reaction of Explosive D with urea to directly provide picramide
has not been reported. Picramide is also readily accessible from nitration of the
commercially available and relatively inexpensive 4-nitroaniline1 8.

OH

O2N01JNO2

HCI NO2  Urea, A

0- NH +' Picric acid NH,

ON NO,+ j NH2O2N NO2

12) P0C13
NO-, 0 NH NO 2

Explosive D Picramide
cl

-02 N 0  NO2

NO2

Picryl chloride

Scheme 4. Synthesis of picramide from Explosive D.

1,1-Dimethylhydrazine (unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine, UDMH) has been
used as a liquid rocket propellant. Thirty thousand metric tons of UDMH in
Russia are available for disposal in a safe and environmentally responsible
manner. 19 1,1,1-trimethylhydrazinium iodide (TMHI), our VNS reagent of choice,
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is readily prepared through the alkylation of UDMH by methyl iodide. 2 0

Alternatively, TMHI can be prepared directly from hydrazine and methyl iodide. 13

Amination of Picramide by Hydroxylamine Derivatives

We initially explored the conversion of picramide to DATB and TATB using

hydroxylamine (Scheme 5, R = H) and aqueous base as reported for the

conversion of 4,6-dinitrobenzofuroxan (DNBF) to give 5,7-diamino-4,6-

dinitrobenzofuroxan (CL-14). 2 1 DATB was obtained in a low yield (16%) after

removal of unreacted picramide.

NO2  NO2  NO2

NH20R ~NH,-I H2N NH

0,14 NO 2  O2 N O"•I" NO 2  O2N j' NO 2

NH2  NH2  NH2

Picramide DATB TATB

Scheme 5. Reaction of picramide with NH2OR (R = H, CH3, C6H5CH2)

The replacement of aqueous base with sodium methoxide in anhydrous methanol

or DMSO raised the yield of DATB from 16% to over 50%. The use of alkoxy

derivatives (R = CH3, C6H5CH2) gave exclusively DATB in 87-91% crude yields.

The reaction of picramide with hydroxylamine or its 0-alkyl derivatives never

yielded more than trace quantities of TATB.

Amination of Picramide by ATZ

Picramide reacts with 4-amino-i,2,4-triazole (ATZ) in dimethylsulfoxide in the

presence of strong base (NaOMe or KOt-Bu) at room temperature (24 h) to yield,

depending on the quantity of ATZ used, either DATB or TATB and 1,2,4-triazole

(TZ) (Scheme 6).
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0 NH 2  N-N NH,,
N N02 NaOCH 3  0 2N N02 +

N DMSO H,2N R N

NO 2  NH2  NO 2  H

Picramide ATZ DATB (R = H) -Z

TATB (R = NH 2)

Scheme 6. Reaction of picramide with ATZ.

Amination of Picramide by TMHI

When TMHI replaces ATZ in the reaction with picramide, the reaction is complete

in 3 h to yield DATB (70-80%) or TATB (95-98%) and trimethylamine (TMA)

(Scheme 7).

NH 2  NH 2
O2 N • NO2 CH3I NaOCH3  O2 N NO2  CH31

CH3 -N*-NH 2  + CH3 -N

CH3  H 2N y R OH 3

NO 2  NO2

Picramide TMHI DATB (R = H) TMA

TATB (R = NH2)

Scheme 7. Reaction of picramide with TMHI.

The TMA released can be used to regenerate the TMHI that is consumed during

the reaction. The reaction of TMA with chloramine (CINH2) yields

trimethylhydrazinium chloride (TMHCI) which is treated with hydroiodic acid to yield

TMHI (Scheme 8).22

CH3  CH3  CH 3

CH3-N + CI-NH2 CH3--N--NH, CI- D CH3--N--NH, I-
I I I

OH3  CH 3  OH3

TMA TMHCI TMHI

Scheme 8. Conversion of TMA to TMHI.
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The use of TMHCI for nucleophilic aminations of nitroarenes is under

investigation.

Summary_

The new synthesis of TATB that we intend to scale up from the laboratory bench

to pilot plant is outlined in Scheme 9. The starting, materials are relatively

inexpensive and can be obtained from demilitarization programs (Explosive D,

UDMH) or commercial sources (4-nitroaniline, hydrazine). We have eliminated

NH, 0 NH 4+
O 2N NO 2  CH 3 ,,

H2N-NH2  N-NH2

Hydrazlne CHS'UDMH

4-Nitroanhilne Explosive D

NH2 CH 3
02 N 0 NO,

CH3-N+-NH2 Cl

CH 3

NO 2

Picramide TMHCI

CI-NH 2  Chloramine

NO 2

H 2 N - NH 2  CH 3

+ CH 3-N
0 2 N ) NO 2  CH 3

NH 2

TATB TMA

Scheme 9. Synthesis of TATB from inexpensive starting materials.
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the use of chlorinated arenes in response to environmental concerns and will

recycle solvents and materials whenever possible. 2 3 Trimethylamine, a noxious

and moderately toxic gas (bp 3 0C) released during the VNS reaction, will be

reacted with chloramine to regenerate the TMHCI consumed in the synthesis of

TATB.
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Nitrofurazanyl Moiety as an Alternative to Picryl One

for High Energetic Material Construction
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In the field of energetic materials the compounds possessing picryl (Pic) moiety
are well-known. Evident advantages of these compounds are comparable high
energy content, molecular crystal density and thermal stability. To prepare
more powerful compounds a search for high effective building blocks in
construction of target structures is required.

This study has been aimed at synthesis and investigation of some
physico-chemical properties for the set of compounds containing nitrofurazanyl
(Nif) moiety in place of picryl one. Estimation of advantages and shortages of
the new series of compounds as opposed to picryl analogs has been carried out.

The results of the study have indicated that compounds contained the
Nif moiety possess more high energy and molecular crystal density than their
Pic analogs, that provide more high values of detonation velocity and some
other detonation and combustion characteristics of n:trofurazans (NF). Novel
assemblage of properties inherent for NF makes the family of compounds
attractive subject for comprehensive investigation.

INTRODUCTION

The path is thorny and complicated from design of new high

energetic material (HEM) to its manufacture. It involves variety of steps

and requires large expenditures. The first and very likely the central point of

the process is screening - a systematical "sifting" of chemical compounds

through "sieve" of special tests. As usual such work is aimed at the search

for more powerful and stable compounds.
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Explosive performance has been known to depend upon a number of

molecular parameters.[1l The basic parameters are density d, the heat of

formation AHf, "oxidant balance" OB 100, and nitrogen content N%. Thus,

detonation velocity D, and Chapman-Jouget (detonation) pressure P,,

depend upon d and AHf, and impact sensitivities of energetic materials to a

certain extent center around OB1 00 . One of ways to raise the power of

HEM is increasing heat of detonation Qex and improvement of detonation

product compositions. Both a positive heat of formation and high-nitrogen

content of energetic materials are very favorable for the purpose. It should

be noted that nitrogen is to some extend "the ideal working body" in high

temperature processes being low-molecular-weight gas not dissociating

while burning and explosion.

Only very small part of the screening compounds turns out to be

valuable so the desire to learn to construct HEM is quite plainly, namely to

search the compounds rationally minimizing the trial-and-error method.

The basis for HEM construction is combination of experimental

theoretical, and empirical knowledge about different group and moiety

influences on the properties of compound involving them.

Utilized methods of computer molecular design and screening of

structures with desired set of properties plays a significant role in optimizing

extremely prolonged and expensive stage of high-volume synthesis and

experimental property determination of new compounds. From the set of

database it is possible to reveal structure-property relationships, to obtain

corresponding models determining these relationships and allowing

hereinafter to estimate the perspective of the structures previous to their

preparation.

As part of our program on the synthesis and structure of compounds

containing furazan ring,l21 we tried to reveal analogies and varieties

between two series of compounds, namely picryl derivatives (Pic-R) and

their nitrofurazanyl (Nif-R) analogs.
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NO2

OýA R0 2N R

Pic-R Nif-R

We report these results here including the calculated data of some predicted

molecules.

WHY THE FURAZAN?

The furazan ring as key building block was used in this work not

accidentally. At first, aromaticity of the ring induce increased thermal

stability to its derivatives, and planarity of the ring usually provides higher

density to them. Secondly, in contrast to other oxygen heterocycles furazan

possesses "working" oxygen atom, i.e. not bonded with carbon or with

hydrogen, and therefore able to oxidize these atoms while combustion or

explosive degradation of the compounds. Finally, given below data on heat

of formation (in gas phase) of four isomeric oxadiazoles, namely 3,4-

dinitrofurazan (1), 3,5-dinitro-l,2,4-oxadiazole (2), 2,5-dinitro-1,3,4-

oxadiazole (3), and 4,5-dinitro-1,2,3-oxadiazole (4), clearly demonstrate

the advantages of furazan derivatives as well.

02N NO 2  0 2N N0 2

NolN 0 NO2  0 2N 0 NO2  N0 7 O NO2

1 2 3 4

76kcal/mol 43kcal/mol 25kcal/mol l2kcal/mol

Really, these rings have the same number and type of heteroatoms;

however, the energetic potency is about 2 times greater for 1 than for 2, for

2 than for 3, and for 3 than for 4.
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CHEMISTRY

Our efforts to optimize explosive performance led to the synthesis of

a number of such novel derivatives of furazans, which would be like "twins"

to the famous picryl prototypes.

The target compounds, Nif-R, were synthesized by using two

reasonable methodology (Scheme I):[2-5] (1) by the oxidation of

corresponding aminofurazans (AF) with hydrogen peroxide in the presence

of varied additions (Route A) and (2) by nucleophilic displacement of an

activated heteroaromatic (furazanic) halogen or other leaving group (Route

B).

R N 2 R NOQ x N02

N,,o01N NVo N ;ý N, IS, N
Nif

AF NF

Scheme I. Reagents and conditions: i - Route A, H 20 2, H' (H2SO 4,

AcOH, CF 3CO 2H and et.aL), Cat (Na2WO4, Na 2MoO 4 , and so on),

-10 + 80 0C; ii - Route B, Nu, organic solvent, -30 + 60 0C [X = Hal,

NO2, OSO 2R', N(NO2)R', RN=N(O)]

It cannot be too highly stressed that AF were the key starting substances, as

they were utilized not only over route A, but were with rare exception the

precursors in the synthesis of nitrofurazans NF representing a base for route

B as well. The starting AF were synthesized from the appropriate available

compounds as outlined in Scheme II.

Wide variety of potential precursors makes possible to obtain AF practically

with any desirable R. The ability to prepare these amines on a multigram

scale has prompted a new approach to the conversion of AF into the

desired Nif-R.
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0 0.?

0 R RH "CN

R NH2

o)(,,,H.1
NHa

Rl" N02 0s COO' S(O)nR'

Scheme II. Pathways to AF.

Overall, as regards methods of preparation it should be noted that in

contrary to Pic-R, there is no need for nitration reaction in the synthesis of

Nif-R. This fact provides more favorable ecological situation during their

manufacture.

Nif INSTEAD OF Pic

To our knowledge, a relatively small number of Nif-R have been

reported as energetic materials. This probably stems from the existing until

recently difficulties in the synthesis of both the AF and the NF. The first

reported synthesis of a nitofurazan analog (6) of a classical Hexyl (5) was

by Coburn.[
6]

Combining structural features of 5 with nirtofurazan, a before

unknown explosophore, hybrid 6 was generated. It emerged as the most

potent heteroaromatic analog with alluring properties.
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NO2  NO2  NO2 O2N

NO2 NO2  NO2

5, C12 H5 N70 1 2  6, C8H 3N 70 9

439.21 M.w. 341.15
-1.14 OB 100  -0.29
22.33 N5 28.74
249 mp.(oC) 180
1.64 d (g/cm3) 1.81
18 AHf(kcal/kg) 128
7.15 D, (mm/ls) 7.75
269 Pcs(kbar) 287
985 Qex (kcal/kg) 1033

From a high energetic perspective, our attention was focused on

chemical modification of picryl family. We have investigated a number of

compounds including from one to four nirtofurazan subunits. We will

demonstrate the revealed tendencies in property conversions by the example

of bridged compounds, involving two Pic or Nif moieties linked via bridge

A.

NO 2  NO 2

O/ /N A

NO 2  
NO 2  

N',o0N N- 'o1N

Pic-A-Pic Nif-A-Nif

Fig. 1-4 given below show the comparison of the m.p., density, heats of

formation, and detonation velocity of these sets.

An examination of the result comparisons for Pic-R and Nif-R series

revealed the following trends:

(1) The incorporation of Nif in place of Pic on the molecule

decreased melting point on 50-2000C.
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(2) The density of Nif , as a rule, was 0.1 - 0.2 g/cm 3 greater than

for Pic analogs.

(3) All studied Nif compounds possessed high positive heat of

formation. Pic analogs ranked below them in the parameter from 100 to 500

kcal/kg.

Hereinafter, earlier created by us database on energetic materials,

which in particular involved a wide range of physico-chemical and explosive

characteristics of the compounds possessing Pic moiety,[",7-9l was now

expanded by the nitrofurazan properties.

CALCULATION

In earlier studies, a quantitative structure-properties relationships

(QSPR) of furazanic compounds, including the nitrofurazans, were

described. 10,11 In this study, a correlation between several structural features

of Pic and Nif derivatives with AHf and d was observed, resulting in a

model with a high predictive capacity. However, the importance of these

parameters provoked us to search the new prediction ways. We evaluated

AHf and d using the original approach for the search of structure-property

relationships. Now calculations were performed using Approximation Method

of Structure-Properties Relationship by the Fourier Series which recently was

discussed in the literature.[ 12-141 The main idea of this approach is as

follows.

Within the framework of the additive approach, the function f

describing some physico-chemical characteristic is expressed as

f = - fmxc (Eq.1)

where fi is the contribution of the i-th functional group, and xi is the

number of such groups in the molecule.

Eq. (1) may be considered as the linear part in the expansion of the f

function by the power series. If we want to improve the accuracy of the

estimation of the property f it would be logical to take higher-order terms

into account. However, if a function is to be expanded by the power series,
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it must be analytical within the whole range of expansion (whereas even the

continuity of the function is doubtful for many physico-chemical values). In

addition, within the whole range of expansion by the power series, the

approximate values of the function depend on its properties at the center of

the expansion. Therefore, the empirical constants of expansion turn out to

be dependent on the choice of this center. Finally, when the power of the

expansion is fixed, the error in the calculations depends on the argument

and increases with increasing distance between this argument and the

center of the expansion.

These disadvantages significantly reduce the applicability of power

series for approximation of various physico-chemical values. However, they

were fairly successfully used for calculations of H,C,N,O-compounds

density.[121 In the same study, it was stated that the Fourier series may be

used successfully instead of power series. Moreover, the Fourier series are

free from the aforementioned disadvantages: the only requirement to the

expanded function is that it should be integrable within the whole range of

expansion. Fourier series were used to approximate d and AHf for

H,C,N,O-compounds. [13,141

Herein we used this method for estimating d and AHf for Pic

derivatives and Nif analogs (for example, see Table I). The arguments of the

required Fourier series

f = a, / 2 + j (a' cosnyk + bh sinnyk)
n k

were obtained with the use of the expression

Yk = thllg(1 + qj)]

where qid is the number of atoms of type j (element i) in the molecule. The

index values at the argument Yk vary for carbon atom k = j; for hydrogen

atom, k = j+4; for nitrogen atom, k = j+6; and for oxygen atom, k = j+11.

The constants of the expansion ao, ai, bi were calculated with the use of

regression analysis, successive inclusion of variables, and least-squares

technique.

The optimum set of molecular structural descriptors was selected for

our experimental database on the energy content and molecular crystal
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density of HEM. As a result of this choice, a set of descriptors was

suggested; it includes various atom types as structural elements.

Some detonation characteristics (Dr, Qe, and P,,) as well as

combustion parameters (the isochoric flame temperature T, pressure P,

specific energy Es) were also calculated (Table I).

Wide variety of HEM, both common and hypothetic, where Pic

and/or Nif moieties were installed to the other explosophoric blocks has

been calculated. One such set, originated from TNAZ (7), is in Table. The

result, listed in Table I, clearly showed that the corresponding Nif

derivatives (9 - 13) exhibited good properties, compared to 7, with the

degree and pattern of improvement depending on the structure of the

bridge moiety as well as substitution position. Compounds bearing the Pic

moiety, as 8 in this case, were the less interested in every series.

CONCLUSION

The results presented herein demonstrate that nitrofurazans have

emerged as the leading candidates for energetic material chemistry. This

particular series of heterocycles was chosen for the study since the

nitrofurazans possess the desired degree of chemical and physical stability.

The study has indicated that compounds containing the nitrofurazanyl

moiety are low-melting and possess more high energy and molec,- al

density than their picryl analogs, that provide more high values of

detonation velocity and some other detonation and combustion

characteristics. Some Nif-R may be important candidates for further study

and potential military and space applications.

The starting compounds and reagents for these reactions are readily

available and relatively inexpensive, and the experimental procedures are

straightforward. Even without optimization of the reaction conditions, the

product yields are acceptable. These make the convergent approach highly

appealing and very practical. We are currently investigating the generality of

this process for the target-oriented construction of new HEM. By

appropriate modification of the well-known HEM by application of
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nitrofurazanyl moiety, novel HEM may be synthesized which displayed

good calculated properties.
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The Development of an Elevated Temperature Friction Sensitiveness

Apparatus

Glenn Miles Mike R. Williams t

Roland K. Wharton * Andrew W. Train *

ABSTRACT

Friction sensitiveness testing is an integral part of the safety assessment of energetic

materials.

The test methods available for measuring friction sensitiveness include the BAM Friction

Test (the UN recommended method for transport), the Rotary Friction Test and the ABL

Test. All are room temperature units and are limited to this temperature because of their

design.

The above methods are adequate for the assessment of safety in transport, where it is

reasonable to assume that the temperature of the energetic material will remain at, or near,

room temperature. However, during processing it is possible that energetic materials will

be subjected to elevated temperatures either deliberately or accidentally as the result of

mechanical wear or failure. Currently no methods exist to enable the in-process hazards

from friction sensitiveness to be evaluated at temperatures other than room temperature.

The paper reports work currently in progress at Cranfield University (RMCS Shrivenham)

to develop and commission a test unit to enable friction sensitiveness at temperatures up to

1001C to be measured.

INTRODUCTION

Unpackaged energetic materials are often processed using equipment, such as extruders or

drying ovens, in which there will inevitably be a risk of the material coming into contact

with solid surfaces which are moving across each other. The frictional energy produced can

t Environmental and Chemical Systems Department, Royal Military College of Science, Shrivenham,

Swindon, Wiltshire SN6 8LA UK.
SHealth and Safety Laboratory, Harpur Hill, Buxton, Derbyshire SK17 9JN UK.
* Chemical and Hazardous Installations Division, Health and Safety Executive, Magdalen House, Stanley

Precinct, Bootle, Liverpool L20 3QZ UK.
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be transferred to the energetic material and it is known that a number of accidental

initiations have occurred in this manner 1. In addition, where a process is run at above

room temperature, the likelihood of accidental initiation by friction at such a temperature

must be considered as part of the risk assessment for that process. Current methods of

measuring friction sensitiveness, however, are limited to determinations at room

temperature 2,3

At present, the only commonly used methods of assessing the susceptibility of energetic

materials to accidental initiation at elevated temperatures are the measurement of their

Temperature of Ignition 3 or Deflagration Point 4 . These properties are measured by

heating a small amount of the energetic material in the absence of any mechanical stimulus.

Under current health and safety legislation, employers and the self-employed, are required

to make a suitable and sufficient assessment of the risks associated with their work

activities. Where those activities involve the handling of energetic materials at elevated

temperatures, such assessments clearly need to consider any enhanced risk of a

decomposition or explosion caused by, for instance, impact and friction under those

operating conditions. Yet, relatively little is known about the effect of working

temperatures other than room temperature on the mechanical sensitiveness of energetic

materials 5. Current impact and friction sensitiveness test methods are only used at room

temperature. This limitation has been recognised by the UK Health and Safety Executive

(HSE), which has commissioned research into the effect of temperature on sensitiveness.

This work includes the development, at HSE's Health and Safety Laboratory, of an

apparatus to measure impact sensitiveness at elevated temperatures, and, at Cranfield

University (RMCS Shrivenham), an apparatus to measure friction sensitiveness at elevated

temperatures. Both of these projects are sponsored by the HSE's Explosives Inspectorate.

This paper will describe the apparatus which has been developed by Cranfield University

(RMCS Shrivenham). The key requirements governing the design of this machine were

that:-

1. The temperature of the sample and friction surfaces would be stable and could be

controlled to any level between room temperature and 100'C with a tolerance of

+20C.

2. The machine would contain as few moving parts as possible and be relatively

compact.
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3. The energetic material would be subjected to friction between surfaces.

4. The frictional stimulus could be controlled in terms of measurable quantities, such

as the speed of and the loading applied to the surfaces.

5. The identification of "an event" should not be reliant on operator judgement, if

possible.

6. With operator safety in mind, the apparatus should be capable of being used in most

existing ducted fume cupboards to contain fumes and blast fragments.

7. The results of friction sensitiveness tests using the machine at room temperature

should be in line with previous studies using established test methods.

The aim of the work was to produce information on the effect of temperature on friction

sensitiveness for a wide range of energetic materials. This paper describes the current

status of the machine, the validation of the machine at room temperature and its use with a

number of energetic materials at other temperatures.

TEST APPARATUS

Design Principles

Table 1 6,7 summarises the main design parameters of some existing friction sensitiveness

test methods and Table 2 presents an assessment of how easily each method could meet the

design/performance requirements listed above.

Of the current test methods, only the BAM test would satisfy all of the criteria but since its

8reliability has recently been questioned by Le Roux , it was decided to develop a new

test.

The advantage of this approach was that the test apparatus could be engineered to meet

specific criteria which, in addition to those given above, included:

* A small sample size (to produce a more uniform temperature gradient in the

sample).

* A small rubbing area to maximise the stimulus level per unit load, improve the

efficiency of heating and the accuracy of remote temperature measurement.

The importance of these factors is discussed in the next section.
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Mechanical Design

The RMCS friction sensitiveness test apparatus is designed to be capable of operation from

room temperature up to 100'C. The friction surfaces and the energetic material are heated

in situ to a stable and controllable temperature, thus minimising the exposure of the

operator to potential hazards from accidental initiation associated with the handling of

energetic materials at elevated temperatures. To minimise energy requirements and reduce

the heating time (and hence the effects of thermal ageing on the sensitiveness of the

materials) the machine was designed to be compact and well insulated.

A schematic diagram of the prototype currently being developed at Cranfield University

(RMCS Shrivenham) is given in Figure 1 . Because of the need for compactness, the

contact area is loaded via a cantilever arm (as in the BAM method except that the load is

applied to the static surface). To allow both the velocity and load to be varied it was also

decided to use a static (non-rotating) loaded wheel and a moving plate or anvil, as in the

ABL method. The general design is very adaptable. The geometry of the consumables has

been kept simple, a wheel and a rectangular plate, both of which could be manufactured

from a wide range of engineering materials.

Part of the research effort has been directed towards finding suitable materials for the

frictional surfaces. The system chosen is simple and inexpensive and friction surfaces are

easily produced from common abrasives.

A large variation in the principal stimulus variables (load and speed) has been allowed for,

although it is thought that in practice, the speed will be held constant and the load varied.

A high instantaneous speed (of up to 5 m s-I) is imparted to the trolley, and hence the plate,

by the impact of a ram attached to a piston (driven by a compressed gas system connected

to a supply regulated at 2 bar). The use of a pendulum, or a flywheel arrangement, was

rejected on the grounds of size.

The internal volume of the apparatus that needs to be heated is 2 litres and the apparatus

takes 10 minutes to warm to 100°C from room temperature. Tests have shown that the

plate takes a further 10 minutes to heat to 1001C after fixing in place.

The friction wheel stops in situ (merely being indexed onto a new part of the rim after each

test) and can be lowered onto the plate remotely.
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Test Methodology

In the course of a friction test, the input of energy to the energetic material can arise from

two mechanisms:

1. Mechanical friction forces acting on or within the energetic material.

2. Heat input to the energetic material from the rise in temperature of the rubbing

surfaces as the test proceeds.

It was felt that the test we were developing should assess the susceptibility of the material

to initiation through mechanism 1., but not through mechanism 2.

To do otherwise would be to merely study the frictional heat-producing properties of two

surfaces (made from materials which might not be found in any processing application) in

relation to the temperature of ignition of the explosive. To this end it was thought

desirable for the movement that produces friction to act in one direction only, with the

energetic material between the friction surfaces, so that:-

1. The chance of bringing surfaces which have been remotely frictionally heated into

contact with the energetic material is minimised.

2. The energetic material is either carried with the moving part of the friction surface or

left behind on a surface which has been heated by friction but which experiences no

further frictional work.

The frictional energy should be quantifiable (in terms of the load and/or speed of motion).

The apparatus should be capable of interfacing with event sensing equipment (light

emission and gas monitoring). It should be possible to operate the unit so that there is no

risk to the operator in terms of exposure to the products of reaction 10 and so that the risk

associated with handling energetic materials is no greater than in current equipments. The

fact that powdered explosives could be involved limits the type of heating that can be

applied. The hot air system has the flow arranged to avoid disturbing the test sample and

producing a cloud of explosive dust.
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TEST PROCEDURE

The sample is loaded onto the plate and the plate mounted beneath the wheel. The

temperature is monitored by a surface thermocouple on the plate (withdrawn just before the

plate is struck). If heat is required the enclosure is heated by the gentle flow of warm air,

heated remote to the system and not recirculated. It is hoped that waste air can be vented

to a ducted fume cupboard (or that the whole developed apparatus will prove small enough

to fit inside a fume cupboard), so that the operator will not come into contact with

combustion products. The piston strikes against the plate and events may or may not occur

due to the relative motion of the plate and the wheel. The initial speed is kept constant and

the load is varied from test to test to alter the stimulus level.

Event Classification

There are several means by which the occurrence of an event in the test may be indicated

e.g., evolution of reaction products, generation of light, and generation of sound.

Of these, the generation of reaction products has been chosen as the principal method of

event classification. This is because certain materials will not necessarily produce sound

and/or light when they react. Reaction products are monitored by means of an array of

electrochemical gas sensors - NO2, CO, and SO 2. During testing, a sample of the

atmosphere inside the rig is being drawn over three remote gas sensors via a long, inert

tube. This gives the gases time to cool, so that the sensors are not affected by the gas

temperature. An event is marked by the detectable production of any of these gases, above

the background level.

It is possible to further categorise the event by using the amount of combustion products

and/or rate at which these products are produced. The difference between a decomposition

and a rapid event such a detonation is indicated by an increase of several orders of

magnitude in the rate of and volume of gas production.
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Data Collection

The system used for data collection has two stages. The first stage is to locate the 50%

event frequency level using a 25-shot Bruceton up-and-down technique. This is then

expanded with further trials to produce a probit plot. At present a constant plate velocity

of approximately 4 m s-I is used and the load varied.

In general, the response gained from a series of tests at varying levels of a shock stimulus

such as friction or impact is sigmoidal. A probit plot is a straight line generated from this

sigmoid by transforming the event frequencies using a logarithmic function.

The probit is generated from the event frequencies gained from tests at several set stimulus

levels. Each test is made up from 12 identical trials under a particular set of

circumstances.

RESULTS

Validation of Consumable Production

A 25-step Bruceton test was performed on HMX using consumables produced by three

different operators following the same written procedure. The results of this comparison

are given in Table 3 as the 50% event frequency, calculated as being the mid-point between

the mean load at which a reaction occurs and at which no reaction occurs.

Room Temperature Assessment

Probit plots for three energetic materials tested at room temperature are given in Figure 2.

This indicates a general usefulness of the probit approach in analysing the data from

sensitiveness tests since it enables the probability of reaction to be evaluated at a range of

stimulus levels.

A series of energetic materials has previously been used by Wharton and Harding to

compare three friction sensitiveness tests . The same energetic materials were tested

using the RMCS prototype test and Table 4 summarises the data obtained. These results

are compared with those previously reported 11 from the Rotary, BAM and Mallet friction

tests in Table 5; it can be seen that all four methods rank the explosives similarly in terms

of friction sensitiveness.
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Elevated Temperature Results

Initial work on the elevated temperature testing of two materials has indicated that there

can be a significant increase in the sensitiveness with temperature. Figure 3 shows the

changes in sensitiveness of PETN and a pyrotechnic composition (tested at constant load

and constant speed) due to changes in temperature. In addition it was noted that there was

a visible and audible change in the vigour of the reaction process as the test temperature

increased. For PETN there was a transition from a low energy deflagration to a

detonation/fast decomposition (see Table 6).

CONCLUSIONS

At room temperature, it has been demonstrated that the RMCS prototype ranks materials

with a range of sensitiveness in a manner that correlates well with established methods.

Consumables made by different operators have been found to give the same performance.

HMX is consistently distinguishable from RDX using a short (25-shot) Bruceton test and

consumables prepared by three different operators.

PETN has been found to have increased sensitiveness at elevated temperatures, in terms of an

increase in event frequency at a constant stimulus level. There was also an observed increase

in the vigour of the positive events.

It is more realistic to define sensitiveness by studying the entire frequency range by means

of a probit analysis. The incorporation of a short Bruceton test preceding the probit

analysis allows a basic ranking to be made in the first instance, and gives an idea of the

midpoint of the probit and the range over which the probit should be plotted. The

Bruceton data can be reused as part of the probit, extra data being generated to fill in the

gaps at high and low event frequencies.
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Figure 2. Room temperature probit plots for three energetic materials
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Table 1.

The main factors of some current room temperature friction sensitiveness test methods
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Table 2.

Consideration of adaptation of existing test method for elevated temperature testing
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Table 3.
Comparison of consumables produced by different operators, when used to test

HMX at room temperature

Consumable Mean Standard Mean No Standard 50 % Span

set Reaction deviation Reaction deviation Initiations

load / N Load / N level / N

A 35.2 5.6 28.9 6.1 32.1 6.5

B 36.9 4.8 33.5 5.7 35.2 3.4

C 36.9 6.6 32.0 7.1 34.4 4.9

Table 4.
Sensitivenesses of some energetic materials at room temperature measured by the RMCS

prototype.

Material Load for 50% initiations / kg

LDNR <0.5

PETN 2 .0t

HMX 3.5*

RDX* 4.7 t

Tetryl

RDX/TNT

TNT > 12

• Calculated from Bruceton method

SCalculated from probit plot
Nominal 850 pm grain size
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Table 5.

Comparison of sensitiveness rankings of friction sensitiveness tests

Material Rotary Friction BAM Friction Mallet Friction RMCS
Test 9 Test 9 Test 9 Prototype

LDNR 1 1 1 1

PETN 2 2 =2 2

HMX 3 3 =2 3

RDX 4 4 =2 4

Tetryl 5 =5 =5 -

RDX/TNT =6 =5 =5 -

TNT =6 =5 =5 5

Table 6.

Change in reaction behaviour of PETN during friction sensitiveness testing

with the RMCS prototype.

Test Light emission Sound emission
temperature

20 0C Shower of orange/yellow Little or none
(Room temperature) sparks

60 0C Concentrated white/yellow A sharp crack
flash

100 0C Dark, possibly no flash A very loud crack
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THE INTERNAL QUALITY OF HMX CRYSTALS

A.E. van der Heiiden and W Duvalois"

TNO Prins Maurits Laboratory, 'Pyrotechnics and Energetic Materials, * Analysis of Toxic and
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Abstract

Cooling crystallization experiments on a 2 liter scale under different experimental conditions have

been carried out in order to produce HMX crystals with an averaged internal crystal quality which

varies depending on the operating conditions applied during crystallization. The H-X4X crystals have

been characterized with respect to their internal quality by means of optical microscopy and X-ray

Laue diffraction. Additionally, the purity, density, size distribution, shape, surface characteristics and

impact/friction sensitivity of the HMX crystals were determined. The characterization of the internal

crystal quality shows that the crystals which contain a high visible amount of inclusions, show a

lower degree of averaged crystal perfection in the Laue diffraction patterns and v.v. The Laue

method is sensitive to all kind of structural defects including microscopic defects that cannot be

detected by means of optical microscopy since this technique only reveals macroscopic defects, like

(macro-)inclusions and cracks. Therefore, this X-ray diffraction technique can be applied as an

additional tool to characterize the internal quality of crystals. The degree of perfection can be

quantified with the so-called mosaic spread which can be calculated from the radial spot extension in

the Laue X-ray diffraction patterns: the higher the mosaic spread, the lower the internal crystal

quality.
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Introduction

Recrystallization of energetic materials, like RDX and HMX, is required to obtain the desired crystal

size distribution (CSD) of the product. Additionally, the purity of the materials is usually increased

compared to the synthesized raw materials. Besides the product CSD, also the shape of the crystal, its

surface structure and its internal perfection are important product specifications. The influence of the

shape and the surface structure of e.g. RDX particles on the shock sensitivity were studied and

reported earlier [1,2]. These investigations showed that an HTPB binder containing spherodized and

additionally smoothed RDX particles, was less sensitive than a similar PBX in which the particles were

applied directly, so without any post-treatment. The final objective of the current investigations is to

assess the influence of the internal crystal quality on the shock sensitivity of a PBX incorporating HMX

particles.

This paper describes the production of several iiMX batches in an attempt to relate the product

specifications with the process conditions applied during crystallization. Several techniques are used

to characterize the product crystals with respect to their mean size, size distribution, density, purity,

shape, surface characteristics, internal quality and impact/friction sensitivity. In particular, attention is

paid to a specific X-ray diffraction technique (Laue diffraction) with which the internal quality of the

crystals can be characterized.

Crystal defects and their characterization

During the mass production of crystals generally both microscopic and macroscopic crystal defects

will be present in the crystals. These defects consist of (i) point defects, such as vacancies within the

crystal structure, substitution of solute molecules e.g. by solvent or impurity molecules or interstitial

incorporation of other molecules, (ii) dislocations, (iii) grain boundaries (networks of dislocations),

(iv) inclusions, (v) strained areas and (vi) cracks. These defects are introduced during the

crystallization process as a result of growth of the crystals combined with collisions among the

crystals themselves and between crystals and moving parts within the crystallizer vessel, e.g. the

impeller blades [3]. Due to these collisions a crystal will be damaged, in particular its edges and

corners, as becomes clear from scanning electron microscopic observations [4]. Since the crystals are

suspended in a supersaturated solution, the damaged parts will "heal" again. This healing proces'

usually leads to the formation of inclusions [4] and, on a microscopic scale, generally also to

dislocations and point defects [5].

The qualitative characterization of macroscopic defects usually appearing as inclusions and

cracks, is done by means of optical microscopy: the crystals are submerged in a non-solvent with a

refractive index that matches the (mean) refractive index of the solid particles [4,6]. The purity of the
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crystals can be studied by means of GC, HPLC, NMR etc., depending on the nature of the impurities.

For crystals larger than - 1 cm, X-ray Lang topography can be used to characterize the dislocations

within the crystals; also slight etching of certain crystal faces is used to characterize dislocations and

slip systems [5,7-11]. The investigations by Bhat et al. [5] have shown that after the regrowth of

intentionally damaged parts of a crystal, existing dislocations terminate while new dislocations are

formed at the interface at which regrowth took place. Also inclusions turn out to be sources of

(bundles of) dislocations. This implies that by reducing the inclusion content, the dislocation content

will be reduced as well, in this way increasing the crystal perfection.

Mass crystallization processes generally produce crystals with a mean size in the range of 100 to

1000 lntm and such crystals are too small to be characterized with Lang topography. For such

crystals, Laue X-ray diffraction might be used to characterize the internal quality, since this

technique is in particular sensitive to crystal lattice deformations and to slight misorientations

between constituent crystallites within a single crystal [12-14]. For a crystallographically perfect

crystal, the spots in the Laue diffraction pattern should be small and circular. However, crystals

containing structural defects of any kind, will cause these spots to be elongated both radially and - to

a minor extent - tangentially. This spot extension R is related to the misorientation or mosaic spread,

'q, which is a measure of the overall disorder within a crystal, according to:

R = 2 rl D/cos2 2 0,

where D is the sample-to-film distance and 0 the reflection angle [12,14]. Each spot on the

diffraction pattern corresponds to a certain reflection angle according to the following relationship:

tg 2 0 = LID,

where L is the distance from the origin of the Laue diffraction pattern to the centre of the spot.

Values of l up to - 0.50 are commonly regarded as good quality crystals [14].

Experimental

HMx has been crystallized by means of cooling crystallization from a 1: 1 molar mixture of acetone

and y-butyrolactone saturated at 65 'C in a 2 liter crystallizer. The experimental set-up comprises a

jacketed vessel, a thermostat oil bath (Julabo FP50) and a temperature controller (Midilab A1562)

with which a temperature profile can be applied. Two temperature profiles have been used:

(i) cooling at a rate of - 55 "C/hr in the first half hour of the experiment, followed by a period of

again half an hour during which the temperature decreased at a rate of - 30 'C/hr; after that the

suspension temperature slowly dropped to 10 'C; (ii) cooling at a constant rate of- 18 'C/hr. An

anchor type stirrer has been used with stirrer rotation rates in the range of 175 to 360 rpm. The
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temperature of the oil within the thermostat and at the inflow into the jacket as well as the

suspension temperature were recorded. The initiation of the crystallization process was either

achieved by seeding of the solution with HMX particles, ground to a mean size of - 6 pm, or by

addition of a certain amount of non-solvent (water) which provokes nucleation. The addition of the

seeds or the non-solvent took place at a temperature of 55 'C, so 10 'C below the saturation

temperature of the solution. By changing the cooling curve, the seeding method and the stirrer

rotation rate, it was expected that HMX crystals could be produced with a varying internal

quality. Finally, the product is filtered, washed with water and vacuum dried at 30 'C.

After the production, the HMX was characterized with respect to its density (liquid pycnometry),

mean size and size distribution (forward light scattering), shape and surface structure (SEM, optical

microscopy), inclusion content (optical microscopy), purity (GC), impact and friction sensitivity and

internal quality (Laue X-ray diffraction). The wavelength X of the X-ray beam used for the Laue

diffraction measurements is effectively in the range of- 0.2 - 7 A. The sample-to-film distance D is

40 mm.

Results and Discussion

Table I lists the process conditions applied during the crystallization of HMX batches which were

characterized in detail afterwards. Table 2 shows the results of the characterization tests. Powder

X-ray diffraction measurements showed that the 13-modification of HMX was formed.

In figure 1 optical microscopic photographs of crystals taken from the batches 22 and 28 are

depicted. The crystals are either rod- or tabular-shaped. Also twinned crystals can be observed.

These twins consist of two intergrown rod-shaped crystals with a specific mutual orientation. In the

centre of these twinned crystals, cracks can be observed due to the fact that there is obviously some

mismatch between the two crystallographic orientations which meet at the twin plane, leading to

stressed regions at this twin plane. It is believed that a twinned crystal can develop into a tabular

shape, which appears to be a single crystal. Only from the cracks in the centre of such crystals one is

able to judge that it is a twinned crystal. The twinning of Hmx will be further studied with help of the

molecular modelling package Cerius 2 [ 15]. The photographs further show that the amount of visible

inclusions in the crystals taken from batch 22 is lower than that of batch 28. This observation is in

contradiction with the density measurements, which resulted in a lower density for batch 22

compared to batch 28. An explanation might be that the lower density crystals contain a large

number of small inclusions which sizes are below the detection limit of the optical technique used.

However, as will become clear later on, this assumption is not sustained by the results of the X-ray

Laue diffraction characterization technique.
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Figure 1: Optical microscopic pictures of I-IMX crystals taken from (a) batch 22 and
(b) batch 28. The crystals are either rod- or tabular-shaped. Also twinned crystals have been
formed during the crystallization process, which finally grow out to the tabular-shaped crystals.
Clearly inclusions and cracks can be observed. In particular in the centre of the tabular crystals,
cracks can be discerned with a certain preferential crystallographic orientation. Very likely, these
cracks are oriented along the twin plane.
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Table 1: Process conditions during the crystallization of HAI-X from a 1: molar ratio acetone/y-
butyrolactone mixture.

batch code seeding method stirrer speed cooling rate residence time
[rpm] [°C/hr] [mini

JIMx-THP-22 Inon-solvew 270 18 130
HMX-THP-27 I non-solvent 175 18 120
HMX-TH-P-28 seeds 360 55 a 180

a This is the ccuiing rate within the first half hour of the total residence time; within the next half

hour the coolin, rate is 30 'C/hr; during the remaining period the suspension temperature slowly
drops to 10 'C.

Figure 2 shows scanning electron microscopic (SEM) pictures of the batches 22 and 28.

Concerning the shape of the crystals, the SEM observations are similar to the optical microscopic

pictures. The SEM photographs further show that the crystals have smooth surfaces. The crystals

from batch 28 are generally much more agglomerated and intergrown than -he crystals taken from

batch 22. This might be caused by the fact that seed crystals were used to initiate the crystallization

process of batch 28. Since these seed crystals were added dry to the clear solution, it cannot be

excluded that the seed crystals were agglomerated at the time of their addition. In case such an

agglomerated seed particle starts to grow, the different crystallographic orientations of the separate

crystals building up the sz'd parrtcle will grow, everitualsh !e•,i. a t-he intergrown particles as

shown in figure 2 (b).

The purity of the -EX batches, as determined with GC, is high: in practically all cases the acetone

and y-butyrolactone level is below the detection limit of 0.2 and 0.03 wt%, respectively. These

results also imply that the inclusions hardly contain any solvent, i.e. during drying the amounts of

solvent initially trapped by the inclusions almost completely disappear. Also from the high contrast of

the inclusions observed by means of the optical microscope, it can be concluded that the inclusions

do not contain any solvent anymore. If the inclusions would still contain solvent, the refractive index

difference between the solid IFX and the inclusion content would be muc,' less and hence a rather

low contrast would be expected, which is not the case.

The impact and friction sensitivity of the Hmx crystals is the same for both batch 22 and 28 (see

table 2). The literature values of the impact and friction sensitivity of HMX are 7.4 Nm and 120 N,

respectively [16]. This method seems to be too rough to be used as a technique to discriminate

between batches comprising crystals with a varying internal quality per batch.
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rN

(a)

Figure 2: SEM pictures of HlX crystals taken from (a) batch 22 and (b) batch 28. Note that the
crystals from batch 28 are much more agglomerated than those of batch 22.
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Figures 3 and 4 show the X-ray Laue diffraction patterns of a collection of crystals taken from the

batches 22 and 28, respectively. Per batch, three different samples were taken and subjected to the

X-ray beam (exposure times 30 min). The radial elongation of the diffraction spots is a measure for

the overall disorder within the crystals, i.e. the larger the radial spot extension, the higher the overall

disorder. The Laue patterns recorded from the crystals of batch 22 (figure 3) show only a minor

radial spot extension, pointing at a relatively high average degree of crystal perfection. However, the

spot elongation in the Laue patterns of the crystals taken from batch 28 (figure 4) is much more

severe, implying that these crystals have a much higher degree of disorder than the crystals from

batch 22. Using the above given equation for the radial spot extension R, with D = 40 mm, a range

of 1] values can be calculated for each batch (see table 2). For batch 22, TI - 0.10 - 0.7', which points

at a high average degree of perfection of the crystals. For batch 28, a much highe7 mosaic spread in

the range of -0.8' - 4.10 is found, indicating that the internal quality of these crystals is much less

compared to batch 22. Batch 27 (Ti - 0.3' - 2.5') is of an intermediate quality,

Table 2: Analytical results of the characterization of the batches listed in teble I (n.d. = not
determined).

batch code density a d0 purityb impact sens. friction sens. mosaic spread
, g/cm3] l[tml [wA%] [Nm] [NJ [10

HMX-TBP-22 1.893 296 acetone: < 0.2 7.5 108 0.1°-0.71
y-but.: 0.03

HMX-THP-27 1.901 304 acetone: < 0.2 n.d. n.d. 0.31-2.51
y-but.: < 0.03

HMX-THP-28 1.901 378 acetone: < 0.2 7.5 108 0.81-4.11
y-but.: < 0.03

'The density of pure HFMvX is 1.903 glcm3.
b Detection limit for acetone 0.2 wt%, for 7-butyrolactone 0.03 wt%.

The X-ray Laue observations are in line with the optical microscopic results: the higher the visible

amount of inclusions, the larger the radial spot extension in the Laue X-ray diffraction patterns. They

are, however, not in-line with the density results. Since, in principle, any kind of structural defect

contributes to the radial spot extension in the Laue diffraction patterns, it is expected that in case the

crystals of batch 22 would contain a large number of relatively small inclusions, in order to explain

the lower density of these crystals, also the spot extension would be more severe. This is, however,

not the case and therefore it still remains unclear why the density results of the batches 22 and 28 are

not in-line with the optical microscopy and Laue diffraction results.
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Figure 3: X-ray Laue diffraction pictures of a collection of ItMX crystals from batch 22. The
diffraction patterns were recorded in triplo with different samples. The diffraction spots are quite
sharp and circular, implying that the averaged crystal perfection is good. The mosaic spread as

determined from these pictures, is within the range of- 0.1P - 0.7'.
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Figure 4: X-ray Laue diffraction pictures of a collection of HMX crystals from batch 28. Again,
the diffraction patterns were recorded in triplo with different samples, Obviously, the diffraction
spots are elongated and smeared out, indicating a much lower internal quality of the crystals
compared to those of batch 22. The mosaic spread as calculated from these pictures, ranges from
- 0.8'Oto -4. 1'.

Conclusions

The characterization of HMX crystals produced by cooling crystallization from a 1:1 molar ratio

acetone/y-butyrolactone mixture by means of X-ray Laue diffraction has shown that crystals which

contain a relatively large amount of visible inclusions also exhibit a large radial extension of the spots

in the Laue diffraction patterns. This points at a relatively high degree of overall disorder within the

crystals, quantified by the so-called mosaic spread, rl. In principle, any kind of structural defect

within a crystal will contribute to the mosaic spread, whereas optical microscopy only reveals the

macroscopic defects, like inclusions and cracks. This limits the information obtained on the internal
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crystal quality by means of optical microscopy. Despite the fact that no detailed information is gained

on the specific nature of the defects causing this mosaic spread, the X.-i:.; L--• Y2raot , :,chnique

can be used as an additional tool to characterize the degree of perfection of crystals since :. includes

the microscopic defects as well.
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List of abbreviations

CSD Crystal Size Distribution
GC Gas Chromatography
•MX C4H5N 808

HTPB Hydroxy-Terminated PolyButadiene
PBX Plastic Bonded eXplosive
RDX C3H6N 60 6

SEM Scanning Electron Microscopy
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27. Internationale Jahrestagung des ICT 25. - 28.6.1996

Vortrag: Entwicklu'ng und Einsatz elnes neuen TNT-freien
Plattiersprengstoffes

Dr. Ulf Richter

Sprengplattieren ist die fIbchige Verschweiflung von zwei Metaliblechen durch die
Detonationsenergie einer aufliegenden Sprengstoffladung.

An die Plattiersprengstoffe werden besondere Anforderungen gesteilt:
"+ Detonationsgeschwindigkeit im Bereich 1500 - 3500 m/s
"+ Gleichm~jfige Detonation des Sprengstoffs in relativ geringer Schichtdicke (15 -60 mm)

und unverd~mmt auf einer groflen FIt~che ( bis zu 20 in2)
"+ M6glichkeit der gleiclhm,ýfligen Verteilung Ober die Plattierfliche ohne 65rtliche Dicken-

oder Dichteschwankungen.

Die bisher eingesetzten pulverf~5rmigen Sprengstoffe enthielten meist Ammoniumnitrat und
TNT als Grundbestandteile. Urn die Herstellung zu vereinfachen, wurden Uberlegungen Ober
die Verwendbarkeit eines TNT-freien Piattiersprengstoffes angesteilt.

Emn neu entwickelter Piattiersprengstoff auf der Basis Ammonnitrat-Mineraldi erfoilt die oben
genannten Anforderungen . Nach verschiedenen Testreihen konnte er inzwischen in die
Sprengplattier-Produktion eingefcihrt werden.
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Development and Application of a new TNT free Explosive

for Cladding Purposes.

Explosive cladding is a solid state metal-joinig process that

uses explosive force to create a metallurgical bond between

two metal sheets.

The explosives used for eplosive cladding must meet the following

demands:

"+ low detonation velocity in the range 1500 - 3500 m/s

"+ detonation must be uniform in relatively thin layers (15 - 60 mm)

without confinement over large areas (up to 20 m2 )

"+ possibility of distribution over the cladding area with uniform

layer thickness and density.

Most cladding explosives are powderous mixtures of TNT and ammonium

nitrate with inert ingredients. A new developed cladding explosive

of the ammonium nitrate - fuel oil type contains glass microballoons

to improve the detonation sensibility in thin layers.
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Dynamit Nobel GmbH

Dlqnamil Nobe.l EntliCklung u. Eist Explosivtf-n ystemtechnik
eines neuen TNT - frelien Plattierbetrieb

Plattiersprengstoffes WOrgendlorf, 30. April 1996
Sie1von 5

Einleitung

Sprengplattieren Oder ,Explosive Cladding" ist emn Verfahren zur fI~chigen

Verschweillung von zwei unterschiedlichen Metallen mit Hilfe der

Detonationsenergie einer Spengstoffladlung. Vorwiegend wird es eingesetzt,

urn auf grol~flAchige Stahibleche eine korrosionsbesta6ndige Schicht aus

rostfreiem Stahl, Kupfer- Oder Nickellegierung, Titan, Tantal, Silber usw.

aufzubringen. Dazu wird dlas Blech aus dem korrosionsbesttindigen

Werkstoff in gleichbleibendlem Abstand Oiber dem geschliffenen Stahiblech

angeordnet und seine Oberseite mit einer Sprengstoffschicht belegt. Bei

Detonation des Sprengstoffs bewirkt die dlurchlaufende Detonationsfront, daRs

dlas dlarunterliegendle Blech abknickt und mit hoher Geschwindigkeit unter

einem kleinen Winkel ( 20-250) gegen dlas Stahlblech geschleudert wird.

Unter diesen Bedlingungen tritt in der Kollisionsfront der beiden Metalle eine

Druckverschweifgung emn. ( Lit 1 u. 2)

Anforderungen an den Plattiersprengstoff

Urn eine optimale Verschweil~ung zu gewahrleisten und eine Rilibildung in

den zu verschweigendlen Metallen zu vermeiden, mugl die

Detonationsgeschwindligkeit des verwendleten Sprengstoffs unter der

Schallgeschwindligkeit der Metalle liegen. In der technischen Praxis

verwendet man vorzugsweise niedrige Detonationsgeschwindigkeiten

zwischen 1500 und 3500 m/s, abh;Jngig von der Werkstoffkom bi nation, urn

auch die Anderung der mechanischen Eigenschaften der plattierten

Werkstoffe (Harte, Streckgrenze, Zugfestigkeit, Dehnung, Kerb-
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schlagzahigkeit) wahrend des Durchgangs der Stoliwelle m~glichst gering zu

halten (Lit. 3 u. 4).

Aus Gri~nden der gOnstigen Handhabung und der Wirtschaftlichkeit setzt

man fOr das Explosivplattieren fast ausschlietiuich pulverf~rmige Sprengstoffe

ein. Rund urn die Rander des aufzuplattierenden Bleches wird emn Rahmen
zur Aufnahme des Sprengstoffs aufgebracht, der aus Streifen von Pappe,

Holz oder Metall bestehen kann. In den dadurch entstehenden flachen

Kasten wird moglichst gleichmAfiig der Sprengstoff eingefiillt. Seine

Schichthohe muli fOr jede Piattierkom bi nation berechnet werden aus Dicke,
Dichte und Festigkeit der zu verschweirgenden Werkstoffe und den

spezifischen Daten des verwendeten Sprengstoffs. Die benotigten Mengen

liegen zwischen 15 und 150 kg Sprengstoff pro Quadratmeter. Die in einem

Schufi zu plattierenden Flachen kdnnen gr~l~er als 20 M2 sein.

An den Plattiersprengstoff werden hohe Anforderungen gestelit.

Er mugi auf groflen Fiachen und in relativ geringer Schichtdicke (von 15 mm

aufwtirts) unverdaimmt mit gleichbleibender Geschwindigkeit

durchdetonieren. Da bei pulverf~rmigen Sprengstoffen die

Detonationsgeschwindigkeit sowohi mit der Schichthohe wie audi mit der

Sch~ttdichte ansteigt, mugi grofles Augenmerk gelegt werden auf eine

gleichmafige Verteilung des Sprengstoffs Ober die Plattierfli~che, ohne

6rtliche Dicken- oder Dichteschwankungen, die sonst zu

UngleichmAfligkeiten in der Plattierqualitait fuhren k~nnten, (Lit. 5).

TNT - haltige Plattiersprengstoffe

Die am haufigsten eingesetzten Plattiersprengstoffe haben TNT und

Ammoniumnitrat als wirksame Hauptbestandteile. Die Mischung kann bei

hoherer Temperatur gesohehen, wobei sich jedes Ammonnitratteilchen mit

einem Film aus flussigemn TNT Oberzieht, (,,Amatol'}, oder bei
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Normaltemperatur, wobei jedoch zur Einhaltung der oben genannten

Anforderungen groI~es Augenmerk auf die richtige Kornverteilung im TNT

sowie im Ammonnitrat gelegt werden muIR. Urn die benotigte niedrige

Detonationsgeschwindigkeit zu erreichen, ist entweder eine Verdunnung mit

einemn Inertstoff notig (z.B. Kochsalz; auch Sand ist eingesetzt worden) oder

eine erhebliche Dichteerniedrigung (Verwendung von vakuumverdustem

Ammonnitrat; Einmischen von Aerosil, Perlite usw.) Verschiedene

technologische Zus~tze verbessern die Rieselfahigkeit des

Pulversprengstoffs.

Die TNT- haltigen Plattiersprengstoffe haben gewisse Nachteile. Die

Mischung bei erhohter Temperatur ist sehr teuer, und die nach demn zweiten

Verfahren hergesteilten Mischungen neigen stark zur Staubentwicklung, was

zu erhohtem Arbeitsschutzaufwand bei der Herstellung und Verwendung

fu hrt.

Es wurden auch schon Sprengstoffe auf ANFO -Basis (94% Ammonnitrat -

6% Dieselol) fur das Sprengplattieren verwendet. Diese sind jedoch nur emn-

setzbar bei h~heren Schichtdicken, da sie sonst nicht mehr gleichmallig

durchdetonieren, und neigen zur unregelmalligen Verdichtung beim

Auftragen auf die Blechoberfiache.

TNT - freier Plattiersprengstoff

Da aus Gr(Thden der Arbeitssicherheit emn TNT-freier Sprengstoff vorzuziehen

ist, wurden Versuche durchgef~ihrt, einen Sprengstoff auf der Basis

Ammonnitrat-Minerallol soweit zu modifizieren, daft er die oben genannten

Anforderungen an einen Plattiersprengstoff erfil~t.

Die vom Hersteller bezogenen Ammonnitrat-Prills wurden so gemahien, daRs

eine bestimmte, immer gleichbleibende Kornverteilung eingehalten werden

konnte. Der Anteil an Dieselol muilte herabgesetzt werden, urn die Riesel-
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f~higkeit zu verbessern, und staff dessen Pflanzenmehle als

Kohlenstofftr~ger eingemnischt. Zur Herabsetzung der

Detonationsgeschwindigkeit diente auch hier emn Zusatz von Inertstoff.

Dadurch wurde jedoch die Detonationsfahigkeit so gemnindert, dali der

Sprengstoff fOr den vorgesehenen Zweck nicht einsetzbar war. Durch

Einmischen von Mikroglashohlkugeln, wie sie auch in

Emulsionssprengstoffen verwendet werden, konnte jedoch die

Empfindlichkeit des Sprengstoffs so weit gesteigert werden, dali emn

Durchdetonieren schon in einer 15 mm dicken Schicht in offener Schuttung

stattfand. Diese Empfindlichkeitssteigerung des Sprengstoffs durch die
Mikroglashohlkugeln erkitirt sich durch die Bildung sogenannter ,,hot spots",

die die Detonationsfront ideal weiterleiten.

Emn Beispiel einer soichen TNT-freien Plattiersprengstoffmischung gibt die

folgende Rezeptur:

Ammoniumnitrat 68,0 Gew. %

Mineraldi 1,5Gew. %
Mikroglashohlkugeln 2,2 Gew. %

Kochsalz 24,0 Gew. %
Pflanzenrnehl und technologische Zus;tze 4,3 Gew. %

Durch Anderung des Anteils des Verdunnungsmittels (z.B. Kochsalz) und der

Mikroglashohlkugeln k~nnen die fur die verschiedenen Plattierkombinationen

ben~tigten Detonationsgeschwindigkeiten zwischen 1500 und 3000 m/s

eingestellt werden. Auf die neue Plattiersprengstoff-Zusammensetzung
wurde das deutsche Patent DE 4340577 C 1 erteilt.
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Diese Sprengstoffe sind kapselempflndlich, weisen Dichten zwischen 0,65
und 0,90 glCM 3 auf und sind fOr den Transport als Sprengstoff Typ B der

Klasse 1.1 D Ziffer 4, UN-Nr. 0082 klassifiziert. Sie werden seit 2 Jahren

erfolgreich fur die Sprengplattierung einer grolgen Zahi von

Metal Ikombi nationen eingesetzt, darunter auch so kritische wie Titan/Stahl,

Tantal/Stahi oder Aluminium/Kupfer.
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EINSATZ VON HNS IN DER
ERDOLEXPLORATIONSTECLNIK

Uwe Gessel, Helmut Z611ner

Dynamit Nobel GmbH

Explosivstoff- und Systemtechnik

53839 Troisdorf, FRG

Zusammenfassung

Explosivstoffiialtige Komponenten fiir die Erd6lexplorationstechnik sind in der Anwendung

extremen Temperaturen mid Drficken ausgesetzt. Die Spitzenbelastungen liegen derzeit bei

260'C und 150 MPa. Als Sprengstoffe werden tinter diesen Bedingungen vorzugsweise I-NS

und PYX eingesetzt.

Im Rahmen dieses Vortrages werden die Eigenschaften eines speziell fiir die Explorationstech-

nik optimierten HNS vorgestellt. Es wird insbesondere auf die Empfindlichkeit und die Stabili-

tat verschiedener HNS-Typen eingegangen.

Abstract

Detonating devices for application in oilfield exploration technology are exposed to extreme

high temperature and to high pressure. These maximum demands at present are 260'C and 150

MPa. Under these conditions HNS and PYX are mainly used.

The scope of this presentation is to present the characteristics of an optimized HNS for
exploration technology. In particular the sensitivity and the stability of different types of HNS
are discussed.
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1 Einleitung

In den letzten 30 Jabren sind zahlreiche Veroffentlichungen zu demn Themna IINS ersehienen, die
sich sowohi mit neuen Hersteilverfaliren als audi mit neuen Einsatzgebieten besch~ftigen. Be-
soudere Bedeutung erlangte das I-NS Anfang der Siebziger, als bei der schwediscben Firma
Bofors entdeekt wurde, daB geselimoizenes TNT dureli Zugabe von HNS feinkristallin erstarrt.
In der Zuindmittelteclmnik spielt FINS seit der Entwicklnng von EFI-Ziindern eine wiclitige Rol-
le. Der kleine kritische Durelimesser, die relativ geringe Empfindlichkeit und die gute Initiier-
barkeit durch kurze Druckimpulse, wie sie in EFI-Systemen erzeugt werden, erm6glichen bei
Verziclit auflInitialsprengstoffe die Fertigung von In-Line-Zundketten /I/.

Desweiteren wird FINS auch in der Luft-und Raumnfahrtteclinik (z.B. MDF - Mild Detonating
Fuse) eingesetzt. Die liolie Temperaturbesliindigkeit maclit FINS ebenso ffir den Einsatz in der
Erdbilexplorationsteclinik interessant. Wahrend im, unteren Temperaturbereich bis ca. 180'C
vorzugsweise RDX und HMiX zumn Einsatz kominen, wvird oberhaib dieser Grenze his ca.
250'C zunehmend FINS in den explosivstofflialtigen Komponenten eingesetzt. Neben den ho-
hen Temperaturen ist das FINS bei diesen Anwendungen auch extremen Drfilken ausgesetzt.
Bei Bolirloclitiefen his 7000 m konnen Druckwerte von 140 MIPa fiberseliritten werden.

Die Verwendung von FINS ist zunehmend bei allen Komponenten fiir die Explorationstechnik
iiblich. Trotz seiner geringeii Ausgangsleistung und seiner niedrigen Detonationsgeschwindig-
keit kormmt HNS sowohl bei den Ztindmitteln Sprengzoinder, Sprengschnur sowvie Booster als
audi bei den Wirkkomponenten Perforatoren oder Sclineidladungen zumn Einsatz. Bei der Aus-
legung von HNS-haltigen Komponenten sind diese Nacliteile besonders zu beriicksichtigen.

Im folgenden werden einige wiclitige Aspekte der Herstellung und Aufbereitnng von FINS f~ir
den speziellen Einsatz im Bereicli der Erdolexplorationstechnik vorgesteilt. Dabei stelit die Op-
timrierung des FINS hinsiclitlich leicliter Verarbeitharkeit, guter Temperaturbestandigkeit, hin-
reichender Empflindliclikeit bei Verwendung in Zutndmitteln und holier Ausgangsleistung liei
Einsatz in Perforatoren im Mittelpunkt.

2 TINS und seine Eigenschaften

2.1 Herstellung

Hexanitrostilbeii wurde erstmals 1964 von K.G. Shipp /2,3/ im. Rabmen eines Programms zur
Entwicidung liocltemnperaturbestandiger Sprengstoffe hergesteilt. Die Synthese erfolgte seiner-
seits durcli Oxidation von TNT mittels einer alkaliselien NaOCl-L~isung in einer Ausheute von
40-45%. Aufgrund seines hohen Schmelzpunktes von 320'C ist FINS ein selir interessanter
Sprengstoff In den folgenden Jahren bescliuifigten sicli dalier zahireiclie Arbeitsgruppen mit
der H-NS-FHerstellwig. Mrimn~r liandelte es sich hierbei jedocli urn Modifikationen des sogenann-
ten Shipp-Prozesses. Aber audi neuc Syntliesemetlioden wurden entwickelt, woleie in erster
Linie andere Oxidationsmittel zumn Einsatz kamen. Denmocli liaben alle Verfaliren eines gemein-
sari: Ads Ausgangskomponente wird TNT oder eine lici dieser Umsetzung aufiretende Zwi-
schenstufe wie I-NBB (FHexanitrobibenzyl bzw. Dipikryletlian) oder Trinitrobenzylclilorid emn-
gesetzt. Im vorliegendeii Vortrag wird allerdings weder auf den Cliemismus dieser Reaktionen
emngegangen noch werden die anderen FHersteliprozesse genau erl~utert.

Dynamit Nobel befal~t sich ebenfalls seit mehr als zwei Jahrzehniteii mit der FHerstellung mid der
Verarbeitung von FINS. Vor allem durch die neue Produktlinie der Zandmittel zur Gewinnung
yon Erdol und Erdgas - Zituder, Sprengsclinfire, Booster und Perforatoren - liat das Luteresse
an diesemn Hochtemperatursprengstoff stark zugenommen.
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2.2 Umkristallisation
Das bei der Synthese von HNS anfallende Rohprodukt ist ffir den Einsatz ini Hoclitemperatur-
bereich nicht geeignet. Bedingt durch die Bildung von Nebenprodukcten, insbesondere HNBB,
mull das Material urakristallisiert werden. Ansonsten neigt das IINS bei den extrem hohen An-
wendungstemperaturen von bis zu 250'C zur Instabilitat mid vorzeitiger Zersetzung. Urn die
Verunreinigungen zu entfemen, gibt es verschiedene Metboden:

"* Organisehe L-6swigsinittelmneth ode

"* Chemnische Methode /4/

Bei der L6sungsrnittehrneth ode wird das Rohiprodukct in einem organischen Losungsrnittel urn-
kristallisiert. Aufgrund der geringen Ld6sflickeit von HNS - es 16sen sich in DMIF bei 1000C nur
etwa 6% - fA~lt das Produkt beim Abktihlen wieder aus und die Beiprodukcte bleiben in L-6sung.

Die chemisehe Methode verweiidet Salpetersdure als Reinigungsmedium. Hierbei wird das
Roh-HNS in die entsprechende Siiure einigetragen mid miter RuickfluB der HN0 3 werden die
Veruznreirngungen zersetzt.

Beide Methoden fliiren zni HNS-Kristaltisaten, die sich nach Literaturangaben in der thermi-
schen Stabilitat unterscheiden. Untersuchunigen von Mild Detonating Fuses ergaben, daB bei
Verwenidung von HNS, das auis einemn oiganischen Ltisungsmittel umkristallisiert wurde, eine
Funktion nach Temperaturbelastung von 225'C tiber eirien Zeitraum von 16 h niclit mehr ge-
w~brleistet ist /5/. Setzt man dagegen emn in HN0 3 gereinigtes I-NS emn, so detonieren diese
Spezialsprengschinfire unter gleicher Temaperaturarnwendmig noch nach 64 h einwandfrei durch.
Andere Autoren wiederuin ei-w~nen, daB die thermaisehe Stabilitat von TINS besser ist, wenn
der Explosivstoff aus eiiieni organischen L-6sungsrnittel umkristaflisiert wird. Offenbar fiibren
die Untersuchungen nichit zu einem einheitlichen Ergebnis.

Die Kristallform des 14INS mid die damnit verbundene Rieselfihigkeit wird prinilr dnrch die Be-
diiigung bei der Uinkristallisation bestimmnt. Wird DMFT eingesetzt, so kristallisiert das I-INS in
Nadein aiis, die sich aufgrund der niedrigen Schuttdichte niclit zum Verarbeiten in ZUndrnitteln
eignen. Urn emn flielffihiges Produkt zu erhialten, sind mebrere Verfabren entwickelt worden, die
sowohi organische Lbsungsmnittelgemnisclie /6/ als auch Salpetersfiure verwenden. Das nach die-
sen Verfabren hergestelite ProdUkt wird als HNS 11 bezeichnet mid besitzt eine orthorhourische
Kristallstruktur. UNS 11 hat eine SclPattdiclite von groller 0,5 g/crn 3 mid einen Schmietzpunkt
von min. 319'C.

Neben I-NS 11 existieren nocli zwei weitere HINS-Typen. Ein TINS I mit einer Schuittdichte
kleiner 0,5 g/Crn 3 mid eiii HNS IV mit eiiier selir hohen spezifischen Oberfiache von 5 bis
25 M2/g. Die Herstellung von HNS IV erfolgt in einem speziellen Fallprozell /7/. Hierbei wird
TINS 11 in DM!F gelbst uiid Linter besonderen Bedingungen in einem Nichtl6ser, wrie z.B. H 20
oder Xylol, wieder ausgefilit. Veiwendung findet dieses extrem feine Material in EFI-
Detonatoren.

Untersuchungen unsererseits haben ergeben, daB emn aus Salpetersaure unmkristaflisiertes TINS
11 mit einer Sclifittdiclite von 0,87 g/cim3 und einer mittleren Korngrof~e von 400 pLm eine her-
voiragende Rieselfiihigkeit besitzt uiid sicli sornit gut verarbeiten 1511t. Bedingt dureb das relativ
grobe Korn, nimnit aber die Einpfindlichikeit gegeiiuiber cinemn DetonationsstoB dentlich ab.
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Ein MaB fir die Empfindlichkeit von Sekundfrsprengstoffen ist der sogenannte Grenzinitialtest
/8/. In diesem Test erfolgt die Bestimmung der Bleiazidmenge, die notwendig ist, um den Se-
kundirsprengstoff einwandfiei zu ziinden (Grenzinitial). Hierzu wird der zu prilfende Spreng-
stofW, eine variable Menge Bleiazid und ein Friktionssatz in eine kleine Aluminiumhfilse einge-
bracht. Die ZitUdung des Friktionssatzes bewirkt eine Initiierung des Bleiazids. Je nach Emp-
findlichkeit des Sekundirsprengstoffes wird zur Initiierung mehr oder weniger Bleiazid bend-
tigt. In einem Probit-Test kann somit das Grenzinitial ermittelt werden.

F307 ,Zi

D415

r. F30612
I--

SD425 n'~ -

"D426'

688189 1'

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Grenzinitial [mg]

Abbildung 1: Grenzinitia/ x'erschiedener HNS-Typen

Abbildung 1 zeigt einen Vergleich der Grenzinitiale verschiedener HNS-Typen. Das Spektrum
reicht von 70 mg (h6her als HMX) bis hin zu 10 mg ihnlich PETN. Fir die sichere Initiierung
der Type 588/89 - das aus Salpeters5iure umkristallisierte HNS - ist im Gegensatz zu den ande-
ren Typen, die aus einem organischen L6semittel umkristallisiert wurden, 70 mg Bleiazid not-
wendig. Die relativ hohe Unempfindlichkeit macht dieses HNS fir den Einsatz in den entspre-
chenden Ziindmitteln nur bedingt einsetzbar. Untersuchungen, speziell von DW-Ztindern und
Sprengschndren, haben ergeben, daB es bei Verwendung diesen HNS-Typs nach Temperatur-
und Druckbelastung imnmer wieder Probleme mit der Funktion gab. Entweder lieBen sich die
Ztindmittel nicht mehr initiieren oder detonierten nicht einwandfrei durch. Die Grenzinitialwerte
der aus einem organischen L6semittel umkristalisierten HNS-Proben liegen mit 10-30 mg
deutlich niedriger. Allerdings li5it sich dieses Material aufgrund der bereits erwbhnten nadel-
fdrmigen Kristalle nicht verarbeiten. Daher wurde bei Dynamit Nobel ein Verfahren entwickelt,
um das HNS unter Beibehaltung der Empfindfichkeit so in eine Form zu tiberfiffiren, die sich
einerseits gut in Zfindmitteln verladen ili5t und andererseits die Funktion aucb unter Druck- und
Temperaturbelastung gewlirleistet.

2.3 Dynamit Nobel Verfahren

Zunichst wird das beim Herstellprozefl anfallende Roh-HNS in DMF umkristallisiert. Die Gr6-
Be des Primlirkoms und damit die Empfindlichkeit des HNS lOiBt sich durch die Abkiihlge-
schwindigkeit der L6sung beeinflussen. In Abbildung 2 ist die Abhuingigkeit des Grenzinitials
als Funktion der Korngr6Be dargestelt. Deutlich ist ein Anstieg des Grenzinitialwertes mit der
Zunahme der Korngr•Be zu erkennen. Bei einer mittleren Komgr6Be von 10 pm werden zur
sicheren Initilerung nur 10 jng Bleiazid ben6tigt und dieser Wert steigt bei einer mittleren
Komgr6dfe von 80 ptm auf 30 mg Azid an.
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Die Einsatztemperaturen von 250'C bzw. 230'C zeigen aber auch, daB emn aus DvW umikristal-
lisiertes 1-NS eine seir- gute Thermostabilitilt aufweist. Vergleichende Untersuchungen mittels
DSC lassen zwischen diesemn HNS und dem in Salpetersaure umkristallisierten TINS hinsichilich
der thermischen Bestandigkeit keine Untersehiede erkennen. Der Schmelzpunkt beider TINS-
Typen liegt bei einer Aufheizrate von 20K/mni zwischen 321 und 323'C und der Zersetzungs-
punkt zwvischen 361 und 365'C.

2.4 Gap-Test

Neben dem Grenzinitial wurde an den versehiedenen fINS-Typen audi die reine StoBwel-
1enempfindlichkeit mnit Hilfe des BICT-Gap-Testes /9/ ermittelt. Ads Geberladung fbrngiert bei
dieser Methode emn Hexogen-re~ling mrit einem Durcbmesser von 21 mm. Die Abschw~ichung
der StoBwelle erfolgt durch emn variables Wasser-Gap. Die Ergebnisse sind in Abbildung 4 zu-
sammengesteilt.

........ ..,, .... . . . . . //.

/1 N, i~nduin ]

588/B9........

Wassersaule [mm]

Abbildung 4: Gap-Test-Resullaie x'erschiedencr HNS'-'Ipeii

Analog zum Grenzinitiahtest zeigt sich auch im Gap-Test, daB das mit HN0 3 behandelte TINS,
Typ 588/89, unempfindlicher ist als die aus organisehen Losungsmitteln umnkristallisierten TINS-
Sorten. W~hrend bei Typ 588/89 zur Zibidung die Wassers~ule auf 14 mm reduziert werden
muB, ist bei D415 mid F306/2 auch bei 18 mm Gap-Dicke noch eine Initiieurug zu beobachten.
Die Werte 14 und 18 mnm entsprechen einem Stoliwellendruck von 3 bzw. 2 GPa /9/. Bei den
Typen D415 und F306/2 liandelt es sich jeweils urn ein gektimtes Material.

3 Zusammenfassung

fINS ist emi Sprengstoff, der in den letzten Jabren mimmer mebr an Bedeutung gewonnen hat.
Besonders in der Explorationstechnik werden bei Temperaturen von bis Zn 250'C vermebrt
TINS-haltige Zuindmittel eingesetzt. Die besonderen IBedingungen stellen somit hohe Anforde-
mungen an die Thiermostahilit~t, die Zuverliissigkeit mid die Leistung aller Komponenten.

Fur den Einsatz in diesen Ztindmitteln wurde ein spezielles HNS-Granulat mit sebr guter Riesel-
fiihigkeit entwickelt. Die Fmpfindlichkeit des gekornten Material ist gegenuiber eirrem TINS mit
einer mittleren Korngroue von 400 [Lm wesentlich holier und ninumt im Vergleich zum Primar-
korn nicht ab, wie die entsprecliendeu Grenzinitialwerte verdeutlichen. Diese Unterschiede zei-
gen sich audi bei der Bestirrunug der StoBwellenempfindlichkeit mit Hilfe des BICT-Gap-
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Testes. Bei der thermischen Stabilitat wurden allerdings keine Unterschiede zwischen einem aus

Salpetersaure oder einem aus DM!F umnkristallisierten HINS festgestellt.

Die HINS-haltigen Komponenten sind bei den Perforationen nicht nur der Temperatur, sondern

teilweise audi dem hydrostatischen Druck ausgesetzt. Es gibt dabei einige Hinweise, daB die
Thermostabilitat des ITNS insbesondere unter Druckbeanspruchung abnrimmt. Weiterbin er-

scheinen Wecbseiwirkungen zwischen dem Initialsprengstoff Bleiazid mid HNS bei hohen
Temperaturen (> 200'C) wahrscheinlicli. Diese Eigenschaften sollen in weiteren Versuehen

nach Schaffimg der apparativen Voraussetzungen naher untersucht werden.
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Abstract

During the last decade the methodology of investigations aimed to

prevent the accidental explosions in the energetic materials industry

was developed in this Laboratory. As one of the results the algorithms

of these works planning and realization were specifically proposed.

The general approach includes

(1) The detailed analysis of the material production and (or)

application technology, inspection of the causes and consequences of

the accidental explosions taken place in this and related branches of

industry. Separation of the most dangerous stage(s) of the process.

(2) Thermodynamic and kinetic study of chemical reactions responsible

for heat evolution in conjunction with physical, mechanical, and

reo-hydrodynamical processes involved. Creation, if possible, the

mathematical model of the heat evolution process.

(3) Ignition, or selfignition possibility prediction. Spreading of

flame in the system, burning instability and possible transition

phenomena examination. The main criteria describing the level of the

system danger evaluation.

(4) Comparison of the results of the experimental work and theoretical

predictions with the real accidents circumstances.

(5) Formulation of recommendations for the technology modification

resulting in its efficiency and safety level enhancement.

The general approach described here in outlines was implemented at

investigations of the causes of the accidental explosions, and

corresponding modification of technology of TNT, RDX, double base

rocket propellants; at elucidation of the possible ways of accidental

explosions at RDX drying, at transportation of RDX and HMX; at

investigations of the premature explosions of the artillery

projectiles; at inspection of explosions happened during the fires in

the high explosives industry; at examination of the ways of efficiency

and safety of the ammunition dismantlement technologies augmentation.
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Introduction

Production, transportation, storage and application of energetic

materials (EM) is connected indissoluble with the danger of the

accidental explosion of these materials. The circumstances at which

the explosion, especially the catastrophic explosion is initiated

usually may be considered as a result of coinciding of a row of

technology shortcomings, and employees mistakes grounded very often on

the overall inconsistency of the technological system as a whole.

Several very heavy accidents had taken place in 80-th in the industry

of EM of the former Soviet Union as forerunners of the general

collapse destroying all this construction it seemed such a carefully

built and intensively functioning. We do not speak here about

Chernobyl or Tomsk-9, only accidents at EM, mostly high explosives,

production, storage, etc. will be described.

Arsamas

One of the most catastrophic explosions in the high explosives

history had taken place at the outskirts of the town of Arsamas in the

very middle of the European part of Russia during the railway

transportation of RDX and HMX . The author of the paper was the expert

at this case investigation, and here the version of his own of the

event is presented. Three 60-tons freight cars two of which were

loaded by the bags of RDX and HMX ( partly phlegmatized, partly dry

"white powder", the third car contained ammonite and some pressed

items of explosives) just behind the locomotive, were going from the

town of Dzerzhinsk, and had reached Arsamas at about 9.30 in the

morning, June 4, 1988. It was Sunday. A lot of people were around this

place, in their houses, in cars, at the barriers of the railway level

crossing, in the vegetable gardens at the low ground. Some of them

were happy to survive and then they described in detail all the

visible circumstances of the case . At the same place, 15-20 m apart

of the level crossing the embankment of the railway was crossed also

by the underground gas pipe 150 mm diameter transporting the natural
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gas at low, about 3 atm, pressure to some place in suburb. The

crossing was constructed about 15 years before the events described,
and (as it was stated at the inspection) with the essential

violations of the regulations. The tube of 280 nmn dia used as a jacket

of the basic gas pipe under the embankment was broken when the

crossing had been built and the upper part of the destroyed jacket

tube was only about 60 cm (instead of 1.5 m as it is foreseen by the

regulations) under the railway bed surface. One of the joints of the
basic pipe was welded also with the great infringement of the rules,

and some time before the accident it was partly destroyed. The natural
gas flowed out the slit, moved along the pipe in the gap between the

pipe and compressed ground, got to the jacket and through the slot in
the upper part of the jacket and after that through the porous bed of

the railroad embankment went out to surroundings. The concentration of

the gas into the air near this place was presumably not very high, but

inhabitants of the area felt it and had made complaints some of which

were kept at the inquiry volumes.

Of course the very important moment of the case was the usage of

the bags (the paper bag inside the jute bag) as containers for the

extremely dangerous high explosives without any water or some other

kind of desensitization employment. The granulated high explosive

pouring out from the bag obviously could not be prevented, and in fact

the traces of RDX were detected by the experts along all the way of

its usual railway transportation.

Presumably one or several of the bags in the case investigated
also were torn, and some quantity of explosive was poured out on the

floor of the car. The slits under the door of the freight car is the

quite usual thing, and when the gas under the floor in space between

the car and the bed was occasionally ignited, the flame had penetrated

into the car, and inflamed the explosive powder. The big fire had

arisen suddenly. The flame had grew over the carriage roof.

Immediately after that the catastrophic explosion, about 140 tons in

TNT equivalent, had happened.

All the houses in the radius of several hundred meters were blown

off, the cars near the level crossing were fully destroyed, the broken

parts of all the three freight cars were found at the distance of

about 1 km from the site of explosion. About a hundred people were

killed. The full sum total of the losses was estimated to be
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approximately $ 105 million.

The very expensive experiments were performed to determine the
conditions of RDX and HMX to explode in the cars as the result of an

accidental ignition. The explosives had been ignited in the truck
containers, and in the freight cars, at the mass of explosive in every
run from 100 to 10,000 kg, at ignition of EM inside the stack of bags,
and outside it, directly by the hot wire, or through a quantity of
black powder. In no one case, of about twenty trials, the DDT

conditions might be reproduced.

However, the same fall, RDX was occasionally ignited after a
train crash on the city of Sverdlovsk railway station, and again

exploded (fortunately no one was injured, but the severe damages had
taken place).

Criteria of the accidental explosion danger

The probable character of the accidental explosion, the necessity
of coinciding of many probable circumstances as the essential moment
of the catastrophic accident is absolutely obvious. To reflect this

important feature of the phenomenon the very simple characteristic of
the every accidental quick, explosion-like evolution of energy was

introduced recently [1]. It is the criteria of the accidental
explosion danger

Kd = E X(fi/ei) (1)

where E is energy which can be evolved at this individual kind of

the accidents; ei is the energy of the specific kind of impulse, which

is necessary to spend to bring about the energy E evolution; fi is the
probability of the given kind of initiation. The E value can be
specified as energy of EM, or compressed gas, or superheated liquid,

the nuclear reactor potential energy, the energy of the flying plane,
or the moving train, or car, etc. The difference in the energy content

of the object may reach on ten orders of magnitude.

It is not the objective of this paper to develop the general
safety problem, but it would be necessary to note that the significant
difference between EM and most of the other potential sources of the
destructive energy consists mainly in the fact that usually ei is
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close on the order to E, and correspondingly it is proportional to E

in some degree, sometimes in the degree equals to unity. On the

contrary the value of ei for EM as a rule is connected with E very

weakly: to explode a charge of 100 g of high explosive (E•0.4 MJ), and

the stack of it by the mass of 100 tons (E,400 GJ) the same initiating

cap (eiz4kJ) can be used. Moreover, the small mass of explosive may

not detonate when ignited by the weak heat source. It just burns out.

The big mass of the same explosive, as we could see above, at

inflammation by the very weak energy source (asymptotically it can

be-lJ) after some period of burning detonates. Correspondingly, the

big masses of explosives without development of the special complex of

measures aimed to increase the value of ei are characterized by the

very big value of accidental explosion danger criteria Kd. Still more

sophisticated part of the equation (1) fi is introduced specially to

reflect the probable character of the initiation by the energy impulse

ei. The important task of every work in the field of methodology of

the technological safety insuring consists in estimation of ei and fi.

Bowden chain of initiation and growth of explosion

The natural base for the methodological approach allowing the

accidental explosions causes and consequences to elucidate, and the

algorithms of the investigations aimed to prevent the accidents at

energetic materials production and (or) application to create is the

well known consequence of self-sustaining processes of explosive

transformation discovered by Professor F.P.Bowden about fifty years

ago in Cambridge, England.

This consequence (Fig.l) includes several main stages forming so

called Bowden initiation and growth of explosion chain. Most of the

accidental explosions initiated by the weak external or internal

stimuli, which are located at the upper row of the Fig.l are forced to

go through all the consequence from up to bottom usually giving a

chance to broke the chain at one of the sufficiently weak links,

during the corresponding process propagation or on the bridge between

the individual processes.

One of the objectives of this presentation is to bring life to

this dry scheme and to show how in the real circumstances one can find

out the most weak link of the chain and broke it to prevent
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propagation of the explosive transformation along the chain from point

one to point seven (or, more often, to explain why, unfortunately, the

propagation in this particular case could not be prevented).

Stage 1

Of course the absolutely dependable way the accidental explosion

to prevent consists in elimination of the Stage 1, at least in such an

extent to avoid appearance of the Stage 2. Unfortunately it is the

very expensive method of the higher level of safety achievement. It is

used however in some cases, for instance at operations with primary

explosives where all the subsequent stages of the Bowden scheme follow

one after another very promptly, at pressing of the sensitive high

explosives charges, at designing of the artillery shells construction

and technology that would be able to preclude the premature explosions

of the shells at the gun shot, at elaboration of the technique for

transportation of liquid high explosives, where burning instability

and DDT (4 and 5) Stages are developed after ignition very easily. It

should be noted also that the every point of the Stage 1 has its own

character, and includes at the real practical conditions a row of

intricate physical, mechanical, hydro- and reodynamic processes

leading to heat liberation and the evolved heat to EM transmission.

The first three points of the Stage 1, 1.1-1.3, are essentially

very close to each other, they include the stage of the relatively

"ineit" heating of the full mass of EM or the big part of it to the

critical temperature, after which the heat evolution in the course of

the chemical reaction begins to dominate, resulting in selfignition of

EM. The chemical reaction kinetic and thermodynamic properties in

general define the heat explosion development. It would be necessary

to note the very small contribution of pressure as the parameter of

state of the system into the energetic characteristics of the process

initiation.

The next three points (1.4-1.6) are connected usually with

ignition, i.e. with heating of the very small part of the EM charge,

forming the very thin preheated layer, or the very small hot spot.

They also connected one to another very closely (the types of the

connections for different methods of EM sensitivity testing are shown

for instance in [2]). As opposed to the previous case pressure plays
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the very significant role at initiation: in fact the process is

determined predominantly by the burning rate of EM at pressure of

ignition.

The last two points of this Stage: 1.7 and 1.8 can be considered

as probably the most complicated forms of EM heating and initiation.

Very small time between ignition and detonation, and the strong

dependence of the detailed mechanism of initiation on the bullet or

fragment velocity and on the shock wave amplitude make these points of

the Stage 1 the most difficult sections of the theory of sensitivity.

Everyone experienced in EM production and application can recall

a lot of examples when the different stages of the scheme (Fig. 1)

were responsible preferably for accidental explosion growth, and when

the corresponding influence could avert the explosion. I would like to

enumerate some of them which had taken place in Russia during last

one-two decades bearing in mind that the Western scientists

practically are not familiar with the events.

Premature explosion problem

Among the problems solution of which turns on the Stage 1

probably the most important is a problem of prevention of the

premature explosions of the artillery shells at the gun shot. The

premature explosion danger consists not only in demolition of the gun

and hitting the soldiers. Employment of all the shells of this type,

sometimes several million items, becomes impossible: a gunner can not

level a gun if he aims at himself. The algorithm of the problem

solution was developed by the author of the paper during his visit to

MRCI, Xian, China last fall. As the experimental ground of this

approach a method of the fast compression of gas intrusions in a

charge of explosive was chosen. Such a technique was developed in

different laboratories (see, for instance, the comprehensive work

[3]). The best method fitted to the type of the shells and charges
under consideration was elaborated, and the results of the experiments

were compared with the regular shot results at the proving ground

testing of the shells. The data will be reported elsewhere. It should

be noted that this type of accidents differs from many others by the

rather definite conditions of the mechanical stimulus. The dangerous

dimensions of the intrusions necessary for explosion, also can be

estimated rather exactly.
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Burning Heat Instability Role

(Stages 2 and 3)

The very productive phenomenon, as to the Stages 2 and 3 growth

and extinction is concerned, relates to burning heat instability which
was especially intensively studied for the case of the rocket

propellants application [4].

At increasing of the heat flux q the energy content in the

preheated layer sufficient for ignition Q decreases approximately

proportionally q-1 till the critical flux value q, is reached. After

that Q quickly rises up, or even sharply turns to infinity: ignition

and steady state burning are possible only at external fluxes q < q,.

The value of q* depends mostly on pressure (q*, p). This phenomenon is

connected with the different fields of EM technology. At turning,

milling or sawing of the charges of EM, or the different kinds of

ammunition containing EM we have two limiting velocities of machining

confining the region of the especial danger both from below and from

above: the usual low limit stipulated by the heat exchange with

surrounding, and the upper limit specified by the heat instability. At
melting off the explosives from ammunition two limiting heat fluxes

from the heat carrier to the surface of explosive exist. About the

same should be observed at bullet or fragment attack. All the features

of the phenomenon as applied to the problem of ammunition

dismantlement are described in the work [5].

Viscosity Influence on Stage 4

The example of the Stage 4 elimination with the corresponding

significant safety increase is very well known. It is A.Nobel

invention, the double-base propellant. The strong increase of the

viscosity of nitroglycerin, on the one hand, and elimination of
porosity of nitrocellulose, on the other hand, at mixing them one to

another rules out the possibility of convective burning both NG and NC

which are characterized separately by the very strong tendency of
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transition to this burning regime . It is interesting to note that the

bridge between Stages 2 and 3 in this case can not be used as an

obstacle on the way of the process development: all the propellants

are constructed in such a manner that the level of burning heat

instability of them is low enough, at least it is much lower than that

of all the high explosives industrially used (meanwhile, the theory of

burning instability was created first of all for the double-base

propellants). Another remark to the problem of viscosity influence:

quite recently we have discovered that viscosity augmentation by means

of addition of the small quantity of NC to DGDN, the nitric ester of

the same group as NG, may increase noticeably the detonation ability,

one of the factors defining the safety level.

Sulfuric Acid Influence on Stages 5 and 6

Two catastrophic explosions had happened in Russia in 80-th

during TNT manufacture at the explosives producing plant. Both of them

were dictated by the proposal to increase productivity of the

manufactory using sulfuric acid of higher concentration. If the

continuous process were interrupted by the prolonged, 1-3 hours,

intermissions, the concentrations of H2 SO 4 , HNO 3 and DNT in the

apparatuses of the middle part of the system becomes so high that the

very quick heat evolution resulting in selfignition may proceed. The

inflammation of the reaction mass itself is obviously unpleasant but

virtually not dangerous event. We really had previously some cases of

inflammation at TNT production (jet of flame from the hatch of

reactor) without any explosion. Moreover, at RDX production some 15-20

years ago burning of hexamethylenetetramine was the usual phenomenon

with frequency of about once a month almost at the every RDX producing

plant (explosions also had happened but still much more infrequently).

As we might expect employment of sulfuric acid of higher

concentration is connected with enormous augmentation of detonation

ability of the mixture. It was the absolutely new aspect of the

problem. Up to now all the specialists in the field of TNT production

are confident that sulfuric acid is the inert solvent, admixture of

which may only decrease the explosive characteristics of the reaction

mass. We have studied this problem carefully bearing in mind our old

results of very strong acceleration the detonation reaction in some
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nitrocompounds at addition of the very small quantities of the strong

mineral acids [6].

We obtained the truly threatening result: the failure diameter of

TNT/H 2 SO4 /H 2 S2 0 7 mixture can be 30 times less than the failure

diameter of the neat liquid TNT. DNT does not detonate in the liquid

homogeneous state. Mixture DNT/H 2 SO 4 /H 2 S 2 07 is able to detonate. The

detonation of aerated porous liquid systems of this sort was also

investigated. It was demonstrated that the courses of the explosions

are connected not only with the Stage 1, but mostly with the Stages 5

and 6 intensification. As a result of this work the courses, the way

of development, and unusually heavy consequences of the explosions

were elucidated, and the necessary recommendations to the industry

were proposed. The detailed description of this work is presented here

in form of the posters [7,8].

Explosions at Fires

Several heavy accidents, except these described in the very

beginning of the paper, had happened at fires during transportation

and storage of high explosives. In 1984 the magazine containing about

100 tons of flaked TNT after approximately half of hour burning

exploded together with the freight car (about 40 tons of TNT) standing

near the magazine. The team of firemen fought the fire without any

success. Fortunately they understood in time that their efforts are in

vain (as a matter of fact they were harmful) and escaped as quickly as

they may. After explosion the neighboring magazine containing about

200 tons of granulated TNT was partly destroyed and TNT was ignited

and began to burn, but quite naturally nobody tried to fight with the

fire, and it burned out, as far as possible quietly and gently.

In 1988 the freight car loaded by TNT, inside the territory of

the big ammunition plant caught a fire in the process of unloading due

to a driver of truck which the freight had been transferred to did not

cut the truck engine which accidentally was not equipped by the spark

arrester (actually it did not have even the noise suppresser). Several

teams of firemen took part in fighting with the fire. Again they felt

the time to retreat came (the loaders felt it much earlier: they just

jumped into the track with the engine working as only they sow the

first traces of flame). Only one of the firemen who had retreated not
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fast enough was killed. After the explosion had occurred about seventy

hotbeds of fire arose on the territory of the plant initiated by the

red-hot parts of the car thrown away. Two of the hotbeds are related

to the manufactories for alumotol (15/85) and grammonite (TNT/

granulated AN) production. The technological schemes of both materials

production were characterized by the presence of the systems of the

long steel tubes and some other strongly confined volumes where DDT

may occur. In spite of nobody was busy in those circumstances to put

out the fires both of the manufactories exploded after 7-10 minutes of

burning. All the workers escaped after the first explosion, when the

freight car burst, and no one was killed or injured.

All the cases listed clearly demonstrate the necessity to foresee.

the Stage 5 dangerous development possibility in the case of

accidental fire to prevent this if it were possible on the step of

designing and construction of the technological process.
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SENSITIVITY TO PROJECTILE IMPACT

OF PRE-HEATED EXPLOSIVE
COMPOSITIONS

H. CHERIN, D. LEMOINE, L. GAUTIER

Commissariat ý I'Energie Atomique
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B. P. n' 16

1. INTRODUCTION

In the context of safety of weapons and ammunitions, the sensitivity of explosive
compositions to projectiles impacts has been widely studied. Depending on the nature of
the explosive, of the confinement, and of the characteristics of the projectile, this kind of
stimulus can lead to a SDT (shock-to-detonation transition) phenomenon.

The objective of the work presented here is to study the sensitivity of our explosives for
combined stimuli, that is to say for projectiles impacts on pre-heated explosives. The data
obtained, introduced in a specialized pyrotechnic safety code (OCAPY) allow us to assess
the sensitivity of an explosive composition for a whole range of combined stimuli.

Moreover, this work shows that thermally aged explosive compositions are very more
sensitive to mechanical stimuli. The mechanisms leading to this sensitization could be a
partial decomposition during heating, and/or an increase of the porosity, due to material
expansion.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The main parameters of the experiments are

"* the pre-heating temperature,

"* the velocity of the projectiles.

The experimental set-up is presented on figure 1. A system of optic barriers, separated by
50 cm is used to measure the velocity of the projectile. The experiments are filmed with an
S-VHS camera, and recorded on a VCR.

The explosive samples are heated during one hour in a pulsed oven, removed just before
the shot. The dimensions of the cylindrical samples are 90 mm diameter and 30 mm
length. The temperature of the explosive is controlled by a thermocouple.
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Figure 1

3. RESULTS

The studied explosive is a TATB based composition, with a few per cent of a polymeric
binder, called T1. The projectiles are cylinders by 18.3 mm diameter, including a steel
impacter (5 mm length) and a polymeric saddle (30 mm length). The pre-heating
temperature is by 250'C.

For the T1 explosive, at 20°C, projectiles impacts up to 1270 m/s (maximum possible
velocity with our launcher) do not lead to a pyrotechnic reaction. In order to help us to
choose the velocity range leading to a shock-to-detonation transition at 250'C, we have
used the results of the calculations made with the pyrotechnic safety code OCAPY [1].
This software has been developed in order to predict the pyrotechnic behaviour of
explosive structures submitted to thermal, mechanical or combined stimuli. We have
implemented in this code several analytical models of shock-to-detonation transition.
Among all these models, L.R. GREEN's one [2] is particularly well suited for the impacts of
cylindrical projectiles. This model enables a critical transition curve to be plotted on a
velocity-diameter graph for the considered projectiles. Any impact located at a point below
the critical curve will not initiate a detonation. If the point is above the curve, a SDT will be
obtained. On figure 2, we have plotted the critical curves for T1 and X1 (HMX based
composition) at 20°C, and for T1 at 2500C.
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Figure 2

On this figure, it can be observed that a TATB based composition, heated to 250'C, can
be as sensitive as an HMX composition at ambient temperature, for a whole range of
impact velocities. For the impact of a 18.3 mm diameter steel bar, the velocity thresholds
for a SDT, given by the OCAPY calculations, are as follows:

* 800 m/s for X1 at 20°C,

* 900 m/s for T1 at 250'C,

* 2000 m/s for T1 at 20'C.

The range of impact velocities to be studied for T1 at 250°C has then be fixed between
800 and 1000 m/s. The experimental results of the shots are as follows :

Temperature Impact velocity Pyrotechnic

(0C) (mIs) reaction

250 1021 YES

253 1021 YES

255 793 NO

254 1006 YES

253 888 NO

254 1000 YES

253 900 NO

250 974 YES
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The SDT velocity threshold for this kind of projectile is in the range by 900-974 m/s, which
is in good agreement with the OCAPY calculations : on figure 3, it can be seen that the
calculated values are very closed to experimental data. We can say that OCAPY
calculations are predictive and reliable for this kind of combined stimuli.

1o000

Cylindrical steel projectiles

.z-T1- 2o*c(0
0

>) A

1000

TI .250 °C

+ REACTION
0 NO REACTION

100 '
10 100 1000

Diameter (mm)

Figure 3

4. SENSITIZATION MECHANISMS

The preheating of T1 explosive leads to a sharp increase of sensitivity for projectile
impacts. The threshold impact velocity leading to a SDT is reduced by about 1000 m/s
between 20 and 250'C. Two kinds of mechanisms can be involved in this sensitization
phenomenon :

"* increase of the number and of the size of microstructural defects, due to the the
material expansion at the studied temperature ;

"* partial decomposition of TATB molecules during heating.

Whatever the mechanism, the heated explosive, cooled down to the ambient temperature,
should be more sensitive than the fresh material. In order to verify this hypothesis, we
have carried out the following experiments.
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4.1 Impact sensitivity

We have first observed the result of an impact at 1000 m/s on the fresh material. The
ceramic holding device is undamaged, the explosive is totally dispersed, and the
recovered fragments represent about 90 % of the initial mass of the target.

We have then heated the explosive at 250°C during one hour, and cooled it down slowly
to avoid damaging of the material. The result of the impact at 1000 m/s is a violent
pyrotechnic reaction : the holding device is cracked, the recovered fragments exhibit large
decomposition areas, and represent only 10 % of the initial mass.

4.2 Drop weight hammer test

The shock sensitivity is characterized using the drop weight hammer test. The height H5 0 ,
corresponding to a pyrotechnic reaction probability of 50 %, has been measured on fresh
and thermally aged samples. The following results have been obtained

. fresh explosive: H5 0 = 122.4 cm

. heated explosive, after cooling : H5 0 = 113.9 cm.

The thermally aged material is clearly more sensitive to mechanical stimuli than the fresh
one.

4.3 Thermal expansion

The explosive, submitted to high temperatures, undergoes a thermal expansion, leading to
an increase of the size and of the number of microstructural defects. According with the
hot spot theory, this phenomenon can explain the sensitivity of the explosive for an impact
at 250°C, but also the reactivity of the cooled material if we assume that the
microstructural changes are remanent. This hypothesis has been verified by measuring the
volume expansion of thermally aged samples, after cooling down. The results show a
volume expansion of:

* 2.5 % for samples heated at 2500C during six hours,

* 3.5 % after heating at 280'C during one hour.

We have also performed dilatometry experiments, between 20°C and 250°C for studying
the influence of the rise time to 250°C. We present on figure 4 the dilatometry apparatus,
and on figure 5 a typical curve (relative dilatation versus temperature). The maximum
relative dilatation reached is about 2,5 % for a temperature of 250'C. The residual
dilatation after cooling down is closed to 0,7 %,which is important in term of micro-defects
and hot spots generation. There is no influence of rise time to 250'C on the maximum
relative dilatation.
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4.4. Thermal damage

For a better understanding of sensitization mechanisms, we have carried out a thermal
damage study on pure pressed TATB. For this purpose, we have used the experimental
set-up called Thermomechanical Limit Test (TLT) [3]. The device has been modified in
order to be able to analyze the gazeous and solid decomposition products (figure 6).
We measure the bulk temperature of the material during a constant temperature phase.
After an induction time, the bulk temperature begins to grow up, indicating that an
exothermic kinetic is started (figure 7). For different values of the bulk temperature, we
have stopped the experiments by taking out gazeous decomposition products and cooling
down the mold. On figure 8, we have reported all the employed analysis technics.

On figure 9, we have reported the analyzed gazeous products, for different temperatures.

Using scanning electron microscopy, we have observed modifications of the TATB initial
porosity, due to the coalescence of the defects or increase of their size.

By HPLC on the solid phase in solution, we have detected, for the temperatures of 267°C
and 270°C, two decomposition products that we are trying to identify.

These experiments clearly show that both phenomenons, chemical decomposition and
structural modifications, are involved in the senzitization of preheated material.

displacement sample
transducer push rod diam. 5 mm length: 50 mm

thermocouple sample support annular furnace

Figure 4
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study show that a TATB based explosive composition undergoes a
sharp increase of impact sensitivity when heated at 2500C : the threshold velocity of a
cylindrical steel projectile leading to a SDT is quite the same as an HMX composition one
at 200C. Another important result is that the explosive can be thermally damaged : after
heating and cooling down, the material is more sensitive than the fresh material. Two
mechanisms can be invoked for this sensitization : partial decomposition, and appearance
or growth of microstructural defects during heating.

Future works in this field will be concerned with :

"* the study of the mechanisms leading to the sensitization,

"* the effects of thermal aging (time, temperature) on the resulting sensitivity to
mechanical or thermal stimuli.
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ABSTRACT

The possibility of use of standard methods developed for

the evaluation of sensitivity and stability of explosives for

predictionary of vulnerability of ammunition was studied.

Results obtained indicate that explosive properties obtai-

ned in the gap test, DTA and vacuum stability test and also fall

hammer test, performance measurement can be used as the first

screen in looking for explosives with lower sensitivity.

The full scale testing using the standard methods for in-

sensitive munition can be used in further step. Substantial eco-

nomy can be achieved by this procedure.

INTRODUCTION

Parallel to the research of LOVA explosives the requirement

arises to test properties of substances and their mixtures from

the vulnerability point of view.

Requirements for insensitive munition and its testing are

knownI but it would be very expensive and unpractical to use

them researching energetic components for explosive charges of

ammunition (HE,propellants). This is the reason why various

tests were designed 2 , 3 that should simulate behaviour of these

materials when testing vulnerability of ammunition.From the

research view-point it is necessary to consider the extent and

number of various tests because testing of a great number
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of samples and the extensiveness of the tests make the research

time consuming and expensive especially in such cases where the

price of some components of energetic compositions is still

quite high. The necessary quantity of sample that should be

sufficient for a proper simulation of the future charge in

ammunition is of great importance as well.

As well known 4 , 5 , at some sensitivity tests the resulting

values are influenced by the shape and size of particles, densi-

ty of samples, technology of preparation and other circumstan-

ces. Similar situation occurs when performing heat tests.

In order to accelerate the research work and reduce the

costs of the vulnerability assessment we have tried to select as

far as possible simple and quick tests that should be,

however,of sufficient capability to simulate behaviour of

substances in real conditions.

SELECTION OF TESTS

1. Preliminary testing

In samples of explosives that are in most cases a mixture

of both, energetic and inactive components we are usually able

to assess quite well their performance parameters 6 . For this

purpose we use the knowledge of composition, heat of formation

and theoretical maximum density (TMD).

The samples are prepared in various ways: by pressing, cas-

ting (sometimes in vacuum and under vibration), extrusion etc..

These various procedures directly affect both, physical proper-

ties and explosive parameters ( sensitivity, performance). That

is why we have selected for the first evaluation of important

properties the following tests:

- determination of density

- differential thermal analysis (DTA)

- vacuum test (VT)
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The density of the real sample and its difference from TMD

characterises the porosity which is usually important for the of

explosive sensitivity to some external impacts. The ratio of

achieved density to TMD can indicate also the degree of filler

- binder physical compatibility, possible compressibility and

effects the performance of the explosive as well.For these

reasons attaining of as high density as possible appears to be

an important requirement.

The results of DTA give us the first information concerning

the sample behaviour at increased temperatures; primarily the

changes of physical state, chemical compatibility and

decomposition reactions. The results of tests are, of course,

compared with DTA records of the individual components.

To study the informatively chemical compatibility of the

components we use also vacuum stability test performed at 140 0 C

for 20 hours. Examples of both tests are given in the Table I.

Table I - Comparison of DTA and vacuum test

Sample DTA Vacuum test
exo onset, 'C 140°C, 20 hours, ml

RDX/NTO/binder 1 201 0,21
70/18/12

RDX/NTO/binder 1 201 0,16
53/35/12

RDX/binder 2 181 8,18
50/50

As we can see, at the sample No 3 in Table I both tests

are showing chemical incompatibility due to unsuitable binder.

In case that the sample shows good parameters in the first

group of tests it is subject to fall hammer test. The results of

this test inform us about the sensitivity to impact which is

important primarily for technology and handling. However, from
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the view-point of reduction of vulnerability these results

appear to be questionable. The sensitivity estimeted by the fall

hammer test is sometimes not in correlation with other tests,

for instance with results of the gap test. Some examples can be

seen in the table II.

Table II - Sensitivity estimated by fall hammer test and gap

test

fall hammer small gap test

S a m p 1 e Emin.( J ) Pinic.( GPa

TNT 35 2,5

RDX/wax 95/5 27 2,75

RDX/TNT 50/50 28 3,8

RDX/NTO/binder 1 32 5,6
70/18/12

RDX/binder 2 16 9,25
50/50

The results of these two tests should be assessed very

carefully as far as the methology of the test is concerned

(quantity of the sample used in the test,its geometry etc.).

As the additional tests, hardness test (Shore) and in case

of elastic composites bending strength test are used. The re-

sults of tests give us certain idea of physical properties of

the sample e.g. compressibility, elasticity, filer matrix

physicalinteraction , " memory " of binder etc. All above

mentioned tests require small quantities of the sample (tens of

grams at the most) are quick and enable to perform the first

selection of the perspective compositions for further testing.

2. Second group of tests

The next group of tests consists of

- small-scale gap test
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- Koenen test

- burning to detonation transition test

- vacuum stability test

Assessing the results of small-scale gap test (Fig. la) we

are to consider that the low vulnerability explosives should

meet Class 1.6 of UN Standard7 and therefore it is quite

possible that the critical diameter of the material will exceed

21 mm. In this case it is necessary to use further methods of

testing.

At Koenen test we suppose the evaluation of decomposition

rate of the substance simulating fast cook-off. Similarly, at
burning to detonation transition test (Fig. 2) we evaluate both,

pre-detonation zone and resulting destruction of the tube. The

vacuum stability test is carried out using standard method

120 0 C, 48 hours).

The quantity of the sample needed for these tests amounts
hundreds of grams and the time consumption is not very large.

The final samples that have showed the lowest sensitivity to the

above mentioned tests are subjected to further testing.

3. Third group of tests

The next group of tests consists of

- large-scale gap test (Fig.lb)

- shape charge impact test (Fig.3)

- bullet impact test

These tests require several kg sample and increased time

consumption.

So far we have not managed in developing simple and quick

tests serving to good simulation of cook-off, sympathetic deto-

nation and fragmentation tests.
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It is necessary to say that criteria concerning technology

of preparation of the investigated composition, performance

parameters of energetic material, accelerated test of shelflife

and preliminary economic evaluation can be used as further views

for choice of samples in different phases of testing.

CONCLUSIONS

For the purposes of research of low vulnerability explosi-

ves it is possible to utilize accessible,quick and simple tests

arranged to steps according to the following

hierarchy:

- determination of density, DTA, vacuum test (140 0 C, 20 hours),

fall hammer test, hardness and elasticity

- small-scale gap test, Koenen test, burning to detonation

transition test , vacuum stability test (120 0 C, 48 hours)

- large-scale gap test, shaped charge impact test, bullet impact

test

- slow cook-off test, fragmentation test, sympathetic detonation

test

This last group of tests can be also performed in

simulation mode according to the presumed utilization in ammuni-

tion. Using this procedure it is possible to reduce the time

period of research and development, the costs of this process

and to achieve satisfactory probability for good results of

tests of munition.

However, the preliminary conclusions obtained are necessary

to be verified in the development phase of the specific munition

system using standard tests e.g. according to MIL STD 2105B or

STANAG tests for insensitive munition.
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HAZARD ANALYSIS OF MANUFACTURE OF GAS
GENERANTS

by
Kazuo HARA, Mitsuhiro KANAZAWA, Takayuki HASEGAWA and Tadao YOSHIDA

College of Engineering, Hosei University
3-7-2 Kajino- cho, Koganei- shi, Tokyo 184, Japan

ABSTRACT

Hazard evaluation and analysis were conducted for the manufacture of potential gas
generants for airbag inflators. The compositions examined are two typical compositions
including KCIO 4 and KNO :3 , and a composition including an oxidizer X. The fuel used
is urazole. The experimental hazard evaluation of three compositions and their
components was carried out and the results were used in the Yoshida hazard
analysis(YHA). The sensitivities and the violence of combustion of these materials were
categorized to four ranks, and the risk of each operation in the manufacturing process
was plotted on the risk profile for normal, deviated or corrected operation. Finally, the
risk profiles for corrected and deviated operations were used for promoting the safety in
the manufacture of the gas generant.

1. INTRODUCTION
Automotive airbags are getting more popular in the modem car society and the

sodium azide- based compositions have been almost exclusively used as gas generant
for airbag inflators. The azide- based gas generant has such good performances as good
burning velocity, exclusive N 2 gas effluent, low combustion temperature, low
particulates and so on. However, sodium azide has some problems such as toxicity,
incompatibility with acids and formation of sensitive heavy metal azide with Cu or Pb.
Therefore, nonazide- based gas generants have been looked for.

Originally, the AK(ADCA/KCIO 4 ) gas generant for automotive airbag inflators was
developed by the auther's group to replace the azide- based gas generant "• . The so
called UX(i.e. Urazole/oxidizer X) gas generant was then developed as an improved
system. The UX gas generant is more stable, has a lower combustion temperature and
gives less particulates than the AK gas generant. The qualities of stability, lower
combustion temperature and less particulates are advantageous for the safety and
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performance of gas generant.
In developing the new gas generant system, the fire and explosion hazards of the

composition as well as of the raw materials were evaluated and the results were used in
the Yoshida hazard analysis(YHA) for the manufacturing process for the new gas
generant. The methods for evaluating the hazards of the compositions and raw materials
are similar to those described in a previous paper 2) . The hazard analysis technique
used is similar to that carried out for the manufacturing process for the AK gas
generant ') . The Process Safety Management(PSM) of the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration(OSHA) ), the Zurich Hazard Analysis(ZHA) of the Zurich
Insurance Company 2) and the United States Military Standard ') were referred to in
developing the YHA.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Materials

Materials used are listed in Table 1.

Table 1 Materials used
Name Symbol Size Supplier

Urazole U 20gum Otsuka Chemical Co., Ltd.
KC10 4  K 21.9/tm Japan Carlit Co., Ltd.
KN03 N 60g'm Otsuka Chemical Co., Ltd.
Oxidizer X X 30gum Otsuka Chemical Co., Ltd.
Cellulose CA Wako Pure Chemical Co., Ltd.
acetate

Acetone AC Wako Pure Chemical Co., Ltd.
U/K(38/60) UK

U/N(41/57) UN
U/X UX

Potassium perchlorate(KC1O 4 ) and potassium nitrate(KNO 3 ) were used as typical
reactive and less reactive oxidizers, respectively.

2.2 Test Methods for Evaluating Hazards
Following tests were used for evaluating fire and explosion hazards of materials and

compositions used in the manufacture of the UK, UN and UX gas generants:

(1) Impact and Shock Sensitivity, and Explosion Propagation
Impact and shock sensitivity and explosion propagation were determined using (a) the

JIS drop hammer test ') , (b) the shock ignitability test 8 , (c) VP30 PVC initiation test
9) 10) and (d) the United Nations gap test 1)
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(2) Friction Sensitivity
12)Friction sensitivity was evaluated using the BAM friction test

(3) Electric Spark Sensitivity
Electric spark sensitivity was determined with the electric spark test for

medium- sensitive materials ").

(4) Ignitability by Hot Objects and Burning Rate

Ignitability by hot objects and burning rate were determined using (a) the VP30 PVC
tube burning test ") , (b) 0 30 steel tube burning test and (c) the conical pile burning

test 1 2) . As the igniter, a hot Ni- Cr wire or an igniting composition was used.

(5) Thermal Stability

Thermal stability was evaluated using the SC-DSC 16) measurements.

2.3 Test Results

(1) Impact and Shock Sensitivity, and Explosion Propagation.
Test results of impact and shock sensitivity and explosion propagation are listed in

Table 2.

Table 2 Results of Impact and Shock Initiation Tests
Saple Test Result Explosion Propagation

U Drop hammer E5 :=21J

Shock ignitability No explosion by

an inserted No.0 D with a lid
VP30 initiation Material remained No explosion propagated
UN gap Material remained No explosion propagated

UK Drop hammer Er:=17J

Shock ignitability Deflagration by

an inserted No.0 D with a lid
VP30 initiation Material remained No explosion propagated
UN gap The tube fragmented Detonation propagated

UN Drop hammer E 2,=I2,J

Shock ignitability No explosion by

an inserted No.0 D with a lid
VP30 initiation Material remained No explosion propagated

UN gap Material remained No explosion propagated
UX Drop hammer

Shock ignitability No explosion by

an inserted No.0 D with a lid
VP30 initiation Material remained No explosion propagated
UN gap Material remained No explosion propagated
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Above results showed that the sensitivity of the UX composition is similar to the UN

but not to UK. The UX composition was not sensitive to impact or shock.

(2) Friction Sensitivity

Test results of the friction sensitivity of materials used in the process are listed in

Table 3.

Table 3 Results of Friction Sensitivity

Sample Test Result Note

U BAM friction 1/10(36kg) noize

UK BAM friction 1/10(32.4kg) reaction without noize

UN BAM friction 1/10(36kg) noize

UX BAM friction

(3) Electric Spark Sensitivity

Results of the electric spark sensitivity test are listed in Table 4.

Table 4 Result of Electric Spark Sensitivity Test

Sample Test Result Note

U For medium sens. 3/10(51J)

UK For medium sens. E5 0=25J

UN For medium sens. E5 o=38J

UX For medium sens.

(4) Ignitability by Hot Objects and Burning Rate

Test results of ignitability by hot objects and burning rate are listed in Table 5.

Table 5 Test Results of Ignitability and Burning rate

Sampl Test Ignitability Burning rate

U 030 Steel None -

VP30 PVC None -

Conical pile None -

UK 030 Steel None -

VP30 PVC Ignitable 0.72mm/sec

Conical pile None
UN 0530 Steel None

VP30 PVC Ignitable 0.51mm/sec

Conical pile None

UX ¢ 30 Steel Ignitable 0.51mm/sec

VP30 PVC Ignitable 0.52mm/sec

Conical pile Ignitable 25g/70sec
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(5) Thermal Stability

Results of SC- DSC is listed in Table 6.

Table 6 Results of SC-DSC

Sample TDsc(°C) QDsc(J/g)
Endo therm Exotherm(1) Exotherm(2) Exotherm(1) Exotherm(2)

U 245 284 669
U/K 231 241 1324
U/N 206 225 434 408 507
U/X/CA 217 240 415 358 491

3. YOSHIDA HAZARD ANALYSIS FOR ENERGETIC MATERIALS(YHA)

3.1 Outline of the YHA

The YHA is a method for preventing accidents caused by energetic materials during

their manufacturing and handling. The YHA consists of a risk evaluation which uses

experimental data on energetic materials and three risk profiles: one for nomal

operations, one for operations deviating from normal, and one for corrected operations.

For these purposes, risk is defined as follows:

Risk = (probability of occurrence) X (severity of damage)

The following items are evaluated in the YHA:

(1) the scope of the project

(2) diagrams of the process, the flow of materials and the equipment

(3) material safety information

(4) process technology information

(5) hazard identification and risk catalog

(6) risk profiles

(7) safety measures

(8) prevention of deviation from normal operation and corrected risk profile

(9) conclusions

3.2 Probability of the Occurrence of Fire and Explosion

It is assumed that the probability of occurrence of fire and explosion is a function of

the sensitivity and mode of handling of hazardous materials including pyrotechnic

compositions, intermediates and raw materials. Expressed symbolically,

P = f(S, H)

where P is the probability of occurrence of fire and explosion, S is the sensitivity of the

materials, and H is the mode of handling of materials. The sensitivity of materials is

divided into four categories corresponding to the probability of the occurrence of an

event:
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Level Probability Sensitivity
A frequent high
B occasional medium
C remote low
D impossible none

3.3 Criteria of Sensitivity
A high- sensitive material may be ignited frequently during ordinary handling. A

medium- sensitive one requires a strong stimulus. A low- sensitive material will not be
ignited nor initiated without very high friction, high impact, shock, electric spark,
contact with a hot object or high temperature. After many experiments " -"' , criteria
for sensitivity have been determined for explosives, propellants and pyrotechnic
compositions(Table 7 -' 11).

Table 7 Criteria for Impact and Shock Sensitivity
Level Sensitivity Test Criterion Ref.

A High Drop Ball(Direct Impact) k. r,,<5mm 16)
Shock Ignitability(No.0 D) E 5 0 >l. OJ 8)

B Medium Shock Ignitability(No.0 D) k50o<5mm 8)
VP30 PVC Tube(No.6 D) Propagation 10)

C Low VP30 PVC Tube(No.6 D) No Propagation 10)
UN Gap(160g Booster) Propagation 11)

D None UN Gap(160g Booster) No Propagation 11)

Table 8 Criteria for Friction Sensitivity 1)

Level Sensitivity Test Criterion
A High BAM Friction M,,< lkg
B Medium BAM Friction lkg<M5 0 < lOkg
C Low BAM Friction lOkg<M5,,<36kg
D None BAM Friction 36kg<MSo

Table 9 Criteria for Electric Spark Sensitivity ")
Level Sensitivity Test Criterion

A High For High-Sensitivity E50< 1.OJ
B Medium For High-Sensitivity 1.OJ< E5,,

For Medium-Sensitivity E.,< 1OJ
C Low For Medium-Sensitivity 1OJ<Er,(

E_ ro < J100

D None For Medium-Sensitivity lOOJ<E5 0
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Table 10 Criteria for Ignition by Contact with Hot Objects
Level Sensitivity Test Criterion Ref.

A High Cerium-Iron Spark Ignition 14)
B Medium Cerium-Iron Spark No Ignition 14)

Conical pile(Ni-Cr) Ignition 15)
C Low Conical pile(Ni-Cr) No Ignition 15)

VP30 PVC Tube(5g Ignitor) Ignition 15)
D None VP30 PVC Tube(5g Ignitor) No Ignition 15)

Table 11 Criteria for Thermal Stability 17)

Level Sensitivity Test Criterion
A High SC-DSC TDsc< 100°C

B Medium SC-DSC 100OC<TDSc<200'C
C Low SC-DSC 200°C <TDs c<450'C

D None SC-DSC 450'C<TDsC

3.4 Effect of an Event: Degree of Damage
The degree of damage caused by fires or explosions of hazardous materials is

assumed to be a function of the violence of the fire or explosion, the amount of material
involved and environmental conditions. Symbolically,

D = g(V, M, E)
where D is the degree of damage; V, the violence of the event; M, the amount of
hazardous material involved, and E, the environmental conditions.

To assign materials to hazard ranks according to the violence of fire or explosion and
the amount of material involved, materials are classified as follows:

(1) primary explosives, which show a deflagration to detonation transiton upon ignition
(2) semi-primary explosives, which show a deflagration to detonation transition under

some conditions after ignition
(3) detonating explosives, which explode after initiation with a No.6 detonator
(4) deflagrating explosives, which bum with high speed without a shock wave when

ignited or initiated by shock, or which detonate by strong initiation under tight
confinement

(5) combustible materials, which burn with low speed after ignition
(6) poorly combustible materials, which bum only when an external fire is involved
(7) non-combustible materials

The range of quantities of materials corresponding to the classification and damage
ranking is listed in Table 12. The effect of environmental conditions will be taken into
consideration when the YHA is applied to an actual process.
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Table 12 Damage ranks, degree of damage and ranges of amounts(m) of materials

RnnAnt of MterialsPrimry Explosives Semi-Prinary Explosives Detlxating Explosives

I Catastorthc 100=g: lkg fM 10kg=<n
II Critical lOg=<lK1OOg 1OOg-<_n<lkg 1. Okg 99n<lOkg

III Marginal 1.0g__m<lOg 10gn<1oog 1oogiK<l.Okg
IV Negligible m<l.Og m<lOg m<lOOg

Rank Deflagratirg Calibstible Poorly-Cointible Non-Ccahitible
Explosives Materials Materials Mterials

I lookg;Jn m=0oo m=-oo m=oo

II 10kgý-5_<100kg 1.otSu m=oo m=o0

III 1.Okg=<m<lOkg lOOkg;m<l.Ot m=o0 M=00

IV m<1.Okg m_-lOOkg m=-oo m=O

3.5 Risk Profile and Acceptable Levels
The risk profile and acceptable levels are shown in Fig.1. In this case, two acceptable

levels are defined. One is acceptable without review; the second is acceptable under
some restrictions with strict reviewing.

In the YHA, three risk profiles are used. The first is an expected or preliminary
profile made with the assumption that the process operates normally. The second is

made by assuming the worst case of deviation from normal operation. After the second

profile is made, safety measures are examined. Finally, a corrected risk profile is made
and the measures for preventing hazardous deviations from normal operations are

shown. This assessment is especially useful for preventing human error.

Acceptable Level with Review

A 12

09B 2

U Acceptable Level
U
o without Review
0

c 1 2 2 3

,.0
0

oD 1 3 3 3

11 II IV

Degree of Damage

Fig.1 Risk profile and acceptable level
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4. DIAGRAMS OF PROCESS AND MATERIAL FLOW AND THE EQUIPMENT
4.1 Flow Diagram of Process

The flow diagram of the process for the manufacture of a urazole gas generant is

shown in Fig.2.

2. Kneading

3.Gaulating]

[4. Drying[

I5. Cooling
I6. Transfer to Canisters
I

7. Packaging

I

I -° n

Fig.2 Flow Diagram for Manufacturing a Urazole Gas Generant
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4.2 Flow Diagram for Materials

The flow diagram for materials used in the process is shown in Fig.3. The raw

materials are urazole(U), oxidizer X(X), cellulose acetate(CA), acetone(AC) and other

additives. The intermediates are the mixture of urazole and oxidizer X, the hot solution

of cellulose acetate in acetone, the wet mixture of U, X, CA and AC, the wet granules,

the dried granules in bulk, and the dried granules in bottles. The final products are the

packages containing the granules in bottles.

X UCA A

Dred Granules

DryMrixu e d Gran Sol utins

-L
SGranules Canisters

FCanisters in Packages]

Fig.3 Materials Flow Diagram for Manufacturing a Urazole Gas Generant
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4.3 Equipment
The primary equipments used in the manufacturing process are shown in Fig.4. The

dissolving vessel for the cellulose acetate has a capacity of approximately 20 liters. It is
made of stainless steel. The mixer is a kneading mixer. The dry urazole and oxidizer X
are fed into the mixer and are preliminarily mixed. The cellulose acetate solution is
added and mixed thoroughly. The granulator is an extruder at the moment tentatively.

The composition in the granulator is wet with acetone.
The drying oven is a warm nitrogen gas circulating oven equipped with a safety

device to prevent overheating. The drying operation is the most hazardous among all
the unit operations because the possibility exists that dry granules in bulk will ignite in
the oven. The cooler, the filling machine and the packaging machine are not fixed at the

moment.

[Filling Machine

Fig.4 Equipment used in the Process
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5. MATERIAL SAFETY INFORMATION

5.1 Sensitivity of Materials
The sensitivity determinations were carried out, and the sensitivity criteria based on

this as well as previous works are listed in Table 7 - 11. The sensitivity levels of the
raw materials, intermediates and product of the UX gas generant are listed in Table 12.

The thermal stability level of urazole is ranked "C" because the exothermic onset
temperature, T D s c =240 'C, is considered safe under normal handling conditions.
When a material with that T D sc =240 'C is involved in a fire or is contacted by a hot
object over 200 °C in temperature for long periods, the material may become
hazardous. However, all raw materials used in this process are safe at room
temperature.

Insufficient control of the oven's temperature and deficiencies in cleaning the drying
oven in addition to changing the composition of the mixture without assessing the
stability of new ingredients may contribute to an accident. The granules described
present no problem if they are handled normally.

Table 12 Sensitivity Levels of Materials used in the Process

No. Material Impact Friction Spark Hot Thermal NoteShock Object Stability
1 U D C C D C Raw Mat.
2 X D D D D D Raw Mat.
3 CA D D D C D Raw Mat.
4 AC - - * * Raw Mat.

5 U/X D C C C C Intermediate
6 U/X/CA/AC D D * * C Intermediate
7 U/X/CA/AC(Gr)') D D * * C Intermediate
8 U/X/CA(Gr))' D C C C C Intermediate
9 U/X/CA(Gr, C) 2) D D D D C Intermediate

10 U/X/CA(C, p) 3) D D D D C Product

* Acetone(AC) is flammable with electric spark and hot object in the air.

1) Gr: Granules 2) Granules in canisters 3) Canisters in packages

5.2 Combustion Categories, Amounts and Damage Levels of Materials in the
Manufacturing Process

The combustible or explosive materials used in the process are dry and wet granules

in bulk:
poorly- combustible materials: urazole, cellulose acetate, the mixture of urazole and
oxidizer X and canisters in packages;
combustible materials: dry and wet granules in bulk and granules in canisters.
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An inventory amount corresponding to one batch from the process is assumed to
consist of less than 100kg at the stage of mixing and less than 20kg in the drying
operation. The combustibility categories, inventory amounts and damage levels for
materials in the process are listed in Table 13.

Table 13 Combustibility Categories, Inventory Amounts and
Damage Levels of Materials in the Process

No. Materials Combustion Max Batch Damage
Categories Inventory Level

1 U Poorly-Combustible 50kg IV
2 X Non-Combustible 50kg IV
3 CA Poorly-Combustible 5kg IV
4 AC Combustible 20kg III
5 U/X Combustible 100kg III
6 U/X/CA/AC Combustible 100kg III
7 U/X/CA/AC(G) Combustible 100kg III
8 U/X/CA(G) Combustible 100kg III
9 U/X/CA(G, C) Combustible 100kg III

10 U/X/CA(C, P) Poorly-Combustible 100kg TV

5.3 Effect of Materials on Health and Environment
Information on the effect of materials used in the process on the health of people in

the work place and on the environment was collected. The 50% lethal dose(LD 5 o ) and
the time weighted average- threshold limit value(TLW- TWA) of only acetone was
available among all raw materials. LD50 and TLW-TWA of acetone are 5.3g/kg,
inhalation by mouse, and 750ppm, respectively. The health hazards of acetone are
following: The vapor may cause dizziness or suffocation and the contact may irritate or
burn skin and eyes.

6. PROCESS TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION
The process information is described according to the OSHA standard as follows:

6.1 Flow Diagram for Process

This was presented in Fig.2.

6.2 Process Chemistry
No chemical reaction takes place during the manufacturing process.

6.3 Maximum Intended Inventory
A maximum intended inventory of 100kg per batch is expected. In drying operations,

a 20kg batch is assumed.
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6.4 Safety Limits of the Operation
(a) Temperature (T)

45°C < T < 55°C for drying the granules

0 'C < T < 40 'C for other operations

(b) Pressure
Materials are pressurized in the granulating operation. The safety limits for these

operation have not yet been set.

(c) Flow rate
In the granulating operation, the flow rate of materials are important factors for

considerations of operability as well as hazard. The safety limit for flow rate has not yet
been set.

(d) Composition
Changing the composition of the gas generant affects the safety and performance of

the process. The composition may vary by a maximum of 5% from the normal

composition.

6.5 Evaluation of Consequences of Deviations from Normal Operation

(a) Deviations in the composition
A change in the oxygen balance affects the concentrations of CO and NOx in the

effluent gas. A deviation in the amounts of cellulose acetate affects the toughness of the
granules. If the acetone content of the mixture deviates, the granulating process

becomes more difficult to operate.

(b) Deviations in the operating conditions
When the operation of the granulating machine deviates from normal, the toughness

and density of the formed granules changes, and as a result the properties of their
combustion are affected.

(c) Deviation in the amount of material

Overloading the drying oven causes granules to spill, which may in turn cause
accidental ignition. If a large amount of dry granules is ignited accidentally, the fire is
hazardous and may damage individuals and property. If the amount of such materials is
limited, any resultant fire can be easily extinguished with a water spray.

(d) Deviation in pressure
The drying oven should be designed such that the pressure does not increase when

an accidental fire occurs. The burning speed of a small amount of granules of the UX
gas generant is slow under atmospheric pressure, but a large amount burns quickly if
under high pressure.
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(e) Deviation in temperature
If the temperature in the drying oven rises too high, dry granules or dust may ignite.

If dust is allowed to accumulate on the over- heated surfaces in the oven, it may ignite.

7. HAZARD IDENTIFICATION AND RISK CATALOG
The potential hazards in the manufacturing process for the UX gas generant were

identified and ranked by the sensitivity, the combustibility and the amount of material
used in the process. Using the results of the hazard identification and ranking, a risk
catalog was made for the process as listed in Table 14.

Table 14 Risk Catalog for Operations in the Process

Normal RiskNo. Operation Deviation Haz. Mat. Rank Note

1 Dissolving Normal Acetone IV D No Problem

Deviation Acetone III C Spill and Ignition
2 Kneading Normal Wet Mixture III D Few Problem

Deviation Wet Mixture II B Bad Maintenance
3 Granulating Normal Wet Mixture IV D No Problem

Deviation Wet Mixture III C Bad Maintenance
4 Drying Normal Granules III C Few Problem

Deviation Granules I B Overheating and Ignition
5 Cooling Normal Granules IV D No Problem

Deviation Granules IV D No Problem
6 Filling Normal Granules IV D No Problem

Deviation Granules IV D*
7 Packaging Normal Canister IV D No Problem

Deviation Canister IV D No Problem
8 Cleaning Normal All Haz. Mat. IV D No Problem

Deviation All Haz. Mat. II C Over-Inventory and Ignition
* Hermestic sealing of the canister is important for preventing deteriolation of

the gas generant during storage.

8. RISK PROFILES FOR NORMAL OPERATIONS AND DEVIATIONS
The risk profiles for normal operations and deviations are shown in Fig.4 (a) and (b),

respectively. All normal operations fall within the acceptable level with review, and only
the drying operation is outside the acceptable level in the absence of review.
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Fig.4 Risk Profiles for Manufacturing a UX Gas Generant

Many case histories are known involving hazards in the drying operations of
energetic materials. Although the UX composition is stable because of its high
exothermic onset temperature and few possibilities of of ignition are expected in normal
drying operations, ignitions are still possible in the drying oven. One possibility is that
the oven overheats the UX granules. A second possibility occurs if dust from the
composition accumulates on the hot surfaces of the oven and ignites. Of course, it is
also always possible that the composition may ignite from some unidentified source.
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Small quantities of UX granules burn slowly under atomospheric pressure. If the

drying oven is well designed, the damage level for granules is ranked at level III.

Dissolving cellulose acetate, mixing and kneading the raw materials, granulating the

mixture and the amounts of materials involved should not cause accidents if operations

are carried out normally.

Among the risks associated with operations that deviate from normal, the highest are
associated with the drying operation. The causes of ignition include the use of an

incorrectly designed oven, modification of the composition to an unstable one,

contaminations, and accumulation of dust on the hot surfaces of the oven.

If the oven is maintained improperly, the oven may overheat and the UX composition

may ignite. If the inside of the oven is not kept clean, dust from the composition

accumulates on hot surfaces and may ignite. If the composition is contaminated with a

material which catalyzes a reaction, it may become unstable. If a component of the
composition is madified, a safety assessment must be done on the new formulation to

establish its stability. These types of deviation from normal operation must be

prevented.

The filling of canisters with UN granules and the packaging of the canisters into

containers has no risk other than that of external fire. The packaging will not promate

fire.

If too high an inventory of the UX powders or granules is maintained, these materials
become a hazard because of their rapid combustion. This is known for the AK gas

generant as well "' . This is especially the case if the generants are sealed tightly in a
container. One should avoid both over-inventory and the use of sealed vessels in

processing.

If the kneading operation is done in the air environment the possibility of ignition of

acetone exists, and burning the mixture may blow the cover off the mixing machine.

The damage will be more severe if a machine with tight seals is used. The nitrogen
environment of the kneader and dryer are useful for decreasing the probability of

ignition.

The granulating machine may become heated if the acetone content of the

composition is inadequate. The acetone content of the mixture must be controlled and

the machinery must be regularly maintained to insure safe operation.

9. PREVENTION OF DEVIATIONS FROM NORMAL OPERATION AND CORRECTED

RISK PROFILE

From the consideration of the risk catalog and profiles of the normal operation and

deviations from it, we suggest measures for preventing deviations and for promoting

safety of operations at acceptable levels.
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9.1 Safety Measures for Drying Operations
Two measures for preventing accidents during the drying operation have been

identified. One is preventing the occurrence of ignition in the oven as follows:

(1) select an oven with good temperature control

(2) select an oven without hot, exposed surfaces

(3) prevent the accumulation of dust in the oven

(4) use a composition of known stability
(5) use nitrogen gas for preventing ignition of acetone

(6) prevent contamination which makes the composition unstable

A second is to prevent damage when ignition accidentally occurs:
(1) use an oven without a tight seal

(2) limit the amount of granules in the oven

(3) use an oven with a safe door
(4) prevent anyone from approaching the safety relief opening of the oven when the

drying operation is in progress

9.2 Safety Measures for Inventory

It is important to let involved people know the consequences of deviations in the
amount of materials on hand and the necessity of keeping a fixed inventory.

9.3 Safety Mesures for the Granulating Operation
In the normal operation, granulating is safe because it is carried out on a mixture wet

with acetone. However, the material in the machine may be subjected to excess
pressure, friction or high temperature if the amount of acetone present is inadequate. It

is important for appropriate personnel to be aware of these factors and to keep the
machine in optimum condition to carry out the granulating operation safely.

9.4 Safety Measures for the Kneading Machine

The inert environment with N 2 is very useful for preventing ignition of acetone
vapor in the machine. The workers must be educated thoroughly in this regard. The
kneader sometimes heats up during operation. Excess heating indicates a deviation from
normal operations, and it is essential that the cause be determined and removed.

9.5 Corrected Risk Profile

A corrected risk profile for the manufacturing process of a UX gas generant was
produced according to the suggestions in this paper, but is the same as that shown in

Fig.4 (a) in this case.
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10. CONCLUSION

A hazard analysis has been carried out for the manufacture of a UX gas generant in a

batch 100kg in size. The following conclusions were reached:

(1) The UX gas generant can be manufactured safety if the appropriate people have

information on the hazards associated with the materials and the normal operations

used in the process and avoid deviations from normal operating procedures.

(2) The drying operation has the highest associated risk among the operations in the

process. The design of the oven, its use, use of inert N2 environment and the

thermal stability of the formulation are also important.

(3) Good maintenance of the granulating machine is crucial.
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ABSTRACT

An approach to the ab initio prediction of crystal structures (by
optimization of packings) and to the consideration of possible polymorphic
transformations was developed for organic compounds. The principal features
of the search method were the use of statistical data on organic crystal structural
classes for the selection of the typical space groups and site symmetries for
further search; consideration of the symmetry of the energy hypersurface with
the aim of determining a unique search region; the use of an automated
similarity-search procedure for the recognition of non-unique minima and
determination of the symmetry of optimized packings.

This method was used to predict the possible crystal structures for six
crystalline polymorphs of HNIW (2,4,6,8,10,12-hexanitrohexaazaizowurtzitane,
CL-20). As a result, the energy-minimized structures with the densities close to
2.1 g cm-3 were predicted. Since the interaction between the conformational and
packing forces raises the total energy to some extent, at the expense of a loss (at
least partial) in molecular symmetry, the predicted densities of two previously
unknown polymorphic variations are expected to be the lower estimates of the
actual ones.

The possible conformational and crystal-structure transformations were
calculated for these different polymorphic forms of CL-20.

INTRODUCTION

Several polymorphic modifications of a substance may be formed in the
process of crystallization. These modifications may have different
physicochemical properties. The differences in the properties of polymorphs,
which result from variations in the conformations of their molecules
(conformational polymorphism), were investigated by Bernstain [1].

In general, the problem of polymorphic transitions in molecular crystals
formed by components of propellants and explosive mixtures is of principal
importance for the creation, safety of production, and application of energetic
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materials. This fact is easy to understand, since, as a rule, apriori calculations of
physicochemical characteristics for these compounds are oriented at "knowing"
the exact molecular crystal density for molecular crystals of this or another
substance. However, during the production or practical use of these compounds,
changes in the pressure and temperature conditions make this "knowledge"
completely insufficient: a change in the production or operation conditions
often results in a change of the molecular crystal density because of polymorphic
transitions. Such well-known high-energy compound as 1,3,5,7-
tetranitrotetraazacyclooctane (octogen, HMX) is a good example of this
phenomenon.

However, if some (although scarce) experimental studies of polymorphic
transitions are going on for HMX, virtually no attempts at theoretical analysis
of this fundamental problem have been undertaken.

THE OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY

(1) Computer structural modeling for chemical compounds from the nitroamine
class and comparison of these results with experimental X-ray data for refining
the optimum parameters of atom-atom potentials, which will be used in
calculations for different polymorphic forms within the nitroamine class.
(2) The consideration of four octogen polymorphs as an example for studying
the applicability of the atom-atom potential functions method (AAPF) for the
prediction of the structure of HMX polymorphs on the basis of model energy
calculations.
(3) Structural calculations for polymorphic forms of CL-20 and the routes of its
polymorphic transformations.
(4) Estimation of minimum-energy routes for different forms of CL-20 and
barrier heights for its structural transitions.

THEORETICAL BASIS

The usual technique of predicting a molecular crystal structure is
numerical minimization of the unit cell energy in the AAPF approximation
under the conditions of a given structural class. To predict polymorphic
structures, one has to reveal all the deepest minima at the potential energy
surface of the molecular crystal (some of these minima will correspond to
polymorphic structures). For this purpose, one must explore the space of
structural parameters (including the unit cell parameters, coordinates of the
molecular centers and the Eulerian angles, which characterize the orientation of
molecules) using a rather "small-cell" grid, and then successively use each
junction of this grid as the starting point for energy minimization. Moreover, it
is necessary to examine all structural classes. This examination may be reduced
by confinement to triclinic structural classes with a number of symmetrically
independent molecules. In this case, new elements of symmetry come out
automatically.

As the basic method for theoretical description of the structural aspects
characterizing the four experimentally found octogen polymorphs (cc-, 1P-, y-, 6-
HMX), as well as for subsequent calculation of their interconversions, we
suggest the method of atom-atom potential functions (AAPF). This method
allows one to calculate molecular crystal densities and, in principle, to carry out
calculations for polymorphs.
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MODELING OF THE HMX POLYMORPHISM

HMX (1,3,5,7-tetranitro-l,3,5,7-tetraazacyclooctane, C4H8NsO8), an
effective explosive, is known to have three possible polymorphic modifications
(a, f3 and 8) with the crystal structures determined by X-ray diffraction and
described in literature [2-4] (here, we omit y-HMX, which contains a solvent
molecule). There are two principal conformations for the eight-atom cycle of the
HMX molecule: the centrosymmetrical chair-like conformation found in 03-
HMX, and the basket-like conformation of site symmetry 2, which is
characteristic for the at- and 8-polymorphs.

In the paper [5], we considered HMX with the aim of testing our method
in more detail as to its ability to predict crystal structures of organic nitramines.
In particular, preliminary optimization of the HMX molecule for both
conformations was performed, as implied by the ab initio methodology.
Secondly, we tested a different (compared to the one used before) model of the
interaction potential, which includes the Coulomb interactions.

Table 1. Comparison of the observed' and optimized molecular geometries for
HMXb

Observed.Optimized.9bse .O0 imieS.. .... ................................................... 0...b.. .......... .... .• . m i..d.... ................b....n ..........9 .• : .......
Conformation Chair Basket
Symmetry 1 2 mm 2

Bond lengths (A):
C-N 1.453 1.467 1.461 1.467
C-H 1.099 1.080 1.080 1.080
N-N 1.364 1.391 1.362 1.391
N-O 1.217 1.217 1.225 1.217
Bond angles (deg.):
C-N-C 123.1 114.4 120.5 113.7
N-C-N 111.9 114.5 111.7 112.5
C-N-N 117.3 112.8 119.1 123.1
N-N-O 116.9 117.3 117.6 117.6
O-N-O 126.3 125.1 124.6 124.7
Torsion angles (deg.):
N-C-N-C 117.1 121.9 102.4 110.0

18.1 15.9 69.7 68.4
C-N-C-N 101.7 97.5 101.2 108.4

43.3 57.8 69.7 69.6
N-C-N-N 112.3 118.6 125.8 107.9

88.0 80.3 76.1 67.4
C-N-N-O -.9 -1.6 -3.9 -2.3

-10.7 -. 1 -2.9 2.5
1.3 1.2 8.5 -2.9

-21.7 -2.8 -10.7 2.7
"Averaged over different polymorphs.
Calculated with the standard force-field parametrization [6], except for the equilibrium

bond lengths d(O-N)=1.217 A and d(N-N)=1.380 A and equilibrium valence angles Z(O-
N-O)=125.49o,, Z(N-N-O)=1 13.200, and Z(C-N-C)=109.29,,, which were adjusted in this
work to reproduce the X-ray geometry of HMX conformers in the best way.

The two principal HMX conformers were optimized by the MMX
molecular-mechanical program [6] with the use of the observed geometries as the
starting point. In this calculation, the force-field constants of the nitramine
fragment were adjusted in advance to improve the agreement between the
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optimized and observed geometries. The final optimized geometrical parameters
are compared with the observed ones in Table 1; the force-field constants that
change the standard parametrization [6] are also shown. As is seen from this
comparison, the geometry of the chair conformer is reproduced much better
than that of the basket one. This difference is due to the fact that the optimized
basket conformer adopts a higher symmetry - rnm2 (C2,) - than its actual
symmetry in the crystal.

In order to distinguish the purely molecular and crystal-packing effects
on the density of a molecular compound, we used the molecular density function

D,,,o : M/V,,,,,, (1)
derived from the molecular volume V,,,,, and molecular weight M. V,,,ol was
computed by the CALCVOL program [7], with the van der Waals radii assumed
to be 1.16 A for hydrogen, 1.71 A for carbon, 1.50 A for nitrogen, and 1.29 A for
oxygen.

For each conformer, D,,_1 showed a tendency to become greater if
calculated for the optimized geometry in comparison with the observed one
(Table 2). Both conformers were found to have identical D,,,,, values after
optimization of geometry, thus indicating that molecular conformation has no
effect on the density in this particular case.

As the first step, optimizations of packings were performed locally,
starting from the three polymorphic structures. Both the observed and the
MMX-optimized molecular geometry were used. The results presented in Table
2 show reasonably good agreement between the calculated and observed packing
characteristics. In particular, deviations in the structural parameters and
densities of crystals are not too significant (03-HMX exhibits the best agreement
in the structural parameters, but the difference between the lattice energy E,,,
and the observed sublimation enthalpy AH,,h is the greatest here compared to
the other two polymorphs). There are no abnormally short interatomic distances
in energy-minimized structures. Note that these distances are, in the average,
somewhat longer than the experimental values, in accordance with the fact that
the predicted density is lower than the observed one. Passing from the observed
molecular geometries to the optimized ones, we see that the agreement between
the predicted and experimental parameters of the packings is deteriorated to
some extent. This is understandable if we assume that the major reason for the
difference between the two geometries is due to crystal packing rather than to
the inadequacy of the molecular force field. At the same time, the a- and 5-
polymorphs tend to assume lower stability and smaller density in the case of
optimized geometry, while the O3-polymorph displays the opposite effect. This
behavior may be attributed to the fact that the optimized basket conformation
adopts the nm2 symmetry, which is not very suitable for the low-symmetrical
crystal environment in the former two polymorphs.

The predictions of lattice energies for the three polymorphs are not quite
satisfactory from our point of view: firstly, because they are systematically less
(by the absolute value) than the corresponding observed sublimation enthalpies;
secondly, they are inconsistent with the fact that P3-HMX is the most stable
polymorph. The possible reason for this disagreement is overestimation of the
Coulomb energy (at the expense of the van der Waals energy), which is much
lower for the 03-form (24o0 of the total energy) compared to the a- and 5-forms
(450o).
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The global search for other crystal packings of HMX (in addition to the
observed ones) was performed with optimized molecular geometry. The most
likely structural classes listed in Table 3 were tested. The site-symmetry groups
selected for the search were trivial (denoted as 1) for each conformer,
centrosymmetrical (T) for the chair conformer, and two-fold axial (2) for the
basket conformer.

Table 3. The searched structural classes
s!tesymmery S............ _ gp r Totaloccurrcer( o

I (Ci) P21/c, P~i2121, P1I, Pbca 76.7

T (C) P21/c, Pbca, P!, C2hc 97.6

2 (C2) C21c, Pbcn, Fdd2, P21212 75.4

_____. _ P21/n, Pnna 73.5

, Sum of the occurrences of the listed structural classes (deduces from Table 2 of [10]).

As a result of this search, various energy minima were located; those
corresponding to highest density are reported in Table 4. None of the new
packings had greater density than the value predicted above for P3-HMX. On the
other hand, some possible packings, like B3, exhibit greater cohesion energy.
The latter observation, however, is hardly an acceptable piece of evidence
confirming the existence of yet-unknown polymorphs, because the accuracy of
energy predictions was insufficient. It is interesting to note that some possible
packings of the basket conformer acquire higher crystal symmetries than those
assumed during the search. This higher symmetry is possible because of the
exactly mn 2-symmetrical geometry of the molecule with its principal axes
directed along the crystallographic axes.

Table 4. Other possible packin~s of HMX found byloasearch0

Conformation Chair Basket
Minimum C2 C3 B3 B4 B5
Space group Pbca P2/c P21/n C/ncrn Cmicrn
Z, site
symmetry 4(l) 2(l) 2(m) 4(nun2) 4(m2m)
-p•ak 35.54 35.25 38.09 35.45 37.39
-& 8.69 8.19 13.01 8.90 12.48
Density 1.838 1.845 1.807 1.856 1.795
C, 0.655 0.657 0.644 0.662 0.640
a 10.61 7.57 7.45 11.05 10.07
b 11.39 8.69 11.09 9.40 9.80
c 8.88 10.74 13.18 10.21 11.10
a 90 90 90 90 90
f6 90 131.0 92.1 90 90
r 90 90 90 90 90
u 0 0 0.295 0 0
v 0 0 1/4 0.338 0.351
W 0 0 0.313 1/4 1/4
(o 8.8 82.1 0 0 0
0 8.9 11.3 -48.7 90 0

.. 2 83 0 0 0
For symbols and units, see footnotes to Table 2.
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So, we conducted a computational study of octogen
polymorphism in order to test the sets of semiempirical atom-atom potentials
available with regard for their ability to reproduce the four known octogen
structures. Then, we used this methodology for studying the phenomenon of
conformational polymorphism in CL-20.

A Priori Construction of Hypothetical Packing Models for CL-20 and
Computer Modeling of Their Polymorphic Transformations.

Unfortunately, no X-ray data for CL-20 is available. Therefore, we had
to perform, so to say, ab initio computer modeling for the possible polymorphic
forms of CL-20 and their possible transformations.

Global search for dense packings of CL-20 molecules in 5 conformational
forms (Fig.l) (three of them are known: the cx-, P3-, and s-forms have been
prepared and studied crystallographically; the cc-form, studied as a hydrate, falls
into the Pbca structural class [11]) showed [12] that the predicted 8- and a-forms
correspond to deeper minima at the potential energy surface (-43.10 and 43.20
kcal/mol) than the other forms (-36.20, -35.90, and -32.40 for the X-, 13-, and &-
forms, respectively). Probably this difference is due to higher electrostatic energy
of the former two polymorphic modifications.

\ 2 \2 N \2  702

N N NO 2  N N-NO 2  N N

0O2 N_ ýN -~NO 2 2- N N 2_N NO2 o

N N 0 N N N _ _ _ - N N - NL/ O\ 0

NO2  NO2  NO 2

NO2

N 0 N NO 2

0 2 N-N :N -NO2 O2 N-N, " T- NO2

N O 2N-N N--NO2

NO 2  NO2

5

However, calculations of strain energies for CL-20 conformers indicate
that the most strained framework among the studied ones is the t-framework.
Therefore, we should not expect that the corresponding polymorphic form will
be stable, even with allowance made for the aforementioned strong
intermolecular electrostatic interactions in its crystal.
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In connection with these results, we thought it worthwhile to study the
possible polymorphic transformations (a -- 13 and a -> E) between the three
most stable experimentally studied crystalline forms of CL-20. In our
calculations we did not consider electrostatic interactions.

Polymorphic transformations were modeled by successive variation of
several molecular parameters (namely, the orientation of nitro groups was
changed). The range of the change in these parameters was divided into several
parts (ten for the a - 13 transition and twelve for the a. -> , transition). Each of
these parts corresponded to a molecular structure, i.e., to some intermediate
model between the at and 13 (or a and E) forms (conformers), respectively. In
both cases, the starting point in the space of structural crystallographic
parameters was one of the most dense packings in the Phca (Z=8) structural
class. Then, using the starting packing and removing all symmetry operations,
we proceeded to the PI structural class with eight independent molecules in an
elementary cell, in which the molecular packings were optimized. Then, we
selected the deepest minimum that was found by optimization of such a
molecular packing, "placed" the next configuration of the CL-20 molecule (with
the geometrical parameters from the selected range) in this minimum and
optimized the crystallographic parameters again. Thus, successively considering
different intermediate molecular models between the a- and 13- (or ca- and F-)
forms and "placing" them into the deepest minimum (obtained at the previous
step of molecular packing optimization) in the space of structural parameters,
we scanned the whole given range of values for the conformational
transformations of the studied polymorphic forms.

To determine the symmetry elements for the class that is obtained as a
result of such a transition, we used the CRYCOM computer program. As was
noted by several authors [13, 14], recognition of similar crystal packings (with
the aim of selecting the unique solutions) is the most difficult part in the whole
procedure of global search because of the aforementioned multiple-description
problem. To overcome a problem of this kind, we suggested the use of the
CRYCOM (i.e., CRYstal COMparison) program [15] with the algorithm (in its
most principal part) implementing the ideas of [16] concerning hypersurface
symmetry. For two crystal structures described by their cell constants and rigid-
body parameters, CRYCOM searches over all equivalent descriptions of one
structure, to match them against the description of the second structure. The
second problem concerns the crystal symmetry characterization of the computed
structure. It turns out that the symmetry-search problem is actually a particular
case of the previous similarity-search task. Therefore, CRYCOM may be used its
solution, if applied to one and the same crystal structure. Indeed, if we find all
transformations of a crystal structure that match it against itself, we get the list
of space-group symmetry operators whenever they occur for a given crystal [15].

Using the CRYCOM technique, we made an attempt to reveal the
structural classes that were obtained by computer modeling of the CL-20
polymorphic transformations from the ca-form. For any two possible
descriptions representing a structure with N molecules within elementary cell we
introduced following set of 2N+6 parameters that define the deviations between
the structural ones of these descriptions:
- six unit-cell parameter differences (taken by absolute value) to characterize
similarity of the unit cells;
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- N dimensionless fragment-origin distances to characterize similarity of the
fragment positions;
- N fragment turn angles 0 to characterize similarity of fragment rotations in the
two structures.

At fhe first stage we noted the maximum cell parameters deviations equal
to 1.5 A for a, h, c and 30(1 for ca, 3, y and maximum molecular displacement
and rotation equal to 0.5 and 10°, respectively. As a result, we found that the
transition to the structural class Ph2,, Z=8(l,l) took place for aX -- F

transformation and to P1 121/a, Z=8(l, l) in case a -- 13 transformation. Then we
gradually increased values of maximum structural parameter deviations to find
other possible simmetry operations for the crystal structures. For c-form any
additional symmetry operations are absent exeptly the operations of Pb2a
structural class, while for 13-form we recognized the operations corresponding to
Pbca, Z=8(l). The resultant parameters of elementary cells are given in Table 5
and the transformations are illustrated by Figs. 2.

Table 5. Structural parameters for c, 13, c-forms as a result of computer
.modeling of pol rIorph ic tpransformations.

Space group Pbca P1 121/a Pbca Pb2iaa
-El-kh 28.89 27.04 24.36 27.88
Unit cell constant:
a' 14.19 13.99 13.88 13.17
b 17.02 17.11 17.50 17.72
c 13.22 13.65 14.02 13.79
Y d 90.00 86.10 90.00 90.00
Rigid-body parameters: mol I mol2 moll mol2
t1 .2394 .2424 .2322 .2472 .1752 .2688
1' .0701 .0467 -.4472 .0531 .0701 .4775
w -.0651 -.1098 -.1313 -.0543 .1860 -.3173

19.63 -2.83 -175.55 -11.82 8.74 175.80
0 .37 -6.54 2.05 -11.01 5.55 -7.99
S-19.42 -13.78 -40.96 -21.21 6.31 -176.20

"Unit cell contains two independent molecules. Packing energy, kcal/mol. ' In
Angstroms. dIn degrees. ' In fractions of the cell edges.

It can be noted that the packing energies of 13-form after additional
optimization in structural classes P112,1a and Phca are different from each other
(-27.04 and -24.36 kcal/mol, correspondingly), as well as from PI, Z=8(l)
packing energy (-25.37 kcal/mol).

As follows from the calculations, the polymorphic transition of the a-
form (structural class Pbca, Z = 8) to the c-form (structural class Pb21 a) is
associated with the difference between the lattice energies for these forms
amounts to 1.03 kcal/mol; with the ca-form being more stable.

The difference between the crystal lattice energies of the ax- and 13-forms
amounts to 3.62 kcal/mol in favor of the first form, which is more stable.

DISCUSSION

The differences between the physical properties of different CL-20
polymorphs are intriguing. One of the possible reasons for these differences is,
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Fig. 2. Modeling of the Pathways for PolymorphicTransitions in
CL-20 (a -- c3,c F,).
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for example, the mechanism of the retention of the original crystal structure in
solution. It is clear that this mechanism may also lead us towards the
understanding of the "memory" phenomenon in solutions. As the first
explanation of the visual differences, it would be reasonable to assume that
aggregates or their fragments are thermodynamically stable. These aggregates
are likely to exist even after the dissolution of a crystal.

Another reason for the "structure memory" in solutions may be the
kinetic inertness of solvated complexes. Different packing of molecules in
crystals of different polymorphic modifications inevitably results in the situation
when solvent molecules become combined with different active sites of
dissolving molecules. Further formation of the second, third, and other solvated
shells results in the fixation of complexes that are formed by solvent molecules.
Hence, different solvate complexes remain in solution for a long time.

We studied the possible polymorphic transformations of CL-20 only on
the basis of the structural aspects that are determined by the existence of
different molecular packings for the possible conformationally stable forms of
this compound. In this study, we did not deal with the thermodynamic questions
associated with such transitions, because we believed that the absence of an
experimental basis would not let us evaluate the correctness of our calculations.
Therefore, it is too early to model such complex processes in full volume.

As to the structural aspects, the results of our calculations indicate the
presence of least five conformationally stable forms for CL-20 molecules.
Computer search for optimum molecular packings corresponding to these five
conformations showed that the most stable among them are the molecular
packings that are known in literature as the ct-, P3- and s-forms. At the same
time, as to the stability of conformations, the most stable is the CL-20 molecule
in the conformation that corresponds to the &-form, and the least stable is the
conformation that corresponds to the ct-form.

Evidently, the stability of polymorphic states as a whole depends both on
the stability of molecular conformations and on the energy of molecular lattices
in the corresponding polymorphic forms.

Computer modeling of the structural aspects of the a - 3 and a -> s
polymorphic transitions showed that the energy differences for such transitions
is determined only by molecular transformations of frameworks in molecules
and by differences in the orientation of nitroamino groups.
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Abstract

The United States Air Force Wright Laboratory Armament Directorate, in accepting

environmental responsibility for the life cycle of its explosives and munitions systems,

has launched an aggressive pilot scale demilitarization program to recover, recycle, reuse,

or dispose of the explosives and munitions systems it develops. The facility associated

with this program will allow for the analysis of the environmental life cycle so that

technologies can be developed with pollution prevention built into each phase of the

munitions acquisition life cycle: conception, test and evaluation, production, and

demil/disposal. Technologies developed at the facility will transition to industry or

government agencies tasked to execute demil of production weapons systems.

Hazardous waste management is a key element of life cycle management for energetic

materials. The concurrent development of advanced energetic materials for munitions

applications and recovery/treatment/disposal technologies for these materials is essential

if they are to be incorporated into inventory systems. This demilitarization facility

provides the Energetic Materials Branch of the Armament Directorate this capability.

The facility will also be available to research organizations world wide as a site for

proving test concepts that have been demonstrated in laboratory environments.

The technologies employed in this pilot scale program are: High Pressure Water

Washout for the removal of the bulk explosive from the munition containers; High

Pressure Water Maceration for the size reduction of the bulk material for further

processing and for the recovery of water soluble materials; Hydrolysis used in a unique

way to remove the left over explosive residue from the sides of the munition allowing for

container recovery and reuse; Molten Salt Destruction for an environmentally compatible
way to completely destroy and dispose of the unrecoverable materials; and Non-Thermal

Discharge (NTD) Plasma Processing as a supplement to Molten Salt Destruction for

controlling any acid gas formation.
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INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Air Force Wright Laboratory, Armament Directorate is currently conducting an
in-house/contractor supported demilitarization demonstration program. The program
objective is to provide a research and development (R&D) facility for exploring and
demonstrating demilitarization, recovery, and treatment technologies for munitions
systems, energetic materials, and associated waste streams. This project will contribute
to advances in the "state-of-the-art" for demilitarization technologies and it will allow the
High Explosive Research and Development (HERD) facility the ability to incorporate
demilitarization techniques into the development of new Air Force explosives and
munitions. This life cycle approach to the development of energetic materials must
become commonplace within the R&D community. As new formulations and munitions
systems are being developed, techniques to recover, reuse, or dispose of their constituents
will be developed at the HERD facility. As a pilot-scale operation, the facility will be
available to research organizations worldwide as a site for proving technology concepts
which have been demonstrated in laboratory-scale environments.

From a practical viewpoint, the facility will provide a means for disposing of energetic
material wastes for the HERD facility as well as an opportunity to recover valuable
hardware and explosives for program offices refining their development technologies.
This will posture the HERD facility for autonomous future operations. Treatment and/or
reuse of recovered energetic materials will minimize the requirements for storing and
disposing of hazardous wastes. Soil contamination and toxic air emissions resulting from
open burning/open detonation (OB/OD) of these explosive wastes will also be
minimized. Once demonstrated in pilot-scale, the technologies for treatment, recovery
and disposal will be transitioned to production demilitarization facilities within the
Department of Defense (DU D) using contractors and the Production Base Modernization
Agency.

APPROACH

This program will provide a facility which will allow for the integration of
demilitarization technologies to research and develop methods to recover, purify, recycle
and/or dispose of explosives and munitions. Emphasis will be placed on pollution
prevention as well as reclamation, recycling, and reuse (R3) methodologies. Initially, we
will target high volume production explosives such as TNT, RDX and HMX. We will
also focus on high cost and R&D materials such as TNAZ, CL-20 and NTO. High
pressure water washout will be used to remove explosive materials from munitions
hardware. High pressure water maceration for the size reduction of the energetic
materials and recovery of water soluble components is planned. Conversion of energetics
to inerts through base hydrolysis will be investigated. Recovery of valuable non-water
soluble materials using solvolysis will also be attempted. Ultimate disposal through
molten salt destruction will be incorporated as well. Customization of analytical
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techniques for detection and monitoring of residual effluent streams will be employed
using existing HERD facility assets.

RELATED TECHNOLOGY EFFORTS

Research is being directed for explosive waste management throughout the explosives
research, development, load-assembly-pack, and operational communities worldwide.
Methods for analyzing, treating, recovering, recycling and responsibly disposing of these
wastes, and systems contaminated with these wastes, are being developed. The HERD
facility's R&D demilitarization system will utilize technology development already
accomplished on a bench-scale and will integrate these specific technologies into a pilot-
scale R&D system.

The University of Missouri - Rolla and the U.S. Navy have been instrumental in the
development of high pressure water washout as a viable removal technique for certain
energetic material applications. It is currently the method of choice for many full-scale
demil facilities. The HERD facility will utilize the existing knowledge of this technology
for the washout of the MK-series munitions and other BLU/GBU type munitions. One of
the challenging aspects of this venture will be washing out around the conduit of these
munitions.

Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) has researched base hydrolysis in depth for the
last five years. The base hydrolysis technology is currently being utilized as a de-
energization technique by the Large Rocket Motor Demil Program in the United States,
and is being used as an ultimate disposal technology by United Technologies - Chemical
Systems Division in San Jose, California since they are no longer allowed to open
burn/open detonate (OB/OD).

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) has demonstrated on a bench-scale
that molten salt destruction is an effective method for disposing of energetic materials
and other organic hazardous wastes. There is a growing interest in the pilot scale
development of this technology since OB/OD has already been banned in certain areas of
the United States. The HERD facility, along with LLNL, will be responsible for the
pilot-scale characterization of the molten salt destruction technology.

MISSION IMPORTANCE

The HERD facility generates approximately 1000 lbs of explosive waste per month.
Explosive wastes, contaminated hardware, and personal protective equipment are
currently disposed of on the Eglin ranges using OB/OD. Waste streams of explosively
contaminated water from machining operations are separated by gravity using
sedimentation basins. The overflow stream is sewered to the Eglin waste water treatment
facility. Demilitarization and treatment to recover valuable explosives and hardware is

not accomplished by the R&D community in the USAF. The HERD facility relies upon
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other contractor and DoD/DoE organizations for demilitarization and recovery of
hardware. Explosive treatment, reclamation and recycling are not accomplished.

Hazardous waste management is a key element of life cycle management for energetic
materials. The concurrent development of advanced energetic materials for munitions
applications and treatment/disposal technologies for these materials is essential if they are
to be incorporated into inventory systems. The cost for storing and handling excess
munitions may dictate their dismantling as smaller defense budgets mandate smaller
munitions stockpiles. The recovery of costly energetic materials (some priced as high as
$1000s per pound) and R&D hardware (averaging $5000 to $10,000 per unit) must
become standard procedure. Environmental regulations are disallowing OB/OD of
hazardous wastes in some areas. Proactive response to such legislation could ensure the
HERD facility remains operational by responsibly recovering, reusing, and disposing of
its process byproducts.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS TO DATE

In FY94, extensive training in civil engineering/environmental technologies including
waste water treatment, air pollution control, solid waste management and environmental
law was accomplished. Site visits had been completed to: 1) GenCorp's, Aerojet
Propulsion Division at Sacramento, CA to learn about their Resource Recovery System,
2) McAlester Army Ammunition Plant at McAlester, OK to see their pinkwater
treatment facility (the availability of excess carbon filters for treating streams from
machining operations was uncovered during this visit, 3) Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL) in Livermore, CA to discuss their research in Molten Salt
Destruction, 4) Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) in Los Alamos, NM to discuss
their research in Base Hydrolysis, and 5) the University of Missouri at Rolla, MO to
discuss their research in high pressure water washout technology. The training and site
visits were used to select technologies appropriate for the HERD facility's requirements.

The Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) was completed and a finding of no
significant impact (FONSI) was granted in mid 1994. In early 1995, the architecture and
engineering (A&E) was completed and the contract to build the demil facility was
granted to a local contractor. In February, 1996 the 2500 square foot facility was
completed. The demilitarization team is now in the process of installing the R&D
equipment.

Joint activities with the national labs has also become an essential component to this
program. Because of a joint program with Lawrence Livermore National Lab on the
research of molten salt destruction, the HERD facility will receive a pilot scale molten
salt destruction reactor in June, 1996. This joint effort has saved time and money for
both players. Collaboration with Los Alamos National Laboratory has also resulted in an
unofficial joint program to study the hydrolysis of energetic materials.
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Finally, in November, 1995 the HERD facility awarded a contract for the design,
fabrication, and installation of the equipment to support the demilitarization operation.
The high pressure water washout equipment, the high pressure water maceration
equipment, the hydrolysis equipment, the equipment to support the closed-loop water
treatment system, the holding tanks, and all of the integration and remote control
equipment is planned for completion during the spring of 1997.

CONCLUSIONS

The two main objectives of the HERD demilitarization facility are; 1) to allow for the
capability to recover, recycle, reuse or dispose of energetic wastes produced by the
HERD, and 2) to allow for the analysis of the environmental life cycle so that
technologies can be developed with pollution prevention built into each phase of the
munitions acquisition life cycle: conception, test and evaluation, production, and
demil/disposal. This concurrent development of advanced energetic materials for
munitions applications and treatment/disposal technologies for these materials is essential
if they are to be incorporated into inventory systems. Technologies developed at this
facility will transition to industry and/or government agencies tasked to execute demil of
production weapons systems.

Special thanks to: Environmental and Safety Engineering (EASE), Inc.
- Ms. Sarah Winkler, Mr. Carl Christianson, and Dr. Hamid Adib

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
- Dr. Ravindra Upadhye and Dr. Bruce Watkins

Los Alamos National Laboratory
- Dr. Cary Skidmore and Mr. Robert Bishop
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ABSTRACT

The initiation of highly exothermic, autocatalytic self-consumption/destruction

of military high explosives without transition to detonation has been

demonstrated and is under development. The explosives under investigation are

TNT, RDX, and Composition B. The methodology involves the use of small amounts

of chemical reagents that are highly hypergolic with the explosives and induce

a deflagrative, highly intense autocatalytic self-destruction of the

explosives. Three categories of chemical reagents were investigated and

demonstrated to be effective: (1) amines, (2) metal alkyls, and (3)

interhalogens. Numerous candidates in each category were evaluated, in

particular at low temperatures. Laboratory experiments demonstrated that the

effectiveness of hypergolic initiation depended upon the form of the explosive;

a solid casting requires extremely long induction times and unless adiabaticity

is maintained, autocatalytic initiation is generally precluded, whereas fine

explosive powders react effectively within milliseconds at ambient temperatures

and within seconds, with diethylzinc, at temperatures as low as -300C. Major

large-scale field experiments involved diethylene triamine, diethylzinc, and

bromine trifluoride as the selected candidates from the three categories of

chemical reagents. As little as 5 to 10 mL of chemical reagent is effective at

temperatures at or below O°C when delivered in a manner such that the

explosive, if a casting, is fractured to create sufficient surface area for

hypergolic reaction with the chemical reagent. The induced highly-exothermic

autocatalytic decomposition, once initiated, proceeds to completion and is

independent of air, so that it is effective for buried as well as underwater

explosives. Although in some autocatalytic decompositions of TNT profuse smoke

(carbon) is liberated, often with larger castings, and always in the case of

Composition B or RDX, a white-hot, smokeless and vaporless plume results,

leaving no residue of the explosive.
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INTRODUCTION

The indiscriminate proliferation of landmines, in particular anti-personnel

(AP) mines (estimated at over 100 million in about sixty countries) continues

to plague innocent civilians, killing or disabling 26,000 people worldwide each

year (Ref 1]. This work is part of an ongoing major humanitarian demining

program being conducted by the Countermine Directorate of the U.S. Army CECOM

for implementation into the Demining Assistance Program, established by the

United States, to address the problem of the tremendous amount of AP landmines

that have already been implanted worldwide. This paper describes novel

techniques for the chemical neutralization of TNT and TNT-based explosives

typically encountered in AP landmines. This technology provides a viable means

of achieving the non-detonative, autocatalytic self-consumption of the

explosive, by using small amounts of appropriate chemical reagents with which

the explosives are highly hypergolic and react with extensive exothermicity.

The main explosive charge in landmines is typically TNT or Composition B (Comp

B), a cast composition of TNT and RDX. In a few instances the main explosive

charge is also ROX. These explosives are highly energetic metastable CHNO

compounds that release tremendous amounts of exothermic energy upon
dissociation into stable products, typically CO., H20, CO, and N., as well as

solid carbon in the case of very fuel-rich explosives such as TNT, all of which

are essentially innocuous compounds in respect to the environment. However, it

should be noted that the actual product species involve numerous other

molecular and free-radical species, to a usually much lesser degree, but

dependent upon the specific dissociation mode as well as extrinsic factors.

These metastable compounds can dissociate by both intra- and inter-molecular

mechanisms, which may involve detonation, deflagration, and autocatalytic

mechanisms, by self-sustained chemical reactions which, once initiated,

generally go to completion.

Furthermore, because molecular explosives such as TNT and RDX contain

considerable oxygen within the metastable molecules, they do not need air in

order for exothermic dissociation to occur; i.e., they will detonate,

deflagrate, or dissociate by autocatalytic decomposition even when buried or

under water, or in a vacuum. On the other hand, in the presence of oxygen from
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the air many molecular explosives will burn (air combustion), especially the

very fuel-rich explosives such as TNT. Hence, if TNT were to burn in air to

stoichiometric completion it would release in excess of three times as much

exothermic energy as in detonation [Ref 2]. However, since these explosives

are contained in landmines, access to sufficient oxygen from the air for

combustion to be sustained is generally not achievable, even in the case of

surface-emplaced landmines, and whether neutralized by detonation,

deflagration, or autocatalytic decomposition.

Most explosives can dissociate by alternative mechanisms, and dissociation by

detonation often involves an entirely different mechanism from autocatalytic

dissociation/decomposition; in fact, in some instances (even with highly

sensitive nitroglycerine) the autocatalytic mechanism is preferential to the

detonation mechanism, if the stimulus involved initiates the former mechanism

[Ref 3]. In such cases, unless extrinsic factors are involved; e.g., heavy

confinement or excessive thermal energy penetration beyond the reacting plane,

the detonation mechanism is precluded. For example, TNT, and even

nitroglycerine, will burn fiercely but without transition to detonation under

the appropriate conditions. Hence, if a stimulus means such as a chemical

hypergol or radiant-energy laser is capable of "directing" the dissociation

mechanism into autocatalytic decomposition in lieu of detonation, it is likely

that detonation will be precluded.

Alternatively, since these explosives are chemically synthesized from innocuous

materials, then it is reasonable that they can be chemically transformed back

to non-hazardous products. Basic compounds such as amines and alkoxides can

neutralize the explosive properties of TNT and RDX, whereas sulfuric acid will

decompose RDX into CH2 0, N20, NH and NO2 , and other non-explosive compounds.

However, in these stoichiometric reactions sufficient neutralization reagents

would be required in order to effectively neutralize all of the explosive

compound, and factors such as mixing and realization of reaction completion

would be required and not always ascertained. In contrast, the initiation of

spontaneous autocatalytic self-decomposition using very small amounts of

hypergolic reagent or other effective stimulus can be expected to drive the

decomposition reactions to completion. This work is based on technology

developed in the 1970's for non-detonative neutralization of explosives.
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BACKGROUND

In the 1970's IITRI conducted a number of programs for CECOM (at that time

MERADCOM) which involved both (1) a solvation/reaction process whereby an

appropriate solvent/reactant liquid mixture simultaneously dissolved and

chemically decomposed TNT in a nearly isothermal manner (Ref 4,5] and (2) the

chemical neutralization of TNT by direct heterogeneous liquid/solid hypergolic

reaction of a liquid chemical reagent with the solid explosive to achieve

initiation of an autocatalytic self-sustained exothermic decomposition, or

self-consumption, of the TNT (Ref 6,7,8]. However, since the requirement at

that time was for breaching a minefield, chemical neutralization, which did not

involve detonation of the landmines, was deemed too slow. Because time

restriction is not a factor in demining operations, and detonation is generally

not desired, chemical neutralization technologies are most appropriate for

demining operations. At this time, approach (2) is under development and the

following three categories of chemical reagents demonstrated to be hypergolic

with TNT are described.

(1) The low molecular weight metal alkyls are spontaneously flammable in air,

combusting to CO2 , H20, and the metal oxide. They have been used effectively

even when dissolved in a hydrocarbon dilutant to preclude their pyrophoric

characteristics with respect to air, yet retaining their effectiveness in the

hypergolic initiation of autocatalytic decomposition of TNT upon contact.

(2) The organic amines are generally strong bases with varying volatilities and

usually an objectionable smell. They can be dissolved in a suitable solvent

for application to explosive neutralization; neither the amines nor their

products with explosives will persist at the reaction site for any extended

period of time and will degrade so as to pose little environmental concern.

(3) The interhalogens, dependent upon type, are effective in reacting with

explosives, but in different and not entirely known mechanisms, which in most

cases lead to detonation, induced by either chemical and/or associated thermal

exothermic energies. From an environmental point-of-view, the interhalogens

will not persist in the atmosphere and will degrade rapidly with moisture and

disperse readily.
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PREVIOUS RESULTS

Figure 1 illustrates a device used in the early IITRI work to assess the

induction times of candidate hypergolic reagents with TNT. It should be noted

that the term hypergolic reaction implies a flame response not associated with

combustion in air. These experiments were conducted under an atmosphere of dry

argon. The objective was to obtain the induction times from contact of the TNT

sample (powder) with a drop of hypergolic reagent, as a function of temperature

(temperatures from 751C to as low as -300C were investigated). Results with

both pyrrolidine and diethylzinc are illustrated in Figure 2. In the case of

the pyrrolidine, the induction times were in the range of seconds down to OWC,

but hypergolic reaction failed at -300C. Extrapolation of the Arrhenius plot

to this low temperature would indicate an induction time in the range of

several minutes; this instrumentation was not capable of evaluating very long

induction times because of the sample size and non-adiabatic conditions at long

times. In the case of the diethylzinc, induction times were in the range of

milliseconds at ambient temperatures, and hypergolic reaction was maintained

down to -300C, the latter requiring induction times of about 10 seconds. In

this previous work hypergolic reactions between the interhalogens and TNT were

not observed, although in the case of bromine trifluoride an exothermic

reaction did occur but did not induce a flame response.

CURRENT LABORATORY INVESTIGATION

This current investigation also involved the metal alkyls, aliphatic amines,

and interhalogens, as well as Comp B and pure RDX in addition to TNT, with

emphasis on field-test demonstrations of chemical neutralization of landmines.

Preliminary laboratory screening experiments were sufficient to identify and/or

corroborate candidate hypergol reagents at ambient temperatures. However,

because of the potential failure of hypergolic chemical neutralization at low

temperatures, considerable laboratory experiments were conducted to evaluate

the hypergolicity of some amines and metal alkyls at low temperatures with

respect to all three types of explosives. The major emphasis was on

diethylzinc, which proved to be very effective even at -30 0 C in the earlier

work. For practical considerations OWC was selected as the test temperature

for these experiments.
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Figure 3 illustrates the simple trident-shaped Pyrex reactor used for

conducting OC experiments in the absence of oxygen. A small quantity, i.e.,

0.2-0.25 g of subject explosive, was placed into the detachable lower limb of

the reactor, which was then evacuated to approximately 10-6 mm Hg. Zero grade

nitrogen was then admitted to slightly-above-atmospheric pressure at which time

the ball valve on the reactor exit limb was opened and a continuous flow of

nitrogen was established for the remainder of the experiment. After about 10

minutes of this zero nitrogen purging, a syringe was used to introduce about

0.25-0.5 mL of metal alkyl into the upper limb of the trident-shaped reactor

below the ball valve. The reactor was then immersed in an ice bath so that

both the explosive and the metal alkyl were cooled to 0OC. When the requisite

temperature was achieved, the reactor was tilted to transfer the metal alkyl

onto the explosive sample. When no reaction occurred, the ice bath was removed

and the temperature allowed to warm to ambient with continuous monitoring of

the temperature.

In these experiments the form of the explosive was as follows; the TNT was in

the form of flakes, the Comp B as irregular shaped millimeter-sized particles,

and the RDX was a moderately-coarse grade powder of about 450 pm. The results

of these experiments were at variance with those of the previous work at 00C in

that hypergolic reactions were not obtained. It is surmised that due to the

intensive evacuation in these latter experiments, surface-adsorbed water and

oxygen were removed, which may have been influential in initiating hypergolic

reaction at low temperatures in the earlier work. Interestingly, at

near-ambient temperatures TNT and RDX reacted, respectively, with diethylzinc

and triethylaluminum in an extremely exothermic reaction indicative of instant

hypergolic reaction between the explosive and the respective metal alkyl.

RESULTS AGAINST LANDMINES

Field-test experiments were conducted using two candidate dynamic delivery

systems against both surrogate and actual landmines. Results are discussed

here only briefly; comprehensive descriptions and discussions of these tests

will be presented in a future publication. Both surrogate and real AP

landmines were tested. The surrogate landmines were fabricated using wood,

plastic, and metal casings, with the amount of explosive fill ranging between
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170 and 700 g, depending on the type of AP landmine being simulated. In the

case of both the surrogate and the actual landmine tests, the mines were

surface-emplaced; however, with the actual landmines both fuzed and unfuzed

mines were tested.

Preliminary experiments were conducted utilizing several improvised dynamic

delivery systems, one of which is schematically illustrated in Figure 4,

depicting the sequence of events. The objective was to provide a system

wherein the hypergolic candidate would be introduced into the landmine

simultaneously with the penetration of the landmine casing to allow intimate

contact with the hypergolic candidate reagent and the explosive. With this

system, about 60 mL of amine hypergolic reagent was used, which was known to be

more than ample, but the amount of the amine that actually penetrated into the

mine was considerably less. In the case of the interhalogens and the metal

alkyls, 3 to 10 mL amounts were used very effectively. Several of both the

amine and metal alkyl hypergol reagents used were effective against all three

explosives; however, in the case of RDX, bromine trifluoride caused detonation

in many instances with the surrogate mines. Sufficient definitive experiments

were not conducted to establish the criteria that led to detonation.

In the case of TNT and Comp B, both cast explosives, an additional benefit was

derived in that the dynamic penetration of the landmine also caused

fragmentation/pulverization of the explosive, which is believed to play an

important role in achieving spontaneous, nearly instantaneous autocatalytic

decomposition of these explosives. In the case of the surrogate plastic-cased

RDX-fill landmines, in which the RDX was in the form of a compressed powder, a

number of metal alkyls were found effective in causing deflagrative-type

decomposition. Regarding the interhalogens, results were mixed and evidently

depended on factors other than simple chemical reaction; e.g., purity of the

RDX. Hence, although bromine trifluoride was effective in chemical

neutralization of the surrogate pure RDX-fill landmines (causing detonation

generally), it was not effective for achieving chemical neutralization of

actual RDX-type landmines, in which the RDX includes a binder.

These preliminary experiments demonstrated that all three types of explosive-

filled landmines could be potentially chemically neutralized with one or more
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hypergolic amine, metal alkyl, and interhalogen reagents. However, under

variable dynamic delivery techniques, often one type of hypergolic reagent was

found to be more effective than another against one type of explosive or

another, with sometimes the reverse being the case against another explosive;

the same was true regarding the dynamic delivery systems. In general, this

initial investigation demonstrated that ethylenediamine, diethylenetriamine,

and pyrrolidine were effective against TNT and Comp B; diethylzinc,

triethylaluminum, and diethylaluminum chloride against all three explosives;

and bromine trifluoride and chlorine trifluoride against all three, but not to

the same extent, as observed in both the laboratory and field-test experiments.

Figure 5 illustrates an alternative delivery system, wherein the hypergolic

reagent was an integral component of the bullet; i.e., the bullet was in fact a

neutralization chemical-filled "capsule" that would simultaneously penetrate

the mine casing (as well as overburden in the case of buried mines or

underwater applications) and rupture in such fashion that the hypergolic

reagent would be discharged into the penetrated mine and explosive fill. This

system has a much greater viability, including firing from a distance, but is

subject to much greater design criteria. Nevertheless, this delivery system

was tested successfully against both surrogate and real landmines, with about 4

mL of diethylzinc diluted with 20 percent toluene (to mitigate its

pyrophoricity).

Both delivery systems were tested against actual landmines, both fuzed and

unfuzed, with excellent results leading to complete, non-detonative

autocatalytic decomposition in a matter of minutes. At present no direct

effort has been made to optimize any particular system or to select/quantify

candidate hypergolic reagents for the multitude of landmines, explosive, and

field conditions encountered in the real world. Further work is presently

continuing.
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Kurzfassung

Die eindimensionale lnitiiergrenze fur Sprengladungen wird ohne Zweifel gut mnit dem p2t-

Kriterium (Walker/Wasley-Kriteriuin) beschrieben, wobei p der eingeleitete Stof3wellendruck und

tdie Einwirkdauer sind. Bei zweidimensionaler Belastung bzw. klienen Fliehenbelasrungen gilt

fflr die Initfierung von Sprengladungen das v2d-Kriterium (Held-Kriterium) init v als

Auftreffgeschwindigkeit und d als Durchmesser des Projektiles!Stacliels. Die Frage nach demn

Einflul3 der Dichte des Projektiles bzw. Hohlladungsstachels auf die Sprengladungsinitiierung

wurden von verschiedenen Stellen unterschiedlich angegeben. Mader gab emn Pppv2d vor. Chick

und Hatt gaben aufgrund von Experimenten eim VP.v 2 d an, w~ilrend Held eiii u 2d vorgab, was

dern Staudruck am Kratergrund entspricht. u ist dabei die Kratergrundgeschwindigkeit in der

Sprengladung. Bei hydrodynarnisehem Eindringen ist dies gleichbedeutend miit

v 2 d/I + -VPHE/Pp) 2 'nit PHE bzw. pp den Sprengladungs- bzw. Pro~jektil- oder Stacheldichten.

In Experfimenten init sowohl sehr liciten Projektilen. wie Lexankugeln init der Dichte

1,2 g/crn3 , als auch Wolframnkugeln mit der Dichte von 17,77 g/cin 3wurde das u 2d-Kriterium

nach Held experimenciell eindeutig besti~tigt.

Im Vortrag werden bei unterschiedlichen Dichten des ProJektils oder des Stachels neben der

ailgemneinen Einleitung der verschiedenen Initiierkriterien und des experimientellen Nachweises

ffir das u 2d-Kriteriurn die Folgen FWr die optimiale ProJektil- b/w. Stachelauslegung bei

unterschiedi ichen Abdeckungen hzw. Vorschaltungen aufgeieigi.
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Abstract

The one-dimensional initiation threshold for high explosives is very well described with the p2 t-

criterium by Walker/Wasley, where p is the introduced shock pressure and t the duration of the

shock. At two-dimensional load, respectively small loaded areas the initiation of high explosive

can be described with the v2 d-criterium by Held, where v is the impact velocity and d the

diameter of the projectile or shaped charge jet. The question arises what will be the influence of

the density of the projectile or the shaped charge jet on the threshold velocity. Mader used a

linear function pp'v 2 d. Chick and Hatt fitted experimental results with V 7p v 2d while Held

defined u2 d which corresponds to the stagnation pressure at the crater bottom, where u is the

cratering velocity in the high explosive charge. If the penetration is hydrodynainical u2 d is equal

to v2 d/(1 + Vp-HE-pp) 2 where PHE resp. pp are the densities of the high explosive charge resp.

projectile or jet.

In experiments with low density projectiles, as Lexan spheres with a density of 1,2 g/cm3 and

high density tungsten spheres with 17,7 g/cm 3 the u2 d criterium of Held was fully confirmed.

This paper will describe the optimum projectile or jet lay out with resp. to densities, areal mass

and fixed mass for initiation of high explosive charges under different covers, beside the

introduction in the different initiation criteria.

Introduction

The initiation criterea of high explosive charges with projectiles or shaped charge jets can be very

well described with the v 2 d-criterion which was the first time described for shaped charge jets by

the author in 1968 < 1 > . A summary of results which confirm this criterion for a large number

of high explosive charges and load conditions - shaped charge jets, projectiles, flying foils with a

L/D larger than 0.2 and numerical calculations - are published in < 2 >. All these tests have been

generally done with copper jets and with steel fragments, therefore with similar densities.

The question arises how this formula has to be modified if the density of the projectile is strongly

changed. Mader has used in his numerical calculations a pv 2 d-criterium where p is the projectile

density (<3> and <4>). Chick et al. <5> have given a relation of V'•v 2 d from

experimental results with copper and aluminium jets. The author has considered in <6> as a

rough rule the stagnation pressure for the initiation of high explosive charges and has used a u2 d

criterion where u is the cratering velocity in the high explosive charge.

Recently test results of the initiation of Composition B by tungsten spheres of different diameters

and plastic spheres with 76 mm diameter were published < 7 > . These initiation tests have used a
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magnitude of different projectile densities from tungsten with 17.77 g/cm3 to the plastic - Lexan

- with the density of 1.2 g/cm3. With these results it can be very well proved the influence of the

density p of the projectiles on the initiation criteria of high explosives. The reaction behaviour

was also modelled in detail in <7> by numerical calculation with the ignition and growth

model.

Defining the threshold constant

Fig. 1, a direct copy of Fig. 4.07 of Reference <7>, shows the results of the initiation tests

with cast Composition B of 1.63 g/cm density with tungsten balls of 9, 14, 18 and 25 mm

diameter and the density of 17.77 g/cm3 , resp. with the Lexan sphere of 76 mm diameter and a

density of 1.2 g/in3. The tests were conducted by the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) and are

described in Reference < 7 > in detail.

S 3.0 , , Calculations have been made with this type of

Th\g..... L.- .. B.1...... -dCy..I Comp. B with a density of 1.63 g/cm3 (porous

•". \• Military Comp. B) and a pressed material with

higher density (1.712 g/cm3) which is called

° . .. . "Non-Porous Military Comp. B". According to
D. ,o the standards Comp. B should be cast, never

. B.or, Ioo pressed. But in experiments not so well
__- Porous MIlhy mp.B 0 We, Bum

..... Po.... MilI.YCompB p CYL, B- 1 E.pOn educated theoretical people often give "new
2 0 4.0 i. i0 .. definitions".

Fig. 1 Experimental detonation

threshold velocities and calculated

data < 7 >

All the experimental results with the large variety of diameters, ranging from 9 mm to 76 mm,

and densities, ranging from 1.2 g/cm 3 to 17.77 g/cm3 can be very well described by the Held-

equation <6>

ICr = u 2 d = 23mnm 3 /ris 2  
(1)

The cratering velocity is given by the Bernoulli-equation < 8 > to

u = v/(1 + VPt1/Pp).(2

This gives

2 
vCr

2

lCrud d (3)
(1 ±--Vpt/Pp)2
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The projectile velocity vCr can now be calculated if the above equation is solved to vCr

vCr = V-'Cr/d ' (1 + VptlPp) (4)

For the tungsten spheres with the density 17.77 g/cm3 , resp. Lexan spheres with the density
1.20 g/cm3 and the "target" density = HE density of 1.70 g/ci3 one get the following equations

for the critical velocities with respect to the diameter d

vw = 1,309 V23Id = 6.28A/d resp. (5)

VLe = 2,190" v'2-3/d = 10.50A/d (6)

With the initiation threshold value of 23 nm3 t/ps2 all the experiments in <7> can be very well
3.0 , , , , , fitted resp. predicted (Fig. 2).

S\ 0 " -- n m The numerically calculated detonation• T-ungten SOl. L11an Bll. •d Cylinder (76 ra1)fo

"" 17.11.... p1om•2 g,,, threshold velocities (dashed lines) for the

tungsten balls are also very well represented.
-• ° • There is maybe a small difference in the trend

1.0 0 D.1-9 for the smaller diameters between the
.2d =, ...... 1,oR-,I ,oplotheoretical prediction to the u2d criterion for
f . .- Pro.u. MIIItry Camp. B 0 We.. Bum

Non-P ..... M,,,,myC p, S CYL. ,BumE.plIo the Lexan balls, but this is marginal.
0 I I I I I

10 20 30 40 50 00 70 00
Dl-otr Mm)

Fig. 2. Comparison of values with

u2d = 23 mm3 /lts 2 with the detonation

threshold velocities of Fig. 1

By using 23 mm 3 /ps 2 as the threshold value for a copper projectile or Jet one get the equation

vCu = 1,437" V523!-dl = 6.89A/Vd (7)

By comparing the constants for the critical velocities of tungsten an(d copper projectiles, resp. jets
it is very remarkable, that they are nearly equal. The value of tungsten with 6.28 is only 10 %

smaller than copper with 6.89.

If we use this equation in the v2d-diagram of Reference < 2 > we get the stronger marked litne in

the log-log-diagram (Fig. 3). This confirms fully the Comp. B data of Chick & Hatt < 5 > where
the high explosive charge was covered. All the tests under <7> arc made under covered

conditions.
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Table

I Itiation Criteria2

Criteria V2 " V 2 " d p. V2  d
( 1 -p t / P p ) 2 .

Projectiles Held Chick Mader

(1987) (1986) (1983 / 1986)

Material p d V 3 2
(g/cm 3) (mM) (km/s) mm3I s g/cm 3 . mm 3/ts 2 (g/cm3)" mm 3 /t.s 2

Lexan 1,20 76 1,19 23 118 129

Tungsten 17,77 25 1,25 23 165 694

Constant projectile or jet diameter

Using this simple analytical equation (4) the trends for uncovered or slightly covered high

explosive charges can be investigated with the threshold velocities as a function of projectile or

jet density with the projectile resp. jet diameter as parameter (Fig. 4).

vp = (1 4 VI.7/pp), V2-1d (4.1)

For this a high explosive charge density of 1.7 g/cin and an initiation criterium

u2 d = 23 mnm 3 /1 s2 are used. Surprisingly the threshold value is not really changing dramatically

with the densities also if they are changing for more than one magnitude. Using copper as a

standard material for shaped charge jets the velocity for aluminum 'jet by the "same diameter" has

only to increase for 25 % and for a tungsten jet with the same diameter the velocity is reduced

only for 10 % (Fig. 5). This is definitely a little surprising and not a really expected result.
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u2d z 23 /_• __s2•11 - •u2d = 23 mm3/ps

1.'(1 + F1,_7. F23.1 15 U - .. 0 dCh.rg,

1,0

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 1 18 20 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 10 10 20
i~rst y pp (g-c3) Denity PP (g_'ra)

Fig. 4 Fig. 5
Threshold initiation velocities as a Change of threshold initiation velocity

function of density with the projectile as a function of density with copper as

resp. jet diameter as parameter a reference value

Constant fragment mass

As an example it should be calculated the threshold velocity of a projectile with a constant mass

of in = 7 g and a constant length to diameter ratio of one (L/D = 1).

The threshold value for this condition can be calculated by the following equation

vp = (I + VT.Ipp)" V/23' V (-4'(4 ml/pp'7r) 1/3  (8)

which includes a HE-density of 1.7 g/cm3, threshold initiation value of 23 mln 3 /Its2, the

fragment mass in and the projectile density pp as a variant. The change in velocity is nearly

negligible if the projectile density varies for one magnitude. The increasing diameter is just

compensating the loss in cratering velocity resp. pressure with the lower density projectiles

(Fig. 6).

This result is only true for uncovered or slightly covered high explosive charges. If the fragment

has first to perforate as an example a 10 mm armour steel plate before it starts to penetrate the

high explosive charge, a reduction of the velocity must be taken into account. For the reduction

of velocity the Thor-equations <9> were used. Behind the coverplate the total projectile mass

was taken into account. The reason for this is, that the explosive charge is in direct contact to the

coverplate and all the fragments are not dispersing from the original trajectory at zero distance.

The threshold values are now much more drastically changing from much higher values at low

densities to lower values at high densities (Fig, 7). The reason for this behavior is that heavy
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metal fragments are able to perforate coverplates with much higher residual velocities compared

to materials with lower densities then also the diameter or punched out target material volume is

reduced. The values for uncovered high explosive charges are also given for comparison in

Fig. 7.

W Z27 Z 4.4
CylindricaIFrag ent mn 7 g, LID = 1

2.26 u
2
d = 23 mn3l•s2, Unconfined Charge 4,2

Z2.2 4 (I F1,7 
7

'Ip) ý2 1 I 4 4,.

2.2

010 RHA Coered

i. 
.. ........

Z2a1

%• •.•'<"Uncovered

2.1 I
e 2 6 10l 12 14 16 le ,

Dnr11y p, (g-cm) 2 4 a 4 10 12 14 16 20
Daenw pp(W5cm1)

Fig. 6 Fig. 7

Threshold value is nearly constant Initiation threshold velocities as a

if a fragment of constant mass with function of density for constant fragment

L/D = 1 is applied masses against uncovered or 10 mm RHA

covered high explosive charge

Constant areal mass

In the case of shaped charge jets the question is not arising what will be the initiation threshold

velocities with constant masses of the total jet. Here arises the question what will be the threshold

velocities with constant masses across the jet area, called constant areal masses.

As discussed above the projectile has generally to perforate first shielding and cover plates. The

question was also what will be the necessary 'jet velocity if the jet has first to perforate different

barrier thicknesses.

As an example, a copper jet with a density of 8.9 g/cm3 with 2 mm diameter and a threshold

value of 23 mm 3 //Ms2 and a high explosive density of 1.7 g/cm3 were used as reference.

This gives the equation

vj = (1 + Vi'1px) aV2/3(8,9"22/pp) 1/4 (9)
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This equation gives the threshold velocity as a function of jet density with zero barrier thickness.

It is surprising that the threshold velocity starts at 4.8 mm/n/s for a water jet (density 1,0 g/cm3

and 5,3 mm/Its for a tungsten jet (density 18 g/cm3 ) with the same area densities A'pp (Fig. 8).

The residual jet velocity was calculated with the following equation (equ. 22 of < 8 >).

62 ______ __________ Z'
... 23,.n,',.o, vj = vo ( . ) (10)
A,0 ____ A.pp=cons, Zo + P
SI-1I Bairr~

A jet with higher density is less consumed by
" ........ .. . .. .......... perforating a 10 mm or thicker barrier and

therefore the trend of threshold initiation(- 11,70 r, ,)• 2. (eg. 211 ,p)"'
2. - velocity first is decreasing with increasing

0 ,2 density and then changing to increase for a0 n 10 2 14 1 16 1. 2D

D..,ypp(W constant areal mass.

Fig. 8

Initiation threshold velocity for constant

areal masses A'pj of a jet as a function

of density with different steel barriers

as parameter

Conclusion

The experimental as well as numerical results of the initiation treshold values of tungsten spheres

with different diameters and plastic spheres - Lexan - with extremely different densities can be

very well described with the Held-criterion u2d where u is the cratering velocity and d the dia-

meter of the projectile. The test results for Comp. B gives 23 mm 3 /us2 and this value is in full

agreement with shaped charge jet results, obtained with covered charges.

With this analytical equation very useful trend analysis for projectiles or shaped charge jets can

be made with different densities. Generally speaking, the densities of projectiles or shaped charge

jets for initiation have remarkably little influence on uncovered high explosive charges. The

perforation capabilities of heavy metal fragments resp. shaped charge jets with heavy metal liners

are more favorable against covered charges.
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BEHAVIOUR OF ALUMINIUM AND TNT IN THE DETONATION
WAVE OF AMMONIUM NITRATE EXPLOSIVES

Andrzej Maranda, Stanislaw Cudzilo, Waldemar Trzcifiski, and Jerzy Nowaczewski

Military University of Technology

Kaliskiego 2, 00-908 Warsaw, POLAND

Abstract

Detonation of ammonium nitrate explosives containing powdered aluminium or

TNT was investigated. Content and grain size of the additives were changed during ex-

periments. For particular explosives, an extrapolated detonation velocity to infinite diame-

ter was determined and the process of driving a copper tube by the detonation products

was recorded using X-ray photography. Detonation velocity was estimated theoretically

assuming an equilibrium state in the detonation products. Numerical analysis of the

problem of driving a copper cylinder by the products of detonation was also performed.

Correlation between experimental and calculated results was established. The results

obtained enable us to draw inferences concerning chemical reaction rates in the detona-

tion wave and in the rarefaction wave. An effective isentropic exponent for the detonation

product of the non-ideal explosive tested is also determined from the cylinder test data.

1. Introduction

A chemical reaction is a basal process which contributes to propagation of a detonation wave in

explosive. In the case of monomolecular explosives this reaction proceeds inside a single molecule.

However, in non-ideal explosive mixtures, particularly in oxidizer-fuel compositions, the chemical re-

actions occur between atoms from different molecules. Thus, the diffusion process besides the reac-

tion kinetics plays an important role in the chemical reaction and it influences the reaction rate. This

means that the reaction rate depends implicitly upon reactivity of explosive components and physical

structure of the mixture. Both above factors decide if particular components of the explosive mixture

take part or not in chemical reactions proceeding inside the reaction zone of the detonation wave and

in a rarefaction wave. Although the initiation and propagation of the detonation wave in non-ideal ex-

plosives have been explored by many authors [1-9] the problem of intermolecular reactions in the

detonation wave has not been fully explained yet.

In this paper, the detonation behaviour of components in ammonium nitrate explosives with TNT

and aluminium is investigated. The dependence of the detonation velocity on the charge diameter is

studied. An extrapolated detonation velocity to infinite diameter is established and it is compared with

that obtained from thermochemical calculations. X-ray recording of a process of driving a copper tube

by the detonation products is also performed for the explosive tested. Comparison of X-ray records
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with the results of numerical modelling of this process enables us to find an effective exponent of an

isentrope for the detonation products.

2. Experimental

2.1. Detonation velocity

Detonation velocities of explosive mixtures containing ammonium nitrate (AN), TNT, and alumin-

ium (Al) were measured. To prepare the AN/TNT or the AN/TNT/Al mixtures crystalline AN (size of

grains less than 0.8 mm), fine-grained TNT (size below 0.8 mm), coarse TNT (1.2-2.5 mm size),

flaked aluminium (11000 cm2/g specific surface, size of grains less than 0.16 mm), and aluminium

powder (size of grains less than 0.3 mm) were used. Table 1 contains data for composition of the ex-

plosive tested and their symbols used in further part of the paper.

Table 1. Composition of the explosive tested

Explosive AN Fine TNT Coarse TNT Flaked A] Powdered Al

Po =10 50 kg/M3  wt% wt% wt% wt% wt%

ANfINT-1 80 20 -

ANITNT-2 80 - 20 -

AN/TNT/Al-I 80 10 - 10 -

AN/TNT/Al-2 80 10 - 10

Explosive were confined in polyvinyl chloride tubes with inner diameter of 36, 45, 80, or 100 mm.

Wall thickness of the tubes was 5% of inner diameter and their length was 500 mm. The mean den-

sity of the charges prepared was approximately the same 1050 kg/m 3. Detonation was initiated by

using 100 g charge of plastic explosive. The detonation velocity was measured by short-circuit sen-

sors located in second part of the charge. The mean velocity was obtained from three measurement

courses of about 80 mm length.

2.2. Cylinder test

The explosive mixtures tested were placed in copper tubes (25 mm inside diameter, 250 mm

length) having 1.5 mm thick walls. The diagram of the set-up is shown in Fig. 1.

The registration of the copper tube driven by the detonation products was performed by X-ray

SCANDIFLASH apparatus XR450 model. The X-ray photograph was made at the moment, when the

detonation wave short-circuited sensor 4 located 30 mm from the end of the charge. This sensor was

connected with a delay generator of X-ray apparatus. Simultaneously with the X-ray registration the

measurement of the detonation velocity was made by using sensors 5.
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250

5

43 2 1

Fig. 1. Diagram of the system for X-ray recording of the process of driving a tube: 1- detonator, 2
- copper tube, 3 - charge of the explosive tested, 4, 5 -short-circuit sensors.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Detonation velocity

The mean values of the detonation velocity, D, for the ammonium nitrate explosives containing

TNT and Al are shown in Table 2. Detonation velocity was plotted against the reciprocal charge di-

ameter (lid) in Fig. 2

Table 2. Mean values of the detonation velocity for the explosive mixture tested

Charge D [m/s]

diameter AN/TNT-I AN/TNT-2 AN/TNT/Al-i ANTrNT/AI-2

d [mm]

36 3350 ± 80 1830 ± 80 3640 40 3200 ± 40

45 3830 ± 40 3070 ± 40 3830 50 3670 ± 40

80 4510 ± 120 4080+40 4170 100 4140 ± 50

100 4720 ± 90 4380 ± 60 4230 ±90 4350 ± 150

The experimental results for each explosive mixture were fitted by linear relationships and repre-

sented by

0=i1ý (1)

where Di is an extrapolated detonation velocity to infinite diameter and a is a constant. According to

Eyring [10], a is proportional to the thickness of the reaction zone. Fig, 2 shows that the fitting by Eq.

1 is quite satisfactory excepting the result for the ammonium nitrate containing coarse TNT loaded in

the charge of the smallest diameter.

Table 3 shows the summary of D, and a for four explosive tested.
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Fig. 2. Detonation velocity (D) of ammonium nitrate explosives versus reciprocal charge
diameter (11d)

Table 3. Experimental and theoretical values of an ideal velocity of the detonation wave

Explosive Di [m/s] a [mm] D1R [m/s] Dis [m/s]

ANITNT-1 5470 13.8 6060 5370

AN/TNT-2 5430 19.6 6060 5370

AN/TNT/Al-I 4580 7.4 5790 5170

AN/TNT/AI-2 4950 12.4 5790 5170

The detonation velocity of the mixtures investigated were evaluated by means of the program for

thermochemical calculations TIGER - [11]. Two sets of values of the parameters a., P, K, and 0 were

assumed for the BKW equation of state, one of them being taken from Ref. [12] (BKWR: a. = 0.50, ]3

= 0.176, K = 11.80, 0 = 1850) and the other from Ref. [13] (BKWS: a. = 0.50, PI = 0.298, x = 10.50, 0

6620). The latest was recommended to calculation of the detonation parameters for aluminized ex-

plosives. The detonation velocities of the explosive mixture were obtained by assuming chemical ac-

tivity of all components. The calculation results for both sets of BKW parameters are given in Table 3

(D, and D, denote the detonation velocities for BKWR and BKWS sets, respectively).

From comparison of the experimental and theoretical data from Table 3 it follows that an agree-

ment between the extrapolated detonation velocity Di and the calculated velocity, obtained by assum-
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ing the equilibrium state of mixture components, is better when the set of BKWS parameters is used.

However, even in this case the extrapolated detonation velocities to infinite diameter for the

AN/TNT/AI mixtures are considerably lower than those calculated. This fact brings a conclusion that

most of aluminium behaves as inert addition in the reaction zone even for charges of large diameter

(d -+ oo). The discrepancy between Di and Dis for the mixture with flaked aluminium is greater than

that for the mixture containing granular aluminium. A negative influence of aluminium having larger

specific surface on the detonation velocity indicates that the heat exchange between grains of alumin-

ium and the explosion products affected significantly the detonation process.

The detonation velocity falls off quickly with the reciprocal charge diameter for the mixtures con-

taining coarser components (AN/TNT-2, AN/TNT/AI-2; Fig. 2). Also the thickness of the reaction zone

is larger for these explosives - Table 3. This fact can be attributed to the lower degree of physical

homogeneity of the mixtures containing coarser TNT and Al. Larger thickness of the reaction zone

causes that a penetration of the lateral rarefaction waves into the reactive mixture is deeper. Thus,

the detonation parameters are weakened, especially for small diameter charges.

On the other hand, higher degree of physical homogeneity of the mixture containing fine additions

leads to the slight dependence of the detonation velocity on the reciprocal diameter and to the shorter

thickness of the reaction zone (Fig. 2, Table 3). This means that influence of the lateral waves de-

creases. This phenomena may be connected with growing number of ignition points at the wave front

in the mixtures containing the fine additives.

The diameter effect relationships for the ammonium nitrate explosives containing different kinds of

TNT (AN/TNT-1, AN/TNT-2) approximately cross together in D vs. lid plane (Fig. 2). This means that

the decomposition and reaction degree between AN and TNT in both the mixtures is similar for infi-

nite diameter charges. The reaction degree falls off quicker with decreasing the charge diameter in

the case of the mixture containing coarser TNT.

According to the conclusion given earlier an aluminium additive, independently of its fineness de-

gree, does not fully react with the decomposition products of AN and TNT in the detonation wave in

the charges of infinite diameter. For coarser aluminium in the mixture the energy losses in the de-

composition products due to the heat transport into the additive are smaller. Thus, the value of Di for

AN/TNT/AI-2 mixture is greater than that for AN/TNT/Al-i. From Fig. 2 it is evident however that the

diameter effect relationships for the mixtures containing different kinds of aluminium cross each other

for some value of the reciprocal diameter and greater detonation velocities are obtained for the

AN/TNT/AI-1 mixture for small diameter charges. In this case the fineness degree of the aluminium

additive results in an occurrence of greater number of ignition points at the front of the detonation

wave, which contribute to the decomposition of larger quantity of the mixture. Thus, fine aluminium

should be used in the AN explosives for small diameter charges.

3.2. Cylinder test

The values of the detonation velocity, De, measured in the cylinder test are presented in Table 4.

Typical X-ray photograph of a copper tube driven by the detonation products is shown in Fig. 3. The
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results of registration of the motion of copper tubes for all mixtures tested are presented in Fig. 4 in

the form of shapes of the external boundary of tubes.

Table 4. Detonation velocity for charges used in a copper tube

Explosive Po [kg/mr] D, [m/s]

ANfNT-1 1050 4140 ± 60

AN=rNT-2 1050 3380 ± 40
AN/TNT/AI-1 980 3880 ± 50

ANiTNT/AI-2 1050 3900 ± 50

2r-r

Fig. 3. Typical X-ray photograph of a copper tube.

Theoretical model proposed in Ref. [14] is used for numerical simulation of the process of driving a

copper cylinder. It is assumed in this model that the time of propagation of the detonation wave is

enough to neglect the influence of an initial condition. Then the motion of the detonation products

may be treated as stationary in a reference frame connected with the detonation wave. It is assumed

that the equation of state of the polytropic gas with the exponent of isentrope, y, describes a behav-

iour of the detonation products. The material of the tube is treated as incompressible. Comparison of

experimental results from the cylinder test with those of computer simulation of the driving process

enable us to determine the effective exponent of an isentrope of the detonation products [15].

The calculated profiles of the copper tube and the values of effective exponent obtained are pre-

sented in Figs. 5 and 6. The dashed lines denote the diagrams obtained from modelling the process

of driving the tube by the products being characterised by the constant polytropic exponent y. The

range of axis co-ordinate used in the appraisal of the value of y is fixed by the dashed line apart from

the AN/TNT/AI-2 mixture, for which the exponent value was estimated in the range of x from 0 to 80

mm. The experimental diagrams of radius position of the external boundary of tubes are also shown

by the solid lines.
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Fig. 6. Experimental and calculated profiles of the external surface of copper tubes driven by the
detonation products of AN/TNT/Al mixtures.

From the Table 4 it follows that the mixture with fine TNT (AN/TNT-1) has higher detonation ve-

locity than that with coarse TNT (AN/TNT-2). It has been mentioned earlier that this fact can be con-

nected with producing greater number of hot points by the wave front propagating in the mixture

containing fine TNT. In Fig. 5 the experimental profile of the copper tube driven by the products of the

AN/TNT-1 mixture lies closely to the calculated one obtained by assuming a constant value of '. A

constant isentropic exponent means that the composition of the detonation products changes in an

insignificant degree and an additional heat release does not take place during the expansion process.

Contrary to fine TNT the products of coarse TNT react to a considerable degree with the decom-

position products of ammonium nitrate behind the reaction zone. This conclusion can be inferred from

the experimental profile of the tube driven by the products of the AN/TNT-2 mixture. Moreover, the

lower value of the isentropic exponent of the detonation products of this mixture means that the fall of

a pressure in the explosion gases behind the detonation wave is smaller as compared with the

AN/TNT-1 explosive due to the additional moles of gases producing or the energy releasing. This

indicates that the acceleration metal ability of the detonation products of the AN/TNT-2 mixture in-

creases.

Despite of the fact that the AN/TNT/Al mixtures used in the cylinder test have different densities,

the detonation velocities measured in a copper tube are approximately equal each other. Because the

mixture with fine aluminium has lower density it means that the greater amount of aluminium reacts

with AN inside the reaction zone. From comparison of the experimental and theoretical profiles of the

copper tubes (Fig. 6) it is evident that the remaining part of aluminium grains burns just behind this
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zone. Further expansion of the detonation products of the AN/TNT/Al-1 mixture is similar to that of

the polytropic gas with a constant exponent of an isentrope.

The coarse aluminium being present in the ANITNT/AI-2 mixture behaves like an inert additive in

the first stage of the expansion of the detonation products. Taking into account the initial part of the

profile (Fig. 6) we obtained the effective isentropic exponent for the detonation products of the

AN/TNT/AI-2 mixture only inconsiderable lower than that for the AN/TNT mixture containing also fine

TNT. This means the similar metal acceleration ability of both the mixtures as well. However, in the

further stage of the driving process the experimental tube profile in the case of the AN/TNT/AI-2 mix-

ture bends up as regards the theoretical one obtained by assuming the constant value of 7 and it

crosses the experimental tube profile obtained for the AN/TNT/Al-1 mixture with fine aluminium. This

means that at some distance behind the detonation wave the acceleration metal ability of the detona-

tion products of this mixture increases due to the additional moles of gases occurring or the energy

releasing. In the case of the Al additive only the latter influences the expansion work of the detona-

tion products because the main reaction product of Al, aluminium oxide, is solid.

4. Summary

1. The extrapolated detonation velocities to infinite diameter for the AN/TNT/Al mixtures are consid-

erably lower than those for the AN/TNT mixtures. The two AN/TNT explosives tested have the

same value of the extrapolated velocities, independently from the type of TNT admixture. But

those velocities for the two AN/TNT/Al explosives containing fine or coarse aluminium are differ-

ent.

2. Coarse TNT in the AN/TNT mixture results in an decrease of the detonation velocity in finite di-

ameter charges as compared with the fine-grained TNT admixture. Shapes of the copper tubes

driven by the detonation products of the AN/TNT mixtures and the values of the isentropic expo-

nents estimated show that coarse TNT reacts in a significant degree with the decomposition prod-

ucts of AN behind the reaction zone.

3. Most of aluminium grains in the mixtures tested behave like an inert additive in the reaction zone.

But a comparison of the experimental and calculated profiles of tubes driven by the detonation

products of the mixtures containing aluminium indicates that an energy from aluminium reaction

converts to an expansion work behind the zone.

4. The diameter effect relationships for the AN explosive containing different kind of aluminium cross

each other for some value of the reciprocal diameter. For large diameters of charges higher deto-

nation velocities are obtained for the AN/TNT mixture with coarse aluminium and in the case of

small charge diameters higher detonation velocity are given by the mixture with fine aluminium.

This paper was accomplished within the framework of the Project 9T12A 04109 financed by the Sci-
entific Research Committee.
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IUnderwater explosion pertbnnance tests were tonduOed ic dete•'ine whether tho energy
released by the reaction oftitanitur and bo'oti to form the itcmwtalli. Tifl (and possibly
throuýh subsequent reaction with the sturrounding water io trhn oxides of titanium and boron)
could be released in a sufficiently short time to create an oscillating explosion gas bubble such as
those created by high explosives detonated underwater. Photographic coverage, both underwater
and on the surface, and piezoelectric gauges to measure the pressure-time history in The water
were used to record the results of the ignition and dispersal ofC'i-Bl mixtures in water. Two
active dispersal techniques, in which explosives were employed to disperse the reacting material
into the water, and one passive technique, in which the expansion of the gases present in the
porous Ti-B mixture dispersed the material, were tested. Baseline data otn the performance of
pentolite and Composition C-4 were collected for comparison-

The bubble phenomena associated with the itehrnietalfic reaction were qualitatively very
different from those of the conventional explosives. The appearance was more that of a very
large number of independent bubbles than oka single coherent bubble such as is seen with
conventional high explosives. The bubbles from the Ti-B mixture were smaller in diameter at the
maximum and had a much shorted period of oscillation than an equal volume of pentolite. The
surface phenomena were also different. The plume did not rise as high, nor did it have as great a
horizontal extent as those created by high explosives.
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PROCESSING OF Mg-NaNO BASED FUEL-RICH PROPELLANT BY POWDER
COMPACTION TECHNIQUE FOR AIR-BREATHING PROPULSION SYSTEMS

HARIHAR SINGH, P. SRINIVASA RAO and R.BHASKARA RAO

High Energy Materials Research Lab. Detachment (CDB Facility),
Hyderabad - 500 058 (INDIA)

ABSTRACT

Study of Mg-NaNO 3 based formulations have shown a great

interest in the recent past as fuel-rich propellants for advanced

air-breathing propulsion systems due to their high heat

potential. Mg-NaNO 3 propellant containing solid hydro-carbon as a

binder was found to possess good combustion characteristics and

high combustion efficiency. Wide burning rate spectrum of the

propellant could be achieved by varying the particle size of the

fuel and oxidiser without varying the fuel-richness. High burning

rate of the propellant, a pre-requisite for the higher

performance of the air-breathing system, could be achieved by
"powder compaction technique" which otherwise is extremely

difficult to realise by slurry cast technique.

Powder compaction technique for Mg-NaNO3 based

compositions, where all the ingredients are in dry powder form

and are of highly hazardous nature, is more complex when compared

to conventional powder metallurgy and standard pyrotechnic

mixtures. Development of powder compaction technique involved :

(i) small scale experimentation and testing to establish the

process parameters for achieving the required ballistic

performance; (ii) an exhaustive safety analysis using advanced

techniques to establish personnel and equipment safety; (iii)

incorporation of the results of the predictive hazard analyses

into the design of the process, tooling, and equipment while

scaling up of the process and (iv) development of inhibition

technique.
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A semi-automatic remote controlled high capacity hydraulic

press was designed and developed incorporating a number of

interlocks for the process safety. The tooling consisted of a

high capacity hydraulic die-clamp, integrated with the main

press, to contain the transmitted pressure which was observed to

be as high as 70% of the applied pressure; a base plate providing

the necessary initial large burning surface; a split die and a

plunger containing non-metallic tip, air-escape paths and

increment-bonding grooves. Compaction was carried out in an

environment of controlled humidity and temperature. Certain

parameters like critical density and critical inverse rate of

pressure rise were found to be very important in solving the,

safety problems arising due to adiabatic heating of the entrapped

air and dust cloud formation.

Material stress gradient, increasing towards the base, was

observed during in-situ compaction method and hence was not used.

Incremental pressing method, where the grain was compacted in

split-die, inhibited externally and finally case bonded with the

motor, was adopted.

Technological problems concerning structural rigidity,

dimensional stability, and sensitivity to impact and frictional

heating were resolved. Static test results of the grains

processed by this technique have shown good reliability and

reproducibility both in primary mode and ramjet mode.

-- x -
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NOVEL METHODS FOR THE CHEMICAL AND BALLISTIC ASSESSMENT
OF NEW GENERATION PROPELLANTS

by
A Fraser, G Gillies, C Holmes, B Kelso, A Ross* and I Sharp*

DRA Bishopton

Scotland

The new high energy LOVA propellants present a range of problems for the
propellant chemist.

The intractable nature of the material makes conventional chemical analysis
unfeasible for qualification and routine periodic inspection; and the high energies now
attained in gun and rocket systems render the ballistic performance assessment
methods used prior to the development of these materials unsuitable.

DRA Bishopton (part of Weapons System Sector) have been investigating the use of
novel techniques to tackle problems associated with the chemical analysis of these
materials and with development of novel methods of ballistic assessment which can
be applied to the new high energy propellants-

Supercritical Fluid Extraction has been evaluated as a means for extraction of the
organic constituents i.e. RDX, energetic plasticisers. antioxidents stabilisers, residual

monomer. oligomer etc. from the highly crosslinked LOVA propellants. This
technique has been compared with a number of conventional techniques.

FTIR spectrometry, using chernometric data analysis, has been applied to the
problem. The use of reflectance techniques for spectral recording has been
investigated and multicomponent analysis methods have been applied to the results in

order to assess their suitability for the characterisation and analysis of these
propellants.

Ballistic assessment of gun propellant at pressures up to 600 MPa has been performed
in a newly acquired high pressure 700cc Peters Vessel and a novel high pressure
vessel designed by RMCS under contract to DRA. This unique vessel also has the
capability to fire liquid propellants.

A newly developed mathematical model has been used to convert mass burning rate
data obtained from firing rocket propellant in a Vented Vessel to linear burning rate
data. This will reduce the cost of linear burning rate determination by replacing the
currently used strand rate burning method with the cheaper vented vessel method,
This is particularly important because of the high cost and limited availability of
LOVA propellant during the development programme and also the nature of the
material which makes production of strands difficult.
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SOLID PROPELLANTS FOR CONTROLLED ROCKET MOTORS.

Dr. Prof. Vladimir I. Petrenko.
Technical University, Perm, Russia.

Dr-ing. Prof. Anatoly M. Rusak.
Aviation Technical University, Ufa,Russia.

Rocket and space technology improving is connected with the appe-
arance of multi-functional SPRM with the complex diagram of thrust mo-
dule variation. Absense of propellant supply systems, simplicity of
construction, compactness are very attractive factors for desig-
ners,who consider this type of engine to be more progressive in compa-
rison with one with a liquid propellant, that can ensure the control
on the stabilisation channels and the march regime.

It is known, that variation of the trust module may be received
by changing the following factors:

-power characteristics of solid propellant, that may be changed,
by launching chemically active additional mass into the

combustion chamber.
-the products of combustion consumption by means of launching the

secondary mass to the combustion chamber.
-changing combustion speed by means of chemical

influence on the reaction speed at the combustion zone, additional
supply of heat to the propellant combustion zone,and so on.

-changing of the combustion surface by means of so
called "heat knife"," hydraulic control" ,ets.

-changing the area of the throat in presence of high enough sen-
sitivity of the combustion speed of chamber pressure,for exam,
using solid propellants with negative degree in the law of the comus-
tion propellant.
Each of these methods appends its limitations on physical and chemical

characteristics of solid propellants, so the choice of the necessary
propellant type is multi-factor task.
Five types of controlled SPRM are described in the report, the condi-
tions of solid propellant function are analysed for each case, experi-
mental data and calculations are available.
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a: Department of Chemistry, Middle East Technical University, 06531 Ankara, TURKEY
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Abstract

The effect of aluminum content and particle size on the ballistic and mechanical

properties of the HTPB based composite propellants containing 85.5 weight percent

solids was investigated for ten different aluminum contents (0, 5, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16,

18 and 20%) and three different types of aluminum (ALCAN-TOYO, spherical 7.9-t;

STAN CHEM, 10j.1; and BDH, irregular shape 25pt). The burning rate, heat of

explosion, density, and mechanical properties of the propellant samples were measured

by using a Crawford Bomb testing system at 25 0C under variable pressure (20-140

kg/cm 2 ), a bomb calorimeter under constant pressure, a stereopycnometer, and

INSTRON tester, respectively. Variations in ballistic properties of the compositions

were estimated by using a modified version of the computer program for calculation of

complex chemical equilibrium compositions. It was found that the burning rate and

pressure exponent decrease with the increasing aluminum content of the propellant

whereas the density, adiabatic flame temperature, specific impulse, and heat of

explosion of the propellants increase. The only deviation from this general trend is

observed for the specific impulse, and heat of explosion of the sample with 20 %

aluminum. The samples with the aluminum content in the range of 11-16 percent show

mechanical properties acceptable for the rocket applications. The effect of three types

of aluminum was studied by preparing samples of propellants with 5 % aluminum

content. The use of three types of aluminum was found to have no adverse effect on

the ballistic and mechanical properties of the propellant.
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Introduction

Aluminum is commonly used as fuel in solid rocket propellants and increases
the chemical energy of the propellant as a result of the exothermic reaction with the
oxidizer. Although, use of aluminum produces a large increase in specific impulse of
the propellant, the efficient conversion of the chemical energy to the propulsive force
belated by its combustion product, aluminum oxide. Compared to the gaseous
products, high boiling aluminum oxides release their heat more slowly and have a
reduced acceleration during the expansion process in the nozzle.' As the aluminum
replaces the oxidizer in the composite solid propellants to keep its solid content at a
constant level, the aluminum concentration is anticipated to affect the burning rate of
the solid propellant. However, this effect has been barely investigated and the results
are rather astonishing because the effect of the added aluminum powder on the burning
rate of the solid propellant has been reported to be small and furthermore to be either
positive or negative. 2 The effect of aluminum particle size on the burning rate has
been reported to depend on the burning rate modifier in the propellant.3 For instance,
the burning rates of propellants containing catocene and ferrocene derivatives as
burning rate modifiers have been found to increase with the decreasing aluminum
particle size, while the particle size of aluminum had no effect on the burning rates of
the propellants containing iron(III) oxide or copper chromite as promoter.

Here we report the results of a study on the effect of aluminum content and
particle size on the ballistic and mechanical properties of a well characterized
HTPB/AP composite propellant containing 85.5 weight percent solids. Samples having
ten different aluminum contents (0, 5, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18 and 20%) and three
different types of aluminum (ALCAN-TOYO, spherical 7.9li; STAN CHEM, spherical
10g; and BDH, irregular shape 25g) were prepared and their burning rate, heat of
explosion, density, and mechanical properties were measured by using a Crawford
Bomb testing system at 25°C under variable pressure (20-140 kg/cm 2 ), a bomb
calorimeter under constant pressure, a stereopycnometer, and an INSTRON tester,
respectively. In order to avoid the interfering influence of the burning rate promoter
samples of HTPB/AP composite propellants were prepared by using iron(III) oxide as
burning rate modifier in a fixed percentage (0.5 % Fe20 3).

Experimental

The samples tested were prepared by using an aluminized HTPB/AP
composite propellant with a constant solid content of 85.5 % by weight. The binder
percentage of the propellant was kept constant throughout the study. The amount of
iron(III) oxide (Merck, Darmstadt/Germany) used as burning rate promoter was kept
constant at 0.5 % as well. The distribution of AP was bimodal with a constant ratio
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between the coarse and fine particles. The coarse particles were 200 j.m, and the fine
particles were in the range 5-7 gm in size. The fine particles were prepared by grinding
the coarse particles and measured in size. The only parameter varied was the amount
of metallic fuel, aluminum, which is the most important parameter affecting the
specific impulse. The aluminum content replaced for the equal amount of AP in the

propellant samples. Three different types of aluminum were used: ALCAN-TOYO

spherical particles of 7.9 [t size, BDH irregular shape particles of 25 jt size, and STAN

CHEMICAL spherical particles of 10 ýt size.

The aluminum content of the propellant was varied in the range of 0-20 % by

weight. Samples of propellants with ten different aluminum content (0, 5, 9, 11, 12,

13, 14, 16, 18 and 20 %) and with 5 % aluminum content of three different types were

prepared by mixing AP, binder, aluminum, and the other additives in batches (sigma

blade mixer with a capacity of one gallon) followed by casting into the samples of

14x 10x2 cm dimensions and curing at 65 0C for 7 days.

The viscosity measurements of the propellant samples were carried out at 65°C

after the addition of curing agent by a Brookfield viscometer with spindle Nr. 7 at 10

rpm.

The burning rates of the propellant were measured by using a strand burner

Crawford Bomb testing system at 25°C under variable pressure (20 - 140 kg/cm2).

The cured samples were tested for their mechanical properties at room

temperature and with a cross-head speed of 50 nmm/min by using a conventional

uniaxial testing system (Hawlett Packard-85 type INSTRON) which directly gives the

calculated elastic modulus.

Particle sizes of the used powders were determined by using Malvern

Mastersizer Model MSX 64 with dry powder feeder and He-Ne Laser (633 inn)

transmitter.

Heat of explosion of propellants was measured by using a 1261 Parr isoperibol

calorimeter under constant pressure (450 psig) of nitrogen as inert gas.

Densities of propellants were determined by using a stereopycnometer of

Quanta Chrom under inert helium atmosphere.
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Variations in ballistic properties of the compositions were estimated by using a

modified version of the computer program for calculation of complex chemical

equilibrium compositions, referred to as OPHELIE.4

Results and Discussion

Samples of HTPB/AP composite propellants having ten different aluminum

contents (0, 5, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18 and 20%) and three different types of

aluminum were prepared and tested for their mechanical and ballistic properties. The

results of the burning rate measurement are given in Figure 1 for the samples with

ten different aluminum contents. All the values of the burning rates were fitted by

the method of least-square to an exponential function defined by the Vielle's

equation,5 r = aPn, where r is the burning rate in cm/s, P is the pressure in bar, and n is

the pressure exponent. Inspection of the burning rate versus pressure curves (Figure 1)

shows that the burning rate decreases with the increasing aluminum content of the

solid propellant. This effect is nicely seen from the comparision of the burning rate of

the propellant samples with the different aluminum content at 100 bar (Table 1). The

burning rate at 100 bar is decreased from 1.461 cm/s for a non aluminized sample to

1.194 cm/s for 20% Al propellant (Table 1). This is a significant amount of decrease in

the burning rate, in contrast to the previously reported values. 6 The noticeable change

in the burning rate of the propellants can be attributed to the decrease in the amount of

ammonium perchlorate (AP) rather than to the increase in the aluminum content. It has

been already established that the burning rate of solid propellants increases with the

increasing concentration of the oxidizer.' The addition of aluminum to the propellant

by keeping the solid content constant concomitantly reduces the AP concentration, and

thus the burning rate. A parallel decrease is also observed in the pressure exponent

with the increasing aluminum content (Table 1).

The burning rate of the propellant samples with 5% aluminum of three different

types shows that the particle size of aluminum has a not-insignificant influence on the

burning rate (Table 2 and Figure 2). The sample with spherical aluminum particles of 8

and 10 ja has a burning rate of ca. 1.44 cm/s while the burning rate of the sample with

irregular shape aluminum particles of 25 jL is 1.39 cm/s. This observation parallels the
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previously reported results showing that the burning rate of the solid propellants

decreases with the increasing particle size of aluminum powder.7

The samples of solid propellants were also tested for their other ballistic and

mechanical properties. The results of measurements are listed in Table 1. Density of

propellants increases with the increasing aluminum content as expected. 8

The heat of explosion of the solid propellant samples increases with the

increasing aluminum content up to the 20 % (Table I and Figure 3). However, at this

composition one observes a sharp decrease in the heat of explosion of the propellant.

The main cause of this abrupt change might be the insufficient amount of oxygen as a

result of decreasing ammonium perchlorate content in the propellant. The calculation

by using OPHELIE program shows an incomplete combustion which can be attributed

to the insufficient amount of oxygen due the replacement of AP by aluminum (Table

3). Another indication for the insufficient amount of oxygen in the propellant is the

increase in the amount of carbon monoxide and the decrease in the amount of carbon

dioxide in the exhaust gases due the incomplete combustion. A concomitant decrease

is also observed in the formation of water.

The increase in the amount of discharged free aluminum in the combustion

products is indicative of the oxygen insufficiency. The great effect in the discharged

free aluminum was especially sensitized on the heat of explosion, theoretical specific

impulse, and energy of the propellant. All these three properties show an abrupt

decrease at 20 % Al.

In general, the most important mechanical property requested in a solid

propellant is elongation with high stress. This property is required to prevent the rocket

motor and propellant separation due to the differences between thermal expansion

coefficients. Tensile strength and elastic modulus of the propellant may be low. The

unique restriction is to keep those properties above the limiting values. Because, in this

situation, the load applied to the propellant can change the grain configuration. Most of

the composite solid propellants used successfully in large rocket applications give 20-

30 % elongation, around 0.07-0.34 kg/mm2 tensile strength and about 0.34 - 1.36
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kg/mm2 elastic modulus changes. In this study, changes in stress at peak load,

elongation and elastic modulus values were determined in the propellant samples with

the increasing aluminum content (Table 1). At first glance, the nonaluminized

propellant (0 % Al) sample possesses mechanical properties which are not acceptable

for propellant manufacture. The samples containing aluminum in the range of 5 - 16

% have acceptable mechanical properties.

Conclusion

It was found that burning rate and pressure exponent decrease with the

increasing aluminum content of the propellant whereas density, specific impulse and

heat of explosion of propellants increase. The only deviation from this general trend

was observed for specific impulse and heat of explosion of the sample with 20 %

aluminum. The samples with the aluminum content in the range of 5-16 percent show

acceptable mechanical properties for rocket applications.

The use of three types of aluminum was found to have no adverse effect on the

ballistic and mechanical properties of the propellant.
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ABSTRACT

Achievement of high density and specific impulse has been the ultimate goal of propellant
development. Without changing the design of the motor the only way to get this is to increase the
solid content of the propellant. Increasing the solid content, however, causes variations in the
rheological as well as mechanical properties of the propellant. For a defect free casting, a
propellant with minimum viscosity is required. The propellant with minimum viscosity can be
obtained by choosing the proper fractions of solid component sizes leading to maximum packing
density. In this study, Furnas' model is used to predict the particulate composition for the
maximum packing density. Components with certain size dispersions are combined to yield a size
distribution which is closest to the optimum one given by Furnas for maximum packing. The
closeness of the calculated size distribution to the optimum one is tested by using the least square
technique. The results obtained in this way are experimentally confirmed by rheological
characterization of uncured propellants the solid part of which is prepared accordingly. Aluminum
powder (volumetric mean particle diameter of 10.4ýt) and ammonium perchlorate with four
different sizes (the volumetric mean particle diameters: 9.22 .t, 31.4 p, 171 i.t, and 323 g) are
used in the preparation of a series of propellants having trimodal solid part and HTPB binder. In
all of these propellants, the aluminum content of the solid part is kept constant for ballistic
purposes. The propellant composition having maximum fluidity is determined by measuring
viscosities of uncured propellants using a Brookfield Viscometer with T-spindle. The experimental
measurements show that the compositions for the minimum viscosity are in good agreement with
those predicted by using the model for maximum packing.

INTRODUCTION

Obtaining high levels of specific impulse and density is always the ultimate goal of propellant

development, because these are the major factors affecting the performance of the rocket. As the

solid content of the propellant is increased, its density increases resulting in an increase in the

specific impulse and range. Previous studies have shown that a ten percent increase in ammonium

perchlorate (AP) content (from 70% to 80% by weight) increases the specific impulse (Isp) from

185 to 225 sec.' Further increase in AP content causes Isp to reach a maximum value and beyond

this particular value it shows a decreasing trend. Having an increase in the Isp by increasing the

solid content causes variations in the rheological and mechanical properties of the propellant. It is
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well known that an increase in the solid content results in an increase in the viscosity of the

uncured propellant and a decrease in the percent elongation of the cured propellant, hence causing

a difficulty in the processing and failure in the absorption of the stresses in the rocket motor,

respectively. Therefore the solid loading should be increased to such a level that propellant still

remains processable and the other properties are still satisfactory.

Uncured solid propellants generally exhibit non-Newtonian flow behavior, i.e., viscosity is

a function of the applied shear rate. This non-Newtonian behavior of propellant is attributed to

the amount of solids contained in the propellant, because the polymer matrix itself shows a

Newtonian flow behavior. Clearly, the rheology of the propellant dispersion is important in the

manufacturing process.

One way to increase the solid content with a minimal change in the rheological and

mechanical properties is to use the concept of packing density, the fraction of volume occupied by

solid particles in a bed. Theory of particle packing is based on the selection of proper sizes and

proportions of particulate material, so that the large voids are filled with particles of matching size,

and the new small voids created are in turn filled with smaller particles, and so on. The packing

density obviously depends on the particle sizes. In studies with concentrated suspensions, it is

found that fluidity of the suspension decreases with an increase in the solid content, but increases

with an increase in the packing density at a specified solid content. The aim is to pack as much AP

and aluminum particles as possible within a unit volume of propellant.

In studies of uncured propellant rheology, the aim is always to have a propellant with

minimum viscosity so that, a defect free propellant casting can be achieved. Developing a model

that gives the composition of particulate leading to maximum packing density will therefore be

very helpful in obtaining a propellant with minimum viscosity. An optimum size distribution

leading to maximum packing density was obtained previously for discrete particle sizes 2 . In the

development of the present model, it is assumed that this optimum size distribution is applicable

for aluminum and AP particles. Based on this assumption, the model estimates the fraction of

each solid component that yields a size distribution which is closest to the optimum distribution.

The idea here is to minimize the deviation between the optimum size distribution and the size

distribution obtained by the model. Mathematically, this idea can be expressed by a differential

equation, and solution to this equation gives the fractions of components. The results predicted by

the developed model were tested by viscosity measurements.
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MODELING FOR OBTAINING THE FRACTIONS FOR MAXIMUM PACKING

One of the problems in packing of particles is the determination of optimum size distribution

for maximum packing density. The early studies were largely focused on the development of

optimum size distribution, without paying much attention to the determination of the fractions of

multicomponent mixture. The first theoretical approach for the development of optimum size

distribution is due to Furnas2. His work is valid for multicomponent mixtures with continuous size

distribution. The following expression is given by Furnas for the calculation of the ratio, r, (large

to small) of the amount of materials on two consecutive screens.

( . -I) I Ir or r (- (1)
VV V%'i

where n: number of component sizes
m: number of screens with size ratio of 1.21
V: compositional average of the void fractions of component sizes

It is clear that the void fraction of each component size should be determined experimentally

before beginning to develop the optimum size distribution for maximum packing density. In the

studies of packing of multicomponent mixtures, Furnas' work is not the only one giving the

optimum size distribution for maximum packing. Yu and Standish 3 proposed a method which was

initiated by Fuller and Thompson4 . This method yields an empirically optimum cumulative particle

size distribution for maximum packing. Since it is valid for particles having diameters of tens of

millimeters, this method was decided to be improper for the present study.

Determination of fractional volumes of components with different sizes

Furnas' method is a good way of approaching the maximum packing value and optimum size

distribution, yet it does not explain how to prepare a mixture that will yield maximum packing. It

is all right if one is planning to use 'm' number of fractions and all the fractions have particles

which are uniform in size. If this were the case one would take the amounts determined by the

ratio 'r' and mix them for a sufficient period of time to get the maximum attainable packing.
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When the number of component sizes is not equal to 'm' and they are distributed over a range,

however, preparation of mixture becomes somewhat difficult.

Referring to Table 1, 'm' is the number of screens with size ratio of 1.21, 'n' is the number

of fractions, and 'O(D)' is the optimum cumulative distribution function.

Table I Size analysis of components

Particle Size distribution of components Optimum Sizc
diameter (cumulative percent undersize) size distribution

distribution of the model
(D) F1(D) F2(D) F3(D) F4(D) Fn(D) O(D) F(D)

DI FI(DI) F2(Dl) F3(DI) F4(D1) Fn(D1) O(DI) F(DI)

D2 F 1 (D2) F2(D2) F3(D2) F4(D2) Fnj(D2) O(D2) F(D2)

Dm FI(Dm) F2(Dm) F3(Dnm) F4(Dm) Fn(Dm) O(Dm) F(Dm)

For any given number of fractions, xn (n=1,2,3), there is a corresponding cumulative

percent distribution of the mixture which can be written as

3

F(D)) = xI(D) (2)
"n I

where Fn(D) is the cumulative size distribution of component 'n' under particle size D (See Table

1). Equation (2) gives the model cumulative percent undersize corresponding to the same screen

number in the optimum case. Equation (2) should be equal to O(D1) for the first screen, to O(D2)

for the second and so on, if there is no deviation from the optimum size distribution. It is clear

that the model particle size distribution should be as close to the optimum one as possible for the

packing density to have the maximum attainable value. Thus, the difference between the optimum

and the model cumulative size distributions corresponding to each screen or, for mathematical

purposes, the square of the difference should be determined. Mathematically this can be expressed

as

m 2

S-- ý' Ow.°)] (3)
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This equation contains, for this particular situation, three unknowns x•, x2, and x3 which

are the fractional volumes to be combined. It is, in general, valid for any number of fractions.

To solve Equation (3) for values of xn's that make the deviation from the optimum size

distribution minimum, it is necessary to differentiate the equation with respect to xn's and set it

equal to zero, that is,

-=0 -- =0 (4)

Fractional volumes can be obtained by simultaneous solution of the above differential equations

with simple mathematical tools.

EXPERIMENTAL

The solid particles used in the experiments are the same as those used in manufacturing of

solid propellants. These are aluminum particles and ammonium perchlorate particles with different

mean diameters. All particles used in the experiments were purchased from various suppliers. The

specifications of the materials are given in Table 2.

Malvern Mastersizer Model MSX was used for particle size measurement. This instrument

is able to measure the particle sizes in the range 0.1-600 P with an accuracy of ± 2% with respect

to volume median diameter. In the determination of void fractions of the solid particles, Heinz

Janetzki K.-G. T-5 Centrifuge was used for compressing the particles. The centrifuge has four

cylindrical sample units. This centrifuge can be operated at three different rotational speeds of

1000, 3000, and 5500 rpm.

Table 2 Solid materials' specifications

Solid Density Volume mean Specific Manufactured by
material (gr/cm3  diameter surface area

(micron) (m2/gr)
Aluminum 2.7 10.4 not available Alcan Toyo

31.4 0.330

AP 1.95 171 0.140 SNPE France
323 0.088
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The void fractions of samples are determined by compressing the particles in the centrifuge.

Solid particles to be analyzed are first dried in the oven at I 10'C before measurements are taken.

Eighty grams of dried sample from one selected size is transferred into the tubes in equal amounts

and the top surfaces of the samples are smoothed for the ease of leveling. The tubes are then

rotated with a speed of 5500 rpm for 15 minutes. Then apparent volume of particles is

determined.

Mixing process is carried out in a 1 gallon Baker Perkins vertical propellant mixer. Control

of temperature is critical during the process due to reactions taking place. Hot water is circulated

through the jacket of the mixer so that the suspension is kept at a temperature of 65±1 0C. First

the liquids are mixed to obtain uniform concentration throughout the mixture. Then aluminum and

ammonium perchlorate particles are added and mixed for sufficient period of time. Finally the

curative is added. When mixing is complete, a sample of propellant slurry is taken for viscosity

measurements and the rest is cast for analyzing other properties.

The measuring instrument is a rotational type digital Brookfield Viscometer Model

HBTDV-II. T-A spindle is the most suitable one for analyzing the rheology of propellants because

other type of spindles does not give accurate results due to shear thinning effect observed around

the spindle. For this type of viscometers, the recommended sample container is a 600 ml low

form Griffin beaker.

For measuring the viscosity, a 500 ml sample of uncured propellant slurry at 65 'C is

transferred into the beaker and put in the water bath which is at 65 0C. The spindle which is

previously conditioned at 65 0C is attached to the viscometer. The spindle should be centered in

the test fluid and immersed to a marked level of the T spindle (T spindles do not have definite

immersion levels marked by producer). The rotational speed is adjusted to the slowest value of

0.5 rpm. Approximately five minutes are allowed for the propellant slurry to reach steady state

that is disturbed earlier during the spindle attachment. Viscosity measurements were carried out

according to ASTM Standards Designation: D2196-81.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Calculation of void fractions

Calculation of void fractions is based on the measured apparent volumes of the component

sizes. In the previous studies, method of mechanical packing was very often used5 6" Method
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of centrifugation is employed in this work, because it yields low fraction of voids. To test the

repeatability of the method, four measurements are taken for each component size. Standard

deviation of the results of the measurements are calculated and given in Table 3.

Void fraction is determined by,

V =1 PoP (5)

where p.pp and p, are apparent and particle densities, respectively.

Table 3 Void fractions of component sizes

Average Weight 1Vol. I Apparent 1 Particle Average void Standard
Diameter (ýt) (gr) (cm3) density density fraction deviation of

_Ir/em3l I [r/_m3l void fractions
323 20 16.40 1.22 1.95 0.3742 0.0187
171 20 17.35 1.153 1.95 0.4088 0.0044

31.4 20 17.6 1.136 1.95 0.4172 0.0047
10.4 20 13.2 1.520 2.7 0.4382 0.0213

9.22 20 24.83 0.606 1.95 0.5868 0.0067

Calculation of the fractions of the solid component sizes

Using the void fractions of solid components from Table 3, the optimum size distribution

can be obtained. The smallest screen size is 0.48lt and the succeeding screens have the sizes 1.21

times that of the preceding screen size. The largest screen size is 6831a and the total number of

screens is 39. The number of the solid component sizes for all mixtures is 3. When Equation (3)

is differentiated with respect to x,'s, the fractions of the solid component sizes can be determined.

Solutions to this equation for different mixtures are given in Table 4. The fractions of the solid

components obtained by the model are inserted in Equation (2) and the resulting size distribution

(model distribution) for each set is plotted in the same graph with the corresponding optimum size

distribution. The graphs for the each set are given in Appendix-A. The deviation from the

optimum size distribution can be easily visualized from these graphs. For set No. 1, there exists a

gap for the particle diameters between 2511 and 1501t indicating that some particles of sizes in this

range should be removed to increase the packing density of the mixture. Similar gaps are also

present for the other sets. For the sets 2 and 4, some of the particles having sizes between 20011
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and 550gt should be taken out of the mixture. While some particles are to be removed from the

mixtures of these sets, some sets require the addition of particles in certain range for maximum

packing. Set numbers 3 and 6 are the examples for such a case. The least deviation from the

optimum size distribution is observed for set No 5. From the plots of the size distributions for the

all mixtures, it can be said that among the available sets, set No 5 contains the particles which

are most suitable for maximum packing density. The packing densities for the remaining sets

can be ordered in decreasing order as: No 3, No 2, No 4, No 1, and No 6. The most

deviation is observed for the sets 1 and 6. For this reason, these sets were not prepared for

rheological measurements, since they would exhibit high viscosities.

Table 4 Model results for the fractions of the solid components
Set J Volume fractions of sizes

No 9.22R 10.4j.t(Al) 31.4.t 171 R 323g

1 0.01 0.14 0.85 -

2 0.22 0.14 - 0.64 -

3 0.32 0.14 - - 0.54

4 - 0.14 0.27 0.59 -

5 0.14 0.38 - 0.48

6 0.14 - 0.86 0.00

Results of rheological measurements

The thixotropic behavior of the propellant is best analyzed when the measurements are taken

at 0.5 rpm, because the duration of the experiment is longer at this value. Figure 1 shows the

thixotropic behavior of the propellant slurry with 75% vol. total solid content. Muthiah et al. 8

observed the same oscillatory behavior as in Figure 1 for the time range between 160 and 200 min.

but the overall effect was to increase the viscosity with time which is caused by cure. The

oscillatory behavior of Figure 1 may be attributed to the break down of the agglomerates by the

effect of shear.

The last readings taken at each speed for all propellants are tabulated in Table 5. Among the

results given in this table, those which are recorded at 2.5 rpm are used to compare the

viscosities. It is known that best characterization of flow behavior is made with the results

obtained at low shear rates9 . Another restriction here is that the applied torque which is
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Figure 1 Time dependency of the propellant slurry viscosity

Table 5 The results of the viscosity measurements of the propellant slurries at different rpm's

Set Size Fraction Viscosity (Poise)
No corap. of fine AP 0.5rp Torque I 1rpm Torque [ 2.5rp Torque [ 5rpm Torque 10rpm Torque

A] 0.10 2680 8.4 2160 23.4 1810 28 1660 51.5 1590 97.7
2 9.2211 0.24 864 2.7 800 5 776 12 768 24.1 784 48.8

17_Lp 0.40 1380 4.3 1260 7.8 1230 19.2 1290 40.2 1410 87.8
AM 0.04 1250 337 1010 6.2 824 12.9 720 22.6 685 41.5

3 9.22pt 0.15 704 2,1 640 3.9 564 8.9 540 17.1 523 32.8

32
3

p 0.33 704 2.1 656 4.1 648 10 668 20.9 694 43.4
0.50 1470 4.5 1380 8.6 1350 21.1 1430 44.5 1540 96.2

Al 0.10 3520 9.7 2590 16.5 1760 26.6 1260 36.3 832 48.8
4 31.4pt 0.27 1180 3.7 1090 6.8 1000 15.6 966 30.2 928 58.2

17[t 0.40 1060 3.3 992 6.2 960 15 950 29.7 936 58.8
0.52 1220 3.8 1170 1150 18 1160 36.4 1170 73

Al 0.15 608 1.9 512 3.3 472 7.4 448 14.2 429 27.1
5 31.4(t 0.30 544 1.7 480 3 448 7 442 13.9 438 27.2

3231i 0.55 832 2.6 816 5.1 824 13 832 26.1 848 53.3
0.40 544 528 504 506 507

proportional to the applied shear stress should be around 10% for the Brookfield Viscometers to

be used efficiently9. Approximately 10% torque is observed at the 2.5 rpm for all propellants (see

Table 5) and this rpm value was used for comparison.

Effect of fractional variations of components

The change in the viscosity of a slurry with respect to the changes in the fractions of the

components in the total solids is better understood by using the concept of packing fraction. For

this, the relation derived by Maron and Pierce as given by Guptat ° is used.
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r7, 0 -(P-)2 (6)
top

In Equation 6, r/,. is the relative viscosity defined as the ratio of the suspension viscosity to the

suspending medium viscosity, to is the total volume fraction of solids in the slurry, and q', is the

maximum packing fraction of the system at a specified total solid content. According to this

equation, viscosity is a function of the total volume fraction of the solids and the maximum

packing fraction at this loading level, i.e., q, = f(o/ top). The relative viscosity is expected to

decrease with the increasing maximum packing fraction of the system the loading level being

constant.

"*Se No

25 01 75%vol loadingl c sc

Vouefraction of fine AP

Figure 2 Effect of fraction of the fines in the total solids on the viscosity of the propellant slurry
(set numbers are given in Table 5)

Figure 2 shows the effect of compositional variation on the relative viscosity of the

propellant slurry. It is seen that the relative viscosities of both propellant slurries first decrease

with increasing concentration of the fines and then increase with further increase in the fines

concentration showing minima. A second order polynomial trendline was inserted to determine

this minimum viscosity clearly. It can be deduced from the Figure 2 that packing fraction (so,) of

the solids mixture (set No 2) increases until the concentration of the fines (9.22lt) becomes 0.28.

The viscosity of the slurry containing these particles decreases because (to/l p) decreases. At the

point where the fraction of the fines is 0.28, the packing fraction of the system reaches its

maximum attainable value and ((ul ýo/ ) becomes minimum. At this point (P, is equal to V°..

After this point, ý9, begins to decrease with further increase in the fraction of fines. The relative

viscosity at maximum packing condition is equal to 12 for set number 2.
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Figure 3 Effect of fraction of the fines in the total solids on the viscosity of the propellant slurry
(set numbers are given in Table 5)

At maximum packing condition, the fractions of the solid components and the

corresponding minimum viscosities can be determined for the other propellant slurries similarly.

For the other propellants, the variation in the viscosity with respect to the concentration of fine

AP is given in Figures 2 and 3. The minimum relative viscosities for the propellants for sets No

3, No 4, and No 5 are 8.8, 15, and 7, respectively. All of these are the minimum viscosities of

each set. Among these, the propellant with minimum viscosity, that is, the minimum of the

minimums is selected as the most processable one. The propellant consisting of 31.4ýi and 323P

AP particles and 10.41. aluminum particles was found to have maximum fluidity (minimum

viscosity) at the fines fraction of 0.3.

COMPARISON OF MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Volume fractions of the solid components, for maximum packing, determined by modeling

and by viscosity measurements (experimental) are given in Table 6. The last column shows the

deviation of the model from the experimental results. The deviation was calculated with respect to

the fractions of the coarse AP particles of the minimum viscosity propellant, considering that the

experimental results are correct. A maximum of 18% deviation from the experimental results was

observed. Although this is acceptable in engineering applications, the reasons should be clarified

from a scientific point of view.

The solid particles used in propellant manufacturing have irregular shapes except for the

aluminum powder. However, Fumas' method that gives the optimum particle size distribution

was developed for spherical particles. This can be considered as one of the possible reasons.
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Table 6 Comparison of the model results with the experimental findings

Set Volume fractions of sizes Percent
No 9.22pL 10.4ýt 31.411 f 171 [ 323R deviation

Model Exp Model Exp I Model Exp Model Exp [ Model Exp of model

2 0.22 0.28 0.14 0.14 - - 0.64 0.58 - - 10

3 0.32 0.2 0.14 0.14 - - - - 0.54 0.66 18

4 - - 0.14 0.14 0.27 0.36 0.59 0.50 - - 18

5 - 0.14 0.14 0.38 0.30 - - 0.48 0.56 14

The void fractions which are the inputs for the optimum size distribution were determined by

dry mixing of the particulate. Dry mixing may yield inaccurate void fraction measurements, since

the solid particles can not be perfectly mixed in dry conditions 5. The particles were also mixed in a

liquid (n-Heptane) in which the particles are insoluble, but this method gave higher void fraction

than that obtained by dry mixing due to bridging that formed during the drying of n-Heptane.

Therefore this method is not suitable for the determination of void fractions for this study.

Similar studies for maximum packing were performed using particles with very large

diameters as compared to the particles used in this study3' 5. Furnas' method was previously

tested"1 only for the particles with large diameters (in the order millimeters), such as sand,

aggregates, etc. On the other hand, the maximum particle diameter in this study is only 600ji.

Although no restriction was given by Furnas in terms of particle diameter, the deviation of the

model may also be due to this reason.

The diameter ratio (large to small) of the two consecutive sizes for the optimum distribution

was taken as 1.41 by Furnas. In this study, it was taken as 1.21. Use of this ratio simplifies the

calculations because the particle diameter measuring instrument gives the distribution according to

this ratio. Different values of this ratio could be tested to see its effect on the deviation of the

model. This requires a parametric study and is out of the scope of this study.

CONCLUSIONS

The method of centrifugation is a good way of determining the void fraction, because it

yields repeatable results. The standard deviations of the measurements obtained by this method

are given in Table 3.
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The HTPB based uncured propellants showed time dependent (thixotropic) behavior. The

time dependency of the uncured propellants showed an oscillatory behavior due to the breakdown

of agglomerates.

Among the four candidate propellants, the one consisting of particles with mean diameters

of 10.4 p1, 31.4j and 323p. was found to yield minimum viscosity. This minimum viscosity was

observed when the fraction of the sizes with respect to total solids is 0.1412, 0.300 and 0.5588

respectively.

The results obtained by the model showed a maximum of 18% deviation calculated with

respect to the fraction of the coarse AP of the minimum viscosity propellant. This deviation is

acceptable in engineering applications.
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INFLUENCE OF N,N / -DINITROPIPERAZINE
ON CHARACTI ST~.ICS OF COM POSITE

MODIFIED DOUBLE BASE PROPELLANT
Pan Wenda, Chang Jingxiang

XIVAN Modern Chemistry Research Institute

P.O.Box 18 XI'AN 710061 P.R. CHINA

Abstract
In this paper formulations and manufacture of the composite

modified double base propellant (CMDBP} containing
N,N'-Dinitropiperazine(DNP} were described. Influence of DNP
on specific impulse, burning rate, pressure exponent etc. of CMDBP
were researched. It is shown that when DNP is added in the
propellant, the specific impulse almost does not change or only
dropped a little, the burning rate is decreased and the pressure expo-
nent of burning rate is improved.

Symbol
NC---Nitrocellulose
NG --- Nitroglycerine
DINA---D iethanolnitramine dinitrate
C 2--- Methyl centralite
V---Vaseline
DNP---N,NW-Dinitropiperazine
RD X---Cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine

is---Specific impulse (N - s/ Kg}
Tc---Flame temperature at constant pressure (K)
a --- Oxygen coefficient
w---Specific gas (L / Kg}
u---Burning rate (mm / s)
n---Pressure exponent of burning rate
5--Pressure range of platteau and mesa burning
nm---Pressure exponent of burning rate at mesa burning zone
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i. Introduction
It is important task for the propellant researcher that improving

the combustion characteristics of propellant.In order to reduce the
burning rate of' double base (DB}and composite modified double
base (CMDB) propellants the inert material is usually used and for
the purpose of improving the pressure exponent of burning rate the
catalyst is generally used . Because the inert material and the catalyst
are non-energetic materials, the energy of propellantused them is
greatly decreased . In this paper DNP which is energetic material, is
used for decreasing the burning rate and improving the pressure ex-
pontnf of bhurpino rate oF• n)1 n d CMDt, R nronfi..1ntnf.

2. Properties of DNP
The properties of DNP are arranged in table 1. Because there

are two-N -NO2in molecule of DNP, it is energetic material. It can
be observed from the table 2 that theoretical specific impulse of
DYP at 9,8MPa is 1969.2N - s/Kg, specific gas of DNP is
1267.3L2. / Kg, impact and friction sensitivities of DNP,_,T are notatl•Y
small, its stability of heat is good,and it is insolvable in water. Be-
cause -of above P-ro perties ofr D N P DYNP is suitblIe f-or n PandA

CMDB propellants manufactured by solventless extruded pro-

3. Formulations and manufacture of propellant
It can be observed from the table 2 that there are three types of

propellant formulations in this paper. The first type is No.1- No,6
in which the content of DNP is increased gradually, but the total
content of NC and DINA is decreased gradually and for the sake of
manufacture solvent ratio of formulation (NG+DINA+C 2 / NC) is
increasedgradually The second type is No.11- No.15 in which
DNPis substituted gradually for RDX. The third type is No.21-
No.26 in which DNP is substituted gradually for NC.

A solventless process is used to manufacture the propellants.

4. Measured method of burning rate and results
The burning rate of propellants is measured with a chimeney

type strand burner which is pressurized with nitrogen. The size of
the propellant samples is 5mm in diameter and 150rmm in length.
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The samples are coated by polyvinyl alcohol solusion in water,
Measured burning rates are drawn in figure I - 3 and exponent

formulas of burning rate are calculated bv mean square regression
and are listed in table 3.

5.Discussion
5.1 Influence of DNP on energy of propellant

The theoretical energy properties of propellants were calculated
by minimum free energy method and were show in table 2.

it can be observed from No.2!- No .26 in table 2 that theoreti-
cal specific impulse almost does not change when DNP is substituted
for NC.

Wher 1% DNP is substituted for 1.% RDX (see No.l1 -No.15
in table 2}, theoretical specific imnulse .only dropped O.25% (6.1_N
s/ Kg, or. an average.

When 1% DNP is added in DB propellant which has higher en-
ergy (see No.1- No.6 in table 2), theretical specific impulse only
dropped 0.1% (2.2N • s/Kg) on an average.

.ence i appears clear that inluence cf DN . energy o.F D,
and CMDB propellant is smalL.

In addition the flame tempreture is reduced and the specific gas
is raised (see table 2) due to using DNP.
5.2 Influence of DNP on burning rare

It can be observed from the figure 1.2 and 3 that the burning
rate of propellant is reduced due to adding DNP and the more the
content of DNP, the lower the burning rate of propellant.

5.3 Influence of DNP on pressure exponent of burning rate
The pressure exponent of burnine rate of propellants which do

not contain DNP (see No.], No.11 and No.21 in the figure 1,2 and
3) is approximately equal to zero in some pressure zone and the
mesa burning (n< 0n) is not obvious. But the pressure exponent of
burning rate of the propellants containing DNP is negative in some
pressure zone and the mesa burning is obvious (see figure 1,2,3 and
table 3).

It can be observed from table 3 that the pressure range of pla-
teau and mesa burning (representing by b} is expanded due to ad-
dinp DNP.For eran npe h of No.1 which doeg. not econtain DNP is

6MPa (I- 16MPa), and 6 of the No.3 containing 10% DNP is ex-
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panded into 10.5MPa (103-20.5MPa),
It can a'so be observed from table 3 that whoz 'he content of

DNNP is smallerthan C% or equal to 20% the pressure exponent of
burning rate of propeilant at mesa burning zone (representing by n_=)
is reduced with increasirne the contentof DNP in the Propellant. For
example, for No.1 which does not contain DNP. ntis equal to
-0.03, for No.3 containing 10% DNP, nmis equal to -0.20. for No.4
containing 15% DNP, nis equal to -0.37 and for No.5 containing
20% DNP, ntis equal to -0.41.

Because the oxygen, coofficient of -D-NP is only equal to 0.3333
(see table 2},during combustion of' propellant contained DNP a
great number of tCarbon hb1--k which is catilyst of platea ann mesa
burning are produced. This factor is possibe reason of improving
pressure exponent of burning rate of propellar.t containinrp DNP.

6. Conclusion
From above calculation, experimental result and discussion fol-

low conclusion are abtainec:
I} When DNP is added in DB and CMDB propellants, the

flame temperature is decreased, the specific gas is increased and the
specific impulse almost does not change or only dropped a little.

2ý The burning rate is decreased and the pressure exponent is
improved when DNP is added in DB and CMDB propellant.

Reference

1. Xi'an Modern Chemistry Research Institute. Propellant and
Explosive Handbook 1987.4,(Chinese'
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Table 1. Properties of DP ClP

Molecular formula C4HtN,0O

Structure formula O'N- N'- N-NO2

Molecular weight 176

White crystal. solvable easy in nitric acid and sulphurice

acid. Solvable in acetone, ethanol acetate and dioxane.
Character

insolvable in water, ethanol, chloroform, benzene and

dichiorine ethane

Density 1.63g/ mm'

Melting point 217.5- 218.5t

PH 5-6

Combustion heat -15188KJ / Kg

Formation heat -1,= -313.8KJ/ Kg

-55.2KJ / mol

Activate energy E = 109.4K1 / mol
of decompose A = 108.47 / s

Impact sensitivity 0 %( hammer 11Kg, high 25cm)

friction sensitivity 0% (angle 90 0 at 3.9MPa)

1)differential thermal analysis: endothermic peak at

Stability of heat 216tC, maximum exothermic peak at 2531

2) no change for the weight at 100t ,96h
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PRELIMINARY STUDY OF BUNENA GUN PROPELLANTS
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Abstract

BuNENA is an excellent liquid nitrocellulose plasticizer which has good

physicochemical characteristics. Therefore BuNENA used as ingredient of propellants

may overcome the problems that RDX and DINA can't be incorporated into

propellant formulations in a large quantity because of decreasing mechanical per-

formance and / or tendency to crystallize out of colloided nitrocellulose matrixes of

propellants. Furthermore, RDX and HMX added into propellant formulations may

result in exponent shifts of burning rate.

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate some performances of BuNENA gun

propellants by theoretical calculation, technological processes, experimental

measurement as well as the firing in the gun.

These results indicate that BuNENA can formulate a variety of gun propellants in

combination with conventional propellant ingredients. BuNENA is especially suitable

for formulation of gun propellants with low temperature and high impetus and for the

use as deterrent.

Introduction

DINA was an excellent NC plasticizer and was sealed up for use in a Navy flashless

gun propellant known as Albanite in the United States of America during World War

II (ref. 1).

In 1960s, DINA was also scaled up for use in some rocket propellants in China. How-

ever it didn't fit for the application in gun propellants because of tendency to slowly

crystallize out of colloided NC matrixes of gun propellants during storage or after

manufacture. This tendency greatly affected the mechanical and combustion perform-

ances of the propellants unless the content of DINA was less than 10%. Similarly,

both HMX and RDX had good thermochemical characteristic as well and could be

used to formulate various gun propellants with low flame temperature and high impe-
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tus. However solid filler (RDX or HMX) can't be enoumously incorporated into

propellant formulations because of decreasing mechanical performance. In addition,

the propellants with RDX or HMX have high pressure exponent of burning rate

and / or pressure exponent shifts over pressure region encountered in the gun.

NENAs contain both a nitrato group and a nitramino group, and remain their good

thermochemical and excellent plastic characteristics for NC. For this reason, the in-

terest of the military community in NENAs compounds in recent years has greatly in-

creased [ref. 2, 3].

From the view point of energy, MeNENA is the best compound among the RNENA

family, because it has high proportion of H / C and 0 / C as well as high nitrogen

content, however the melt point or freeze point of MeNENA and EtNENA are 38-
401C and 4- 5.51C respectively. They have still probability of the tendency to

crystallize out of propellant matrixes.

As judged by molecular structure, the longer the carbon chain in the alkyl, the

lower the corresponding melt or freeze point. Previous literatures [ref. 4] have indi-

cated that BuNENA is a pale yellow oil with -27- -241C of freeze point and

-74.251C of glass transition temperature, and an excellent NC plasticizer. While the
neat BuNENA is noticeably more volatile than NG, however once mixed with NC,

the volatility drops to half that of the NG mixture. Impact, friction and electrostatic
sensitivities of BuNENA and the propellant mixtures containing 60 and 70% RDX

are characterized as excellent. The thermal stability of unstabilized BuNENA was also

determined to greatly exceed that of NG stabilized with 1% 2-nitrodiphenylamine at
temperatures up to 701C . Therefore, on the basis of aforementioned analysis the

BuNENA may be predicated about the best member among RNENA family when

they are used as energetic plasticizer in neat form in combination with conventional

propellant ingredients.

In order to demonstrate their performance and feasibility of BuNENA propellant, the

BuNENA propellants have been prepared by various type of processes and some of

their performances have been measured.

Results and Discussion

For the sake of understanding the action of BuNENA as ingredient in the

formulation of propellants, the following gun propellants fitted in requirements for
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different guns have been formulated. Some performances of these propellants have

been theoretically calculated and experimentally measured.

1. The propellants with low flame temperature or erosiveness

Most mortar propellant charges were made up of double base propellants containing

NG (at concentrations about 40%), because they worked under the low pressure and

in the short gun barrels. The processability of these propellants had shortcoming,

since fire or combustion was ready to happen during rolling process, especially during

solventless rolling process.

The flakes of powder were sticked each other at higher temperature, but the flakes

were too fragile at low temperature. It was probable that the minus rounds were pro-

duced at high temperature and disastrous pressures appeared in the bore of gun at

low temperature, while they were fired in the mortar. On the meanwhile the tempera-

tures of barrel well rose sharply during firing, so that the fire rate was greatly limited

to increase, because the flame temperatures of these double base propellants were too

high. Therefore the development of the propellants with low temperature for mortar

gun was tried abroad in order to increase the firing rate.

The theoretical calculation shows that BuNENA is an energetic plasticizer with low

temperature and larg gas volume, and can significantly decrease adiabatic flame tem-

perature without marked decreasing of it's energy if NG is replaced partially by

BuNENA in the S-I l mortar propellant (see Table 1).

The Table 2 shows the compositions and some performance of Bu-1 and Bu-2

propellants in which BuNENA partially replaces NG in SF-13 and S-Il

conventional propellants respectively. As compared with the S-Il mortar propellant,

after replacement for NG not only the Bu-2 propellant has markedly improved

machanical performance but is superior to the SF-13 propellant. Although the burn-

ing rate of the Bu-2 propellant is decreased a little and the exponent is increased

slightly, it doesn't exceed 1.0. The problem about that the BuNENA propellant burns

out in the bore of mortar may be resolved by decreasing the web of grain because of

the apparently enhanced NC plasticization of BuNENA as compared to NG. After

replacement of DNT and DBP in SF-13 propellant by BuNENA, the energy of ob-

tained Bu-I propellant is increased markedly. As contrasted with above-mentioned

situation, the burning rate is increased and the exponent is decreased.
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The data of chemical stability measured by 1201C pressure method point out that the

turning point and the slope of the Bu-2 propellant is 210 min and 0.39 mmHg/min

respectively. It's markedly superior to the S-lI propellant (> 150 min and < 0.60

mmHg/min) and corresponding to the SF-13 propellant (>220 min and < 0.5

mmHg / min).

The American Navy has developed and equipped the NACO and NOSOL318

propellants with low flame temperature one after another in 1950s and 1970s

respectively. While BuNENA plasticizer replaces expensive TMETN, not only the

cost of the propellant can be greatly decreased but the increment over 5% of the impe-

tus can be obtained at the equivalent flame temperature. Therefore these BuNENA

propellants with low erosiveness fit into the use of high firing rate gun (see Table 3).

2. The propellants with high impetus and low flame temperature

Since 1970s the propellants which have same energy as M30 propellant and same me-

chanical performance as conventional double base propellants have been exploring

abroad. Though the nitramine propellants were probable to meet this requirement,

but there was a problem about the pressure exponent shifts over the pressure region

encountered in the gun.

Therefore three kinds of propellants processed by the solventless procedure have been

formulated. The composition and some observed performance of these propellants

are shown in Tables 4 and 5. The results confirm that the propellants which are made

of the mixture with BuNENA and NG as NC plasticizer can meet above-mentioned

requirements. The impact strength of the propellant at -401C can compare with that

of SF-13 propellant at higher impetus than M30 propellant (1128 J / g) and the pres-

sure exponent shifts aren't observed. The erosiveness of these propellants can com-

pare with the M30 propellant and are greatly superior to the TG 115 mixed nitroester

propellant with the equivalent energy.

3. The propellants deterred with BuNENA

It was recommended that BuNENA was used as a deterrent of propellants abrosd as

early as 1980s. In order to inspect the characteristics of propellants deterred with

BuNENA, 4 / 7 single base propellant as blank has been deterred with different

amounts of BuNENA and some performances of the deterred propellants have been

calculated and measured. The data shown in Table 6 indicate that with fundamentally
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same impetus there will be less flame temperature with more amount of deterrent.

This relationship is the same as that between calculated flame temperature and

erosiveness. However, erosive amount isn't proportional to calculated flame tempera-

ture. It's possible for the reason that calculated flame temperature only characterizes

an average effect but doesn't characterize the effect on the surface of grain. The results

also show that these deterred propellants are difficult to ignite and their delay times

(t20) are extended simultaneously. Initial burning rates become so slow that pressure

exponents of burning rate are increased obviously. These results conform to the char-

acteristics of the deterred propellents clearly.

In order to understanding of interior ballistic performance and their stability, the

firings in the 14.5 mm gun have been performed. The results shown in Table 7 point

out that the muzzle velocity of 4/7 propellant deterred with 5% BuNENA is 13.1

m/ s (1.37%) more than one for the 4/7 propellant as blank while bore pressure is

slightly decreased. In addition, when the amount of propellant deterred with 5%

BuNENA is 3.0 g (9.4%) less than the amount of 5/7 service propellant, the muzzle

velocity of service round can be reached fundmentally as well. On the understanding

that amounts of deterrent and deterred propellant are extended to 7% and 31 g

respectively, muzzle velocity of projectile has the increment of 19 m / s (2%) as com-

pared to one with 5% and 29 g. Though the amount of deterrent is expanded to 9%,

more increment of velocity can't be obtained through an increment of powder amount

because more amount of powder are unable to contain in the cartridge case of 14.5

mm gun due to expanded volume of grain after deterring.

As compared with 5 / 7 propellant of service round when firing of 4 / 7 propellant de-

terred with 7% BuNENA, under the condition of less powder amount, it's possible to

that interior ballistic characteristic of service propellant is reached or excessed proba-

bly. The results shown in Table 7 point out that maximum increment of muzzle veloci-

ty can reach up to over 22 m / s.

If selected web of grain and deterrent amount are optimized then propellant deterred

with BuNENA is able to markedly increase muzzle velocity of conventional 14.5 mm

cartridge.

In order to inspect stability of deterred propellants, same lot of propellants deterred

with 7% BuNENA had been stored under natural environment for half an year and

their firings had been performed in the same gun. The results point out that ballistic

performance for the propellant deterred with 7% BuNENA isn't changed obviously
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after storage and the problem on physical stability has not been found. As contrasted

with the propellant deterred with 7% BuNENA the propellant deterred with 9%

BuNENA is indicative of instability, because ascension of bore pressure and fall of

muzzle velocity arise evidently after storage.

Conclusion

Based on above preliminary study of gun propellants containing BuNENA, the fol-

lowing conclusions are made.

1. Calculated and experimental performances of propellants containing BuNENA
have proved that the BuNENA is an excellent ingredient and provides a low risk

route to higher energy in combination with conventional ingredient;

2. BuNENA is able to produce low combustion gas molecular weight products. The

propellants formulated with BuNENA have this characteristic made higher energy

and lower flame temperature level possible, and specially fitted into use in high firing

rate gun;

3. Due to BuNENA readily plasticizes NC and other cellulosic polymer as compared

with conventional plasticizer, therefore it is probable to be potentially an energetic de-

terrent. Experimental results verify that the propellants deterred with BuNENA clear-
ly decrease flame temperature, specially the flame temperature during initial combus-

tion of grain under condition that the level of original energy is remained fundamen-

tally. Under optimal condition deterred propellants which replace conventional

propellant can distinctly increase muzzle velocity of the 14.5 mm projectile, at least

can obtain an increment 2- 3% of velocity;

4. The firing results after storage for six months show that the propellants deterred

with BuNENA have good stability of ballistics. When the deterrent amount is in ex-

cess, not only the amount of propellant can't be increased in cartridge case further,

but the ballistic performances become to bad and the problem of instability begins to

happen. So far as 4 / 7 propellant as blank is concerned, the amount of BuNENA de-

terrent must not exceed 7% of total propellant amount.
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Glossary

Term Definition

BuNENA Butyl nitrato ethylnitramine

DBP Dibutyl phthalate

DINA 1,5-Dinitrate-3-nitrazapentane

DNT Dinitrotoluene

% N % Nitrogen

NC Nitrocellulose

NENAs Nitrato ethyl nitramines

NG Nitro glycerine

NGu Nitroguanidine

RNENA Alkyl nitrato ethylnitramine

RDX Trinitrotrimethylenetriamine

TEGDN Triethylene glycol dinitrate

TMETN Trimethylolethanetrinitrate

2# Methyl centralite

f Impetus in J /g

K Average specific heat ratio of combustion product

MW Average molecular weight of combustion gases in g / mole

n Pressure exponent

P. Average maximum pressure or bore pressure in MPa

APm Maximum difference of maximum bore pressure in MPa

Q Heat of explosion in J / g

TV Isochoric flame temperature in K
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t temperature of propellant in 'C

t20 Delay time in ms

U, Coefficient of burning rate in cm / s / MPa

V Average muzzle velocity in m / s

AV Maximum difference of muzzle velocity in m / s

W Volume of combustion gases in L / kg

co Amount of powder in g

0), Erosive amount in mg

0), Relative erosive amount in mg / g

SCovolume in dmi / kg

U(t) Compression strength at temperature(t) in MPa

T(t) Impact strength at temperature(t) in kJ / mi2

e(t) Compressibility at temperature(t) in %

Table I Calculated performance of the improved mortar propellants

NC (12.0 %N) 58.5 -- 58.5 -- 58.5 -- 58.5 -- 58.5 58.5 58.5 --

NC (12.6 %N) - 58.5 -- 58.5 -- 58.5 -- 58.5 -- - -- 58.5

NG 40 40 30 30 25 25 20 20 15 10 0 0

BuNENA -- -- 10 10 15 15 20 20 25 30 40 40

f(J/g) 1171 1194 1123 1152 1093 1124 1057 1091 1020 973 870 914
T(K) 3671 3820 3214 3357 2995 3136 2782 2920 2574 2370 1971 2101

Q(J/g) 4920 5121 4289 4491 3974 4176 3659 3860 3344 3029 2399 2601

K 1.210 1.206 1.229 1.225 1.238 1.234 1.248 1.243 1.257 1.267 1.288 1.282

W(L/kg) 859.5 842.4 941.8 924.7 983.1 965.9 1024 1007 1065 1107 1189 1172

MW (g/ mol) 26.07 26.60 23.79 24.23 22.80 23.20 21.88 22.25 21.03 20.25 18.85 19.12
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Table 2 The composition and some performance of SF-I 3, S-I1 and the improved

propellants

Propellant Bu-2 S-11 Bu-1 SF-13

NC 57.5 58.5 56.4 56.0

% N 12.0 12.0 12.6 12.0

NG 20.0 40.0 26.1 26.5

BuNENA 20.5 -- 16.0 --

2#* 1.5 0.8 1.5 3.0

remnant 0.5 0.7 -- 14.5

f(J/ g) 1048 1171 1130 981.7

T (K) 2727 3671 3152 2579

Q (J / g) 3561 4920 4186 3171

W (L / kg) 1036 860 966 1026

a (501C)(MPa) *-- -- 14.6

, (-401C) (kJ / M
2
) 12.5 .... 4.11

Combustion performance: (the constant pressure method in closed bomb)

Region of pressure 27.5-394.5 50- 390 17-404 30-410

n 0.9833 0.9311 0.9452 1.005

ut (cm / s / MPa) 0.06588 0.1704 0.09905 0.04776

Note: * No fracture.

Table 3 The composition and calculated performance of propellants containing

BuNENA with low flame temperature

Propellant LTB-1 LTB-2 NACO(C) NACO(D) NOSOL 318

NC 45.0 45.0 91.7 89.3 46.0

% N 13.0 13.0 12.0 12.0 12.0

TMETN -- -- -- -- 38.5

TEGDN -- --... 3.0

BuNENA 33.5 28.5 -- -- --

centralite 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.0 2.0

NGu 20.0 25.0 -- - --

remnant 0 0 7.3 9.7 10.5

f (J / g) 931 941 844 828 894

T, (K) 2173 2238 2210 2184 2260

Q (J/g) 2704 2800 2765 2745 3138

W (J/kg) 1154 1132 1029 1022 1067
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Table 4 The composition and thermodynamic performance of the propellants con-

taining BuNENA

Propellant BQ BD BR

NC (13.0 % N) 54.0 57.0 54.5

NG 20.0 14.5 17.0

BuNENA 20.0 18.0 21.0

NGu 5.0 ....

DINA -- 9.0 --

RDX .. .. 6.0

2#* centralite 1.0 1.5 1.5

f (J/g) (calcd) 1117 1117 1123

(obs.) 1127 1113 1104

T, (K) (calcd) 3025 3026 3007

Q (J/g) (calcd) 4010 3998 3964

(obs.) 4088 4216 4066

W (L / kg) (clacd) 995.5 995.0 1006

Table 5 The measured performances of the propellants containing BuNENA

Propellant M30 BQ BD BR TG1I5 SF-13

o- (501C) (MPa) -- 6.22 6.66 5.82 48.2 14.6

S (501C) (%) -- 65.7 70.3 65.2 78.6 --

r (-401C)(kJ / m2
) -- 1.96 4.61 2.35 9.90 4.11

erosiveness (the erosive tube method)

Tý (K) 3040 3025 3026 3007 3340 2579

P. (MPa) 226 217 218 214 239 239

oJ) (mrg/g) 14.52 14.83 17.97 14.5 22.85 10.38

f (J/g) 1088 1117 1117 1123 1125 981.7

combustion performance (the constant pressure method in closed bomb)

n -- 1.08 1.02 1.06 -- 1.00

u, (cm/s/MPa) -- 0.0722 0.0721 0.0694 -- 0.053
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Table 6 Some characteristics of single base propellants deterred with BuNENA

Propellant 4/7 4/ 7+5%BuNENA 4/ 7+7%BuNENA 4/7+9%BuNENA

f (J / g) (calcd) 1046 1040 1037 1034

(obs.) 1054 1059 1090 1051

T, (K) (caled) 3080 2967 2925 2886

S(dMi3 /kg)(obs.) 0.93 0.92 -- 0.98

n 0.57 0.67 -- 0.96

t20 (Ms) 0.7 1.3 1.25 1.3

erosiveness (the erosive tube method)

P. (MPa) 185.7 -- 181.2 178.2

oc (mg) 0.7423 -- 0.4503 0.5183

Table 7 The interior ballistic characteristic of the single base propellants deterred

with BuNENA in 14.5 mm gun

firing date t(.C) propellant co (g) P,(MPa) AP / P.(%) V (m / s) AV(m / s)

89.12.29 15 5 / 7(critical) 32 258.6 -- 963.9 5.9

89.12.29 15 4/7 27 282.2 -- 955.7 7.8

89.12.29 15 4/ 7+5%BuNENA 29 276.4 -- 968.8 6.4

90.1.17 15 5 / 7(critical) 32 257.6 -- 953.2 13.4

90.1.17 15 4/7+7%BuNENA 31 272.8 -- 987.8 19.4

90.1.17 15 4/ 7+9 9%BuNENA 31 258.8 -- 947.8 16.4

90.2.27 15.5 5 / 7(critical) 32 278.8 -- 986.1 8.4

90.2.27 15.5 4/ 7-7%IBuNENA 30 286.7 -- 986.2 7.1

90.2.27 50 4/7+7%BuNENA 30 331.9 +15.8 1014.7 11.2

90.2.27 -40 4/7+7%BuNENA 30 246.8 -13.9 926.3 10.3

90.7.17 15 5/ 7(critical) 32 264.3 -- 969.5 13.5

90.7.17 15 4/7+7%BuNENA 31 262.9 -- 991.6 11.0

90.7.17 15 4/7+9%BuNENA 31 288.8 -- 925.7 13.1
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HIGH ENERGY OXETANE/HNIW GUN PROPELLANTS

Robert B. Wardle, Paul C. Braithwaite, Andrew C. Haaland,

James A.Hartwell, Roger R. Hendrickson, Val Lott,

Ingvar A. Wallace, Charles B. Zisette

Thiokol Corporation

P.O. Box 707

Brigham City, Utah 84302-0707

U.S.A.

An attractive approach to high energy, low sensitivity propellants involves the use of energetic

oxetane prepolymers. These binders act as energy partitioning agents by allowing an energetic

formulation to maintain a constant energy level at a lower solids percentage. Partitioning a portion

of the energy of the formulation into the binder phase is predicted to result in significant

improvements in the formulation. The lower solids is predicted to result in improved processing,

mechanical properties, and reduced friability. A high energy binder based on a random copolymer

of 3,3-bis(azidomethyl)oxetane and 3-azidomethyl-3-methyloxetane (BAMO/AMMO) was

examined to determine whether the postulated improvements suggest for this binder were possible

in gun and rocket propellants.

As with several other energetic polymers of current interest and similar energy, there are there were

problems with the producibility and reproducibility of polyoxetanes that give consistently good
propellant properties. Therefore, the projected payoffs of these materials had not been realized.

Our approach to this problem was to investigate an alternative polymerization of energetic oxetanes

that we have shown has distinct advantages over the methods previously used in order to provide
consistent materials with excellent functionality and molecular weight control. Using the activated

monomer polymerization of energetic oxetanes, consistent BAMO/AMMO and thermoplastic

elastomers based on BAMO and AMMO with controlled physical characteristics were obtained.

Formulation of the BAMO/AMMO with HNIW (CL-20), RDX and combinations of the two has
afforded potentially attractive, high energy TPE gun propellants. Results of early formulation

efforts, mechanical and safety properties, thermal characteristics, and ballistic performance are

reported on the following pages.
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ENERGETIC MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY

OBJECTIVE:

Develop novel energetic materials and formulations that will
meet the future needs of the propellant, explosive and
pyrotechnic communities.

"* Clean, agile manufacturing processes and materials to
reduce life cycle costs of formulation

"• Target materials that reach performance goals
unattainable with current materials

"* Utilize a multidisciplinary team for rapid product
development and demonstration

SC.ENCEAND EGIA.NEE.N.G THIOKOL

WHY AN ENERGETIC
THERMOPLASTIC ELA STOMER?

What is a TPE?

..,: :,: ..... .......

Will flow - viscosity dependent on Will not flow - rubbery, much
MW, miscibility of blocks, etc. greater than 100% usable strain

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES
"* Increased energy • Initially expensive ingredients
"* Energy Partitioning * Less available
"* Ballistic enhancements - Limited TPE experience base
"* Elastomeric properties - but not non-existent
"* Low cost thermal processing
"* Recoverable/recyclable

SCIENC ................. THIOKOL
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ENERGETICS OF OXETANES

* Structures allow tailoring of molecular formula

- nitrate esters provide oxygen
- azides provide high heat of formation

* BAMO/AMMO - AP - Al has same Isp x density OF 91% solids HTPB

* 7.5 sec Isp gain when replacing PEG/NG in minimum smoke

* Gun propellants with RDX >1300 J/g; with CL-20 >1400 J/g

BAMO: R=R'= CH2 N3

R' BEMO: R=R'= CH 2OCH2 CH3

NMMO: R= CH 3 R'=CH 2ONO 2

AMMO: R= CH3 R'=CH 2 N3

TIlOKOL

ACTIVATED MONOMER OXETANE POLYMERIZATION

PROPAGATION STEP OF OXETANE POLYMERIZATION:

STANDARD POLYMERIZATION:

R R

F +

ACTIVATED MONOMER POLYMERIZATION:

WAAOH + OH +

"* Dramatic change in mechanism
"* Very well behaved system at low molecular weights
I Moisture and kinetic concerns at high M.W.
"* Described as activated monomer by Penczek

REF:JPS-A 1991, 29, 619-28
"• Similar work done by Sogah with non-energetic oxetanes using a
silicon-based catalyst

REF: SOGAH, POLYMER DIVISION, ACS MEETING 1988, TORONTO

SCIE.CE AND ENGINEERING TIlOKOL
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(AB)n BLOCK COPOL YMERS (TPEs) MADE
BY ISOCYANA TE LINKING

Schematic representation:

TDI
HO-A-OH - OCN-A-NCO DIOL

,"(AB)n
TDI

HO-B-OH - OCN-B-NCO

"• Works with any oxetanes

"* Allows easy tailoring of properties

"* Simple, well-precedented chemistry

"* Can use a variety of molecular weights of blocks

"* Much improved mechanical properties

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING rTHIOKOL

PROPERTIES OF OXETANE (AB)n BLOCK
COPOL YMERS (TPEs) A TTRACTIVE

Melting behavior critical to energetic materials processing
"* need narrow transition from hard to processible
"* m.p. too low and won't survive environment
"* m.p. too high and CL-20 or RDX can't be processed safely
"* RDS data show attractiveness of crystalline hard block oxetane TPE

109,

108,

SPEG-rTPB"to1 PEBAX 2533

o] PEBAX 5562

0 Oxetane TPE
10, Laoro ... one-HTSPB
SVModified 2533

1050

"50 100 150

Temperature (C)

, Typical uniaxial mechanical properties of unfilled BAMO-AMMO TPE:
"* Modulus: 2-3 MPa (300-500 psi)
"* Strain at maximum stress: 300+%
"* Maximum stress: 850+ kPa (125+ psi)
"* Shore A hardness: 40-60

SCIENEANe ENGINEERING .THIOKOL
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CL-20 CHARACTERISTICS

" CL-20 is related to HMX and RDX
"• Significantly higher density and energy than HMX
"* Material safety properties similar

"* Original synthesis by Nielsen at NAWC under ONR funding
* Thiokol improved and simplified synthesis
* Scale-up at U.S. Army's MUSALL HMX pilot plant

CL-20 HMX

SCIENCE AND ENGINVEERING THIOKOL

BAMO-AMMO TPE SYSTEMS WITH CL-20

CL-20/MAMOIAMMMO CL2OIAMOIAMMO
.F1 ... .T- .1-

"* Wide range of energy, temperature and, perhaps, burn rate
"• Tailorability to meet specific needs possible
"* Effects on vulnerability and mechanical properties to be determined

SCIENC AND....GI..EE.. THIOK(OL
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PROCESSING OF BAMO-AMMO / CL-20

21 22 3 2

Extrusion Die & 1/2 inch diameter, Molding Powder & 1/8 inch diameter,
1.2 L/D 7 perforation gun propellant grain 1, 5, LID, 7

perforation gun propellant grains

"* Multiple grain sizes and configuration available
"* Coated polymer on CL-20 and ram extruded grains
"* Demonstrated low scrap rate due to recycle (<0.5%)

SCIENCEAN ENGINEERING THOKOL

PROPERTIES OF BAMO-AMMO / CL-20

0 a

-0l-.- /o0

05 6

Jo ' -° 03-"* " ]
/''' '. ...

/ 0
/

-510 30 HI 101 10 U 30 0 50 0 7U 0 90 0 1100 1300 1500
letup III

"* RDS data consistent with gumstock properties
* Tg and m.p. did not shift significantly

"* Mechanical properties by compressive loading at 50 cm/min
"• Modulus: 41.0 MPa (5950 psi)
"* Strain at maximum stress: 49.7%
"* Maximum stress: 12.2 MPa (1780 psi)

* Values are average of 15 samples
"* Safety properties of coated CL-20 well within acceptable range

* Indirect impact, sliding friction and electrostatic discharge

SCIENCEAND ENGINEERWNG TIIOK0 OL
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CL-201OXETANE PREPARED AND COMPARED

RDX/Ox CL-20/Ox
Impetus (J/g) 1182 1297
Flame Temp (OK) 2827 3412
Gamma 1.268 1.277
Density (g/ml) 1.64 1.771
Energy Density (J/ml) 7233 8295

[Imp*den/(gamma-1)]
Burn rate (ips)

11 kpsi 1.52 4.52
26 kpsi 4.32 11.8

* Formulations with 76% solids, burn rate on small strands
* Inherently fast burn rate in CL-20 formulation suggests
extra flexibility in grain design and energy management

SCIENCEANO ENGINEERING MTIOKOL

CONCLUSIONS

"* Processing advantages of TPE demonstrated
"* uniformity of sample
"* low scrap rate
"* recycling

"* Favorable properties obtained
"* mechanical at low and high rates
"* ballistic properties allow extra tailoring
"* high ballistic energy inherent in formulation

"* Development as a gun propellant proceeding well

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING .T IOKOL
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EFFECT OF PLASTICIZER ON PERFORMANCE OF XM-39 LOVA

R. L. Simmons
Naval Surface Warfare Center - Indian Head Division

Indian Head, MD 20640
301-743-4635

FAX 301-743-4683

Abstract

Acetyl triethyl citrate (ATEC) was the plasticizer in the original XM-39 LOVA gun
propellant formulation. However in considering ways to increase the impetus with minimal
effect on the vulnerability properties, the substitution of an energetic plasticizer appears to
be quite plausible. The best candidates appear to be TEGDN, a blend of methyl and ethyl
NENA, and DANPE. Not only will impetus be increased significantly, but the density and
burning rate as well. It is also expected that the mechanical properties will be enhanced
because of the better colloiding and gelatinizing powers of TEGDN the NENAs, and
DANPE. The TEGDN route is now being evaluated at Bofors Explosives.

Introduction

Acetyl triethyl citrate (ATEC) was the plasticizer of choice in the original XM-39
LOVA gun propellant formulation developed in the early 1980s. ATEC is an excellent
plasticizer and colloiding agent for NC and CAB, and imparts desirable vulnerability
properties. However, it also is a very inert plasticizer with a negative (endothermic)
heat of explosion, meaning it contributes very little to the overall impetus or energy
level of the propellant.

Since the development of the original XM-39 formulation, there has been an emphasis
to increase the impetus level of LOVA propellants (to approximately 1200 joules/g),
with minimal or no effect on LOVA vulnerability properties (References 1 and 2). In
considering the possibilities, it was thought that perhaps the easiest and least risky
route was to simply replace the plasticizer (present at a concentration of 7.6% by
weight) with one of higher energy --- leaving the remainder of the formulation
unchanged, which is as follows:

NC 4.0%
CAB 12.0%
Plasticizer 7.6%
EC (stabilizer) 0.4%
RDX 76.0%
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There were many energetic plasticizers to choose from, and for this study, eight
alternates were considered, as listed in Table 1. Four of these are NENAs (methyl,
ethyl, propyl, and butyl), two are azides (GAP and DANPE - see references 3, 4 and
5), and two are nitrate esters (TMETN and TEGDN). Since TMETN alone is a poor
plasticizer for NC (the behavior with CAB was unknown), a 1: 1 blend of TMETN and
TEGDN (which is an excellent plasticizer for NC) was included.

The theoretical propellant performance was calculated via Blake computer code, with
the results shown in Table 2. As expected, the most energetic plasticizers gave the
highest propellant impetus --- with GAP (at 1159 joules/g) being substantially better
than ATEC (at 1069 joules/g) --- and MeNENA and DANPE the best (at 1206 and
1210 joules/g, respectively). A 1:1 blend of MeNENA and EtNENA (previously
commercially available from ICI) was only very slightly less (at 1200 joules/g) to
MeNENA (reference 6).

Three recommendations resulted from this study:

1) Replace ATEC with TEGDN for slightly higher performance. This will
increase the impetus by slightly more than 10% (from 1069 to 1179 joules/g), and
increase the density by 1.6% (from 1.631 to 1.658 g/cc). It will also burn faster
simply because TEGDN has a high heat of explosion than ATEC, and will therefore
burn faster. This propellant known as IHGP-101 is now being evaluated by Bofors
Explosives in Karlskoga, Sweden for twin-screw processing (reference 7). BuNENA
is also a possible alternate plasticizer for TEGDN (depending on availability).

2) Replace ATEC with the 1:1 blend of MeNENA and EtNENA for even higher
performance. This will increase the impetus by more than 12% (to 1200 joules/g), and
increase the density by 2.0% (to 1.664 g/cc) --- and burn even faster than with
TEGDN (due to presence of nitramine moiety in the NENA). This possibility is now
being considered at Bofors --- depending on the availability of NENA plasticizers in
Europe.

3) Consider replacing ATEC with DANPE not only to gain slightly more
impetus than with MeNENA/EtNENA blend, but more for the change in mechanical
properties (due to better colloiding with DANPE), plus the increase in burning rate
that occurs because of the azide moieties in DANPE (reference 8).

Conclusions

The replacement of ATEC with TEGDN, a NENA, or DANPE offers several
advantages over the present XM-39 LOVA formulation --- in increased impetus,
density, linear burning rate, and probably mechanical properties as well. Though the
tests have not been conducted, it is expected that the vulnerability properties will be
largely unaffected.
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Glossary

Term Definition

ATEC Acetyl triethyl citrate
BuNENA Butyl nitrato ethyl nitramine
CAB Cellulose acetate butyrate
DANPE 1,5-diazido-3-nitrazapentane
EC Ethyl centralite
EtNENA Ethyl nitrato ethyl nitramine
GAP Glycidyl azide plasticizer/polymer
MeNENA Methyl nitrato ethyl nitramine
NENA Alkyl nitrato ethyl nitramine
ProNENA Propyl nitrato ethyl nitramine
TEGDN Triethylene glycol dinitrate
TMETN Trimethylol trinitrate
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Table 1

Thermochemistry of Selected Plasticizers
For Use in XM-39 LOVA

Plasticizer Formula AHf - cal/mole

ATEC C14 H22 08 -415,600
GAP C3 H5 N2 +33,000
BuNENA C6 H13 05 N3 -46,000
TEGDN C6 H12 08 N2 -145,400
ProNENA C5 Hil 05 N3 -42,603
EtNENA C4 H9 05 N3 -39,204
TMETN C5 H9 09 N3 -105,800
MeNENA C3 H7 05 N3 -35,800
DANPE C4 H8 02 N8 +163,316

Table 2

XM-39 LOVA Variations
(listed by increasing propellant impetus)

Qex
Plasticizer Impetus Tv - 'K Gas MW cal/g

ATEC 1069 2671 20.78 796
GAP 1159 2927 21.01 886
BuNENA 1173 2975 21.10 919
TEGDN 1179 3054 21.54 949
ProNENA 1183 3025 21.27 938
1:1 TMETN:TEGDN 1191 3113 21.72 970
EtNENA 1193 3083 21.48 959
1:1 MeNENA:EtNENA 1200 3122 21.62 974
TMETN 1203 3172 21.92 991
MeNENA 1206 3150 21.73 984
DANPE 1210 3107 21.34 953
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PERKUSSIONS-ZUNDELEMENT

MIT SCHADSTOFFARMEM ZUNDSATZ
FOR HANDFEUERWAFFEN

J6rq Kutzli, Walter Rauber, Markus Tobler

SM Schweizerische Munitionsunternehmung, Allmendstrasse 74, CH-3602 Thun

Abstract

A nontoxic primer mixture consisting of PETN, manganese dioxide, potassium nitrate,

zirconium powder and AEROSIL® is presented by the Swiss Munition Enterprise.

It's main features are

- Increased handling safety

- Conventional mixing

- Readily available components

It can be wetloaded in Boxer and Berdan primers as well as in rimfire cartridges.

Because of it's shock dominated initiation mechanism, primers should be positioned in a non
positive way and without deformation at the bottom of their housing.

Surface treatment is required for brass metal sheet parts in direct contact with the mixture to
avoid stress corrosion cracking.

Einleitung

Seit Ober 15 Jahren bestehen Bestrebungen, die an den Schadstoffemissionen beim

Schiessbetrieb beteiligten konventionellen Initialsprengstoffe, sowie die schwermetallhalti-

gen Redoxsysteme der Zendelemente durch weniger toxische Stoffe zu ersetzen.

Weitaus der gr6sste Teil der heute technisch vorgeschlagenen und patentierten Losungen

basiert auf dem organischen Initialsprengstoff 2,4 Dinitro-6-diazophenol. Auch bekannt unter

dem Trivialnamen DINOL; DIAZOL [1-6].
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2.4 Dlnhra - 6- dlazophesnol

Die Synthese dieses Stoffes ist jedoch im Vergleich zu den einfachen Failungsreaktionen
der Schwermetallazide bzw. -styphnate als schwierig zu bezeichnen. Zudem ist die Sub-
stanz in ihrer unzersetzten Form karzinogen [7]. Alternativvorschldge auf der Basis
Titan / Kaliumperchlorat [8], oder Zirkon / Kaliumchlorat [9] sind ebenfalls publiziert, wobei
chiorhaltige Substanzen waffenseitig zu Korrosionsproblemen fWhren k6nnen.

Der hier vorgesteilte Z~indsatz basiert auf PETN und einem Redoxsystem bestehend aus
Zirkon, Mangandioxid und Kaliumnitrat.

Zusammensetzung

Zirkonpulver CX 17 -23 % (Gewichts%)
Mangandioxid 40 -50 %
PETN 13-17%
Kaliumnitrat 17-23%
Aerosil® 0,4 -0,6 %

Herstellung und Laborierung

Der Mischprozess der Komponenten erfolgt absolut konventionell in feuchtem Milieu auf
herk6mmlichen Betriebsmitteln. Der demn Misoher entnommene wasserfeuchte Teig kann
direkt in die Dosierbrillen eingestrichen und in die Kapselhoilsen gedroickt werden. Der
Pressdruck betrtigt ca. 280 - 300 MPa.

Als f~r die Empfindlichkeit des Zundelementes vorteiihaft hat sich das Mischen und Einstrei-
chen unter Isopropanof erwiesen. Dies bedingt jedoch in der Produktion emn entsprechendes
L6sungsmittel management mit angepassten Sicherheitsmassnahmen.
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Sicherheitskenndaten

Die ifir den vorliegenden Z(]ndsatz ermittelten Sicherheitskenndaten seien zumn Vergleich
denjenigen elnes verbreiteten Z~indsatzes auf Basis Bleitrizinat, Calciumsilizid, Bariumnitrat,
Anti montrisulfid, Tetrazen gegen~bergestelit.

schadstofff rei konventionell
Zundsatz trocken Zundsatz feucht

Fallhamnmer 2 kg Fallhamnmer 1 kg

Schlagempfindlichkeit

erste Reaktion 50 cm bis 100 cm 30 cm
Fallhbhe keine

Reaktion

100 % Reaktion 80 cm bis 100 cm 70 cm
Fallh6he keine

Reaktion

Reibempfindlichkeit

im Apparat nach
Peters in kg

erste Reaktion 11.2 kg 19.2 kg 0.6 kg

100 % Reaktion 19.2 kg bis 36 kg 2.0 kg
Belastung nicht

feststellbar

Elektrostatische
Empfindlichkeit

erste Reaktion 3.3 mJ 0.68 J 0.22 mJ

100 % Reaktion 22 mJ bis 1.0 J 1.50 mJ
Zundleistung nicht

feststellbar

Tab. 1 Sicherheitskenndaten des SM schadstofffreien Z~indsatzes im Vergleich zu einemn
konventionellen Satz
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Empfindlichkeit im Zundelement

Nachfolgend sind die Empfindlichkeiten von drel Standardboxer-Zundelementen im Run-
down-Test verglichen. Das mit ((onventionell» bezeichnete Zundelement enthalt den vor-
g~ngig mit den Sicherheitskenndaten vorgesteliten Bleitrizinatztindsatz und das Diazoihal-
tige stammt aus der Serienproduktion elnes europ~ischen Herstellers.

Benennung MW +5s Mittelwert Mw - 2s
MW

Konventionell 08.37 4.72 3.26
Schadstoffarm SM 08.89 5.24 3.78
Diazol 09.60 5.20 3.44

16.00 _ _ _ _ ___-_ ________

12.00 - -_ _
10.00-_____ ______________

8.00 -_______

6.00 ____

4.00 _____

2.00

0.00 I
Konventionell Schadstoffarm Diazol

SM

Abb. 1 Empfindlichkeit von drei ZL~ndelementtypen im Rundown-Test, lose im Ring

Gestutzt auf die Sicherheitskenndaten der Zujndsatze kann der Z~jndmechanismus des kon-
ventionellen wie auch des diazoihaltigen Satzes auf interne Reibung zuruckgefujhrt werden.
Dies wird in der Regel beabsichtigt durch dlas Beimischen von Reibungsadditiven, z.B.
Calciumsilicid.
Beim SM Zujndsatz bewirkt der Zusatz soicher Substanzen keine
Empfindlichkeitssteigerung. Als dominierender Ztindmechanismus kommt in diesem Fall
Schlaginitiierung in Frage.
Diese Vermutung wird durch den signifikanten Finfluss der Satzdicke zwischen Amboss und
Kapseihulsenboden erh~rtet. Zu hohe Satzdicken fOhren zu einer Abdampfung des Schiag-
impulses und einer damit verbundenen Empfindlichkeitsabnahme. Dies zeigt emn Bruceton-
test an Elementen mit zunehmender Satzdicke.
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Abb. 2 Prinzipskizze zur Definition der Satzdicke Sh

Satzdicke Sh mnittlere Falihohe ((all fire)) ((no fire))
(mm) (cm) (cm) (cm)

skx

0.67 0.019 40.6 46.2 35.7
0.72 0.020 43.1 49.2 37.7
0.83 0.021 49.2 56.2 43.1
0.95 0.028 61.5 73.8 51.2
n pro Satzhdhe =50; Fallmasse 29 g

Tab. 2 Einfluss der Satzhdhe Sh auf die Empfindlichkeit

Die bei den heutigen Z~indelementen Obliche Abdeckung hat ebenfalls phiegmatisierende
Wirkungen. Bei konventionellen, initiaisprengstoffhaltigen Elementen ist dies aus Grt~nden
der Handhabungssicherheit sogar erwonscht. Im Falle einer reinen Schiaginitlierung muss
der Materialwahl der Abdeckung besondere Aufmerksamkeit geschenkt werden.
Wa Montage- und Vertr~glichkeitsverh~ltnisse es gestatten, kann auf eine Abdeckung ver-
zichtet werden.

Ballistische Eigenschaften

Die ballistische Leistung eines ZOndelementes kann am besten in einer Anzoinddruckbombe
bestimmt werden.

Die nachfolgenden Druckverl~ufe sind charakteristisch fCir die AnzOndleistung der drei im
Rundown-Test vorgesteilten Z~jndelemente. Beim angezOndeten Pulver handelt es sich umn
emn Kugelpulver, dlas standardmassig in 5,56 mm Gewehrmunition eingesetzt wird.
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Ebenfalls Feuchtlagerung von unabgedeckten Zundelementen wahrend 8 Tagen bei 60 0C
und 80 % relativer Feuchtigkeit hat nur geringen Einffuss, dies obschon bei einigen Zund-
elementen die in der Feuchtigkeit bekannte Kaliumnitratmigration auftrat.

Benennung MW +5s Mittelwert Mw - 2s
MW

Schadstoffarm SM 08.89 5.24 3.78
unbehandelt
Schadstoffarm SM 11.38 6.23 4.17
vorbehandelt

16.00.

14.00-

12.00-

8.00-

6.00-_______

4.00-

2.00

0..00 1 iI
Schadstoffarm SM Schadstoffarm SM

unbehandelt vorbehandelt

Abb. 6 Rundown-Tests von frisch produzierten und wahrend 8 Tagen bei +60 00 und
80 % rF gelagerten Zundelementen

Abb.7 Kaliumnitratmigration infolge Feuchtigkeitseinfluss; ohne Einfluss auf die Funktion
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VertrAglichkeit mit Komponenten

Ausgehend von der Annahme, dass Zi~ndelemente in der Patrone in sich geschlossene
Baugruppen bilden, mC~ssen vor allem Wechselwirkungen des Zujndsatzes mit dem verwen-
dleten Kapselmaterial untersucht werden. Hier ist in der Kombination des verwendeten Mes-
sings mit dem Substanzpaar Kaliumnitrat / Mangandioxid in der Literatur bisher nicht be-
schriebene Spannungsrisskorrosionen aufgetreten.

Bei ca. 5 - 7 % der gefertigten Elemente konnte bereits kurze Zeit nach der Herstellung
Spannungsrisskorrosion an der HOlse oder am Amboss festgestellt werden.
Bei Feuchtlagerung verstarkte sich diese an den bereits befallenen Elementen, trat aber bei
den Obrigen nicht auf. Dies kann dadurch erkl~rt werden, dlass der Umformvorgang der me-
tallischen Komponenten auf einer Station nicht optimal verlief. In Anbetracht des hohen
Kaltverformungsgrades und der sehr hohen Fertigungsrate muss mit soichen Erscheinungen
gerechnet werden.

Abb. 8 Spannungsnisskorrosion an der Kapselh~Ise aus Messing

Durch entsprechendle OberfIýclhenbelhandllung der Kapselhi~lse und des Ambosses kann das
Problem jedloch behoben werden.

Erfahrungen im Einsatz auf Systemebene

Die bereits beschriebene dominierende Schlaginitiierung und der sie beeinflussenden Fak-
toren haben einen direkten Einfluss auf den Einbau des Zijndelementes in der Patronen-
hjIdse:
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- Kapsel- und Kapsellagerdlurchmesser mujssen gegenseitig so toleriert werden, dlass beim
Einsetzen des Zundelementes eine Zerstorung des im Zundelement eingepressten Satz-
bettes vermieden wird. Zundsatze, die durch Reibung initijert werden, sind in dieser Be-
ziehung weniger empfindlich.

- Der Einsetztiefe der Kapsel kommt prim~re Bedleutung zu. Der Amboss muss kraft-
schiujssig auf dem Kapsellagerboden aufliegen. 1st dies nicht der Fall, wird emn Teil der
Zundstiftenergie zumn Versohieben der Kapsel aufgewendet. Dies hat Empfindlichkeits-
einbussen zur Folge.

Benennung MW +5S Mittelwert Mw - 2s
MW

Lose im Ring 08.89 5.24 3.78
Nicht kraftschlussig 14.16 7.00 4.15
eingesetzt

16.00-___ ____ __________

14.00 --- __ ___-_______

12.00 -______ -- ~________

10.00 ~- - ------------. __ ____

8.00 -- ___

6.00

4 .00 _______

2.00 ---- -..-- - _ ________ _

0.00 I
Konventionell Schadstoffarm SM

Abb. 9 Empfindlichkeitsvergleich im Rundown-Test lose im Ring und nicht kraftschlussig eingesetzt.

- Forciertes Einsetzen auf Anschlag kann aber auch die Zerstorung des Satzbettes mit den
entsprechenden Auswirkungen zur Folge haben.

Die Erfahrung hat gezeigt, dlass diese Anforderungen auf modernen, automatisierten Pro-
dluktionsmitteln erfulit werden konnen.
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Schlussfolgerung

Der vorgesteilte diazol- und chionfreie Zujndsatz zeichnet sich aus durch einfache Herstel-
lung und leicht zug~jngliche Komponenten.

Gegenciber bisher bekannten Z~ndstitzen besitzt er eine bedeutend erhdhte Handhalbungs-
sicherheit.

Konventionell nasslaborierbar ist er geeignet zur Verwendung in Boxer- und BerdanzOndlsy-
stemen aber auch in Randfeuierpatronen.

Er erfordert eine erhbhte Pr~zision in der Positionierung des ZOndelementes, sowie eine
Oberfl~chenbehandlung der mit ihm in Kontakt stehenden Messingteile.

Es ist vorgesehen, ihn fOr die Verwendlung in ZOndelementen der Kleinkalibermunition der
SM Schweizerische Munitionsunternehmung zu qualifizieren.
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SOME RULES FOR THE DESIGN OF HIGH SOLID LOADING COMPOSITE
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TNO Prins Maurits Laboratoriumn, Lange Kleiweg 137, Postbus 45, 2280 AA Rijswijk, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

This work presents rules to design composite solid propellants and explosives with solid
particles of spherical shape, specifying the relations between the diameters of the particles, the
number of particles of each particle size, the volume fraction occupied by each particle size and
the solid mass fraction relative to each particle size based on geometric and volumetric
relations and on the density of each particle used and of the polymeric binder, to obtain
formulations with high total particle volume fraction and high solid mass fraction. The viscosity
of the formulation is determined based on the viscosity of the binder system, the solids volume
fraction and the modal character of the formulation.

Three examples are presented where the concepts are applied to the design of new
propellant formulations. The first example concerns formulations of the type AN/HTPB-IPDI
having solid particles of one type of oxidizer, Ammonium Nitrate (AN), and as binder the
Hydroxyl Terminated Polybutadiene - Isophorone Diisocyanate (HTPB-IPDI) polymer system.
The second example involves one formulation of the type AN/SN/HTPB-IPDI that have solid
particles of two different oxidizers, Ammonium Nitrate (AN), and Sodium Nitrate (SN) and as
binder the HTPB-IPDI polymer system. The third example involves one formulation of the
type HNF/AI/GAP that have solid particles of one type of oxidizer, Hydrazinum NitroFormate
(HNF), of one type of solid fuel, Aluminium (Al), and as binder the energetic polymer system
of Glycidyl Azide Polymer (GAP) cured with Desmodur N100 (GAP-N100). It is seen the
evolution of solid particles mass fraction of propellants as monomodal, bimodal, trimodal,
tetramodal and 5-modal formulations are considered pursuing our objectives of obtaining
castable compositions with high specific impulse and low pollutant emissions.

One example is presented of application of the concept to the design of explosive
formulations of the type HMX/HTPB-IPDI with cyclotetramethylene tetranitramine (HMX) as
oxidizer solid particles, and HTPB-IPDI polymer system as binder. The evolution of density,
Chapman-Jouguet detonation velocity and pressure, and isentropic pressure exponent as a
function of HMX solid particles mass fraction is also discussed as unimodal, bimodal, trimodal,
tetramodal and 5-modal formulations are selected.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Interest in the manufacture of high solids mass fraction castable and extrudable composite

solid propellants and explosives comes from the following facts: The polymeric binder has a

density lower than the oxidizer and by increasing the solids mass fraction, the density and the

energy per unit volume of the composite solid propellant is increasing; For the same reason in

explosives by increasing the solids mass fraction and consequently density, the energy per unit

volume, the detonation velocity and pressure are increased; In some propellant and explosive

formulations by increasing the solids mass fraction stoichiometric conditions are approached

obtaining higher specific impulse and lower pollutant emissions in propellant deflagration and

lower pollutant emissions in explosive detonation.

The objective of this paper is to discuss some simple rules to design high solids mass

fraction composite solid propellants and explosives. Special attention is called to the

manufacturers of solid particles of these new oxidizers (and old oxidizers) to develop particles

of spherical shape or at least of smooth surface and with criteriously chosen particle sizes. The

motivation for this work was the observation in the literature that attention is often paid to the

solids mass fraction in propellants when is the volume fraction and density of ingredients the

parameters to work with to attain high solids mass fraction. The other observation is that many

authors present formulations of multimodal propellants to obtain high solids mass fraction in

propellants without stating clearly the rational basis beyond the choice of the particle sizes and

its mass fraction. The third reason is related to the time we live now were new oxidizers and

energetic binders become available and where the effort to develop high solids mass fraction

propellants or explosives could be reduced if we use some rational and simple rules to design

the new propellants and explosives that use these new oxidizers and energetic binders.

2. RULES FOR THE DESIGN

2.1. Spherical particles

The first rule for the design of composite propellants or explosives with high solids mass

fraction is to use spherical solid particles for its manufacture. Spherical particles reduce the
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viscosity of propellants during casting for the same solids mass fraction when compared to

particles with nonregular shape. This is more important for the particles of the larger size used

in a propellant due to the fact that they use the larger volume fraction. In the following

development it is assumed that all solid particles are spherical.

2.2. Particle size

We consider a closest-packed structure for the largest particles. The two possible

structures are the face-centered cubic and the hexagonal closest-packed (Mahan, 1975). Any

of these structures has three types of interstices. The first type is the octahedral interstice, the

second type is the tetrahedral interstice (Mahan, 1975) and the third type is the triangular

interstice. Assuming that the larger particles have a diameter D1 we will have in consequence

of geometrical relations.

An octahedral interstice will accommodate a spherical particle of diameter D2, Eq. (1).

D2 = (,r2- -1I)D1 = 0.41421 D , (1)

"A tetrahedral interstice will accommodate a spherical particle of diameter D3, Eq. (2).

D3 = (c 4-1D 1 =0.22474 D1  (2)

"A triangular interstice will accommodate a spherical particle of diameter D 4, Eq. (3).

D 4 =( I- 1)D 1 =0.15470 D1  (3)

For each particle of the largest diameter there is one octahedral interstice, two tetrahedral

interstices (Mahan, 1975) and five triangular interstices.

The maximum volume fraction of the total volume occupied by the particles of the largest

diameter is I.n... , Eq. (4).
V
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i D,'

3 6 = 0.74048 (4)
V D I sin54.7356 cos30

The maximum volume fraction of the total volume occupied by the particles in the

octahedral interstice is Vz......, Eq. (5).
V

)r ((,'2-- 1)D,)

V2 ma 6 - = (2-1)' 5.2624E -2 (5)

V D 3 sin54.7356 cos30 6 sin54.7356 cos30

The maximum volume fraction of the total volume occupied by the particles in the two

tetrahedral interstices is V3 ......, Eq. (6).
V

7" (0.22474 D,)3
V3,max 6 7r (0.22474t)- 2 =2 =1.681 1E -2 (6)V D,3 sin54.7356 cos30 6 sin 54.7356 cos30

The maximum volume fraction of the total volume occupied by the particles in the five

triangular interstices is V4 , Eq. (7).

ic (0.15470 Di) 3

V4.- =-5 3 6 =5 7r (0.15470)'_= 1.3707E- 2 (7)
V D 3 sin54.7356 cos30 6 sin 54.7356 cos30

A fraction of the remaining volume that would be occupied by the binder can still be filled

with particles of smaller size. To have this volume fraction as high as possible it is necessary

that the particles be much smaller than the smallest size of the other particles. In this approach

we have considered D 5 = 0.1 D 4 = 0.01547 DL1. The theoretical maximum fraction of the

remainder volume that would be occupied with just one additional particle size would bef,5, ..

0.74 but its exact value is much more difficult to calculate than the previous volume
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Vma

fractions. We have considered for the calculations of .. two more conservative values,
V

that are more probable to attain in practice,f,5 = 0.49 andf/s = 0.25. V5 is given by Eq. (8).V

V V V V V
ma f1( ma +2ma Vmax V max

The total volume fraction V for particles of solid particle ingredient j is the sum of
V

volume fractions --occupied by particles of size Di of solid ingredientj, Eq. (9). ilL must be
V V

Via

less than or equal to !122. . For a z-modal formulation n = z.
V

- = ._ -(9)
V j=' V

The total volume fraction V, occupied by particles of all sizes is the sum of the volume
V.

fraction occupied by particles of each size Dand ingredientj, -j , Eq. (10).
V

V mV

The volume fraction of the binder V6 is given by Eq. (11).
V

Vb_ Vp 11

V V

The density of the propellant or explosive, pp, is the sum of the products of volume fraction

occupied by an ingredient by its density and is given by Eq. (12).
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"P, Pbl+i y i (12)
V j=1  i= V

The mass fraction of particles of size Di and ingredientj, xyj, is given by Eq. (13).

P1 •
XU. V (13)

Pp

The mass fraction of particles of ingredientj, xj, is given by Eq. (14).

xj= X. (14)

The mass fraction of particles, xp, is given by Eq. (15).

Xp,= I (15)
i=1 ]'=1

The mass fraction of binder, xb, is given by Eq. (16).

PbVbxb = V - (16)

Pp

2.3. Viscosity of binder and uncured composite propellant or explosive

The viscosity of the binder should be as low as possible. In general it is accepted that a

composite solid propellant or explosive is no more castable when its viscosity is higher than

1500-2000 Pa.s (Davenas et al., 1989; Wanninger, 1990). The ratio between the viscosity of

the propellant, r1,, and the viscosity of the binder, 77b, for a given ratio between the solids

volume fraction, V,, and maximum solids volume fraction, V,,,,,, for a given particle size

distribution can be given by Eq. (17) proposed by Krieger and Dougherty (1959). For spherical

particles K = 2.5 which leads to Eq. (18). A graph of the evolution of this ratio of viscosities as

a function of the volume fraction of solid particles for optimal monomodal and plurimodal

distributions can be seen in Davenas et aL. (1989).
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-=exp -Ky.. ln(l- V) (17)

-- = exp -2.5 V•m•.m ln(l - V,' (18)

Table 1
Viscosity of prepolymers and binder systems for composite solid propellant and explosives.
Ingredient Viscosity Viscosity Viscosity Reference

at 20 'C/Pa.s at 40 'C/Pa.s at 60 'C /Pa.s
HTPB' 10.0 3.0 1.0 Atochem, 1990
HTPB-IDPb 2.2 0.85 0.4 Meulenbrugge and Sabel, 1988
GAP' 12-17d 3.0' Manzara et al., 1994
GAP f 0.1-0.2 Manzara et al., 1994
"HTPB R45 HT
b HTPB R45 HT + 25 % of IDP (isodecylpelargonate) Plasticizer

c3M GAP 5527 Polyol
dat 23 'C
' estimated

f3M GAP Plasticizer L-12616

3. EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION

Table 2
Composition, enthalpy of formation and density of propellant and explosive ingredients,
Ingredient Chemical Composition AH~f298.15 Density Reference

/(kcal/mol) /(kg/m3)
AN H4N203  -87.27 1725 Volk and Bathelt, 1994
SN NaNO 3  -111.82 2261 Volk and Bathelt, 1994
HMX C4H8N80, 17.93 1902 Volk and Bathelt, 1994
HNF CH 5N506  -17.20 1910 Gadiot et al., 1993
Al Al 0 2702 Chase et al., 19,85
HTPB CloHl5 .6 160No.20300 0.1960  -10.90 901 Volk and Bathelt, 1994
IPDI C121-118N20 2  -111.40 1061 Volk and Bathelt, 1994
GAP C 3HsN 301 27.91 1300 Volk and Bathelt, 1994
HTPB-IPDI' 921.4 b This work
GAP-N100' 1.27 x 103 Stacer el al.,
"HTPB-IPDI cured with mass ratio 92,32-7.68 %
b measurement made with an Helium picnometer
'curative eq. ratio in weight is 1.05
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Table 3
Maximum volume fraction of each spherical particle size and of the binder.
Di/D 1.0000 0.41421 0.22474 0.15470 0.01547-

_/V % V V3 V5

Monomodal 74.048 0 0 0 0 25.952 74.048
Bimodal 74.048 5.262 0 0 0 20.690 79.310
Trimodal 74.048 5.262 1.681 0 0 19.009 80.991
Tetramodal 74.048 5.262 1.681 1.371 0 17.638 82.362
5-modal (fs = 0.25) 74.048 5.262 1.681 1.371 4.409 13.229 86.771
5-modal (f,5 = 0.49) 74.048 5.262 1.681 1.371 8.643 8.995 91.005
5-modal (f,5 = 0.74) 74.048 5.262 1.681 1.371 13.052 4.586 95.414

3.1. AN/IHTPB-IPDI

Table 4 presents the maximum mass fraction of AN that is possible to obtain with

unimodal, bimodal, trimodal, tetramodal and 5-modal propellants of the type proposed in this

work. The predicted flame temperature and specific impulse calculated using the NASA Lewis

CET89 (1971; 1989) computer code for a chamber pressure of 7.0 MPa, a pressure ratio of 70

and assuming equilibrium flow downstream of the combustion chamber and expansion into

normal atmospheric pressure (0.1 MPa) can be interpolated from the data presented by

Carvalheira (1995).

Table 4
Propellant formulations AN/HTPB-IPDI.
Ingredient AN AN AN AN AN HTPB-

IPDI
dp /tm 60.0 24.85 13.48 9.28 0.93

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 Xb PP

/(wt. %) /(wt. %) /(wt. %) /(wt.%) /(wt.%) /(wt.%) /(kg/m3 )

Monomodal 84.232 0 0 0 0 15.768 1516.5
Bimodal 81.946 5.824 0 0 0 12.230 1558.7
Trimodal 81.242 5.774 1.844 0 0 11.140 1572.3
Tetramodal 80.677 5.733 1.832 1.494 0 10.265 1583.3
5-modal (fJ5 = 0.25) 78.911 5,608 1.792 1.461 4.699 7.530 1618.7
5-modal (f, =0.49) 77.287 5.493 1.755 1.431 9.021 5.015 1652.7
5-modal (f, = 0.74) 75.665 5.377 1.718 1.401 13.337 2.503 1688.2
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Assuming the viscosity of the system HTPB-IDP-IPDI at 40 'C equal to 0.85 Pa.s (Table

1) and a value for the propellant viscosity in the limit of castability equal to 1500 Pa.s

(Davenas et al., 1989) we can obtain for the ratio of • a value given by Eq. (19).
Vs.

- - 1500 Pa.s
exp 2.5 V0.85. In(a- 0. s P = 1765 = =0.96813 (19)

Taking as example the propellant 5-modal (f,5 = 0.25) we can conclude that is feasible to

make a propellant of this type with AN volume fraction 0.96813 x 86.771 % = 84.006 %

maintaining the relative volume relations for each solid particle size and consequently with AN

mass fraction equal to 90.768 % and with density equal to 1596.5 kg/m 3.

3.2. AN/SN/HTPB-IPDI

Table 5
Propellant formulations AN/SN/HTPB-IPDI.
Ingredient AN SN SN SN SN SN HTPB-

IPDI
d/,t m 60.0 60.0 24.85 13.48 9.28 0.93

X11  X
1
2 X2  X3 X4 X5 Xb PP

/(wt.%) /(wt.%) /(wt.%) /(wt.%) /(wt.%) /(wt.%) /(wt.%) /(kg/m3)
Monomodal 42.918 42.918 0 0 0 0 14.164 1688.2
Bimodal 44.531 37.703 6.827 0 0 0 10.939 1742.7
Trimodal 45.025 36.105 6.760 2.160 0 0 9.951 1760.1
Tetramodal 45.420 34.826 6.706 2.142 1.747 0 9.159 1774.3
5-modal 46.651 30.845 6.538 2.088 1.703 5.478 6.697 1820.0
(V5 = 0.25)
5-modal 47.777 27.206 6.384 2.039 1.663 10.484 4.447 1863.8
(fV5 = 0.49)
5-modal 48.894 23.594 6.231 1.991 1.623 15.454 2.213 1909.5
V5 = 0.74)

Beckstead (1989) calculated the flame temperature of the primary flame of formulations

AN/HTPB and SN/HTPB with HTPB content varying in the range 0-40 wt. % in steps of 5
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wt.% at 1000 psi (6.89 MPa), with CO 2 suppressed. The results of these calculations indicate

that the maximum flame temperature of the primary flame at 1000 psi (6.89 MPa), with CO 2

suppressed, of formulations containing equal mass fraction of AN and SN seems to be obtained

for a formulation AN/SN/HTPB-IPDI (43.5/43.5/13 wt. %). In the development of

formulations presented in Table 5 the mass fraction of AN is kept equal to the mass fraction of

SN. SN is added in several particle sizes to investigate if it is possible to attain the desired goal

of SN mass fraction and AN mass fraction equal to 43.500 %. Results presented in Table 5 and

example viscosity calculations made for AN/HTPB-IPDI propellant allow to give a positive

answer to this question about the possibility to produce this propellant.

3.3. HNF/AI/GAP-N IO0

Gadiot et al. (1993) calculated the theoretical vacuum specific impulse of formulations

HNF/AI/GAP with GAP content varying in the range 10-20 wt. % in steps of 2 wt.% and

aluminium content varying in the range 0-25 wt. % in steps of 5 wt. %. The maximum vacuum

specific impulse seems to be obtained for a formulation HNF/AI/GAP (62/20/18 wt. %).

Theoretical calculations were performed using the NASA SP-273 computer code for a

chamber pressure of 10 MPa, an area ratio of 100 and assuming equilibrium flow downstream

of the combustion chamber and expansion into vacuum. Table 6 presents propellant

formulations HNF/AI/GAP-N100 of the type proposed in this work with mass ratio HNF/AI

equal to 62/20.

Assuming the viscosity of GAP at 60 'C equal to 3.0 Pa.s (Table 1) and a value for the

propellant viscosity in the limit of castability equal to 1500 Pa.s (Davenas et al., 1989) we can

obtain for the ratio of V, a value given by Eq. (20).
Vs-a

m Vs m 1500 Pa.s
__- = exp -2.5 1 ln(1 - - )= 500 0.94301 (20)
7b V,_ ) 3.0 Pa.s

Considering a 5-modal propellant (f,5 = 0.25) we can conclude that is feasible to make a

propellant of this type with solids volume fraction 0.94301 x 86.771 % = 81.825 %
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maintaining the relative volume relations for each solid particle size and maintaing the relative

mass relation HNF/A. = 62/20 = 3.1. Consequently the solids mass fraction is equal to 91.398

% and the density is equal to 1953.0 kg/m3, which clearly exceeds the required solids mass

fraction of 82.000 %. This analysis gives results that allow to give a positive answer to the

question about the possibility to manufacture this propellant formulation. The use of GAP

plasticizer presented in Table 1 can reduce the viscosity of GAP to lower values.

Table 6
Propellant formulations HNF/A1/GAP-N 100.
Ingredient HNF A] HNF HNF HNF HNF GAP-

NM00
d, /gm 20.0 20.0 8.28 4.49 3.09 0.309

X11  X1,2  X2  X3  X4 X5 Xb PP

/(wt.%) /(wt.%) /(wt.%) /(wt.%) /(wt.%) /(wt.%) /(wt.%) /(kg/m 3)

Monomodal 62.160 20.052 0 0 0 0 17.789 1852.8
Bimodal 59.815 21.007 5.306 0 0 0 13.872 1894.2
Trimodal 59.088 21.303 5.269 1.683 0 0 12.656 1907.5
Tetramodal 58.502 21.542 5.240 1.674 1.365 0 11.677 1918.2
5-modal 56.662 22.292 5.147 1.644 1.341 4.312 8.602 1953.0
(fV5 = 0.25)
5-modal 54.955 22.987 5.060 1,617 1.318 8,311 5.752 1986.3
(5 = 0.49)
5-modal 53.238 23.687 4.973 1.589 1.296 12.335 2.882 2021.0
(Vs = 0.74)

3.4. HMX/HTPB-IPDI

Table 7 presents the maximum mass fraction of HMNX that is possible to obtain with

monomodal, bimodal, trimodal, tetramodal and 5-modal propellants and explosives of the type

proposed in this work. Table 8 presents the results for the Chapman-Jouguet detonation

velocity, Dcj, and detonation pressure, pci, isentropic pressure exponent, F, and the pollutant

mole fraction in the detonation products of explosive formulations HMX/HTPB-IPDI, using

the thermochemical equilibrium code that exist in our Laboratory based in the work of Heuz6

(1985), with the BKW equation of state. The results show that both the Chapman-Jouguet

detonation velocity and detonation pressure increase monotonically with the increase in mass

fraction of HMX, that both the isentropic pressure exponent and the mole fraction of CO in the

products of detonation decrease monotonically with the increase in mass fraction of HMX.
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Both the increase in Dcj and the decrease in F with the increase in mass fraction of HMX

contribute to an increase of the specific detonation energy of the explosive, E, (Ddfourneaux,

1994).

Table 7
Explosive formulations HIviX/HTPB-IPDI.
Ingredient HMX HMX HMX HMX HMX HTPB-

IPDI
d/, /tm 20.0 8.28 4.49 3.09 0.309

XI X2 X3 X4 X5 Xb pp

/(wt.%) /(wt.%) /(wt.%) /(wt.%) /(wt.%) /(wt.%) /(kg/m 3)
Monomodal 85.486 0 0 0 0 14.514 1647.5
Bimodal 82.890 5.891 0 0 0 11.220 1699.1
Trimodal 82,093 5.834 1.864 0 0 10.209 1715.6
Tetramodal 81.455 5.789 1.849 1.508 0 9.399 1729.0
5-modal (f,5 = 0.25) 79.468 5.648 1.804 1.471 4.732 6.877 1772.3
5-modal (f,5 = 0.49) 77.649 5.518 1.763 1.437 9.063 4.570 1813.8
5-modal (f,5 = 0.74) 75.841 5.390 1.722 1.404 13.368 2.275 1857.0

Table 8
Dcj, pcJ, F and pollutants mole fraction in detonation products for explosive formulations
HMX/HTPB-IPDI

IvIMX HTPB-IPDI p, Dcj pCJ F Xco
/(wt.%) /(wt.%) /(kg/m3) /(m/s) /(GPa) /%

Monomodal 85.486 14.514 1647.5 8504.2 29.267 3.061 4.3489
Bimodal 88.780 11.220 1699.1 8591.6 30.930 3,046 3.0045
Trimodal 89.791 10.209 1715.6 8620.4 31.470 3.043 2.8817
"Tetramodal 90.601 9.399 1729.0 8643.8 31.906 3.040 2.8198
5-modal (fl5 = 0.25) 93,123 6.877 1772.3 8718.4 33.353 3.034 2.7390
5-modal (f,5 = 0.49) 95.430 4.570 1813.8 8788.8 34.748 3.028 2.7470
5-modal (f5 = 0.74) 97.725 2.275 1857.0 8860.8 36.226 3.023 2.7837

4. CONCLUSIONS

The presented rules allow to guide the design of composite solid propellants with high

solids mass fraction and to answer the question if some of them whose calculated values of

specific impulse and flame temperature are interesting, are feasible to be manufactured or not.
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Three examples are presented of application of the concepts to the design of propellant

formulations. The first concerns formulations of the type AN/HTPB-IPDI. The second

involves formulation of the type AN/SN/HTPB-IPDI. The third example involves formulations

of the type HNF/AI/GAP. The application of the concepts to the design of explosive

formulations of the type HMX/HTPB-IPDI is also presented and discussed. The evolution of

density, Chapman-Jouguet detonation velocity and pressure, and isentropic pressure exponent

as a function of HIMX solid particles mass fraction was evaluated.
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ABSTRACT

Emulsion explosives are made of an aqueous solution of ammonium, sodium and
calcium nitrates, emulsified with a solution of oils, wax and emulsifiers, and sensitised
with hollow glass microballoons. The demilitarisation process origins large amounts of
trinitrotoluene (TNT). This explosive is candidate to be used in civil industry,
introduced melted in the solution of oil, wax and emulsifiers, and emulsifying this
mixture with the aqueous solution of nitrates. The scope of the present work is to
evaluate the contribution of 1 to 5% of TNT in the emulsion matrix, sensitised with I
and 3% of GMB.
The experimental emulsifying equipment is composed by two vessels, keeping a
constant stirring level, containing respectively the aqueous solution of nitrates and the
mixture of oils, wax and emulsifiers. This second vessel contains TNT in the case of
emulsions with TNT. Two peristaltic pumps ensures mass flow and flow control of
components. A micrograph of emulsion explosive matrix with 5% of TNT, shows
clearly the dispersion of TNT in emulsion matrix, as very thin sheets or flakes.
The global detonation velocity of emulsion explosives are presented, as a function of
density, proving the non ideal detonation behaviour of this kind of explosives. The
contribution of the addition of TNT to the emulsion explosive is discussed. It is
observed detonation regime, for emulsion explosive with TNT, for densities where the
corresponding emulsion explosive, without TNT, presents failure. The evaluation of
expansion work of detonation products, of emulsion explosive with and without TNT,
are performed using plate dent test experiments. The addition of TNT, increasing the
displacement volume and the deepness of formed crater, also contributes to the
expansion work of base emulsion explosive.

1. Introduction

The most common industrial explosives in Portugal are ammonium nitrate - fuel oil

compositions (ANFO) and dynamite explosives, representing an annual production of

10000 tonnes for open air and underground mines applications. Emulsion explosives

are more and more used in these applications. ANFO is an ammonium nitrate - fuel oil

composition, with 6 % (weight) of fuel oil, with initial density 870 kg/m3 and
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detonation velocity 3300 m/s. Dynamite explosive is formed by 30 % of nitroglycerine,

6 % of DNT, 60 % of ammonium nitrate and 4 % of amidon, with density 1400 kg/m3

and detonation velocity 5900 mi/s.

Emulsion explosives are generally cited as water explosives, because they are made of

an aqueous solution of ammonium, sodium and calcium nitrates, emulsified with a

hydrocarbon solution of oils, wax and emulsifiers. Combustible materials such as

aluminium, urea, sugar or glycol are often mixed with these solutions. An emulsion

explosive in made of a matrix (the water-in-oil emulsion itself) sensitised by air bubbles

from a gasifying agent, or from the introduction by hollow glass microballoons (GMB)

or plastic hollow spheres. It is very known the influence of these GMB on the

sensitisation of a homogeneous explosive - research studies (Gois, 1995) have been

developed in our laboratory to understand the contribution of GMB on the initiation

and detonation of mixtures of nitromethane-polymethilmetacrylate (NM-PvMA). A

small percentage by weight of particles suspended in NM has been found to decrease

abruptly the critical diameter and the minimum energy to initiation ( Engelke, 1979;

Engelke and Bdzil, 1983). Glass microballoons (GMB) were used with success to

sensitise emulsion explosives (Yoshida et al., 1985, and Tanaka et al. 1987). Because

emulsion are neither gelled nor cross-linked their life is relatively short. Its base

composition is an aqueous solution of 10 % of water, 72 % of ammonium nitrate and

10 % of sodium nitrates, emulsified with oils, wax and emulsifiers (5.5%) and sensitised

with hollow glass microballoons (2.5 %), having an initial density of 1170 kg/m3. The

life time of these emulsion explosives have being increased correcting their ph with

calcium nitrate and using very specified emulsifying agents.

The demilitarisation process (Demilitarisation Technology, 1991) origins large

amounts of trinitrotoluene (TNT), explosive candidate to be used in civil applications.

Its direct utilisation generates many formal or environmental problems. Nevertheless,

its high power and energy, associates with a very good knowledge of its detonation

properties, suggests the use as energetic additive in industrial explosives. In order to

obtain an effective contribution in the detonation regime of the base explosive, the

additive material must be divided in a very fine dispersion inside the base explosive

material, in order to have reaction inside the detonation zone. This question can be

solved introducing melted TNT in the solution of oil, wax and emulsifiers, and
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emulsifying this mixture with the aqueous solution of nitrates. This process can be

possible because TNT is not miscible with any emulsion phases (aqueous oxidant phase

or oil, wax and surfant mixture) and have a melting point lower than the formation

temperature of emulsion matrix. Consequently introducing the TNT in the emulsifying

process of matrix formation, it is possible to produce a very dispersion TNT in the

emulsion matrix media.

The scope of the present work is to evaluate the contribution of 1 to 5% of TNT in the

emulsion matrix, sensitised with 1 and 3% of GMB.

2. Emulsion components and characteristics

The matrix of emulsion explosive is obtained by an aqueous solution of ammonium

and sodium nitrates, emulsified with oil, wax and emulsifiers, of global characteristics

presented on Table 1. The compositions are presented in Table 2. The final density is

controlled by the quantity of GMB ( Table 2). In the case of the existing of TNT, it is

dependent by the quantity of TNT.

Table 1. Components and characteristics

NAME COM. REF. GLOBAL DENS. [g/cm3] COLOUR PHYS.

NAME FORM. Bulk Effective STATE

Ammonium Porous AN NH4NO 3  0.69-0.74 1.725 white solid
Nitrate Ammoni

Nitrate

Sodium Nitrate Industr. SN NaNO 3  1.2-1.3 2.261 white solid
Sodium
Nitrate

Calcium Nitrate Indust. CaN Ca(N0 3) 1.18 2.504 white solid
Calcium
Nitrate

Oil Galp Oil SAE 0.9 yellow liquid
Diesel 30

SAE 30

Microcristal Wax Galp Pt Galp Pl - white solid

Paraffin Wax Guerow. Guerow. yellow solid
-70 -70

Sorbitan Span 80 Span 80 yellow liquid
Monooleate

Sorbitan Arlacel Arlacel yellow liquid
Sesquioleate 83 83

Hollow Glass Q-CEL Q-CEL 0.11 0.21 white solid
Microballons 400 400
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Used GMB in preliminary work were Q-Cel 400 (AKZO). They were substituted by

Q-Cel 520 FPS (supplied also by AKZO), with a mean diameter of 45 jtm and with a

granulometric curve from 16<d,<79 jim.

Table 1. Composition of the emulsion explosive.

Material Mass fraction (%)

Ammonium nitrate 71.36
Sodium nitrate 9.78

Water 10.75
Oil 2.05

Paraffin wax 1.03
Microcristalin wax 1.03

Sorbitan monooleate 1.41
Sorbitan sesquioleate 0.15
Glass microballoons 2.44

Differents compositions were produced (Table 3), showing very well the contribution

of GMB and TNT on final attained density.

Table 3. Composition and density of final emulsion explosives.

Explosive charge composition Density (g.cm 3)

Emulsion matrix 1.41
+ 1% GMB 1.32
+ 3% GMB 1.15

Emulsion matrix + 1% TNT 1.42
+ 1% GMB 1.40
+ 3 % GMB 1.21

Emulsion matrix + 5% TNT 1.44
+ 1% GMB 1.42
+ 3 % GMB 1.32

3. Theoretical prediction of detonation products composition and properties

Theoretical predictions of detonation velocity DCj and pressure PCj and products

composition were performed using THOR code, based on theoretical work of Heuz6

et al., 1895 ,1989, later modified by Campos 1991, and Durdes et al. 1995.

The selection of components are dependent of atomic initial composition. For a

classical CHNO system it is assumed an equilibrium composition of C0 2, CO, H20,

N2, 02, H2, OH, NO, H, N, 0, HCN, NH3, NO2, N20, CH 4 gases and two kinds of
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solid carbon (graphite and diamond). Reported data are from JANAF Thermochemical

Tables, 1971, and polynomial expressions of Gordon and McBride, 1971.
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Figure 1. Theoretical detonation velocity Dcj and pressure PcJ of final emulsion
explosive for BKW, H9 and HL EoS.
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Figure 2. Theoretical detonation velocity and pressure as a function of TNT mass
fraction for IHL EoS.

The solution of composition problems involves simultaneously:

- the thermodynamic equilibrium (thermal, mechanical and chemical equilibria),

obtained with the mass and species balance, and the equilibrium condition G=Gmi.

(P,T,xi), applying to the condensed phase the model proposed by Tanaka, 1983,

- the thermal equation of state (EoS),

- the energetic equation of state, related to the internal energy E = Y xiei(T) + Ae,

el(T) being calculated from JANAF Thermochemical Tables, 1971, and polynomial

expressions of Gordon and McBride, 1971,
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- the detonation regime, being Chapman-Jouguet conditions, D=ao+Up, being a. the

sound velocity and Up the particular velocity.

Three different EoS, HL, BKW and H9, can be used (Campos, 1991; Durdes et al.,

1995), assuming the preceding Chapman-Jouguet model of detonation and

thermodynamical equilibrium of solid and gas detonation products. Theoretical

predictions of detonation velocity DCj and pressure PCj and products composition are

respectively presented in Figures 1, 2 and 3.
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COl HzO N- NaO C(beta) O0 H, Co NO NH3
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Figure 3. Theoretical detonation products composition.

4. Experimental emulsifying equipment

The emulsifying process, described in Figure 4, is according to the usual industrial

procedures. The experimental emulsifying equipment, where is produced the emulsion

matrix, is shown in Figure 5. It is composed by two vessels, keeping a constant stirring

level, containing respectively the aqueous solution of nitrates and the mixture of oils,

wax and emulsifiers. This second vessel can contain TNT, in the case of emulsions

with TNT. Two peristaltic pumps ensures mass flow and flow control of components.

The two vessels are also provided with an heating system, controlled by

thermocouples, for a constant temperature level of mixtures. The aqueous nitrates

solution is obtained by heating, first, the water until 80 'C, and then adding

progressively the nitrates. Final temperature is 92 'C. The vessel of oils, wax and

emulsifiers is kept constant at 900C, temperature enough to melt TNT (melting point is

80.9 'C). When the operational temperatures of the mixtures are achieved, the
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pumping is initialised using the peristaltic pumps. The pumping chamber of this pumps,

made in rubber tube, do not have significant heat loss. The pump mass flow are

intermittent controlled by switches. The connection tubes of feeding circuit, made in

rubber, are heated by evolved coaxial large tubes, with a steam flow at atmospheric

pressure ( Figure 5)

L __.. ...

. 2
i - NITRATES AQUEOUS SOLUTION VESSEL

2 - OIL WAX AND SURFACTANTS MIXTURE VESSEL 6 7 (.)

3 - SECCIONING VALVE

4 - PERISTALTIC PUMP

5 - FLOW CONTROLER K...
6 - RING GEAR EMULSIFYING MACHINE

7 - HOLLOW GLASS MICROBALLONS FEEDER

8 - DINAMIC MIXER

Figure 4. Emulsifying process.

MAIN
FLOW

Figure 5. Emulsifying equipment set-up.
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The fluids are premixed by a simple static mixing device, immediately before its

introduction into the emulsifying device. This equipment use a ring-gear dispersing

machine, made with slotted rotor and stator. The emulsifying principle is based in

combined shear stress and flow induced by rotor movement ( Figure 6). Consequently

high turbulence occurs in gap, between the rotor and stator, which leads to the

emulsifying and dispersion of mixtures.

Figure 6. Emulsifying device.

The optical microscopy was used to evaluate the particle size of dispersed phase and

the thickness of continuos phase in matrix. The micrograph of the emulsion matrix,

produced by this experimental equipment, is shown in Figure 7. The particle size of

dispersed phase seems to be lower than 5 gim. A micrograph of emulsion explosive

matrix with 5% of TNT ( Figure 8) shows clearly the dispersion of TNT in emulsion

matrix as very thin sheets or flakes, as long as its initial structure allows.

Figure 7. Micrograph of emulsion matrix.
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Figure 8. Micrograph of emulsion matrix with 5% of TNT.

Emulsion matrix needs the addition of a small amount of GMB to be sensitised. The

very high viscosity of emulsion requires a classic mixer, operating under low rotation

speed ( Figure 4).

4. Experimental results and discussion

4.1. Detonation velocity and pressure

The experimental cylindrical charge (Mendes et al., 1993) has four contact probes

formed by a very thin insulated electrical wire, short-circuited with the metal

confinement by shock wave. These short-circuits actuate electronic time counters (1 ns

resolution) and allow, changing distances between probes, the measurement of local

mean velocity of detonation.

Preliminary detonation results of emulsion explosive without TNT, with different mass

fraction of GMB ( Figure 9) were performed in brass tube (internal diameter of 25.5

mm and 200 mm long) with an initiation by a detonator n' 8, being L is the distance

measured from initiation section. They show detonation velocity become stable in a

relatively short distance, proving the influence of GMB in sensitisation of emulsion

matrix.

Experimental maximum D_ = 5400 ms-1, obtained plotting measured D as a function of

inverse charge diameter (Mendes et al., 1993), shows lower values than those

predicted theoretically. It proves the non ideal behaviour of detonation in these kind of
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heterogeneous explosives. In the present particular case, a plastic explosive booster

was used to initiate the emulsion mixture charges in order to measure the detonation

velocity (for 25.5 mm charge diameter and brass confinement). The detonation or

failure of emulsion explosives, with and without TNT, are shown in Table 3.
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Figure 9. Experimental detonation velocity results of emulsion explosives with
different mass concentration of GMB.

Table 3. Detonation results of emulsion explosive with and without TNT.

Explosive charge composition Density Detonation velocity
(g.cm.3) (m.s-1)

Emulsion matrix 1.41 Failure
+ 1% GMB 1.32 3967
+ 3% GMB 1.15 5421

Emulsion matrix + 1% TNT 1.42 Failure
+ 1% GMB 1.40 Failure
+3 %GMB 1.21 5183

Emulsion matrix + 5% TNT 1.44
SI1% GMB 1.42 5231

+ 3 % GMB 1.32 5076

The global detonation velocity results of emulsion explosives are represented as a

function of density in Figure 10. It shows clearly the contribution of the addition of

TNT to the emulsion explosive, as it was predicted by theoretical calculation. An

interesting result is to observe existing detonation, for an emulsion with TNT, for

densities where emulsion explosives, without TNT, present failure.
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Figure 10. Experimental detonation velocity of emulsion explosives with and without

TNT, as a function of density.

Detonation pressure of explosives were measured with shock induced polarisation

(SIP), on 1 mm thickness PMMA plate (Mendes et al., 1993). Acoustical approach,

applied to the difference of shock impedance of PMMA and explosive detonation

products (Fisson, 1976), allows to obtain experimental detonation pressure. The

measured experimental detonation pressure, for emulsion explosive without TNT is

12.1 GPa, a lower value than the predicted theoretically.

4.2. Detonation expansion work - plate dent test experiments

The evaluation of expansion work of detonation products, related with detonation

pressure, of emulsion explosive with and without TNT are performed using a plate

dent test experiment (Mader, 1979). An aluminium cylinder with 100 mm of diameter

and 100 mm long was used to test explosive charge dimensions described below. The

crater displacement volume and deepness induced by detonation products are

presented in Table 4. They shows the contribution of the addition of TNT, increasing

the displacement volume and the deepness of formed crater.
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Table 4. Crater displacement volume and deepness for emulsion explosives with and
without TNT.

Crater Matrix + 3% 99% (matrix +5 % 97% (matrix +5 %
GMB TNT) + 1% GMB TNT)J+ 3% GMB

Displacement 19.5 21.5 28
volume xl 0.6 (M3)

Deepness (mm) 11.8 13.6 12.4

5. Conclusions

Emulsion explosive matrix with 5% of TNT, shows clearly the dispersion of TNT in

emulsion matrix as very thin sheets or flakes. The global detonation velocity of

emulsion explosives are presented, as a function of density, proving the non ideal

detonation behaviour of this kind of explosives. The contribution of the addition of

TNT to the emulsion explosive is discussed. It is observed detonation regime, for

emulsion explosive with TNT, for densities where the corresponding emulsion

explosive, without TNT, presents failure. The evaluation of expansion work of

detonation products, of emulsion explosive with and without TNT, are performed

using plate dent test experiments. The addition of TNT, increasing the displacement

volume and the deepness of formed crater, also contributes to the expansion work of

base emulsion explosive.
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ABSTRACT
The development of non primary explosive detonators leads to study new plastic
bonded explosives (PBX) based in pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN), chosen
because is a nitroester sensible to shock initiation. A PBX explosive with PETN as
filler and HTPB/IPDI/DOS as binder has been manufactured with two different
concentrations of PETN: 95 and 80 % (weight). The shape of PETN particles, its
particle size and specific area are also important in the sensitivity properties of this
kind of explosive. In order to modify the particle shape and size, the original PETN
particles were submerged in binary mixtures of ethyl acetate solutions and water,
changing not only its solvent concentrations from 2 to 20 %, but also the submerged
time, keeping constant the stirring level. The obtained results show the changement of
particle shape, agglomeration tendency and granulometric particle size distribution.
Thermal stability, infrared spectra and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) of
PETN prove its quality and purity and shows the relatively small influence of binder
in this reactive system, comparing with the DSC of manufactured PBX. Obtained
densities of PBX explosive are respectively -0.92 and -1.105 for PETN
concentrations of 95 and 80%. Detonation velocity, performed with cylindrical
charges of 10 mm diameter, is respectively 6000 and 5540 m/s, as a function of
PETN concentration. Initiation experiments were performed with gap test
configurations, having as donor a cylindrical charge of 32 mm diameter of NM-
PMMA, with 4% of PMMA, and hollow glass microbaloons (GMB) final
concentrations of 6 %, in order to have a very low intensity shock generator. Gap
material was also PMMA, changing its thickness from 3 to 60 mm. The shock
initiations gap test show initiation pressures values between 0.30GPa and 0.41GPa for
PBX of 95% of PETN, and between 0.44GPa and 0.57Gpa for PBX of 80% of
PETN. An interesting result was obtained for an induced pressure of 0.22 GPa,
showing melted material of PBX without initiation. Detonation velocity is in a good
agreement with literature for this kind of PBX explosive.

1. Introduction

The development of a non primary explosive detonator leads to study new plastic

bonded explosive (PBX) based in a secondary explosive as filler. There are three

families of explosives candidates to be used in this application: the nitric esters, the

nitramines and the nitroaromatics. Thermal stability and shock sensitivity to initiation
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were the parameters generally used to select the explosive. Nitric esters (O-NO 2

configuration) present higher sensitivity to initiation than nitramines (C-NO 2

configuration). There are two explosives candidates cited in bibliography: the

pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN), a nitric ester, and hexanitrostilbene (HNS). The

selection of HNS was not considered, because the manufacture of this explosive is not

easy and its cost is higher than PETN. The shape of PETN particles, its particle size

diameter and specific area are very important in the sensitivity properties. In order to

modify the particle shape and size diameter the original PETN particles were

submerged in binary mixtures of ethyl acetate solutions and water, changing not only

its solvent concentrations from 2 to 20 %, but also the submerged time, keeping

constant the stirring level. The selected binder system for PBX was a polyurethane

based on HTPB and IPDI. Binder properties and final density of PBX are very

important to have acceptable rheological properties. However, the energy of shock

initiation is a function of initial density of explosive. A PBX explosive with PETN as

filler and HTPB/IPDI/DOS as binder has been manufactured with two different

concentrations of PETN: 80 and 95 mass percent (%). Detonation velocity

experiments were performed with cylindrical charges. Initiation experiments were

performed with gap test configurations, having as donor a cylindrical charge of 32

mm diameter of NM-PMMA, with 4% of PMMA, and hollow glass microbaloons

(GMB) of final concentrations of 6 %, in order to have a very low intensity shock

generator. Gap material was also PMMA, changing its thickness from 3 to 60 mm.

2. PBX characterisation

2.1 PETN (filler) characterisation

Pentaerythritol tetranitrate, usually designated by PETN, of chemical formula

C(CHNO2)4 is a white solid and non hygroscopic substance. It fundamental crystal

structure is tetragonal. Its chemical properties are presented on table 1.

Table 1 - Chemical properties

Explosive Global Molecular Theoretical Melting AHf
name formula Weight (g) Density (g/cm3) Point (°C) (kcal/mol)

PETN C5H8N4012 316.2 1.78 140.5 -128.7
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Infrared spectroscopy was used to identify the characteristical absorption bands of

PETN, using a spectrometer equipment (Nicolet FTIR Spectrometer, model 740) with

a global source, a DTGS detector and potassium bromide cells. The infrared spectra

was obtained at room temperature and recorded in the region 400-4000cm" (vd.

figure 1). In infrared spectra it can be identified the characteristical frequencies of

nitric esters. The asymmetric stretching of NO2 at 1647cm" and symmetric stretching

at 1271cm". At 1002cm" it has been identified absorption band of stretching of CO,

and at 847cm" the stretching of NO. This results are in agreement with the values

obtained by other authors.
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Figure 1 - PETN infrared spectra

In order to know the safety working temperature range of PETN it was evaluated its

thermal evolution by two different techniques: vacuum stability test and differential

scanning calorimetry (DSC). Vacuum stability test is a well known technical

procedure based on the measured volume of gas, from the heating sample on a

vacuum heated chamber. The tests were performed (German Specification, TL-1376-

800) keeping the samples at 100'C during 40 hours. The obtained result was 0.375ml

of generated gas. According the thermal stability evaluation criteria (American

Military specification MIL-STD-1234) it can be concluded that PETN at 1000C is not

reactive. Differential scanning calorimetry analysis was performed (Shimadzu DSC

50 equipment) under operative conditions of table 2.
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Table 2 - Operative conditions
Temperature Programme:

Initial temperature - 25 'C
Final temperature - 250 °C

Heat Velocity: 5°C/min
Sampling time: Is
Sample weight: 2.13mg

The obtained PETN thermogram is shown in figure 2. The measured melting point is

140.47°C and the initiai decomposition temperature is 179.16'C. These results allow

to conclude that PETN is thermally stable for PBX manufacture.
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Figure 2 - PETN thermogram

2.2. PETN crystals modification procedures and results

PETN particle shape and size diameter were modified submerging in binary mixtures

of aqueous ethyl acetate solutions with differents concentrations, from 2 to 20% (in

weight), during I hour, keeping a constant stirring level. At the end of this time, the

suspension was washed with distilated water and filtrated. The solids were then dried

in an oven at 60'C. The evolution of the particle size diameter and particle shape was

measured by Laser diffraction (Malvern model 2600C) and evaluated by optical

microscopy. The surface area was also analysed by adsorption gas technique.
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Before particle size analysis, PETN aqueous suspensions with dispersant were

desaglomerated by ultra-sounds, during 3 minutes. During analysis the stirred system

was mechanical. The obtained results are presented under cumulative frequence

curves (undersize) mass base form (vd. figure 3). Table 3 shows the mean value of 10

experiments, allowing the evaluation of particle size diameter of PETN as a function

of used concentrations of aqueous ethyl acetate solutions. The distributions were

characterised by the mean value (d,,) and ratio (d,,- dl/do,.
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Figure 3 - Cumulative distribution curves of PETN by Laser diffraction

Table 3 - Characteristical parameters of cumulative frequence curves.

Sample dso ddg do (19o- d)/ds'

P1 12.65±0.05gm 29.5±3.7gm 4.97±0.05gm 1.94
P2 13.02±0.4ltm 30.10±0.9gm 5.27±0.09ltm 1.91

P3 12.70±0.3gm 28.55±0.5gm 5.03±0.05gtm 1.85
P4 16.10±0.7gm 32.93±2Vtm 6.13±0.2gm 1.66

P5 17.88±0.6pjm 33.48±0.05ltm 6.93±0.2gm 1.48
P6 22.48±0.7.tm 45.48±_5gm 8.566±0.11gm 1.64

P7 22.98±1gam 44.92±3gm 8.54±0.4gm 1.58
P8 20.70±0gm 38.70±0.3gm 7.90±0gim 1.49

P9 22.20±_0gm 42.45±0.05gm 8.4±0gm 1.53
PIO 19.03±0.8gm 38.97±1.8[tm 4.30±2.69gtm 1.82

PETN particles were observed by microscopy (Olympus BH2 microscope connected

to a system of image analysis CUE-2, Olympus), in order to evaluate its shape as a

function of solvent cpncentration. Figure 4 represents two examples of PETN

samples.
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Figure 4 -Microscope image of PETN particles without solvent action (a) and with

solvent (12%)action (b).

The particle shape was modified, from a long particle into a round shape. The

calculated shape factor is 0.7.

The surface area was evaluated by physical adsorption gas technique (ASAP2000

Accelerated Surface Area and Porosimetry) using Krypton as adsorber gas. The

specific surfaces of differents PETN granulometic classes were calculated from BET

curves. The results are presented on table 4.

Table 4 -Specific surface values for PETN particles

Sample d,• Specific surface
(m2/g)

Si 12.6511m 0.515
S2 13.02 plm 0.400
S3 12.70lim 0.373
S4 16.10ltm 0.356

S5 17.88l•tm 0.309
$6 22.48jgm 0.266
$7 22.98g1m 0.269
$8 20.70gm 0.264
S9 22.20gm 0.226

S10 19.03gtm 0.252

The granulometric class of PETN particles, modified by the solution with 8% of

solvent, was selected for manufacture of explosive compositions. This kind of PETN

particles had presented lower sensitivity (7.9J for impact sensibility with fal hammer

BAM test and 8kgf for friction sensibility; original PETN particles needs 6J for
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impact and 5,4/kgf for friction). The chosen particles have its mean particle size

(17.881tm) with a small deviation from the original 12.651.tm.

2.3 Binder system characterisation

The selected binder system is a polyurethane compound, composed by isophorane

disocianate (IPDI), a hydroxil terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) and a plasticizer

dioctyl sebacate (DOS). The NCO and OH contents, initial density and viscosity have

been verified in the polymer components. The chemical compatibility between PETN

and all the binder components was tested by two procedures: vacuum compatibility

test and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The vacuum chemical compatibility

test was performed in a similar way to the previous vacuum stability test. The

operative conditions were the same. Experimental results between PETN and

polymers (HTPB, DOS, IPDI) are presented on tables 5, 6 and 7. The reactivity

values are summarised on table 8.

Table 5 - Experimental compatibility results ( PETN/DOS).
Sample Generated volume gas (ml)

PETN 0.404
DOS 0.262

PETN+DOS 0.122

Table 6 - Experimental compatibility results (PETN/IPDL).
Sample Generated volume gas (ml)
PETN 0.404
IPDI 1.098

PETN+IPDI 8.555

Table 7 - Experimental compatibility results (PETN/HTPB).
Sample Generated volume gas (ml)
PETN 0.507
HTPB 0.157

PETN+HTPB -0.092

Table 8 - Experimental reactivity results.
Mixture Reactivity (ml)

PETN+HTPB 0
DOS -0.088

PETN+DOS -0.544

According the thermal stability evaluation criteria (American Militar specification

MIL-STD-1234) it can be concluded that PETN is compatible with all the polymeric
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components. Differential scanning calorimetry confirms these results by thermogram

analysis of PETN and polymeric components (vd. figures 5a, 5b, 5c). Consequently,

the concentration of polymeric components are on table 9.

(a) (bW Ic)

o•.oo I000

-(0.00 oo [,1•oo ;(0 0 .o Iooo Iooo -o0.00o O0O£ o

TOOT. flU) 1000. PC To, (

Figure 5 - DOS+PETN thermogram (a), IPDI+PETN thermogram (b), HTPB+PETN

thermogram (c).

Table 9 - Compositions

Binder system

HTPB (%) IPDI (%) DOS (%)
69,8 6,96 23,24

2.4 PBX Explosive compositions - PBXC8020 AND PBXC9505

Two explosive compositions were manufactured, designated by PBXC8020 and

PBXC9505, with filler PETN concentration of 80% and 95% (in weight) respectively.

PBX compositions was prepared in four steps:

- first, it was prepared the binder solution, HTPB, DOS and a solvent

(chloroform).

- second, it was added the explosive filler to the binder solution, and the mixture

was stirred during 30 minutes.

- third, it was removed the solvent by vacuum technique.

- at last, it was additioned the isocyanate (IPDI).

The cure of the mixture was developed inside of brass cylindrical charges at room

temperature. The density of two explosive compositions, was less than TMD:

- TMD of PBXC8020 is 1508kg/m3 , experimental value obtained was 1108kg/m3

(73%),

- TMD of PBXC9505 is 1699kg/m 3 and obtained experimental value was

932kg/m3 (55%).
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3. Detonation velocity assembly and results

Detonation velocity experiments were performed with brass cylindrical charges of

10mm diameter. The densities of PBXC8020 and PBXC9505 are respectively

1108kg/m3 and 932 kg/m3. The mean detonation velocity was measured by four

contact probes (vd. figure 6) from a very thin insulated electrical wire, short-circuited

with the metal confinement by the shock and expansion of detonation products

(Mendes et al., 1973).

Figure 6 - Detonation velocity experimental assembly.

The obtained values, as a function of PETN concentration, show to be stable and

greater than the expected predicted values, calculated with THOR code (Durdes et al,

1995) with H9 equations of state (vd. Table 10).

Table 10 - Detonation velocity of PBX

Calculated Experimental
PBX composition p Dr', D

(Kg/m3) (m/s) (m/s)

PBXC8020 1108 5103 5539
PBXC9505 932 5565 6002

4. Initiation experiments

Shock initiation experiments (vd. figure 7) were performed with gap test

configurations (Mendes et al, 1993), having as donor a brass cylindrical charge of

32mm diameter with an explosive mixture composed by nitromethane with 4% of

PMMA and 6% of hollow glass microbaloons (GMB) in order to have a low intensity

shock generator (Gois, 1995). Gap material was PMMA, changing its thickness from

3 to 60mm. The acceptor explosive charge (PBXC8020 and PBXC9505) was

confined in brass cylindrical tubes (10x60mm).
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Figure 7 - Shock initiation experimental assembly.

The shock intensity in explosive acceptor (PBXC8020 and PBXC9505) is lower than

the minimum value to be experimentally measured with manganin gauges. It is

obtained, measuring the shock intensity of donor (8.72GPa) and taking in account the

absorption law at PMMA gap material (eq. 1), taking by X the thickness value of the

gap. (Sanchidrian, 1993).

LnP=2.17-0.0597X (1)

The obtained results (vd. Table 11) show the initiation of PBXC8020 for critical gap

thickness between 36 mm and 40 mm. Initiation of PBXC9505 was observed for a

critical gap thickness between 40 mm and 45mm. The shock wave pressure between

PMMA gap and explosive charge has calculated by equation 1. The obtained results

are presented on Table 12.

Table 11 - Experimental results.

"gap"ý
Experimental PBX Composition thickness Result

no (mm)
7 PBXC9505 3 detonation
I PBXC9505 26 detonation
3 PBXC9505 40 detonation
8 PBXC9505 45 failure
5 PBXC9505 50 failure
4 PBX9505 60 failure
19 PBXC8020 3 detonation
13 PBXC8020 3 detonation
17 PBXC8020 31 detonation
11 PBXC8020 31 detonation
18 PBXC8020 36 detonation
15 PBXC8020 36 detonation
12 PBXC8020 40 detonation
14 PBXC8020 40 detonation
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Figure 8- Shock polar curves.
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Figure 9- Shock polar curves.

Figure 10 - Melted PBXC8020 material after shock
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Table 12 - Induced shock pressure values.

Compositions Gap of PMMA Shock wave pressure
(mm) (LnP=2.17-0.0597*x) (GPa)

PBXC8020 36 1.16
40 0.915

PBXC9505 40 0.915
45 0.68

Shock polar of PMMA (eq. 2) and of explosives compositions PBXC8020 and

PBXC9505 (eqs. 3 and 4) allow to calculate, by accoustical approach (Fisson, 1976),

the induced pressure on explosive acceptor, from different gap thickness (vd. figures

8 and 9).

PPMMA=l .798*106 u,'+3.08* 103 U (2)

PPBxc8020=0.795 * 10-6*Up+0.840* 10"*up (3)

PPBxc950os=0.689* 106*Up+0.778* 10-u*Up (4)

The obtained results allow to conclude the initiation pression for PBXC8020

composition (between 0.44GPa and 0.57GPa) and for PBXC9505 (between 0.30GPa

and 0.4 1GPa).

The gap test shows also a very interesting result for a gap thickness of 50mm, melting

the PBX material without initiation (vd. figure 10), for a calculated induced pressure

of 0.22GPa. Theoretical and bibliographical information show higher initiation

pressure than the experimental values here presented.

5. Conclusions

Two plastic explosive compositions PBXC8020 and PBXC9505 were manufactured

with an explosive filler of PETN. PETN particles were modified by a solvent action.

These particles are less sensibles to initiation, proved by impact and friction tests. The

shock initiations gap test shows initiation pressures values between 0.44GPa and

0.57Gpa for PBXC8020, and between 0.30GPa and 0.41GPa for PBXC9505. An

interesting result was obtained for an induced pressure of 0.22 GPa, showing melted

material of PBX without initiation. Detonation velocity values were in a good

agreement with literature for this kind of PBX explosive.
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EVALUATING THE ABILITY
TO DO WORK OF PBX

Hua Pinghuan

(Institute of Chemical Materials, CAEP ,Chengdu 513,610003 ,CHINA)

ABSTRACT

Energy depression coefficients of TATB and other components

were determined by using the data of cylinder test. The evaluat-

ed values of explosive energy by Dobratz's method can fairly a-

gree with the experimental results ,if the rectified energy depres-

sion coefficients given by this paper were adopted.

INTRODUCTION

There are a lot of methods to evaluate the ability to do work of

plastic-bonded explosives (PBX).

Although the plate dent test is an old and quite simple method,

the results of which are very valuable. In this test,the detonation

products of the explosive sample stricks on a steel block, the

depth of the dent formed on which is used as the measure of ex-

plosive brisnce, and there is an relationship between the dent

depth and the ability to do work of explosives[1,2
1.

The flying plate test is widely used to determine the ability to do

work. In this test, a metal plate is driven by the detonation

products ,a part of the chemical energy of explosive is converted

into kinetic energy of the flying plate[1-41
.

In Russia,Eremenko et al. take the relative impulse (IUrd) as the

measure of explosive brisance. They measure the I,., by a impulse
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meter,which is similar to Kast brisance meterE51.

Among the methods to evaluate the ability to do work of explo-

sives,the cylinder test is the best,it has been widely adopted in

the world. It is regarded as the standard test to evaluate the abil-

ity to do work of explosives. Researchers attempted to relate the

results of the cylinder test to that of other tests[2,3'5].

To evaluate the results of cylinder test ,some empirical formulae

have been postulated, one of them is the Dobratz methodE6"7.

These formulae are based on the experimental data,so that the

calculated values by them can agree with the experimental data

to some extent. The coefficients in these empirical formulae,

however,must be rectified to fit the data produced recently and

to evaluate the energy of PBX more accurately.

DOBRATZ'S METHOD

The percent(vi%) of a component i in a formulation can be cal-

culated as follows:

vi% = Wi%p/p, (1)
vo = 100 - Zvi% (2)

where, p- practical density of PBX charge, g/cm'; W,%

percent by weight of component i in the formulation, % ; pi

theoretical maximum density of component i, g/cm3 ; V,%--

volume percent of air in the charge, Yo.

The relative energy, i. e the energy relative to the energy of

HMX,Eroi% can be calculated by formula (3).

Er,% = 100 - 7SjV % - SoV % (3)
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where, S,- energy depression coefficient of component i;

S.-energy depression coefficient of air.

The energy of a explosive,E,i. e the specific kinetic energy at R

-R 0 =19mm in cylinder test ,can be calculated as follows:

E = EHMX ' Ere,%/100 (4)

where, EHMX- detonation energy of HMX at its TMD (1.

905g/cm 3 ). The specific kinetic energy at R-R 0 =19mm is de-

termined at a practical density,based on the experimental data,

the specific kinetic energy at TMD of HMX, 1. 743 kJ/g, can be

derivered,that is the EHMX.

Some energy depression coefficients relative to HMX, Si, given

by Dobratz are listed in Table 1.

Table 1 Some energy depression coefficients given by Dobratz

Components TATB TNT NC Kel-F Viton Wax Air

Si 0.5 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.3

EVALUATING EXPLOSIVE ENERGY WITH ENERGY

DEPRESSION COEFFICIENTS GIVEN BY DOBRATZ

Using the energy depression coefficients listed in Table 1 , the

energy of some explosives has been calculated. The results are

listed in Table 2.

It can be seen from Table 2 that there is an obvious diffrence be-

tween the evaluated values and the experimental values. The av-

erage relative deviation is ± 11. 4% ,and the maximum relative

deviation may up to 22. 4% (PBX 9502). The difference between
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calculated values and the experimental values are shown in Fig.

1.

1.6

1.5

"-1.3
S1.2

09•1.1

1.0

0.9 0

0. 8 .
09 -1.0 1.1 0. 2 131. 4 1.5 1.6

Ep. /(kj/g)

Fig. 1 Comparison of the results calculated with

Si given by Dobratz and the experimental values

EVALUATING EXPLOSIVE ENERGY WITH RECTIFIED

ENERGY DEPRESSION COEFFICIENTS

The calculated values with energy depression coefficients given

by Dobratz are far from the experimental values, since some en-

ergy depression coefficients given by Dobratz have not been ex-
amined by experiments and just are empirical ones,as remarked

by Dobratz in his book. For this reason, we rectified the energy
depression coefficients of TATB and other components according

to the results of cylinder test. The energy listed in Table 2 are
re-calculated with rectified coefficients and the results are listed

in Table 3.
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It can be seen from Table 3 and Fig. 2, that the evaluated values

are fairly agree with that obtained from experiments. The aver-

age relative deviation is only ±1. 4%.

1.6

1.5

1.4

-, 1.:3

1.2

1.0

0. 9

0.8
0.91.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6

E..,./(kJ/g)

Fig. 2 Comparison of the results calculated

with rectified Sj and the experimental values

DISCUSSION

It can be seen by comparing the data of Table 2 and Table 3,
that the calculated results with rectified coefficients are better
than that with the coefficients given by Dobratz. Therefore it is

necessary to rectify these coefficients for Dobratz's method can

be used efectively in practice.
To determine Si, the data of cylinder test is necessary. If a for-
mulation contains only one component,the formula (3) can be

simplyfied as formula (5)
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E,,,% =100 - SjY,% - SOYo (5)

hence the Si of that component can be obtained from the Eo 1%

determined experimentally. For example, the calculated wall ve-

locities v19 at R--R=19mm in cylinder test using various Si,for

component TATB, are listed in Table 4 and Table 5.

Table 4 Calculated wall velocities based on various Si

for TATB at density 1. 856g/cm3

Si 0.35 0. 36 0.37 0.50 experimental

vl1 /(km/s) 1. 461 1. 449 1. 438 1. 278 1. 446[']

Table 5 Calculated wall velocities based on various Si

for TATB at density 1. 854g/cm3

S, 0.34 0.35 0.36 0. 50 experimental

v 1g/(km/s) 1. 469 1. 457 1. 446 1. 274 1. 4 69P"0]

From the data listed in Table 4 it can be seen, that the calculat-

ed value can fairly agree with experimental value if 0. 36 is taken

as Si. However, 0. 34 is the best value as Si from Table 5. Sum-

marizing the data in Table 4 and Table 5, considering the calcu-

lated results of some formulations containing TATB, 0. 35 is

taken as the energy depression coefficient of TATB.

For TNT at density 1. 680g/m 3 ,vg = 1. 4km/s is provided by ref-

erence [9] and E,,= 0. 97kJ/g is provided by reference [7]. Ac-

cording to these data, the energy depression coefficient of TNT

will be 0. 425 and 0. 428 respectively. The result of Octol(HMX/

TNT 78/22) is also given by [7]: E 19=1. 535kJ/g at density

1. 813g/cm'. Accordingly, the energy depression coefficientof
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TNT ought to be 0. 40. Summarizing these data, we take 0. 41 as

the energy depression coefficient of TNT.

The energy depression coefficients used in our calculation are

listed in Table 6.

Table 6 Rectified energy depression coefficients

components TATB TNT NC Kel-F Viton Wax Air

Si 0.35 0.41 0.38 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.3

components RDX NQ G Estane F Ms As

Si 0.08 0.35 1.3 1.3 1.0 1.3 1.3

Among the 9 explosives listed in Table 3 there are 5 explosives

whose cylinder tests are carried out by Hornig using various ID

copper tube,and there are 4 explosives whose cylinder tests are

carried out by us. All of these results can be estimated satisfac-

torily by the rectified energy depression coefficients listed in

Table 6. Among the explosives listed in Table 3,there are two

explosives (RX-25-AF and RX-03-BB) whose cylinder tests are

carried out by Hornig using 050. 8mm copper tubeE8 3, however,

their results and the results of 025. 4mm cylinder tests of other

formulations can be estimated with the same formulae. This fact

indicates that the rectified energy depression coefficients are reli-

able in practical use. It also indicates that the scaling law can be

used for HMX-TATB based formulations.

Author thanks Zhang Hongde, Yu Mingshu, et al. for their

work in cylinder test.
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DETONATION OF MIXTURES ON BASE OF THE STRONG NITRIC ACID

V.M.Raikova, B.N.Kondrikov, G.D.Kozak
Mendeleev University of Chemical Technology

9 Miusskaya Sq., Moscow 125047, Russia

Mixtures of organic substanses with nitric acid (NA) are formed
at nitrocompounds (RDX, HMX, NTO, etc.) production. They are used also
as the rocket propellants and sometimes as the commercial high
explosives. Some of them have very high energetic and detonation
parameters, and are characterized by the high explosion hazard. The
main purpose of this work is evaluation of relative reaction ability
and explosion safety of that kind of energetic materials.

Nitromethane (NM), ethileneglycoldinitrate (NGL), diethylene-
glycoldinitrate (DGDN), dinitrotoluene (DNT), trinitrotoluene (TNT),
dichloroethane (DCE), and acetic anhydride (ACA) were used as the
combustible components of the mixtures on base of NA (conc. of
94-100%). The experiments were carried out in the wide range of the
components concentrations. Failure diameter of detonation df was
measured in the cylinder tubes by go-no-go method. SFR-2 streak camera
was employed for detonation velocity D measurements.

Minimum df of the mixtures NA/(NM, DNT, TNT) are very small,
considerably less than 1 mm, values and correspond approximately to
the compositions having zero oxygen balance (A=0). Minimum df values
of NA-DCE and NA-ACA mixtures (2 and 3 mm, corr.) shift to the
compositions having A < 0 (A=-6 and A=-12%, corr.). NGL (at A=0) and
mixtures NA-NGL, containing less than 20% of NA (0<A<13%) have about
the same df (-2 mm), higher than that of NA-DGDN mixture at A=O (-imm).

Thermodynamic and detonation parameters of all the mixtures
studied were calculated by means of developed in our Laboratory SD
Computer Code, and were compared with the experimental results
obtained. Maximum value of explosion heat (Qvm) of all the mixtures
corresponds to A=0. Qvm of NA-nitrocompounds solutions (6.2 MJ/kg) is
smaller than Qv of NGL (6.7 MJ/kg). Qvm of NA-DCE and NA-ACA mixtures
(4.4 and 4.2 MJ/kg, corr.) is close to Qv of neat DNT (4.5 MJ/kg).

The calculation results carried out in frames of Dremin df theory
show that the mixtures of NA with NM, DNT, and TNT have much higher
reaction rates in detonation wave than those of pure nitric esters
(NGL, DGDN) and mixtures of them with NA at corresponding content of
the last. Oxygen contained in NA is more active chemically than oxygen
in ON0 2 -groups of the nitric esters.

Experiments with NA/( RDX, NTO, hexamethylenetetramine) mixtures,
and with the real reaction masses of RDX production , particularly in
form of porous, foamed solutions and suspensions, were also performed.
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ABSTRACT

A new method of brisance specification is presented. The method is based on

a deformation of testifying material by cumulative effect of the holle charge and this is

use to five common high explosives testing, By means of results obtained, better

applicability of the method is supported against the Plate Denting Test.

INTRODUCTION

The ability of explosives to break the objects in close contact with the source of

explosion referred to as their brisance represents a very important and carefully

monitored characteristic. Several methods have been developed for determining this

characteristic. The most widespread and well-known involve indirect tests based on

deformation. Out of them, the test by Hessl 1 1 is often used. In spite of giving some

information on the quality of the explosive, this test rather serves as a check of

uniformity of quality in the production of industrial explosives.

Although the brisance represents an almost determining characteristic of high

explosives, it is not usually provided as an isolated quantity. As a rule, the resultant

",,work ability" of the explosive is evaluated, e.g., directly in the ammunition object.

Such tests, which evaluate, e.g., formation of splinters or the stab depth of cumulative

ammunition, have a large information content and provide a precise picture of

practical applicability and efficiency of the explosives tested. On the other hand,

however, these tests are relatively demanding both economically and from the point of

view of safety, which excessively increases the demands on research and development

of the ammunition. Therefore it is very desirable to develop and verify some less

demanding tests giving universal information.
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The term brisance cannot unequivocally be defined physically. Therefore, the

attempts1 2 1 have appeared to replace this phenomenon by a more exact one, viz. the

>>detonation pressure<. The detonation pressure correlates relatively precisely with the

performance of the explosive (defined, e.g., by the stab depth of a standard cumulative

charge 3 1 ). However, advantages of the detonation pressure are not quite unequivocal.

Its experimental determination is considerably demanding and, moreover, the results

obtained distinctly depend on the method1 4 1 of the corresponding measurement.

Therewith, the above-mentioned necessity is connected with introduction of a simple

and inexpensive test for determination of brisance of highly efficient pressed or

plastic explosives.

Such a test has been investigated at the Department of Theory and Technology

of Explosives, University of Pardubice' 1, and is presented in this communication. It

is based on a comparison of relative effect of detonation of a hollow charge of given

parameters upon a chosen standard material.

EXPERIMENTAL

The principle of the test is based on a directed action of gaseous products of

detonation in the sense of known rules of cumulation of compressible media1 6 1. The

detonation of hollow charge produces a cumulative beam with intensified parameters

of products similar to that in the usual cumulation by metal liner. The revolving beam

of gaseous products produces a crater in the standard material, the parameters of the

crater correlating with properties of the deforming beam. When using the same

standard material, identical parameters of the charge, the same way of initiation, and

unchanged standoff the properties of the crater depend exclusively on the qualitative

characteristics of the explosives tested (i.e. the detonation pressure, detonation

velocity, initial density, properties of products).

For the tests we selected a cumulative charge of 32 mm diameter and 37 mm height

with a cavity of the vertex angle of 50' , without a metal liner (Fig. 1). A reliable

initiation was secured by a donor composition of a small Gap test with booster tablets
171. The priming was carTied out with a standard detonator No. 8 placed in a centering

ring (Fig. 2).
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25 mm _n

centering ring for detonator
/bakelite/

booster tablet I
bphleg. PETN; diam. 16, h. 13 mm

o booster tablet 2
/phleg. RDX; diam. 16, h. 11 ai

'.- centering case of boosters
r-M /bakeltie/

E hollow charge

hollownes

32 min X

Fig. 1 Scheme of hollow charge Fig. 2 Scheme of test's set

For the standard material we used the

gauge armour of 900 MPa strength and
.C!40 mm thickness. The whole arrangement

of test is very simple (Fig. 3). The

m-Rq assembly needs no fixation and there is no

danger of splinters bursting over the

Sneighbourhood. The most highly

Fig. 3 Arangement of test demanding operation consists in handling

relatively heavy armour plates.

The tests were carried out with a series of five selected currert' -4 loressed

explosives adopting twelve samples for each of them. The explosives selected (viz.

TNT, phlegmatized RDX with 5% w/w wax, phlegmatized RDX with 4% wax + 17%

Al, pentolite with 10% TNT, and phlegmatized HMX with 3% wax) approximately

cover the scale of brisance of available high explosives. TNT was used as a common

standard to which the test results were referenced.

The explosives were given the required form by compression with a pressure of

1600 kp/cm2 into a press mould with removable pressing mandrel. The resulting

density of the pressed pieces is given in Table 1.
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Tab. 1

EXPLOSIVE TNT phleg. RDX phleg. RDX + Al phieg. HMX PENTOLITE

DENSITY [kg. rnJ 1 556 1 652 1 777 1 744 1 674

The craters formed were evaluated primarily on the basis of relative volumes

(the volume for TNT = 100%). It was just this volume where the greatest differences

between individual explosives were observed. Less distinct differences were observed

in the relative depth and inlet diameter of the craters (see Tab. 2). The absolute

volume of the individual craters was determined by adding water with wetting agent

from a burette until reaching the level height corresponding to the original surface.

The necessary amount of water was determined with the accuracy of 0.05 cm3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

j- 220,0% TNT 16,4GPa -

u 000 phieg. R.DX + Al 24,2 GPaS200% phleg. HMX 33,1 GPaGPa

P 100,0 % PENTOLITE 28,! O • 9
h 160X0

S140,0 % 15,%

120,0 %

100,0% 10,0

00,0 %
14 1R6 1 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34

DETTONATION (Chapman -+ouguet) PRESSURE AGPaJ

Fig. 4 Dependence of relative cavity volumes on detonation pressure

Figure 4 shows an approximately linear dependence between the average

values of relative cavity volumes and the detonation pressure. The values of

detonation pressures of the individual explosives were determined by one of the

authors I 8 I. The value of relative volume for RDX + Al slightly deviates from the

said linear dependence. It can be presumed that a certain increase in specific mass of

products formed from this explosive could not compensate for the overall decrease in
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its inner energy. The lower inner energy is due to the presence of a larger amount of

non-explosive admixture (aluminium in this case). This fact led us to avoid the

application of the method developed to prediction of detonation pressures of high

explosives. The method suggested, however, provides a certain information on the

detonation pressure of pure or low-phlegmatized explosives.

The spread of results

for an explosive at a given

density is considerably lower 0.270
So0o 0

than that in the Plate Denting 0 00 0

Test. The dependence 0
0.2600depicted in Fig. 5 (taken from 0 00"

ref.1 9 1 and modified) clearly 0 0 0

shows the spread of values of 0.250 0 0
o 0 ,298p -0,2116

dents at identil densities of

charges - typically for the

density of 1.62 cm g-3 . 1.56 1.59 1.60 1.61 1.62 1.63 1.64 1.65

DENSITY (gmlcc)

Fig. 5 Plate dent vs density, pressed TNT
(taken from paper I 91 )

As a result of use of cumulative effect, i.e. by the influence of more intensive action of

products, the resulting deformations of materials are greater in the test presented by

us. This eliminates - to a considerable extent - possible errors and inaccuracy of the

individual experiments. The choice of another evaluation parameter of deformation

against PDT (volume in our case) results in an unequivocally better resolving power

(see Tab. 2 for illustration).
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Tab. 2 Parameters of cavity

mean * mean * mean * relative* relative** relative**
PARAMETER volume depth inlet diam. volume depth inlet diam.

Icmnil [nn] [mini femrn' [mni [mm]
EXPLOSIVE

TNT 2,154 10,550 18,758
standard deviation; n 0.0582;12 0.2576, 12 0.2575;12 100,0% 100,0% 100,0%

minimum value 2,05 10,00 18,50

maximum value 2,25 10,80 19,20

phleg. RDX 4,054 13,242 22,142

standard deviation; n 0,0498; 12 0,0996; 12 0,3056; 12 188,2% 125,5% 118,0%

minimum value 3,95 13,10 21,80
maximum value 4,10 13,40 22,80

phleg. RDX + Al 3,314 12,533 20,133

standard deviation; n 0,1325; 11 0,2387; 12 0,4658; 12 153,8% 118,8% 107,3%
minimum value 3,15 12,00 19,40

maximum value 3,55 12,80 20,80

phleg. HMX 4,800 14,158 22,920
standard deviation, n 0,0000; 2 0,1782; 12 0,3994; 10 222,8% 134,2% 122,2%

minimum value 4,80 13,90 22,30

maimaum value 4,80 14,40 23,50

PENTOLITE 4,135 13,183 22,383

standard deviation; n 0,2003; 10 0,1337; 12 0,2290; 12 192,0% 125,0% 119,3%
minimum value 4,05 12,90 22,10

maximum value 4,45 13,30 22,80

n - number of data evaluated in a set

• - the mean value is the arithmetic mean of the correct parameters

•* - the relative value refers to the respective mean parameter
of cavity produced by the TNT charge

CONCLUSION

The results obtained from evaluation of brisance by means of hollow charges

indicate that this is a promising test of brisance of high explosives. Further research in

this area can improve the test especially with respect to its evaluation part. The

procedure could also be made cheaper by examining other standard materials

(a cheaper construction steel).
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Abstract

The safety regulations for transportation and storage are now taking into account the new
class/division 1.6 with the requirement that all high explosives contained in a 1.6 munition must be EIDS
(Extremely Insensitive Detonating Substance).

The paper will present SNPE new formulations adapted to be able, while still being EIDS, to be
used in different kinds of ammunitions (missiles warheads, GP bombs, shaped charges,...).

1. INTRODUCTION

The increasing efforts to improve platforms survivability has led to look for less sensitive munitions,
which means munitions with reduced severity of damage when hit or in case of accident.

Although these requirements were adapted, at the starting point, rather to "crisis time" scenarios, it is
obvious that the corresponding solutions should also provide benefits for "peace time" situations (storage
and transportation).

This is the origin of the new C/D 1.6 : extremely insensitive articles which do not have a mass
explosion hazard. This division comprises articles which contain only Extremely Insensitive Detonating
Substances (EIDS), according to the UN test series 7 [1, 2, 3], described on table 1.

TESTTETNAME OF TEST FAILURE CRITERIA
NUMBER

TESTS ON SUBSTANCES
7(a) EIDS CAP TEST Detonation of any sample

7 (b) EIDS GAP TEST Detonation at gap of 70 mm
7 (c) (i) SUSAN TEST P > 27 kPA @ v = 333 m/s
7 (c) (ii) FRIABILITY TEST dp/dt > 15 MPa/ms for v = 150 m/s
7 (d) (i) EIDS BULLET IMPACT TEST Explosion/Detonation
7 (d) (ii) FRIABILITY TEST dp/dt > 15 MPa/ms for v = 150 m/s
7 (d) (e) EIDS EXTERNAL FIRE TEST Detonation, fragment throw > 15 m

7 (f) EIDS SLOW COOK-OFF TEST Detonation, > 3 fragments

TESTS ON ARTICLES
7 (g) 1.6. EXTERNAL FIRE TEST C/D. 1.1, 1.2, or 1.3 response.
7 (h) 1.6 ARTICLE SLOW COOK-OFF TEST Reaction > burning
7 0) 1.6 ARTICLE BULLET IMPACT TEST Detonation
7 (k) 1.6 ARTICLE STACK TEST Propagation

TABLE ) : UN TEST SERIES 7
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At this time, the C/D 1.6. has been officially adopted in several regulations, with more of less
quantified benefits [5, 6, 7, 8, 9].

As an example, the US DOD Ammunition and Explosives Safety Standards [4] is indicating Q/D
rules for 1.6 ammunitions, which are close to the 1.3 rules in the general case, and may offer lower Q/D
under special conditions (for example when 1.6 items are packed in non flammable pallets and stored in
earth-covered steel or concrete arch magazines : IBD and PTR -- 100 ft).

The aim of this paper, after having described the current position of in service high explosives versus
the EIDS requirements, is to demonstrate that EIDS solutions are now available for most of the warheads.

2. CURRENT SITUATION

The current situation of in service high explosives can be described from the results known to the
EIDS tests. For this analysis, the high explosives have been separated in two main families;

* melt cast high explosives and pressed PBX (table 2)
* first generation cast-cured PBX (table 3)

2.1. Melt cast high explosives and pressed PBX : the knowledge of the position of melt cast
and pressed high explosives is available for the most classical formulations.

MELT CASE HIGH EXPLOSIVES PRESSED PBX

TNT Compo. Octol Tritonal HBX1 HBX3 HMX HMX}TATB TATB

TEST B 85/15 50/50
[10,11] [1,10,11] [10,11] [10,11] [10] [101 [10] Ill

EIDS Cap test ± 1+] [] [+] H 1+1 +-
7a)
EIDS Gats:7) + + + + [+] [+] [±] [+] -Gap test : 7b)

Friability
test :7c-d) + + - [+] + -
Susan test :+ + +
7c) (1)
EIDS Bullet+ +ED Bult - + + - [±] [-] [+] [-] -
impact test H

7d) (1)
EIDS external + + [
Fire test : 7e) _+___+____
EIDS Slow
cook off test : 7f + + + [-] [±] ? [+] +

EIDS No No No No No No No No Yes

TABLE 2: EIDS TEST RESULTS FOR MEL T CAST HIGH EXPLOSIVES AND PRESSED PBX

expected result - : acceptance criteria is met
(1) alternative methods to friability test + acceptance criteria is not met
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These results show clearly that classical TNT based melt cast high explosives don't meet most of the
EIDS criteria. Concerning the pressed PBX, it seems that only those without HMX can pass the EIDS
criteria.

When HMX is introduced with the proportion of 50 % of the filler, the shock sensivity and the
behaviour to SCO are compromised at an acceptable level. More information are still needed to identify the
maximum ratio of HMX leading to pass those two tests.

2.2. First generation cast cured PBX

One of the most promising way to replace the classical melt cast or pressed high explosives has been
the use of cast cured PBX, with basic properties similar to those of the rocket motor propellants

"* good mechanical properties,
"* no more exsudation,
"* good thermal stability,
"* good processability.

SNPE started to work in this way twenty years ago, with as a first result the introduction on service
of cast cured PBX in the 80's. The position of these first generation PBX is described on the next table.

INERT BINDER ENERGETIC BINDER

TEST HMX RDX HMX HMX/AI

[10] [10] [10] [101
EIDS CAP test: 7a) + - + + +
EIDS Gap test: 7b) + + + + +
Friability test : 7c-d) + + ?
Susan test : 7c) (I) ? ? + ?
EIDS Bullet impact
test : 7d) (1)
EIDS External fire +
test : 7e)
EIDS Slow cook +
off test: 7f)
EIDS No (2) No (3) No (4) No (5) No (6)

TABLE 3: EIDS TEST RESULTS CAST CURED PBX

expected result + : acceptance criteria is not met
acceptance criteria is met

(1) Alternative methods to friability test (4) Based on SNPE composition B 3.014 (HMX)
(2) Based on SNPE composition ORA 86 (HMX-PU) (5) Based on ARC composition AFX 235 (HMX)
(3) Based on SNPE composition HEXABU (RDX-HTPB) (6) Based on SNPE composition B 3108 (HMX-AI)
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These results show that although the behaviour to some stimuli has been quite improved with these
first generation cast cured PBX (friability, FCO, SCO), their shock sensitivity remains a major obstacle for
being EIDS. That's the reason why SNPE developed new formulations, still cast cured, but with new
energetic materials which allowed to meet the EIDS criteria.

3. EI D S

As the shock sensitivity is brought by the nitramine, the only mean to lower it is to replace
a part of this nitramine by a less sensitive energetic component. Depending on the application, two
kinds of energetic insensitive components have to be considered.

When the aim is only to project fragments (like in a missile warhead) or a metallic liner (in
shaped charges for instance), the main part of the energy has to be delivered in the shock front.
That means that the reaction rate of the additive has to be so fast that it has to be a high explosive.
The choice of this insensitive high explosive made by SNPE was NTO which seemed to be the
best compromise between energy, insensitivity, availability and cost [ 12, 13].

Since we are looking for the highest energetic content while being EIDS we first plot curves
representing the shock sensitivity = f (% HMX) for a given amount of binder in a PBX binder -
HMX-NTO.

The fig 1 hereafter is an example of such a curve where the binder is HTPB, and the shock
sensitivity is expressed in terms of PMMA thickness leading to a NO GO at the ELSGT
(Expanded Large Scale Gap Test).

100 100

S,7 000 070s0 - so

20 Z0-

0 20 40 60 o0 100 0 20 40 60 s0 100

%HMX % AMX

Fig ) : Fig. 2 :

Shock sensitivity of a HMX-NTO PBX Shock sensitivity of a HMX-AP-A1 PBX
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The use of such a curve allows you to design either a just EIDS PBX (ie with a shock
sensitivity just below 70 mm of PMMA) or a PBX with a given shock sensitivity able to avoid any
sympathetic detonation in a given ammunition.

When the aim is also or only to develop a blast or a bubble effect it is well know that a part
of the energy can be released far behind the shock front. That means a part of the nitramine can be
replaced by a mixture of an oxidizer and a fuel (ie AP and Al).

In this case it is also possible to plot a curve representing the shock sensitivity = f (% HMX)
for a given amount binder and ratio AP/AI. Figure 2 is an example of such a curve.

Again this kind of curve can help to design a PBX having the needed shock sensitivity.

From this type of curves, SNPE designed PBX for different applications, all of them being
EIDS.

"* GPbombsB 2214
"* Penetrators B 2214-B 2211
"* Mines or torpedoes B 2211 - B2245
"* Missile warheads B 2248 - B 2237
"* Shaped charges B 3021

The table 4 below summarizes some characteristics of these PBXs and their responses to
UN test series 7. On the table 5 you will find for some of these PBXs results on articles.

PBX B 2211 B2214 B2237 B2245 B 2248 B 3021
HTPB/RDX HTPB/HMlX HTPB/HMX HTPB/RDX HTPB/HMX Energetic binder

Ingredients AP/A1 NTO AP/AI NTO/AP/Al NTO HMX/NTO

p g/cm 3  1,803 1,63 1,71 1,81 1,685 1,765
D m/s 5500 7495 7330 5150 8050 8100
Cap Test 7a - - -

Gap Test 7b - - -

Friability 7 c.d - - -
Bullet impact 7d - - -

External fire 7e - - -

SCO 7f -

EIDS Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

TABLE 4: EIDS TESTRESULTS OF INSENSITIVE PBX

+ : acceptance criterion is not met -: acceptance criterion is met
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Composition B3021 B2214
Article Shaped charge 0 100 250 KG GP bomb
BI 850 m/s No reaction Type V (generic unit)
FCO Type V Type V (generic unit)
SD in container No reaction /
SD in stock pile / No propagation

TABLE 5: SOME RESULTS ON ARTICLES
CONCLUSION

It has been shown in this presentation that entering the C/D 1.6 can give an advantage at least in terms of
storage. It was also shown that SNPE, using her wide knowledge of the cast cured PBX technology, is now
able to design, for any application, an EIDS with good energetic properties.

Moreover it is possible to adjust the sensitivity of a PBX to insure the invulnerability to fragment attack and
sympathetic detonation of most of the existing ammunitions. Of course in these cases the insensivity to
bullet impact, FCO and SCO guaranteed by PBXs is kept.
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HOCHLEISTUNGSSPRENGSTOFFES
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ABSTRACT

A new galvanic conductive high explosive was developped. The main application of this

conductive high explosive is for shaped charges working to the principle of double domed

ignition. The incorporation of a core-piece consisting of this conductive high explosive results

in constructive simplification of the shaped charge. The galvanic conductivity is achieved by

coating explosive crystals with metal powder. The resulting reduction of the detonation ve-

locity in comparison with other high explosives, e.g. Octastit VIII, is 2.5 % only. Safety data,

thermal behaviour and long term stability of this thermal conductive high explosive are com-

parable with other high explosives already in service.

SM produced some shaped charges with conductive core-pieces by means of isostatic pressing

and final machining by leathe. These charges were successfully tested for basic function and

safety.

A Swiss and US patent for the manufacture of this galvanic conductive high explosive and its

application has been granted. A Europatent has been applied for.
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1. EINLEITUNG

Im Rahmen einer Machbarkeitsstudie zur Vereinfachung der Hohlladungskonstruktion wurde

gemneinsam mit der Schweizerischen Munitionsunternehmung (SM) ein galvanisch leitender

Hochleistungssprengstoff entwickelt.

Bei elektrisch geziindeten Wirkiadungen mit Doppelhaubenziindung muB im Innern der La-

dung eine konstruktiv aufwendige Leiterbahn angebracht werden, weiche sich storend auf die

Symmetrie und somit auf die Leistung der Hohiladung auswirken kann.

Durch den Einsatz eines Herzstuicks aus elektrisch leitendemn Sprengstoff kann diese Leiter-

bahn ersetzt werden (siehe Anhang 1).

Bekannte Hochleistungssprengstoffe, wie z.B. Oktastit VIII und LX 14 sind Isolatoren. Durch

Zugabe von Graphit kann die Ableitung von elektrostatischen Ladungen erzielt werden; je-

doch weisen auch diese Sprengstofftypen einen hohen elektrischen Widerstand auf. Damit emn

Sprengstoff bereits mit mhglichst wenig Inertstoffanteil elektrisch leitend wird, mUssen diinne

Schichten leitender Metalle auf die Oberfiache der Sprengstoffkristalle aufgebracht werden.

2. BESCHICHTUNGSVERFAHREN

In die Untersuchung zur Bestimmung einer adequaten Beschichtungstechnik fUr Oktogenkri-

stalloberfkichen wurden drei verschiedene Methoden mit einbezogen, niimlich das Ausfdllen

von Metallen durch die chemnische Reduktion von Metallnitratsalzen in w~Brigen Lbsungen,

die Metallbedampfung im Hochvakuum und die Einbettung eines Metalipulvers in den

Sprengstoffbinder. Dabei zeigt sich, daB mit der chemnischen Methode keine zusammenhan-

genden leitenden Schichten erzeugt werden konnten. Mittels der Hochvakuumbedampfung

konnten wohi homogene metallische Schichten von 1-2jtm Dicke auf die Oberfiache der Ok-

togenkristalle aufgebracht werden. Wie sich jedoch herausstellte, ist die mechanische Festig-

keit soicher Schichten zu schwach urn der Weiterverarbeitung des Sprengstoffs (Aufbringen

des Binders) standzuhalten.

Als sehr effiziente und einfache Methode erwies sich die Einbindung von Metalipulvern in

den Binderfilm. Dabei wurde dieses homogen in die wdBrige Oktastit VmI -Bindersuspension
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eingemischt und die Sprengstoffkristalle mit dieser Mischung beschichtet. Durch Trocknen

wurde der Binder verfestigt und es kam zur Ausbildung von duinnen, fest haftendlen Metall-

schichten auf der Sprengstoffoberfldche. Dieses Sprengstoffgranulat ist jedloch noch nicht lei-

tend. Erst durch den Pressvorgang bildet sich emn zuverldssig elektrisch leitendles Gefuge (vgl.

Anhang 2), weiches auch durch mechanische Bearbeitung, wie z.B. Abdrehen auf einer Dreh-

bank, erhalten bleibt. Dies ist fur die vorgesehene Applikation, als leitendles Herzstuck einer

Hohiladung, von zentraler Bedleutung.

3. METALLPULVER

Von all den getesteten Metailpulvemn fuihrten nur Silber (Ag) und Gold (Au) bei einemn Volu-

menanteil von < 2 % zu elektrisch leitenden Sprengstoffen (Kriterium: < 3 Ohm/cm bei

5 mm 2 Querschnittsflache).

Gold ist emn hervorragender Leiter und chemnisch sehr stabil (spez. elektrischer Widerstand

2.35x 10-6 i2cm). Der hohe Preis IdJ~t jedloch die Anwendlung dieses Edelmetalls zur Herstel-

lung von elektrisch leitendem Sprengstoff nicht zu.

Silber ist bedleutend billiger als Gold und darilber hinaus emn ebenso guter elektrischer Leiter

(spez. elektrischer Widerstand 1 .59x 10-6 QCM). Zudemn hat es gegentiber anderen Metallen

den Vorteil, daB sein Oxidationsprodukt Silberoxid ebenfalls elektrisch leitend ist, was inshe-

sondere dazu ftihfrt, daB seine Leitfahigkeit w~hrend der Lagerung uber mehrere Jahrzehnte

erhalten bleibt.

4. METALLANTEIL, LEISTUNG UND WIDERSTAND

Nachfolgendle Graphik zeigt den elektrischen Widerstand und die Detonationsgeschwindigkeit

eines Sprengstoffs auf der Basis von Oktastit VIII in Abhdngigkeit des Silbergehalts. Die

Messaufbauten fuir die Geschwindigkeits- und die Widerstandsmessung sind im Anhang 3

schemnatisch dlargestelit.

Wie erwartet nimmt der elektrische Widerstand mit steigendlem Silbergehalt ab. Bei zirka

1.2 % Volumen sinkt der Widerstand unter 3 Ohm. Die Detonationsgeschwindigkeit nimmt

im dargesteliten Bereich mit steigendem Silbergehalt linear Ab
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Bel einem Silbergehalt von 1.6 % Volumen ist einerseits, selbst bei kleinen Schwankungen

des Silbergehalts, emn Widerstand von < 3 Ohm garantiert, andererseits Iiegt die erreichte De-

tonationsgeschwindigkeit von 8440 m/s nur 2.5 % unter derjenigen des Hochleistungsspreng-

stoffs Oktastit VIII (8660 m/s).

5. HANDHABUNGSSICHERHEIT

Schlagempfindlichkeit:

(Methode: ,,BAM", 2 kg Hammer, 10 mm 3 Probe, ohne Verdaimmungsring)

leitender Sprengstoff (1.6 % Vol. Ag) 4 J erstes Ereignis

Oktastit VIII 3 J erstes Ereignis

Reibempfindlichkeit (Methode: ,julius Peters"):

leitender Sprengstoff (1.6 % Vol. Ag) 12.0 kg erstes Ereignis

Oktastit VIII 8.0 kg erstes Ereignis
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Empfindlichkeit gegenijber elektrostatischer Entladung:

leitender Sprengstoff (1.6 % Vol. Ag) 560 mJ erstes Ereignis

Oktastit VIII bis 1000 mJ kein Ereignis

Sowohi Schiag- wie auch Reibempfindlichkeit sind ffir den leitenden Sprengstoff (1.6 % Vol.

Silber) mit denjenigen der urspriunglichen Formulierung, Oktastit VIII, vergleichbar. Im Ver-

gleich mit Oktastit VIII weist der leitende Sprengstoff eine erhiihte Empfindlichkeit gegen-

tiber elektrostatischer Entladung auf. Mit 560 mJ ist diese jedoch weit iiber der kritischen

Schwelle von 56 mJ (max. Entladungsenergie des Menschen).

6. THERMISCHE STABILITAT

Die thermische Stabilitdt des leitenden Sprengstoffs wurde im Hinblijk auf den Beginn seiner

chemnischen Zersetzung und im Bezug auf den Erhalt seiner Leitfiihigkeit untersucht.

6.1 Thermische Zersetzung

1,,Differencial Scanning Calorimetry/Thermo Gravimetry" (DSC/TG)-Messungen zeigen (vgl.

Anhang 4), daB sich die elektrisch leitende Oktastit VIH-Variante mit 2 % (Vol.) Silbergehalt

in ihrem thermisehen Verhalten kaum von der Originalformulierung unterscheidet. Der Be-

ginn der exothermen Zersetzungsreaktion liegt bei einer Heizrate von 5 'CIMin bei 271.9 'C

(leitende Variante) bzw. 272.8 'C (Oktastit VIII).

Da der Anteil des Silbers als Feststoff in Tiegel zuriickbleibt, sind in der Thermogravimetrie

Unterschiede im Bezug auf die Gewichtsabnahme feststellbar. Die thermische Zersetzung des

Oktogens wird jedoch durch den Zusatz von 2% (Vol.) Silber nicht beeinfluf~t.
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6.2 Elektrische Leitfaihigkeit

Da die Wdrmeausdehnungskoeffizienten, der zur Herstellung leitender Sprengstoffpresskdrper

verwendleten Materialien, unterschiedlich sind, war der EinfluB der Temperatur auf die Leitfa-

higkeit zu untersuchen.

Dazu wurde an einem Presskdrper aus leitendem Sprengstoff (1.6 % Volumen Ag) die Wider-

standsdnderung wahrend zwei Temperaturzyklen zwischen -35 'C und +65 'C kontinuierlich

gemnessen und in Funktion der Temperatur aufgezeichnet. Bine schemnatische Darstellung des

Messaufbaus befindet sich im Anhang 5.

-- Widerstand -uTemperatur
4 100

E 3 50 F0

0 ~3
CD

cn =
ci)

0 -100
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Zeit [h]

Im Temperaturbereich zwischen -35 'C und +65 "C tritt maximal eine Widerstandsdnderung

von 0.8 Ohm ein. Erwdhnenswert ist dabei, daS beimn zweiten Durchlauf des Temperatur-

zykius sowohi die Schwankung, wie auch der Widerstand selbst, kleiner wird. Dies kann auf

eine verbesserte Homogenisierung des Pressktirpergeftiges und der damit einhergehenden Op-

timierung der Brtickenbildung (vgl. Anhang 2) leitender Teile erk~drt werden.

Die geforderte Leitfdhigkeit von < 3 Ohm/cm (Kontaktfluiche 5 mm2 ) ist somit Uber den mili-

tdrischen Einsatzbereich von -35 'C his +65 'C gegehen.
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7. LANGZEITSTABILITAT

Die chemische Vertraglichkeit von Oktogen, Binder und Silberpartikein wurde mit Hilfe der

Mikrokalorimetrie wdhrend einer Messdauer von 15 Tagen bei 80 'C untersucht.

2Wdrmefluss [Mikrowatt]

2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0

Versuchstemperatur: 80 Grad C

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Zeit [Tage]

F*-1 g b er 4~-918 mg Okt. ViII -x-82 mg Silber -- 1 g gem -,,Diff gembe

Dabei lag die maximale, auf emn Gramm Substanz bezogene, Differenz von gemnessenem und

aus den Komponenten berechnetemn Wiirmefluss weit unterhaib den geforderten ±30 gW.

Somit kann von einer Lebensdauer von mindestens 20 Jahren bei Normaltemperatur ausge-

gangen werden.

Auch die Leitfd.higkeit bleibt bei Presskcrpemn (1.6 % Vol. Ag), welche bei 65 'C wdhrend

eines Jahres eingelagert wurden, erhalten, sofemn diese in Plastiksdcken luftdicht verpackt

werden. Nach dem temperaturbedingten Ruickgang des Widerstands pendelt sich dieser fUr

einen Presskorper von 20 mm Durchmesser und 16 mm Hohe bei 0.7 Ohm emn.
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25Widerstand [Ohm]

Lagerung bei 65 Grad C
Messung bei 20 Grad C

1 .5 - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

0
0 3 6 9 12

Zeit [Monate]

I-Presskorper: d=20mm; h=l6mm; 1.6 % (Vol) Ag; Pressdruck: 2t/cm2]

8. HOHLLADUNGSLEISTUNG

Der Vergleich der Leistung von Hohiladungen mit und ohne leitende Sprengstoffseele wurde

aufgrund der resultierenden Bohrtiefe von Sprengungen gegen das Vollblockziel TI ermittelt.

Kaliber [mm] Abstand [CD] Oktastit VIII + 1.6 % (VOL) Ag

40 6.25 256±10 mm 246±+5 mm

40 12.5 -193 ±42rmm

50 8.0 228±6 mm 252 mm

50 20.0 140±57 mm 118 mm

Cu-Konus (Kegel, 600), Ladung isostatisch gepreBt

Die Anwendung des leitenden Sprengstoffs als Herzsti~ck einer Hohiladung scheint die Lei-

stung bei kurzem und mittlerem ,,Stand-off' nicht zu beeintrdchtigen. Bei grof~en Sprengab-

standen ist jedoch eine grbifere Streuung zu erwarten.
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9. SCHLUSSFOLGERUNGEN

Das Beschichten von Oktogenkristallen durch Beimengen von Metailpulvern in eine beste-

hende Binderrezeptur steilt eine einfache und kostengfinstige Methode zur Erzeugung galva-

nisch leitender Sprengstoffe dar. Die geringe Menge metallischen Anteils (z.B. Silber) garan-

tiert bei geringemn Widerstand, im Vergicich mit der Ursprungsformulierung, eine gute Lei-

stung. Die ausgezeichnete chemnische Vertrdglichkeit von Oktogen und Silber resultiert bei

einem geeigneten Binder sowohi in einer mit der urspruinglichen Rezeptur vergleichbaren

thermischen Stabilitat, wie auch in einem giinstigen Alterungsverhalten. Daher ist diese

Technik zur Herstellung galvanisch leitender Sprengstoffe grundsdtzlich auch auf andere

Sprengstoffe iibertragbar. Durch den Einsatz von galvanisch leitenden Sprengstoffen kann die

Hohlladlungskonstruktion ohne nennenswerte Leistungseinbusse vereinfacht werden.
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Anhang 1
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Anhang 2

Leitende Brucken im Presskorper
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Anhang 3

Messaufbau: Widerstandsmessung

Fluke Digital Multimeter BOOOA

Sprengstoflpressk6rper
0�r21mm Dichte�1.92 9/cm3

Messaufbau: Detonationsgeschwindigkeit

1 23

Anlaufslrecke jj Aus!aufstrecke

- C�J C�)

o o C
� .0 .0 .0
C C C C
- 0 0 C
C/) U) U) U)

Z�hler 3

(Tr�ggerfaIiefladapter)

��ac�ntcsh.Steuerr�chner
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Anhang 4
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Anhang 5

Oktastit L 2% V Ag File:00142.001 DSC METTLER 24-Jun-92
2.570 mg Rate: 5.0 "C/mln Ident: 1.0 Rn

A TG
0
x

GewAchtsverlust 86 %

Oktastit VIII mit 2 % (Vol.) Silber

Onset 271.9"C

50. 100. 150. 200. 250. 300. C

Okt. VIII Ch. 5/89 Anf. T. 2x perf. File:00063.001 DSC METTLER 30-Jul-9O
5.020 mg Rate: 5.0 0/min Ident: 1.0 Rn

A TG
x
a) Gewichtsverlust 96 %

El

Oktastit VIII

Onset 272.8"C

DSC

50. 100. 150. 200. 250. C
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EFFECT OF MICROSTRUCTURE ON EROSIVE COMBUSTION
OF ENERGETIC MATERIALS

Yury I.DIMITRIENKO

R&D Corporation "NPO Mashinostroenia"
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Abstract

In the present paper a new model of erosive combustion of energetic materials is de-

veloped, that, unlike classical models reducing erosive combustion only to turbulent one,

takes account also of the phenomenon of mechanical erosion (dispersing) of a combustion

surface in a high-speed hot flow. Conducted theoretical investigations determine the effect

of microstructural parameters, for example, of a content of inert fillers, on a rate of erosive

combustion of energetic materials. Experimental investigations of erosive combustion are also

conducted that verify a validity of the suggested model.

1. Introduction

The phenomenon of increasing a linear rate of surface combustion D with growing ve-

locity v, of an overrunning external hot flow is usually called erosive combustion of solid

combustible materials [1, 2]. In first theoretical investigations of this phenomenon there ap-
pears a hypothesis on the origination of turbulence in the boundary layer at critical Reynolds

numbers Re that leads to increasing the heat flux to the material surface and, hence, to

growing the combustion rate D. Therefore, now this phenomenon is often called turbulent

combustion [1, 2].

Thus, the explanation of the discovered physical phenomenon on mechanical dispersion

of particles of the burning material surface under the action of an overruning flow is reduced

only to analyzing a heat and gas-dynamical character of the overruning flow. However, as

it was known from the theory on ablative materials differing from combustible materials,

in principle, only by an exothermical character of physico-chemical processes at the surface,

that even for small Reynolds numbers Re, when a character of a hot flow is certainly laminar,

increasing the flow velocity leads to growing the ablation rate. In this case a physical character

of carrying-over the material surface corresponds just to erosive character of destruction, i.e.

due to mechanical dispersion of particles. Theoretical description of this phenomenon was

presented for the first time in [3, 4], and to describe a rate of erosion (or thermomechanical)

ablation the model on coupled thermochemical and mechanical destruction of material was

suggested.
The aim of the present paper is:

- to develop a theoretical model of erosive combustion of energetic materials based on the
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phenomenon of mechanical destruction of the material surface (dispersing);

- to conduct experimental invetsigations of the phenomenon of erosive combustion of com-

bustible solid materials in the zone of laminar flow of hot gases and to estimate the accuracy

of the suggested model;

- to apply the developed model to estimate the effect of different parameters of energetic mate-
rial microstructure (mainly, content of filler-oxidizer or inert filler) on the erosive combustion

rate.

2. A Physical Model of Erosion Combustion.

The erosive combustion model is based on the following main physical assumptions.

A) In erosive combustion of solid energetic materials there are three independent physical

phenomena simultaneously, namely

- free combustion (gasification) of the material surface without any external actions;

- internal erosive combustion (dispersing) or self-erosion of the materail surface under

the action only of internal pore pressure of a gasified part of the material;

- external erosive combustion (dispersing) of the material surface under the action only
of an external overruning hot gas flow.

A total linear rate of combustion of solid material D is a sum of three rates described

above Df, Di, D,:

D=Dj +Di +D. (1)

Increasing the combustion rate D under the action of external hot gas flow means that
the following condition is satisfied:

D S>' (2)

where c is the coefficient of erosive combustion.

B) Combustion rates Df, Di and D, depend on parameters of the surrounding medium
(perturbed or quiescent), as these parameters we can choose three main parameters describing
interaction of solid materials with gas flows: p0 - statical pressure of the quiescent gas;

P e - pressure head of the overruning hot gas flow; q, -heat flux to the burning surface
of the energetic material. Here p, is the gas density, v, is the tangential component to the
material surface of the flow velocity.

Df = Df (po, qc), Di = Di (po, q ), Dý = D (po, qj). (3)

C) Turbulent combustion is also described by this model, as the appearance of turbulence of
an overruning flow means that flow characteristics q, and p8 change.
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3. A Mathematical Model of Erosive Combustion.

3.1. A RATE OF FREE COMBUSTION
Free combustion means gasification of solid energetic material at its external surface.

This scheme involves combustion of both mixed and ballistic energetic materials. Free com-
bustion rate Df is determined from thermodynamical relations at the solid and gas phase
interface and has the form:

nE_ _ o_ 1p0/2( Po C 2E,op )1/2 Pa

DfeD-E0(i -=Do/' (4)
s/0-`/00Pa Pa Ip7

where pa is the standard pressure of quiescent gas medium, Ra is the gas constant, 80 is the
initial temperature; and there are characteristics of the energetic material: p - density, Pa -
molecular mass, Ea - activation energy.

The surface temperature Ow is determined from the solution of the heat-conductivity
equation with the boundary condition:

08 k k0 0

at pC OX
2  

X > XD, 
(5)

_00
- k = q, - E ,DSB04 - DfpA*', X = XD,

where k is the heat-conductivity coefficient, c - heat capacity, Al* - heat of gasification of the
energetic material, 0 SB - the Stefan- Boltsman constant, E - blackness degree, and X = xD -

location of the combustion surface in the Ox coordinates, t - time.
From equation (4) we find 0. as a function of q, and also k, p, c, - and Ae*. Approximate

solution can be found in the form:

qq) ~ - DfpAe* 1/4()
= CcSB ) (6)

On substituting expression (5) for O. into (4) the rate Df is found in form (3) of function
of po and q,.

3.2. A RATE OF INTERNAL EROSIVE COMBUSTION Di.

Free combustion is an idealized scheme of combustion of real materials. Energetic mate-
rials even of the ballistic type are heterogeneous: at unheated state there are cristallic zones
in them with higher thermo-resistance than resistance of the main part of the substance being

in amorphic state. Therefore, gasification occurs in a volume (pyrolise process) in heating,
and as a result there appear pores filled in by gaseous pyrolise products. A part of gas is
filtrated to the external surface, however, this process is kinetic, therefore, in fast heating
gases have no time to pass to the surroundings and create intrapore pressure p,. The pore
pressure level can be very high [3] and can reach p, 250 B. The pore pressure p. reaches
its maximum within a very thin surface layer. Under the action of the pore gas pressure a
thin unstrength external layer of the material destructs and is carried out to the surroundings
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where there occurs afterburning the dispersed particles. Destruction rate of a surface layer
of energetic material under the action of pore pressure is combustion rate Di.

Expression for rate Di is determined on the basis of joint solving the heat-cunductivity,
filtration equations and kinetic equation describing the pyrolise process in quasistatic approx-

imation and has the form:

, D(PO)/1, (RI-) e m i(Dil2(~ =D _ C O

DO -= 36pJ (7
p2cK(co VTo/ (7)

where K is the coefficient of gas-permeability and uo is the strength of the energetic material
in tension.

Temperature 06 can be evaluated approximately by formula (6), and to find its more
precise value the heat-conductivity equation (5) should be resolved, and coordinate XD should

be determined from the equation:

XD j (D+ ± Df)dch. (8)

3.3. A RATE OF EXTERNAL EROSIVE COMBUSTION D,.

Unlike internal erosive combustion when material particles at the surface destruct under
the action of internal forces (intrapore pressure), combustion surface particles' destruction
(erosion) at the presence of an external high-speed flow occurs due to the action of local

pressure p. = p~u onto bulging parts of the combustion surface. An idealized scheme of a
stress state of each the bulge of the burning surface can be represented as cantilever bending

of a beam by uniform pressure p'. When the bending stress exceeds the strength limit of the
energetic material in tension, there occurs breaking-off a surface particle and its carrying-off
to the gas flow, wherein the particle burns completely.

The considered idealized model of erosion assumes that at each the elementary destruc-
tion a shape of a dispersed particle and a shape of the residual combustion surface remain

self-similar.
Rate of external erosive combustion D, is determined as Di on the basis of joint solving

the heat-conductivity equation and kinetic equation of pyrolise in quasistatic approximation
and has the form: ( 0 ) (O1/4 (ýow~/ - Eý,

D,= Dof(po)\ r- j'ji4- )' e .... ; (9)

D = 1 /6paA 1/2 i _ 1/4.

p \CIO "\ ROO

f~) I= (-ln(1 -(1±+ (ho )1/23))-

where 10 is the characteristic dimension of roughness of the combustion surface that can be

assumed equal to a characteristic size of pores in the initial energetic material.
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Temperature Ow can be also determined by formula (6), if heat flux q, to the combustion

surface is known. Numerical evaluation of the temperature 08 on the basis of solution of

heat-conductivity equation (5) should take account of the condition:

XD =] (Di + Df + D,)dT. (10)

Formula (9) together with (6) takes account of the dependence of combustion rate D,
on all the main parameters: static pressure p0, pressure head p' and heat flux q,, the last
depends, in its turn, on streamlining conditions of the surface by the external hot flow, namely

Reynolds number Re, velocity u,, gas density pc etc.

One of possible approximate analytical expressions for heat flux q, has the form:

where

L QO+ CA+ e(12)
2

- enthalpy of the overrunning flow, Q 0 
- the total heat of combustion of gaseous products

of the energetic material, 0, - temperature of the external flow before the ignition time, c, -
heat capacity of the gas phase.

Coefficient of heat transfer (a/c,) is expressed by formula:

-a) = 0425Octý 13

for laminar flow;

( .....0(Re)j. 2  (14)

for turbulent regime of the hot flow.

4. Experimental Investigations

4.1. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS
To test an accuracy of determination of the rate of erosive combustion with the help

of the model described above, experiments on combustion of solid combustible materialsin a
high-speed hot flow were conducted.

Combustible polysiloxane rabber contained an inert filler with ratio 1.5:1 was chosen
for investigations. In pyrolise of synthetical rubber besides such compounds as C02, vapour
H 2 0 there also appear combustible compounds CH4 , CO, H 2 etc. Their oxidizer is oxygen

contained in the external overrunning flow, a main mass of which is combustion products of
kerosene.

A scheme of the experimental equipment is shown in Fig.l. Experimental specimen of

material 3 was installed onto the cooled metallic slab 2 and was subjected to the action of

high-sooed hot gas flow 1 with parameters qe, pz, u,. In order to obtain a dependence of the
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1 Ue PO Po q,

8 
\

2 3 45 67

Fig.1.
A scheme of erosive combustion of a specimen of combustible material tested in a
high-speed gas flow: 1 - gasodynamical flow; 2 - colled metallic slab; S - specimen
of combustible material; 4 - initial location of the combustion surface; 5 - current
location of the combustion surface; 6 - heat insulation; 7 - erosive destruction of

the material; 8 - dispersed particles of the material.

rate D on the pressure head p• and q•, three series of testing were conducted for different
values of po, uz, Re and the same value of heat flux qe:
series 1: series 2:

pressure head p' P 0.05 - 0.1 Bar, pressure head p' u 0.4- 0.6 Bar

heat flux q, • 0.1 - 1.5 MW/mr2 , heat flux q, 0.5 - 1.5 MW/mr2

flow velocity u, z 30 - 80 m/s, flow velocity u, 150 - 200 m/s

number Re 105, number Re 3 - 10"

test time t 100 s, test time t 20 s

series 3:

pressure head p' c 0.8 - 1.0 Bar

heat flux q, 0.7 - 2.0 MW/mr
2

flow velocity ue 200 - 290 m/s

Reynolds number Re 7. 10
5

test time t 10 s

In all the three series the overrunning flow was subsonic and laminar. This choice of
testing regimes allowed us to estimate the effect of the flow velocity u, and pressure head p•

on the rate of erosive combustion at the fixed values of heat fluxes.
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4.2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Testing results obtained in the three series of experiments are shown in Fig.2 for three

values of heat fluxes q, = 0.75, 1.0 and 1.5 MW/m 2 .

mm/s 0

0 0.
0.6

00. q. 1., 5Bar/ 2

0

0.4

OOO• 
MW 'm 2

A A-

0.01 'Ba

00.5 
1.0

Fig.2.
Dependence of erosive combustion rate D on pressure head p, at three different
values of heat flux q, for the combustible material based on polysiloxane.

qe= 1.5 MW/m 2 O0GO

0000

6 "

0OU-P'' qBarMr

0. q1.70W/

Fig.3.
Dependence of erosion coefficient E on pressure head p'o at three different values of

heat flux q, for the combustible material based on polysiloxane.
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In the first series of testing the heat flux grew to its maximum value in step-way, and
ignition of the material occured when q, reached the certain value, and then combustion
continued during the experiment, and erosional carrying-away the material specimen surface
was also detected after testing.

In the second and third series of testing a heat flux increased to its maximum value for
very short time and remained at this level during 10 - 20 s. Ignition of pyrolise products

of the material occured practically immediately and continued during all the experiment.

Considerable erosional carrying-away the material was discovered after completion of the
experiment.

As seen from Fig.2, the pressure head p' of the overrunning flow has an essential effect

on the rate of combustion of the material for all three values of heat flux q,. This effect can
be illustrated clearer in coordinates (c, p') (Fig.3). Increasing the rate of material combustion
at the expense of erosion of the material surface under the action of external flow is of 5 - 8
times at p' P 1 Bar. Maximum value e 8 corresponds, as it was expected, to the maximum
heat flux q, = 1.5 MW/rn 2 of the above considered ones, and minimum E c 5 corresponds to
minimum q, = 0.75 MW/rn2 .

4.3. COMPARISON WITH THEORETICAL RESULTS

Theoretical calculations of the combustion rate D and its parts D,, Di and Do were
conducted. In these computations the following characteristics of combustible material based
on polysiloxane rubber were given:

p = 600 kg/mi, c = 0.8 kJ/kg. K, A = 0.17 W/m K, E/Ra =8.5 " 1 K-1,

cr =5MPa, K= ls, Ae* =2.8 MJ/kg, c=0.5, Pa =1 Bar.

Computed results of D and E are shown in Fig. 2 and 3 by solid curves. As seen from
these figures, the agreement of computed and experimental results is sufficiently good with
taking into consideration that the scatter of experimental points is rather great that is typical
for such gasodynamic testing.

5. Effect of Microstructure on Rate of Erosive Combustion

The analytical expresiions (4), (7) and (9) obtained above for the rate of erosive com-

bustion D give us the possibility for optimum selection of a content of the energetic material
in computational way. For this, it is necessary to obtain a relationship between macrochar-
acteristics of the energetic material p, c, K, a, EA, Ae* (on which the combustion rate D
depends) and microcharacteristics of phases of the material pi, ci, ao, Eai, A/e* and content
of the phases.
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SLIE 1 I l lE Energetic

ID El JE 11 0 0 1: material
si E lco-lorlail

Ir DIE]1 El l EJl0

Qf

00,0100c1

-2-- - filler

Ssilicon-organic

matrix

pore

polymer phase

Fig.4.
A scheme of internal two-level structure of energetic material.

5.1. A MODEL OF STRUCTURE OF ENERGETIC MATERIAL

Let us consider a model wherein energetic material consists of three phases: phase I.-
polymer being a mixed propellant (it contains both fuel and oxidizer), phase 2 - inert filler
that is introduced to regulate heat-physical features of the energetic material, phase 3 - pores
filled in with gaseous pyrolise products of the phase 1 in heating.

Energetic material is modelled in the form of a multilevel structure with a two-level
hierarchy (Figure 4). At the first structural level an energetic material consists of periodic
cells of the first type (PCI). Each PC1 consists of two components: component 1 is a matrix,
being a collection of 2nd and 3rd phases, and component 2 is filler (phase 1). The filler is
modelled by a cube, and the matrix is also modelled in the form of a cube surrounding the
filler (Figure 4).
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Finally, the polymer matrix itself is a collection of periodic cells of the second level. PC2
is a hollow cube of a solid polymer (phase 2). The cavity of this cube is represented as a
pore filled with gaseous products of polymer pyrolise (phase 3). Such a model of a energetic
material structure permits to evaluate all the main characteristics of the material: elasticity
modulus, strength in tension, heat-conductivity, density, ablation rate.

5.2. ELASTICITY MODULUS

The elasticity modulus of energetic material according to the multilevel structure de-
scribed above is determined by the formula:

2 E~a', (15)

where
a' _1 S1 ,, S 2 ,ý ,ý 1 - S + S'h, S '(1 - h,) ' -

a K ah,( - h,) "

o'=(1-S' 2)%i±S' 2 a= (1 1S _~ lSl2 h
S' •0') --1

( + 1 ; , = (1- S2 )ao; (16)

ao = exp (-a(AO + P 1o'exp (-Q(t - r))AOdT)4).

Here E° is the elasticity modulus of the polymer phase at temperature O0; a' is the coefficient
describing the effect of filler on the elasticity modulus of the material; a is the coefficient
describing a change of elasticity modulus of the matrix on heating up to pyrolysis temper-
atures; ao is the coefficient describing a reversible change of elasticity modulus of polymer
phase under relatively low temperatures before the pyrolysis commences; h, is the geometri-
cal parameter; a is a ratio of elasticity moduli of filler and polymer phase K = Es/E°; P and
Q are universal constants. Functions S, S' are connected to the volumetric concentrations of
phases pi, 9P2, 03 by the relations:

S= 1 2 1-, = ý'1/ ý1 + ý1+2 +q =1. (17)

Let us introduce mass contents of phases yi, i = 1, 2, which are connected to volumetric phase
concentrations pi by the relations:

'P2 = 1-994 (18)

P1 Y2 \

0 0• 0
(P1=1-993-P4) Y1±+Y2l
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5.3. STRENGTH IN TENSION
The strength of energetic material in tension in accordance with the multilevel structure

described above is determined by the formula:

= - OB, (19)

where cu, is the strength of polymer phase in tension at temperature 90; B is the coefficient

describing the effect of filler on the strength of the material

B = a. . (20)
aQ, ao

Destruction of material reinforced with dispersed filler, which can be described by the formula

(19), occurs due to destruction of polymer phase of its matrix in the vicinity of the filler in

zone Q' of PCI (Figure 4).

5.4. HEAT CONDUCTIVITY
The heat conductivity of energetic material in accordance with the multilevel structure

described above is determined by the formula:

A=2 A , (21)

where
bY =(1- S'2)b +S12, b(22)

(1-S' + S'h S'(12-h,) ) 1-Sb W h-( - ,)s,

Herein A' is the heat conductivity coefficient of the polymer phase at temperature Oo; b' is a

coefficient describing the effect of filler on heat conductivity of the energetic material; b is a

coefficient describing a change of heat conductivity of the matrix in heating up to pyrolysis

temperatures; w is the ratio of heat conductivities of filler and polymer phase w = A1/Ag.

5.5. DENSITY AND HEAT CAPACITY

The density and heat capacity of energetic material are determined by the formulae:

P = PcP1 + P2P2 + P3(P3, (23)

1
C - -- (cPlPc + c2 f12P 2 + c3VpP3),

P

where ci - heat capacities of phases.

5.6. GAS PERMEABILITY

The gas permeability coefficient K of porous energetic material is determined by the

porosity coefficient p, [1]:

K = Koexp (S1;'/3 ), (24)
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where K0 and S are universal constants, independent of the material type and the presence
of fillers in the material.

6. Numerical Results

Numerical calculations of characteristics of energetic material according to the model
developed above were conducted with the following values of component characteristics:

polymer phase:

EO =8MPa, co =5MPa, A2 =0.17W-kg- 1 -K- 1 , c2 =0.SkJ8kg-1 K-1,

P2 = 1100 kg m- 3 , J2 = 3. 10' kg m- 3 s-1, Eý 2 /R = 8.5. 10 K-1;

filler:

E =7104 MPa, u =100MPa, A1 =0.74W-kg- .K-I,

cl =0.8kJ kg-]-K-1, pi =250kg'm 3 , J- =0;

and

K 0 = 1.76. 10-23 s, S = 50.

E
GPa

0.3

0.2 -

0.1 _

0.0 _--- __-" Y1
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Fig.5.
Dependence of elasticity modulus E of the energetic material on concentration of
inert filler yl, points correspond to experimental data.
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Fig.6.
Dependence of relative strength B in tension of the energetic material on concen-
tration of inert filler Yl, points correspond to experimental data.

g/sin3

0.6-

0.4

0.0 .Y
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Fig.7.
Dependence of density p of the energetic material on concentration of inert filler

yi, points correspond to experimental data.

D6

0.4
3 2

0.2

0.0 -- -_ Ow
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Fig.8.
Dependence of erosive combustion rate D of the energetic material on temperature
of its surface for different values of content yi of filler 2: 1 - 5 lo; 2 - 10 %; 3 -

20 %; 4 - 30 %; 5 - 40 %; 6 - 50 Z.
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Figure 5 shows the relationship between the elasticity modulus of the energetic material
and the content of filler in it. With increasing filler content the elasticity modulus of the
material grows sharply. As the strength of the material with filler decreases, then ultimate
strain of the material also decreases rapidly, i.e. the material becomes embrittled.

Figure 6 exhibits the relationship between the relative strength B = u/us of the material
and the content of fillers 1 and 2 in the material. With increasing filler content, the relative
strength decreases sharply at first, and then grows. The minimum strength value is 0.3 for
filler 1 and 0.6 for filler 2.

Figure 7 shows the relationship between the density p of the material and filler content in
the material at temperature 00. With increasing filler content the material density decreases.

Figure 8 shows the relationship between the of rate of erosion combustion D, of the
material and surface temperature for different values of content of filler in the material.
Pressure head p' = 0.01 Bar. As seen from this figure, the filler content has practically no
effect on rate of erosion combustion. This phenomenon is connected to the fact that, as seen
from the formula (19), the erosion rate decreases with decreasing heat conductivity and grows
with decreasing density and increasing filler content. These two processes compensate each
other, and, on the whole, rate D is practically independent of the filler content.

7. Conclusions

The model on erosive combustion of energetic materials has been developed in the present
paper, that describes, in essence, the effect of erosion destruction of the surface on the com-
bustion rate of material in a high-speed flow. This model complements the known models of
erosion combustion being, in fact, schemes of turbulent combustion.

Comparison of the model with experimental results on erosion combustion of combustible
polysiloxane rubber showed a validity of the model.

The model describing an effect of microstructure of energetic materials on erosive com-
bustion rate has been developed. Computed results showed that combustion rate D, is prac-
tically independent of introducing inert fillers while density, heat conductivity and elasticity
essentially change. This gives us the possibility to select an optimum structure of energetic
materials, for example, with the aim to provide a minimum mass at the same energetical
characteristics.
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ABSTRACT

Polymer-Bonded Explosives (PBXs) possess a number of advantages over traditional
explosives based on TNT, such as reduced vulnerability, improved mechanical properties and
enhanced survivability in the operational environment. Simplified processing is also possible if
the binder system utilised in the PBX is based on a thermoplastic elastomer (TPE).

This study examined the pressing behaviour of TPE-bonded -MX-based moulding powders.
This type of formulation finds extensive use as main charge filling for metal accelerating
applications such as shaped charges. The processability of moulding powders and their
compaction characteristics are major considerations in achieving the high levels of
homogeneity and density required for precision warheads.

As a means of identifying optimum conditions for producing full scale explosive billets, small
scale trials were conducted to evaluate the use of dry lubricants and assess the effect of
pressing parameters such as dwell time, vacuum level, temperature and press load.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The work described in this report was part of a development program on pressed shaped
charges carried out by Royal Ordnance in collaboration with the Defence Research Agency
(DRA). The programme addressed the formulation, processing and characterisation of
thermoplastic elastomer (TPE)-based explosive moulding powders. Highly nitramine loaded
compositions containing, in this case, 95% by mass of HIX are required to meet the extreme
metal moving demands required by high performance warheads. A velocity of detonation
value of 8704 ms-' and a detonation pressure value of 34.4GPa at TMD has been predicted
using a proprietary computer program'. The pressing behaviour of the candidate
compositions and evaluation of the pressed explosives with respect to hazard, performance,
physical properties and ageing was then examined. The pressing behaviour of the candidate
composition was firstly evaluated on the small scale, producing right cylindrical pellets. This
enabled optimum pressing conditions to be isolated from a wide range of variables. Preferred
conditions were thus identified for commencing full scale pressing trials on cylindrical and
profiled billets.

2, AIMS

The overall aims of the study were as follows:

(a) to develop a TPE binder system
(b) to develop an HMX-based TPE-bonded moulding powder
(c) to assess pellet pressing characteristics
(d) to assess the performance and hazard parameters on test samples
(e) to press full scale charges and assess their performance.

The present study covers the comparison of moulding powders and the assessment of pellet
pressing characteristics in small scale trials.

3. FORMULATIONS

Binder Compositions

Three binder compositions based on a di-(2-ethylhexyl)sebacate plasticised
styrene-ethylene/butylene styrene polymer and designated XBS 6000, XBS 6001 and
XBS 6005 were prepared by methods which included hot melt, compounding and solvent
lacquering techniques. The development of these TPE binder systems has been reported
elsewhere2.

Moulding Powders

The TPE formulations investigated are listed in Table 1. Moulding powders based on the
TPE bonded systems were assessed using the following methods:
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DSC
Vacuum Stability
Particle Size Distribution
Bulk Density and Tapped Density
Powder Flow Characteristics
Hazard Assessment [Rotter Impact (SCC Test No 1A) and mallet friction (SCC Test No 2)']
Binder Coating Efficiency (Scanning Electron Microscopy and Optical Microscopy)

Processing Results

Moulding Powders using XBS 6000

Preparation of an initial formulation, composed of HMIX Type A/XBS 6000 95/5 %m/m
and designated RF-42-01/1 was attempted in an anchor stirrer type mixer with a jacket
temperature of approximately 105°C. Unfortunately, the dried product had discrete lumps of
binder interspersed with uncoated HMX, indicating that the mixer action was not vigorous
enough to induce coating. To improve phlegmatisation an identical mix, RF-42-01/2, was
conducted using a high shear mixer at a temperature of 95°C. This method produced a very
soft sticky granular powder.

Moulding Powders using XBS 6001

Formulations employing XBS 6001, a high styrene-ethylene/butylene styrene content binder
system, were manufactured by compounding at elevated temperature in a high shear
incorporator. The initial mix, designated RF-42-02/1, contained HMX Type A/XBS 6001
95/5 %m/,. Once a homogeneous mix had formed the water was driven off by heating and the
product cooled. Visual inspection showed that the HIMX was not effectively coated.

A second mix, RF-42-02/2, using the same ingredients in the same ratios was performed.
This time the binder ingredients were added individually in an attempt to compound all the
materials simultaneously. Powder sensitiveness testing gave a low Rotter impact value of 66
and microscopy revealed poor coating with loose binder present. These results suggest poor
phlegmatisation of the HMX.

A third mix, RF-42-02/3, using the same ingredients in the same ratios was performed. In this
case the product was promptly removed from the mixer at the end of the heating stage and
prior to the forced cooling stage. No improvement in the coating process was evident.

Moulding Powders using XBS 6005

Formulation RF-42-03/1 containing XBS 6005 binder loaded with 95% HMX Type A was
prepared in a incorporator using the hot melt technique adopted for the RF-42-01 variants.
The product was a sticky granulate possessing an F of I value of 78. A bimodal version of the
formulation, RF-42-03/2 containing HMX Type A and Type B was then prepared in the same
manner. The F of I value of 69 for this product was relatively low so a modified procedure
was used to manufacture another bimodal formulation, designated RF-42-03/3, which had an
F of I value of 74.
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Powder Characterisation

Thermal Stability

DSC analysis and vacuum stability results were consistent and acceptable for all three variants.

Physical Properties

Bulk density values ranging from 0.633 to 0.852 Mg.m-3 were obtained for the RF-42-01, -02
and -03 variants. RF-42-03/3 recorded a tapped density value of 0.852 Mg.m-3 which gives a
ratio of tap density to bulk density of 1.16. This high value suggested poor flow properties
which were confirmed by the poor response in the flow time and slip angle tests.

Hazard Assessment

Rotter impact values ranging from 66 to 78 were recorded which indicates some
desensitisation relative to HMX which has a Rotter impact value of 60.

Binder Coating Efficiency

Optical microscopy coupled with polarised top lighting dispersion staining techniques revealed
some partially coated surfaces. Scanning electron microscopy showed areas of differing
contrast highlighting where the TPE coating was thin or non-existent.

Conclusions

The most promising moulding powder formulation designated RF-42-03/3, containing
95% m/m HMX and 5% m/m XBS 6005, was selected for assessment in pressing studies.

Unfortunately this composition was found to have unacceptably high pellet ejection loads.
To reduce the pellet ejection forces three dry lubricants were assessed.

4. PRESSING STUDIES

Equipment

The initial work was performed using a 5 ton hand operated hydraulic press and a 12.6mm
diameter die set. Statimeters were used to measure the applied load and the maximum force
required to eject the pellet from the die set. A sketch of the equipment is shown in Figure 5.
The latter work was carried out using a 20 ton downstroking hydraulic press and a nominal
25.4mm diameter die set. Vacuum pressing was carried out in a specially constructed chamber
designed to take the standard Royal Ordnance die sets. The use of a hot oil circulator allowed
pressing operations at elevated temperatures. A sketch of the apparatus is shown in Figure 6.
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Assessment Methods

Pellet Ejection Forces and the use of Dry Lubricants

Pellets were pressed at various pressures between 2 and 15tsi [31-233MPa] at ambient
temperatures with a dwell time of 15 seconds and at length to diameter ratios of 1: 1 and 2:1.

Initial pressing load versus pellet density determinations were attempted with formulation
RF-42-03/3 at an L to D ratio of 2:1 but the pellet ejection forces were considered to be too
high. Pellet ejection forces were over 75% of the compaction load (see Table 3). Therefore,
0.5% of the binder was replaced in experimental formulations by a dry lubricant to reduce
pellet ejection forces. RF-42-04/1 contained graphite, RF-42-06/1 contained Zinc stearate
and RF-42-07/1 contained PTFE. Pellets having a 2:1 L to D ratio were pressed using these
three formulations at a nominal pressure of 6tsi [93MPa] and the pellet ejection loads were
recorded. The results for those pellets pressed with the formulation RF-42-03/3 which
contained no lubricant are listed in Table 2. Graphite was the most successful of the three
lubricants at the 0.5% level but ejection forces were still considered to be too high. Therefore
the effectiveness of 1% graphite in reducing pellet ejection forces was investigated in
formulation RF-42-05/1. This resulted in a further reduction in ejection forces to an
acceptable level.

Pellet Ejection Forces and Pressing Load versus Pellet Density

Pellets were pressed using RF-42-05/1 at 2:1 and 1:1 L to D ratios at a range of pressing
loads (see Table 4 and Figure 1). Pellets formed at pressures as low as 2tsi [31MPa] at an
L to D ratio of 2:1 and densities of 93% of TMD were recorded (TMD 1.823Mg.m3 ). At the
other extreme the density/load curve plateaued above 12tsi [186MPa] and pellets pressed at
15tsi [233MPa] with an L to D ratio of 1:1 had densities of 97.7% of TMD.

FIGURE 1 EFFECT OF PRESS LOAD ON DENSITY

[RF-42-05/11
% TMD

97-
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93 0

92
02 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

PRESS LOAD (Ton.cm-2)

The method of manufacture for RF-42-05 was revised to incorporate a dry graphiting step.
This formulation was redesignated RF-42-08 and mixes were made for subsequent pressing
studies and for the determination of powder explosive and physical properties. The moulding
powders were manufactured in high-shear mixers at a 0.5 kg minimum scale which was scaled
up to 6 kg.
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In the second part of the pressing study the effect of dwell time, vacuum level and temperature
on pellet density was determined. The pellet density of the TPE formulation RF-42-08
increased steeply with respect to dwell time to 1.776 Mg.m"3 at 80 seconds and thereafter
plateaued (see Figure 2). With respect to vacuum the pellet density increases rapidly as the
vacuum level hardened to Imbar at which point a density of 1.795 Mg.m 3 was achieved (see
Figure 3). The density of the RF-42-08 formulation increased steadily with temperature from
1.792 Mg.mn3 at 20-C to 1.799 Mg.m3 at 840C (see Figure 4).

FIGURE 2 EFFECT OF DWELL TIME ON DENSITY
DENSITY (Mg.m-3)
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FIGURE 3 EFFECT OF VACUUM ON DENSITY
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FIGURE 4 EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON DENSITY
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Reassertion of the RF-42-08 pellets, air pressed, was relatively large (0.28%) whilst the
vacuum pressed pellets had reasserted to less than half this value (0.12%). More
representative reassertion values were later obtained in the large scale study.

Pellets pressed under optimum conditions had an average density of 1.812 Mg.m-3 which is
99.37% of TMD. The final pellet diameter at ambient temperature was 25.34 mm compared
to a mould diameter of 25.36 mm which is a shrinkage of 0.08%. The optimum pressing
conditions are listed in Table 5.

Conclusions

The substitution of 1% graphite in the binder produced a composition which had relatively
high but acceptable ejection loads and which could be pressed to a high percentage of its
TMD (99.37%) with vacuum and heat applied.
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TABLE 1: NOMINAL FORMULATIONS

TPE Formulations used to determine the effectiveness of dry lubricants
TPE FORMULATIONS

Ingredients RF-42-03/3a RF-42-04/1 RF-42-05/1b RF-42-06/1 RF-42-07/1 RF-42-08/1

HMX 95 95 95 95 95 95

XBS 6005 5 4.5 4 4.5 4.5 4
binder

Graphite 0.5 1 1

Zinc stearate 0.5

PTFE 0.5
a Formulation recommended in Phase III containing no additives
b RF-42-05 and RF-42-08 have the same composition. RF-42-08 was

developed from RF-42-05
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TABLE 2: EFFECT OF PRESS LOAD ON DENSITY AND EJECTION PRESSURE

MOULD 012,6mm L to D ratio 2:1
DWELL TIME 15s Nominal pellet mass 5g
FORMULATION RF-42-03/3

Pressure No pellet Max Ejection Density % TMD
Pressure (TMD 1.802)

tsi MPa tsi MPa Mg.m-3

2 31 1 2.1 33 1.691 93.84

4.03 62 3.4 53 1.714 95.12

6.17 96 5.2 81 1.727 95.84

8.29 128 6.4 99 1.731 96.06

TABLE 3: EFFECT OF LUBRICANTS ON EJECTION LOAD

MOULD 012.6mm L to D ratio 2:1 Nominal Press Load 6 tsi
DWELL TIME 15s Nominal pellet mass 5g

Lubricant - Type and Percentage Present

Lubricant None Graphite Graphite Zinc PTFE
stearate

Lubricant (% m/m) 0 0.5 1 0.5 0.5

Mix code
RF-42-xx/x 03/3 04/1 05/1 06/1 07/1

Ejection pressure(psi) 5.2 4.2 3.2 4.8 4.8

Ejection pressure (MPa) 80.6 65.1 49.6 74.4 74.4

Pellet Density (Mg.m-3) 1.727 1.741 1.739 1.73 1.739

Pellet Density (%TMD) 95.84 95.98 95.97 96 95.97

Press pressure (psi) 6.2 6.1 6 6.1 6.1

Press pressure (MPa) 96.1 94.6 93 94.6 94.6
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TABLE 4: PEAK EJECTION PRESSURES AND EFFECT OF PRESSING LOAD ON
PELLET DENSITY [RF-42-05/11

MOULD 012.6mm DWELL TIME 15s TMD 1.823 g.cm-3

L to D Pressure No. Peak Ejection Pressure Average %TMD
ratio Density

tsi ton.cm-2 MPa tsi ton.cm2 MPa Mg.m3

1:1 2.03 0.31 31 3 0.28 0.04 4.3 1.725 94,61

4.06 0.63 62.8 3 0.69 0.11 10.7 1.759 96.47

6.03 0.93 94.4 3 0.92 0.14 14.3 1.771 97.11

8.11 1.26 125.2 3 1.04 0.16 16.1 1.777 97.55

10.11 1.57 157.3 3 0.94 0.15 14.6 1.777 97.55

12.16 1.88 188.2 3 0.92 0.14 14.3 1.782 97.73

15.08 2.34 235.6 3 0.94 0.15 14.6 1.781 97.71

2:1 2.04 0.32 31 3 1.04 0.16 16.1 1.695 93.01

4.05 0.63 62.8 3 2.19 0.34 33.9 1.735 95.17

6 0.93 93.2 3 3.10 0.48 48.0 1.754 96.23

8.06 1.25 125.7 3 3.52 0.55 54.6 1.769 97.05

10.18 1.59 158.6 3 3.64 0.56 56.4 1.775 97.36

12.17 1.89 189.7 3 4.04 0.63 62.6 1.776 97.41

15.08 2.34 234.5 3 3.68 0.57 57 1.779 97.59

TABLE 5: PELLET DENSITIES UNDER OPTIMISED PRESSING CONDITIONS
1RF-42-081

PARAMETERS VALUES

PELLET SIZE (mm) 025.4 x 25.4

Av. DIAMETER (mm) 25.34

PRESSING LOAD (tsi) 15

DWELL TIME (secs) 200

VACUUM (mbar) 1

TEMPERATURE (0 C) 66

DENSITY (Mg.m-3 ) 1.812
(%TMD) 99.37
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FIGURE 5
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FIGURE 6
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ACCELERATING EXPLOSIVE, PBXW-11
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ABSTRACT

One of the objectives of the Navy Insensitive Munitions Advanced Development Program, High

Explosives Project (IMAD HE) is the development of high performance metal accelerating explosives with

superior vulnerability characteristics to those of current in-service formulations. Specifically, it is desirable to

reproduce the performance properties of LX-14 and OCTOL 85/15 for use in shaped charges and other metal

driving applications while improving upon their IM characteristics. The pressed, plastic bonded explosive

(PBX) composition, PBXW-11 was developed at the White Oak Laboratory in the early 1990s and was

Qualified for in-service use in October of 1995. The effort followed from the formulation of another Navy

explosive, PBXN-9, which is composed of the following: 92% of the nitramine HMX, 2% HYTEMP acrylate

binder and 6% dioctyl adipate (DOA) plasticizer. While PBXN-9 was shown to exhibit exemplary

vulnerability characteristics, it did not produce the output required to replace most currently used metal

accelerating explosives when substituted on a one-to-one basis. In an effort to enhance output, a similar

formulation was developed (designated PBXW-11) in which the HMX content was increased to 96% while the

plasticizer to binder ratio was maintained at 3:1.

PBXW-11 DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION

The advanced development of PBXW-11 was completed in mid FY 95. As part of a comprehensive

evaluation performed upon PBXW-11 to qualify the material for fleet use, such properties as shock sensitivity,

cookoff behavior and sensitivity to bullet impact were measured and found to either meet or exceed the

acceptable requirements for use in Navy weapons systems (1). Measurements of detonation pressure, metal

accelerating ability and armor penetration have shown that the composition demonstrates performance

comparable to that of other high performance main charge explosives. Approximately 1,500 pounds of

PBXW-11 was successfully manufactured at Holston Army Ammunition Plant (HAAP) to demonstrate the

ability to scale-up processing of the material to production size batches. Table 1 summarizes the sensitivity

data available for PBXW-11. The nominal densities cited are those at which small scale safety, performance

and vulnerability testing were conducted unless otherwise noted. Additional test results for OCTOL 85/15,

PBXN-9 and LX-14 are also included for comparison.
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Table 1. Small Scale Safety Properties of PBXW-11

PBXW-11 OCTOL 85115 LX-14 PBXN-9

96% HMX 85% HMX 95.5% HMX 92% HMX

Formulation 3% Dioctyl Adipate 15% TNT 4.5% Estane 6% Dioctyl Adipate

1%HYTEMP - - 3% HYTEMP

Theoretical Max. Density (g/cc) 1.83 1.86 1.85 1.76

Nominal Density (g/cc) 1.80 1.86 1.82 1.73

Impact (cm) 25 25 26 34

ABL Friction (psig) 315 315 750 420

ESD (J) 4.20 0.25 12.5 8.75

Vacuum Thermal Stability (ml/g) 0.12 0.14 0.21 0.13

Large Scale Gap Test (cards) 205 (p = 1.80 g/cc) 236 (p = 1.81 g/cc) 199 (p = 1.80 g/cc) 201 (p = 1.73 g/cc)

SENSITIVITY

Basic small scale properties were determined for PBXW-11 as part of the requirement for the

qualification of main-charge explosives. Results of impact sensitivity, friction sensitivity, electrostatic

sensitivity, vacuum thermal stability and large scale gap testing were all within the acceptable range for

Navy qualification. A comparison of the results with those of OCTOL 85/15 and LX-14 shows PBXW-11

exhibits overall improved sensitivity characteristics, with significant improvements evident in the

electrostatic discharge and LSGT values over those shown by OCTOL 85/15. A series of laboratory tests was

performed to support predictions that for a given geometry and size, the time to explosion for PBXW-11 at 82°C

exceeds 500-days. Assuming the geometry and size of a general purpose bomb, the predicted isothermal 500-day

cookoff temperature was determined to be 1350 C, thus satisfying the qualification requirement.

VULNERABILITY

Vulnerability testing of PBXW-11 was conducted in the IMAD 3.2-inch generic shaped charge test unit

(GSCTU) shown in Figure 1. The GSCTU assemblies used in these tests were equipped with inert detonators and

booster pellets to evaluate the effects of only the main charge fill. With the exception of Variable

Confinement Cookoff Test, vulnerability tests of PBXW-11 were performed in accordance with Reference (2) in

conjuction with several other candidate shaped charge explosives, among them PBXN-9, OCTOL 85/15 and LX-

14. A summary of test results is given in Table 2.

Slow Cookoff Testing

Slow cookoff tests were conducted in duplicate where the explosive-loaded 3.2-inch GSCTU was placed

in an electric oven and heated at a slow cookoff rate of 3.30 C per hour until reaction occurred. Temperatures in

the oven's air stream and on the external surface of the test unit were continuously measured by thermocouples.

PBXW-11 demonstrated burning reactions in both tests in which there was no resultant damage to the test

hardware. In comparison, slow cookoff testing of both OCTOL 85/15 and LX-14 resulted in detonations.
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Inert Booster Pellet Main Charge Explosive
(- 1,000g)(9.5g, 0.75-in dia x 0.75-in long) 0.5 mu Aluminum Copper LinerBuilt-in •Closure (42', 81 mmn)

Inert Detonator Lock Ring

95 rmm

PIC Retainer Screws
(12 X 8-32)

•@48.a

-141 mm.

S193nmm J

Figure 1. IMAD 3.2-Inch Generic Shaped Charge Test Unit

Fast Cookoff Testing

Two fast cookoff tests were performed on PBXW-11 loaded 3.2-inch GSCTUs in which the units were

subjected to an enveloping flame produced by burning TP-5 fuel. Testing continued until the fuel was consumed.

Post-test inspection of the test GSCTUs showed both tests resulted in burning. Burning reactions were also noted

for LX-14 loaded units. Burning in two tests and partial detonation in a third were exhibited by OCTOL 85/15.

Table 2. Vulnerability Test Results for PBXW-11

Test PBXW-11 OCTOL 85/15* LX-14* PBXN-9*

Slow Cookoff Burn (2 Tests) Detonation (2 Tests) Detonation (2 Tests) Burn (2 Tests)

Fast Cookoff Burn (2 Tests) Burn (2 Tests) Bum (2 Tests) Burn (2 Tests)

Part. Detonation (1 Test)

Multiple Bullet Impact Burn (1 Test) Deflagration (1 Test) Deflagration (2 Tests) Burn (2 Tests)

Deflagration (1 Test) Detonation (1 Test)

Variable Confinement Cookoff (in) 0.075 0.015 (OCTOL 75/25) 0.015 0.090**

*Data source is reference (3).
**PBXN-9 did not achieve failure in the VCCT. Reported value is the highest level at which the explosive was tested.

Multiple Bullet Impact (MBI) Testing

Duplicate multiple bullet impact tests were performed upon PBXW-11, LX-14 and OCTOL 85/15 in

GSCTU hardware. Using the test configuration shown in Figure 2, three 50-caliber armor-piercing bullets

impacted the test unit at velocities of 2,800 ± 200 ft/sec at intervals of 50 ± 10 ms. Bullet velocity was measured
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using electronic velocity screens positioned between the guns and the test unit. Air blast gauges and high speed

photographic coverage were used in the assessment of explosive response.

High-Speed Motion
High-Speed Motion Picture Cameras

Picture Camera

50' 50-cal. Guns
z Pressure

34 1 4o Gages I _____

GSCTU Velocity Screens

Fragment Shield

GSCTU
5 0'

Clamps 35' 50-cal. Guns (3)

Steel Witness Fragment
Plate Shield

Velocity Screens

Figure 2. Multiple Bullet Impact Test Configuration

Testing of PBXW-11 resulted in burning in one test and deflagration in the second. It should be noted

that no overpressure was detected by the air blast gauges in the test resulting in deflagration and a significant

amount of unreacted explosive fill was recovered. Only the fact that two sections of the warhead case were

propelled beyond the designated 50-foot allowable safe radius required for MBI testing with a force greater

than 58 ft-pounds led to the classification of this reaction as a deflagration. It has been suggested in Reference

(4), that the confinement of the 3.2-inch GSCTU is such that the explosive does not vent sufficiently and enough

pressure may be generated to rupture the case and propel it long distances. A comparison of the results of MBI

testing of PBXW-11 with those of the OCTOL 85/15 and LX-14 loaded units shows significant improvement was

demonstrated by PBXW-11.

Variable Confinement Cookoff Test (VCCT)

Slow cookoff characteristics of PBXW-11 were evaluated in the Variable Confinement Cookoff Test

depicted in Figure 3. Three PBXW-11 pellets (1.0-inch diameter by 0.833-inch long) were placed inside an

aluminum thermal sleeve which was in turn centered within a steel sleeve of variable thickness and assembled

into the test configuration as shown. Heating of the assembled test unit was achieved using two 1-inch
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diameter, 110-volt, 125-watt mica heating bands. A slow cookoff rate of 3.3°C per hour was maintained until

reaction occurred. The thickness of the confinement sleeve was varied from 0.015-inch to 0.120-inch in

increments of 0.015-inch. Hydrostatically determined internal burst pressures for steel sleeves ranging in

thickness from 0.015-inch to 0.075-inch are tabulated in Table 3.

Thermocouple (0.045" Diameter)

Witness Plates
(Steel, 3/8" or 1/2" Thick)

Retaining Bolts (4 Places)

Mica Heating Bands (2 - 125 Watt)

Explosive Sample - 50 Grams
(1.0" Diameter X 2.5" Long)

Aluminum Thermocouple Sleeve
(0.12" Wall)

Steel Confinement Sleeve
(Variable Thickness)

Figure 3. Variable Confinement Cookoff Test Configuration

The severity of the explosive reaction in the VCCT was determined through qualitative analysis of the

resultant damage to the test hardware. Failing reactions in VCCT are considered as those more violent than a

pressure rupture. Results are reported in terms of the thinnest steel confinement sleeve thickness at which a

failing response first occurs.

Table 3. Measured VCCT Hydrostatic Burst Pressures

Steel Wall Thickness (in) Burst Pressure (psi)
0.000 1,200 "
0.015 2,350
0.030 5,230
0.045 7,725
0.060 10,000
0.075 12,700
0.090 15,300-
0.105 17,634"*
0.120 19,963"*

Aluminum sleeve without steel confinement sleeve
Calculated

VCCT testing of PBXW-11 at a pressed density of 1.80 g/cc demonstrated the first incidence of a violent reaction

at a steel confinement sleeve thickness of 0.075-inches (corresponding to an hydrostatically determined internal

burst pressure of 12,700 psi). In comparison, both OCTOL 85/15 and LX-14 failed at the minimum confinement

sleeve thickness of 0.015-inch (2,350 psi).
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PERFORMANCE

Detonation Pressure

The detonation pressure of PBXW-11 was calculated as a function of density from measured detonation

velocity values using the Kamlet-Jacobs method (5). Using the following equations,

(1) D (mm/lsec) = 1.01 (0)0.5(1 + 1.3 p)

(2) P (kbar) = 15.58 0 p2

calculated detonation pressures were determined for PBXW-11 and are given in Table 4 with additional data

for PBXN-9, LX-14 and OCTOL 85/15. It is clearly seen from the data presented, that PBXW-11 has

theoretical detonation output comparable to that of the baseline explosives, LX-14 and OCTOL 85/15.

Table 4. Calculated Detonation Pressures For PBXW-11

Detonation Detonation
Explosive Density (g/cc) %TMD Velocity (mm/gsec) Pressure (kbar)

1.55 84.7 7.70 243
1.65 90.2 8.03 276

PBXW-11 1.72 94.0 8.48 316

1.75 95.6 8.49 321

1.79 97.8 8.80 350

1.80 98.4 8.82 354

LX-14* 1.80 97.3 8.68 334

1.82 98.4 8.83 351

PBXN-9** 1.73 98.3 8.43 310

OCTOL 85/15"** 1.86 100 8.34 315

Data sources are References (6) and (7).
"**Data source is Reference (8)
"***Data source is Reference (9)

To verify the theoretical values generated, detonation pressure testing was performed on PBXW-11 at

the following densities: 1.55 g/cc, 1.75 g/cc, 1.79 g/cc and 1.80 g/cc using the Aquarium technique (10). Results

are tabulated in Table 5 where measured detonation pressure values for PBXN-9, OCTOL 85/15 and LX-14 are

also included. It is evident that good agreement exists between the calculated and empirical values of

detonation pressure for PBXW-11 at the lower densities tested. At densities of 1.79 g/cc and 1.80 g/cc, however,

a disparity is evident between the two values which is believed to be due to low detonation velocities read

from the streak camera film used in the Aquarium test. Significantly higher detonation velocities

(approximately 8.80 mm/psec and 8.82 mm/(tsec, respectively for densities of 1.79 g/cc and 1.80 g/cc) have been

observed using the more commonly used ionization-probe method. If one were to redetermine detonation

pressures for PBXW-11 at 1.79 g/cc and 1.80 g/cc using these higher detonation velocities, an increase in output

is evident as shown in Table 5. One further aquarium test was performed upon PBXW-11 at a density of 1.80 g/cc

where the detonation velocity was determined using both ionization probes and streak camera record with
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increased magnification over the explosive-water interface. Good agreement between these velocities was

shown to exist (the streak record yielded a velocity of 8.88 mm/ltsec). The resultant detonation pressure was

consistent with that previously determined at this density where a velocity of 8.80 mm/gsec was used.

For most metal accelerating applications, a density of 1.80 g/cc for PBXW-11 would typically be used. In

comparing the measured detonation pressure of PBXW-11 with other explosive compositions at the same

percentage of TMD, it is clear that PBXW-11 has performance which exceeds PBXN-9 and approaches that of

OCTOL 77.6/22.4 (data was not available for OCTOL 85/15). It should be noted that the method by which the

detonation pressures were obtained for LX-14 and OCTOL 77.6/22.4 were unavailable to the authors.

Table 5. Measured Detonation Pressures For PBXW-11

Detonation Detonation
Explosive Density (g/cc) %TMD Velocity (mmr/sec) Pressure (kbar)

1.55 84.7 7.88 235
1.75 95.6 8.54 318

PBXW-11 1.79 97.8 8.50 316 (324t)
1.80 98.4 8.61 320 (326t)
1.80 98.4 8.88 327

LX-14* 1.84 99.5 N/A 370

PBXN-9** 1.73 98.3 8.49 296
OCTOL 77.6/2-.4" 1.82 100.0 N/A 342

*Data source is Reference (7)
Data source is Reference (8)

tValue obtained using a detonation velocity of 8.80 mm/[Isec

Cylinder Expansion (CYLEX) Testing

The cylinder expansion test is a standard means of measuring the transfer of energy from an explosive to

a metal case upon detonation. A relatively thin-walled metal cylinder is filled with explosive, and the mass

of the explosive-filled cylinder is measured carefully. When the explosive is detonated, both the detonation

velocity and the velocity of the expanding metal are measured. With this information, the JWL equation of

state of the explosive can be determined (11,12). CYLEX testing was performed on PBXW-11 at a densities of

1.79 g/cc and 1.80 g/cc. The detonation velocity of the explosive, measured cylinder wall velocities (Gurney

velocities) at 5 mm and 19 mm of expansion and the associated Gurney energies are given in Table 6 for each

charge tested.

Table 6. Results of CYLEX Tests for PBXW-11

Detonation Gurney Velocity Gurney Velocity Gurney Energy Gurney Energy
Density Velocity (5 mm) (19 mm) (5mm) (19 mm)
(g/cc) (mm/}isec) (mm/psec) (mm/psec)I IMJ/kg) (MJ/kg)

1.80 8.75 1.56 1.79 1.22 1.60

1.79 8.75 1.57 1.78 1.23 1.58
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Table 7 compares the ability of several explosives, including those of PBXW-11, to deliver energy to metal both

head-on (at 5 mm) and tangentially (at 19 mm). Results indicate a favorable comparison exists in the metal-

driving characteristics of PBXW-11 and the baseline composition LX-14. No cylinder expansion data is

available for OCTOL 85/15.

Table 7. Comparison of Relative Metal Accelerating Abilities

Gurney Energy (5 mm) Gurney Energy (19 mm)
Explosive Density (g/cc) (MJ/kg) (MJ/kg)

PBXW-11 1.79 1.23 1.58
1.80 1.22 1.60

PBXN-9* 1.73 1.20 1.51

OCTOL 78/22* 1.81 1.22 1.54
LX-14* 1.84 0.99 0.99

*Data source is Reference (8).
"**Data source is Reference (7).

Armor Penetration

GSCTU shaped-charge jet penetration into a stack of rolled homogeneous armor (RHA) plates was used

to provide a measurement of the performance of PBXW-11 relative to other metal driving explosive

compositions. Figure 4 presents a typical test configuration.

3.2-in. GSCTU Loaded
with Candidate

Explosive

Standoff (variable) Support Stand

Rolled Homogeneous Armor Blocks
(6-inch x 6-inch x 3-inch,

9 blocks stacked, surfaces machined)

Ground Elevation

Figure 4. Armor Penetration Test Configuration

The 3.2-inch GSCTUs used for the armor penetration tests utilized a cold-formed copper liner rather

than a low-cost, deep-drawn liner used for vulnerability tests. Tests were conducted at standoffs of two, five,

seven and nine CDs (where the charge diameter equals 3.2-inches) from the RHA stack. The depth of

pentration into RHA was measured. Table 8 provides a summary of armor penetration test results for PBXW-11,

OCTOL 85/15, LX-14 and PBXN-9. The armor penetrating performance of PBXW-11 was much the same as that
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of LX-14 which was not surprising in light of the similarity of the density and detonation velocities of the two

formulations. A notable improvement was evidenced over PBXN-9 performance.

Table 8. Average Penetration Data For PBXW-11

Average Penetration Depth (mm)

Explosive 2 CD Standoff 5 CD Standoff 7 CD Standoff 9 CD Standoff

PBXW-11 475 539 594 575

OCTOL 85/S'5 478 583 525 628

LX-14* 473 562 580 606

PBXN-9* 467 552 560 539
*Data source is Reference (3).

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Results of characterization testing of the pressed explosive, PBXW-11, have shown that the

composition exhibits relatively insensitive behavior with performance nearly equal to that of the baseline

explosives with which it was compared. The material exhibits overall sensitivity characteristics which are

superior to OCTOL 85/15 and comparable to LX-14. PBXW-11 proved to be significantly less shock sensitive

than OCTOL 85/15 in LSGT evaluation. In vulnerability testing in the 3.2-inch generic shaped charge test unit,

PBXW-11 outperformed both materials, demonstrating exceptional cookoff properties. With the exception of

one questionable deflagration reaction in multiple bullet impact testing, PBXW-11 met the criteria of MIL-

STD-2105B for in-service use.

Detonation pressure testing of PBXW-11 at a pressed density of 1.80 g/cc has shown that the

formulation demonstrates performance similar to OCTOL 77.6/22.4 when compared at 98 percent of theoretical

maximum density. PBXW-11 possesses armor penetration ability similar to LX-14, especially at standoffs of 7

and 9 charge diameters. Results of cylinder expansion testing yield metal accelerating properties which exceed

those of both LX-14 and PBXN-9.
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MINIATURE INSENSITIVE SILVER CUTTING CORDS.
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Abstract

Miniature explosive linear cutting cords, better known as Charge Linear Cutting (CLC)

or Linear Cutting Charge (LCC) has been used for many years by both military and

civilian industry. Explosive cords allow a wide range of metallic and non-metallic

materials to be cut, usually in circumstances in which more conventional cutting

techniques are for one reason or another unsuitable.

Until recently, explosive cords have consisted of a RDX based explosive filling enclosed

in a lead sheath. Modern weapon applications require an explosive cord that is more

efficient in the terms of cutting ability and that is also lighter, smaller and mechanically

stronger. Other requirements are for an explosive filling with an inproved thermal

stability and lower shock sensitivity.

This paper investigates the advantages of changing the explosive filling to

Hexanitrostilbene (HNS) or BX4 and the sheathing to silver. These explosives are two of

the new generation of insensitive materials, they both have advantages over RDX, in

particularly -INS is useful in high temperature applications and BX4 is good for its low

explosiveness when ignited by a variety of ignition and cook-off stimuli.

Silver is an attractive alternative sheathing to lead as it can give up to a 30% increase in

cutting ability compared to a similar width of lead cord. Silver cord is both lighter and
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stronger than lead cord of similar dimensions. Results of the performance of cords with

different silver sheath thickness and cord cross section are presented and discussed.

Introduction

Background

Lead sheathed cords have been in Service in the United Kingdom for over 25 years.

They are shaped into a chevron section so that initiation of the explosive filling collapses

the liner and produces a linear cutting jet. The cords are available in a wide range of

sizes, from those containing 3 g explosive per metre, used in the air crew escape system

or missile command break-up units, to those containing 250 gin-1 of explosive which are

used as demolition charges.

Lead, as a sheathing material has many advantages for the manufacture of explosive

cords. It is very ductile metal and is therefore easily drawn to a wide range of diameters.

It can also be readily rolled to the required cross section shape and easily formed into the

geometry of any specific application. The high density of lead provides an effective

charge cutting jet against most target materials, however, the resulting high mass per unit

length of the cord has resulted in a restriction in its use in some applications. Another

disadvantage of lead sheathing is that it is mechanically weak and has to be well

supported in most applications. The use of lead as a sheatlhmg material for cutting cords

has also given problems as regards health and environmental issues.

The main explosive filling used in associated with lead sheathed cords has been RDX

based explosives, but the thenral stability of RDX (melting point of approximately

200'C) has linited its use in certain applications, additionally it does not meet insensitive

munitions requirements.
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Aim

This paper reports work which investigated the advantages of changing the sheathing

from lead to silver and the explosive filling from RDX to Hexanitrostilbene (HNS) or

BX4 (a mixture of TATB, RDX and PTFE).

Materials

Explosives

Three types of explosives were compared in this work. RHA consisting of 95% RDX

and 5% HIMIX recrystallized from hot acetone (specification TS667), BX4, and

Hexanitrostilbene (HNS2) a high temperature explosive manufactured by Swedish

Ordnance.

General description of explosive cord manufacture.

The manufacture of miniature linear cutting cords is based upon the process of filling a

metallic tube with explosive powder and then reducing the diameter of the tube by a wire

drawing process. Th-is is carried out using a hydraulic draw bench, which pulls the tube

at a controlled rate through a series of dies, each die reducing the diameter by a precise

amount. As the tube reduces in diameter and increases in length, the e"-'1',ive core is

also reduced in diameter and the density of the filling increases. At the required diameter,

the drawing process is concluded and the explosive cord is then finished by rolling it

between shaped rollers to produce the chevron section explosive cord. The use of

different rollers enables the cross sectional geometry to be changed. The shape of the

chevron section and the stand-off distance control the cutting efficiency of the cord.

Manufacture of lead explosive cord.

Lead alloy tubes with an internal diameter of 9.4ram and a wall thickness of

2.0mm were filled. The tubes were cleaned with acetone and allowed to dry. The
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bottom of the tube was sealed with a plug of RD 1284 (black lutin sealing compound)

and then weighed. The tube was attached to a compressed air vibrating rig, which

allowed the tube to be vibrated continually whilst being filled with the explosive powder.

The explosive powder was manually fed into the tube using a scoop and funnel. This

vibration technique ensured that the explosive was filled to a consistent density, and that

small air pockets or voids would not form in the filling. Once the tube was almost full a

plug of RD 1284 was inserted into the remaining volune to retain the explosive powder

during the subsequent processing. The tube was again weighed before being drawn to

6.25mm or 4.0mm diameter and shaped.

Manufacture of silver explosive cord

In general the thin walled silver tube was used but in one series of experiments with BX4

a tube with a thick wall tube was used. This was to allow the effect of wall thickness on

the cords performance to be investigated.

All the silver sheathed cord was manufactured using a similar process to that described

above for the lead sheathed cord.

Measurement of the explosive core loading (ECL) and weight of explosive cord.

In order to measure the explosive content of the cord, two samples were taken, one from

each end of cord. The samples were accurately measured and weighed. The explosive

was then dissolved or softened by boiling the cord samples in Dimethylfornaldeyde for

the cords filled with HNS and acetone for those cords filled with BX4 and RDX. The

explosive BX4 was only softened not dissolved by the acetone so the softened explosive

was carefully removed by hand. The empty sheaths were re-weighed and the mean

explosive core loading (ECL) in grains per metre of the explosive cord calculated. The

weight of the filled samples was used to calculate the total weight per metre of each type

of cord.
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3. Velocity of detonation.

The velocity of detonation (VOD) of RHA and HNS has been measured in silver and

lead cords with a sirnilar explosive core loading (ECL) of around 9ganf1 For BX4

explosive the VOD was measured in silver sheaths using two different wall thicknesses

but with the same ECL of around 9 gmY4 . The VOD of all six types of explosive cord

was measured at ambient temperature (18'C.) For these experiments the cord samples

were cut into 250mm lengths and four lengths of each type were fired and the mean

velocity calculated. The measurements were made using an explosive timing system,

which enables accurate measurement of the rate of propagation in energetic materials

contained in all types of explosive cord.

The system is controlled by a computer which is interfaced to a Hewlett Packard 54112

oscilloscope. The oscilloscope is linked to an optical receiving unit to which are

connected plastic fibre optic sensors. The fibre optics detect the light from the explosive

reaction zone as it passes through the cord. The time taken for the reaction zone to reach

each sensor is recorded and the velocity of the reaction is calculated by the computer. the

ends of the fibre optic sensors are destroyed by the explosive, but the fibre is relatively

inexpensive and by cutting off approximately 50mm from the damaged end, the sensor is

ready to use again.

The optical receiving unit converts the light pulses transmitted by the fibre optics into

electronic signals which are fed directly into the digitising oscilloscope. This scope is

triggered by the initial signal pulse from the fibre which is close to the detonator and then

proceeds to sample the remaining channel for the stop pulse.
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Evaluation of explosive cutting performance

The cutting performance of all types of linear cutting cords varies greatly with stand-off

distance. This is the distance between the base of the cord and the target surface to be

cut. It was necessary to test the performance of each cord over a range of stand-off

distances (0 to 6mm) in order to determine the optirmun stand-off.

The target material selected for the explosive cutting evaluation of the cords was the

aluminium alloy 6082 (HP TF 30). This relatively soft material is easy to cut, and

therefore small changes in cutting performance could be easily measured. The material is

also readily available in a wide range of thicknesses. When explosive cord cuts

completely through a target plate, 70% of the thickness is cut by the penetration of the

explosive cutting jet and the remaining 30% results from shear forces due to the shock

pressure. Therefore in the tests carried out for this evaluation the target plate selected

was of sufficient thickness so that the cutting cord failed to sever it completely. This

enables the depth of penetration of the jet into the aluniniumn to be measured accurately.

The target plates were prepared by attaching to them, two thin walled aluminium tubes

with cyanoacrylate adhesive, this ensured the explosive cord was at the correct stand off

distance when fired. The explosive cord was secured at right angles to the stand-off

pieces with small strips of tape.

For the firing test, the target plate with the explosive cord sample attached was

positioned on a 251nm thick steel block. A number 3 flat base detonator manufactured by

ICI was aligned and held in contact with the end of the explosive cord by adhesive lead

tape.

After detonation of the explosive cord, the target plates were cooled for 30 minutes, in a

freezer to approximately -80'C. The temperature of the plates was then fimrther reduced
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by placing them into a bath of liquid nitrogen (-200'C). The frozen test plates were then

clamped in a vice and fractured along the cutting jet line using a sharp blow. This

technique ensured that the metal fractured cleanly without bending, exposing the depth of

cut produced by the explosive cutting jet. A vernier calliper was then used to measure the

penetration of the cutting jet. Five readings were taken on each plate and the average

depth of cut calculated.

Results and Discussions

Velocity of detonation.

The results of the VOD determinations are shown in Table 1. The velocity of detonation

for all three explosive was found to be greater when the explosives were filled into silver

tube rather than lead tube. For FINS explosive filled into silver the velocity of detonation

was 19% greater than that of the lead sheathed HNS. The reason for the increase in

detonation velocity when silver cord is used is not filly understood and requires further

investigation.

Table 1: Mean velocities of detonation of silver and lead cord

Cord type ECL Mean Velocity of detonation
gm m/s-'

4.0rmm Silver/RHA 9.50 8500

4.0mm Silver/BX4 Thick wall 8.70 7600

4.0mm Silver/BX4 Thin wall 8.50 7500

6.25mm Lead/RHA 9.40 7420

4.0mm Silver/HNS 9.70 7350

6.25mm Lead/HNS 9.30 6160
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Cutting Trials

The mean depth of penetration of the cutting jet into the target plate for each cord

manufactured is given in table 2 below. These are shown at the seven different stand-offs

(0 to 6mm) for each of the cords. The table also gives the total weight of the cord per

metre and the ECL.

Table 2: Results of mean depth of penetration in relation to stand-off distance.

Size / type of cord Stand-off CLC ECL
combination (mm) 6 gm

1  gm.1

4 mm Silver/RHA 3.60 4.30 5.20 5.70 6.30 6.70 5.40 52.60 9.50

4 mm Silver/HNS 3.00 3.40 4.20 4.30 4.50 4.30 4.00 52.80 9.70

4 mm Silver/BX4 thick wall 3.30 4.20 4.90 5.60 6.10 5.80 5.30 57.20 8.75

4 mm Silver/BX4 thin wall 3.20 4.10 6.00 6.80 5.90 6.35 5.00 51.60 8.50

4 mm Lead/RHA 2.80 3.10 3.90 4.60 4.00 3.50 3.30 76.90 4.10

4 mm Lead/HNS 2.00 2.20 2.70 3.50 3.60 3.00 2.40 77.60 4.80

6.25mm Pb/RHA 4.10 4.70 5.30 5.80 5.90 5.30 5.20 191.00 9.40

6.25 mmPb/HNS 3.60 4.10 4.50 4.80 5.00 4.60 4.20 190.00 9.30

Figure 1 illustrates the cutting performance of the 4mm wide silver cord filled with HNS,

BX4 and RHA and compares them with 41rm lead filled with HNS and RHA. The

graph clearly shows the difference in performance between 4.0mmn silver and 4.0mmrn

lead sheathed cord. The lead cords poor performance was partly due to their lower ECL

caused by its greater wall thiickness.

Silver sheathed BX4 gives an increase of over 100% in the jet cutting depth in

aluminium alloy compared to 4.01nmn HNS filled lead cord.

The cutting efficiency of both silver and lead cord was found to improve as the stand-off

distance increased, to approximately 4.01rmm beyond this distance the performance began
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to decrease. The optimum stand off distance was found to vary depending on the type of

explosive, the sheath thickness and the sheath material.

Tests using BX4 and the thicker walled silver tube, indicates that the thicker walled cord

performs better at the higher stand offs whilst the thin walled BX4 cord performed better

at stand offs between 1mrm and 3mmn. The performance of both silver/BX4 cords was

very similar to thin walled silver/RHA cord at 2, 4 and 6mm stand offs.

Figure 2. compares the performance of silver cord filled with HNS, RHA and BX4 with

lead cord filled with RHA and HNS; all cords had a similar ECL. This was achieved by

using 6.25mm wide lead cords, and 4.0man silver cords. The graph highlights that with

similar ECL the difference in performance was now governed more by the type of

explosive, than the sheath material. Cords filled with TINS gave the lowest depths of cut,

with silver cord found to be inferior to lead.

Table 2 shows that silver sheathed cord is considerably lighter than the cords sheathed in

lead. For example, the silver cord of 4.00mm width is over 30% lighter (51.6 to 76.9

grams) than the equivalent lead cord. The silver cord is almost 3.5 times lighter than a

lead cord of similar ECL (52.6 grains silver, 190 grains lead). Further weight savings

can be achieved by selecting a smaller size of silver cord because of its enhanced cutting

performance.

7.0 Conclusions

A manufacturing process for a range of miniature silver sheathed linear cutting

cords has been defined which produces a silver sheathed cord that is considerably lighter

and physically stronger than cord sheathed in lead.. Measurements of the explosive

cutting perfonnance established that for the same 4.0mmn wide cord the silver cord was
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found to produce a much greater depth of cut than the lead cord, due in part to the

increased weigh of explosive. This increase in weight of explosive is due to a number of

reasons including, a reduction in wall thickness giving increased volume and an increase

in density of the explosive. Of all the combinations tested, thino-walled silver/BX4 cord

gave the greatest depth of cut.

The improved thennal stability of BX4 and HNS explosive will enable these silver

sheathed cords to be used in high environmental temperature applications. Preliminary

tests have indicated that successfil finctioning can be aclhieved with cords filled with

HNS after conditioning at temperatures of up to 260'C for short periods (up to 1 hour).

This research has confirmed that smaller, lighter and stronger cords with improved

cutting performance can be manufactured using silver as the sheathing material.

Significant improvements to the thennal stability of these cords can be achieved by using

an HNS explosive filling. These improvements over lead cords will make silver sheathed

CLC, attractive for applications such as rocket motor mitigation devices and other

aerospace requirements.

Although the cost of the silver sheathing is greater than for lead, due to the relatively

small quantities of silver used in these miniature cords, the overall cost penalty is not

great.

Future work will study how the thickness of the silver sheath, which forns the chevron

liner, and the shape of the chevron section influence the cutting performance of the cords.

Improved filling techniques aimed at achieving an increase in the density of the explosive

filling will also be studied.

© British Crown Copyright
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COMIPARISON OF 4.0mm WIDE LEAD AN) SILVER CLCs FILLED WITH HNS, BX4 OR RHA
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The effect of additives (HNS) in explosives filling on the
structural integrity of TNT based columns and finally

the terminal performance of the shells

F A Venter and F C Fouche
(Naschem (Division of DENEL) Private bag X1254, Potchefstroomn,2520 South Africa)

Summary.

The structural integrity of TNT-based explosives filling, with and without the

addition of HNS, was evaluated experimentally. Tests which were performed

include 1,5 m drop test on a steel plate, radiographic tests and shell ramming.

Visual inspection was done on the crystallisation characteristics of the explosives

fillings by using split casings and sectioning of filled items. HNS in TNT-based

fillings showed significant improvement in the structural integrity of various

artillery HE shells. The advantages and disadvantages of TNT-based fillings

with and without HNS are discussed with reference to thermal shock, crystal

structure and radial sectioning of filled shells.

The terminal effectiveness of these shells were evaluated by means of static arena

and fragmentation pit tests. By taking into account the fragment velocity,

spread angle and mass distribution the dynamic performance of the shells were

evaluated by means of computer simulation. The results of this study are

discussed and the advantages and disadvantages of the addition of HNS in high

explosives fillings are pointed out.

1 Introduction

With the trend in requiring less sensitive explosives as filling of ammunition in general but

with special emphasis on those warheads, launched under high setback conditions, this study

was conducted with the objective to quantify the influence of an additive such as HNS, with

reference to structural integrity, as well as terminal performance.
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2 Structural Integrity

The anchoring capability of fillings with and without thermal cycling treatment was

evaluated by visual inspection of sectioned shells. The filled shells were sectioned at the

positions as indicated in FIGURE 1.

$67 C ý

.S6

S4
s3 A

S2 4 A

S1I

Figure 1

The filling of the shell presented in FIGURE 2 was from a freshly filled shell, without

thermal cycling, compared to the filling anchored to the shell after thermal cycling as

presented in FIGURE 3. The advantage of thermal cycling was found to be of greater

importance in the case where the explosives filling does not contain HNS. This is now

explained by pointing out the difference in crystal growth as observed in sectioning of fillings

recovered by means of split casings. FIGURE 4 shows the very distinct radial oriented

crystal growth pattern. FIGURE 5 shows significantly less orientated crystal growth, and

finally with 0,5% HNS in the RDX/TNT 60/40 mixture, 'complete' randomness in direction

of crystal growth is seen from FIGURE 6.
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These differences in crystal structure as observed visually have a significant influence on the

filling integrity during rough handling. Drop tests (1,5m on steel plate) showed no cracks

when filling contains HNS. The same observation was made from shell ramming tests. For

both drop tests and shell ramming tests, the shells were radiographically examined in order to

Figure 4 Figure 5 Figure 6

draw the conclusions made above. The improvement of filling integrity is explained by the

crystal structure. In the case of TNT based explosives without the addition of HNS, the

crystals are highly oriented. This causes pronounced cleavage planes along the outer surfaces

of single crystals, with the reduced bonding strength between crystals. The presence of HNS,

increases crystal growth errors. The hypothesis was that the crystal lattice energy, which is

N M z, z, e2
U -(1 - l/n)a

r

given by:

Where:

N Avogadro's number
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zi and zI Integral charges on the ions in the units of the

electronic charge

M Madelung constant

r Shortest distance between action-anion pairs in cm

n The Born exponent

was increased with the overall reduction of crystal orientation. Without going into detail

which is not well understood at this stage, the effect of difference in explosives formulations

and crystal structure of the filling was tested by evaluation of the terminal performance of the

shells filled with these different fillings

3 Effectiveness of Warheads

Large calibre gun launched ammunition were respectively filled with RDX/TNT (50/50),

TNT, TNH (TNT with 0,5% HNS) and RTH (RDX/TNT with 0,5% HNS). These warheads

were detonated statically to obtain fragment mass distributions as well as fragment flux angle

and fragment velocity.

It was found that the fragment velocities measured for these warheads filled by either of the

above mentioned fillings, were not statistically significantly different to one another. In order

to evaluate the terminal effectiveness of these warheads, the fragment flux angle, velocity and

most important of all, the fragment mass distributions were simultaneously taken into

account.

The sensitivity of this method for evaluating the effect of different fillings were reported by

the same author at the 8th International Symposium on Ballistics (Orlando), 1984.
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FRAGMENT MASS DISTRIBUTIONS

Fragment Mass Distributions
Influence of HNS in filling

1E4-

E
z
> 1E3

C.)1

1E2
0.1 1 10

Fragment Mass [g]

-E- RT(50150) X TNT -W TNH -A- RTH(50150)

TERMINAL EFFECTIVENESS

TNT (Flux) TNT (Lethality)

0 0
Fr~agment Il0 2.0 fra0mentIm^2 Both: perlooaOon 01,.66& Fkn 2.0 0ra^2

000.0Coed re 1180. .--.0r0.ete Covered .- re 10.. m.1.

TNH (Flux) TNH (Lethality)

0 0
Fr~agment f- 2.0 f0.Bg0e0I000^2 BO00 per fore0on e166 & Flu, 2.00m-2

Co.red r.ea 1.30. squaenmete Co0ered are 1251. square ,eter

The effect on terminal effectiveness for TNT fillings with and without HNS.
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RDX/TNT 50/50
RDX/TNT 50/50 (Flux) Leth t 0

4) 

Lethality

Fragment flux 2.0 fragmentslm^2 Both: perforaton of 1.00 Flux 2.0/m^2

Covered area 1394. square meter Covered area 1281. square meter

RTH 50/50
RTH 50/50 (Flux)

Lethality

__ 0

Fragmenrt flux 2.0 fragrents/lm2 Both: perforaton of11.6 & Flux 2.0 /iWa2

Covered area 1315. square meter Covered area 1212. square meter

The terminal effectiveness of the same large calibre shells as used above, are now compared

for mixtures of RDX and TNT with and without HNS.

The comparison of the terminal effectiveness is summarised in TABLE 1 below.

Fragment Flux density @ Flux density of 2 m-2 and

2fragments per m2  perforation of 1,6 mm

mild steel plate.

[Area Covered in mi2  [Area Covered in mi21

TNT 1180 1086

TNT with HNS (0,5%) 1363 1251

1032 946

average: 1197 average: 1098

RDX\TNT 50/50 1394 1281

RTH 50/50 1315 1212
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CONCLUSION

The addition of HNS in explosives fillings as used in large calibre shells has little influence

on the terminal effectiveness in general. Taking into account the normal statistical

fluctuations observed from round to round, it could safely be concluded at this stage that no

significant influence with reference to terminal effectiveness was caused by the addition of

HNS. From the summarised results listed in TABLE 1, it could be stated that only a slight

improvement in terminal effectiveness was on average (two tests) observed in the case of

TNH, compared to TNT. Similar tests are being done with smaller calibre warheads to

confirm these preliminary conclusions.

The main advantage of the addition of HNS in explosives fillings is seen in the significant

improvement of the structural integrity of the filling during exposure to high setback forces.
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TNT-BASED INSENSITIVE MUNITIONS

Francois C Fouch&l and Gideon C van Schalkwyk 2

1 NASCHEM (Division of Denel, Private Bag X1254, POTCHEFSTROOM, 2520, RSA)
2 SOMCHEM (Division of Denel, Box 187, SOMERSET WEST, 7130 RSA)

ABSTRACT

The synthesis, recrystallisation and various chemical and physical characterization
tests of NTO are described. The manufacture and characterization of various
RDX/TNT, NTO/TNT and RDX/NTO/TNT formulations are described. The
incorporation of NTO and/or fine RDX in TNT-fillings showed a significant
improvement on sensitivity, mechanical properties and hence structural integrity of
explosive columns in ammunition rounds. Special treatment: Thermal cycling.
Tests: • Drop test on steel plate, * Fuel fire, • Bullet impact, • Static functioning.
Analysis: • Radiographic examination of shells.

Conclusion: • Improved mechanical properties of TNT-based columns observed
by incorporation of NTO and/or fine RDX. Tested shells filled with NTO/TNT 40/60
proved to be relatively insensitive to Bullet Impact and Fuel Fire tests. * The
presence of NTO in TNT-fillings improved the fragmentation performance. • The
incorporation of NTO and RDX (fine) in TNT-fillings showed a significant
improvement in the sensitivity, mechanical properties and hence structural
integrity of explosive columns in ammunition. - NTO/TNT (40/60) and
RDX/NTO/TNT (25/25/50) could be considered as a safe and reliable main charge
filling for application in various calibre shells.

1. INTRODUCTION
The main objective with this project was to develop a less sensitive filling mixture
to be used in high setback gun systems.

NTO (3 - Nitro - 1,2,4 - Triazol - 5 - one) was previously identified as a relatively
insensitive explosive with a calculated performance near that of RDX(1 5 ). NTO
was manufactured, recrystallized and incorporated into NTO/TNT and
RDX/NTO/TNT-mixtures. Various chemical and physical characteristics of these
mixtures as such, as well as in ammunition, were determined.

2. SYNTHESIS AND RECRYSTALLISATION OF NTO. AS WELL AS THE
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION TESTS OF NTOITNT
FORMULATIONS

The synthesis of NTO involves three stages based on commercially available
products.
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STAGE 1: MANUFACTURING OF SEMICARBAZIDE HYDROCHLORIDE (Sc-HCI)

o 0

NH 2 C NH 2 + NH 4 0 2  -- NH 2 C NH NH 2 + H 2 0 + NH 3 T

UREA HYDRAZINE SEMICARBAZIDE
HYDRATE ( Sc )

o 0
I I I I

NH 2 C NH NH 2 + HCI (32%) - NH 2 C NH NH2 .HCI

SEMICARBAZIDE SEMICARBAZIDE HYDROCHLORIDE
( Sc ) ( Sc • HCI)

A mixture of urea and hydrazine hydrate (1:1,1 mole ratio) are refluxed between
110 0 C - 120'C. Excess hydrazine and water are stripped by vacuum distillation.
The semicarbazide is purified in methanol, precipitated and acidified with
hydrochloric acid.

STAGE 2: MANUFACTURING OF 1.2.4 - TRIAZOL - 5 - ONE (TO)

!I

o N N

NH, C NH NH2 HCI + 11 CO, H - H -- C C-=- 0 + 2HO+HCI |

Sc - HC1 Formic N

Acid ý TO
H

A mixture of Sc.HCI and formic acid (1:2,3 mole ratio) is refluxed until HCl stops
being released. Water and excess formic acid are stripped by vacuum
distillation. The TO is washed with water and distilled again to remove residual
formic acid. The TO is finally washed with water ( yield - 80%).

STAGE 3: MANUFACTURING OF 3-NITRO - 1.2.4 - TRIAZOL - 5 - ONE (NTO)

/H 
/H

N N N N// \ // \
H C Cý 0 + HNO, NO NO C C O + 11,0

N Nitric
Acid

H H

TO

TO is nitrated with 80% HNO 3 at 60 - 70'C by adding the TO to the nitric acid.

After addition of all the TO, the mixture is aged at 75°C for 30 minutes. After
ageing the mixture is filtered and washed with cold water (1°C) ( yield 75 - 85%).
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RECRYSTALLIZATION OF NTO

NTO may be recrystallized from water, 10% ethanol in water and ethanol,
depending on the crystal size required.

Crystallization from water is a salting out process of a saturated solution of NTO
in water. Cooling of the solution is as fast as possible from 1 00°C to 1 0°C (- 20
minutes).

Crystallization from 10% ethanol in water required slow cooling of a saturated
solution over an 8 hour period.

Crystallization from ethanol is similar to that from water i.e. a salting out process
of a saturated solution of NTO in ethanol.

The average particle sizes obtained are shown in TABLE 1.

TABLE 1: Average Crystal Sizes Of NTO Crystallized From Different
Solvents/Mixtures.

SOLVENT/MIXTURE AVERAGE CRYSTAL SIZE
(pm)

Water 160
10% Ethanol/Water 400
Ethanol 60

The NTO crystallized was throughout of a good quality with a melting point
between 260 - 270'C, a single DTA exotherm at >236°C.

FORMULATION OF TNT-BASED MIXTURES FOR CHARACTERIZATION

- RDX/TNT 50/50 (RDX = 120 pm average crystal size)
- NTO/TNT 40/60 (NTO = 60 - 80 pm average crystal size)
- RDX/NTO/TNT 25/25/50 (RDX/NTO crystal sizes as above)
- RDX/TNT 40/60 (RDX = 22 pm average crystal size)

CHARACTERISATION OF TNT-BASED COMPOSITIONS

CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Vacuum Thermal Stability (VTS)

Vacuum thermal stability tests were performed according to NAVORD-OD-
44811•7). (TABLE 2.)
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TABLE 2: Vacuum Thermal Stability Of The Different Compositions

COMPOSITION VTS (cm3 /g)

RDX/TNT 50/50 0,04
NTO/TNT 40/60 0,08 - 0,10
RDX/NTO/TNT 25/25/50 0,07
RDX/TNT 40/60 0,08

The gas generation for all the compositions are insignificant, i.e. <2cm3 /g after

48 hours at 100'C.

Chemical Compatibility

A standard chemical compatibility test was performed on the different elements
that constituted the different compositions. The tests are performed at 90'C for
40 hours and gas generation <1cm 3 /g is insignificant. The results obtained are
shown in TABLE 3.

TABLE 3: Chemical Compatibility of the components of the different compositions.

COMPONENTS COMPATIBILITY (cm'/g)

NTO/TNT 50/50 +0,3
RDX/NTO 50/50 -0,33
RDX/NTO/TNT 25/25/50 -0,1

All the components of the different compositions are chemical compatible
(<1cm 3 /g).

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Rheological Characteristics

The rheological characteristics of a mixture describe the extent to which a
certain mixture can be prepared and finally be used as a filling in an ammunition
round.
The effluent viscosities(8) obtained are shown in TABLE 4.

TABLE 4: Effluent viscosities of the different compositions

COMPOSITION EFFLUENT VISCOSITY (S)
RDX/TNT 50/50 2,1
NTO/TNT 40/60 2,3
RDX/NTO/TNT 25/25/50 2,8
RDX/TNT 40/60 2,9

The effluent viscosities of all the compositions are (( 5 seconds which make it
easy to prepare.
The results with respect to sedimentation (9) are shown in TABLE 5.
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TABLE 5: Sedimentation of the different compositions.

COMPOSITION SEDIMENTATION (%/h)

RDX/TNT 50/50 22,6%
NTO/TNT 40/60 3,6%
RDX/NTO/TNT 25/25/50 6,0%
RDX/TNT 40/60 1,5%

The sedimentation of the different compositions is much less than that of normal
RDX/TNT (22,6%), which means that they are quite processable in ammunition
rounds.

Mechanical Integrity

Compressibility tests were performed on 25mm 0 x 25mm long cast samples of
the different compositions on an Instron Apparatus. The results are shown in
TABLE 6.

TABLE 6: Compressibility tests of the different compositions.

COMPOSITION STRESS AT MAX LOAD (MPa)

RDX/TNT 50/50 10,71
NTO/TNT 40/60 26,2
RDX/NTOITNT 25/25/50 15,5
RDX/TNT 40/60 24,5

The results of the mechanical compressibility tests show that the NTO/TNT
40/60 composition has a much greater mechanical strength than the normal
RDX/TNT 50/50, but that the enhanced compressibility is probably owed to the
smaller crystal size of the NTO (compare with RDX/TNT 40/60 with small crystal
size RDX).

Sensitivity of the different TNT-based compositions.

The impact sensitivity (Julius Peters Apparatus, BAM standard), friction
sensitivity (Julius Peters Friction sensitivity Apparatus, BAM standard) and
electrostatic sensitivity of the different compositions as well as RDX, NTO and
TNT were determined. The results are shown in TABLE 7.
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TABLE 7: Sensitivity of the Different Compositions.

COMPOSITION IMPACT FRICTION ELECTROSTATIC
(% m/m) SENSITIVITY SENSITIVITY SENSITIVITY

*(F of I)

RDX/TNT 50/50 158 36,0kg = 160 mJ
Reaction

NTO/TNT 40/60 276 36,0kg = No 170 mJ
reaction

RDX/NTO/TNT 186 36,0kg = No 170 mJ
25/25/50 reaction
RDX/TNT 40/60 - -

RDX 100 25,2kg 225 mJ
Reaction

NTO 316 36,0kg = No 15 J
reaction

TNT 221 36,0kg = No 138 mJ
reaction

* F of I = Figure of Insensitivity; RDX = 100

The sensitivity results show that NTO as such is extremely insensitive and that

compositions there-of are also less sensitive than normal RDX/TNT 50/50.

Detonative properties of different TNT-based compositions.

The velocity of detonation (VOD) of 38mm 0 x 150mm long cast samples of the
different compositions were determined. Shock sensitivity according to the large
scale gap test (LSGT) was also determined with a nr. 6 detonator and 109g
CH6 donor. The results are shown in TABLE 8.

TABLE 8: VOD and Shock Sensitivity of the Different Compositions.

COMPOSITION VOD VOD SHOCK
(% m/m) (m/s) (BKW, m/s) SENS.

(LSGT, mm)
RDX/TNT 50/50 7900 7759 30,5 - 33,5
NTO/TNT 40/60 7380 7418 18,95
RDX/NTO/TNT 7454 7662 29,24
25/25/50

RDX/TNT 40/60 - - 28,95

The results show that the TNT-based NTO-compositions have a VOD marginally
lower than standard RDX/TNT 50/50 (6-8%) and a significant lower shock
sensitivity (NTO/TNT 40/60). The shock sensitivity of RDXiTNT 40/60 is only
marginally lower than RDX/TNT 50/50.
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3. EVALUATION OF VARIOUS TNT-BASED FORMULATIONS IN AMMUNITION

FILLING OF SHELLS

A series of shells were filled with the following explosive formulations:

* NTO/TNT 40/60
* RDX/NTO/TNT 25/25/50
* RDXITNT 40/60 (Fine RDX)
* RDXJTNT 60/40 (Coarse RDX)

THERMAL CYCLING OF FILLED SHELLS

The filled shells were subjected to artificial thermal cycling and also radially
sectioned prior, during and after thermal cycling. The obtained explosive
segments were evaluated and exhibit a very interesting phenomenon viz.:
Freshly filled.shells show a loose filling with no anchoring of the explosive core to
the shell wall. Refer to FIGURE 1. The explosive exhibits a soft and waxy
structure as depicted in FIGURE 2. After thermal cycling the explosive column
proved to be well anchored to the shell wall. The explosive exhibits a hard and
brittle structure. Refer to FIGURES 3 and 4.

DROP TESTS ON A STEEL PLATE

TNT and TNT-based compositions show a cumulative permanent and irreversible
expansion on thermal cycling and it has a vast improvement on the structural
integrity of the explosive column. After 1,5 metre drop test on steel plate, (Nose,
base and side-drops) cracks and separations were observed in 100% of those
shells not subjected to any temperature cycling. However, excellent results were
obtained with those shells where the explosive columns proved to be well
anchored to the shell walls.

LOVA CHARACTERISATION TESTS

The following LOVA characterisation tests were carried out on 76mm shells filled
with the various explosive formulations viz.:

* Fuel Fire
* Bullet impact

Fuel Fire

The test consists of engulfing the ordnance for at least fifteen minutes in a fuel fire
and recording its reaction as a function of time.

The test facility is constructed from a 200 litre drum, designed to provide a heat
source which completely engulfs the test item at the specified flame temperature
for the duration of the test.
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The fuel used, is similar to JP-5 aircraft fuel and the quantity fuel is sufficient to
ensure a fire that engulfs the entire ordnance unit for at least fifteen minutes. The
test item was located with its horizontal centre line 0,95m above the fuel surface.

The fuel was ignited and the temperature rise recorded with a thermocouple
located 10 cm outside the ordnance skin for each item tested. According to the
specification, the flame temperature must reach 538°C within thirty seconds after
ignition. An average flame temperature of at least 871'C, as measured by the
thermocouple at the test item, without contribution of the burning ordnance, will be
considered a valid test. This temperature is determined by averaging the
temperature from the time the flame reaches 538°C until all ordnance reactions
are completed or until fifteen minutes has elapsed.

Typical flame temperatures obtained during the test at NASCHEM, are depicted in
FIGURE 5.

Fuel Fire Test
Typical Flame Temperatures measured
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64 0 0 ............ ............ ......... ....... .. ........... ..

2 0 0 .. ........... ........... .. -i ------- L , -.-- - -----

0 7

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
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Figare 5

TEST RESULTS

All the reactions were observed visually and the results reported as one of the
following
1. Burning 2. Deflagration 3. Propulsion
4. Partial detonation 5. Detonation

NOTE: The severity of the reactions increases from 1 to 5 as indicated in the above
categories. The test results obtained in these tests are summarised in
TABLE 9. For detail of test results, refer to FIGURES 6 to1O
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TABLE 9: FUEL FIRE TESTS

EXPLOSIVE TIME TO OBSERVED DESCRIPTION OF REACTIONS
REACTIONS OBSERVED

* Steel plug was forced out.

NTO/TNT 40/60 2 minutes 10 seconds * No damage to round.

* Propulsion effect.

* Pressure rupture

RDX/NTO/TNT 25/25/50 2 minutes 30 seconds * Deflagration

RDX/TNT 40/60 (Fine 2 minutes 25 seconds • Low order detonation
RDX)

RDXITNT 60/40 (Coarse 2 minutes • High order detonation
RDX)

Bullet Impact Tests

The test items were medium calibre shells filled with NTO/TNT 40/60

RDX/NTO/TNT 25/25/50 and RDX/TNT 40/60.

These shells were fitted with steel plugs as depicted in Figure 11.

All the reactions were visually observed and the results reported as one of the

following categories. • Burning - Deflagration * Pressure rupture - Partial
detonation - Low order detonation , High order detonation.

The test results obtained in these tests, are summarised in TABLE 10. (See also

FIGURES 12 to 14).

TABLE 10: BULLET IMPACT TESTS

EXPLOSIVE DISTANCE CALIBRE OF DESCRIPTION OF REACTIONS
OBSERVED

TYPE BULLET

NTO/TNT 40/60 70 metre 20mm Ball * Steel plug was forced out.

Velocity: 800m/s * Burning reaction.

70 metre 12,7mm AP * Steel plug was forced out.

Velocity: 1000 m/s 0 Burning reaction.

RDXINTO/TNT 70 metre 20mm Ball. 0 Burning reaction.
25/25/50

Velocity: 800 m/s 0 Pressure rupture.
(Fine RDX) 70 metre 12,7mm AP

Velocity: 1000 m/s * Deflagration reaction
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TABLE 10(cont): BULLET IMPACT TESTS

EXPLOSIVE DISTANCE CALIBRE OF DESCRIPTION OF
BULLET REACTIONS OBSERVEDTYPE

RDX/TNT 40/60 70 metre 20mm Ball 0 Deflagration.

(Fine RDX) Velocity: 800 m/s

70 metre 12,7mm AP 0 Pressure rupture.

Velocity: 1000 m/s * Burning.

RDX/TNT 60/40 70 metre 20mm Ball. • High order detonation.

(Coarse RDX) Velocity: 800 m/s

70 metre 12,7mm AP * High order detohation

Velocity: 1000 m/s

STATIC TESTS

Fragmentation pit tests were carried out on shells filled with NTO/TNT 40/60 and
RDXITNT 40/60.

The obtained fragments show a very similar pattern for both formulations. For
more detail regarding the fragments, refer to FIGURES 15 and 16.

4. CONCLUSIONS

"* Good quality NTO was manufactured and recrystallized.
"* TNT-based compositions containing NTO are significantly less sensitive than

normal RDXiTNT compositions with marginally less performance. Crystal size
has a significant effect on mechanical integrity.

"* Shells filled with NTO/TNT 40/60 proved to be relative insensitive towards
bullet impact and fuel fire tests.

"* Improved mechanical properties of TNT-based explosives were obtained by the
incorporation of NTO and/or fine RDX.

"* Thermal cycling of TNT-based explosives has a vast improvement on the
anchoring of the high explosive charge in the shell and hence the mechanical
properties of the high explosive charge within ammunition.

"* NTOITNT 40/60 and RDX/NTOITNT 25/25/50 could be considered as a safe
and reliable main charge filling for universal application in various calibre shells.
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Abstract

HMX-based compositions containing powdered magnesium (Mg) or

po/ytetrafluoroethylen (PTFE) or mixture of Mg/PTFE were investigated. Experimental

checking on the possibility of ignition and development of exothermic reactions in a deto-

nation wave between Mg, PTFE, and detonation products was the main goal of this work.

The detonation velocity and duration of an emission activity of the explosion cloud in the

spectral range of 0.4÷1.1 urn were measured for all mixtures tested. X-ray recording of a

process of driving a copper cylinder was performed for chosen mixtures. The experimen-

tal detonation velocities were compared with those obtained theoretically from calcula-

tions by the assuming chemical activity or inertia of the admixtures. The results of nu-

merical modelling the process of driving a cylindrical liner by the detonation products

were confronted with X-ray records. On the basis of experimental and theoretical results

the stages of explosion process, in which the predicted reactions proceed, are deter-

mined and the effects of the type and content of additive on detonation parameters are

established.

1. Introduction

Introduction of powdered pyrophoric metals to an explosive is one of the widely used methods of

increasing the energy effectiveness of explosives [15]. If only metal is added then the combustion

process runs mainly owing to oxygen from explosive. Too small quantity of oxygen causes incom-

plete oxidation of metal. That is why, some oxygen carriers or substances being able to react with

metals are proposed to include in the explosive mixtures. Authors of the patent specification [6] sug-

gest that an increase in the energetic efficiency of explosives can be achieved by including the

thermite systems like AI/Fe 203, Zr/B203, Li/M0 3, BeN 205, and others. Moreover, the explosive mix-

ture containing powders of metals, which can create intermetallic combinations like Ti/B, Zr/B, Hf/B,

Nb/B, are proposed in the patent [7]. A detonation wave propagating in a such mixture causes initia-

tion of the exothermic self-propagating high-temperature synthesis reaction in the additive.
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In this paper polytetrafluoroethylen is proposed as additional oxidizer for the explosive mixtures

containing metal. The advantages of PTFE are, besides the ability to high exothermic reaction with

metals [8, 9], an influence on explosive by increasing its mechanical resistance and acting as phleg-

matizing agent. This paper is devoted to the experimental and theoretical verification of a hypothesis

about reactions between Mg, PTFE, and the detonation products during detonation of mixtures con-

taining Mg or PTFE. To this end, two component mixtures containing HMX and Mg, or HMX and

PTFE, and a three component mixture of HMX, Mg, and PTFE were tested. On the basis of the

measurement of the detonation velocity, the registration of the process of driving a copper tube, the

results of measuring the duration of combustion of the additives in an explosion cloud, and the results

of calculations of some detonation parameters, an attempt is made to determine the stage of the

process, in which predicted reactions proceed, and the influence of these reactions on the detonation

parameters of the mixtures tested is established.

2. Characteristic of the explosive mixtures tested

In our investigations explosive mixtures were used, in which octogen is the main component.

These mixtures contained 20, 30, 40, or 50 wt % of powdered magnesium , PTFE, or the Mg/PTFE

50/50 system. To prepare the mixtures commercial HMX with 5 wt % wax, powder of Mg with purity

beyond 98,5 % and grain size within a range of 60÷300 rum, and powdered PTFE were used. Mixtures

of HMX and additives in required proportions were prepared by long-duration rubbing in a porcelain

mortar. The product obtained was pressed in three blocks of 33 g weight and 30 mm diameter each.

The mean density of the charges prepared was approximately the same 1600 ± 50 kg/m 3.

3. The measurement and calculation of the detonation velocity

Charges used in measurements of the mean value of the detonation velocity, De, by the method of

short-circuit sensors located on two measurement courses were prepared by sticking three pressed

blocks of the explosive mixture, detonator and the final block made of pressed pure HMX; the set-up

is shown in Fig. 1.

2 2

S.. ... .. ........ .. ..i ... .. .. ...... ...... ....... .. ... ... ... ... .! ..... ... .............. .. .... ..

Fig. 1. Diagram of the system for measuring De. 1- detonator (HMX), 2 - blocks of the mixture te-
sted, 3 - final block (HMX), 4 - short-circuit sensors.
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The results of measuring the detonation velocity are presented in Fig. 2 (solid lines). In all cases

considered the introduction of an additive results in a decrease of the detonation velocity as com-

pared with the detonation velocity, 8050 m/s, for pure HMX. The highest fall of De with increasing the

content of an additive, ri, is observed for the HMX/PTFE mixture and the lowest one for the HMX/Mg

mixture. This relation follows from differences in the density and compressibility of Mg and PTFE.

8000

.6500 3

6000
experiment \•

5500 - calculations

5000
20 30 40 50

Fig. 2. Dependence of the detonation velocity on the type and content of an additive in the explo-
sive: 1 - HMX and PTFE, 2 - HMX and Mg, 3 - HMX, Mg, and PTFE

Theoretical calculations of the detonation parameters of the mixtures investigated were performed

first by means of the program for thermochemical calculations TIGER - [10] with the set of parame-

ters in the BKW equation of state recommended in Ref. [11]: cc = 0.50, 0I = 0.176, K = 11.80, 0 =

1850. The thermodynamical data for Mg, PTFE, and their compounds were taken from the tables

JANAF -[12]. The detonation velocities of the explosive mixtures were calculated by assuming the

chemical activity of the additives in the chemical reaction zone. The results of calculations of the

detonation velocity, Dca,1, are presented in Tables 1 to 3.

The detonation velocity of the explosive mixtures tested were also calculated by assuming an in-

ertness of the additives. From the analysis made in Ref. [13] of the detonation process of explosives

containing grains of an inert admixture it follows that in the reaction zone the temperature between

components of the mixture, that is the detonation products and inert additive, is not equalised for

grains greater than 1-2 iim in diameter. That is why the detonation velocity of the mixtures tested was

calculated by the method described in Ref. [13] under the assumption of no heat exchange between

the components. In this method the mixture of explosive and additives was described by a model of
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multicomponent, multiphase medium. Additivity of specific volume and internal energy of compo-

nents, and complete mechanical equilibrium were assumed. The thermodynamic properties of the

detonation products were described by the JWL (Jones - Wilkins - Lee [14]) equation of state. As re-

gards the additives and unreacted explosive the GrOneisen equation of state, obtained on the grounds

of shock adiabate [15], was used. Empirical data for shock adiabate were taken from Refs. [2], [16],

[17], and coefficients in the JWL equation were taken from Ref. [18]. The calculated values of the

detonation velocity, Dca,2, are presented in Tables 1 to 3.
TABLE 1

Experimental and calculated detonation velocity for HMX/Mg charges

rlMg, % po, g/Cm3 D,, m/s D,,, rn/s D-12, m/s

20 1.60 7540 ± 110 7100 7650

30 1.60 7430 ±120 6410 7500

40 1.60 7270 ±100 5340 7270

50 1.60 7180 ± 110 5190 7040

TABLE 2

Experimental and calculated detonation velocity for HMX/PTFE charges

IrPTFE, % pO, g/cm
3  

D,, rn/s D-i, m/s D_12, m/s

20 1.61 7380 ±100 7480 7050

30 1.61 6780 ± 90 7120 6470

40 1.60 6050 ±90 6770 5880

50 1.60 5460 ±90 6410 5220

TABLE 3

Experimental and calculated detonation velocity for HMX/Mg/PTFE charges

riMg, % TrPOTE, % po, g/cin
3  D,, rn/s D_11, m/s D.&2, rn/s

10 10 1.60 7320 ±90 7380 7330

15 15 1.61 7060 ±100 6980 6940

20 20 1.61 6650 ±90 6570 6520

25 25 1.61 6120 ±90 6070 6040

From the Table 1 it follows that the detonation velocities obtained by assuming chemical activity of

Mg in the reaction zone are considerably smaller than those calculated by assuming the chemical

inertia of Mg. This is an unexpected result bearing in mind the additional heat releasing during the

reaction between magnesium and oxygen. However the fact should be taken into account that the

product of this reaction, magnesium oxide, occurs as a condensed phase and it not influences the

pressure of the detonation products. Furthermore, magnesium fixes oxygen from HMX preventing this

way a part of carbon from the reaction into gaseous carbon oxides. The increase in pressure of the

detonation products owing to the heat of exothermic reactions with Mg is smaller than the fall of that

pressure resulting from the smaller number of gaseous moles in the detonation products. This fact
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causes that the detonation velocity of the explosive mixture calculated by assuming the activity of Mg

is smaller than that for inert Mg. The reverse effect takes place in the case of the explosive mixtures

with PTFE. The chemical decomposition of PTFE is endothermic but it results in an occurrence of

additional gaseous products. This fact influences the calculated detonation velocity as it is shown in

Table 2.

From the Table 3 it follows that the detonation velocities for the HMX-based mixtures with Mg and

PTFE, calculated by using both the methods, are similar. This fact can be easily explained on the ba-

sis of the analysis made above for the mixtures with pure Mg or PTFE (Tables 1 and 2). The effect of

the reaction of Mg is recompensed by that of the decomposition of PTFE.

The results presented in Tables 1 to 3 show that better agreement between the experiment re-

sults and those calculated is obtained when a neutrality of the additives is assumed in the reaction

zone. The calculated detonation velocities for this case are presented in Fig. 2 (dashed lines). The

analysis of the results as yet discussed enable us to draw a conclusion that magnesium behaves as

an inert additive but PTFE decomposes partially in the reaction zone. Comparatively low temperature

of decomposition (850 K) is conducive for such behaviour of PTFE. The degree of its decomposition

can not be exactly appraised due to the assumptions of the model used for calculations, which ideal-

ises the real processes in the detonation products and additives. In particular, these assumptions

concern no heat exchange between the components.

4. Recording and modelling the process of driving a copper cylinder

The analysis of the results presented in the previous section leads to the conclusion that possible

reactions between the additives may take place in further phases of the explosion process. To de-

termine the moment, in which the influence of those reactions on scattering the detonation products

begins, the X-ray registrations of the process of driving a copper tube by the detonation products of

the compositions containing 30 wt % of additive were performed. Comparison of the records of the

tube shapes and the profiles obtained from calculations enable us to find a time correlation between

these reactions and the detonation products expansion [19].

230

1 42

Fig. 3. Diagram of the system for X-ray recording the process of driving a tube: 1- detonator, 2 -
copper tube, 3 - blocks of the explosive tested, 4 - short-circuit sensors.

The diagram of the set-up for driving the copper tube by the detonation products is shown in Fig.

3. The registration of the driving process was performed by X-ray apparatus of XR450 model. The X-

ray photographs were made at the moment, when the detonation wave achieved the end of the last
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charge. Thus, the process of scattering the detonation products could be observed during the time

period of about 20 to 30 ps before the detonation process ended. Simultaneously with the X-ray regis-

tration the measurement of the detonation velocity was performed. The values of the detonation ve-

locity obtained in such a set-up are presented in Table 4. They are about 200-300 m/slower than

those obtained for no sectional charges of 30 mm in diameter (Fig. 2).

TABLE 4

Results of measurement of the detonation velocity for charges used in the copper tube

Composition [wt %] D, [m/s]

1. HMX - 100 7780 ± 110

2. HMX - 70, Mg - 30 7300 ± 110

3. HMX - 70, PTFE - 30 6480 ± 90

4. HMX - 70, Mg - 15, PTFE - 15 6740 ± 100

4 0 1 , i 1 1 1 1 1 1

35 -- HMX
.......... HMX/Mg

30
HMX/PTFE

25 HMX/Mg/PTFE .

20
20-///."

5

0 II

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

x [rm]

Fig. 4. Shapes of the external surface of copper tubes at the moment, when the end of charges
was achieved by the detonation wave.

The results of registration of driving the copper tubes are presented in Fig. 4 in the form of shapes

of the external boundary of tubes. The dependencies of radius position of the external boundaries on

time are presented in Fig. 5. The time, t, is estimated from the relation t =xIDe, where x denotes axial

co-ordinate, by assuming that the expansion process of detonation products is stationary in a refer-

ence frame connected with the detonation wave. In reality, the process becomes stationary after a

path of a few times the explosive diameter has been passed by the detonation wave. The effects of

the development of detonation as well as the rarefaction waves propagating in a direction opposite to
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the detonation wave on the driving process appear as a bend on the tube profile towards an axis of

the set-up for large values of x. There are bends on the profiles obtained from the experiments with

the HMX or HMX/PTFE charges (Fig. 4). The lack of such a bend on profiles for other charges will be

explained in the further part of this paper.

40 1 , 1

35 - HMX /

.. HMX/Mg

30 - HMX/PTFE

25 HMX/Mg/PTFE

2 -,

15 .

10 
I

07-
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

t [IAs]

Fig. 5. Time dependence of the position of an external surface of copper tubes.

From Fig. 5 it follows that the charge of pure HMX brings the highest velocity of the tube about.

The detonation products of HMX-based charges with the additives drive the copper tube much slower.

The acceleration of the tube in the first stage of its motion depends mainly on the pressure of the

detonation products in the C-J plane. From the appraisal of detonation parameters of the explosive

mixtures by the method proposed in Ref. [13] it follows that the C-J pressure of pure HMX (24.8 GPa)

is much higher than those of HMX-based explosives with Mg (18.6 GPa), or PTFE (15.6 GPa), or Mg

and PTFE (17.7 GPa).

An isentropic exponent is one of the parameters describing the behaviour of the detonation prod-

ucts. The exponent value, changing during the expansion process, characterises a decay of the pres-

sure with increasing the volume of the detonation products. The so-called effective exponent of isen-

trope is sometimes used in literature [2], [20]. Its value is determined by replacing the real isentrope

with the energetically equivalent Poisson isentrope with the constant exponent. In the Ref. [21] the

method is proposed to estimate the effective exponent of isentrope by comparison of the experimen-

tal profile of the copper tube with that obtained from numerical modelling the process of driving the

tube by the detonation products described by a politropic gas equation with a constant exponent.
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Fig. 6. Experimental and calculated profiles of the external surface of the copper tube driven by
the detonation products of HMX.
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" 20 "yr = 2.87
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Fig. 7. Experimental and calculated profiles of the external surface of the copper tube driven by
the detonation products of the HMX and PTFE mixture.

The method described in Ref. [21] was used to estimate the effective exponent of isentrope for the
detonation products of the explosives tested. The tube material was modelled by a barotropic medium
described by the equation of state obtained from the shock adiabate of copper. The results of calcula-

tions and the values of effective exponent obtained are presented in Figs. 6 + 9. The experimental

diagrams of radius position of the external boundary of tube are shown by the solid lines. The dotted
and dashed lines denote the diagrams obtained from modelling the process of driving the tube by the
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products being characterised by the constant polytropic exponent yef. The range of axis co-ordinate

used in the appraisal of the value of yef is fixed by the dotted line.

40

30
HMX+Mg

•' •,f =3.58
E 20 7,

10
experiment

........... " calculations

0
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
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Fig. 8. Experimental and calculated profiles of the external surface of a copper tube driven by the
detonation products of the HMX and Mg mixture.
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Fig. 9. Experimental and calculated profiles of the external surface of a copper tube driven by the
detonation products of the HMX, PTFE, and Mg mixture.

The lowest value of the isentropic exponent of the detonation products was obtained for the mix-

ture of HMX and PTFE. This means that for this mixture the fall of the pressure of explosion gases

behind the detonation wave is the smallest one. This fact explains why the profiles of the tubes
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driven by the detonation products of pure HMX and the HMX/PTFE mixture lie closely each other de-

spite of great differences in the detonation velocities and the C-J pressures for these charges.

For large values of x the experimental tube profiles for the charges of HMX and HMX/PTFE bend

down to the axis of set-up. It has been mentioned earlier that this fact can be connected with acting of

the rarefaction waves on the detonation products. These waves are neglected in the model used.

Similar shape of the experimental tube profiles obtained for pure HMX and the HMX/PTFE mixture

means that neither an additional heat release nor a gaseous product increase take place during the

driving process. Bearing in mind the conclusions drawn from the analysis of the results of measure-

ment and calculation the detonation velocity presented in the previous section it can be inferred that

the decomposition process of PTFE starts in the reaction zone and it ends just behind this zone. Fur-

ther expansion of the detonation products containing gases from gasification of PTFE proceeds with-

out a clear increase in their ability to accelerate metal.

The second of additives tested, magnesium, behaves like an inert additive in the first stage of ex-

pansion of the detonation products. Taking into account only the initial part of profiles (Figs. 8 and 9)

we obtained the high values of the effective isentropic exponent for the detonation products of mix-

tures of HMX/Mg or HMX/Mg/PTFE. This means the large fall of the pressure and the low metal ac-

celeration ability of the detonation products. However, in the further stage of the driving process the

experimental tube profile bends up as regards the theoretical one obtained by assuming the constant

value of yet. This means that at some distance behind the detonation wave the acceleration metal

ability of the detonation products increases due to the additional moles of gases occuring or the en-

ergy releasing. In the case of the MHX/Mg mixture only the latter influences the acceleration metal

ability of the detonation products because the main reaction products of Mg, magnesium oxide, is

solid. In the HMX/Mg/PTFE composition magnesium can react also with the decomposition products

of PTFE. The analysis of curves in Figs. 8 and 9, and in Fig. 5 leads to the conclusion that the exo-

thermic reactions with releasing the additional heat begin about 12+14 p5 behind the detonation

wave.

5. Measurement of the combustion time of the additives

The total time of combustion of the additives during scattering the detonation products was de-

termined by measuring a period of an emission activity of the explosive cloud in the spectral range of

0.4+1.1 mm. The silicon photodiode working like a photoelement shorted by the resistance of 2500

was used as a radiation detector. The voltage drop across the resistor as a function of time was re-

corded on an digital oscilloscope. Diagram of the set-up is shown in Fig 10.

The charges used in all tests have the mass of 130 g and the same dimension. The courses of

voltage generated by the photodiode are shown in Fig. 11. These courses correspond with the time

variations of the power of radiation emitted by the explosion clouds in the spectral range of 0.4÷1.1

I.Lm.
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Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of the set-up for measuring a time period of the emission activity of
the explosion clouds: 1 - charge of explosive, 2 - photodiode, 3 - oscilloscope, 4 - plotter.
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Fig. 11. Radiation power of the explosion clouds versus time.

The duration of the emission activity of the explosion products for pure HMX and the HMXIPTFE

mixture are very short of the order of 2-3 ms (curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 11). The explosion clouds of the

compositions containing Mg are active in more longer time: 30-40 ms for the mixtures with 30 wt % of

additives (curves 3 and 5), and 50-60 ms for those with 50 wt % of additives (curves 4 and 6). The

considerable increase in duration of the emission activity for these mixtures can be explained by the

slow high-exothermic combustion reactions of the magnesium grains taking place in gaseous oxidiz-
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ers. The grains of Mg heated by the detonation wave are dispersed in the surrounding gaseous me-

dium. They burn either in the detonation product or in air as well. The combustion process is running

in time of the order of tens milliseconds. The maximum power of radiation emission in the clouds is

achieved in a few milliseconds after the detonation process ended. This facts enable us to draw con-

clusions that a velocity of combustion is limited by the diffusion process of oxidizers.

Summing up the results of measurement of the emission activity we can state than the main part

of magnesium burns in the late stages of the explosion process and oxygen from air participates

chiefly in reaction with Mg. The investigation methods used in this work do not answer to a question

which part of magnesium reacts with the products of PTFE decomposition, which with oxygen from

HMX, and which with oxygen from air. The phase composition analysis of the solid and gaseous

products of detonation of the mixture in a bomb calorimeter can give an answer to that question.

6. Summary

1. Comparison of measured and computed values of the detonation velocity of the mixtures tested

shows that magnesium is chemically inert in the reaction zone, but PTFE partially decomposes in

the gasification process.

2. From the comparison of the experimental and calculated profiles of the copper tube it follows that

the decomposition of PTFE, which has started in the reaction zone, is running during the first stage

of expansion of the detonation products. Magnesium behaves like an inert additive during the

time-period of about 12÷14 s after passage of the detonation wave. After that time, the heat of

the exothermic reactions with Mg in the detonation products affects clearly the tube driving proc-

ess.

3. The duration of the emission activity of the explosion products for pure HMX and the HMX/PTFE

mixtures is very short of order of 2÷3 ms. Radiation activity of the explosion clouds of the com-

positions containing Mg is going on up to 60 ms. This means, that the main part of magnesium

burns during the late stages of the expansion process when the grains of Mg react with oxygen

from air.

4. On the basis of the experimental and theoretical investigations of the detonation velocity it can be

inferred that magnesium do not react with PTFE in the reaction zone of the detonation wave

propagating in the HMX-based explosive. The method used in this work do not answer to a ques-

tion which part of Mg reacts with the products of PTFE decomposition, which with oxygen from

HMX, and which with oxygen from air.
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Abstract

The slow decomposition and detonation reactions of the

nitrocompounds/sulfuric acid (SA) solutions are investigated, and it

is shown that in many cases SA affects drastically on the

decomposition rate and explosion characteristics of the substances

studied. Interaction of aromatic polynitrocompounds (DNT, TNT, TNB)

with SA and nitrosylsulfuric acid (NSA) is examined by thermokinetic

method at 200-400 °C. The quantitative treatment of the results is

implemented, and the overall reaction mechanism is established. The

effective kinetic parameters of leading chemical reactions in the

mixtures of nitrocompounds, SA and NSA are estimated. The detonation

failure diameter df and detonation velocity D of SA/[DNT, TNT and TNB]

solutions are measured in the wide range of concentrations. It has

been shown that df depends strongly on SA concentration. The relative

influence of NSA on detonation reactions rate is negligible small as

compared to the slow decomposition NSA effect.

1. Introduction

Sulfuric acid (SA) of high concentration is widely used as a

medium at manufacturing of different nitrocompounds, including some of

the LOVA explosives. In this work the slow decomposition and

detonation reactions of the nitrocompounds/SA solutions are

investigated.

Interaction of aromatic polynitrocompounds (DNT, TNT, TNB) with

SA and nitrosylsulfuric acid (NSA) have been examined by thermokinetic

method at 200-400 °C. Detonation failure diameter df and detonation

velocity D of SA/[DNT, TNT and TNB] solutions have been also measured

in the wide range of concentrations. The results of the investigations

are used for development of the overall model of the safety level of

the nitrocompounds manufacturing process evaluation.
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2. Experimental

The experiments were carried out using the commercial grade TNT

(freezing point, Tf=80.2 0 C), and DNT (Tf=68.9-69.2 0 C). TNB was

produced in the laboratory and purified by recristallization from

nitric acid (T --122.8 0 C). The commercial-grade sulfuric acid (94%
concentration) and oleum containing 60% "free" sulfuric anhydride were

used to prepare the solutions containing up to 108.2% H2 SO 4 . The H2 SO4

concentration was determined by titration. The solution of

nitosylsulfuric acid in anhydrous sulfuric acid was prepared by

absorption of nitrogen oxides which in turn had been obtained by

reaction of sulfuric acid with potassium nitrite.

Interaction of aromatic polynitrocompounds with SA and NSA was

investigated by the thermokinetic method [1,2]. Sulfuric acid or the

solution of NSA in sulfuric acid were poured into cylindrical glass

reactor (diameter 37, height 140 mm) with a jacket (diameter 62 mm).

The acid was heated by the hot air passing through the jacket. When

temperature of the liquid reached the necessary value, usually in the

limits of To=180-240°C, heating was being regulated by such a way that

temperature was being constant during about 15 min. Then liquid

nitrocompound, which had been heated to the same temperature

previously, was added into reactor and was mixed quickly with acid by

the propeller link mixer. Temperature of the mixture at first

decreased (AT; 5-7°C) and then began to rise. The moment of T=To

achievement was assumed to be a starting zero-point of a process. The

temperatures of reacting mixture, and of hot air both before inlet and

after outlet of the jacket were registered by three chromel-copel

thermocouples and potentiometer. The heat-transfer constant of the

reactor a=25±6 Wt/m2K was defined by measuring cooling rate of H2 S0 4 .

Mixtures consisted of SA-DNT-TNT after decomposition were

analyzed on NSA content. The probe of the reacting mixture was sampled

by means of the small fluoropolymer tube connected with vacuum line.

It was dissolved in SA and was treated by excess of ammonium

persulphate to transform NO+ to NO2  The mixture obtained was

titrated by solution of FeSO4 in SA. The content of NSA was hold up in

the limits of 0.25-1.2% during decomposition.

The detonation failure diameter df was measured in the glass

tubes (wall thickness is 1.5 mm) by the method go-no-go.
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The measurements were made mainly under the initial temperature

To=85-86 0 C for TNT and DNT solutions, and 1100 C for TNB solutions

(except the cases where the effect of initial temperature was

investigated).

The detonation velocity D was measured in the steel tubes (d=

10 mm, 6=13 mm, 1=180-250 mm). The detonation process luminosity was

registered by the streak camera SFR-2 through the radial holes

(d=1.5-2.0 mm), drilled in the wall of the tube at distance of 15 mm

one from another. The holes as well as the bottom of the tube were

closed by the glass plates, adhered by the acid persistent glue.

3. Results

Decomposition.

The main result of an experiment was the time-temperature of the

reacting mass dependence. Influence of To on the time-temperature

dependence of decomposition is represented in Fig.l for mixtures of SA

with TNT, at TNT concentration being equal to 22%. The curves have the

autocatalytic character. There is a small section of constant

temperature (300-320°C) on curves, which is connected probably with SA
boiling. The maximum temperature in experiments Tm reaches 350-3700 C.

Decomposition of the reaction mixtures containing more than 15% TNT is

accompanied by intense foaming and by throwing out the content of the

reactor. This process proceeds in pulsating regime at the final stage

of the sharp temperature rise. The black-brown tar remains in the

reactor after decomposition. Increasing of TNT content up to 44% does

not change the period of maximum temperature reaching however the

quantity of the mass throwing out increases significantly.

Curves T(t) for mixtures SA with DNT are not distinguished

essentially from these with TNT. They appear a slower temperature rise

in the beginning of the process, and more fast decomposition at the

final stage of the reaction. Comparison of the curves for mixtures

TNT-SA and DNT-SA is demonstrated in Fig.2 .

Addition of NSA to the solution of TNT in SA accelerates the

temperature rise of the reaction mass (curves 1 and 2, Fig.3).

Decomposition of the solution at 2200C in presence of NOHSO 4 proceeds

2-2.5 times faster.

It has been found previously that solutions of NSA in SA
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(concentration NOHSO 4 up to 30%) are stable at 230-240 0 C, and do not

change the concentration at least during two hours of heating.

Influence of NSA on decomposition of TNB solutions in SA is more

pronounced. In absence of NSA there is no exothermic selfheating of

TNB (22%) solution in SA during one hour at 220-2400 C. In presence of

NSA (17%) exothermic process begins at 200 0 C, the rate of

decomposition though is lower than that in the case of TNT and DNT

solutions. It was estimated analytically that NSA concentration in the

course of constant temperature part of T(t) curve remains almost

constant, but during the period of the sharp rise of temperature it

decreases quickly.

Addition of water (and corresponding reduction of SA

concentration) significantly decreases the rate of TNT with SA

interaction (curve 3, Fig.3).

Influence of TNT content (Cn) on character of T(t) curves is

represented in Fig.4. The dependence of temperature increment (AT =

Tm-To) on Cn is represented in Fig.5. The heats of decomposition

reactions were calculated according to equation:

tm

Qr = Mn/mn (Q1 - Q2) = Mn/mn Im Cp(Tm - To) + a F fm(T TO) dt
to

Q1 is the heat expenditure at heating of the mixture to Tm, Q2 is
the heat loss into surroundings, Mn is the molecular mass of

nitrocompound, mn is the mass of mixture, Cp is the average specific

heat at constant pressure, To is the average temperature of the hot

air in the jacket of the reactor, F is the surface of heat exchange, C

is the heat transfer constant of the reactor.

The experimental data (To,Tm) and results of calculations

(QI,Q 2 ,and Qr) are collected in the Table 1. They show that heat of

interaction of TNT with SA is 25% higher than that of mixtures DNT-SA,

in presence of NSA Qr increases by the factor of 1.5.

The composition of gaseous products of the reaction was estimated

by the methods [1,2]. The results are represented in the Table 2. They

show that the main products of interaction of nitrocompounds with SA

and NSA are C02, S02, and N2 . At small content of TNT or DNT in the

mixture the low quantity of CO and N2 0 are generated, at high (18%)

content of TNT in mixture the quantity of carbon oxide increases and
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Fig.5. The temperature increment during interaction

versus the nitrocompound content.
1 - TNT+SA+NSA, 2 - TNT+SA, 3 - DNT+SA.

Table 1

The experimental results of the heats of reactions measurements

Mixture Cn,% To,C Tm,C Ql, kJ Q2 ,kJ Qr,kJ/mol

5.2 233 294 8.65 7.41 793
TNT+SA 5.7 231 312 12.02 6.73 838

5.7 230 311 12.17 7.42 863
5.8 228 309 12.08 6.9 816
5.9 234 314 11.95 6.9 808

3.2 235 284 7.25 2.89 652
DNT+SA 3.2 236 284 7.05 3.1 657

3.2 237 286 7.18 2.76 639
3.7 228 289 8.62 3.12 668
3.7 230 293 8.98 2.85 677
4 232 299 10.05 2.27 626

3.1 222 263 6.25 8.82 1180
TNT+SA+ 3.1 228 311 12.7 3.7 1270

NSA 3.5 231 322 13.0 4.0 1353
3.6 232 319 12.8 4.0 1173
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of carbon dioxide decreases significantly.

Detonation

TNT: Oleum of concentration (S,% H2 S0 4 ) 100.6, 101.7, 103.8, and

108.2 was used to obtain TNT solutions. The results of the

measurements of failure diameter of the solutions are represented in

Fig.6. Curves at different oleum concentrations are similar to each

other: as the oleum content CS in mixture increases, detonation

failure diameter reduces to the minimum value and then rises. Minimum

critical diameter dfm (mm) depends on S(%):

logl0(dfm) = 1.2 107 exp(-0.1619-S)

The minimum value of df for TNT diluted by oleum, S=108.2%, is about 2

mm, i.e. 30 times less, than that for neat melted TNT. It is

practically equal to the detonation failure diameter of nitroglycerin.

The influence of oleum content on detonation velocity of TNT, TNB, and

DNT is shown in Fig.7. The velocity of detonation (D) is almost

constant up to Cs=50%. Further growth of oleum content results in the

considerable decrease of the D value leading to extinguishment of

detonation. Influence of nitric acid on detonation of TNT solutions in

oleum is of the obvious practical interest. Solubility of

nitrocompounds in the sulfuric-nitric acids mixture is far less, than

in oleum or sulfuric acid alone. One can admix without loss of

solubility to the mixture containing 40/60 TNT/oleum (S=103.8%) no

more than 4% of nitric acid. Experiments carried out with such

solution at concentrations of nitric acid 2.5 and 4% show that df

remains constant (11-12 mm). Introducing of extra quantity of nitric

acid results in emulsion formation, experiments in this concentration

region were not carried out.

DNT: The detonation failure diameter of pure melted DNT up to now

is not estimated. In the steel tubes (d=10 mm, d=13 mm) the detonation

extinguished even at 190 0 C. However, the steady-state detonation of

the DNT solutions in oleum at S=103.8%, Cs=50 and 60% (To=85 0 C) was

observed. The mean detonation velocity of the solutions was equal to

5.5 mm/ms (Fig.7).

TNB: The experiments with TNB solutions were carried out at the

oleum concentration S=103.5%. At 1100 C one can get the solutions
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concentration S,%: a - 100.6, b - 101.7, c - 103.8,
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Fig.7. The results of detonation velocity measurements of the mixtures

of nitrocompounds and oleum: A - TNB/oleum (S=103.5%,
To=110 0 C), 0 - TNT/oleum (S=103.8%, To=85-860 C), 0- TNT/oleum
(S=101.6%, To=85-860 C), 0- DNT/oleum (S=103.8%, To=85 0 C).
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containing up to 80% of TNB. The curves df(Cs) for TNT and TNB

solutions are not only similar to each other, but even the values of

dfm for TNT and TNB are almost exactly the same. However, to reach the

same df values in the case of TNB the higher temperature is required.

Effect of initial temperature: df(To) dependencies were

determined for 50/50 mixtures of H2 SO4 with TNT (at S=103.0%), and TNB

(S=103.5%). As for number of other explosives, the straight lines

logldf = A + B/To

were obtained (TNB: A=-0.898, B=675, To=358-383 K; TNT: A=-2.176,

B=1041, TO=336-370 K).

4. Discussion

The composition of gaseous products represented in the Table.2

allows to obtain the stoichiometric coefficients of overall reaction:

TNT (DNT) + ai H2 SO 4 (NOHSO 4 ) -' (1)

SbiCO2 + ciSO2 + diN2 + ciH2 0 + fiH 2 SO 4 + CcHhNn

The stoichiometric coefficients of the reactions of the type (1)

calculated by means of examination of the Table 2 data are presented

in Table 3. In the Table 3 the indexes of the equation (1) are noted

as follows: i=l for reaction TNT+SA, i=2 for reaction DNT+SA, i=3 for

reaction TNT+NSA, CcHhNn - condensed organic residue, fl=f 3=0.

The rate of monomolecular decomposition of TNT in the temperature

interval investigated is very low (for DNT and TNB it is even much

lower) and can be neglected. At the same time ionization of TNT at

interaction with SA may take place [4]. The degree of TNT ionization

is regulated by the constant of equilibrium Kc

[(C 7 H5 (NO2 ) 3 )H+] = Kc [TNT] [SA] (2)

The results of analyses of reaction mixtures during the

experiment have shown that NSA appeared at the initial stage of the

reaction. NSA might be formed and disappeared according to reactions:
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Table 2.

The relative concentrations of gases at interaction

of nitrocompounds with SA

Mixture Gaseous products, %
Cn,% I

CO 2  SO2 N2  CO N 2 0

TNT+SA 1.1 - 3.2 61-58 34-37 4.6-6.1 0.6 0.1
18.3 - 18.5 49-52 28-30 10 12 0.1

DNT+SA 1.6 - 3.3 52-43 45-52 2.4-3.8 0.5 0.05

DNT+SA+NSA 1.4 - 3.6 56-49 16-11 27-35 3.3 0.2

Table 3

The stoichiometric coefficients of the reaction (1)

The stoichiometric coefficients
Mixture

i a b c d e

TNT+SA 1 2.5 4.2 2.5 0.5 2.6
DNT+SA 2 4 3.5 4 0.5 5
TNT+SA+NSA 3 5.5 7 1.7 4.2 1.4

Table 4

The Arrhenius constants Kef,Bef, and Eef of the reactions

SA (98.6%) and NSA with nitrocompounds

Mixture Kef10 6 at 200 0 C, Eef, Bef

1 mol-o1s-I kjnmol-1 1 mol- o s-I

DNT+SA 2.23 118 ± 6.0 2.4-107

TNT+SA 1.43 110 ± 7.4 2.0.106

TNT+SAx) 0.42 162 ± 8.3 3.3.1011

DNT+SA+NSA 30.6 136 ± 4.5 3.2.1010

TNT+SA+NSA 12.3 125.5±7.4 8.9-108

TNB+SA+NSA 1.56 140 ±10 4.5"109

x) concentration of SA is 94.8%.
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K1
C7 H5 (NO 2 ) 3 + H2 SO 4  -ý al NOHSO 4 + ... (3)

K2
[C 7 H5 (NO 2 ) 3 H+][HSO-4] 4 a 2 NOHSO 4 + ... (4)

K3
C7 H5 (N0 2 ) 3 + NOHSO 4  - products (5)

where KI,K 2 , and K3 are the rate constants of the corresponding

reactions, a,, a 2 are the stoichiometric coefficients. On the initial

step of T(t) curve the concentration of NSA remains approximately

constant, i.e.:

d[NSA]/dt = al KI[TNTI[SA] + a2KcK2 [TNT][SA] - K3 [TNT][NSA] = 0 (6)

where [TNT],[SA], and [NSA] are the concentrations of the

corresponding reagents (mol/l). Bearing in mind the equations (2),(3),

and (5) the rate of TNT decomposition can be estimated:

d[TNT]/dt = [(1 + al)Kl+ a 2 K2Kc]'[TNT]L[SA] = Kef[TNT]-[SA] (7)

We have the equation of the second order, where the effective

rate constant Kef is the function of the individual rate constants, of

the stoichiometric coefficients of the reactions (3),(4), and of the

equilibrium constant Kc.

The effective value of the energy of activation and

preexponential factor in Arrhenius low was found by treatment of

curves T(t), obtained at different initial temperatures in the

framework of the usual equation for induction period (ta) of adiabatic

heat explosion for the reactions of the second order:

RToCp [TNT] RTOCp exp(Eef/RTo)
ta = _- - = - (8)

EefQr Wo EefQr [SA] Bef

Wef is the rate of reaction, Qr is the heat of reaction, Cp is the

specific heat at constant pressure.

For the mixtures containing NSA the reaction between

nitrocompounds and NSA was supposed to be essential, and calculations

concentration of NSA was inserted into solution (8) instead of [SA].

To calculate the effective parameters of equation (8) the results
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of experiments were presented in co-ordinates 1/To - ln(tm/To2 ). The

value of tm was supposed to be equal to ta.

The rate constants of the reactions at 200 0 C and parameters of

Arrhenius equation for all mixtures are collected in Table 4. Kef for

mixtures DNT and TNT with SA are appreciably lower than these for

mixtures containing NSA. The effective rate constants at 200 0 C for

mixtures TNB-SA-NSA is close to Kef for mixtures TNT-SA.

The quantitative treatment of results on detonation of mixtures

on base of TNT, had been presented in [3]. Dremin theory of detonation

failure diameter was used to treat the results [5,6]. The values of t 3

and T3 of the theory calculated for mixture (50/50) TNT/H 2 SO4

(S=103.0%) at different initial temperatures are placed along the

line:

1Og 1 0 (t 3 /T 3
2 ) = - a + b/T 3

The activation energy of the reaction is changed correspondingly

in the range of 100-120 kJ/mol. The activation energy of TNT

detonation reaction calculated in [7], is equal to 109 kJ/mol, i.e.

it corresponds to the middle of the interval obtained in [3].

The sequence of kinetic equations of the main reactions occured

at detonation of TNT/ H2 S0 4 /SO 3 mixtures is decomposition of TNT and

sulfuric acid complex:

WI= kI[TNT], (9)

W2 = k 2 [TNT-nH2SO4] , (10)

The possibility of the formation of such complex follows from the data

on solubility of TNT in sulfuric acid [8]. The relative number of

H2SO4 molecules in the complex n has to be determined from the best

correlation of the calculation results with the experimental data. The

considerable influence of "free" SO 3 shows, that a reaction with

sulfuric anhydride also exists. One can suppose, that this reaction

proceeds between the complex (10) and SO 3

W3 = k 3 [TNT.nH2 SO 4 ].[S03] (ii)

One can suggest also, that the intermediate stage of transition

of the reagents, entering into reaction (9), to its products is the
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formation of a complex with pyrosulfuric acid (H2 S2 0 7 ):

k 3  k4
[TNT.nH2 SO 4] + SO 3 -ý ([TNT.(n-I)H 2 SO 4].H 2 S 2 0 7 ) - products,

where k 4 >>k 3[S03].

Taking into account the reactions (9-11), the value of k0 in the

equation for the quasi first order reaction rate can be represented in

the form of

k 0 1 [TNT] + k 0 2 [TNTmnH 2 SO 4] + k 0 3 [TNT-nH2 SO 4 ]'[SO3]
k0 =

[TNT] 0

The values of the preexponential factors k 0 1 , k 0 2 , and k 0 3 for

the reactions (7), (8), and (9), as well as the coefficient n have to

be defined from the experimental data. The calculations were carried

out at Ea=10 9 kJ/mol. Using the obtained ignition delay t 3 , the value

of k0 was calculated as

Cv 0 RT 3 2
k0 =

Qv MTNT [TNT] 0 Eat3 exp(Ea/RT3 )

where Cv is the specific heat of the mixture, Qv is the heat of

TNT decomposition. The pre-exponential factor k0 1 corresponds to the

decomposition of TNT remained after interaction with sulfuric acid:

[TNT] = [TNT] 0  - [TNT nH2 SO 4 ]

The values of k 0 1 , k 0 2 and k 0 3 obtained by optimization, are

equal to 1.42. 1010 s- 1 , 2.2- 1011 s-1, and 1.2.1011 l-mol- 1I s-1,

respectively, n=2.

The results obtained on detonation failure diameter prove a

formation in TNT/oleum mixtures at high temperature and pressure

(about 1000 K and 10 GPa) of the complexes of the nitrocompounds with

sulfuric acid having the composition of [TNT'2H2 SO 4 ]. The TNT complex

decomposes 15 times faster than the pure TNT. This complex reacts with

SO 3 in oleum. The reaction rate at the maximum concentration of S03

(Cs=64%, S=108.2%) is 4 times higher, than the decomposition rate of

the complex, and, hence, 60 times higher, than the decomposition rate

of TNT itself.
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A NEW APPROACH TO DETERMINATION OF THE DANGER OF
DEFLAGRATION-TO-EXPLOSION TRANSITION IN

EXPLOSIVE MATERIALS,
A.Sultmov, B.Eninolaev. V.Foteen1•ov. B.Khaaaitnov, S.Macltntn.

N.Semenov Institute of Chemical Physics,
Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow.

Deflagration-to-explosion transition (DET) is an actual

problem of safety at manufacture and handling of explosive

materials (EM). A new approach consists in detailed examination

of behavior of an initial burning kernel generated in the depth

of EM. Unlike conventional tests on the deflagration-to-

detonation transition conducted in closed strong tubes, in the

suggested method the pressure build up at the burning kernel can

be released by scattering of the EM surrounding it.

A vertical column of the tested EM is placed into a thin-

walled cylindrical steel vessel with open upper end and ignited

by a hot wire located (together with a pressure gauge) centrally

at the bottom of the EM column.

Experiments revealed the existence of a critical height

(Hcr): below it burning resulted in ejection of the EM column

from the vessel and its quiet burn-out without explosion, while

above it explosion took place. The critical height (H r) and the

critical pressure (F r- maximal pressure in kernel at column

height equal to the Hr) could be used as reliable measures of

propensity of EM large masses to DET under emergency conditions.

The values of Her and Per for granulated HMX, RDX, single-

base and double-base propellants were studied. The effect of

vessel diameter (up to 100 sm) on critical condit ions were

examined.
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The typical dependence of H., on the vessel diameter has two

regions: at small diameters (up to 30-40 sm) the H rises

sharply; at the large diameters (above 40 sm) the dependence is

levels off. Besides, the effects of grain size, presence of

inhibitor, bagging were studied.

An onedimentional mathematical model of the process is

developed. It considers the transition from layer-by-layer

burning to convective burning and the effects of discharging of

the burn ing kernel due to scattering of EM.

The calculation and experimental results show good agreement.

The Hor is used to estimate a mass of EM explosion-safe in
handling, and the PCris recommended use for designing explosion-

preventing technological equipment and transport containers.
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THERMAL BEHAVIOR AND REACTION MECHANISM OF
SOME ENERGETIC MATERIALS WITH NYLON 6/12

Zhang Iiaoyi, Chen xuelin, Vang Xiaochuan and Zhou Jianhua

Institute of Chemical laterials,CAEP

P.O.BO3 513-105, Chengdu 610003,

P.R.CHINA

ABSTRACT: The thermal behavior and reaction mechanism of pentaerythrityl

tetranitrate(PETN), trinitrotriazacyclohexane (RDX) and glycidyl azide

polymer (GAP) with Nylon 6/12 were studied, respectively, by meams of

combined thermal- and IR-TGA in-line analysis at the temperature between

100'--350C. The experimental results indicated that the mixture

containing different energetic compound with different reactive group

shows different behavior at high temperature, which implies different

chemical reaction mechanism caused by the different electronegativity of

the reative group in the above said energetic compounds. The sequence of

interreactivity of the three compounds with Nylon 6/12 is PETN>RDX>GAP.

Among these mixtures GAP-Nylon seemed hardly to interreact.

The phenomena above are related with the electro-donation of the

substituents in the energetic material molecules . It is known that nylon

6/12 decomposition products is reductive in some cases, so when it is

mixed with GAP containing electro-donative substituents, no reaction

occurs; While mixed with PETN and RDX containing electro-attracting

substituents and the temperaure is high enough, the chemical reactions of

the system will become easier . On the other hand, the results of IR-TGA

in-line indentification also confirmed the conclusion about chemical

reaction mechanism.

This work was sponsored by the science fund of CAEP.
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GREAT INFLUENCE OF ADDING WAY OF CARBON BLACK ON THE

CATALYTIC COMBUSTION OF NITROAMINE-CMDB PROPELLANTS

Lei Liangfang, Ma Xieqi, Zhang Guodong,

Sun Tiegang, Shan Wengang

Xi'an Modern Chemistry Research Institute

P.O. Box. 18

Xi'an, Post Code 710061, People's Republic of China

ABSTRACT

The nitroamine composite modified double base propellants are

prepared by conventional slurry casting technology. The carbon

black (C.B) is added iii the propellant with three ways: the first way

is that C.B is direccly mixed in the solid composition of casting; the

second way is that C.B and Pb-Cu catalyst are well distributed with

nitrocellulose microspheres to form a composition of solid casting

materials; the third way is that Pb-Cu catalyst is distributed with

C.B in a superfine microcrystal form to make a kind of well-distrib-

uted substance, then the substance is added into the propellant as we

do in the second way. The second way is much better than the first

way, but the third way is the best way of all. The third way doubly

increases the burning rate, tremendously decreases the pressure in-

dex, and results in plateau combustion. The datum of the burning

rate and pressure index for two groups of propellants (one con-

taining 30%wt. HMX, another containing 40%wt. RDX) are pro-
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vided. The explanation of this wonderful phenomenon is discussed,

and the further research direction is also put forward.

Keywords:Nitroamine Propellants, Combustion Catalysts,

Composite Catalysts, Adding Way of Carbon Black.

INTRODUCTION

The development history of solid rocket propellant has passed

through double base propellant, composite propellant, composite

double base (CMDB) propellant, cross-linking modified double

base propellant and NEPE propellant. The GAP is a new kind of

propellant with high energy, low sensitivity and low signature. It

must be stressed that the combustion performance is always a key

problem for every kind of propellant. It has been proved that organ-

ic and inorganic metai salts, expecially a composite catalyst in which

lead and copper salts act as main catalyst and carbon black (C.B)

acts as auxiliary catalyst, is able to increase the burning rate of DB

and CMDB propellants up to 30-40 mm / s and realize favorable or

mesa combustion.

To increase the power of weapons and the range of fire, as well

as to prevent the weapons from sudden attack and exposure,

Propellants with high energy and low signature shall be a research

focal point in the future twenty years. The U.S.A. and other devel-

oped countries put a lot of money into the research on high energy

and desity materials (HEDM). Among a great deal of HEDM, RDX

and HMX are the only mass production and high explosives, they
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are inexpensive and have been extensively applied in DB and CMDB

propellants. The combustion products of RDX and HMX do not

include Cl and HCI, and the exhaust of rocket is clean, smokeless

and non-erosive. Now RDX and HMX are extensively used to re-

place Al or AP partly or wholely. The content of RDX and HMX

raises from 10% to 50-80%. It is generally recognized that the high-

er the content of RDX and HMX are, the lower the burning rate

and the pressure index achieve, which brings about the trouble of the

reguration of the burning rate (1,2,3,

EXPERIMENT

The main components of experimental propellants are com-

posed of nitrocellulose (NC), RDX (or HMX), casting solvent, a

composite catalyst made up of lead and copper salts and C.B. The

test propellants are prepared by conventional slurry casting techrnol-

ogy shown as following diagram:

preparing of
liquid composition

preparing of NC -- preparing of -- ixn casting c
micro sphere solid composition

The auxiliary catalyst C.B is added into the propellants by the

following three ways:
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a) C.B is directly added into the solid casting composition ac-

cording to the content of C.B in the propellant.

b) Process the measured C.B, Pb-Cu salts and NC as a homo-

geneous dispersion before the preparation of casting slurry, then

prepare a solid composition for casting from above dispersion and

other solid components.

c) Prepare a superfine microcrystal of Pb-Cu salt firstly, pre-

pare a homogeneous dispersion from above superfine microcrystal

and C.B, then prepare a new homogeneous dispersion system from

above dispersion and NC micro sphere, finally prepare a solid com-

position for casting from above new dispersion and other solid com-

ponents.

The above solid composition and liquid composition are mixed

thoroughly, then casted and cured. Cut the prepared propellants in-

to cure strands with 100 x 5 x 5 mm size. Measure the burning rate

of the propellant strand samples in a Crawford bomb at different

pressure, then calculate the pressure index. The experimental results

are shown in table 1-2. It is obvious that the burning rate and pres-

sure index for the three propellants have great difference which

means the catalyzation of the three adding ways of C.B has remark-

able difference.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1.) Pb / Cu / C.B composite catalyst is still effective in RDX

(or HMX) -CMDB propellant as in other DB propellant.
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In order to raise the operating stability and reliability of rocket

motor at various pressure and environmental temperature, it is

agreed that lower pressure index and controllable burning rate for

propellants are the favorable performances. Nevertheless it has been

well known that it is very difficult to increase the burning rate and

decrease the pressure index.

As well known, Pb / Cu / C.B composite catalysts can bring

about plateau or mesa combustion in DB propellants, but this phe-

nomenon is not very obvious in our experiments as shown in Table

1. The most important difference between DB and CMDB

propellants is the addition of RDX (or HMX) in CMDB

propellants. It has demonstrated that only at very low pressure the

catalyzed HMX monopropellant shows plateau and mesa combus-

tion W . Pb-Cu catalyst has no catalytic effect on the combustion of

HMX (or RDX) at normal operating pressure of rocket motor. The

combustion of HMX (or RDX) takes place in the luminous flame

zone which is far from the combustion surface. The heat of HMX

(or RDX) combustion has no influence on the burning rate of the

propellant. RDX and HMX only act as an inert additive.

Furthermore, crystal form transition (from #1 form to 6 form) and

melt of RDX (or HMX) before thermal decomposition absorb heat

from combustion surface, which uses up the heat conducted from

fizz zone to combustion surface. It is logical that RDX or HMX can

be considered as a coolant for the combustion of propellant.

However, many experiments have proved that the structure of

combustion wave for RDX (or HMX)-CMDB propellant is
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basically the same as that for DB propellant, which means adding

RDX (or HMX) into CMDB propellant does not break the struc-

ture of combustion wave for DB propellant. The combustion wave

of DB propellant includes subsurface-surface zone, fizz zone, dark

zone and luminous flame zone. The addition of Pb / Cu / C.B com-

posite catalyst can accelerate the heat-release reaction in fizz zone

and increase the heat conducted from fizz zone to combustion sur-

face. The addition of C.B also increases the heat conducted from

luminous flame zone to fizz zone and shortens the thickness of dark

zone, thus the cooperation of Pb / Cu / C.B still has catalytic action

on the combustion of RDX (or HMX)-CMBD propellants, but the

catalysis is not so desirable as that in DB propellants. The datum of

table I accord with above discussion.

Table I The catalytic effect of Pb / Cu / C.B composite cata-

lyst

burning rate at different pressure (mm / s) Pressure
HMX % CT %

4MPa 7MPa 9MPa 1IMPa 13MPa index

30 - 6.55 10.96 13.75 16.52 19.18 0.91

30 CT, 3 14.53 18.40 20.70 22.55 24.35 0.44

30 CT 2 3 13.58 16.81 18.45 19.86 20.96 0.37

Note: CT, or CT 2 is a Pb / Cu / C.B composite catalyst

2.) The mutual dispersion of C.B and Pb/Cu affects the

combustion catalysis

It is shown from our experiments that Pb / Cu / C.B composite
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catalyst is still effective in RDX (or HMX)-CMDB propellants, but

the catalytic action is weaker than that in DB propellants. How to

increase the catalysis of Pb / Cu / C.B composite catalyst in RDX

(or HMX)-CMDB propellants is a very intresting problem. Now let

us see the mutual dispersion of catalyts.

In adding way a), C.B is directly added into the solid casting

composition, C.B and Pb/Cu catalysts are only mechanically

mixed, so that the catalysis is not quite good. In adding way b), the

mutual dispersion of C.B and Pb / Cu catalysts are much better than

that in adding way a), at the same time, the composite catalyst is

dispersed in the propellant homogeneously, as a result, the catalysis

is enhanced a lot. In adding way c), the superfine microcrystals of

Pb / Cu catalysts are dispersed in C.B, they are almost a

quasimolecular dispersion and the specific surface is much bigger

than that in adding way a) and b). Table 2 shows that the burning

rate for adding way c) at 5 MPa pressure is doubled as that for ad-

ding way a), and the pressure index decreases from 0.596 to 0.140.

Plateau combustion is almost gained in adding way c), The pressure

index for adding way c) is only half of that for b). So the adding way

of C.B plays an important part in the reguration of the combustion

performance.

Table2 Influence of the C.B addition method on the buring

rate and pressure index

C.B adding burning rate (ram / s) Pressure
RDX %

way 5MPa 7MPa IOMPa index

40 2 a) 8.6 10.59 13.00 0.596

40 2 b) 12.59 14.17 15.03 0.256

40 2 c) 16.81 17.28 18.55 0.14
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CONCLUSIONS

From above experiments and discussions, following conclusions

can be drawn:

1) C.B-Pb-Cu composite catalyst is a quite effective catalyst

for RDX (or HMX) -CMDB propellants as for DB propellants.

Therefore these composite catalysts can increase the burning rate

and decrease the pressure index, and result in supper-plateau com-

bustion for RDX (or HMX)-CMDB propellants.

2) Not only the kinds of catalysts, but also the preparation

method of catalysts are the important factors for the combustion

performance of catalyzed solid propellants.

3) The adding way of C.B or composite catalyst is also as im-

portant as the composition of composite catalyst. Adding way c)

leads to the supper-fine microcrystal which uniformly disperses in

C.B and in solid propellants.

4) Every method which can prepare the fine catalyst crystal and

result in homogeneous dispersion of C.B and Pb-Cu catalysts in the

propellants is worth researching consistently.

5) Molecular dispersion or quasi-molecular dispersion for

C.B- Pb- Cu catalyst should be the most favorable composite cata-

lyst for RDX (or HMX)-CMDB propellants.
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Various derivatives of lead are known to obtain the highest catalyzing
influence on burning of medium and high-energy double base propellants [I ...5]* .
Dependingly on their content, the derivatives increase the burning rate of the
propellant and decrease the burning rate dependence on pressure and initial
temperature of the charge in specific temperature intervals.

The influence of lead derivatives on the burning rate largely increases if being
added into a composition combined with copper derivatives [6...8] or soot [5,9,10].
Until now, it is not clear if such a high effectivity of influence is restricted solely to
the lead derivatives or other metals derivatives can also demonstrate similar catalyst
properties during double base propellant burning. The investigation of this question
is of a great scientific importance for researching of mechanism of catalysis of
burning and is of a great practical importance because of possible wide use of
double base propellants for peaceful purposes, as lead and it's derivatives are very
ecologycally dangerous and so their use is highly undesirable.

The purpose of the present work is finding of effective burning rate catalysts
among substances ecologycally more safety than lead ones. In accordance with this
purpose, it was interesting to use bismuth derivatives, being on the one hand good
catalysts of chemical reactions with the participation of nitrogen oxides [11,12] and
because of that having some catalyst influence on propellant burning and, on the
other hand they are ecologycally more safety than lead derivatives. For example,
for bismuth derivatives the value of maximum permited concentration (MPC) in the
working area air is 0.5 mg/cub.m [13], that is 50 times higher than that for lead
derivatives (0.01 mg/cub.m) [14]. However, it must be notified that the influence of
Bi-derivatives was not investigated systematically and it is possible that earlier
found weak influence of bismuth derivatives was because of their unsufficient
dispersivity and improper for burning rate catalysis propellant formulation.

Therefore, in the present work the investigations were carried out with
propellants of various formulations (table 1) and high-dispersed bismuth
derivatives.

The propelant samples were prepared according to the general laboratory
methodology. Catalysts were introduced before rolling into dried at room
temperature propellant mass. The roling temperature was 90'C, the clearance
between rolles was - 0.5 mm. The received rolled sheet was extruded into 7 mm
diameter graines that were then used for burning rate research. The burning of the
samples coated with the transparent PVH tube was investigated in a constant
pressure device (bomb) in nitrogen atmosphere with photo-registration.

Catalysts effectivity was estimated by value Z = Uk/Uo, where Uk - was the
burning rate of catalyzed samples; U. - the was burning rate of noncatalyzed
samples. Burning rate dependence on pressure was expressed by formula U = Bpn.

For the first time it was shown in Prof. K.K.Andreev's works in Moscow Mendeleev Institute of
Chemical Technology in early 1940-th.
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To estimate catalyst properties of high-disperse bismuth derivatives,
researches were previously made with propellant N the burning rate catalysis of
which had been well investigated. Bi20 5 with particle size less than I itm was used as
a catalyst.

Table I

Formulations and Some Characteristics of Propellants

Formu- Components content, % T, U,
lation mm/s v

Techno- K under
NC NG DNT DBP RDX DPA logical 4 MPa

additives
N 57 28 11 - - - 4 2276 5.6 0.70

I 56 38 3.8 - - 1.2 1 2759 7.2 0.77

II 53 40.7 4.1 - - 1.2 1 2803 7.5 0.78

III 56 35.8 6.0 - - 1.2 1 2674 6.8 0.77

IV 55 30.1 5.0 2.1 - 0.5 1.5 2457 5.6 0.72

V 37 33.0 - - 28 - 2 3013 6.3 0.63

It is seen from table 2, that 1.5% of Bi20 5 has the same infuence on
propellant N burning as high-disperse lead dioxide does. These additives are
characterized by decreasing of Z-value with pressure increasing that results in a
substantial (about 2.5...3 times) decrease of v-value (table 2).

Table 2

Bismuth and Lead Oxides Influence on Propellant N Burning

Z-value under pressure, v-value in 2... 10 MPa pressure
Additive MPa interval

2 4 8
Without additives 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.7

1.5% of PbO 2  2.2 1.4 1.0 0.2

1.5% of Bi 205 2.2 1.46 1.0 0.3

Then, the investigations were done with more energetic propellants (table 1)
containing various additional plastisizers in different quantities and 1.2% of
promoting catalyst action diphenylamine (DPA). Bi20 4 (Bi 20 3 + Bi20 5 mixture with
particle size- 5 lim) was used as a catalyst.
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Table 3 shows the influence of various amount of Bi 20 4 on propellant I
burning rate. It is obvious, that under pressure 4 MPa the propellant burning rate
increases from 7.2 to 10...12.4 mm/s as the content of Bi20 4 increases from 0 to 3
and 5%,

Table 3

Various Bi 20 4 Content Influence on Propellant I Burning

Content of U, mm/s Z v-value (in interval of P, MPa)
Bi 20 4 , % under 4 MPa

0 7.2 1.00 0.77(2-10)

3 10.0 1.39 0.74(2-4)
0.50(4- 10)

4 11.2 1.56 0.74(2-4)
0.40(4- 10)

5 12.4 1.72 0.80(2-4)
0.37(4- 10)

6 11.7 1.63 0.74(2-4)
0.40(4- 10)

correspondingly. Futher increasing of catalyst content up to 6% brings up
decreasing of its influence. Z-value decreases as pressure increases (fig. 1), that
results in decrease of v-value from 0.77 to 0.5.. .0.4 under pressure above 4 MPa.
Bi204 - catalyst has a similar but less strong influence on propellant II and
propellant III burning as it is with propellant I (fig. 1).

2.0 7

1.8 -- I

1.4

1.2 _ -_ !

1.0 .l P, MPa
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Fig. 1. 5% Bi20 4 effectivity dependence on pressure for various propellant
burning: I-propellant I;2-propellant III;3-propellantll.
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Thus, the experiments have shown that Bi 20 4 is quite an effective burning
rate catalyst for high-energy propellants with additional plastisizers and its influence
is similar with that of lead-containing additives. At this basis, it could be
understood that the effectivity of bismuth oxides influence as of lead-containing
catalysts will increase if soot and copper-containing additives present in the
composition.

It is obvious from fig. 2, that soot presence even in a small amount (0.2%)
increases effectivity of Bi20 4. For example, under 2 MPa when 1% of soot is added
Z-value is increased from 1.35 approximately to 2 for propellant I, while the
function U (p) for all the catalyzed samples changes slightly, independingly soot
presence.

Fig.2. Burning rate dependence on pressure for the propellant I containing
additives: I - 3% Bi20 4 + l%Soot ; 2 - 3% Bi20 4 + 0.2% Soot; 3 - 3% Bi 20 4 ; 4 -
without additives.

Organic salts of bismuth in combination with soot have the similar influence
(e.g. 5% of Bi2(C20 4)3 + 1% of soot).

In the following series of tests, the investigations were done with RDX-
containing high-energetic propellant V without additional plasticizers (table I). As it
was in case of lead-containing catalysts, Bi2 Os and Bi(OH) 3 do not practically effect
the burning process of this propellant (fig. 3, 4). But in soot presence, the mentioned
additives have a high influence on the burning rate of this propellant, including
higher pressure cases; for example, for the sample with 1.5% of Bi(OH) 3 + 0.7% of
soot Z-value under pressures 2 and 12 MPa is 2.7 and 2.1, correspondingly. As in
the case of lead-containing additives [10], Z(% soot) dependence has its extremum
(fig. 3, 4). Besides increasing of the burning rate, combined catalysts highly decrease
v-value in some pressure intervals.

In the present work particle size I ... 2 pm copper oxalate was used as a
copper-containing additive. First of all, it was needed to investigate the influence of
combined catalyst components ratio on effectivity of its influence for this ratio was
found to be very important for early-known combined additives [15].

The investigations were done with propellant II, the total content of
additives was constant and equal to 5% (above 100%). From fig. 5 it is seen, that
copper oxalate introduction instead of a part of Bi20 4 results in burning rate
increasing in lower pressure interval (80... 100% under 2 MPa) and its decreasing
above 6 MPa. As a result, v-value is significantly decreased (fig. 6). It must be
underlined, that copper oxalate itself slightly decreases propelant burning rate.
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3.0 - 3.0

z2

2.0 

2.0

% Soot % Soot
1.0

0 2 4 0 1 2 3

Fig.3. Soot influence on 1.5% Bi205 Fig.4. Soot influence on 1.5% Bi(OH)3
effectivity in RDX-containing propellant effectivity in RDX-containing
propellant burning under different pressu- burning under different pressures:
res: 1 - 2 MPa; 2 - 10 MPa; 3 - 12 MPa. I - 2 MPa; 2 - 6 MPa; 3 - 8 MPa;

4 - 12 MPa.

14Ums

12¢

8

0 1 2 3 4 5% B1204

5 4 3 2 1 o % CuC204
Fig.5. Combined catalyst components ratio influence on the burning rate of

propellant II under pressures: I - 6 MPa; 2 - 4 MPa; 3 - 2 MPa.
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0.6 . . .
V

0.4 _

0.2 ________

0 1 2 3 4 5 % Bi204

5 4 3 2 1 % CUC204

Fig.6. Propellant II combined catalyst components ratio influence on the
n-value, within pressure interval 2 - 8 MPa.

The similar results were obtained with propellant IV.
It is obvious from table 4, that 5% Bi20 4 increases propellant burning rate

within all pressure range investigated (2... 10 MPa) and substantially decreases the
value of v (up to 0.4). Addition into composition of copper oxalate results in some
burning rate decreasing.

Table 4

Combined Catalyst Components Ratio Influence on Propellant IV Burning Rate

U-value, mm/s under P, MPa v-value
Additive P = 2 P = 4 P= 10 in P interval

U Z U Z U Z v P, MPa

Without 3.4 1.00 5.6 1.00 10.7 1.00 0.72 2-10
additives

5% Bi 20 4  5.8 1.71 9.6 1.71 13.3 1.24 0.41 3-8

3% Bi204 + 7.7 2.26 10.7 1.91 13.5 1.26 0.26 4-10
+ 2% CUC

2 04

2% Bi204 + 7.7 2.26 10.7 1.91 12.2 1.14 0.50 2-4
+ 3% CUC20 4  0.10 4-12

1.5% Bi 20 4 + 7.2 2.10 10.0 1.79 12.0 1.12 0.50 2-6
+ 3.5% CUC 20 4  0 6- 12

5% CUC 204 2.8 0.82 4.7 0.83 8.5 0.80 0.72 2- 10
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The combined introduction of Bi 20 4 and copper oxalate mixture of a specific
ratio into propellant results in large increasing of the burning rate in a small
pressure range (fig. 7). For example, the burning rate increases from 3.4 to 7.1 ...7.7
mm/s under 2 MPa. For the sample with 1.5% of Bi204 and 3.5% of CUC 20 4 a
plateau-effect (n = 0) is observed beginning from the premtere of 6 MPa. Zone of a
weak dependence U(p) starts from 4 MPa for a propellmat containing 2% of Bi204
(table 5). High effectivity of catalyst influence is observed within all investigated
pressure range, when total amount of catalyst is decreased to 3% and the ratio is
2:3.

2.5

2.0

0 1 2 3 4 5% B204

5 4 3 2 1 0 % CUC204

Fig.8. Propellant IV combined catalyst components ratio influence on its
effectivity under pressures: I - 2 MPa; 2 - 10 MPa.

Table 5

Soot Influence on Effectivity of 1.5% of Bi205 and Bi(OH)3 during Burning of RDX-
Containing Propellant without Addition Plasticizers

Z-value, under P, MPa v-value
Additives Soot content, in interval

% 6 12 8...16 MPa
0 1.1 1.1 1.1 0.67

Bi2Os 0.7 2.4 2.3 2.0 0.4
2.0 2.5 2.5 2.0 0.1
3.5 2.0 2.1 1.9 0.4
0 1.3 1.2 1.2 0.63

Bi(OH) 3  0.7 2.7 2.6 2.1 0.23
1.5 2.4 2.3 1.9 0.30
2.5 2.2 1.9 1.7 0.51
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Conclusion

It is shown by experiments, that various bismuth derivatives are quite
effective burning rate catalysts for a large range of propellant compositions. Their
influence is much stronger than that previously mentioned. Probably, it may be
explained by the high dispersivity of the additives used in the present work.

The influence of bismuth derivatives is very much alike with lead-containing
catalysts influence. Both catalyst systems considerably accelerate burning of
propellants with not less than 3.. .5% content of additional plasticizers
(dinitrotolyene, dibutylphtalate and so on) and considerably decrease burning rate
dependence on pressure in some pressure range.

As in case of lead-containing catalysts, bismuth derivatives influence on
burning rate of above mentioned propellants, highly increases if being introduced
combined with copper derivatives which are less ecologycally dangerous. Thus,
MPC for copper and it's derivatives is 100... 10 times higher than that for lead
compounds [14].

Bismuth derivatives as lead ones almost do not effect the burning rate of
high-energy propellants containing no additional plasticizers. However, being added
into these propelants combined with soot bismuth derivatives effect the burning rate
and the effectivity of their influence is an extremum function depending on soot
content, as it has been observed for lead-containing additives [10].

Thus, high-dispersed bismuth derivatives can successfully replace
ecologycally dangerous lead-containing burning rate catalysts for double base
propellants.
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ABSTRACT

Composite rocket propellants containing basically ammonium

perchlorate (AP) and hydroxyl terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) have been

prepared following gamma radiation treatment for curing. A "Co gamma source

was employed (dose rate 60 kGy dt) for this cold curing process. Influence of

radiation dose was studied over the range of 0 - 600 kGy. Irradiation of

conventional formulations containing toluene di-isocynate (TDI) and ferric acetyl

acetonate (FAA) indicated that burning rate of such composites is a function of

radiation dose. Similar trend was shown by the irradiated products without

containing FAA and also by the products without FAA and TDI. The trend is

attributed to the observed reduction in density caused by radiation induced

interphase reactions at the surface of AP particles. Such processes cause increase

in porosity. The calorimetric values in all the cases, however, remain practically

constant around 800 cal g". Over the high dose region some systems show a

decrease in burning rate with increasing dose. even though there is an appreciable

loss in density. This is attributed to the occurence of extensive crossiinking of

polybutadiene segments. The burning rate data obey the Vieille's law, rb = apr, and

the GDF formula, 1/r, = alp + b/pl;, Attempt is made to interpret the variation

observed in the emperical constants (a, n. a' arid b) with respect to radiation dose

and binder composition.
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INTRODUCTION

Radiation is known'-4• to alter the burning rate of composite

propellant containing different binders such as polyurethane, polybutadiene.

polyvinyl chloride, polysuiphide, etc. In a few cases the rate is reported to be

independent of dose and yet the dose influencing the mechanical properties. An

appreciable change in burning rate has been reported even when irradiated

ammonium prechlorate was used in preparing the propellants. Our earlier

workO'• deals with radiation effects on cure characteristics and mechanical

properties of the conventional HTPB-base binder systems and their composites

when curing was done by means of gamma radiation treatment. The data reported

here deal with burning rate of such simpler composite systems which do not

contain additives other than TDI and FAA.

EXPERIMENTAL

The method of preparation of different composites and the

procedure followed for their curing under the influence of gamma radiation has

been discussed elsewhere"O0 . The sample that contains HTPB alone as the binder

(25%) for AP (75%) is denoted as A: composite B contains TDI (NCO:OH=l) as a

curing agent in A while composite C consists of sample B and the curing catalyst

FAA (- 0.01%). The cured composites were evaluated for burning rate using a

standard strand burner system coupled to an acoustic unit. Calorimetric values

were determined with the help of a julius peter adiabatic bomb calorimeter.
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the changes in n and a with dose foliow the trends S, < Sn• < Snc and

SaC < S < Sa,

Since composite A contains crosslinkages among polybutandiene

segments and the degree of crosslinking increases with increase in dose. pyrolysis

of the binder during combustion requires high energy for breaking the rigid

structure. Such materials should show the tendency of incomplete pyrolysis; the

rate of combustion of the binder lags behind the rate of combustion of the oxidiser.

Such situation causes a drop 1 in the pressure index as has been observed in the

present system.

The values of a' and b obtained on the basis of GDF model:

1 /r = alp + b/p '• are plotted for different composites against radiation dose in Fig.

4a and 4b respectively. Slopes Sa, and Sb of these straight line plots as given in

Table I indicate the dependance on composition as: Sa'A < Sa's < Sa'c and

Sbc < Sb,ý < Sbo. The model further considers the diffusion parameter b to be a

function of particle size of AP. Since the particle size and amount of AP in all the

formulations under consideration are the same, the observed dose dependence of

b should arise from the radiation induced processes that occur in the polymer

binder. It is known that upon irradiation the binder undergoes crosslinking.

Variation in the degree of crosslinking probably cause variation in the size of the

vapour pockets. Besides. the crosslinking should alter the rate of vapourisation of

the binder, it should correspondingly alter the size of the pockets. The constant a: is

a function of kinetics of combustion reactions and the variation in it is a

consequence of allylic hydrogen reactivity of the binder containing HTPB(½'. With

the progressive increase in dose, allylic hydrogen is lost as a result of either

crosslinking among polybutadiene segments or due to loss of unsaturation during

irradiation. This would lead to delaying of reactions between fuel products with the

oxidising species. Thus extensive crosslinking induced by radiation in the binder is

responsible for change in values of both a' and b. Both values decrease in the case

of radiationally crosslinked composite A It is noteworthy that the composites that

exhibited very low pressure index have values of kinetic parameter close to zero.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of radiation treatment on burning rate (rh) at different

pressures (p) can be seen from the plot of rb versus radiation dose. Slopes of

these straight line plots are recorded in Table 1 In all the cases the rate increases

with dose upto a certain limit, beyond that, composites A and C show a fall while

composite B yields a continued increasing trend. For all these compositions.

decreasing density with increasing dose has been observedý'0 . These data are in

conformity with the general observation that the burning rate is an inverse

function of density of the material. The decrease in burning rate beyond certain

dose (-500 kGy) is attributed to the radiation induced crosslinking process which

further continues as the dose increases In the case of excessive crosslinking, a

large amount of energy is required to breakir the bonds during burning and this

probably causes slowing down the rate. Besides, penetration of the flame through

the heavily cross-linked material also becomes more difficult under this situation.

Thus the observed burning rate is the resultant of two opposing factors, namely,

density and degree of crosslinking. For any pressure and at all doses burning rate

for the composites under investigation shows the order: rbA > rbc > rbB. The

same order is indicated by the slopes over the initial period of Figs. 1 and 2, viz.

S, > Sr > S5. These trends seem to be set by the porosity introduced by

radiation.

In order to understand the relationship between the observed burning

rate of the irradiated material and the composition of the binder, the data were

analysed on the basis of Vieille's law2) and also on the GDF modelI 3'. All the

irradiated formulations showed that burning rates at different pressures obey

Vieille's law : r, = ap". The plot of log r.- versus log p (at a constant dose) gave a

straight line, the intercept and slope containing the constants a and n. Behaviour of

these constants could be understood from the plots given in Fig. 3a and 3b.

Interestingly, there is a linear dependance of n and a values on dose within certain

ranges. Slopes of these plots are recorded in Table 1. It is to be noted that a

decrease in n is associated with an increase in a and vice - versa. In general,
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The TDI containing composites B and C, which were cured either by

radiation treatment below 240 kGy or by standard thermal treatment, showed

comparable burning rates observable over a wide range of pressure. These rates

are lower than those obtained upon radiation curing over the higher (> 240 kGy)

dose region. The latter results have been attributed to the lowering in density that

results from radiation-induced microporosity. It is noteworthy that the values for

Vieille's and GDF constants obtained upon thermal curing lie in between the

widely varying values for radiationally cured composites over a wide range of

dose.

Notwithstanding radiation is expected to produce gases particularly

due to the decomposition of AP data presented in Fig. 5 show practically no

change in the cal-val. which is around 820 cal g-. One may therefore consider that

the weight change due to loss of radiolysed products escaping to the atmosphere

is not negligible. Radiation induced interphase reactions occuring between

products of AP and of binder might be preventing to some extent the escape of

gaseous products.

CONCLUSION

Exposure of AP/HTPB - base energetic formulations to ionising

radiation alters the combustion behaviour of the product as a result of radiation

induced crosslinking reactions The data convey that different burning rates can be

obtained by varying the radiation treatment to a single formulation and that much

higher rates can be obtained this way as compared to that which is achieved by

means of the conventional thermal treatment. The radiation tool can be much

more effective if the binder composition is properly selected, As a result of high

degree of crosslinking over the high dose region the binder pyrolysis can be

suppressed and hence pressure index can be brought down considerably.

Acknowledgement : PBN is thankful to Dr. Haridwar Singh, Director, HEMRL,

Pune for his constant help and encouragement.
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Table I Effect of binder composition on the change of combustion

characteristics with dose.

Composite
Pat ametet

A B C

Burning rate

rj / dose X 102
(mm s-' I kGy)

at 3.4 MPa 3 75* 0.17 2.00'
-0.33"* -0.50"*

6.8 MPa 3.75* 0.97 0.42
-0.42"

10.2 MPa 7.58* 1.07 3.52"
-3.12"* -2.21 **

13.2 MPa 5.09 1.15 3.33*
-1.09"* 2.92*"

Vieille's Constants

a / dose X 10' 4.00* -0.3 3.67*
(kGy+') 1.56** -1.00"*

n / dose X 103 -0.83 0.28 -2.50*
('kGy"+) ! .50**

GDF Constants

a' / dose X 10 -1.67 0.12 2.33
(kGy)

b / dose X 104 -007 -0.73 -1,25
(kGy-)

* Over the low - dose region
Over the high - dose region
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THE CHANGE OF COMBUSTION PERCOLATION MECHANISM BY THE ACTION OF
TEMPERATURE AND CATALYSTS

Valentin Klyucharev

Institute of New Chemical Problems, Russian Academy of Sciences,
Chernogolovka, Moscow region, 142432, Russia.

The effect of temperature and chemical additives on changes in the

combustion mechanism as well as the thermal nature of multicenter
and layered quasi-adiabatic self-propagating processes has been
discussed.

The percolation mechanism of combustion was previously discussed
[1-61, where the self-propagating chemical processes in
heterogeneous condensed systems was involved. In many cases [1, 21,

synthesis of ceramics and intermetallides in a wave of

self-propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS) becomes possible

when volume fraction of one component is close to 0.16. This is

close to the Sher-Zallen percolation criterion [7]. The authors of
[3, 4] showed that the ignition surface constructed by means of
cellular automata qualitatively well reproduces certain features of
actual SHS waves. The results of [1-61 prompt a consideration of
combustion in terms of percolation processes.

Previously it was noticed that thermochemical boundaries of
combustion can be determined with the account of specific features
of formation of quasi-adiabatic cells in a combustion wave [8]. Let
us illustrate this on the example of a pyrotechnic system
comprising magnesium, nickel oxide, sodium perchlorate, and sodium

superoxide.

The studies were performed using differential thermal analysis

(DTA) [9] in alundum crucibles with the heating rate of 10 °C/min
and by burning cylindrical samples 28 mm in diameter and 50-60 mm
high; the density of the material was 1.8-1.9 g/cm3 . The sample was
ignited with a 14-mm-diameter and 3-mm-thick pellet of Mg, Li2 02'
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and Fe2 O3 which secured heating to 700-750°C. The reaction was
initiated by an electrically heated nichrom spiral. To promote

ignition, the outer surface of the ignition pellet was covered by a
thin (3 mm) layer of mixture of Zr-BaO2 (1 : I molar).

The initial NaCIO4 was that of pure grade. It was prepared for
experiments according to [10-12]; the particles size was 65-100

mom. LiCl0 4 (pure grade) was prepared by A.P. Razumova according to
the [13]. Nickel oxide of extra pure grade was calcined in air
during three hours at 6000C, the particles size of NiO was 30-50

mcm. The preparation of sodium superoxide was a yellowish powder
containing 87 wt.% of NaO2 and 11 wt.% of Na2 02 [13]: the
preparation also contained traces of Na2 CO3* The particles size was
not controlled. Upon heating with the rate of 100 C/min, the
preparation completely loss the superoxide oxygen below 2850C
according to the reaction 2NaO2 = Na2 02 + 02.

The DTA was performed on mixtures where metal magnesium was a
powder with the particles size varied within 2 to 160 mcm. The

pyrotechnical charges contained magnesium with the particles size
65-100 and 100-160 mcm. The fractions used in the charges were
sifted from commercial MPF-4 powder.

In four-component mixture comprising Mg, NaClO4 , Na2 02' and NiO,

there occurs rapid cooperative process of metal oxidation and
oxygen release which resembles that previously described for the
NaClO4 -Mg-CaO 2, KC104 -Mg-CaO 2 [9], and KCIO4 -Mg-Fe 2 03 [14] systems.
As a result of this reaction, the initial substances completely

transform into the products: MgO, NaCl, Na2 02' NiO, and 02. The
ignition occurs at Tc = 290 ± 100C (measured by the temperature

jump in DTA).

Suppose that combustion is a quasi-adiabatic self-propagating
process (QSP). In this case a node of percolation cluster can be

associated with a quasi-adiabatic cell (GC), i.e., with a spatial
domain where chemical reactions proceed so fast that heat loss from
the cell can be neglected.
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For stationary QSP and isotropic QC, twofold increase in the time
of chemical transformation causes twofold increase in the radius of
the cell and eightfold, in its volume. Therefore, if the process is
quasi-adiabatic one, a QC must release amount of heat sufficient to
heating to the same temperature T the products within already
reacted sphere of radius RI = I and virgin unreacted mixture within
the spherical layer in between of RI = 1 and R2 = 2.

If the sizes of the cells capable and incapable of burning are
close in their volume, then, according to the Sher-Zallen
criterion, the volume fraction of active centers must be close to
0. 16 [7]. In this case, the above described model allows us to
estimate the limits where chemical compounds are capable of
stationary combustion from the following equation

T T
C C

Q = K*f (7*Ci + C k)dT (1); Q = Qr + I*f (7*Ci + Ck )dT (2)
T T

0 0

In equation (1) and (2) Q is the calorific value of mixture
containing N initial substances at a rate of n. mole of i component
and forming M end products at a rate of mk mole of k component;

ar is the calorific value of the medium comprising the QC, K is
Sher-Zallen coefficient, To is the initial temperature of the
mixture, Ci, Ck are the summary isobaric molar heat capacity of the
initial mixture (C1 ) and the reaction products (Ck)

C, = I (nc *01) (3); Ck = I (mk*c ) (4)
i k

where c. is isobaric molar heat capacity of i initial substance,

Cpk is isobaric molar heat capacity of k end product.

Let us consider the mixture containing I g-mol of NaClO 4, x g-mol
of Mg, 0.16 g-mol of NaO2, 0.03 g-mol of NiO. In the case, the
initial components: sodium perchlorate metal magnesium, nickel
oxide are stable up to ignition temperature (300 0 C) and sodium
superoxide is decomposed to form sodium peroxide and oxygen.
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Consequently, the outer shell of two-layer GC contains 7 g-mol

NaClO4, 7*x g-mol Mg, 0.21 g-mol NiO, and in terms of the reaction
2 NaO2  = Na2 02  + 02' 0.56 g-mol Na2 02 and 0.56 g-mol 02* This
amount of initial components is present in QC, when after chemical

reactions in first, inner shell the products I g-mol NaCl, x g-mol

MgO, 0.08 g-mol Na2 02' 2.08 g-mol 02 are formed and 0.03 g-mol NiO
remains intact. The amount of reagents and products founding in OC

takes account of equation (5) that is to say the cooperative

process of magnesium oxidation and oxidizer decomposition.

NaClI 4  + x Mg + 0.16 NaO2  = NaCl + x MgO +
+ (4.16 - x)/2 02 (5)

By summing over all components one can obtain the composition of QC
which incorporates 7 g-mol NaClO4 , 1 g-mol NaCl, 0.24 g-mol NiO,
0.64 g-mol Na2 02' 7*x g-mol Mg, x g-mol MgO, (5.28-x)/2 g-mol 02.

Taking into account the composition of PC and conditions (1-4), we

can determine the minimum content of magnesium for which the

mixture is combustible. The standard enthalpies of formation and

heat capacities for the all compounds in the temperature range of

interested are known [15-20]. In this work, we used the values of
thermochemical and thermophysical functions summarized in Table 1.

The calculations showed that at ignition temperature of 290-3000 C,
the calculated minimum magnesium content corresponds to the molar

ratio of Mg/NaClO4 = 0.095-0.1. The value determined in experiments
on ignition of pyrotechnical charges was 0.098-0.1. Similar good
agreement of experimental and calculated values was obtained for
pyrotechnical mixtures with different oxidant composition, with the

NaO2 /NaClO 4 ratio within 0.1-0.25.

Not every combustible contains high calorific value components that
would satisfy conditions (1) or (2), i.e., to make up a percolation

cluster of PCs. In this case, formation of quasi-adiabatic layer

(QL) may be preferable, since in the latter case, to sustain
combustion is sufficient to heat to temperature Tc only a volume

equivalent to that burnt [81
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TC

Q = K*f (Ci + C k)dT (6)
T

Consider the two-component system of LiClO4 -Na2 02* These reactants
interact according to the exchange reaction (7) which might be
employed as a heat source in oxygen-generating pyrotechnical
compounds [13]

2 LiCIO4 + Na202 = 2 NaC1O 4 + Li20 + 0.5 02 + 92.32 kJ (7)

However, the energy released after all the reactions being
completed

2 LiCIO4 + Na202 = 2 NaCl + Li2 0 + 4.5 02 + 148.43 kJ (8)

is much less than that releases in magnesium oxidation: Mg + 0.5 02
= MgO + 602.13 kJ. For this reason, it is impossible to achieve
QC in compliance with (1) and (2) despite reaction (7) proceeding
fast already at 203-2200 C [13], which is substantially lower than
ignition temperature for magnesium in Mg-NaClO 4 -CaO 2  system
(420-4300 C) or in dry oxygen (570-6000 C) [9].

Nevertheless, owing to the heat released in reaction (8) the QL can
be heated to 203-2060 C, i.e., to the point where reaction (7)
transits to quasi-adiabatic regime, if initial temperature of the
mixture is 20 0 C and composition corresponds to the molar ratio of
LiClO4 : Na2 02 = 1: 0.58. In this case excess Na2 02 is necessary to
reduce the temperature of subsequent decomposition of NaCl04 formed
in reaction (7) to 300-3200 C.

Experiment showed that in the cases when initial temperature of
pressed pyrotechnical compound containing I g-mol of anhydrous
LiCIO4 and 0.58 g-mol of Na2 02 exceeded 20-300 C, combustion with
total oxygen release took place and the temperature of 440-460°C
was produced. This virtually coincides with the calculated
adiabatic temperature, Tad [21].
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The obtained result indicates that above considerations on
thermodynamics of QC and QL provide means for accurate calculations
of the limits of QSPs. The equations (1), (2), and (6), reflecting

the thermal nature of various types of combustion, allow to

establish the thermodynamic interrelations between multicenter and

layered quasi-adiabatic self-propagating process and, thus, in many
cases, to calculate possible effect of temperature and chemical
additives on changes in the combustion mechanism.

For example, one of the results of such calculations is that with
reduced difference between the initial temperature of the mixture
and the temperature of ignition, owing either to preliminary
heating or a catalyst, can result in appearance of isolated QCs

within QL. A comparison of (1), (2), and (6) shows that percolation

combustion requires less energy than the layered one. This is

related to the factor K = 0.16 in equations (2) and (3). As a
result, transition to a system with excess energy can result in
spontaneous increase in the rate of QSP, owing to enhanced

preheating zone due to onset of the conditions for development of
percolation combustion.

At the same time, in many cases, enhancement of initial temperature
of the mixture or reduction of the ignition temperature caused by

chemical agents can transfer a combustion system to the layered

combustion from the percolation one. This is the case, when
calorific value of the system as a whole (Q) exceeds certain
critical value sufficient to satisfy condition (6), while high
calorific value of QC is preserved (integrand in (1) and (2)). This

case was observed in binary mixtures of Mg-CaO2.

One more consequence of (1), (2) , and (6) is that it is possible
to achieve a self-propagating process in the mixtures whose Tad is

below the ignition temperature. This possibility appears when
initial temperature of combustible mixture is increases. The
combustion can proceed by burnout of separate clusters [2].

A review given above allows us that conditions (1-6) must be taken
into account when assessing safety of handling energetic materials.
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Table 1.

Thermochemical and Thermophysical Properties of Initial
Reagents and Products.

Substance Standard The Molar Isobaric Heat Capacity
Enthalpy of as a Function of Temperature
Formation Cp = a + b*l0-3*T + c*10-5*T2 + d*105*T-I
(kJ/mol) (J/mol*K)

/\Hfo a b c d

LiCI04 -381.02 [191 29.39 284 -10.94 [19]
NaCl04 -383.7 [13] 324.11 -1336.3 213.5 [18]
Mg 0 [17] 20.81 12.73 -0.167 [17]
Na02 -261.0 [151 --
NiO --- -- 57.32 3.475 --- --- [161

NaCI -411.8 [17] 45.97 16.329 --- --- [171
MgO -602.1 [171 42.62 7.285 --- 6.197 [171
Na202 -512.0 [17] 59.75 117.24 -5.946 --- [15]
Li20 -14.045 [17] 14.939 6.08 3.38 --- [17]
02 0 [17] 29.99 4.187 --- 1.675 [17]
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Features of the solid propellant combustion in conditions of va-
riable overload.

Dr. prof. V.I. Petrenko
Dr.-ing. V.L. Popov
Dr.-ing. prof. A.M. Rusak.

Experimental researches at the solid rocket propellant combustion
under variable overload were fulfilled, said overload was varied by it's
value and direction. Centrifugal test benches which allowed to attain va-
lue of "g" up to 100 units were used, the mass of charge tested was no
more than 5 kg.

The condition of the combustion surface was researched on the fa-
ded charges. It was shown that for the mixed SP overload applied by
different axels renders sufficient influence on combustion surface ap-
pearance. The homogeneous compounds are less sensitive to overload.
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INCINERATION OF EXPLOSIVES IN A FLUIDISED BED

A. Pires, J. Campos, L. Dur~es* and S. Almada

Lab. of Energetics and Detonics

Dep. of Mech. and *Chem. Engineering - Fac. of Sciences and Technology

University of Coimbra, P61o II, Pinhal de Marrocos, P-3030 Coimbra - PORTUGAL

ABSTRACT

The proposed method of environmentally responsible disposal of energetic substances is their
incineration using an original fluidised bed combustion system. It was designed and built in order
to incinerate the most common used explosives, ANFO, emulsion and dynamite, based in
ammonium nitrate compositions. It is composed by a fluidised bed, warmed by the combustion of
a propane-air mixture as fluidising gas. A wet scrubber and an exhaust gas system close the
combustion cycle. The gas products composition and incineration regime can be predicted by
THOR computer code. There are two regimes of incineration: the warming transient regime and
constant incineration regime. Obtained temperatures show to be stable near 770 K, in a good
agreement with theoretical predictions. This incineration system proves to be safe and reliable for
the most used industrial explosives.

1. Introduction

Recycling or converting explosives, propellants and other chemical components is highly

desirable, for environmental reasons. This is an old problem, that appears now with new

dimension, as a consequence of the large quantities involved in demilitarisation and the

recognition of the existence of important environmental problems. The potential classic strategies

to the disposal of military explosives are based in storage in a secure site, or in stabilisation and

storage, or recovering them to be used in a future civil or any other military use. The

technological options can be their thermal destruction, controlled explosion, chemical and

electrochemical oxidation, chemical transformation and, more recently, biodegradation (vd. Jupp,

1991, Demilitarisation Technology, 1991). It is also necessary to remain that cutting and opening

up munitions generate large quantities of explosive-water slurries. These slurries and all the other

kind of explosives that can not be integrated, as components, in industrial civil explosives, must
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be incinerated. There are many different kinds of energetic materials included in this case (single

and double base propellants, TNT, other rocket propellants, black powders, metallic oxides)

generating pollutants in their gaseous exhaust products (NOx, CO, HCI, HF, SO2 , H2 S - vd.

Folk, 1990).

A reference of threshold values for gaseous exhaust products in Portugal (vd. Portaria, 1993)

concerning the unlimited professional exposure has been published and accepted for industrial

proposes. The relatively modest dimension of Portuguese Armed Forces, having insufficient

quantities to stabilish a large national demilitarisation programme, the difficulties in locating

suitable storage sites and the national policy of developing clean combustion and incineration

technologies (vd. Campos et al., 1993) have led us to select two of all the possible disposal

procedures of explosives and propellants:

- the access and segregation of the energetic material, out from its metallic confinement,

- the clean incineration of not recovered energetic material.

An original fluidised bed combustion system has been designed and built in order to incinerate

explosive and other energetic substances. It is composed by a fluidised bed, previously warmed

by the combustion of a propane-air mixture as fluidising gas. The energetic materials (explosives

or pyrotechnic compositions) are pre-mixed with silica sand particles and injected into bed by a

twin screw extruder. A wet scrubber and an exhaust gas system close the combustion cycle. An

acquisition and safety data system controls all the combustion.

This method has some advantages over other processes of combustion:- security related to a

better temperature homogeneity of bed;- easy control of temperature, pressure and equivalent

ratio of mixture;- better heat transfer which means lower combustion temperatures and

consequently a reduction of emission of polluting gases;- higher density power involved. The

great disadvantage of a fluidised bed combustion equipment comes not only from its ignition and

security, during initial working period, but also from the necessity of keeping the fluidised bed

warmed before introduction of energetic substances.

In order to test and optimise the incineration equipment it has been selected the three most

common industrial explosives used in Portugal: ANFO, emulsion explosive and dynamite.
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2. Selected industrial explosives based in ammonium nitrate compositions

The most common industrial explosives in Portugal are ammonium nitrate derived compositions.

The most simple is an ammonium nitrate-fuel oil composition (ANFO) and the most complex is

the dynamite explosive, representing an annual production of 10000 tonnes for open air and

underground mines applications. Recently, ammonium nitrate based emulsion explosives are also

used in those industrial applications. In this study three types of explosives were selected:

- one composition of ANFO, an ammonium nitrate - fuel oil composition, with 6 % (in

weight) of fuel oil, with initial density 870 kg/m3 and detonation velocity 3300 m/s,

- one composition of emulsion explosive, formed by an aqueous solution of 10 % of

water, of ammonium and sodium nitrates, respectively 72 and 10 %, emulsified with oils, wax

and emulsifiers, 5.5 %, with hollow glass spheres as sensitizer, 2.5 %, with density 1170 kg/m3

and detonation velocity 5340 m/s,

- one composition of dynamite explosive, formed by 30 % of nitro-glycerine, 6 % of

DNT, 60 % of ammonium nitrate and 4 % of amidon, with density 1400 kg/ m3 and detonation

velocity 5900 m/s.

Pure ammonium nitrate undergoes a number of decomposition processes at elevated

temperatures. The following are significant:

- endothermic dissociation above 169 'C : NH 4NO3 --> HNO 3 + NH3

-exothermic elimination of N20 on careful heating at 200 0 C: NH 4NO3 ---> N20 + 2 H 20

- exothermic elimination of N2 and NO2 above 230 'C: 4 NH4NO 3 -- 3 N2 + 2 NO2 + 8 H20

- exothermic elimination of nitrogen and oxygen, sometimes accompanied by detonation:

NH 4N0 3 -> N2 + 1/2 02 + 2 H 20

Consequently during incineration the temperatures and the quantity of ammonium nitrate must be

controlled, in order to reach a stable regime.

The reactive system are a mixture of the selected explosives and silica sand, with a mass contents

of 3%, 5%, 10%, 20%, in order to avoid unexpected ignition or increasing combustion rates.

The incinerator uses inert silica sand (vd. Figure 1) as the bed material having a size range of

21.9 gm to 564 ltm (d50=377.7 ltm).
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Figure 1 - Cumulative curve of used two types of sand.

3. Theoretical prediction of incinerating regime and gas products composition

The theoretical prediction of incineration products has been performed using THOR code, based

on theoretical work of Heuz6 et al. ,1985, 1989, and later modified by Campos, 1991. Several

kinds of equations of state can be used, namely BKW, Boltzmann, JCZ3 and H9. This THOR

code uses now a new EoS (Durdes et al., 1995) with the same assumptions of a Boltzmann EoS,

but based now on physical intermolecular potential of gas components instead of correlations

from final experimental results.

The selection of product components are dependent of atomic initial composition. For a classical

CHNO system it is assumed an equilibrium composition of C0 2, CO, H2 0, N2 , 02, H2, OH,

NO, H, N, 0, HCN, NH 3, NO2, N2 0, CH 4 gases and two kinds of solid carbon (graphite and

diamond). Reported data are from JANAF Thermochemical Tables, 1971 and polynomial

expressions of Gordon and McBride, 1971. The solution of composition problems involves

simultaneously:

- the thermodynamic equilibrium (thermal, mechanical and chemical equilibria), obtained with

the mass and species balance, and the equilibrium condition G=Gmin (P,T,xi), applying to the

condensed phase the model proposed by Tanaka, 1983,
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- the thermal equation of state (EoS),

- the energetic equation of state, related to the internal energy E = I xiei(T) + Ae,

ei(T) being calculated from JANAF Thermochemical Tables, 1971, and polynomial

expressions of Gordon and McBride, 1971,

- the combustion regime, being P constant for the isobar adiabatic combustion

(equal initial and final total enthalpy HbTb=HoT,).

The proposed equation of state is based on the same assumptions of Hc EoS,

proposed by Heuz6 et al. , 1985, taking the general expression
P V (V, T, Xi) (1)

where V represents the volume, T the temperature and Xi the mass fraction. The

second term, a, represents a fifth order polynome derived from a Boltzmann EoS,

traducing very well the behaviour of gaseous mixtures at high temperatures and

pressures:

* (V,T,Xi) = I + x + 0.625x2 + (2)

+ 0.287 x3 
- 0.093x

4 + 0.014 x
5

with

5~2 n
x (V, T, Xi) (3) Xi oi (4)V T3/0'i~

The x( represents the exponent of the intermolecular potential. Heuz6 et al., 1985, has

proposed for c• the values 9 and 12, based on theoretical and experimental final

correlations. The values of coi are also dependent of each gas component. Their values

are independent of the chosen cx constant. The HL EoS takes to cc the value of 13.5

(Durdes et al., 1995).

This THOR code allow to predict the influence of the decomposition mechanism of

endothermic dissociation of ammonium nitrate NH 4NO 3 -4 HNO3 + NH 3 , in the

incineration regime, calculating the combustion temperatures and Gibbs free energy, as

a function of concentration of formed NH 4NO 3/ HNO 3 (vd. Figure 2).

The influence of products concentration is shown in Figure 3, proving the influence of

transient products composition as a function of obtained incineration temperature.

Consequently the transition incineration temperature is near 800 K.
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Figure 2. Calculated comb. temp. and Gibbs free energy, as a function of concentration

of formed NI-HN0 3/ HNO3.
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Figure 3. The influence of products concentration as a function of obtained

incineration temperature and Gibbs free energy value.

The combustion composition of the combustion products of each explosive is almost

the same independently of EoS used (vd. Campos, 1991). The calculated temperatures

are 1994, 2241 and 2459 K respectively for emulsion, ANFO and dynamite

explosives. The CO and NO emission levels are higher than those calculated for

detonation regime, in good agreement with theoretical predictions (vd. Campos,
1991).
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4. Incineration fluidised bed equipment and results

4.1. Fluidised bed equipment

An original fluidised bed combustion system was designed and built to incinerate

selected explosives. It has a nominal power of 750 kW and it is composed by (vd.

Figure 4):

- a fluidised bed of constant height;

- a slurry feeding twin screw system;

- a pressure and temperature control with a real time data acquisition system;

- a separation and filtration system for the gas combustion products;

- a wet scrubber and an exhaust gas system close the combustion cycle.

The combustion chamber made of stainless steel is composed of four parts: a fluidised

bed incineration chamber, outlet tubes for the solids, a TDH (transport disengaging

height) chamber and an outlet conduct system for the combustion gases. The

incineration chamber consists of an elutriator of internal diameter of 266 mm and is

300 mm high, which is wrapped by a water cooled liner. The fluidised bed combustion

system is permanently warmed by the injection of a propane-air mixture as fluidising

gas. Three thermocouples measure the temperature inside the bed. There is another

thermocouple placed in the freeboard. Four tubes, for the discharge of sand and solid

products, keep the height of fluidised bed constant. These tubes will be linked to the

slurry feed system in a close circuit.

A chimney for the exhaust of the combustion gases is placed in the upper part of the

chamber over the TDH chamber. The TDH chamber, made of stainless steel, has an

internal diameter of 266 mm and is 735 mm high. It is also wrapped by a water cooled

liner. Finally the exhaust gas system is composed by a cyclone, a mechanical filter and

a wet scrubber. Driiger tubes were used in the preliminar analyses of NOx, CO and

CO 2 .

The energetic material feeding system is formed by a twin screw extruder for solids.

To avoid the formation of slurry dunes in the connection tube, between the extruder

outlet and the incineration chamber inlet, an entry of air was connected to the part of

extruder outlet. Two sonic flow meters ensure the rigorous control of air and propane

flows.
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Figure 4 - Fluidised bed incinerator equipment.

The control and safety systems of the incinerator are composed by (vd. Figure 5):

- a real time data acquisition temperature system, composed by a analogue

digital converter (IBM GPIS 3D equipment) and a personal computer;

- velocity control of the extruder changing rotating speed of driving motor;

- ignition device composed by a vortice propane/air flame;

- water cooling system;

- opening outlet tubes.

The design values and calibration curves have been presented in a previous work (vd.

Pires and Campos, 1993). The theoretical velocity for used mean particle of 350 pgm is

about 0.12 mn/s and the theoretical superficial gas velocity is about 0.41 in/s. The

design values of the chamber are presented in the next Table 1.
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Figure 5 - Control systems

Table 1. - Design values

Superficial gas velocity, U [m/s] 0.413
Terminal velocity, Ut [m/s] 11.800

Minimum fluidization velocity, Umf [m/s] 0.12

Bed height at incipient fluidization, Hmf [m] 0.3

Bubble diameter, Db [mm] 147.3

Number of bubbles rising the top of the bed, per second, N 9.8
Bubble velocity, Ub [m/s] 0.303

Pressure drop across fluidized bed, AP [mm H2 0] 477.340

Residence time [min] - 15

4.2. Experimental conditions and results of incineration of ammonium nitrate base

explosives

Experimental bubble diameter, at the surface of bed, measured between 0.9 and

0.12 m, which shows a good agreement with the theoretical value (d = 0.15 m). The

experimental combustion conditions are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. - Experimental combustion conditions

Static bed height, [mm] 300
Diameter of the bed[mm] 266

TDH chamber [mm] 735
Average silica sand size, d5 0 [atim] 377.7
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There are two phases in a normal operation - the transient warming regime at the

beginning and a permanent regime during its effective work. In the transient regime

the aim is to heat the sand bed. The combustion of the mixture of the fluidising gas

(air and C3H8) heats the sand bed while the refrigeration circuit protects the chamber

from any possible overheating. Throughout all tests the sand bed was initially heated

above 520 K. The freeboard temperature was kept between 680 K and 880 K (vd.

Figure 6).

S00 -d

700- BE SUFC

6000 -

U BED TEMP (S) EXHAUST TEMP

300 -

200

100

0

0 006 1332 199S 266L IS, 3330 3995 L662 532S

Figure 6 - Fluidised bed combustion temperature as a function of time (Emulsion

explosive incineration).

When nominal designed temperatures are attained (vd. Figure 6,-a-), inside the

chamber, the extruder gradually begins to send a mixture of sand and emulsion

explosive (vd. Figure 6,-b-), while the flowing of C3H8 is being gradually reduced. It

is necessary to take a special care with slurry mass flow feed in order to avoid the

formation of big aggregates inside the fluidised bed (vd. Figure 6,-c-). Comparing the

incineration of emulsion explosive and ANFO, it is possible to observe in the second

case, the total homogeneity temperature inside the bed (vd. Figs. 6, -b-and 7, -b-).

Meanwhile the sand that fills the chamber is expelled through the discharge tubes.

Then the energetic material feeds the combustion chamber and the permanent regime

is attained. When the incineration of energetic material starts the temperature inside

the chamber rises (vd. Figure 6,-d-).

When the incineration is finished we must feed the combustion chamber with clean

sand to avoid any pack aggregated slurry.
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Figure 7 - Fluidised bed combustion temperature as a function of time (ANFO

explosive incineration).

During the incineration of ANFO the freeboard temperature is slightly above the bed

temperature (100 - 150'C). However during the incineration explosive emulsion, the

temperature in the freeboard is about 300 K higher than the bed temperature. It

reveals the importance of the water content in emulsion.

The water concentration in explosive emulsions causes two phenomena: one is the

decreasing of the bed temperature; the other is the formation of big aggregates inside

the fluidised bed. The incineration process for ammonium nitrate based explosives is

possible only at temperatures above 520 K, because its decomposition only happens at

high temperatures. For that reason it is necessary to reduce drastically the mass flow

feed of explosive emulsion.

In the chimney the emission of nitrogen oxides is about 20 ppm for explosive

emulsion (3%) and more than 100 ppm for ANFO (15%). The reason why there is a

big concentration of nitrogen oxides during the incineration of ANFO is related with

the dominant source of NOx -the 'fuel" nitrogen. Other reasons for that are the high

mass flow feed and the high rate of destruction of ANFO. The CO emissions are

about 75 ppm for explosive emulsion (3%) and more than 275 ppm for ANFO (15%).

The emissions can be reduced with the perfect control of the air excess.

Measured products concentration of NOx, CO and C0 2, of same tests, are presented

in Figure 8.
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Figure 8 - Measured concentrations of NO,, CO and CO 2

The analysis of the sand after the combustion reveals a complete decomposition for all

the explosive tested; in the explosive emulsion, however, the ammonium nitrate is not

entirely decomposed.

5. Conclusions

An original fluidised bed combustion system has been designed and built in order to

incinerate the most common used explosives, based in ammonium nitrate

compositions. It is composed by a fluidised bed, warmed by the combustion of a

propane-air mixture as fluidising gas. A wet scrubber and an exhaust gas system close

the combustion cycle. The gas products composition and incineration regime can be

predicted by THOR computer code. There are two regimes of incineration: the

warming transient regime and constant incineration regime. Obtain real temperatures

are stable near 770 K in a good agreement with theoretical predictions. This

equipment proves to be a safe and programmable incineration system for industrial

explosives.
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COMBINED METHODS FOR DIAGNOSTICS OF BURNING
PRODUCTS COMPOSITION IN FLAME

Sergey A. Korotkov, Victor P. Samsonov

Chuvash State Pedagogical Institute, K.Marx st.38

428000, Cheboksary, RUSSIA

The methods have been developed to study a flame struc-

ture and an incomplete combustion of gases and gasified

solid fuels when the complex structural flows were forming

in the flame.

Two diagnostics methods are proposed. One of them is

the combination of the spectrometric method and the method

of the convective precipitation of the burning products on

the cold surface. It consists in spectrometric studying of

the sediments of the flame trace on the heat-conducting

(ceramic) surface where chemical reaction freesing occurs.

The way of taking of small samples of the burning products

(sediments) is developed for subsequent entering them into

an electric arc of an spectrometer illuminator. The

resolving power of the method is limited by the two-

dimensional scale of the sample.

The second method consists in studying of an

electrostatic field of the trace and measuring of electric

conductivity of separated regions of the trace. All the

measurements are made by the method of the current in a low

conducting medium. A metal needle is used as a sonde. The

dimensional resolving power of this method is limited by a

diameter of a sonde. If the electrical properties of the

products forming in the chemical reaction are known, it is

possible to find out its existance and calculate its

concentration in the corresponding zone of the flame. The

measured values of a trace region conductivity are integral
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and those are due to existance of the several components.

The algorithm of the transition from the integral values of

conductivity to the differential ones and then to the

concentration of substance is proposed.

Both these methods complement the hydrodynamical method

of the convective precipitation of burning products from

gase phase on the surface in those cases when the thickness

of the layer is too great and an interference pattern cannot

be obtained.

These methods were tested in the cases of the diffusion

propane flames and the model mixed solid fuel flames when

the sequence of the "brutto-reactions" is assumed to be

known.

The hydrodynamical method of the convective precipl ta-

tion of the combustion products on the neat conducting wall

formes the basis of some other combined method for diagnos-

tics of the flame structure. If the speed of the burning

products is not great and heat capacity of the wall is great

enough freezing of the chemical reactions occurs on the wall

[1]. The flame trace on the wall can have a great resolving

power. The example of such a trace is shown in Fig.1. It is

possible to separate several zones on the flame trace, those

correspond to various stages of the chemical transformation

if the velocity field is known. The further investigation of

the chemical reactions process can be made by analysis of

the burning products composition applying other physical

methods.

The main aim of the spectrometric tests is the indenti-

fication of the expected chemical compounds and the measure-

ment of their concentration in the studied soot layer. The

basic problem of the spectral analysis is the question about

the sensitivity limit of the identification method [2]. When

studying the absorption spectrum the light sources having
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Fig. I

the continuous spectrums or monochromatic light sources are

usually used. The frequency change must be performed over as

wide range as possible. The sensitivity of the method is

defined by proportion of the radient ehergy absorbed in some

spectral interval: A =(I,- I,)/Io. Here 1, and I, are the

intensities of incindent light and light passed through the

absorbing layer. The scheme of the experimental installation

is shown in Fig.2. The experimental installation containes

the following basic elements: 1 - the micrometric table,

which can be rotated relatively studied sample 2 in the

angle interval 0 , 27; 3 the light source connected with

the micrometric table; 4 - the control unit; 5 - the detec-

tor; 6 - the registering block; The advantage of such a

scheme is the possibility to study the scattering spectrum

simultaneously with the absorption spectrum and the follo-

wing simulation of the surface shape of the studidd soot

trace. The relative disposition of the light source and de-

tector is controled by the computer program.

The thickness of the soot trace layer was so small that
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the number of the studied substance molecules was very few

and that is why the value A was also small. At this reason
the scheme of the experiment can be complicated to obtain
light passing repeated many times. Then it is possible to
record the absorption spectrums for definition of the expec-
ted elements of substance.

The decisive factor determinating the sensitivity limit
of the spectrometric identification method based on the
emission spectrum is the sensitivity of the device detecting
the radiation. At present this problem is decided for many

ranges of the infrared, visual and ultraviolet radiation
[3J. The scheme of the installation that allows to obtain
the emission spectrums is presented in Fig.3. Here the thin
sonde I (electrode) is installed on the micrometric table.

It can be moved over the studied trace 2 of burning products
The installation can be located inside a vacuum chamber at
the pressure about 1O-5 Torr. The discharge is initiated in
a location place. The type of the discharge ( spark one,
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glow one or arcover) and the conditions determining the dis-
charge are controled by the computer.

The various types of the discharges can be controled by
circulation through the discharge area of the different

inert gases. A count of the radiated quantums does not offer
any scope to define the absolute concentration of any subs-
tances. It is possible only to evaluate the concentration of
the excited substance molecules. The discharge fashion rea-
lizes the high degree of the molecules excitation factor and
supplies obtaining of the concentration distributions for
the expected substances in the soot trace.

The precipitation of the burning products was carried
out on the flat ceramic plate to realize the method of elec-
trostatic field. The soot trace is badly electric conductive
medium. Retaining standard electrodes against the soot trace
we obtain some electrostatic cell. The investigation of the
potential distribution in the electrostatic field has shown

that the force lines configuration substantially differs
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from the standard one at uniform electric conducting medium.

It is due to nonuniformity of the soot trace. The trace is

nonhomogeneous in the thickness and physical properties in

the separate zones. The nonuniformity is due to the non-

equilibrium soot formation process in the flame. The soot

particles are formed as a result of a complex process inclu-

ding the embrio formation, particle growth and agglomeration

of the particles. At this reason the electric conductivity

of the separate sections of the trace is defined by charac-

ter of the chemical reaction run at the combustion. In this

case the potential of an electrostatic field is not similar

to a current field. Really, the conditions for the current

density J on the badly electric conducting surface can be

written as follows
4 4 4

div . =0, j = E

Here a =u(x,y) is the electric conductivity of the

trace. It is the function of the coordinates. Then we can

write

divj = dtv(agrad q) = (grad a grad cp) + a ,A = 0

The further information about the character of the che-

mical transformation in the flame can be obtained by measu-

ring of the electric conductivity of the separate sections

of the soot trace.

In this work the measured parameter was the current

between two sondes. The dependence of the current on the

distance from the diffusion propane flame front was investi-

gated. The sondes were two copper needles installed in the

dielectric holder. The diameter of the needle was I mm. The

distance between the soundes was 10 mm. The results of

measurements are presented in Fig.4.

The coordinate x was measured as a distance from the

flame front along the symmetry axis of the soot trace. The

sign of minus corresponds to the point inside the flame
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cone.

If the electric conductivity of substance is known it

is possible to find out its existance in studied point of

the trace.
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Abstract
The heat transfer is the dominant mechanism of pool fire burning. For its modelling a
one dimensional approach was applied which successfully described the comparable
problem of solid propellants. In order to obtain the heat flows by radiation and
conduction the fuel consumption rate and the temperatures profiles were measured,
simultaneously. The fuels on investigations were methanol, nitromethan, 2-propanol,
isooktane. The rate of the fuel consumption increases linearly with time due to the
heating up of the pool. A least squares fit of the calculated temperature profiles to the
measured curves indicates a continuous grow of the ratio of heat radiated to conducted
heat.

Introduction
Chemical industry transports and stores large quantities of liquid fuels and chemicals.
Accidents can lead to large fuel fires which endanger the environment by direct impact,
the heat radiation and the emission of combustion and pyrolysis products [6].

Flames above liquids are sustained by the balance of evaporated, burning fuels and the
heat feedback [4]. In addition, the energy transferred by conduction, convection and
radiation heats up the fuel pool and increases the evaporated masses which is, in turn,
feed to the flame [3, 5]. Overheating of the fuel leads to the ejection of flame balls
which further form burning hotspots [1]. These effects prevent or hinder at least fire
extinguishing. A pool heated above the flash point can only be quenched by air
displacement with additional cooling of the pool.

The investigation described in the following aim at measuring the effects of pool heat
up by heat feedback from the flame and the increase of the fuel consumption rate. The
experimental data are discussed on the basis of an simplified model of the heat transfer
of the flame and the pool.

Quasi-static energy balance in the fuel
Pool fires show a complicated structure which fluctuates strongly [9]. The diffusion
flame above the surface also reduced to simplest shapes is rotational symmetry. The
feedback of radiation to the pool can be assumed to be emitted from a disk [8] which
transfer heat with approximated constant distribution near the pool centre.The
fluctuations are fast enough (ca 5-10 Hz) to assume stationary condition with respect to
the heat conduction within the pool. So being aware of the strong simplification a one-
dimensional heat transfer within the pool is studied:
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C92 T Ov6 T~p-
A +cp+ 6)a Q

The Dirac's delta function 6 accounts for the enthalpy of evaporation taking place at a
certain temperature at the phase boundary [2]. Q represents a general heat source. A
quasi-static temperature profile T(,x,t) = T(x) and surface regression rate r provided
which means the heat up is slow with respect to the building of the temperature profile

allows to substitute -Tby r- . The indepth absorption of radiated heat is taken into

account by an averaged absorption coefficient b of the liquid and an intensity qR-

A 62T + rp(cp + hV3AT) iET = q~be

Integrating once with respect to x delivers the enery balance:

A -T + rpcp (T(x)- TO) + hv) - qRe-bx = 0 for x =0 (at the surface)ax

and

A T- + rpcp(T(x) - TO) - qRe-bx = 0 for x > 0 (in the fuel)

The boundary conditions assume that the surface is at boiling temperature Tb and the
temperature gradient is given by the heat conducted heat q[:

T(x = 0) = Tb und A- =qT
a-XT=TT = qb

The integration of the equations yields the temperature profile in the pool:

( bA

T(x)-To= qL 1 m"Cp - bASm "C -qR (1)
mT1)T Ac -bAexp(bx) m1cpexp AmiCp exp( x) a by omitn the h x

The first term is obtained also by omitting the heat flux by radiation q%.
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Experimental set up
The experiments were performed in a cylindrical pool (113 mm diameter, 40 mm height)
using a automated fuel supply to substitute consumed fuel (fig. 1). The level of the
liquid surface was kept constant by a Mariotte's bottle (diviation from its mean value <
0.5 mm) at a position 1 mm below the top of the pool container. The weight of the fuel
reservoir was continuously measured (+/- 0. 1 g) to obtain the fuel consumption and the
burning rate using a PC based data acquisition unit. The fuel flow to the pool was low
(0.2 ml/s) that it did not influence the temperature of the pool substantially. The fuel
supply was placed in a distance of 20 mm from the positions of temperature
measurement. An array of 8 thermocouples ( NiCrNi, diameter 1 mm) recorded the axial
temperature profiles at various positions below the pool surface. These positions were 1,
5, 10, 20, 25, 30 and 35 mm. The thermocouple array was scanned every second band
the data stored in the data acquisition unit. Depending on the fuel type the time period
for measurement was 10 to 30 min starting at room temperature. The experiment was
stopped on the observation of bubbles indicating beginning boiling of the whole pool.
At that event convection would play a significant role which is assumed to be of minor
influence before as only little movements are observed within the pool.

The fuels on investigations were methanol, nitromethane, 2-propanol, isooktane
physical and thermodynamic data of these fuels are listed in table 1.

Although the data do not differ within orders of magnitude the flames emit strongly
different radiation spectra [7]. Methanol burns with a blue flame and emits mainly
bands of water and carbon dioxide. The other fuels show additionally continuous
spectra with increasing intensity from nitromethane to iso-octane. The continous
radiation is emitted by the soot particles.

Results

Burning Rate
The mass related burning rate m" (kg s-lm 2 ) is obtained from the weight loss curve of
the fuel reservoir by differentiation and deviding by the surface area of pool. Fig. 2 and
tab. 2 show the measured weight loss curves and the burning rates in dependence of
the different fuels. The weight loss increases with time. Parabolic curves approximate
closely the experimental data as found by a least squares fit. This means: the burning
rate increases linearly with time. Deviations at the begin of the experiments are caused
by the time lag of the fuel supply.

Heating of the Pool
Fig. 3 shows a temperature history of the pool heating for the fuel 2-propanol. Close to
the surface (x = 1 mm) the temperature rises close to the boiling point within seconds
after ignition. Near the bottom of the pool the temperature begins to rise after some
minutes followed by fast grows which is lower towards the bottom of the pool. Till the
end of the experiments the temperatures in the pool attend to the boiling temperature,
assymptotically.
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Temperature Profiles

The temperature profiles of the heating phase of the pool are plotted in fig. 4 at various
times. After ignition the temperature profiles are of a linear shape. Later, when the fuel
is partially heated up, they become sigmaoid form with a point of intersection.
Qualitatively, this indicates that flame radiation dominates the energy transfer with
respect to heat conduction. The progression of the heat up of the fuel flattens the
temperature gradients so reducing the heat conduction.

The temperature profiles T(x)-T0 described by Eq. 1 depend on cp, A, m",qL, qR, b. The
values cp and A are well known constants listed in tab. 1. The burning rate m" was
measured simultaneously. qL and q, are unknown and their independent measurement
is difficult. The sum of both (the total heat transfer from the flame to the pool) can be
found from a global energy balance and from the burning rate. The heat losses of the
fuel to the container and the environment are neglected. The results of the estamated
heat transfer are listed in tab. 3. The absorption coefficient b is an averaged value which
has to be estimated from the overlap of flame emission 1f,(?,) and absorption bands b(k)
of the fuels.Only in the case of a dominant absorption band of the fuel or emission
band of the flame, it can be clearly assigned to that wavelength. In principle the
absorption of the radiation absorption in the pool can be described by:

qR(x) = fIf (k)e-b(X)XdX

In the following is assumed for simplicity that b(X) can be approximated by one value b.

The measured temperature profiles allow to obtain conducted and radiated energy as
well as the averaged absorption coefficient by a leasts squares fit of (1) to the
experimental data. q%, q, and b were used as fit parameters. The calculated curves with
the best fit parameters are shown in fig. 4 (solid lines).

Discussion

The calculated curves agree with the experimental temperature profiles quite well. This
indicates that the heat transfer model expressed by (1) and the related approximations
describe the situation sufficiently correct. The values of ql, q, und b vary strongly
depending on the fuels and on the time which is obvious from fig. 5. As expected, the
heat transfer by conduction decrease close to zero till the end of the experiment
because of the heat-up of the pool. Complementary, the heat transfer by radiation
increases. The total heat flow remains constant or increases slightly. The sum of both
energy transfers give the same order of magnitude as estimated from the energy
balance and the burning rate (see tab. 3).

The dominance of the heat conduction at the beginning of the experiments is also
confirmed by the values of b. b starts with a value expressing the fact that heat
absorption direct on the surface cannot, in generalbe distinguished from heat transfer
by conduction, there. Later b falls to an asymtotic value. The continuous decrease could
be explained by the increase of evaporated fuel with time. This higher amount of fuel
absorbs more radiation (blockage effect) and can influence the averaged absorption
coefficient. It should also be taken into account that at the beginning the temperature
profiles are not as static as asumed in the model and experimental errors have more
influence due to the time response of the thermocouples.
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Table 1 Physical fuel properties

Einheit Methanol Nitromethan 2-Propanol Isooktan
Molecular weight kg/mol 32.042*10.' 61.040*10-' 60.096*10. 114.232*10-3

Density p kg/m 3  787 1130 786 692

Heat conductivity A W/(mK) 0.202 0.195 0.157 0.131

Boiling point Tb K 337.8 374.5 355.5 372.5
Specific Heat cp J/(kg K) 2.547*103 1.750*103 2.579*103 2.066*103
Heat of vaporation hv J/kg 1102*103 556.8*103 663.1*103 269.5*103

Net calorific value h. J/kg 22.75*10' 11.62*10' 33.46*10" 47.77*106

Table 2 Burning rates as linear function of time

mI + m2 t Methanol Nitromethan 2-Propanol Isooktan

m, 10' kg s-1 m-
2  

12.25 20.67 11.10 10.00

m2  10.6 kg s-2 
m-

2  0.351 2.905 1.173 7.00

Table 3 Approximation of heat flux transfered from flame to fuel

Symbol I Time Unit I Methanol Nitromethan 2-Propanol .sooktan

Approximation by q = m" cp dT,/dt

q 300s W M2  
2500 3500 2500 2500

q 600s W mr
2  1500 2000 1500 1500

Fit at axial temperature profil (Eq. 1)

qL 300s W m- 2  
200 2100 500 800

qR 300s W m-2  
1100 1600 1200 1300

qR+ qL 300s Wm- 2  1300 3200 1700 2100

qR+qL 600s Wm-2 1300 3300 1700 2500
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Abstract

Partial substitution of ammonium perchlorate by non-stabilised ammonium

nitrate as oxidiser component in composite propellants is an alternative

solution for applications where a significant reduction of the emission of acid

components is of concern, and high specific impulse is not a determinant

parameter. This communication concerns the dependence of the ignition delay

of AP/NSAN/Inert Binder solid composite propellants on temperature and

weight content of ammonium nitrate. Several AP/HTPB and AP/Polyurethane

(PU) based compositions, with increasing NSAN weight contents, were

submitted to constant heating, until ignition occurred.

The results obtained, that confirmed the expected increment of the ignition

delay when the temperature of the surrounding gas is decreased, also showed

that in both types of propellants increasing weight contents of non-stabilised

ammonium nitrate originate shorter values of ci(T).

The theoretical analysis of the ignition delays provided additional evidence of

the existence of two alternative, temperature dependent, rate determining

mechanisms of ignition, with different activation energy and 03 factor. The

characteristic values of E, 03 and of the transition temperature were calculated,

enlightening the fundamental role of the thermal degradation of NSAN in the

ignition of this type of composite propellants.
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Introduction

Significant efforts are been undertaken in the field of rocket propulsion aiming

the development of a new generation of less polluting propellants, with low

signature and reduced sensitivity to shock and thermal stimuli. In fact, the

exhaust gases resulting of the combustion of composite AP based propellants

include a large amount of hydrogen chloride, as well as some other chlorine

components, which are the main source of high levels of toxicity for most

living forms and equipment corrosion damages [1]. Furthermore, the formation

of hydrochloric acid, by combination of hydrogen chloride with atmospheric

water vapour, is the origin of visible and infrared optically dense secondary

smoke, which is a major inconvenient for military applications [2].

Partial substitution of ammonium perchlorate by non-stabilised ammonium

nitrate as oxidiser component in composite propellants is one of the

possibilities under study for some time at the Laboratory of Energetics and
Detonics [3 - 4]. The use of non-stabilised ammonium nitrate (NSAN) is not

free of problems, namely the contribution to the depletion of the ozone layer

by the formation of NO, compounds, its high hygroscopicity, the existence of

crystalline phase transitions with important volume changes and the low IT, of

NSAN/Inert Binder composite propellants. Nevertheless, one must consider

that the absence of chlorine in NSAN composition and its low sensitivity to
impact and friction make this component an attractive oxidiser candidate for

those applications where increased insensibility and a significant reduction of

the emissions of acid compounds, specially HCI, is of concern and high specific
impulse is not a determinant parameter.

This work concerns the ignition characteristics of AP/NSAN/HTPB and

AP/NSAN/PU composite propellants. Several compositions, with increasing

NSAN weight contents, were submitted to constant heating, in ambient air and

at atmospheric pressure, until ignition occurred.

The analysis of the ignition delays, in function of temperature and NSAN

weight content, provided additional evidence of the existence of two

alternative, temperature dependent, rate determining mechanisms,

characterised by different E and 03 factor, which characteristic values were

calculated, as well as the transition temperatures.

The results also enlightened the fundamental role of the thermal degradation of

NSAN in the ignition of this type of propellants.
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Experimental

Propellants test samples - Composition and Preparation

All the compositions were formulated with 80 % weight of solid oxidant

charge and 20 % weight of bulk (pre polymer, plasticizer and curing agent)

binder system. In both AP/NSAN/HTPB and AP/NSAN/PU propellants, the

cases 0 %, 20 %, 40 % and 60 % of non-stabilised ammonium nitrate weight

content, of the total solid oxidant charge, were studied (Table I).

PROPELLANT COMPOSITION (% nt) MOLAR COMPOSITION
BI 80 Al / 20 PIJ 01.681 AP + 0.2 (SIM + SFE)
B2 64 API/ 16 NSAN / 20 PU (0.544 AP + 0.199 NSAN + 0.2 (SIM + SFE)
B3 48 AP / 32 NSAN / 20 l'U 0.408 AP + 0.399 NSAN + 0.2 (SIM + SFE)
B4 32 AP / 48 NSAN / 20 PU 0.272 Al' + 0.599 NSAN + 0.2 (SIM + SIE)

CI 80 AP / 20 lffIT1 0.681 Al' + 0.2 (I ITPB + IPDI + DOA)
C2 64 AP / 16 AN /2 1 ITPTIl 0.544 AI'+ 0. 199 NSAN + 0.2 (I ITPBI + tPDI + D)OA)
C3 48 A' / 32 AN / 20 tIT' 0.408 Al'+ 0.399 NSAN + 0.2 (t ITPl + IPDI + DOA)
C4 32 AP / 48 AN ! 2) 1 ITPB (1.272 AP + 11.599 NSAN +-0.2 (TPB + IPDI + IDOA)

Table I - Weight and molar composition of the propellants.

Compositions containing AP only were bimodal with a 50 % fine/coarse

weight proportion of the AP particles, but in the formulations including NSAN

the compositions used were trimodal, with the same fine/coarse AP weight

composition.

AP finc 45 <dAp < 90 (sm
AP coarse 106 <dAp < 150 Itin

NSAN 150 < dN N -t 8(( ým

Table II - Particle sizes used in the formulations.

The particle size distribution curves of both oxidisers were established by Laser
Diffraction Spectrometry. The particle sizes presented in Table II were

obtained by sieving and kept at 333 ± 5 K and 11 + 2 % relative humidity for
the propellants formulations. Two different polymers, HTPB R45, from France

Elf Atochem, and PU, from CPB Portugal, were used as binders. The

propellants were obtained by mixing under vacuum at 333 K in an anchor blade

type mixer, casted in small boxes (50 mmx50 mmx30 mm) and cured at 333 K

for 5 days. Slice-like strands were cut from the cured propellant blocks and its

uniformity was verified by optical microscopy and bulk density measurements

of the various strands. The test samples cut from the strands were circular
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pellets of propellant 10 mm in diameter and 0.8 mm thick. In order to reduce

the existence of ignition spots, that would increase data scatter, the surface of

the samples was rubbed with fine emery paper and brushed to dust out any

loose particles. The test samples were conditioned at 298 ± 2 K and II ± 2 %

relative humidity before testing.

Experimental Set-up

Strong differences of opinion exist about the ideal set-up for ignition delay

studies of solid propellants [5 - 6]. Nevertheless, the simplest and most reliable

systems, like the hot plate and the electrical furnace, are still used in the

majority of the large scale applications, even if the results obtained are often

believed to be limited to comparative purposes. In fact, due to the good

reproducibility of testing conditions, a large amount of information can be

inferred from the results obtained.

The experimental apparatus (Fig. 1) used in this work for the measurement of

ignition delays of the propellants, in ambient air and at atmospheric pressure, is

essentially composed by an electrical furnace, a pneumatic system for rapid

introduction of the propellant samples and peripheral devices allowing real

time control of the process and data acquisition. The furnace, composed of a

ceramic ignition chamber, cylindrical, 115 mm long and 65 mm in diameter,

heated by a 650 Watt electrical element and externally isolated with ceramic

fibber, has a maximum temperature of 1573 K. The temperature of the ignition

chamber is controlled by an PID temperature controller associated with a

Cromel-Alumel thermocouple.
The possibility of the non-uniformity of the superficial temperature of the test

samples, due to natural convective flows and possible influence of the furnace

end opening on radiation arriving at the upper surface of the pellet, was

considered.

In previous studies [7], performed with a similar equipment and similar test

samples, it has been demonstrated that, in what concerns natural convection,

the heat transfer coefficient at a given pressure scarcely varies in approximately

200 K temperature intervals, and therefore the consideration of a global heat

transfer and a mean surface temperature introduces very little error. The fact

that the solid angle defined by the furnace end opening and the test pellet was

very small led us to the assumption that the radiation losses could be assumed

negligible in the total surface heating. Nevertheless, and in order to optimise

the temperature uniformity, axial and radial measurements of the temperature
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Figure I - Experimental apparatus.
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were made using a K type thermocouple that was displaced one millimetre

between measurements.

The results of the calibration (Fig. 2) allowed the determination of a cylindrical

test zone (10 mm high and 20 mm in diameter), were the maximum axial and

radial temperature gradients proved to be always inferior to 0.05% of the pre-

established temperature (ATrad max = 3.5 K and ATax mx = 2 K). During the

ignition tests the temperature of the measuring zone was monitored by a shielded

K type thermocouple perpendicular to its axis (Fig. 3).

--.-- hlO xx -- ,--h~5 Omm

_h=0

o 1-hmm O 0 h= mm0

I ... h.5 . .t... h. 5 mm
--.-- h= 0010 ---- hhm

0 5 Imm)r '0 0 0 [m],

Figure 2 - Calibration results of the test zone.

A pneumatic cylinder was used for the rapid introduction of the propellant

samples in the test zone. The pneumatic system is attached to a support that

allows its axial and radial displacement away from the furnace entrance in order to

avoid heating by convection of the propellant samples during the installation

period and to enable the coaxial alignment of the injecting piston with the furnace

axis, before injection. The test samples were fixed to the extremity of a thin wire

isolated with Teflon, which is axially connected with the piston of the pneumatic

cylinder. The length of the wire is such that at the piston maximum displacement

the sample is positioned at the centre of the furnace measuring zone (Fig. 3).
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I

Figure 3 - Schematic representation of the furnace and location of the test

zone.

The time evolution of the surface temperature of the sample was measured

with a 78 lpm K type thermocouple. Because ignition reactions of classic solid

composite propellants always occur in a few microns distance from the surface

of the propellants, and in order to optimise the accuracy of the measurements,

the thermocouple was threaded up to the inferior side of the test pellet, in such

a way that the sensitive junction, in a close contact with the solid phase by the

characteristic elasticity of the propellant, was positioned as close as possible to
its surface. A detailed view of the sample and thermocouple installation can be

seen in Fig. 4.

------- ------

Figure 4 - Position of the thermocouple in the test sample.
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The electrical output of the control and measuring thermocouples was

amplified by an AD595AQ RS Data Control K type thermocouple amplifier,

with cold junction compensation, and registered by a Tektronix 320 TDS

oscilloscope which allows a maximum sample-rate of 500 MSamples/s.

Specific software is used to transfer all the data to a personal computer for

further analysis.

Time response of the equipment

Calibration tests were performed in order to measure the time response of the

measuring equipment, At, that should be deducted from the experimental

ignition delay measurements:

At = t1 + t2  [1]

6t, and 8t2 being, respectively:

- the mechanical time of injection of the test sample inside the furnace;

- the time delay characteristic of the measuring chain.

As the operation of the pneumatic system was made by actuation on an electric

valve and the same input voltage was used to trigger the oscilloscope (Fig. 1),

the calibration tests were executed injecting the thermocouple into several pure

molten substances (paraffin, ammonium nitrate and lead) and boiling bi-

distilled water. The moment of contact of the thermocouple with the free

surface of the standard substances was clearly defined by a very sharp rise of

the temperature measured by the thermocouple (Fig. 5).

Series of five runs were executed for each standard substance and the results

obtained, with an acquisition rate of 500 samples/s, allowed the determination

of the mechanical injection time 8tt1 = 38 ± 2 ms.

The time delay of the measuring chain, 5t 2, was identified with the time

interval between the moment of contact of the thermocouple with the free

surface of the standard substances (tQ) and the moment when the temperature

measured by the thermocouple was 95% of the characteristic phase change

temperature of the substance (td, being the final value of 8t2 the arithmetic

mean of the results obtained in each case (Fig. 6).

This procedure proved that the 8t 2(T) evolution was linear and could be

represented by the equation:

6t2 = 53.189 - 0.049 T (ms) [2]
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Figure 5 - Thermocouple output of a Figure 6 - Evolution of 5t2,

calibration test, in function of temperature.

Jegnitio)n tests

The measurement of the ignition delays of the formulations shown in Table I

were made in the temperature range 600 K - 1 100 K, with increments of 100

K. The procedure to obtain ignition delay data started with the radial

displacement of the injection system, followed by the heating period of the

ignition chamber up to the desired temperature. The measuring thermocouple

was threaded trough the sample and the pellet was positioned on the support

wire. Once thermal equilibrium inside the fuirnace was attained, the injection

cylinder was displaced to the furnace axis and the propellant sample was

injected into the measuring zone until ignition occurred. The obtained data was

transferred to a personal computer for further analysis.

Definition of the instant of i~gnition

The occurrence of a very fast increment of the temperature of the propellant

sample is a common criterion for the determination of the ignition delay when

thermocouples are used as measuring device.

In this work a supplementary condition has been introduced, to increase the

information concerning the influence of partial substitution of ammonium

perchlorate by non-stabilised ammonium nitrate on the ignition delay of the

composite propellants.
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As the temperature of thermal degradation of NSAN (443 K) is significantly

lower than the correspondent for AP (713 K), and in agreement with several

authors [8] that refer to be the ignition delay of composite propellants
controlled by the thermal degradation of the oxidiser, the ignition instant of the

sample was determined by the simultaneous obtainment of a sharp rise of the

output of the measuring thermocouple and a minimum surface temperature, T,

_ TmMAN being TmNSAN the melting temperature of NSAN.
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Figure 7 - Output of the measuring and control thermocouples.

Results Obtained and Theoretical Analysis

The ignition delay data obtained for the propellants is plotted in Fig. 8. The
ignition delays, in function of temperature, were calculated using the equation:

Ti(T) = Ate,, (T) - 5t,- 6t2 (T) [3]

where At0>0 represents the time interval between the injection instant (tQ) and

the moment of ignition (tQ).

The results presented are the arithmetic mean of the 10 closest values obtained

for each formulation, within ± 3 % reproducibility at each temperature level.


